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ON BROWNIAN BRIDGE AND EXCURSION
J. P. IMHOF
1. Introduction
A number of explicit results about extrema over time intervals either fixed or 
determined by first and last passage times can be obtained easily fór Brownian motion 
or meander and for the three-dimensional Bessel process from joint densities ex­
pressed is natural factorized form ([7]). This also provides an elementary direct approach 
to some path decompositions. This approach is here extended to Brownian bridge 
and excursion.
First, the relations between these two processes due to Vervaat are established 
in a simple manner.
Then, starting for Brownian bridge from simultaneous consideration of both 
maximum and minimum, all known marginals are deduced. Two density factoriza­
tions at an extremum first given by Vincze [13] are obtained as particular cases. Some 
results are mentioned for the time spent above a level.
Brownian excursion is finally considered. Explicit densities upon which Knight
[8] based his study of local time are obtained in a simple form equivalent to his via 
some théta function transformation formulas. A density factorization at the maxi­
mum is found to transform in this way to a convolution formula first pointed out by 
Chung [3] and hitherto unexplained.
Processes are considered in the canonical description. Q is the space of contin­
uous functions co: R +—R, Ql the one of continuous or. [0, l]-<-R. The process 
is X={X ,} with tsO , respectively O ^ t^ l ,  given by the variables X,{oi)=oo{t) 
which generate the natural <x-fields .<Ft = a{Xs: For Í2 we set in addition
3F=o{Xs: y&O}. On (C2, OF), respectively (£2X, J5]), we call P, respectively P0 and P^ 
the probability laws which make X  be Brownian motion, respectively Brownian 
bridge and (scaled) Brownian excursion. We further write t x=inf {.s: Xs=x} and
m, =  inf {As: 0 í  s s  (}, Mt = sup {A^ : 0 á  s S  /},
fit = inf{x: Xs = m,}, a, = inf {s: Xs = M,}.
For t=  1, these are shortened to m, M, p, a. Formuli are often simpler if one uses 
for some basic functions a notation giving precedence to functional form over prob­
abilistic meaning. We therefore depart from the notation of [7] and write for all 
t> 0  and x€R, p,(x)=(2nt)~112 exp {— x2/2t), gt(x)={2nts)~ll'1x  exp {— x 2/2t} =
= —-^-Pt(x). Thus Pt(x)— P(Ar,6dx:)/dx for all x  but g((x) = P(tx6d/)/d/ for
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 60J65; Secondary 60E05. 
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x > 0  only. Similarly we let for all x, y€R, q,(x, y )= p ,(x—y )—pt(x+y) so qt(x,y) = 
= P(Xt£dy—x, T_x>/)/dy holds for xy>0 only.
As in [7] the factorization
(1.1) P(M,€dy, <r,€ds, X,£dx) = 2gs(y)g,_,t(y -x )  dy ds dx,
valid for 0< i < /  and OVx<y, is basic.
2. Relations between Brownian bridge and excursion
The simplest way to obtain the laws of specific functionals of Brownian bridge 
is often to let h\0 in the corresponding ones for Brownian motion over 0 ^ / ^ l ,  
conditioned to .^£[0, h] (Billingsley [2]: the continuous mapping theorem applies 
in all cases we consider). By Scheffé’s theorem ([2] p. 224) the passage to the limit 
can be carried out directly on conditional probability densities if their limit is again 
a probability density. The following illustrative example indicates the pattern.
For and 0< x< y , the Markov property at zx and (1.1) give
PCr^ds, <redt, M ídy, X& 0, h])/P(X1£[0, h]) =
h h
2dsd/dygs(x)g,_s(y -x )  f  g1_ ,(y - z )d z /  J  px(z)dz.
0 0
The limit for h\0 of the quotient of integrals is g1~t(y)/Pi(0)=]Í2ng1_t(y). 
Therefore
(2.1) Pofoeds, (red/, Me dy) = 2/2/rgs(x)g,_J(y -x )g 1_,(y)dsd/dy. 
Marginalizations show that this is a probability density. For instance,
P0((red/, Medy) = 2j/27tg,(y)g1_I(y)d/dy.
Vincze ([13], Satz 3) had obtained this by passage to the limit from tied down 
simple symmetric random walk. One may notice the other marginals P0(rxedj, 
Me dy) =  2 ]/2n gs (x)gx- S(2y -x )d s  dy, P0 (rxe ds) =  ^ 27/ gs (x)p1 _5 (x) d.v, P0 (Me dy)= 
= 2  l ^ g 1(2y)dy, this last one at least wellknown.
More generally, the pre-maximum and post-maximum behavior can be detailed 
by giving a description in terms of finite dimensional events. Let therefore O-crjC... 
...-=r4<,y-</1< . ..< /„<  1 and define the two formal events
C = {XffidWi, i = 1,..., k}, D = {XtJ_s£dzj j  =  1, ..., «},
so that shift by s gives Do0s= {Xt £dzj, j — 1, . . . ,n). Write also e.g. C + a— 
= {Xri£a+dWi, i= l ,  ..., k).
Lemma 1. For y  and all wif Zj>-0 there holds
(2.2) P0(C -y , m€ -d y ,  D od,-y \p  = s) =  P^ (D, X ^ ^ d y ,  Co61_s).
Proof. Proceeding like for (2.1) and taking into account that the transition 
from X,n=z„—y  to Xx 6 [0, h\ must occur without hit of —y one obtains after let-
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ting h\0,
P0(C -y , me - d y, DoOs- y ,  peds) =
V2nP(C -y, m e - d y ,  DoOs- y ,  peds)q1_tn(z„, y).
By (1.1) and the Markov property, P(...) above equals
2jt1g,-,k(wik)g,1-,(z1)Jt2 dydsdzj,
where the factors are (with r„=0 and w0=y)
k n — 1
*1 = 77 ír.-r.-.ÍW’i-l, H^dw,-, 7t£ = f f  q, , ( Z j ,  Zj  + 1)dzJ + 1.
i=l J' = 1
As p is uniform the conditioning in the left-hand member of (2.2) amounts to dropping 
the differential ds. Rearranging factors this gives
P0(C -y , me -dy,DoOs- y \ p  = s) =  2^27tg(l_s(z1)dz17t27r1gs_rn(w„)
where 7ta=7t2 <7i-t„(zn> >’) dy. Reference to formula (4.3) of [3] shows this is the right- 
hand member of (2.2).
The correspondence between Brownian bridge and excursion due to Vervaat is 
now a simple consequence ([12] for i), oral communication for ii)).
Theorem 1. i) IJ X  is Brownian bridge, the process U defined by
Ut = ^(n +1) (mod l) tn, 0 ^  t = 1,
is Brownian excursion.
ii) I f  X is uniform over [0, 1], independent o f X which is Brownian excursion, the 
process V defined by V, = Xu+l)(modl)- X x, O s /^ 1 , is Brownian bridge.
Proof, i) Integration of (2.2) in y  gives
P0(C-m,DoQs- m \p  — s) = P„+ (D, CoO^).
As the left-hand member equals P0(Utj- sedzj, j=  1, ..., n, U1_s+r.edwi, i= l,  ..., k), 
the P0-finite dimensional densities of U equal the P^-finite dimensional densities of 
X, extablishing i).
ii) Because of the assumed independence,
(2.3) P0+ (D, X ^ sedy, Cod1_s) =  P0+ (same | X =  1 -s).
If mv and pv are the minimum and time of the (first) minimum of V, the definition 
of V shows the above right-hand member equals
P« (Yrfidwt—y, i = 1, ..., k, mye -d y , Vtje dZ j-y , j  = 1, ..., n\pv =  s),
which together with (2.2) and (2.3) shows that this conditional probability is the same 
for V as it is for Brownian bridge. Both pv = \ — X and the time p for Brownian 
bridge being uniform, the unconditional probabilities are the same also, i.e. the 
P,f -finite dimensional distributions of V equal those of Brownian bridge.
Lemma 1 furthermore shows why the P0-density of M  (or equivalently of —m) 
appears as expected occupation time density for Brownian excursion ([3], (6.2) and
I*
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[5], (3.4)). If S(d>') is the time spent by X  in dy  up to time 1, then using (2.2) with C 
and D ignored its P0+-expectation can be written
i i
f  P+(Xt£dy)dt = f  P0(-m € d y |/i =  l - t ) d t  =
0 0 1
-  f  P0(-m £dy, 1 —d/) =  P0(-m£dy).
3. Some results for Brownian bridge
We first need additional notation. For x, y, zCR with y  and zzX0 define, all 
sums being over ndZ,
(3.1) P,(x, y) = Zpt(pc+2ny), Gt(x, y) =  Zgt(x + 2ny),
(3.2) Q,(x, y, z) =  Iq,(x, y + 2/iz) = Pt( x - y ,  z )-P ,(x + y , z).
For 0 < x < y  one has the interpretation ([3], Proposition 8)
(3.3) Gt(x, y) dt =  P(xx€di, zx_y >  t),
and for 0< x < z , 0< y < z  it is wellknown (e.g. [2], (11.10)) that
(3.4) Q,(x, y, z) dy =  Px(X,f_dy, t0At: >  t).
Here P* is the law of Brownian motion starting at x. It is established in [7] and indi­
cated independently in [10] that (1.1) extends for 0 —z <0 <y  and — z-cx<y, 
to
(3.5) P(Mt£dy, ert£ds, Xt£dx, t _ z >  t) =  2Gs(y, y + z)G,-s( y - x ,  y  + zd y  ds dx. 
A further basic function is defined for t, _y=-0 and arbitrary .v<E(0,t) by
(3.6) Et (y)=  f  G£z,y)Gt„s(y - z ,y )d z .
0
It is shown in [7] that this effectively does not depend on s and that
(3.7) E,(y) = ^ - P t(y ,y) = - ± - * -  {yp,(y, y)}.
A useful formula as well as a motivation for (3.6) are obtained when considering for 
0<x-<y, mZx=inf {Xy. O S íá r J  and p =  inf {s<xx: Xs=mZx\. Applying (3.5), 
the Markov property at a time r+s where 0 and 0< s < t  —r, then (3.3), and 
finally refering to (3.6), one obtains for Brownian motion
P(mtx£ x - d y ,  e<Edr, r^ d i)  =  2Gr( y - x ,  y)E,_r(y)dy  drdt.j
From (3.3) one has furthermore P(mx £x — dy, Tx€dt)=-^—G,(x,y)dtdy and margin-* eh’
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alization above thus gives
(3.8) 2 f  Gr( y - x ,  y)E t. r(y)ár = y).
This can also be checked by term-by-term integration.
Let 0<s-=:/<l, 0< x ,y  and —x< z< y . Applying the Markov property at 
some u£(s, t) and (3.5) to both the pre and post-« parts of X, use of (3.6) gives
P(m£— dx, [t£ds, M£dy, oddt, A(l)£dz) =
4Gs(x„x-t-y).E',_s(x-|-y)G_1I(y— z, x+y) dx ds dy dt dz.
We can now pass to Brownian bridge. Proceeding as with (2.1)
P0(m£ —dx, ju£ds, M^dy, o+dt) —
(3-9)
4 y27iGs(x, x + y)£ ,f_s(x+y)G1_,(y, x+ y) dx ds dy dt.
A first marginalization is accomplished by (3.8):
P0(m£ — dx, M £dy, cr >  /z£ds) —
2 Í2n  Gs(x, x +y) G!_s(x, x +y) dx dy ds.
Adding the corresponding expression for cr-=/i one has
A
P0(m€ — dx, ji€ds, M€dy) — 2 —— {Gs(x, x+y)G!_s(x, x+y)} dx ds dy.ay
As Gs(x, x) =  0, integration in y gives
(3.10) P„(m€ — dx, ;i€ds, M  <  y) =  2)/27rGs(x, x+y)G1_s(x, x+y)dxds.
One can notice that marginalization with respect to a in (3.5) gives, in view of the 
interpretation (3.4),
t O
(3.11) 2 f  Gs(y, y+z)G,_s(y -x ,  y + z)ds = -^ -0 ,(z , x + z, y +  z).
Using this to integrate the previous equation gives
P0(nz > —X, M  <  y) =  /27T 0 i (y, y,  x  +y) 
which is (11.38) in [2].
Let the maximum absolute deviation over [0, 1] be A =  max {—m, M ), call 
the time when it (first) occurs. There follows from (3.10), for 0-=s<l and x>
P0(+6dx, a€ds) =  4 f  2n G,(x, 2x)G1_s(x, 2x)dxds, 
easily seen to be equivalent to a result of Vincze ([13], Satz 4).
8 O
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Write furthermore R = M —m. For s<t, (3.9) gives
Z
P0(/?£dz, n£ds, o£dt) =  4 /2 rc£ t_s(z) J  Gs(x, z)Gj_,(z — x, z )d x d zd sd t.
o
The integral equals E1_t+S(z) and for one must interchange s and t in the
right-hand member. If <5 =  |cr—ju| one obtains therefore, for 0<w-=l and z>0,
(3.12) P0(R€dz, <5£dw) =  4 fäü  £'„(z)£'1_II(z) dz du.
Unfortunately, integration in z cannot be done term-by-term (a way around the dif­
ficulty is indicated for a much simpler case in [5], Corollary (3.2)). The law of 5 
and joint law of p, a (with two uniform marginals) thus remain unknown.
We now mention briefly a few more explicit results for Brownian bridge, ignoring 
routine calculations. First consider for y£R
jy =  sup {s 1: Xs = y}, Ay =  yy- r y,
setting zlj,=0 when xy> \. Using the Markov property at xy, then (2.5) of [3] and 
proceeding as with (2.1) we can write when y>0,
P0(T,€df,y,€du) =  Y2ngt{y)pu- t(Q)gr-u{y )d táu, 0 <  t <  u <  1.
There results for 0 < s < l
Pfl(zlyeds) =  \-2n Ts(0)g1_j(2y) ds,
and use of (2.8) and (3.16) in [3] gives for the P0-expectation of A2y the value 
V ^F iO O Il- yQÍ.y)]i where p(y) is Mill’s ratio <P(— y)/Pi(y). ( (h is the standard 
normal distribution function and £>(y)<l/y is wellknown [11]).
Next, use of the Markov property at t for Brownian motion, followed by passage 
to Brownian bridge as with (2.1) gives for O d d ,  0<y,
y
Po(Mt < y )  =  Í2n f  qt(y, y - z )p 1_,(z)dz.
One obtains by elementary integration
po(t, >  „ -  p.(m , p  < - * ■ > • ( $ $ ) .
4. Some results for Brownian excursion
Theorems 1 and 4 of [3] say that formal time reversal is legitimate for the joint 
densities considered there. We need another such result and let
7y,t = SUP {s: 0 == s t, Xs = y} (= 0  if xy >  t).
Lemma 2. For 0 < x  < y  and 0 < i d ,
(4.1) P(y0>,€ds, Mt < y, X£dx) =  qs(y, y)Gt. s(x, y) ds dx.
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Proof. Application of the Markov property at times t - s  and s, respectively, 
gives the two equalities
y
Px(t0 >  t - s ,  M, <  y, A)edO)/dO =  f  Qt- S(x, z ,y )q ,(y - z ,y )d z  =
0
=  P(y0,t <  s, M, <  y, Xt£dx)/dx.
Taking of the first member one obtains a density which, by the strong Markov ds
property at r0, can be written C/,_s(x, y)qs(y, y). This equals —  of the third member,
i.e. the left-hand member of (4.1) over dsdx.
We shall use (4.1) under the equivalent form
(4.2) P 'O ^edu, Xv£dz, mv >  0) =  ^„(y,y)Cu_„(y-z,y)dMdz, 
where 0< z< y  and 0
The two joint densities we want to give for Brownian excursion will follow, one 
from rewriting (3.5) when t — 1 in the form
(4.3) Px(Medy, a€ds, X ^d z , m >  0)/dz =  2G ,(y-x , y)Gl- s( y - z ,  y) dy ds, 
where 0-=x<y, 0<z<y, 0 < i < l ,  the other (where y,=yy,i) from
(4.4)
Px(ty€ds, y,€dt, X ^dz, m >  0)/dz =  Gs( y - x ,  y) qt- s(y, y)G1- t{ y - z ,y )  ds dt,
where 0<z<y and 0 < s < 7 < l. This results from the Markov property
at xy together with (4.2).
It is immediate that |^ ( / , ( x ,y ) |  —2g,(y). Louchard [10] has observed that
comparison of the joint densities for Brownian motion over [0, 1] starting at x> 0  
and subjected to m >0 with those for Brownian excursion as given in [3] implies, 
stated here e.g. in the case of M, a,
(4.5) P0+ (Me:dy, o-edi) =  Yn/2 [ P*(Medy, «rids, T ^dz , m >  0)/dzj
3 3In order to apply this, we observe that -j^-gs(y —x+ 2n y)= 2 -^p s( y —x+2ny)
3 3(the heat equation) gives by summation -^ -G s(y —x,y) = 2 —  Ps(y —x,y), so that 
according to (3.7)
( I  - G , ( y - X, y ) ] ^  = 2E.M-
Using this in (4.5) and in the similar relation for xy, yr one deduces from (4.3)
£ J. P. IM HOF
and (4.4) the joint densities (y^-0),
(4.6) P(T or^ds) =  A]/2nEs{y)E1_s(<y)áy ás, 0 <  s <  1,
(4.7) Po+C^Cds, vy€dO =  2^2nEs(y)qt- s(.y,y)E1- t{y)dsát, 0 <  s <  t <  1.
Notice that (4.6) also follows from (3.12) and Theorem 1 i). We state the next result 
as a theorem.
Theorem 2. For y > 0 , 1, and Ay=yy—ry
r)z
(4.8) P0+ (Ayedu)/du = ]/2nqu(y, y) ■ Pi_„(0, j).
Proof. If one considers the excursion of arbitrary duration t instead of the 
scaled excursion and let P^-' be its law, then instead of (4.6) one has for y>0, 
0 < i < ( ,
P0+’'(M,€dy, <r,6ds) =  4]/2ntsEs(y)E ,-s(y) dy ds.
___  ß
Chung [3] gives, in our notation, Pct ’t(M,<y) = —2 ]f2:zt3 —  Pt(0,y). Marginaliza­
tion with respect to a, above therefore shows that
(4-9) 2 f E s(y)Et_s(y)ds = —J ~ P t(0,y).
Changing to the variables xy, Ay in (4.7) and marginalizing with respect to xy, one 
obtains (4.8).
The general routine for formally writing down joint densities ("either for P0 or 
for P(7) factorized at first and last passages as well as extrema is clear from the 
examples we have considered. For instance,
(4.10) P0+ (T„€ds) =  2 ][2n (y) gx _ s (y) ds, 0 <  y, 0 <  s <  1.
Furthermore, insertion of finite dimensional events as in Lemma 1 easily permits to 
identify pieces of processes, only the writing becoming cumbersome. Here is one 
example.
Theorem 3. Given Ay= t for scaled Brownian excursion X  the process t/s=  
= XTy+s. O S iS t is a Brownian bridge o f duration 1 conditioned to a minimum >  —y.
Using a completely different approach, Knight [8] has obtained for the densities 
in (4.8) and (4.10) expressions not obviously equivalent to ours. We establish this 
equivalence and notice an interesting consequence.
A classical transformation formula for theta functions is ([1], (17.1)), all sums 
below being over ngZ:
Ze~m2 =  Yn/a B e a >  o.
Using this twice in Z (—l)" exp ( —an2)= 2 Z exp ( —4an2) — Z exp (—an2), the result
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can be written
1)» =  _L fr iß Z ( -  1)t*e-»**W5 ß >  o.
The functions P,(0, >>) and Pt(y, y) therefore have the alternative expressions
(4.11) P, (0, y) P,(y,y) =  ^ r ( - 1 ) « « — « W .
In terms of the distribution functions (for x>0)
Pi(x) =  Z ( -  l)ne~n2x, P2(x) =  T(1 -2 n 2x)e~ntx,
and their densities/i,/2, one has consequently for y, t >0, 
(4.!2) = - 3 ^ . ( 0 , , )  =
(4.13) P,(>>, T ) -  2 7 ^ ( 0 ) ,  Et( y ) = ~  Pt{y, y) =
With this, our densities (4.10) and (4.8) are easily seen to be equal respectively to 1/2 
and 1/4 of the densities in Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.3 of [8].
Those correction factors have been pointed out by Knight [9], Other interesting 
considerations about F1 are in [4],
If one substitutes in (4.9) according to (4.12) and (4.13) and sets y=7r//2 
there comes
/  f x ( s ) A ( ‘ - s ) d s  = / 2(0 .
0
Chung [3] first observed that *fi and Knight [8] has given a proof by charac­
teristic functions. The above provides a probabilistic explanation for this convolution. 
^ We conclude by pointing out a further connexion. One has from (3.11) for all 
/>0, with
4 f  Gs(y, 2y)G,_s(y,2y)ds = 2 j - ^ -g ((z, z, y + z)] = ~ ^Q ,(y , y, ty),
where the second equality is easily checked directly. On the other hand (3.3) implies 
P(inf {s >  0: \XS\ = j>}€di) =  2Gt(y, 2y) dt,
and the corresponding L. T. (Laplace transform) is known to be 1/cosh {y /2A), 
2>0. The above convolution therefore shows that for y>0,
10 J. P. TM HOF: BROW NIAN BRIDGE A N D  EXCURSION
is a probability density over (0, °°) with L. T. (cos y},r2A)~-. For y — 1 this is the 
transform obtained in [6] for a limit law concerning Brownian excursion occupation 
time. We shall show elsewhere that f( t)  is also the density for the hitting time of 2y 
by the range of Brownian motion.
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AN ASYMPTOTIC STATEMENT CONCERNING THE SOLUTIONS 
OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION x" + a(t)x = 0
AN ALTERNATIVE PROOF OF A THEOREM BY G. PRODI AND G. TREVISAN
I. BIHARI
If in the differential equation
(1) x ”+a{t)x =  0. /€ / =  [t0.°°X 'o£R* ' = -^r
function a{t) has the following properties: a(t) is increasing and 
a (t) >  0, a (1)e Cj (/), lim a (t) = »
then — corresponding to the Prodi—Trevisan theorem [1—2] in question — equation 
(1) admits at least one non-trivial solution x(t) with lim x(/)=0. It is clear that this
x(l) is the unique such solution — disregarded its multiples — provided there is at all 
a solution not tending to zero. — We give here a new proof of this theorem.
Proof. Suppose the contrary and let x f t )  (j =  1, 2) be a pair of linear independ­
ent solutions of (1). For an arbitrary solution x(t) of (1) define the function A (t) by
<2) _
Since A '= —^-;c'2s0 , A(t) decreases and lim A(t)=A>0. Let A f t )  and A,a »—oo
be defined by
A ft)  = x f t f + ^ - ,  lim A ft)  = A; =*■ 0, 1 =  1,2.
Furthermore let x(t) be
(3) x(t) = c1x ft)+ c 2x2(t), (Ci — const; i = 1, 2).
We shall show that the values of c, (/=  1, 2) can be determined in such a way that 
lim x(i)= 0  which, of course, will contradict to our starting assumption. Substitute
(3) in (2). Then with the notation
Alf t )  = x f t ) - x f t ) + X' (t^ (t)
A(t) — Ai (t)c2 -j-2Ai2^t)ciC2 ^  A2(t)c2.
we have
(4)
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 34C15; Secondary 34C25.
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Since the limits
lim Ai(t) =  Ai (i =  1, 2), lim A(t) = A
f —  oo
exist (and are positive), therefore by (4) lim A12(/) = A12 exists, too, and by (4) the 
relation
(5) A =  A1c\+2A12ci c2+ A 2c%
holds. The determinant of this quadratic form is
A i A12
A12 A 2 AxA2 A f2
while the determinant of the quadratic form in (4) is
D(t) = Ax(0 • A2(t) — Ai2(f) = > 0  (ft =  const)
being the Wronskian of x x(t), x2(t) constant.1 Consequently, there is a unique ratio
for which A = 0 and lim x (0 = 0  where, of coursef -  oo
(6) x(t) =  ^(A ^x^O -A iX ^t)),
Herewith we came to a contradiction. — Another solution, linear independent from 
x(t) cannot exist except every solution behaves in the same way.
Remark 1. Also in the case where ^(O ^O , x2(r)-+»0 as /-*«>, the solution 
x(t) given by (6) tends to zero as t — °°. Namely, if the maximum-points of Ix^OI 
are tk (ft = 1 ,2 ,...)  then we have
Ax =  lim Ax{i) =  lim A^t,) =  lim x\{tC) = 0.2
f— oo ft— CO ft—  oo
Remark 2. The condition that a(t) is monotonic can be replaced by the assump­
tion that lim A(t) exists for every solution x(t) of (1). Then by (4) lim A12(t) = A12
í— oo f —  oo
exists, too, and the proof goes along the same lines. It would be desirable to find 
a criterion concerning immediately a(t) which would involve this weaker assumption.
Remark 3. It is also well known that every solution of (1) tends to zero as /-*-<=o 
provided log a(t) tends to infinity “regularly” as and a(t) is monotonic [3],
Moreover this theorem has several extensions to linear and nonlinear second order 
differential equations [4—5—6].
1 Thus D =  lim D (t) = 0 and the quadratic form in (5) is semidefinite.
f— oo \ '2 -
2 A x =  0 involves —— =  o ( l)  or x'i =  o(]/a), t-+ oo, while for an x (t)  with A > 0 we have
a
x ‘2 I ■< -------------------
------'A  +  e, \x '(t) F(/* +  e)ű(/), e^O,
a
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NOTE TO AN EXTENSION OF A STURMIAN COMPARISON THEOREM
I. BIHARI
This note aimes at completing an earlier paper [1] of the author in which beside 
a Sturmian theorem, some oscillatory and monotonicity properties of the equation
y"+ p(x)f(y)f(y ')  =  0, y  = y(x), '  =  ~
were stated under appropriate conditions concerning the functions p(x),f(y), g(y').
Denote the class of positive continuous functions F(u) (m€R) non decreasing 
for «<0 and non increasing for «>0 by S'. Consider the pair of second order 
ordinary nonlinear differential equations
y"+ Pi(x)f(yi)g(y'i) =  0, x t i  = [*0, «), xQe R,
(1) . , d .
under the conditions
(i) P f C ( l ) ,  Pi >  0, A > p 2, x£I,
( ” )
/ 6 C ( R ) , / / ,  /(0) =' 0, /C Lip(l), =  0 ( l) (y  — 0), y€R.
(in) g^L ip(i), geJ5-.
Theorem. Let y^x) ( i= l ,2 )  be solutions o f the equations (1) for x ^ a ^ x 0, 
respectively, satisfying the conditions
yfa)  = A s  0 (i =  1,2), y f b )  = 0 y ^ O ,  a <  x <  b, x„ ^  a <  b 
(or yj(x) >  0 for x  >  a), yó(a) ^  yi(o) S  0 .
Then
1° X! <  X2
where xx means the abscissa of the maximum point of yx next to a and x2 — i f  any — 
has the same meaning concerning y2,
2° — / ,  y2 > y i ,  a <  x b (or x  >  a).
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 34C15; Secondary 34C25.
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Proof. Three cases must be distinguished.
( I ) y'2(a) >y[(a),
( I I ) y'2(a) =y'i(a) > 0  (or
(III) y'2(a) =y'1(a) = 0.
First the Cases (I)—(II) will be treated. It will be shown that in both cases 
y'tix) ^  yi(x) l
. . „ . I for x >  a, x — a small enougn.
This statement is obvious in the first case. In the second one applying the finite Taylor 
formula to y^x)
v,(x) = A + y'(a )(x-a )+ ~ y"(a+ O i(x -a ) ) (x -a ) '\  0 < 0t < 1
r 0 { (x -a f) ,  A ^ O
.0((x — a)3), A = 0
[(
(i.e. if A=0  then by (1) y " « y t^ ( x —a)) giving
r 0 ((x —a)2), A 0
(x — a+0),
lO ((x -a )3), A = 0 (x — a + 0).T2W - T 1W
In the same way
y ’i (x) =  y'i (a) + y i ( a + (x -  a)) (x -  a), 0 <  <  1
f 0((x —a)),
X t t - X M  = i o \ ix - a n
Since f  and g are Lipschitzian we have
0({x-aY )
0 ((x -a )3) ■/(yd = /(} ’i)+
f 0 ( ( x - a )*)
lo ( ( x - « 3)),\ f ( y d -f (y d \  =  ^ ilT i-T a l =  {
( OUx — a)), fO((x-u)),
í W - í ö ű l  a  K . W - A  =  | 0 L _ o)»  -  IÜ4) =  s W + l o b . , «
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whence
(O U x—a)), A 0,
/0 ' s ) s(y'i) = K y i ) g ( y [ ) + [ 0 ^ A==Q O  -  a + o )
Therefore by (1)
y 'i - y ’l  =  PifO>i)g(y'i)-Pif(y»)g(yd =
[ O A x -a )), A 0,
- ( A - f t ) / W * W + {  0,
involving
(2) y l  > yi', y 'i^ y 'i, y 2 >  yi >  0
for x —a=-0 small enough. Making use again of (1) we have for A(x) =y£yt — y iy s 
A' + p2 f ( y 2) g Oá) y i - P i f ( y i )  g (yi)y2 -  0,
whence
X
(3) A(x) = J  ,/(x) dx,
a
where
s (x )  =  \ p i ~ r ^ g ( y \ ) - P i  ~ ^ 2'> g(yi)| kika-1 xi ya J
By virtue of (2) and conditions (i)—(iii) ,/(x) is positive for x -  ű> 0  and small 
enough (i.e. in a right-hand neighbourhood of a). Thus A (x) >0 in the same neigh­
bourhood. We state
A (x) =» 0, a <  x -= b.
In the opposite case there would exist a first (smallest) o a  with A (c)=0. It will 
be shown that such a number c does not exist. Suppose that it exists. Then
However,
thus —>1 and V2>Vi > 0(ű< x S c). Thus 
Ti
I )>i /  A  y i
<  X <  c.
A |  _ 1  or l i m A _ 4 i i ) = i,
h U a  *=«+0 yi yAa)
(4) I Í
y2
X <  c)
and y i> y i> 0 for x —a > 0  and small enough. This either remains valid up to 
x = c  (i.e. c < X j , / = l , 2 )  or y£>0=>-yi holds already somewhere before c involving 
Xj<x2. The first case leads by (3) to A (c) >0. In the second one either x ,< c < X | 




yAc) sgnyi(c) =  sgny2(c)
2
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—  increased up to c 
yi
or x2< c< h . Since
JaO) >  Ji(c) => b áb )I >  b ib ) |,
moreover
sgn y 2{c) = sgn y[(c) <  0,
thus we have A' (c)—^  (c) >0=> A' (x)>-0 for c —x > 0  and small enough, while 
A(c)=0 requires d '(x) = 0 in the same neighbourhood.
Case (III) Now
yx(a) — y2(a) = A ^  0,
y'Aa) = y'Aa) =  0.
Assume e.g. 0, then
J'iW =  A + ~y"(a+ O i(x -a ))(x~ a )2 =  A + 0 ((x -a )2),
y'Ax) = y i{a+ Q i(x-a))(x-a) = 0 ((x -a )), 
y i(x ) -y 2(x) =  0 { x - a f  =>/(>’,) = / 0 ’2)+ O ((x -a )2), 
y 'i- y '2 = 0 ( ( x - a )) => g(yi) =  g(y2)-yO((x-a)),
/ ( y d  g (yi) = f(y d  g b á )+ o ( ( x -  a)),
y l - y l  = (P i-P 2)f{yi)g{y'i)+o((x -  a)), x -  a+o
giving
0=~y£=~yű 0 ^  y'2 > y[,
\y'íI >  bál, bí! >  bál, j;2 >  yi >  0
for x —a> 0  small enough, and in the present case the above argument connected 
with (3) cannot be carried out, however the result remains valid, now too. Namely, 
if the theorem were false, then a first point x= d  (a<d<b) would exist with
(6) D = y2(d) = yL(d), y2(d) =£ y[(d) <  0.
In order to apply the part already proved of the Theorem (the result in Cases (I) and
(II)) reflect Figure 3 to the ordinate x=d, i.e. introduce the variable l  by x = d —^,
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then
j ,W  =  *.(£), y\ =  - z ‘iÍ, y" =  zr, f t W  =  ?,(©, qi >  </2,
(10 i f  +  f«(0/(*i)s (-*«0 =  0, * = 1 , 2
and (6) turns to
zi(0) -  z2(0) =  A
4(0) ^  4(0) >  0.
Since all the conditions of Case (I) and (II) are satisfied concerning (]’), (60 and 
£=0, we have
z2( 0 > z i ( 0 ,  0
whence
z*(i/ — a) >  Zi(d-a)  or y2(a) >  Ji(<4
contradicting (5).
The Case y1(a)=y2(d), y£(a)Syi(a)<0 can be settled by the same argument. 
The Case yi(a)=y2(a), y'2(a)>~0, 4 (a )< 0  can be composed of two of the above 
cases by inserting a third solution y3(;c) under the conditions y3(a)—A, y'3(a)=0. 
Comparing y2 with y3 and y3 with y1, respectively, we have
{y* =*■ ys, y3 =*■ yi) => y* >  yi (a <  *  ^  b).
R e m a r k . If p x—p 2 (the case of a unique equation) and y 2(a)>yí(á) the result 
remains valid giving rise to the configurations of Figure 4 and 5 not existing in the 
case of a linear equation.
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ON COMMUTATIVITY OF QUASI-COMMUTATIVE RINGS
H. E. BELL1
Let Z[X] denote the ring of polynomials in one indeterminate with integer coef­
ficients, and let P be a non-empty subset of Z[X], A ring R will be called P-commu- 
tative if for each x,y£R , there exists a corresponding f(X )£P  for which xy=f(yx), 
it being understood that f(X )  must have zero constant term if R does not have 1. 
If R is Z[X]-commutative, it will be called quasi-commutative. The first aim of this 
paper is to study the commutativity behavior of arbitrary quasi-commutative rings 
(usually with /); and we find that in any quasi-commutative R with 1, commutators 
must commute. We then proceed to identify certain P for which all P-commutative 
rings with 1 must be commutative; and as a corollary, we obtain the result that a ring 
R with 1 must be commutative if for each x, y£R, there exist an integer k= k(x, y) 
and a non-negative integer n=n(x,y) for which xy= k(yx)n.
Throughout the paper, Z will denote the ring of integers. For arbitrary rings R, 
R) will denote the commutator ideal, C the center, and R + the additive group. 
The commutator x y —yx  will be denoted by [x, y]; and if R has 1, for x£P, the 
symbol x° will be understood as 1. By the left quasi-center C,=C,(P) we shall mean 
the set of all y€P with the property that for each x€P, there exists «€Z for 
which y x = nxy; the right quasi-center C,= Cr(P) is defined analogously. Finally, 
if f(X )= a0+a1X + ... +a„X”£Z[X], the smallest k  for which ak7±0 will be called 
the co-degree of f(X ).
1. Preliminaries
We begin by stating some necessary results from previous work.
L emma 1 [I, Theorem 1]. Let R be a ring satisfying an identity q(X)—0, where 
q(X) is a polynomial in a finite number o f non-commuting indeterminates, its coefficients 
being integers with highest common factor 1. I f  there exists no prime p for which the 
ring o f 2 x2  matrices over GF(p) satisfies q(X)= 0, then 'g’(P) is nil and the nilpotent 
elements form an ideal.
Lemma 2 [4, Theorem 2]. I f  R has 1, then C,= Cr— C.
Clearly all quasi-commutative rings satisfy the identity [x.y, jx ]= 0 ; thus, 
an easy application of Lemma 1 gives
1 Supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council o f  Canada, Grant 
No. A 3961.
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Theorem 1. I f  R is any quasi-commutative ring, ^(R) is nil and the nilpotent 
elements form  an ideal.
Of course, the existence of non-commutative nil rings satisfying the identity 
xy+ yx= 0  shows that quasi-commutativity does not in general imply commuta­
tivity. Even in rings with 1, quasi-commutativity does not guarantee commuta­
tivity, as the following example makes clear.
Example 1. Let p be an arbitrary prime. Let R + have basis {1 ,u ,v}  with 
p2 ■ 1 = pu—pv= 0; and define multiplication by lu= ul — u, lv —vl=v, 12=1, u2= 
= uv—v2= 0, vu= p-l. Then for each x, y£R, there exists a polynomial f(X )  of 
form k+ X £Z[X ]  for which xy=/(yx); but R is clearly not commutative. Inci­
dentally, this example shows that in Theorem 7, the definition of P2 is more natural 
than it might appear to be.
We need one further lemma.
Lemma 3. Let R be an arbitrary ring with 1. Then
(a) R satisfies the identity [xy, yx] = 0 i f  and only if  it satisfies the identity 
[[*, t] ,t]= 0 ;
(b) i f  R satisfies the identity [xy,yx] = 0, it must also satisfy the identity [x, y]2=0.
Proof, (a) If R satisfies the identity [xy,yx]=0, then for each x ,y£ R  we 
have 0 =  [(x + l)y, y(x + l)]=[xy +  y, y x +y] =  [xy, y] + [y, yx] = [x, y]y+ y [y, x] = 
=[x, y ]y—y[x, y]. Conversely, if R satisfies the identity [[x, y], y]=0, it follows 
that [xy, yx] = x[y, yx] + [x, yx]y= xy [y, x] + [x, y ]x y = - xy [x, y] + xy [x, y] = 0.
(b) We shall use the well-known fact that in rings R satisfying the identity 
[[x, y]> y ]= 0 , [x , y"]=nyn~l[x, y] for all x, y^R  and all positive integers n. Thus 
2xy[x, y]—x(2y)[x, y] = x[x, y2] =  [x, y2]x=2y[x, y]x=2yx[x, y], whence
(1) 2[x, y]2 =  0.
Similarly, 3y[x, y]yx =  3y2[x, y]x — [x, y3]x = x[x, y3] =  3xy2[x, y] =  3xy[x, y]y =
=  3xy[xy, y]=3[xy,y]xy=3[x, y]yxy=3y[x, y]xy; hence 3y[x,y]2—0 for all
x, y£R . Replacing y by y +  1 in this last equation and then subtracting the original 
yields 3[x, y]2=0, which together with (1), forces [x, y]2=0.
2. Commutativity results for special quasi-commutative rings
Before proceeding to our major results, we present some uncomplicated commu­
tativity theorems for some restricted quasi-commutative rings.
Theorem 2. Let f(X )fZ [X ], and let R be any ring with 1 which satisfies the 
identity xy=/(yx). Then R is commutative.
Proof. Letting f 1(X )= f(X ) — X, we see that R satisfies the identity xy— 
= yx+ /i(yx). Substituting a for x and 1 for y shows that f 1(a)=0 for all a£R, 
hence R  satisfies the identity xy=yx.
Theorem 3. Let P0 denote the set o f all polynomials in Z[X] o f co-degree at least 1. 
Then every P0-commutative ring with 1 satisfies the identity [[x, y], w]=0.
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Proof. Let x, y, and w be arbitrary elements of R. There exists f(X )£P 0 such 
that [x,y]w[x, y)=f{w[x, y]2); and since [x, >>]2= 0  by Lemma 3(b), we have 
[x, y] iv[x, y]=0. Now choosing g(X)<zP0 such that [x,y]w=g(w[x, j]), we get 
k£Z  suchthat [x, y]w=kw[x,y\. Thus [x, j]€C,(i?), so by Lemma 2, [x,y]£C.
Theorem 4. Let R be a periodic ring — that is, a ring in which for each xdR, 
there exist distinct positive integers n, m for which x"=xm. I f  R is quasi-commutative 
and nilpotent elements commute with each other, then R is commutative.
Proof. Note first that in any periodic ring in which nilpotent elements commute, 
the set N  of nilpotent elements is an ideal [2, Theorem 1]. Observe also that in any 
quasi-commutative R, idempotents are central. To see this, let e2=e and for a 
given x£i?, let f(X~)£Z\X] be such that e(ex — exe)=f((ex — exe)e). Since the 
right side of this equation is either 0 or k ■ 1, depending on whether R has /, we have 
e(ex—exe) commuting with e. Thus, ex—exe=0; and similarly, xe—exe=0.
Now consider R satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4, and express it as a sub­
direct product of subdirectly irreducible rings Ra. Fixing a and noting that in periodic 
rings, nilpotent elements of homomorphic images may be lifted to R [2, Proposition 
0(c)], we see that Rx inherits our original hypotheses. Since each element of Rx has 
an idempotent power [2, Proposition 0 (a)], either Rx is nil, hence commutative, or Rx 
has a non-zero idempotent. In the latter case, the subdirect irreducibility and the 
centrality of idempotents imply that Rx has 1, hence by Lemma 3(a) satisfies the 
identity [[x, y], j>]=0. It follows, by a trivial modification of the third and fourth 
paragraphs of the proof of Theorem 2 of [3], that NQC. In a periodic ring, this 
condition guarantees commutativity [3, 7].
3. On commutativity of quasi-commutative rings with 1
The following theorem shows that any quasi-commutative ring with 1 is not too 
badly non-commutative.
Theorem 5. Let R be any quasi-commutative ring with 1. Then R satisfies the 
identity [[x, y], [z, w]] = 0; moreover, i f  R is 3-torsion-free, R satisfies the identity
O ,y], ^1=0.
Proof. By Lemma 3(a), R satisfies the identity [[x, y], x]=0, which can be 
linearized to yield the identity
(2) [[x, y], w] + [x, [y, w]] =  0.
Substituting (2) several times into the Jacobi identity yields the identity
(3) 3[[x, y], w] =  0,
which establishes the conclusion of the theorem when R is 5-torsion-free.
As usual, we need only consider the case of subdirectly irreducible R, which we 
may assume to possess 5-torsion and hence to be 2-torsion-free. Thus, if x£R  and 
x2=0, thefactthat [[x, y], x ]= 0  implies that x>x=0 for all y£R. Since commuta­
tors square to zero by Lemma 3(b), applying the definition of quasi-commutativity
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to [x, y] and w shows that for each x, y, w£R, there exist k,m £Z  such that
(4) [x,y]w =  k -1 + mw[x, y].
If R + is not periodic — i.e., if 7 has infinite order in R — the fact that ré(R) is nil 
forces the k  in (4) to be 0; thus commutators are in C,(7?), hence in C by Lemma 2.
To complete our proof, therefore, we may suppose that there exists a positive 
integer q such that 3qR —Q. Moreover, we may assume q~2, since the above argu­
ment may be modified to show that commutators are central if q= 1. In view of (2) 
and (3) and the fact that commutators square to zero, we need only show that if x 
is any element with x2=0 and 3x£ C, then [x, y]€C for all y£R.
Consider such an element x, let y£R, and let k1,k 2,n 1,n 2^ .Z be such that 
xy= k1- l+ n 1yx  and x (y + l)= k 2 ■ l+ n 2(y + l)x . Letting ni- I= 7 n i, i = l ,  2, 
and noting that [x, y]=[x, y+1], we then have
(5) [x,y] = k1-l+ m i yx 
and
(6) [x, y  ] =  k2 ■ 1 + m2 (y +1) x.
If neither m1 nor m2 is divisible by 3, then (5) and (6), combined with the fact that 
[[x, y], y \ —0 , imply that both yx and (y + í)x  commute with y, hence [x, y]= 0 .
Let m1=3'M1 and m2=3sM 2, where (M1,3)= (M 2,3) = 1 and at least 
one of r, s is positive. If r ^ s ,  or if r=-s and M2 — M1^Q  (mod 3), then sub­
tracting (6) from (5) enables us to write 3ryx as an integral linear combination of 1 
and 3x, hence [x, y]6C by (5). Thus, we may suppose that r—s and M2 — Mx=0 
(mod 3). Rewriting (5) and (6), we have t, Kx, K2£Z, t^O, such that
(7) [x,y] = 3tK1-l+ 3 'M l yx 
and
(8) [x,y] = 3,K2- l  + 3rM 2(y+J)x,
where at least one of Kx and K2 is not divisible by 3. Subtracting (7) from (8) yields
(9) 3,(K2- K 1) - l+ 3 r(M2- M 1)yx+ 3rM2x = 0.
Now if 3rx=0, it follows from (7) that [x, y]€ C, so we may assume that the 
order of x in R + is 3,+" for some /z£ l. Consider first the possibility that « >  1. 
Multiplying (7) by 3n_1 and using the fact that 3x6 C, we get
(10) 3t+n~1K1 ■ 1 +3r+n~1M1yx — 0; 
multiplying (9) by 3"-1 and recalling that M 2—M x= 0 (mod 3), we get
(11) 3t+n- 1{K2- K 1) ■ l  + 3r+n- 1M 2x = 0.
Assuming temporarily that (Äj,3) =  l, we appeal to (10) to obtain 3,+n-7—0; 
and it follows from (11) that K2—K1^Q  (mod 3). Thus, comparing (10) and (11) 
shows that 3r+,1_1x = ± 3 r+n~1yx. On the other hand, if ( ^ ,3 ) ^ 1  but (ÜT2,3)= 1 , 
then we can simply repeat our entire argument with y+1  and (y+J) — J in the roles 
of y  and y+ 1, and obtain 3r+n_1x =  ±3r+n-1(y+7)x. Thus, for every i6Z, an
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appropriate choice of w as y + i  or y + i + 1 yields 
(12) 3r+n~1x  =  ±3r+n_1 wjc.
It follows that there are distinct ix,i’2dZ  with |i'i—i2| =  2 such that w1=>'+/1 
and w2=y+i2 both satisfy (12); and adding or subtracting the two versions of (12) 
yields the contradiction 3r+n~1x=0.
What remains to be considered is the case n = l .  Assuming without loss that 
(ATX, 3)=1 in equation (7), we see from (7) that 3‘+1- /  = 0, so that t ^ q  — 1; and 
from (9) and the previous assumption that M 2 — M x =  0 (mod 3), it follows that 3rx, 
and hence 3ryx, belongs to 3q~1R. Thus, in view of (7), we are finished once we show 
that 3q~1RQC.
Accordingly, let x  and y  be arbitrary elements in R. By repeating earlier argu­
ments, we may assume there are j ,k £ Z  suchthat [39—1 jc, y \= j• l+ ky(3q~1x) and 
k= 0  (mod 3); therefore, [3q~1x, y]= j■ 7. Multiplying this equality by 3 shows that 
3 j- l = 0, so that 3q~1\j. If 3q\j, we have [3q~1x, y] = 0, which is what we want. 
Otherwise 3,-1 (7±[x,y])=0, which implies the contradiction 3"-1 • 7=0, since 
l+[x,y] and l —[x,y] are each invertible. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.
4. Certain / ’-commutative rings are commutative
Chacron and Thierrin [5] have shown that if P consists of X  together with all 
polynomials of co-degree at least two, then any / ’-commutative ring R must be com­
mutative. In general, no significant improvement on this result can be expected; 
however, as the following theorems show, if R has 7, the situation is much better.
Theorem 6. Let Px be the set o f all polynomials in Z[X] which are either o f co­
degree at least two or o f form nX for some ndZ. Then every Px-commutative ring R 
with 1 is commutative.
Proof. Recall from the proof of Theorem 4 that all idempotents are central. 
Moreover, assume henceforth that R is subdirectly irreducible, in which case 7 is 
the only non-zero idempotent.
Suppose now that xdR  has right inverse y. Then xy= l and yx= k  ■ 7 for 
some kdZ, so that
(13) [x, y] = (1 — fc) • 7.
Since [x, y] is nilpotent by Theorem 1, we see at once that k=  1 in the case where 7 
has infinite order in R +. On the other hand, if 7 has finite order in R +, the subdirect 
irreducibility guarantees a prime p and a positive integer r for which pr • 1=0; and 
it follows from (13) and the nilpotence of [x, y] that k=  1 (mod p), so that for an 
appropriate exponent n the Euler—Fermat Theorem gives (yx)"=l. Hence any 
element having a one-sided inverse is invertible. An obvious remark of the same kind 
is that xy= 0 if and only if yx= 0.
Suppose now that R is a (subdirectly irreducible) counterexample, and that 
y$C . By Lemma 2, there must exist u£R such that yu^kuy  for all kdZ. It 
follows that there exists a polynomial f(X )  of co-degree at least two such that yu=  
—f(uy); and since uy=g{yu) for some polynomial g(X) of co-degree at least one,
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we get a polynomial h{X)—X —X 2hx{X) for which h(yü)—0. Since yu=(yu)2h1(yu), 
it follows that yuhfyu) is a non-zero idempotent, necessarily 1; hence u is invertible. 
It is immediate that u ^ y u ^ k u iu ^ y )  for each k£Z, so the above argument gives a 
polynomial f 0(X) = X - X 2f  (X) for which 0 =f„(u^yu) = u~lf{ y )u  = /„(»• Thus, 
for every x£R, there exists a polynomial gx(X)£Z[X] such that x —x2gx(x)€C.
At this point we could conclude that R is commutative by appealing to a well- 
known theorem of Herstein [6]; however, in order to produce a more elementary 
proof and to allow for subsequent generalization, we take a different approach. 
Note that by the argument above, we know that all non-invertible elements — in 
particular, all zero divisors — are central. Moreover, since all non-trivial one-sided 
annihilators are two-sided, it is easy to show that the set D of zero divisors is the 
annihilator of the heart of R ; hence, D is an ideal.
Now suppose x$C  and [x, y]^0. Let k(X)^Z[X] be a polynomial of smallest 
positive degree for which k(x)£C. Since [[x, y], x]=0, the statement that 
[&(x), j]  =  0 may be written as k'(x)[x ,y]= 0, where k'(X) is the formal derivative 
of k{X). Because k'(x)£D Q C, k'(X) must be a non-zero constant polynomial; 
thus, R = R/D has non-zero characteristic p. Moreover, if (n, p)= 1 and k fX )  
is a polynomial of form_Xn—X 2ng(Xn) for which k1(x)fC, the result that k[(x) 
[x,y] = 0 shows that in I? the element x= x  + D is algebraic over the prime subfield 
P; hence x generates a finite subfield F. If F has ps elements, then
(14) x - x pf D  g  C.
On the other hand, since R has characteristic/?, we have pxdDQC; hence p[x,y\ = 0 
for all ykR , and therefore [xp,y]=pxp~1[x,y]=0 for all y tR . Thus x pf  C, 
which combines with (14) to contradict our assumption that x$C. Consequently, R 
must be commutative.
In fact, we can manage with a larger set than Px, as the next theorem shows.
Theorem 7. Let P2 be the subset o f Z[X] containing all constant polynomials, all 
polynomials o f form nX, and all polynomials o f co-degree at least two. Then every 
P.> -commutative ring with 1 is commutative.
Proof. Let P1 be as in Theorem 6, and define the unordered pair {x, y} of ele­
ments of R to be a Px -pair if there exist f(X )  and g(X) in P1 for which xy= f(yx) 
and yx=g(xy). Note that if R has 1 and all pairs {.v, y} are Px -pairs, then R is com­
mutative by Theorem 6.
Suppose that I? is a counterexample to Theorem 7, and that (x, y} is not a Px- 
pair. Then x y - j - I  and y x = k - l  for appropriate j,k d Z ,  hence [x, y]= (j~ k) ■ 1. 
If 1 had infinite order in R + or if there were a prime p for which pR = 0, then the 
nilpotence of [x, y] would force j - l  — k-1 , contrary to the supposition that [x,y]X0. 
Thus, by replacing R by a direct summand if necessary, we may assume that there 
exist a prime/? and an integer r 1 for which prR = 0. We may further assume that R 
has been chosen so that r is minimal among all such counterexamples, and that R is 
subdirectly irreducible.
Letting I={xdR\px—0}, note that the factor ring R = R/I has pr~1R = 0, 
hence is commutative; thus, p[x,y]= 0 for all x, ykR. Note also that if y  is an ele­
ment of R  for which {y, x} is a Px -pair for all x(_R, then a piece of the proof of 
Theorem 6 shows that y  must be either central or invertible.
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Choose an unordered pair {y, u) which is not a P^pair, such that y  has mini­
mal additive order, say ps, among all elements belonging to a non-Px -pair. Assume 
without loss that there exists no /(Ar)£P1 for which yu=f(uy), so that there 
exist, j, k£Z  suchthat uy=j l  and yu=k ■ 1 ^ 0 . Since (k—j ) y —(yu)y—y(uy)= 0, 
we have k= j (mod ps), from which we see that r= s  would imply the contradiction 
[>'>“]=0. Therefore s< r; in particular, y  cannot be invertible.
Suppose first that there exists a non-negative integer for which
yu=ap' ■ 1 and uy—bp'-l, where (a, p)=(b,p)—\. The congruence nb=a 
(mod pr~‘) has a solution and it follows that yu—n0uy, contradicting our 
choice of y.
Next consider the possibility that there exist a,b£Z  with (a, p)=(b, p)=  1, 
and distinct non-negative integers t and T, both less than r, for which yu=ap‘- l  
and uy=bpT-l. Then 0=p[y, u]=ap,+1 • 1—bpT+1 • 1, and multiplying by the 
smaller of pr~*~x and pr~T~1 yields the contradiction that pr_1 ■ 1 — 0.
In view of the facts that p[y,u\ = 0 and yu^O, the only remaining possibility 
is that yu—apr~x- l  and uy=0, where (a, p )= l. Since [y, u]^0, neither (u+ l)y  
nor y(u + l) can be of form t - 1, hence {y, u + l} is a Pi-pair. Moreover, since a 
straightforward computation yields (y(u + l))k—yk for all k=^2, the existence of 
f(X )  of co-degree at least 2 for which (u + l)y  = /(>’(« + 1)) would imply that 
y= f{y), and hence that y  is invertible; therefore, we must have n£Z  such that 
(u + l ) y —ny (u + l), from which it follows that
(15) (n — \ ) y ——nyu — —napr~x-l.
Now if n 1 (mod p), we can express y  as an integral multiple of 1, contrary to the 
fact that [y, w]?í0; therefore, let n—l+bp ' with t ^ \  and (b,p)= 1. Recall that 
y  has additive order ps. If t^ s ,  which is certainly the case if s= 1, (15) implies the 
impossible result pr~1- l= 0; on the other hand, if t ^ s —2, multiplying (15) by 
an appropriate power of p yields ps~ly —0, again an impossibility. We are left with 
t= s— 1, and(15) gives bps~1y=  —nap'-1 ■ 1. But this implies that w=by+napr~s • 1 
has additive order less than ps, so that every pair (w, x} is a P,-pair; and since w 
cannot be invertible, w£C and hence y£_C. This final contradiction demolishes the 
assumption that R was a counterexample, thereby completing the proof of Theorem 7.
Corollary 8. Let R be a ring with 1; and suppose that for each x, y f  R, there 
exist k ,n d Z  with n^0 , for which xy-k (yx)" . Then R is commutative. 5
5. Some extensions
It is natural to consider what happens if R is an algebra over a field F  and the 
polynomials used in the definition of quasi-commutativity and the quasi-centers are 
in F[X], In fact, Lemma 2 and Theorems 1—4 remain true for arbitrary F; and 
Theorems 6 and 7 certainly hold if P is either finite or of characteristic 0. Straightfor­
ward modifications — usually simplifications — of the given proofs make these 
assertions clear.
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AN INEQUALITY IN COMPLEX RIESZ ALGEBRAS
C. B. HUIJSMANS
A (real) Riesz algebra (lattice ordered algebra) A is, by definition, an associative 
algebra which is at the same time a Riesz space (vector lattice) with the additional 
property that the multiplication and the ordering are compatible, that is
where
u, v£A+=> uv£A+, 
A+ = {fdA: f  S  0}.
We mention two immediate consequences of the definition.
1) w, v£A ,w £A + and uimv implies uw^vw.
2) \fg \^\f\\g \ for all / ,  g€A.
For the second property, it follows from fg = f+g+ + f g — (J+g + /  g +) that 





(fg)~ ^ / + g - + / - g  + .
Cf s V H f g ) ~  s  ( / + + /" ) ( g + + g -)  =  |/ | |g |.
The question arises immediately whether the corresponding inequality also holds 
in complex Riesz algebras.
We recall some facts. First of all, we make from now on the blanket assumption 
that all Riesz spaces and all Riesz algebras we consider are Archimedean and rela­
tively uniformly complete (for elementary Riesz space theory and terminology we refer 
to [3], [5] and [8]).
Let L  be an Archimedean relatively uniformly complete Riesz space. As is well- 
known, one can introduce in the vector space complexification L+iL  of L  a modulus 
defined by (<p=f+ig, f= R etp , g=Im<p):
\(p\ = l/+ ig | = sup {Re(e~i0(p), 0 ^ 0  ^ 2 n )
= sup {/cos 0+g sin 0, 0 S  0 s  2n)
= sup {1/cos 0 + g sin 0|, 0 S Ö S  2 n)
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(see [4], section 3). The modulus satisfies the following properties:
(a) \<p + ijf\ \^<p\ + \il/\ for all (p, i/zdL + iL.
(b) \\<p\-\il/\\^\<p+il/\ for all (p, i/z^L + iL.
(c) |a<p| = |a||p | for all a£C, <p£L+iL.
(d) |Re(p|s|<p|, |Im<p|s|^>| for all cp^L+iL.
It is common to call L + iL, equipped with the above modulus, a complex Riesz space.
Now, let A be an Archimedean relatively uniformly complete Riesz algebra. The 
algebra complexification A + iA  is a complex Riesz space as well. Of course, it is 
very natural to ask whether the multiplicative analogue of the complex triangle 
inequality (a)
\(pip\ S  |<p||^|
holds for all q>, ij/^A + iA. The main purpose of the present note is to show the valid­
ity of this inequality, that, somewhat surprisingly, does not seem to occur in the 
literature. However, in some special cases the inequality is known to be true. We 
mention them.
First, if A is a semiprime / - algebra, then even equality holds, that is
W I = M M
holds for all <p, ip ^  A+iA. The proof is mainly based on the fact that now \<p\2 = 
= P + g 2 if <P=f+ig ([2], section 5).
There is another important class of complex Riesz algebras in which the above 
inequality is known to be true, the so-called complex Banach lattice algebras. Recall 
that a real Banach lattice A which is simultaneously a Riesz algebra is said to be a 
real Banach lattice algebra whenever ||wí;||s ||h||M  for all u, v£A+. It is not diffi­
cult to prove that A is a real Banach algebra. Since any real Banach lattice is both 
Archimedean and relatively uniformly complete, the algebra complexification A + iA 
of A is a complex Riesz space. Equipped with the norm IM| =  ||M|| (by definition) 
A + iA  is a so-called complex Banach lattice. It turns out that A+iA  is a complex 
Banach algebra in which \(p\j/\- \^(p\\iji\ holds for all (p, xp^A+iA. For details and 
proofs we refer the reader to the thesis of W. Arendt ([1], Lemma 1.5) and the paper 
by E. Scheffold ([6], Theorem 1.1).
Finally, we mention the Riesz algebra LLb(L) of all order bounded operators on 
some Dedekind complete Riesz space L. The modulus
\T\ = sup (T) cos 9 + T2 sin 0, 0 S Ö S  2n)
of an order bounded operator T —Tb + iTo_ on the complexification L + iL of L 
satisfies
\T\u  =  sup {\T(p\: cp^L + iL, \<p\ ^  z/}
for all udL+. Consequently, |r<p|s|r||<p| for all cpdL+iL. These results are, 
independently, due to both H. H. Schaefer ([5], chapter 4, Theorem 1.8) and W. J. 
de Schipper ([7], Corollary 3.5). The complexification of the Dedekind complete 
Riesz algebra ^ b(L) is LLb(L+iL). It follows immediately from the above formulas
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that
IST\ S  |S | |r |
for all S, T£ £Tb(L+iL). Indeed, if k£L+, then we have
|s r < H ^ m |7 v |s | s | |7 ’I M ^ ! S ||7 ’| u
for all (p£L + iL with \<p\^u. Hence,
\ST\u — sup{|S7ip|: (p£L+iL, \<p\ ^  «} ^  |5| |T| u.
This holds for all u£L+, whence |S T |s |S | |r |.
So far the known results. For the proof of the general case we need an approxi­
mation lemma which can be proved by means of Yosida’s representation theorem 
and the use of a suitable partition of unity on a compact Hausdorff space. For de­
tails we refer to [5], chapter 4, Theorem 1.8 and [7], Proposition 2.7.
Lemma 1 (the approximation property). Let L be an Archimedean relatively uni­
formly complete Riesz space, let u£L+, (pdL + iL with \<p\=u and e> 0 . Then 
there exist al5 ..., a„€C, v \ , . . . ,v n£ L + such that
( 1) =
(11) |a*|Sl (Jc= 1, ..., n),
(111) Ic p - 2  a*£t |—£M-
Theorem 2. Let A be an Archimedean relatively uniformly complete Riesz algebra. 
Then
W I s  M M
for all (p,tl/£A+iA.
Proof. Put <p=f+ig, tj/=h+ik. For ease of survey we devide the proof in 
several steps.
Step 1. ijjfA (i.e., k=0). In this case (p\j/=fh+i(gh), so
Further,
\(pi//\ = sup [fh cos 0 +  gh sin 0, 0 S Ö S  2n) 
=  sup {\fh cos 0 + gh sin 0|, 0 2n}.
\fh cos 0 + gh sin 0| ^  |/ cos 0 +  g sin 0| |/i| S
^  sup {|/cos 0 +  g sin 0|, 0 á  0 S. 2n}\h\ — \<p\ \h\ =  \tp\\i/j \
for all 0, where we use properties 1) and 2) of the real Riesz algebra. By taking the 
supremum on the left-hand side we find |<pi/'|s|<p||i/'|.
Step 2. \(pil/\^2\(p\\\jy\ for all (p, ij/dA+iA. Indeed,
I<P^ \ =  \<ph + i(pk\ \<ph\ + \(pk\ ^  M W  +  M M  t£ 2\<p\\tj/\,
where we use step 1 and properties (a), (c) and (d) of the modulus.
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Step 3. By the approximation property there exists a sequence {<p„}”=1 in 
A+iA  such that
l<p-<pn| =  «-  1\(p\ (« =  1,2,...),
where each <p„ is a finite sum of the form 2 xkvk with 2 \ xk\vk— M- Observe now that
|IW 'H<p>l| ^  K v-VnW l ^  2\<p -<p«\\'I'\ ^  2«_1I<pII'AI (« =  i, 2 ,...),
where we use step 2, property 1) of the Riesz algebras and property (b) of the modulus. 
Therefore, once we can show that \(p„\j/\ \^(p\\il/\ (n= 1,2,...), the inequality
\W ^\-W nM \ = 2«_1|i»| llAI (« =  1,2, ...)
implies directly that \(pij/\^\(p\\tp\. The proof is straightforward. Indeed,
Wntyl = |2 ’a*p*</'| s  == 2\<xk\vk\il/\ ^  |«jp|| |^,
where we use property (a) and (c) of the modulus, step 1 and property 1) of the real 
Riesz algebras. The proof is complete.
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BOUNDING THE SIZE OF A FAMILY KNOWING 
THE CARDINALITY OF DIFFERENCES
P. FRANKL
Abstract
Suppose 2F is a family of distinct subsets o f an «-element set and for F, F' in the family
all subsets o f size at most s. We prove this in a stronger, mod p form, and extend a result of 
Delsarte, too.
Let X  be an «-element set and 3F a family of its subsets, i.e. 2X. Katona [4]
asked to find upper bounds for \!F\ assuming \F—F '\^ s  holds for all F, F '€ 2F. 
Here we consider the following more general situation. Suppose we are given a prime 
p and s distinct non-zero residues modulo p:r1, ..., rs so that
Note that in the special case when all sets in IF have the same size k  one has 
|F n F '| =  |F - F '| .  Consequently, in this case, (1) is equivalent to: all pairwise inter­
sections lie in s distinct residue classes, different from the class of k, modulo p.
Choosing p>n  we obtain:
C o ro lla ry  1. I f  |F — F'\ takes only s distinct non-zero values for F , F f.F ,  
then (2) holds.
Specifying to rt=i, 1 ^ /S s, we deduce:
C o ro llary  2. I f  |F — F '|S s  holds for all F, F f F  then (2) holds.
This corollary solves the problem of Katona since one has equality in (2) by 
taking .F= {FdX\ |F|=5s}.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 05A05. 
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1. Introduction
(1) |F— F '| =  r\ or...or rs(mod/>) for all F%.F', F, Ff3F.
T heorem  1. For a family .F satisfying (1 ) we have
(2)
In [3] it was proved that this stronger condition implies
3
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2. The proof of Theorem 1
We may suppose without loss of generality For Os/s.v let us define:
=  {G; |G| = i ,G Q F  holds for some F e ^ } , f ,  = \ ^ (i)\, \P\ = f
Now we want to define the f th  containment and disjointness matrices: C, 
and Df, resp. For that let us order the elements of 3F and in an arbitrary way:
9™  = {Gi, .... Glf ) ,  O s i S s ,  &= {Fx, Ff ), |JF1| f e | f i | s . . . S |F / |.
The matrices C;, D, are f  by /  matrices with respective general entry c{(a, b), 
dt(a, b) defined by:
ci
if G *£F* 
if G i i F , ;
if G‘ flF6 7i0 
if G‘ar)Fb = Q.
Obviously rank j holds. Thus the row space, say V„ over the
rationals has dimension at most f .
Our aim is to find a non-singular / b y /  matrix, M  whose row space is contained 
in the span of V0, Vs. In fact, since this latter has dimension at most / , t / i + . . . + /  
while the row space of M  has full dimension /  the inequality f ^ f 0+ . . . + /  and 
thus the statement of Theorem 1 follows.
Denoting by C* the transposed of C; let us calculate the general entry i(a, b) 
of the / b y /  matrix C* £>,.
Since both C, and Di are (0, l)-matrices i(a, b) is simply the number of Gf 3F{1) 
satisfying GQjFa, Gf]Fh=0 i.e., GQFa — Fb. Hence
(3) i(a,b) = ( lF° T ^ 1] holds.
Note that the row space of C*D, is contained in that of Dt. Let us define 
q{x) =  (x — /-j) (x — r2).. .(x — rs). Being a polynomial of degree s with integer coefficients, 
q(x) can be uniquely expressed in the form
(4) q(x) = 2  J * )
(where a0, ...,as are integers).
Let us define M = 2  aiC? A-osims
Now the row space of M  is contained in the span of V0, Vt , Vs (the row 
spaces of D0, ..., Ds). Thus it is sufficient to show that M  has full rank: rank M =f. 
Tn view of (3) and (4) the matrix M  has general entry
m{a, b) =  (|Fa- F 6| - r 1)...(|Fa- F 6| - r s), l S a . N /
If a>b, then Facf Fh, whence \Fa — Fb\ = r1 or ... or rs (modp). Consequently 
m(a, b) is zero modulo p. This means that all the entries below the diagonal of M  are 
zero mod p. We infer
detA f= 7 / m(a, a) = ((— l)sr1r2...rs)/  ^  0 (mod p)
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3. Symmetric differences
For the case of symmetric difference the inequality corresponding to Corollary 1 
was proved by Delsarte [1]. Actually his proof can be readapted to yield the following 
stronger version:
Theorem 2. Suppose that rt , ..., rs are distinct non-zero residues modulo a prime 
p so that for any pair o f distinct F, F f S
(5) |jF v F '| =  rx or...or rs (modp).
Then (2) holds.
Proof. Fix an arbitrary ordering of the /-subsets of X, 0S i'í í . Define the 
I / j  by /  matrix //, by (G{ is the /’th /-subset)
h ft ,  a) =  ( - l)'f «ncf.
Defining Af = / / ;*Fli we have rank (H*Ht)  = rank = and Nt has general
entry
n,(a, b)=  2 ’( - l ) |F‘nG'l( - l ) |F,’nG'1 =  2  ( - l)l<F-yF»)nG*l
Thus«* (a, b) is a polynomial of degree / in |F„ V Fb\. Let us denote this polynomial 
by Pi(x), actually it is the Krawtchouk polynomial of degree / (cf. Delsarte [2]). 
Now the proof can be finished as in the case of Theorem 1. Define real numbers bt, 
0S /S i ,  by 2  pi(x)= (x ~ fj) ...(x—>\) and consider the matrix N= btN
0 Li / Li S 0 L3 J =5 S
All off-diagonal entries of N  are zero modulo p but none of the diagonal entries. 
Thus N  has full rank: f  yielding / á  rar>k ^ i — 2  Í”) □ •
OS/SS OSiSS \  t  J
Let us note that this theorem was proved independently by A. Blokhuis.
4. Open problems
Problem 1. Suppose S' is an antichain (i.e. no member of S' contains an 
other one) satisfying (1). Does this imply \S'\ — (”]?
Problem 2. Suppose S'={Fl , ..., Ff ) satisfies \F( — Fj\^s for 1S  / -= /  S /. 
What is max/?  If we assume that S' is an antichain then the proof of Theorem 1 shows 
that (2) holds. However, in general one can construct much larger families: take all 
subsets of X  whose size is either at most s or at least n —s.
Fix a chain £1c £ 2c . ..c £„_2j_1c I ,  |£ ,|= /, and add to the preceding all 
(s +  /)-subsets of X, containing Et, i= \, ...,n  — 2s—\. Finally order these sets in 
increasing order of cardinality. With Z. Füredi we conjecture that this construction is 
optimal.
3*
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A d d e d  in  proof. Z. Füredi, J. Pach and the author solved Problem 2 for s=  1 
and showed that the above construction is not far from best possible in general, 
see [5].
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С Т Р О Г О  Н А С Л Е Д С Т В Е Н Н Ы Е  Р А Д И К А Л Ы  В  К Л А С С Е  В С Е Х  
Т О П О Л О Г И Ч Е С К И Х  К О Л Е Ц
TRINH DÄNG KHÔI
В  н а с т о я щ е й  р а б о т е  и з у ч а ю т с я  с т р о г о  н а с л е д с т в е н н ы е  р а д и к а л ы ,  т .  е . ,  
р а д и к а л ы ,  д л я  к о т о р ы х  п о д к о л ь ц о  А р а д и к а л ь н о г о  к о л ь ц а  R  р а д и к а л ь н о .  И з ­
в е с т н о ,  ч т о  в  к л а с с е  в с е х  т о п о л о г и ч е с к и х  к о л е ц  л ю б о й  н а с л е д с т в е н н ы й ,  
и  з н а ч и т  с т р о г о  н а с л е д с т в е н н ы й  р а д и к а л  л и б о  п о д ы д е м п о т е н т е н ,  л и б о  н а д н и л ь -  
п о т е н т е н .  П о д ы д е м п о т е н т н ы й  н а с л е д с т в е н н ы й  р а д и к а л  п о л н о с т ь ю  о п и с а н  
в  [1]. Н а м и  д о к а з а н о ,  ч т о  в  к л а с с е  в с е х  т о п о л о г и ч е с к и х  к о л е ц  н е т  н е т р и в и а л ь н ы х  
н а д н и л ь п о т е н т н ы х  с т р о г о  н а с л е д с т в е н н ы х  р а д и к а л о в  ( т е о р е м а  2 ) .
М ы  в  к а ч е с т в е  к л а с с а  К  р а с с м а т р и в а е м  к л а с с  в с е х  т о п о л о г и ч е с к и х  к о л е ц .
П у с т ь  R— к о л ь ц о  с  е д и н и ц е й .  Ч е р е з  R [д ] о б о з н а ч и м  к о л ь ц о  м н о г о ч л е н о в  о т  
к о м м у т и р у ю щ и х  с  э л е м е н т а м и  и з  R  и  м е ж д у  с о б о й  с ч е т н о г о  м н о ж е с т в а  X  
п е р е м е н н ы х  с  к о э ф ф и ц и е н т а м и  и з  R, Rn[X] п о д к о л ь ц о  к о л ь ц а  Л  [ А ] ,  с о с т о я щ е е  
и з  м н о г о ч л е н о в  б е з  с в о б о д н ы х  ч л е н о в .  О п р е д е л и м
*■= 2 R [ X ] x ïi = l
Su [-*-1 ? *2, Al-l]
В
»° ]*/«[
r n = 2  2  s k(x‘k - \ ) + ir
k=ni —1
О т м е т и м  н е к о т о р ы е  с в о й с т в а  м н о ж е с т в  i rn.
1. П
Я с н о ,  что П
П — 1
П у с т ь  ср $ 2Г и  т— т а к о е  ч и с л о ,  ч т о  ср н е  з а в и с и т  о т  x t, / ё ш .  П о к а ж е м ,  ч т о  
(pi'K,- Д о п у с т и м <pCfm. Т о г д а
r ]klml
V = 2  Д  Л .» С 4 -1 )+ ^
к=т
Р
г д е  fk,i£Sk, фа.'Т. М о ж н о  с ч и т а т ь ,  ч т о  / м =  Uk.i.j п р и ч ё м  к а ж д ы й  о д -
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н о ч л е н  и  з н а ч и т  в  к а ж д о м  и з  UkwiiJ п е р е м е н н ы е  x t в х о д я т  в  с т е п е н и
м е н ь ш е  2 '  и  Uk J , н е  з а в и с и т  о т  хь 1^к.  Т о г д а  н и  о д и н  и з  о д н о ч л е н о в ,  в х о д -
r ]*/т[
я щ и х  в  2  2  н е  м о ж е т  у н и ч т о ж и т ь с я  н и  с  к а к и м  о д н о ч л е н о м ,
к т ( ^ 1
в х о д я щ и м  в  ф. Т а к  к а к  ср н е  з а в и с и т  о т  х, д л я  i s m ,  т о
г ]к/т(
2  2  Á . Á 4 - i) = o
к — т í = l
и  з н а ч и т  (р=ф£У.
П о л у ч и л и  п р о т и в о р е ч и е .  С л е д о в а т е л ь н о ,  (р $ У т. И з  п р о и з в о л ь н о с т и  <р
оо оо
с л е д у е т ,  ч т о  {\У п^2Г  и  з н а ч и т  П  Уп—.У.
Я=1 П=1
2 .  Для любых множеств Ут, Уп существует такое Ур, что УрЯ=УтС\Уп.
В  с а м о м  д е л е ,  в ы б и р а е м  p ^ m a x ( m ,  rí). Я с н о ,  ч т о  Ур^У т^У п- 
Л е г к о  п р о в е р и т ь  с л е д у ю щ и е :
3. Уп+Уп^У п и -У П^ У П для любого множества У„.
4. r im-r 2mQ y m.
В  с а м о м  д е л е ,  п у с т ь  (р-ср1-(р2^ У2т-У2т, г д е  <р£У2т, i=  1 , 2 .
]k/2m[ «t 'î чг
V = ( 2 2 2 Uk.i.jtâ-V+'l'Ji 2 2 2W.p.hW-V+'I'2) =
k = 2 m  i s = l У = 1 t = 2 m P ~ 1 /1=1
k , i , j , t ,  p ,  h
2  { u k, i. j  w t, p, h (4 X? -  4  -  x f + 1 ) + и k% u j  (4 - 1 ) ф 2 +  фк w , t Pi h (x?  - 1)+ ф ^ ) .
k t i , j ,  t ,  p ,  h
rt  qt
Я с н о ,  ч т о
и к,1,А х1к-1 )ф й+ф№ шР'1,(х?-1)+ ф 1фЛ£Я-ЯУт
д л я  в с е х  k , i , j , t ,p ,h .  Д л я  д о к а з а т е л ь с т в а  т о г о ,  ч т о  (р£Ут д о с т а т о ч н о  д о к а ­
з а т ь ,  ч т о
U k, i. j l V t ' P'h( x ikx ? - x ik - x ?  +  l ) < í y m
д л я  в с е х  к, i,j, t,p , h.
Р а с с м о т р и м  д в а  п о д с л у ч а я ,  
а )  Е с л и  k —t, т о
Uk.tjWt'P'Axíxr-xl-xf +  l) =
=  U b u ^ p M + ' - x i - x l - И ) =  Uk'tJWk,P'h((4 + p - l ) - ( 4 - l ) - ( ^ - D ) .
Т а к  к а к  ш Щ .  Р - } ^ \  ™  < + ^ 2 Щ я Щ  “  РШШ ’ С л е ‘
д о в а т е л ь н о ,
и к.и Щ .р.„(Ч4+» - l ) - ( 4 - l ) - ( J C j f - l ) ) € f i
Uk,t.jWtiP'k(xikx ? - x ik- x f  + l)e ’t ' .
и  з н а ч и т
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б) Если k ^ t ,  допустим для определенности, что k<t.  Тогда
=  u k.i. j W,.p,h x ‘k (xf - \ ) - U ki'j Wu p_ *(дс,' — 1).
Т а к  как ТО
ик.и № .Р.нхйх?~ 1)- U ^ j W ^ x f -  1)€Гт
и значит
Uk,,, j W,' „ (4  х? -  х‘к -  xf  +1 )€ Ут ■
Следовательно, (р£.Ут, что и требовалось.
5. Для любого множества У„ и произвольного элемента f£R[X\ сущест­
вует такое Ут, что/УтЯУя и Ут/ ^ Г п.
d
Пусть / =  2  И»> где Щ—одночлен, и h—такое натуральное число, что /
»=i
не зависит от х(, для i s  h. Выбираем т >max (h, п). Докажем теперь, что 
/^ 1  = ^ -  Пусть ср—произвольный элемент в Ут\
T ]k/m[ р
<р= 2  2  2 V k .u tó -V + 'l ',
k = m i  =* 1 У =  1
где ф£У. Тогда
г ]i/m[ р  d
2 2 2 2{uk,t.jWM-\)+wter„
* =  m i =  1 3 =  1 t  =  1
ибо фЩ£&~, a Uk'UjWt не зависит от x, для I s k .
Второе включение аналогично доказывается.
6. 1к[П(Я+ЗГ)=:2Г.
Ясно, что 3r^.yxÇ\(R-\-3r). Пусть
(pCKCXR+y), (Р= 2  2  fk.i(xtk ~ l)+'l'>lt = l (=1
где ф£.У. Можем считать, что f ki = 2  Uk . j . причем каждый одночлен
3 = 1
Uk,UiiSr, и значит в каждом из Ukíifj переменные х, входят в степени меньше, 
чем 2' и Uktij  не зависит от х„, для n s  к. Тогда
(Р = 2  2  2  UktiiJ(xlk- l ) + ф.k = l i=i3=1
Многочлен
2  2  2  u k, i M - \ )
k = l  i = l  3 - -1
либо равен нулю, либо является суммой одночленов, в которых каждый из 
переменных xt входит в степени меньше, чем 2* и значит каждый из этих одно­
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членов не принадлежит ЗГ. Так как cp£R+3~, то
2  2  2  Uk,i,j(xk—
4 = 1i=lj=l
Поскольку элементы из R не зависят от хк, то
Ü Í £ W 4 - О == о,t= l1=11=1
и значит ср=\1'££Г. Из произвольности ср следует, что ’f[C\(R+,9 Ра­
венство доказано.
Рассмотрим теперь фактер-кольца
R[X] =  R[X]/^, Щ T ] = R 0[X]/3T, R =  (R + $-)/$-
исовокупность
Теорем а 1. Совокупность множеств {Т^ }и=1>2 можно взять в ка­
честве базиса окрестностей нуля в кольце i?[T], чтобы превратить i?[T] в топо­
логическое кольцо. При этом R является дискретным подколыом в R[X], 
а 7?0[Т] является всюду плотным подкольцом в R[X],
Доказательство. Из свойств 1—6 следует справедливость двух пер­
вых утверждений. Остается доказать, что R()[X}—всюду плотное подкольцо в
а д .  _ ___
Пусть ср—произвольный элемент в R[X], и Уп—произвольная базисная 
окрестность нуля в Р[Х]. Докажем теперь, что
(Ф+гп)п1Цх) *  0.
В самом деле, пусть ср—некоторый прообраз элемента ср в 7ДТ], причем 
ср =  ср0+а, где afR, ср0—многочлен без свободного члена. Тогда
ср =  ср0+а =  ср0+ахп- а ( х п- 1).
Так как а{хп—1)0^, то
ср0 +  ах„ Ç R0 [Т] П (ср + iÇ)
и значит
( < р + ^ ) п а д  ^  0.
Из произвольности элемента ср и окрестности Уп следует, что R0 [X]—всюду плот­
ный идеал в ,R[T], Этим доказательство закончивается.
Теорема 2. Если 3?—наднильпотентный строго наследственный радикал 
в классе К всех топологических колец, то всякое топологическое кольцо из К 
является 3?-радикальным кольцом.
Д оказательство. Пусть R'—любое кольцо из А" и R—такое дискретное 
кольцо с единицей, что R' в дискретной топологии является подкольцом в R.
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Так как i f —строго наследственный радикал, то достаточно доказать, что 
R является i f -радикальным кольцом.
Пусть R[X\ — как и раньше — кольцо многочленов от коммутирующих 
с элементами из R и между собой счетного множества X  переменных х г, х 2, ... 
с коэффициентами из R, Л0[Т]—подкольцо кольца /?[.¥], состоящее из много­
членов без свободных членов. Определим
= * № „  и г = 2 Я [ Х ] х ? .
» = 1
Так как х?£гГ, то (Rn[X])2n и значит (Rn[X]+^f)/£R является нильпо- 
тентным идеалом в R[X]=R[X]I&'.
В силу наднильпотентности радикала i f  следует, что {Rn[X] + ЗГ)/£Г 
является i f -радикальным кольцом.
Тогда 2  Rn\X\ ) / будет i f -радикальным кольцом.
/1—1
Так как
2  ( № 1 + ^ W =  ( 2  Rn[X]+*)12-= R0[ X W
/7 =  1 П —  1
и в силу теоремы 1, R0[X\I£R—всюду плотное подкольцо в R[X]/&1 то R[Х]/.Т 
будет ^-радикальным кольцом. Тогда R как подкольцо кольца R[X]/£R, будет 
i f -радикальным кольцом. Этим теорема польностью доказана.
Следствие. Если i f -нетривиальный строго наследственный радикал в 
классе всех топологических колец, то существует такой нетривиальный алгеб­
раический радикал if*, что i f s i f * .
Доказательство. Так как i f —строго наследственный радикал, то либо 
i f —наднильпотентный строго наследственный радикал либо i f —подыдемпо- 
тентный строго наследственный радикал (см. [1] теорема 8).
Если i f —наднильпотентный строго наследственный радикал, то сам i f  
является тривиальным алгебраическим радикалом, что противоречит нетри- 
виальности радикала if .
Если же i f —подидемпотентный строго наследственный радикал, то су­
ществуют такие наборы простых чисел p it ...,рк и натуральных чисел л,, . .. ,пк, 
что все if -радикальные кольца содержатся в классе Т(р”1,р\*, •••,ркк) (см. [1], 
теорема 8).
Известно, что класс Т(р”1-.ркк) является классом всех i ^ -радикальных 
колец для некоторого алгебраического радикала if* (см. [2], теорема 3). 
Тогда i f S  if*, что и требовалось.
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In [13], W. Taylor initiated the study of varieties of algebras with uniform con­
gruences and various related notions together with their connection with congruence 
regularity. A congruence relation on an algebra is uniform if all its congruence classes 
have the same cardinality and an algebra is called congruence uniform if every one of 
its congruences is uniform. In [13], it was stated, without proof, that every member 
of any variety generated by a quasi-primal algebra is congruence uniform.
R. McKenzie [10] showed that every finite member of any directly representable 
variety is congruence uniform. Apart from these universal algebraic results very little 
seems to be in literature about congruence uniform algebras in common or garden 
varieties. Of course, every Boolean algebra is congruence uniform. The aim of this 
note is to partially fill that gap for the various varieties of (semi-) lattices with pseu­
docomplementation. The congruence uniform algebras in the varieties of pseudo- 
complemented semilattices, lattices with pseudocomplementation (p-algebras) and 
bounded relatively pseudocomplemented lattices (Heyting algebras) are easily identi­
fied as the Boolean algebras. Put another way, an algebra in any of the aforementioned 
varieties is congruence uniform if and only if it is congruence regular. The main result 
in this note shows that exactly the same is true for double /7-algebras. It is further 
shown that every finite double Heyting algebra is congruence uniform.
2. Preliminaries
A pseudocomplemented semilattice (p-semilattice) is an algebra (L, A, *, 0), 
where (L, A, 0) is a semilattice with least element 0 and * is a unary operation, called 
pseudocomplementation, defined on L  by
a A x — 0 -o- x  S  a*.
A lattice with pseudocomplementation (p-algebra) is an algebra (L, V, A, *, 0, 1), 
where (L, V, A, 0, 1) is a bounded lattice and * is pseudocomplementation.
A Heyting algebra is an algebra (L , V, A, *, 0, 1), where (L, V, A, 0, 1) is a 
bounded lattice and * is a binary operation, called implication (or relative pseudo-
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 06D15; Secondary 06D20.
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complementation), defined on L  by
a A x S b o x S a * b .
The subset B(L)={x£L; x=x**} of a p-semilattice (L, A,*, 0) is a Boolean 
algebra under the operations A, U, * where the join operation U is defined on 
B{L) by a\Jb = (a*hb*)*. In the event that L  is a p-algebra, a{Jb = (a\] b)**, 
for any a, b£B(L). The relation <p defined on any of the aforementioned algebras by
a = b{cp) o  a* = b*
is a congruence, called the Glivenko congruence, and L/ip~B(L).
A  double p-algebra is an algebra (L, V, A, *, +, 0, 1) in which the unary oper­
ation + is characterized by
a\/x = l » x S a  +
and whose deletion yields a p-algebra. The relation <t> defined on any double p- 
algebra by
a = b{<P) <=>■ a* =  b* and a+ — b +
is a congruence, called the determination congruence.
A double Hey ting algebra is an algebra (L, V, A, * , + ,  0, 1) in which the binary 
operation +  is characterized by
a\Jx ^ b  x  & a + b
and whose deletion yields a Heyting algebra.
For all unexplained lattice theoretic notation and terminology we refer to [6]. 
For the standard rules of computation in p-semilattices, p-algebras, Heyting algebras 
and double p-algebras we refer to [1], [6] and [10].
If 0 is a congruence on an algebra A and B is a non-empty subset of A, we write 
[a]0 for the congruence class {x£A; x=a(0)} and 0 (B) for the smallest congruence 
on A collapsing B. The congruence lattice of A will be denoted by Con (A) and co, i 
will denote its least and greatest elements respectively. For all undefined universal 
algebraic terminology and background we refer to [5] or [7].
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3. Uniformity and regularity
We start by recalling the definition of regularity. An algebra is regular if any 
two of its congruences are equal as soon as they have a congruence class in common. 
Now, if A is a p-semilattice, p-algebra or Heyting algebra and (p is its Glivenko con­
gruence then [0](p={0} and cp = co if and only if L  is Boolean. This, in conjunction 
with the fact that p-semilattice, p-algebra and Heyting algebra congruences on a 
Boolean algebra are Boolean algebra congruences, immediately yields the following r
T heorem  1. For a p-semilattice, p-algebra or Heyting algebra L the following 
are equivalent:
(1) L  is congruence uniform,
(2) L is regular,
(3) <p=a>,
(4) L  is Boolean.
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For the rest of this section we will be concerned with double /7-algebras. J. 
Varlet [14] showed that for a double /7-algebra to be regular it is necessary and 
sufficient that its determination congruence <f> = co. In [8], T. Katriiíák showed that 
every regular double /7-algebra is a double Heyting algebra (and, therefore, distribu­
tive) in which the operation * is given by
=  (**VyT*A[(xV**)+Vje*Vj7Vj>*]
and x + y  is given by the dual expression. Various other useful characterizations 
of regular double /7-algebras may be found in [3], [8] and [9].
Lemma 2. Let L be a Heyting algebra and let x, a, c£ L. Then the following 
are equivalent:
(1) xAc = aAc,
(2) (x*tf)A (a*x) a  c,
(3) x£[aAc, c*a].
If, in addition, c has a complement c' in L then c* a —c'\a .
P ro o f . The equivalence of (1) and (2) is well-known (see [11], for example) 
while the equivalence of (1) and (3) together with the last part follow in a straight­
forward manner from the definition of *.
A normal filter in double /7-algebra is a lattice filter F having the property that 
f +*£F whenever f£F.
L emma 3. I f  F is a normal filter in a distributive double p-algebra L  then 0(F ) = 
= 0 ha(F), the smallest lattice congruence on L  collapsing F, and F=[1]0(F).
Pro o f . It is well-known that, for any filter F in a distributive lattice L, a= 
= b(Olat(F ))oaA f= bA f for some F, and that 0 ,at(F) preserves * in the 
event that L  is a distributive /7-algebra (see [1], for example). Therefore, it is enough 
to show that 0 lat(F) preserves +. To effect this, suppose that f£ F  and aA f= bA f 
then a+\ / f + = (aAf) +=(bAf) + = b+\ / f + from which it follows, on taking the meet 
of both sides with f +* and using distributivity, that a+A f+*=b + A f +*. There­
fore a +=Í7+(0 lat(F)), since f +*£F. The last part is an immediate consequence of 
the aforementioned description of 0 ,at(F).
T heorem  4. A double p-algebra is congruence uniform i f  and only i f  it is con­
gruence regular.
P ro o f . In one direction the proof is trivial. If L  is a congruence uniform double 
/7-algebra, <P is the determination congruence on L  and afL  then |[a] <t>\ =  |[0] 4>| = 
— I {0} I == 1 so that <f> =  07 and, therefore, L is regular.
Suppose, now, that L is a regular double /7-algebra. Then L is a double Heyting 
algebra in which * and +  are double /7-algebra polynomials. For x ,y £ L  let us 
write
xoy — (x*y)A(j7*x), x® y = (x+y)V (y+ x)
and observe that
x o x  =  1, \ o x  — x , x ® x  =  0, 0 ® x  =  x.
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Define double p-algebra polynomials /° ,/® : LS-»L and / :  L3~*L2 by
/° (x , y, z) -  (xoy)oz, /® (x, y, z) =  (x©y)©z
and
/(x , J, z) =  </°(x, z), /® (x, J , z)>.
Let 0£Con (L) and let us suppose, in the first instance, that no congruence class of 
0 is finite. We claim that x>-*-/(x, a, b) is a one-to-one map from fa]9 to ([6]0)2, 
for any a,b£L. Indeed, if x£[a]0 then
/° (x , a, b) = f°(a , a, b)(0)
= (aoa)ob =  lo b ~  b
and so f° (x , a, b)d[b]0. Similarly, /®(x, a, b)f[b]0. Therefore, x>-+f(x, a, b) 
maps [a]0 to ([6]Of. Furthermore, if x,yd[a]6 and f ix ,  a, b)=f(y, a, b) then 
(/° (x , a, b))** = (f° (y , a, b jf* . But x>->-x** is a Heyting algebra homomor­
phism from L  onto B(L) and so (/°(x, a, b))** = (x**oBa**)oBb**, where 
zoBvv=(z*Uw)A(w'*Uz) for any z,wdB(L). It follows, now, that x**=y** 
because (B(L), o B, 1) is a group satisfying the identity zoBz= l. By dual reason­
ing, we also have x + + = y ++ and so x = j, since <P=co. Thus, |[a]0|s|[0]0|2=  
=  |[0]0|, since [0]0 is infinite. Similarly, |[0]0|s|[a]0| and so |[u]0| = |[0]0|. Next, 
let us suppose that 0 has a finite congruence class, say [b] 0. Then every congruence 
class of 0 must be finite, since by the preceding argument |[a]0|^|[0]0|2, for any 
a£L. In particular, [1]0 is finite and so [1]0 is a principal filter generated by some 
complemented element c in L. Indeed, it is obvious that [l]0 = [c) for some c£L, 
and that c+*^c, since [1]0 is a normal filter in L. Therefore, cAc+Sc+*Ac+ =  0 
from which it follows that c+ is the complement of c in L. By Lemma 3, we have
[l]©([c)) = [c) =  [1]0
and so 0 =  6>([c)), by regularity. As a simple consequence of this and Lemmas 2 
and 3, we have [u]0 =  [aAc, c'\J a], for any a fL . We claim that, for any afL , 
x<->-(c'V ű)Ax is a one-to-one map from [c) onto [a\0. Clearly, {c'\Ja)t\xd[at\c, 
c 'V 4  whenever xSc. Also, if z£[aAc, c'M a\ and x —z \c  then xfec and, by 
distributivity,
(c'Vn)Ax =  [(c/Vn)Az]V[(c,Vu)Ac] =  zV(uAc) =  z.
Therefore, xw(c'Va)Ax is onto [at\c, c'\Ja]. Moreover, if x j S c  and 
(c'Va)Ax=(c'Va)Ay then xojSc'V u, by Lemma 2, and x o j  = (x* j )A 
A (y*x)5yA xSc so that xoj>s(c'Va)Vc=l. Therefore x= y  and we conclude 
that xh^ (c'Vu)Ax is one-to-one. It follows, now, that |[1]0| =  |[u]0|, for any a£L. 
Thus, L  is congruence uniform.
Corollary 5. Any Boolean algebra is congruence uniform.
The proof of Theorem 4 breaks down for an arbitrary double Heyting algebra 
owing to the failure of the determination principle: x*=y* and x +=y + =>x=y. 
Nevertheless, we have
Theorem 6. Any finite double Heyting algebra is congruence uniform.
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Proof. Let L  be a finite double Heyting algebra. By the subdirect product 
theorem, L is a subdirect product of finitely many finite subdirectly irreducible double 
Heyting algebras. However, according to [4], every finite subdirectly irreducible 
double Heyting algebra is simple. Moreover, the congruences on any double Heyting 
algebra permute, since it is well-known that Heyting algebra congruences permute. 
Therefore, by a standard universal algebraic result (see [5], for example), L  is a 
direct product of finitely many simple double Heyting algebras S,, S2, ..., S„, say. 
Since the variety of double Heyting algebras is congruence distributive, it follows, 
by a theorem of H. Werner (see [5]) that every congruence 6 on L is a product
n
congruence; that is, 0 is of the form JJ 0, where 0,6Con (S',-), Thus, if
/=i
n
a =  <fli, ..., an), b =  /7  5, then
/ = 1
| [ a ] 0 |  =  1 / 7  k - R |  -  I I  I k W I  -  n  P i ] 0 . l  =  |[b ]0 |,
i = l  i = l  * =  1
since simple algebras are obviously congruence uniform. This completes the proof 
that L is congruence uniform.
4. Concluding remarks
(1) There is only one (non-trivial) finite semilattice that is congruence uniform, 
namely the two-element semilattice. Indeed, if L  is a finite semilattice, |L |>2 and 
a is an atom of L, then the equivalence relation 0a induced by the partition {{0, a), {x} : 
x€L\{0, a}} of L  is obviously a non-uniform congruence relation on L.
(2) A finite distributive lattice is congruence uniform if and only if it is Boolean. 
This can be argued as in the pre-amble to Theorem 1 because every finite distributive 
lattice is pseudocomplemented and all lattice congruences on a Boolean lattice pre­
serve complementation. Alternatively, we can argue as follows. Suppose that L  is a 
finite congruence uniform distributive lattice. Let P be a prime ideal of L  and let 
M be a maximal ideal containing P. The equivalence relation induced by the par­
tition {P, L \P )  of L  is a congruence so that |P | =  |L \P | and, therefore, |P | =
— y |L |.  Likewise, |L / |= y |L |,  since every maximal ideal is prime. Consequently,
every prime ideal of L  is maximal and so L is Boolean by Nach bin’s theorem (see 
[1], for example). 3
(3) The above result can be generalized to a wider class of distributive lattices, 
namely the distributive * -lattices of T. P. Speed [12]. These are distributive lattices 
L  with least element 0 satisfying the condition that, for all a£L, there exists a 'fL  
suchthat (a]**=(a']*, where * denotes pseudocomplementation in the ideal lattice 
of L. The reason why we can generalize to this class is that T. P. Speed [12] has 
shown that for a distributive lattice with 0 to be a distributive * -lattice it is necessary 
and sufficient that L/q> is a Boolean lattice, where q> is the congruence defined on L 
by a^b((p)o(a]* = (b]*.
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(4) Algebras that are direct products of finitely many simple algebras in any 
congruence distributive variety are congruence uniform. In particular, all finite alge­
bras in any semi-simple arithmetical variety, all finite complemented modular lattices 
and all finite relatively complemented lattices are congruence uniform. In view of this, 
we leave the reader with the following open problems.
Problem 1. Which (finite) lattices are congruence uniform?
Problem 2. Which infinite double Hey ting algebras are congruence uniform?
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COMPLETE BASES IN TOPOLOGICAL SPACES
JOSE L. BLASCO
Introduction
The word “space” will refer to Tychonoff spaces. In [2] the author considers 
a particular class of bases1 S o n a  space X, called complete. They are characterized 
by the relation ß(v(X, Sd)) — (ü(X. 3?)2 between their associated Wallman spaces. 
It is known that the family Z (X ) of all zero-sets in the space X  is always a complete 
base on X. In some cases each base on X  is complete, for example when the Hewitt 
realcompactification vX is Lindelöf ([6], (4.4) and [2], Theorem 5). However, the 
existence of noncomplete bases is not trivial. For examples of noncomplete bases 
see [15] and [3], Other examples have been given in [7], [8], [9] and [11] but as cer­
tain inverse-closed subalgebras of C(X). It should be noted that all these examples 
have been constructed on uncountable discrete spaces.
In this paper, a method is provided for constructing noncomplete bases on a 
wide class of topological spaces. This method is then applied to characterize the 
Lindelöf property of the Hewitt realcompactification of a space. Also, we shall 
prove that a paracompact space X  is Lindelöf if and only if each base on X  is com­
plete.
In the last section we give some applications to certain inverse-closed subal­
gebras of C(X).
Preliminaries
As usual, C(X) will denote the ring of all continuous real-valued functions on 
a space X. We write C,{X) for the set {f£C (X):/(A 'lcfO, 1]}. Foi any / and g 
in C(X), we denote (fVg)(x)=m ax  (/(*), g(x)) and (/Ag)(x)=min (/(*), g(x)). 
The set of points of X  where a member / o f  C(X) is equal to zero is called the zero- 
set of/  and will be denoted by Z (/). The collection of all zero-sets of X  will be denoted 
by Z(X). If $  is a class of subsets of X  and A is a fixed subset of X, we shall denote 
by ß C\A the class of all sets of the form Df)A  with D in S. The g-closure of A 
in X  is the set Q(A, X) of all points p (X  for which each G6-set about p meets A.
Compactifications will always be Hausdorif. We will write ßX for the Stone— 
Cech compactification of the space X. It is well known that vX is the ß-closure of 
X  in ßX.
1 This notion is due to E. F. Steiner [13] who uses the term separating nest generated inter­
section ring. An equivalent concept is the strong delta normal base due to R. A. Aló and H. L. 
Shapiro [1].
% Two extensions 7 \ and Tt  o f a space X  are said to be equivalent if they are homeomorphic 
via a map that leaves X  pointwise fixed. In this case we write Tl =  T2.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 54D60; Secondary 54D18.
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A subset B of X  is said to be z-separated from A if there is a zero-set Z in X  such 
that B czZ  and ZC)A = 0. It is known [12] that X  is a Lindelöf space i f  and only i f  
there is a compactification K  o f  X  such that every compact subset o f K —X  is z-sepa­
rated from  X.
Theorem 1. Let K be a compactification o f a space X such that there exist two 
compact subsets Cx and C2 o f  K ~Q {X ,K ) which are disjoint and homeomorphic. 
I f  C2 is not z-separated from X, then there exists a compactification K* o f X  such that 
K * ^ K , Q(X,K*)=Q(X,K ) and Z(K *)nXzZ(K )C )X .
Proof. Let cp be a homeomorphism from Cx onto C2, let AC * be the compacti­
fication of X  obtained from K  by identifying y  and cp(y) for each y£C x, and let 
I]/: K~*K* be the resulting canonical map. We do not distinguish notationally be­
tween X  and tp(X).
First, we shall prove that Q(X, K) — Q(X, K*). Assume that p£K~  
~ (C 1UC2Ug(Z, K))- Then p$Q (X, K), and so there is f£C ,(K ) such that 
f ( p )  =  0 and Z(f)f)X = Q . Let g be a function in CfiK) taking the value 0 on p 
and 1 on CjUCa. Since ijj is quotient, the function h defined on K* by the equality 
ho\l/= fV g  is continuous. Moreover fi(i//(p))=0 and Z(h)f)X=0, hence rj/(p)(j 
ÍQ (X ,K *).
Now assume that p£Cx. Then p (f 0(X, K), and so there exists fj^C fiK )  
such that fi'(p) = 0, while f j  vanishes nowhere on X. Let f"£C ,(K )  such that 
f f ( p )  = 0 and /r(C 2) = 1. If then f x(p)=0, Z ( fx)n X = 0  and / 1(C2)= 1.
Since the set C jJC 2\J Z (fx) is compact, there exists f f iC fiK )  such that 
/ 2(C1U Z (/1)) = 1 and ~ f 2{<p(xj)=f1(x) if x € Q . If h=fxAf2, then hCzC(K), 
h\ci= fi\Cl* h\c =f2\c2 and h{p) = h{q>{pj)=Q.
By applying a similar argument to the point <p(p)£C2, we obtain g fC ,(K )  
such that gi(q>(p)) = 0, Z (g 1)D X= 0  and g ^ C ^ Z f f f ) ^ ! .  Let g2eC,(K) 
such that if x£Cx and g2(C2U Z (/2))= 1. If g= gxAg2, then
g\Cl= g 2 \c^ Slcs=£ilc2 and g(p)=g((p(p)) = 0.
The function t—hMg is continuous on K  and Z(t)D X= 0  because
Z(t) = ( z  (fi) u z  (/2>) n ( z  (gl) u z  (g2))
and the sets Z(/i)(TZ, Z (gx) n X  and Z(g2)O Z (f2) are empty. Therefore, if t' 
is the function defined on by the equality t ’oji — t, then tfiC(K*), t'(\J/(p)) — 0 
and Z(t')C )X -0 . Hence j/(p) <* <2(Z, A'*). Thus we have proved that 0(X , K*)cz 
czil/{Q(X, K )). On the other hand, it is easy to check that \l*(Q(X, K))czQ(X, K*), 
consequently \l/(Q(X, K)) = Q(X, K*). Therefore the restriction of ^  to 0(X, K) 
is a homeomorphism from Q {X,K) onto Q(X, K*) that leaves X  pointwise fixed.
It remains to show that Z(K*)C\XAZ{K)C\X. Let Z[ and Z2 be disjoint zero- 
sets in K  such that C1a m tKZ[ and C2c Z 2. Let us see that Z xD X  is not the 
trace of a zero-set in K* on X. In fact, assume there is a zero-set Z£Z(K*) such that 
Z D X —Z in X . Since Cxc:clK(Zxn X )  it follows that il/(Cj)czZ and consequently 
C ,U C 2c i |í- 1(Z). As iI/~1(Z)£Z(K ) we have that Z'2f]ip~1(Z) is a zero-set in K 




We will write a>(X, B) (resp. v(X, B)) for the Wallman compactification (resp. 
Wallman realcompactification) associated with a given base B  on X. For definitions 
and basic results the reader is referred to [1], [14] and [15]. For a base B  on X  let 
B  be the trace on X  of all zero-sets in v(X, B). Then B  is a base on X  [13] which 
contains B, since B  is the trace on X  of all zero-sets in co(X, B). ([15], Theorem 2.2). 
A base B  on X  is called complete if B = B . It follows from ([2], Corollary 2.2) 
that:
(1) B  is the largest base on X  such that v(X, B) = v(X, B).
(2) B  is the smallest complete base on X  containing B.
The following Theorem is the main result.
Theorem 2. Let K be a compactification o f a space X  such that there exist two 
compact subsets Cx and C2 o f K~Q(X, K) which are disjoint and homeomorphic. 
I f  C2 is not z-separated from X, then Z(K)O X contains a noncomplete base B  on 
X  such that B = (Z (K )n X ) \
Proof. According to Theorem 1 there exists a compactification A* of A' such 
that K *^K , Q(X,K*) = Q (X,K) and Z {K )(\X ^Z {K *)f\X . Put <S = Z (K )t\X  
and B  = Z(K*)ClX. From ([7], 4.2) we have Q(X, K)=v(X, 8) and Q(X,K*) = 
= v(X,B), therefore v(X, S') = v(X, B). According to (1) and (2) it follows that 
B = S  and since B e  S’, B t±£, the base B  is not complete. |
Example 3. Let Y  be a locally compact, pseudocompact space which is not 
compact. Let X  be the product space of Y with the two-point discrete space {1,2}. 
If Ct= (ßY~Y)X {i), l ^ / ^ 2 ,  then Cx and C2 are disjoint, homeomorphic, com­
pact subsets of ßX~X. However, since X  is pseudocompact we have \X=ßX, 
and consequently each base on X  is complete.
Corollary 4. A paracompact space X  is Lindelöf i f  and only i f  each base on X  
is complete.
Proof. Necessity. By ([15], Lemma 2.7), if X  is Lindelöf the only base on X  is 
Z(X). Sufficiency. Assume that X  is not Lindelöf. Then, by a Theorem of Michael 
[10], there is an uncountable discrete family of open sets in X. From this family we 
can obtain disjoint, closed, discrete subsets Cx, C2 of X  each of which has cardinal 
Kj. Since X  is normal Cj and C2 are completely separated and therefore 
d ))iCi n d w Cl!=0. If Ki=c\ßXCl~ C i, then Kt is a compact subset of ß X ~ X  
which is not z-separated from X  because the cardinality of C, is . On the other 
hand, as C{ is C-embedded in X  we have cl,,* Q = ßCt and c\vXCi=vCt=Ci. Con­
sequently K;rivT =0, lS i^ 2 ,  and Ki is homeomorphic to K„. According to Theo­
rem 2 there exists a noncomplete base on X. |
We need the following Lemma whose proof is left to the reader.
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Lemma 5. Suppose that X a X  and Ya Y. The Q-closure o f X X Y  in XX Y is 
the product Q(X, %)XQ(Y, Y).
Proposition 6. Let Y  be a space having at least two points. I f  each base on X X Y  
is complete, then vX is Lindelöf
Proof. Assume that vX  is not Lindelöf. Then there exists a compact set K in 
ß X ~  vX  which is not z-separated from X. Let px, p2 be distinct points of Y  and let 
Ci—KX{Pii, l á i s 2 .  By Lemma 5 vXXvY=Q(XXY, ßXXßY),  hence Cx and 
C2 are homeomorphic, disjoint, compact subsets of (ßXXßY) ~Q(XXY,  ßXXßY).
We show next that C2 is not z-separated from XXY.  Let Z be a zero-set in 
ß X X ß Y  containing C2. Since each zero-set is a Gt , there exists a sequence 
{U„: n£N} of open sets in ß X X ß Y  such that Z=(T{C/„: nGN}. Each U„ is a neigh­
borhood of C2—KX{p2}, hence there is a zero-set Z„ in ßX such that KczZ„ and 
Z„X {p2} c  Un. Then the set Z„ =  D {Z„: n£N} is a zero-set in ßX  which contains 
K. As K  is not z-separated from X, there exists a point x£Z0f]X.  Now it is easy to 
check that (x,p2)€Z n  (TfX T).
The proof is concluded by applying Theorem 2 to ßXXßY.  |
Theorem 7. For every space X, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) vA" is Lindelöf.
(2) For every compact space K  o f non-measurable cardinal having at least two points,
each base on X X K  is complete.
(3) There exists a compact space K o f non-measurable cardinal having at least two
points such that each base on XX  K is complete.
P roof. (1) implies (2). If K  is a compact space of nonmeasurable cardinal then 
v (XXK)  = vXXK  ([4], Theorem 5.3). Since vX is Lindelöf, it follows that v ( lX i)  
is Lindelöf and therefore each base on X X K  is complete. (2) implies (3) Obvious.
(3) implies (1) It is a consequence of Proposition 6. §
The above result enables us to obtain easily examples of noncomplete bases on 
connected separable spaces. |
Example 8. Let X  be the product space Rc. Then X  is separable, connected and 
realcompact. Because an uncountable product of copies of N fails to be normal [16], 
it follows that X  is not normal. According to Theorem 7, there exists a noncomplete 
base on the connected separable space XXßX.
From Proposition 6 if each base on X X X  is complete then vX is Lindelöf. The 
converse is not true as the next example shows. We write R for the set of all real 
numbers provided with the usual topology.
Example 9. Let X  be the set R provided with the topology for which a base for 
the open sets is the family of all sets of the form [a, b), where a, bdR. It is known 
that X  is a Lindelöf space. Let Y  be the product space X X  X  and consider the 
sets S x = {(x,y)£Y\ x + y — 1}, {(x,y)€T: x+ y=  — 1}. The map <r. Y—Y
defined o(x, y)= (x—1, y —1) is an automorphism of Y  which can be extended to 
an automorphism cp of ßY. It is easy to see that the restriction of cp to C1=clp1-S'1~5'1 
is a homeomorphism from C\ onto C2=cl^r S,2~5'2. Since Y  is realcompact we have 
Y = \Y —Q{Y, ßY), therefore Cx and C2 are compact subsets of ßY~Q(Y, ßY).
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Moreover C2 is not z-separated from Y because S2 is an uncountable, discrete, closed 
subset of Y. On the other hand, since S\ and S 2 are disjoint zero-sets in Y, it follows 
that cl^xiSiDclpy S2 = Q. Hence Ci n C 2 = 0. By applying Theorem 2 to ßY  we obtain 
a noncomplete base on Y.
Inverse-closed subalgebras of C(X)
By an algebra on X  is meant a subalgebra of C(X) which separates points and 
closed sets, contains the constants and is closed under inversion and uniform conver­
gence. If A is an algebra on X  and Z(A)={Z( f ) :  f£Ä ), the map A-+ Z(A)  is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the family of all algebras on X  and the family 
of all bases on X  ([15], Theorem 4.3). Moreover, if A is an algebra on X  isomorphic 
to C(Y)  for some space Y, then vY=v(X, Z(A)) and ßY—co(X, Z(A)). There­
fore an algebra A on X  is isomorphic to C(Y) for some space Y i f  and only i f  Z(A)  
is a complete base on X  ([2], Theorem 5).
From Corollary 4, Theorem 7 and the above equivalence we deduce the follow­
ing results
T heorem  10. A paracompact space X  is Lindelöf i f  and only i f  each algebra on 
X is a C(Y).
T heorem  11. For every space X, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) vX is Lindelöf.
(2) For every compact space K o f nonmeasurable cardinal having at least two points, 
each algebra on X X K  is a C(Y).
(3) There is a compact space K o f nonmeasurable cardinal having at least two points 
such that each algebra on X X K  is a C(Y).
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NUMBER BASES IN QUADRATIC FIELDS
EDWARD H. GROSSMAN
Let A be a number field, Ok the ring of integers and suppose OK~Z[0], For 
a£K  we let N(a) and TV (a) denote the norm and trace from K  to Q. If every a f OK 
can be represented in the form
(1 ) a. =  /-0 +  G.Ö +  .. .  +  r ,0 ‘
where each rt satisfies OSr(<|iV(0)| we call 0 a base. For the rational field K=  Q 
the only bases are 9= —A, A ^ 2. Kátai and Szabó ([3]) and Kátai and Kovács 
([1] and [2]) determined all bases in quadratic extensions. For convenience we have 
reformulated the latter’s results as follows:
T heorem  1. Let [K: Q]=2. An element 0£ Ok satisfying OK—Z[0] is a 
base if  and only i f  the following conditions hold:
(i) 7>(0) ^  1 (ii) |7r(fl)| = N(0) (iii) 2 S  N(9).
Let 0 be a base and denote by l(a, 0) the exponent / in (1). The methods used to 
prove Theorem 1 yield very weak estimates for /. In this paper a different approach 
is used which yields the following considerably sharper results.
T heorem 2. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field and 0 a base. Then
,(“ ' e> =  [ w ] + 0 ( 1 )
where 0(1) is a constant depending only on K.
For a real quadratic field A=Q(/Z>), £>>0, let A£(a)=(aa+ a2)/2, where ä 
is the conjugate of a and let m(a)=min(a2, a2). We prove
T heorem 3. Let K be a real quadratic field and 9 a base. Then
i(<*. 0)
log M( a)
°g 1 +(D +2)-2
+  0 ( 1)
where 0(1) depends only on K.
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To facilitate the proofs of the theorems we introduce the notion of a congruence 
chain mod 0.
D e f in it io n  1. A finite sequence a0, oq, a„ is a congruence chain mod 0 
of length n if for every i, l s i á n ,  a;=(a;_i—r;_j)/0, where ai^1=ri_1 mod 0 
and /•,•_!€Z satisfies |A(0)|. Note that if Ok=Z [0] then every a£Ok
gives rise to a congruence chain mod 0. Clearly (1) is equivalent to the statement that 
every sufficiently long congruence chain yields a„=0 and Theorems 2 and 3 provide 
estimates of the maximum length of a congruence chain with «„^0. y
L e m m a  1. Let K be a quadratic extension, 0 any element o f Ok satisfying the 
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) o f Theorem L  If f)  denotes the conjugate o f 0 and ct= — 8 or 
a=  1 —0 then a can be represented in the form (1) with 7^4.
P r o o f . The verification of the following list is omitted. (2>0 and NO stand for 
7r(0) and N(6) resp.)
-7V0 + 0 if TrO 25 0, -TrO  < NO
= ■0 + (— 1 — 7>0) 02 +  03 if TrO 25 0, -  TrO = NO
{NO-TrO)+ 02 if TrO = 1
i(l — Trd) + 0 if TrO 25 0, 1 -TrO  < NO
20 +(— 1 — TrO) 02 + 03 if TrO = 0, 1 — TrO = NO ^  3
02 + 03 + 04 if TrO -5 0, 1 -TrO  =  NO = 2
1 + 0-f (— 1 —7>0)02 + 03 if TrO 25 0, — TrO = NO
0 if TrO = 1.
We let co=\Id  if D = 2,3 mod 4 or cu=(l D)j2 if D= 1 mod 4 be the 
canonical generator of Ok for K=Q(YD) .  The roots are taken to be positive if
0.
Lemma 2. Let 6— — A+co satisfy N(0)>0. I f  a0, ..., a„, n?:2 is a congruence 
chain mod 0 where each yk = ak+bkw satisfies
(2) \ak + bkA\ <  cN(0) 
for some integer constant c, then for k ^ 2
(3) a k = ak—bkB where 1 —c ^ a k ^ c ,  1 —c ^ b k ^ c .
P r o o f . Let a j.j, ajs ai+1 be any three consecutive terms in the congruence 
chain. Then from (2) it follows_that rh_L=ai_1+bi_1A+aN(0) where 1 -c S ű S c  
so oti= (xi_1—ri_1)/0=bi_1—a9=ai+aco. Repeating this argument gives ai+1= 
= a —bB where a and b satisfy the conditions in (3).
Our next lemma shows that in an imaginary K  the terms of a congruence chain 
eventually become “small”.
L em m a  3. Let K be imaginary, N (0)^2  and suppose a =  a0, ..., a„ is a con­
gruence chain mod 0 with n 55«0 = [log Á(a)/log AT0)] + 11. Then
(4) N{a„) <  3N(0).
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P r o o f . For every i^ n  we have
, , _  k - i - r i - i l  k - i l  . N (0 ) - i  
l i l ~  |0| -  |0| +  |0| '
Iterating this inequality gives
l « . | s J ^ + ( i V ( i o - i ) i j o | - , ^ ^ + i e i + i s | 0 |+ » '2 ( K 3 - i )
if /i£«0, which, since \ 0 \ ^ 2 ,  implies (4).
We need an appropriate generalization of Lemma 3 for real fields. Recall that for 
real a, Af(a) = (a2 + a2)/2 and w(a) = min (a2, ä2). In what follows c\, c2, c 7 
will denote positive integer constants depending only on a particular field K.
Note first that the property of being a base as well as conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) 
are valid for 0 if and only if they hold for the conjugate B of 0. Moreover since 
Z[0] = OK, 9= — A±a> and we may assume, using B if necessary, that in fact 
0=  —A+(o.
Lemma 4. Let 0 — —A+co be a base for the real field K — Q(/Z)), 
and suppose <x = a0, ..., a„ is a congruence chain mod 0. I f  A=(l  +(D + 2)~2)Jm(0) 
then for n>n0 = [log 4L(a)/log (zl— x)]-b 1
(5) M(a„ ) ^ Cl{N(0)-lfJm(6).
Proof. Note that M( a+b\ D)  = a2+b2D for any rational a and b, from which 
it follows that if a=a1 + b1í  D , ß=a2 + bAj D are any elements of K
M(«ß) = M(a)M(ß)+4Da1b1a2b2.
Since 2a1b1\ D = M(oi) — ä.2 this yields that
(6) M(aß) S  M(a)(M(ß) + 2\a,b2\ f 5 ) .
Applying (6) to the terms of a congruence chain we obtain
M (a,) =  4/((a;_j — r,_j)0_1) s  M(cti_1- r i_i)lm(0).
Using that
M C a ^ - n - j )  ^  ( l+ ( /)  + 2)-2)M (ai_1)+ (A (0 )- l)2c2,
where c2=l +(D + 2)2, gives
M (a,) S  A M io i'-J+ c^N W -iy /m ie ).
Iterating this we have
(7) M{a„) S  zT M ÍoO +c^A íej-l)2 2
i — 1
By condition (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1, 0= — A+co satisfies 4^^  1 + fD  +1 if 
D = 2, 3 mod 4 or A ^(3  +  |7j> + 4)/2 if D=1 mod 4. In either case
m (0) =  (A - to )2 >  (1 +CD + 2 )-1)2 >  1 + (D  +  2 )-2 >  1
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and d =  (l+ (D + 2 )-2)//w(0)<l. From this (5) follows from (7) with 
Cl=(c2 +  l)(Z>+2).
Lemma 5. Let K= Q(]/Z)) be any quadratic extension. I f  0= —A+co is a base 
and a0, a, is a congruence chain mod 0 where each ak=ak+bkco satisfies (2) 
then there is an integer l0(c, K) such that a, =  0 i f  l> l0.
Proof. Assume /=»4. Lemma 2 implies that for k+2
(8) a k = ak —bkB = (a*k +btA-btTrco) + btco = ak + bkco
where \ak\^c , \bk\^ c  and therefore for k+2, \ak+bkA\<c2\A\. If |^4|=-c4 
this implies that for k+2, \ak+bkA\<N(9) so that by Lemmas 2 and 1, ak= 0 
for k+ 9.
For a given field K  there are only finitely many number bases with |Zl|^c4. 
For each of these (8) yields a finite set of values for a2. If we let /=m ax of l(a2, 6) 
for these a2 then the lemma is proven with /0=max(9, /).
Proof of Theorems 2 and 3. Let n0 be defined as in Lemma 3 and 4 for imaginary 
and real fields respectively. Suppose we have a congruence chain tx = ot0, ..., x, 
and l> n0.
If K ~ is imaginary then by Lemma 3 for l>n„, N(xt)<3N(9). 
Writing a.i=al+bl(o and 0— —A + co, Cauchy’s inequality gives [a, + blA\<4N(Q). 
Hence Lemma 5 implies that a, =  0 if />«„+/„, where /„ depends only on K. This 
establishes the upper bound implied in Theorem 2, the lower bound being clear. 
For real fields, Lemma 4 gives for / >n0




5 m (0)1/2 N{6).
If A > c6 then (9) implies \al+blA \^ c sN(9) which again by Lemma 5 yields a,=0 
for h ^n0+l0. If A S c 6 then 0 can have only finitely many values and for each of 
these we have by Lemma 4 that for /> n 0, M(al) ^ c 1(N(0) — l)2/m(0)<c7. Thus the 
ot„0+1 belong to a finite set and so there is a maximum exponent in the represen­
tation (1) for these elements. Thus in the real case a representation (1) exists with 
l ^ n 0+m ax (/„, /„*) and the proof of Theorem 3 is complete.
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ON RINGS WITH MODIFIED CHAIN CONDITIONS
DINH VAN HUYNH
1. Throughout the present paper we consider associative rings A with Jacobson 
radical J(A). In [1] and [2] the almost artinian rings and modules have been introduced 
and investigated. A ring A is said to be almost right artinian, if for every infinite 
descending chain Aj 3  J?2 ü  • • ■ of right ideals A, of A there are positive integers m, q 
such that RmAqQR; holds for all i, or equivalently there exists a positive integer p 
such that RpAp^ R i  holds for all i. Thus every nilpotent ring is almost right and 
left artinian. As main result of this paper we will prove the following
Theorem 1. For a ring A the following are equivalent:
(i) A is almost right artinian,
(ii) A contains a right artinian left ideal B with a right identity e and a nilpotent 
left ideal C with Ce = (0) such that A is a groupdirect sum o f B and C: A = B®C.
Corollary 2. (1) For every almost right artinian ring A, Am is also almost 
right artinian (m = \,2 , ...).
(2) Every ideal o f a (almost) right artinian ring is an almost right artinian ring.
In section 3 we consider almost MHR-rings and prove that for every almost 
MHR-ring A, J(A) is a nil ideal and A/J(A) is a MHR-ring.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. (i)=>(ii). Let A be an almost right artinian ring. Then 
there exists an idempotent e in A such that 4^(1 — e) =  {a-ae, a£A} is contained in 
J(A) (cf. [1] or [2]). Noting
(1) A — Ae®A(l —e),
and considering a descending chain of right ideals R, (i—1,2, ...) of Ae:
(2)
we have that
Ri T Ri A =?R>>-f-R2 A 3 . ..
is a descending chain of right ideals of A. By assumption there is a positive integer p 
with
(3) (Rp + RpA)Ap = RPAP+RPA<’+1 Q R.+R.A
for all i. Using (1) and by multiplying (3) by e on the right we get RpAe+ RpAeQ
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 16A35; Secondary 16A48. 
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Q jtiAe+ Jt— Jti, therefore Rp is contained in all Rt. By (2), Rp=Rp+1=Rp+i= 
proving that 2?= Ae is a right artinian ring. Since J(A) is nilpotent (cf. [1], [2]), 
C =  A (1 — e) is nilpotent.
(ii)=*(i). Let n be a positive integer with C"=(0), and
(4)
be an infinite descending chain of right ideals of A. Since Ae—B (e is a right 
identity of B) is a right artinian ring, there is a positive integer m with
(5) Sme — Sm+1e — —
Noting St— Ste® 5;(1 — e), it follows that 5,(1 — e) is contained in C. Clearly 
Ap=B(BBC  holds for all pS n . Hence
SmA" = (Sme® Sm(l-e))(B® BC ) g  Sme®SmBC.
By (5), Sme® SmBC=Sm+Je® Sm+je - C ^ S m+j for all 7=1,2, .... Hence SmAp 
is contained in all 5;, proving (i).
The Theorem is proved.
Proof of Corollary 2. For the case that A is an almost right artinian ring, (1) 
in fact is a special case of (2). Hence it is enough to prove (2). Let A be an almost 
right artinian ring, and /  be an ideal of A. Then by Theorem 1, // /( /)  has a right 
identity é, because J(F)=If)J(A). Let e be an idempotent of I  with e£e. Then
(6) /  =  /e© /(l — e) =  Ae@I( 1 — e),
where 7(1— e) is a nilpotent left ideal of /. By the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 1 (the part (i)=»(ii)) we can verify that Ae (=Ie) is a right artinian ring. 
Now, (6) and Theorem 1 show that I  is an almost right artinian ring.
By Corollary 2 one can use the results obtained about almost right artinian rings 
for studying the structure of ideals of right artinian rings.
3. Following [3], [4], a ring A is called a MHR-ring, if A satisfies minimal con­
dition on principal right ideals. Now, a ring A is defined to be almost MHR-ring, if 
for every infinite descending chain Rx g  R2 g ... of principal right ideals Rt of A 
there exist positive integers m, q such that RmAq<^ R i holds for all i, or equivalently, 
there esists a positive integer p such that RpApQ Ri holds for all i.
Theorem 3. For every almost MHR-ring A, J(A) is a nil ring and the factor 
ring A/J{A) is a MHR-ring.
Proof. Let A be an almost MHR-ring, and x is an element of J(A). Denote by 
(x')r the principal right ideal of A generated by x’ ( i= l,  2,...). Then (x)r5 (x2)r2  
3 . . . .  By assumption there is a positive integer m such that (xm)rA'n is contained in 
all (x')r . Since (xm)rAm= xmAm+ xmA -A m= xmAm, y  =  x-m is contained in (xm)rAm, 
therefore x"‘Am= (x2m)r—(x2m" 1)r=... Then there are an integer h and an element a 
of A with y= yxh+ y(xa)—y(xk + xa)=ys, where xh + xa£J(A). As is
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well-known, for s as an element of J(A) there is a tdJ(A) with s —st + t —0. Hence 
X2m = y  = y - y ( s - s /  + t) =  ( y - y s ) - ( y - y s ) t  =  0, 
proving that J(A) is a nil ideal of A.
It is obvious, that A/J(A) is an almost MHR-ring. Hence, for proving that A/J(A) 
is a MHR-ring, it is enough to consider the case /(/!)=(0). Firstly we prove that 
every non-zero right ideal R of A contains an idempotent minimal right ideal of A. 
Let O A x^R . Since J(A)=(0), SA t*(0) holds for each non-zero right ideal 5 of A. 
If (x1)rA is not minimal, we can find an 0 A x 2^ (xj)rA with (x1)rAzD(x2)r. If 
(x2\A *  is not minimal, we can find an 0 A x 3£(x2)rA2 such that (xo)ryt2=>(jc;!)r. 
Successively we find a descending chain of principal right ideals of A
(1) ( 4  => (*a)r => ( 4
with (xi+1)r. By assumption the chain (1) must be finite, i.e. there exists
an (xm)r in (1) such that (xm)r is minimal. Clearly (xm)rA=(xm)r, it can be gen­
erated by an idempotent, say e1: e1A=(xm)r. Hence (x])r=e1AS)(l —e1)(x ])r. If 
R2== (1 — eOixOr is nonzero, it contains an idempotent minimal right ideal 
e2A(e%=e2£A): (x1\= e 1A®e2A ® (l — e^)R2. By the same way we get (x1)r= 
=exA @... ©c,y4©(l — One can easily verify that each (1 — ei)R i for each
i is a principal right ideal with (1 —ej)RjAj %(\ ~ej+1)Rj+  ^ if Rj+17/ (0). Since A 
is an almost MHR-ring, there must exist a positive integer m such that (1 — <?„,) Rm 
is minimal. Hence (x1)r=e1A® ...®e,nA is a direct sum of minimal right ideals 
of A. Note
■ 4 = 2  ( 4  =  2®  eiA
x £  A i
where each etA is an idempotent minimal right ideal of A, proving that A is a MHR- 
ring.
Theorem 3 is proved.
Remark. We do not know, whether every ideal of a MHR-ring or every nil 
ring is an almost MHR-ring or not.
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ON THE LAW OF THE ITERATED LOGARITHM FOR RANDOMLY 
INDEXED PARTIAL SUMS WITH TWO APPLICATIONS
ALLAN GUT
An Anscombe-type of law of the iterated logarithm due to Huggins is slightly modified and 
applied to generalized (non-linear) renewal theory and to certain stopped sums.
1. Introduction
The starting point of this note is the following law of the iterated logarithm for 
randomly indexed partial sums.
Theorem 1. Let {Z„}”=1 be i.i.d. random variables with £X1 =  0 and EA\2=
n
=(72« x> and set S,=  2  Xk, n—1 ,2 ,... .  Let {h„}“=1 be a strictly increasing
k = 1
sequence o f positive reals, increasing to infinity, such that
(l.i)  ~ iP ~ -*■B'
and let t be a strictly increasing sequence o f positive, integer valued random
variables with and such that
( 1.2) 0 as n
where 0 is a positive, finite constant. Then, the set o f cluster points o f the sequence
STn
\2o2 T„log log Tn ’
coincides with [—1, 1] a.s.
The theorem, which can be considered as an “Anscombe-theorem” for the law 
of the iterated logarithm (cf. [1]), is contained in Huggins [13], Chow et al. [5] and 
Chang and Hsiung [2], in which more general versions of the law of the iterated loga­
rithm are proved.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classifications. Primary 60F15, 60G40, 60G50; Secondary 60K05, 
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The purpose of this note is to extend Theorem 1 to continuous time and, in 
particular, to the case when the normalizing function (corresponding to {<b„} above) 
is regularly varying with positive exponent and, further, to apply this extension to 
two applications. In the first one, a different proof of a result of Chow and Hsiung
[3], dealing with first passage times, will be obtained in a slightly more general setting 
and in the second one a law of the iterated logarithm for certain stopped sums will be 
given.
2. A continuous time extension
We use the notation C({x„}) to denote the set of cluster points (the cluster set) 
in R of a sequence {xn}. Further, set log2x=m ax (I, loglogx}, x>0.
As a first step we state a lemma, which will be used repeatedly without explicit 
reference and whose proof is immediate.
Lemma 1. Let Ecz R and suppose that (T (t); /> 0}  is a family o f random vari­
ables such that C([Y(t)-, t^~0})—E a.s., Further, let {£(/); t>0} and {rj(t); 
t-=~0} be families o f random variables such that Ifit) 1 and t ] ( f ) ~ -  0 as 
Then
C({$(t)Y(t)+v(t); t> 0 } )  = E  a.s.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 we obtain
Theorem 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem l we have
C ([ l2 o 29bn log2bn 1] a.s.
Next we shall extend this result to the case where x and b are functions of a con­
tinuous variable.
Theorem 3. Let {A„}“=1 be as before and suppose that b(t), 0, is a positive
function, strictly increasing to infinity, such that
(2.1) - -*■ ß  as n ■*“ , where 1 S i< = o ,b{n)
Further, let (r(f); f >0} be a family o f positive, integer valued random variables, 
strictly increasing in t and such that
(2.2)  ^(0 a.s.b{t) '-*■ 0 as t -*-oo, where O < 0 <
Then
(2.3) c f f - — A
3
V 0 II ——i 1
te 'i . ■ ; U \'2o20b(t)\og2b(t) ))
Proof. From Theorem 2 we know that
StooC
20b(n) log2b(n)
; n s  ljj  =  [— 1, 1] a.s.
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Furthermore, with probability 1, we have
If
Mu)
\ 2er2 Ob («) log2 b in) 
S
,  . S l | ) c  c({. M O
/2o-20h(t)log2 b(t) ’ 
S„
0))
=  c  ({——  t(,) t >  ol) c  C i f  - . Sn r; « S  l l)  =  [ -  1, 1] a.s.,
U l/2ff2T(i)log2z(i) JJ U /2o-2 n log2 n Jj
which proves the theorem.
3. Regularly varying normalizations
In this section we shall apply Theorem 3 to regularly varying normalizing func­
tions bit), t> 0. For some general facts about such functions we refer to Feller [6], 
Chapter VIII, de Haan [9] and Seneta [14].
Theorem 4. Let {Vn}”=1 be i.i.d. random variables with EV^O and EV2=  
=tr2<oo and suppose that b(t), is a positive, strictly increasing function which 
is regularly varying at infinity with exponent £>>0. Further, let t>0} be a












bit) 0 as t where 0 <  0 ■< oo.
({ Y2e-
M O
<r2Ob (t) log2 h(t)
; t o } ) = [ - i ,  1] a.s.
lim sup ——____________
/2u20h(Ologab(O
=  1 a.s.




=  1 a.s.
Remark 3.1. It is clear that the theorem remains true if the assumptions on 
bit) only hold in some interval [A, » ).
Remark 3.2. From the theory of regularly varying functions it follows that the 
“ typical” examples one should have in mind are bit)=te and £(/)=*« log t.
Proof. (3.2) follows from Theorem 3 once we have shown that (2.1) is satisfied 
for some B, l g £ « » .
Let <5>0. By monotonicity it follows that




1 S  lim b(t + \)/b(t) Em b(t + l)/b(t) S  (1+<5)C,
i - c o
the last inequality being a consequence of the regular variation of b(t). Since 5 may 
be chosen arbitrarily small, (2.1) follows with B=  1. Thus, (3.2) holds and (3.3) is 
immediate.
To prove (3.4) it remains to show that
(3.6) lim
t— oo
log2 b (t) 
log i t =  1.
However, since b(t) varies regularly at infinity, we have b(t)=ta • L(t), where 
L(t) is slowly varying at infinity and thus, for an arbitrary <5>0 and large t, r ä<  
< !(()< (* , cf. [14], page 18.
Let <5<0. It follows that
f ~ s <  b(t) <  tQ+d for large t,
from which (3.6) is immediate. Thus (3.4) holds and so does (3.5), which completes 
the proof.
Remark 3.3. If q—0, then (3.2) and (3.3) remain true provided b (t) /° °  
as r—oo. As for (3.6), however, we can only assert that the limit is at most equal 
to one. If, for example 6(i) =  log t, the limit equals 0, so (3.4) (and (3.5)) do not 
hold.
4. Two applications
The first application deals with extended (non-linear) renewal theory.
Let {X„}“=1 be i-i-d. random variables with positive expectation p, and positive, 
finite variance c2, and let {S',,}“,,! denote the partial sums. Put
(4.1) N(t) — min {«; S„ >  ta(n)}, t s  0,
where a(y) is a positive, ultimately non-decreasing, concave and differentiable func­
tion that varies regularly at infinity with exponent a, 1 (cf. [7], Section 3).
Let 2=2(t) denote the solution to the equation ta(y)=fjy (cf. [15]), a solu­
tion which is unique for t large.
It was shown in [7], Theorem 3.5, that N(t) is asymptotically normally distrib-
, . , . . o2Ut)uted as with asymptotic mean /.(t) and asymptotic variance
The method of proof was to use Anscombe’s theorem and Taylor expansion. Our 
first theorem will be a law of the iterated logarithm for {N(t); ?>0} with Theorem 4 
playing the role of Anscombe’s theorem.
Theorem 5. Under the above assumptions
(4.2) a (o -A(/)
V p2{\ — a)2 ;.(í)iog2t
=  [-1,1] a.s.
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In particular, 


















R e m a r k  4.1. For the case a(y)= l, Strassen versions of Theorem 5 have been 
proved in [16] and, provided E|X1|P<°° for some 2, in Horváth [12]. In Hor­
váth [10], various functional laws of the iterated logarithm for the case a(y)= ya, 
O sa <  1 are proved by strong approximation methods. Further, (4.3) was established 
for this case in [3], Theorem 3.3, by considering a law of the iterated logarithm for 
max j~*S, (see their formula (2.24)), together with inversion. (Conversely, by invert-
ing our relation (4.3) one can reprove their formula (2.24) (in a slightly more general 
setting) and by inverting (4.2) the generalization to cluster sets can be obtained.)
P r o o f . By definition, t • a(X(t))=pX(t). Let A*(t) be the inverse of A(t), i.e. 
A*(t)=pt/a(t). It follows from [9], page 22, [14], Section 1.5 that
(4.6) 2(/) is regularly varying at infinity with exponent (1—a)_1^ l .
Since
(4.7) (A(/))-1iV(0— ~ 1 as t -*°°
(see [7], Theorem 3.3) it follows that (3.1) holds (with T(t)-~-N(t), b(t)**X(t), 
0=1 and £>=(1 — a)-1S  1). From (3.4) we thus conclude that
(4.8) ■S’W(t) — /tTV (r) 
]/2a2A(Z)log21
t >  0 -1 ,1 ]  a.s.
Now, since is equivalent to n 1,2X„ 0 as n-*°° (cf. Example 2
in Chow and Teicher [4], page 90), it follows, in view of (4.7) that (A(/))-1/2.JfW{,)-2i* 0 
as and in particular that
(4.9) (2<T22(Z)log2i) -1/2A'Af(()— - 0 as t
This fact, together with (4.8) and the relation
yields
ta(N(t)) < S N(t) — ta(N(t))-
II
ta(N (Q )-MN (t) ' 





(4.10) c | , « ^ g . , „  „ a  =  ,, „
U \f2{ajji)2}.{t) log21 *  as J)
a.s.
Suppose first that a(y) = l, i.e. that 7V(r) =  min {n; Sn>t}. Then (4.10) is 
the same as (4.4) and so the proof of that case is complete.
The remainder of the proof is very much like the corresponding part in [7], 
Theorem 3.5, and will therefore only be hinted at.
By Taylor expansion of a[N(t)) around a(A(0) we find, after some elementary 
computations, that
(4.11) = (J \r(0 -A (0 )(l-« )rww,
where
Ym  =  (1 -A (0a'(2(0+e(iV (0-A (/)))/a (A(0))/(l - a )
and where 0 ^ q= q(N(í) ) ^  1 (cf. [7], page 298). Furthermore, by [7] Lemma 3.3,
(4.12) Ym — ► 1 as t -* =o.
By combining (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12) we now obtain (4.2) and the proof is complete. 
The second application treats another generalization of renewal theory. 
Consider a two-dimensional summation process {(Un,Vn)}™=1 with i.i.d. 
summands {(Wn, Z„)}“=1, such that 0<mw=EfV1<°°, 0<o^,=Var Bj<0° and 
0-=o-?=Var Z1<^>. Further, let
t (i) =  min {n; Un>t}, / SO.
The object of interest is Vz(t).
This model was studied in [8] and it was, for example, proved that U«) is 
asymptotically normally distributed as t —°° with asymptotic mean m~1mzt and 
asymptotic variance m~3y2t, where y2—Var (mzfV1—mwZ^) was assumed to be 
positive.
By, in essence, the same proof as the proof of Theorem 5, one can prove the 
following law of the iterated logarithm for the stopped sums {Ku)l t=»0}.




C [\ Vt(,) ; { =- oj) = [— 1, 1] a.s.
U l/2mw3y2rlog21 Í)
lira sup = y/m3/2 a s
\2t\ogz t
Note also that by choosing Z„= 1 a.s. for all n we have 
and the above Corollary is rediscovered.
R e m a r k  4.1. Under the assumption that E [B j|p« = o  and E|Z1|P<°° for 
some p > 2  Horváth [11] proves a functional law of the iterated logarithm and a 
Chung-type of law of the iterated logarithm by using strong approximation methods.
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(S k e t c h  o f)  p r o o f . By applying Theorem 4 to the summands mwZ„—mzW„, 
n S l ,  (cf. [8]), which have mean 0 and variance y2 and the fact that t m~2
as t —°o (which is a consequence of extended renewal theory (cf. also (4.7) above 
with a(y)= l)), we obtain
(4.15) If-
mwVx(t)-m ,U ,t(t)
/2m wl y2tlog21 °}) =  [ - l , l ]
a.s.
Further, the arguments which led to (4.9) applied to show that
( / log2/)_1/2fK(, ) - ^ - 0 as (—°°, which together with (4.15) and the fact that 
0 yields the desired conclusion.
As a final remark we mention that Section 5 of [8] contains several examples in 
which the random quantity of interest can be described by a VrUy
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LATTICE-TILING BY CERTAIN STAR BODIES
S. STEIN
We shall investigate a problem in finite abelian groups that grows out of a ques­
tion about tiling «-dimensional Euclidean space R" by tranlates of certain star bodies, 
called “semicrosses” . For positive integers, « and k, a (k, n)-semicross in R" consists 
of nk + 1 cubes from the standard division of R" into unit cubes parallel to the coordi­
nate axes. These nk+ l cubes consist of a corner cube together with « arms of length k 
in the directions of the positive axes. This is the geometric question: For which values 
of k  can a lattice of translates of the (k , «)-semicross tile R"? The translating vectors 
are assumed to have only integer coordinates and to form a group (a “Z-lattice” 
for short).
For « = 1, that is, the line, there is no restriction on k  since the (k, l)-semicross 
is simply an interval of length k + 1. Similarly, for «=2, the plane, there is no bound 
on k, since the (k, 2)-semicross, which is L-shaped, lattice-tiles R2. However, for 
«S3, k  cannot be arbitrarily large. In [5] it was shown that if «S3, nk + 1 is prime, 
and the (k, «)-semicross Z-lattice-tiles R", then k ^2 n  — 3. In [2] it was shown that if 
«S3 and the (k , n)-semicross Z-lattice-tiles R", then k^2 n  — \ . However, no exam­
ples were known in which k  was near these bounds. In [5] it was shown that for any 
odd prime p the (p — 1, p +  l)-semicross Z-lattice tiles Rp+1. In this case the arm length 
is two less than the dimension, i.e., k = n — 2. In [1] it was shown that for «S2 
the (« — 1, « + l)-semicross Z-lattice tiles Rn+1 only when n is prime. The goal of the 
present paper is to sharpen the bound on k  to the best possible general bound, namely 
k ^ n —2 if the (k, n)-semicross Z-lattice tiles R", «S3. We shall deal exclusively 
with Z", which serves as the discrete algebraic analog of R".
1. Preliminaries
Let Z denote the additive group or the ring of integers. For a positive integer « 
let Z" denote the additive group of «-tuples (x1, x 2, ..., xn), x t£Z. For positive 
integers «  and k, the nk + l  elements of Z",
(0,0, ..., 0), (/, 0, ...; 0), (0, i, 0, ..., 0), ..., (0, 0...... 0, i),
l ^ i ^ k ,  is the (k, «)-semicross at the origin, denoted T. Any translate of this set 
by an element v£Z", v+T  = {v -f tjt?;T}, is also called a (k, «)-semicross. (This
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 52A45. 
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serves as the discrete analog of the geometric semicross.) Let H be a subgroup of 
Z I f  the family {v+T|v€H} is a partition of Z", then we say that the (k, «)-semicross 
lattice-tiles Z”, with lattice H. The following theorem, found in [5] or [2], reduces the 
question of whether such an H  exists to a question on finite abelian groups.
T h eorem  1.1. The (k , nj-semicross lattice-tiles Z" i f  and only if  there is an abelian 
group G o f order nk + 1 such that in G there are n elements slt ..-,sn with the property 
that the kn elements iSj, l ^ i = k ,  1 ~ j~ n , coincide with the non-zero elements in G.
n
The subgroup H is defined as {(jq,..., x ,j \x fZ , 2  x^^O }.
i = 1
The set S= {sl9 s2, ..., sn) is called a splitting set for S(&)= (1, 2, ..., k}. 
Also, S(/c) is said to split G.
The next theorem, proved in [4], will permit us to restrict our attention to cyclic 
groups.
T heorem  1.2. I f  S (k) splits a finite abelian group o f order m, then it splits the 
cyclic group of order m.
The additive cyclic group of order m, Z/mZ, will be denoted C(m). The same 
symbol will be used for Z/mZ considered as a ring.
2. Proof that k ^ n  — 2
We shall prove the following theorem.
T h eorem  2.1. Let n and k  be integers, «S3 and k ^ n — 1. Then S(k) does not 
split the cyclic group C(nk +1).
The proof rests on two lemmas.
Lemma 2.2. Let n and k  be integers, «S3 and Ä Sn—1. Assume that S(k) 
sptits C(nk + l). Let s and s' be distinct elements in the splitting set, with s a generator 
o f  C (nk+ \). Then at least one o f  these two conditions holds:
(a) There are integers x  and y, 1 SX Sh—2, l ^ y s k ,  such that x s+ js^ O .
(b) s' = (l-n )s .
Proof. Consider the («—1)(&+1) elements
(1) is+js',
O ^ iS n —2, O ^j^k . If two of these are equal, there are distinct ordered pairs, (i,j) 
and (I,J), such that
is+ js' = is+js',
and O si, i ^ n —2, O s / ,J s /r .  Without loss of generality, assume that / s i .  Then 
we have
(2) ( i-O s+ O ’- J K  =  0.
If i= i,  then j+], and we have ( j- j ) s '-O .  This is a contradiction, since s' 
belongs to a splitting set of S(fc).
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So we may assume that i> I  and j+ j. If J>y, we have (i —i)s=(J—j) s ', 
contradicting the fact that s and s' belong to a splitting set for S(ft). Thus J</'; 
and thus (2) implies that (a) holds.
Next assume that the elements (1) are distinct. For convenience, write 
k = n —2+u, where w sl. There are then (n — l)(£ + l)=(/i — l)(n — 1 +«) ele­
ments of the form (1) in a group of order nk+ l= n (n —2+w) + l. Hence there are 
exactly n(n—2+u) + 1 — (n— l)(n — 1 +w)=w elements in C(n& + l)n o t of the form 
(1). We will show that these u elements are
(n— l)s, ns, ..., (n — 2 + u)s =  ks.
To show this, assume that
ts — is+ji',
where n —l ^ t ^ k , 0 ^ i s n —2 ,0 ^ j ^ k .  Subtraction yields
( t- i ) s  =  js',
with l ^ t —i^ k ,  O ^ j^ k ,  contradicting the assumption that s and s' belong to 
a splitting set for S(7c).
Next consider the representation of the remaining elements, 0, s, ...,(n —2)s, 
(k + Y)s, (k +2).?, ...,nks in the form (1). That is, consider the representation of 
{ws|0^vt;^w_2 or k + \^ w ^ k n ) .
For O Sw Sn-2 , we have the representation ^ = ^ ^ + 0 ^ '.
Consider next the representation of (fc+ljs in the form (1),
(k + \)s = is+js',
0 s i ^ n —2, O ^ j^ k .  Then
(3) (k + l — i)s =  js'.
If i>0, (3) violates the fact that 5 and s' belong to a splitting set for S(k). Thus 
i=0, and we have
(fc +  l)s =  js',
for some j, l ^ j ^ k .
Before examining the representation of further elements, ws, we denote the j  
just obtained by j 0. Thus (& + l)i=y0,s'.
It follows that the representation of the elements of the form (/fc+l)s+jcj, 
l S x S n - 2, in the form (1) is xs+y0s'.
Consider the representation of (k + l)s+ («—2)s+s=(k+n)s in the form (1):
(k + n)s — is+js',
O s i^ n —2, Q ^ j^ k .  If j> 0 , we have
(4) [k+(n-i)]s =  js'.
Combined with the inequality
k+ 2  S  k + n —i S  k+ n — 1,
(4) contradicts the representation of [&+(n—/)]s already obtained. Thus i= 0  and
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we may write
(k + ri)s = jiS,
1 s f s k .
In a similar manner, we find that
then that
and, more generally,
[fc+1 + 2 (« - l ) ] s  =  j 2s', 
[fc +  l+ 3 ( « —l)]s = j 3s', 
[fc + 1 + a(« —l)]s = j vs',
for O Síiáfc—1. In each case, l ^ j  ~k.
Let us compare j„ and j v+1 for each v, 0 ^ v ^ k —2. We have
and
Subtraction yields
[fc +  l + u ( / i - l ) ] s  = j vs'
[fc +  1+(t>+l)(n —l)]s — j v+is' 
(« — l)s =  +1- j v) s'.
Since s and s' belong to a splitting set for S(fc), j v+i—j v-=0, hence j v+i<jv. Thus 
the fc integers j 0,ji, are a descending sequence in the interval [1, fc]. There­
fore, they must be, in order, the integers fc, fc —1, ..., 1 respectively. In particular 
jk-!=  1. This means that
[fc +  1 +(fc — l)(n— l)]s =  Is'.
Since this equation holds in the cyclic group C(nfc + 1), where nfc+1 =0, it is equiv­
alent to the equation (1— n)s=s'. This establishes (b) and completes the proof of 
the lemma.
Incidentally, (a) and (b) in Lemma 2.2 are exclusive.
Lemma 2.3. Let n and k  be integers, n ^ 3 and krsn — 1. Assume that S (fc) 
splits C (nk+ 1). Let s and s' be distinct elements in the splitting set, with s not a gener­
ator o f  C(nfc+1). Then there are integers x and y, l ^ x ^ n —2, 1 ^ y ^ k ,  such that 
x s+ y s '=0.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, consider the (n — l)(fc + l) elements (1). 
If two of these are equal, the lemma follows, as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. We will 
show that the case where all the elements (1) are distinct cannot occur.
Write s=s*d, where s+ =  gcd (s, n k+ 1), hence gcd (d, nfc + l)= ] . There is 
an element dt in C(nfc +  1) such that ddl = 1. Replace the entire splitting set, 
s '= s2, ..., s„ by sdt, s'd t , sndl. Observe that sdx=s*, a divisor of «fc + 1. 
Moreover, the proof of the lemma for the new splitting set will imply the truth of the 
lemma for the original splitting set.
So, without loss of generality, we may begin, with the pair s and s ' from a 
splitting set such that s divides n k + 1.
Consider the additive subgroup of C(«fc+1) generated by s, which consists 
of the (kn+l)/s elements 0, s, 2s, ..., fcn + 1 — s. All the elements
(5) i s + j s ' ,
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O s / S n - 2, 0 ^ j ^ k , j  a multiple of s, lie in this subgroup. Moreover, as in the argu­
ment for Lemma 2.2, none of the elements (5) can coincide with any of the elements 
(n — l)s, ns, ...,/cs. (There are lc—n+2 such excluded elements.)
We will show that there are more elements of the form (5) than there are in the 
set obtained by deleting (« — l)s, ns, ..., ks from the subgroup generated by s.
Let k —qs+r, O S rS s— 1. The number of elements of the form (5) is 
(n—1)(#+1), which equals
which is equivalent, by straightforward algebraic manipulation, to the inequality
But this last inequality holds since r ^ s — 1 and k + 1 — 1. This concludes the
proof of the lemma.
With the two lemmas available, the proof of Theorem 2.1 is short.
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2.1. Assume, without loss of generality that 1 is in the 
splitting set. Let s2,s 3, be the other elements in the splitting set. For each 
index p, 2S p ^ n ,  consider the pair of elements 1 and sp. According to Lemma 2.2, 
either there are integers xp and yp, lá T pS n - 2 ,  1 ^ y p^ k  suchthat xp+ypsp= 0 
or else sp = ( l — n)l =  l — n. If the first case ((a)) holds for each /;, 2^/?Sn, then 
there would be p — 1 values xp in the interval [1, n —2]. By the pigeon-hole principle, 
two of them are equal, say xPi= xP2. From the equations 
xPi+yP2j Pi=Q’ and *pi=*p2’ follows that yPlsp=yn sp%, violating the assumption 
that sPl and sP2 belong to a splitting set for S(k). Thus there is an index p such that 
íp= (l -n )  1 =  1 -n .
So now we have 1 — n in the splitting set. There are two cases to consider: 1 — n 
is a generator of C{nk + \) or 1 —n is not a generator of C(nk+1).
In the first case, reasoning similar to that just encountered shows that (1— n)2 
is an element of the splitting set. This element is different from 1 and 1 — n. Let 
m =nk-1-1. We have m = nk+ l= n(n—2+u) + 1=(1 — n)2+un. Thus (1— ri)2= 
=  — ««(mod m). Hence
violating the fact that 1 and (1 — n)2 belong to the splitting set.
Finally, we consider the case where 1 —n is not a generator of C(nk + 1), that 
is, gcd (1 — n, nA:+l)>l. In this case, apply Lemma 2.3 with 1 —n and 
s '= s2, s3, s„ successively. For each index p, 2tSpSn  there are integers xp
The desired inequality therefore is
fc((l— n)2) = —kun =  u (mod m).
Since 0 ^ ir ä k  (in fact l ^ u ^ k  — 1), this equation implies that
L((l—n)2) =  u - 1 (mod m).
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and y p such that xp{ 1 — n) +ypsp=0, l ^ x p^ n —2, l ^ y ps k .  As earlier in this 
proof, we again obtain a contradiction. This proves the theorem.
Corollary 2.4. Let n be one more than a composite number. I f  S(k) splits 
C(nk + l), then k ^ n  — 3.
This follows from Theorem 2.1 and the theorem in [1] quoted in the introduction. 
Theorem 2.1 sheds light on the question, “For which values of n and k  does 
S (k) split C(nAr-fl)?” For other work on this and related questions see [1]—[9].
A d d e d  i n  P r o o f . Using different methods, S. Szabó has obtained a slightly 
weaker bound for k  in semicrosses but also the strongest bound yet found in the 
case of the (k , n)-cross. See S. Szabó, A bound for k  for tiling by (k , n)-crosses and 
semicrosses, Acta Math. Hungar. 44 (1984), 97-—99.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF VALUES OF A CLASS OF ARITHMETIC
FUNCTIONS
M. V. SUBBARAO* *and R. SIT AR AM ACH ANDRAR AO * *
Abstract
The distribution o f values taken by the Euler totient function and the sum o f the divisors func­
tion have been investigated by several authors. In this paper, we prove an asymptotic formula, with 
an estimate for the error term, for the number o f integers n satisfying 1 S /( n ) £ r  w here/belong to 
a prescribed class o f nonnegative integer valued multiplicative function satisfying some very general 
conditions. From our main theorem, we deduce as special cases earlier results concerning the above 
mentioned functions due to P. Erdős, P. T. Bateman and Ivié. Besides, we give several other applica­
tions which are believed to be new, some involving arithmetical functions not considered before.
1. Introduction
The distribution of values taken by cp, the Euler totient function, has been in­
vestigated from many points of view. For example, more than 50 years ago, T.
Vijayaraghavan [24] proved that the sequence js everywhere dense
in the unit interval while a classic result due to H. Weyl implies that this is not uni­
formly distributed (mod 1). Another classical result is due to I. J. Schoenberg [20] 
who proved that this sequence has a continuous distribution function. That is, there 
exists a continuous monotonic function a with <a(0)=0, a(l) = l satisfying for each 
«€[0, 1]
- j  #{«£[!, x]\(p(n)/n S  a} a(a)
as In 1945, P. Erdős [12] took a different approach in that he studied A(x),
the number of positive integers n satisfying cp(n)^x. In particular, he proved that 
lim A(x)/x exists. While Erdos’ proof rests on Schoenberg’s work, a completely
elementary proof of it was given by R. E. Dressier [9] who also evaluated the limit. 
Once the existence of the limit is known, it is comparatively easy to evaluate it, for 
example by an abelian argument, as noted by P. T. Bateman [1], Thus we have the 
relation
( 1 . 1 ) lim
X -+ 00
A(x) C(2)C(3)
x C(6) =  a,
* This research is supported in part by a Canadian National Research Council Grant.
** Presently at the University o f Alberta, Edmonton, on leave from Andhra University. 
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say, where £ denotes the Riemann Zeta function. In 1972, P. T. Bateman [1] illustrated, 
in an interesting way, three techniques in analytic number theory to obtain estimates 
for the error term A(x) —ax where a is given by (1.1). For example, he proved that 
for fixed s> 0  and as x-+°°
(1.2) A(x) — <xx+0 |x ex p j- ( l -e ) -^ - lo g x ( lo g lo g x )1/2j .
He conjectured that A(x) = ux + 0 (x  exp {—(log x)1_£}) holds for every positive e 
and that A(x) — ax9éo(xi) for any 1. As far as we can determine these are still 
open. At the end of his paper, Bateman also noted that the various methods develop­
ed in his paper in the case of (pin) would also work for c(ri), the sum of all the divi­
sors of n, and, in particular, a result corresponding to (1.2) above could be obtained.
Recently, A. Ivic (cf. [15], Theorem 2) obtained a result similar to (1.2) above 
for a class of multiplicative functions. In fact, he considered functions /  which 
are of the form: For primes p and positive integral m
(1-3) f ( p m) = pm + aUmp"'-1 + ...+ amtln
where —1 for some /cSsO and all i =  1, 2, ..., m. His method of proof is
essentially the same as that of P. T. Bateman [1], However, the order estimate for 
the error term is better than that of P. T. Bateman (from method A). Since Ivic 
used Walfisz’s estimate for the error term in prime number theorem rather than that 
of de la Vallée Poussin.
The class of functions considered by Ivic does not contain some of the well- 
known functions, namely, ar (n) (the sum of the rth powers of the divisors of n), 
Jk(n) (the Jordan totient function of order k) and <P„(«) (the Schemmel’s totient func­
tion of order k). This can be said to be one of the limitations of Ivic’s paper.
The main object of this paper is to obtain a fairly general theorem for a wide 
class of multiplicative functions which includes all the functions stated by Ivic [15] 
in his introduction and moreover several others. It may be noted that the sets of 
functions considered by Ivic and us contain several arithmetic functions in common 
but neither is a subset of the other. If, however, we restrict the coefficients aUm in
(1.3) to satisfy —c ^ a i<m^ k  for m ^2  where 0<c<= 1 and k ^ 0, then our results 
are applicable to such functions. Section 4 contains a rich class of illustrations which 
result from an application of our Theorem 2.1 to the well-known functions Jk (the 
Jordan totient function of order k), ak (sum of the kXh powers of all the positive divi­
sors), their unitary analogues, Schemmel’s totient function of order k  and Dedekind’s 
i/'-function. In Section 5, an Af-void analogue of the Euler totient function, which does 
not seem to have been mentioned in the literature, is introduced which affords us 
with another class of illustrations of Theorem 2.1. In Section 6, the scope of appli­
cability of Theorem 2.1 is extended.
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2. Notation and statement
Let P denote the set of all prime numbers and Z +, the set of all positive integers. 
For a subset A of P, we write S(A) to mean the multiplicative semigroup generated 
by A. Let S' denote the class of all integer valued multiplicative arithmetic functions/  
to each of which there correspond subsets Py and P2 satisfying the following con­
ditions :
(2.1) P1 and P2 are finite sets, possibly empty.
(2.2) f (p m)= 0 for all p€Pi and m £Z+.
(2.3) There exists a ß >  1 such that
f ( p m) S  ßm~1 for all p€Pa and Z +.
Let PA= P \{P 1llP ^= {p 1,p i ,p 3,.. .}  with P i ^ p ^ P a ^ ....
(2.4) There exists a u d Z + and an integer — 2“ +  l such that
f(p )  — Pu+ v  for all p£P3 and
(2.5) There exist constants 0 and ö>u/2 such that
f ( p m) = Bpmd for all p iP ;t and m ^  2.
We note that (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) together imply that f(p m)-*°° as //" —°o, 
p€P2UP3. Hence as n-~°° through the semigroup S(P2LiPa). Hence
for each f^ S ' and +, the number am of solutions in n of the equation f(n )=m
is finite. Thus on writing A(x; f ) =  2  we see that A (x ,f)  is the number of
1 S m s j
positive integers n with 1 ^ f(n )^ x .
The main result of the paper is the following
T heorem 2.1. Let f t S ' . Then as x-*°°
A (jc; f )  = A { f)x llu+ 0(x lluexp {— c (logx)3/8-t})
for each 0 where A ( / )  is a positive constant given by
(2.6) A ( / )  =  lim [  / 7  (1 - P - )  7 7  { 2  ( / ( / > m) ) - s} ]
s_* 1 +  p e p  p e r 2u p 3 m = o
or equivalently by
A i f )  =  lim [(s— 1) 77 { 2 ’ (/(p"))- *}]
s - 1 +  p é P j UP;i m = 0
and c is any positive constant.
3. Proof of Theorem 2.1
For the proof of the theorem, we require a result in Beurling’s theory of general­
ized integers. This result (Lemma 1 below), in its present form, is due to H. G. Dia­
mond [6] and is refinement over earlier results due to B. Nyman [18] and P. Mal- 
liavin [16].
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Suppose that 1 < /1s / 2S /3S .. .,  is a sequence of positive numbers. Let
the product JJ (1 —/“s)_1=  JJ (l +l~s+l~2s+ ...) be formally expanded into a
n=l n—1
General Dirichlet series Z  ßnSns where g± — 1, g2, g3, ... is an increasing sequencen = l
of positive numbers with range containing 5'({/1, / 2, ...}) and 1, ß2, ß3, ... 
are nonnegative integers.
Lemma 1. With the above notation, suppose that
;2  1 =  /  + °  exP Í -  b 0°g *)“})
where b > 0 and 0 < a < l. Then
Z  ß„ =  Cx + 0(x  exp {-c2(logx)a/(a+1)})
J„Si
/or every c2>0. Here the constant C is given by
(3.1)
C =  lim [7 7 ( i  / / ( l - c r 1]p£P « = 1
=  lira [(s -1 )  f j  (1 — in-5)-1]-
For convenience of later reference, we also state
Lemma 2 (cf. [13], Theorem 41). I f  f  is multiplicative and JJ { 2  \fÍPm)\\
p€ P m=0
converges, then 2  /(«) converges absolutely and
/I = l
! / ( » ) =  n { Z f { p m)}-
n  —  l  p  £ P m=0
We now proceed to the proof of the theorem. We consider the series 
2  (/(»))_s- Assuming its absolute convergence for some (which will bems(r2np;s)
justified soon), we have
2  (/(*))-* = n { z  cf{pm)Ys} n { 2 (/( /o n  =
//£ S"(P2 U Pa) p ([P  2 m =  0 p £ P a m =  0
(3.2) =  IJ v - f m - T 1
tó PÍP3
[ 1 7  { Z  U \ p "‘) D  f f  { i - ( / ( p) ) - 2s+
n£P„ rn =  fl nfP. .
+ ( i - ( / ( / f i ) - s) 2 ( / ( ^ ) ) - 5}]
m = 2
=  / 7 i ( s ) / / 2 ( s) ,
say. Further, since /  is positive integer valued on .S,(/,2U i>:!), we write IIl(s) =
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and n 2(s)— 2  —r- F2 being a finite set, the product over P2 in the above convergesn i n
absolutely for each .v>0. Also concerning the product over Ps in the extreme right, 
we note that, by (2.4) and (2.5), for 0 and as /?— °°
(f(p ))-2s = (pu + v )-* ^ p -* “\
(f(p))~s -  o
and
2  ( f(p m))~’ «  2  p~m3s = p ~23sI(i -p ~ 3' ) «  p-*3‘.
m  =  2 m  =  2
Consequently, the product defining n 2 and hence by Lemma 2 the series 2  d„n~*
n = 1
converges absolutely for 5>m ax( ^ ’^ ) -  Further, since (/(/0 )- *~/>- "  as
the product defining n 1 converges absolutely for s >  1 /«. Hence by another applica­
tion of Lemma 2, we see that the series appearing on the left of (3.2) converges ab­
solutely for x>1/m.
Now we apply Lemma 1 with l„=(pun+v)1/u, g„=n1,u and ß„=bn. For this 
purpose, we observe that for each e>0
2  1 =  /  + 0 (x  exp { - c3 (log x<3'5>-£)})
(p“+o),/uS^
obtainable from A. Walfisz [25], c3 being a positive constant. Combining this with 
Lemma 1, we obtain
B(x) ~  2  bn = Cx1/U+O (x1/u exp { - c2 (log x)(3/8,~'})
n^x
for every e>0 and c2> 0. Here, by (3.1)
(3.3) C =  lim [ 77 (1 -p -* )  77 (1 - ( p “+u)-s- 1}].
* ~ 1 +  P i  P  p € P a
Since the series 2  d„n~s has abscissa of absolute convergence at most
n — 1
m a x ü j, 2 3 " ) an elcmentary argnment then yields
M
A(x; f )  = 2  a„ =  2  dnB(x/n) =
=  x 1/uC 2  dnn~1,u+ 0(x1,ue\p  {—c(logx)(S/8)"'})
&
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for every e>0 and c>0. Also by (3.3) and (2.6)
C 2 d„n 1/u =  lim [ JJ (1 - p~s) n  {1 - { R p ) Y sluY 1.
n = l  s -"1+  p€ P p € P 3
• n { 2  (A pm))-s,u}- n { i- ( / ( ^ ) )_2s/“+ ( i - ( / ( p ) _s/“) 2 (/(/’m))~s/u]} =
p £ P  2 m  =  0  p £ P  3 m  —  2
= l i m [ 7 7 ( l  -/>-*) IJ { 2 ( f ( P m))-s,u]} = A (f).
s-*1+  p € P  p £ P 2UP3 m=0
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
4. Applications
In this section, we illustrate Theorem 2.1 by specializing it to various well- 
known arithmetic functions. Let K  and í  be positive integers with j S 2. Let p denote 
the Möbius function and p* its unitary analogue defined by p*(n)=(— l)“(n) where 
co(n) denotes the number of distinct prime divisors of n. The symbol d\\n means that 
d\n and (d, n/d) = 1. Let the arithmetic functions aK, <pK s, a*K, q>*K and <PK be defined 
by
°x(«) =  2  dK, <pK,s(n) = 2  (Kd)Y ,
d\n d\n y a j
and
<*«(«) =  2 dK, (p*K(n) = 2 d*(d)
d\\n d\\n
if each prime divisor of n is greater than K, 
otherwise.
For the sake of shortness, we write (Pk.i —Jki (Pk,2=1I/k> i/b—•A» <?*1=o* and 
(p* = cp*. JK is the well-known Jordan totient function of order K  (cf. [8], p. 147), 
V>K is an extension of Dedekind’s ^-function (cf. [8], p. 123) and d>K is the Schemmel’s 
totient function of order K (cf. [8], p. 147). Clearly, J ^ tp ^ c p ,  the Euler totient 
function, c* and <p* are the respective unitary analogues of the functions a and cp [2].
It is clear that for KdZ +, each of the functions <rK, JK, \j/K, (p*K and d>K 
belongs to 3F, Hence Theorem 2.1 could be specialized to these functions and we 
obtain the following
Theorem 4.1. For each c> 0 , we have, as x->°°
(4.1) A(x; oK) =  A(<tk)x 1/k + 0 ( x 1/k (ő (x ))c),
(4.2) A (x, JK) =  A(Jx)x1'K+ 0 (x 1'K(ő(x)r),
(4.3) A(x, t K) = A ^ k)x^ k+ 0 ( x ^ k(ö{x)Y),
(4.4) A(x, cr*K) =  A K ) * 1/k+ 0 (* 1/x(<5(*))c),
(4.5) A (x, cp*K) = A (<rá)x1/K+ 0 ( x 1/x(<5(x))c)
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and
(4.6) A (x; <PK) = A (0 K)x+O (x(S(x)y) 
where c is any positive constant,
(4.7) <5(;t) = exp {- (logx)(3/8)_£}, 
and
a (°k) = n  {(1 - p - 1) i  (i +p k + -  +pmKr iiK),
P i P  m =0
a (j k) =  n  i 1 - / ’_ i+j5“i (i - p - K)~vK},
pí p
a ^ k) = IJ  { i-P ~ 1+(pK+ i) - 1,K},
P i  p
A ( * i ) =  m v - p - 1) 2  V + p mK) - llK},
p i P  m =0
^  (<pt) =  7 7  { (1  - P " 1) ! !  +  1  ( K K -  1 ) - 1/X) } ,
p £ P w =  l
and
In particular, A(J1)=A(<P 1) =  C(2)C(3)/C(6).
R em ark  4.1. As mentioned in the introduction, (4.1) and (4.2) in case ÜT=1 
in their asymptotic forms and without explicit determination of the constants A (<p) 
and A(<t) were due to P. Erdős [12]. R. E. Dressier [9], [10] gave completely elemen­
tary proofs of Erdős’ results and also evaluated the constants. As mentioned already, 
P. T. Bateman [1] established (4.1) and (4.2) in case K=  1 with sharper estimates for 
the error terms. H. G. Diamond [7] discussed an extension of A(x; cp). The result
(4.5), in case K — 1, in its asymptotic form and without an explicit determination of 
the constant A (<p*) was due to M. Ismail and M. V. Subbarao [14],
5. Some more applications
Let M  be a set of positive integers with min M —s ^ 2. Following G. J. Rieger 
[19], we say that an integer is Af-void if it is positive and in its canonical factorisation 
77 Plr> no lp belongs to M. Let QM denote the set of all M-void integers and qM its
p
characteristic function. Let XM denote the inversion function of the set QM, that is, 
XM is the unique arithmetic function defined by
<7m(m) — 4 Mdl»
6*
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for all n. It is clear that qM and XM are multiplicative functions and further that for 
p £P and m£ Z +
(5.1)
— 1 if mdM, m — 1(£M, 
1 if m $M , m — ldM, 
0 otherwise.
For positive integral n, we define the Af-void analogue of the Euler totient func­
tion to be the number of integers x in [1, n] such that the g.c.d. (x, n)£ QM. Denoting 
this by (pM(n), we have
(5.2) <pM(n) = 2 ^ m(<í)-t -
d\n «
In fact,
<M«) =  2  1 =  2  «)) =
= Z 2 W<i) = 2 Wrf) Z i = ZA«(d)-J.
l ^ x ^ n  d\(x,n) d\n l ^ x ^ n  d\n a
d\x




if l S m S s - 1 ,
Pm + {P*)pm~*+• ■ ■ +  (Pm) if m s s .
mms
il 1 1 1 Ul p* ps+1" ' pm) ~
L  1 1 \ PmV  22 23 '‘ j 2 ‘
Combining this with (5.3), we conclude that for p£P and m £ Z +, (pM(p)=P and 
<pM( p m) ^ 0 / 2 ) p m.
Now it is clear that (pM$_!F and as such Theorem 2.1 yields the following 
T h eo rem  5.1. For each c > 0, we have, as x-+°°
A(x, <pM) = A(<pM)x+ 0(x(S(x))c)
where
A{(Pm) — n {1-P_S+(1-F_1) Z (PmQO)-1}
p ( P  m=s
and <5(x) is as given in (4.7).
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Remark 5.1. Theorem 5.1 affords us with another rich class of illustrations of 
Theorem 2.1. To this end, let t, K, r be integers such that t s l  and Af=»rS2. We 
write
My = My(r) =  {/i€Z+ |n S  r},
M2 =  M 2(K, r) — {«|/i is congruent to one of r, r+1,  ..., K - l  (modÄ)} 
M3 =  M3(t, r) =  {jr\j -  1, 2, ..., /},
M4 =  Mt (r) = {jr|j€Z+}
The elements of the sets QMl throuhg QMi (usually denoted respectively by 
Qr , Qk.ti Q*r> Q* and Qf*) are known as r-free integers, (K, r)-integers ([22], [4]), 
unitarily (/, r)-integers, unitarily r-free integers ([3], [5]) and semi-r-free integers 
([23], [3], [5]). On specializing Theorem 5.1 with the set M  chosen from among 
My, M2,...,  Mh, we obtain a number of illustrations of Theorem 2.1. It may be noted 
that the function <pM in case M = M X appears in [17] while in case M=M„ appears 
in [21] and [22],
In this section, we give an equivalent form of Theorem 2.1 in that, in a way, it 
extends the sphere of applicability of Theorem 2.1.
If / ,  g are arithmetic functions, we write f * g  to mean their Dirichlet product, 
that is, the arithmetic function defined by
Then we have the following result whose proof is simple.
Theorem 6.1. Lei feSF and g be a nonnegative multiplicative function satisfying
(6.2) there exists an integer l such that g(p) =1 for p ^ P \P x(f).
Then the function f  * fF and as such the conclusion o f Theorem 2.1 holds for
f* g  also.
Remark 6.1. Suppose with Py ( /)  =  0, the empty set. Then by Theorem
6.1, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 is valid for the functions/* dr, f* 0  etc. Here for 
r £ Z +, dr(n) denotes the Piltz divisor function defined to be the number of /•-tuples
and
Ms = M fr)  =  {r}.
6. An alternate form of Theorem 2.1
(6 . 1) g(Pm) — 0 for p£Py(f) and m £Z +;
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(jc15 Jcr) of positive integers satisfying x 1x2...xr=n and 0(n) denotes the number of 
square-free divisors of«.  i r
For the sake of simplicity, we considered in Theorem 2.1 functions f  satisfying 
the condition (2.4). In a future communication, we extend Method C of Bateman [1] 
to a wide class of arithmetic functions /  where f(p)= pu+a1pu~1 + ...+ au for all 
primes p  and ax, are rationals which do not depend on p and incidentally, we 
achieve results sharper than those contained in Theorems 4.1 and 5.1.
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ON THE BOUNDEDNESS OF THE SOLUTIONS OF 
SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
JERZY POPENDA
Applying Gronwall—Bihari—Bellman Lemma and their generalizations we 
study boundedness of the solutions of some ordinary differential equations. The 
method is similar to those used in [1], [4]. Furthermore we obtain conditions for the 
solutions to be of the square integrable with any wedge (see [4]).
L emma 1. Let u , f  be nonnegative and continuous on I —{t0, oo ) , C—any 
nonnegative constant. I f
t




C+ J  f(s)u(s)ds  ^ Cexp J  f(s)ds t£ I.
ro ro
We denote by Lj(I) the class of all continuous functions u(t) on /  such that
/  f{t)\u(t)\pdt <°o.
*0
From Lemma 1 it follows that if /£ £ } ( / ) , /  and u are as in Lemma 1, then u(t) 
is bounded on /  and u£L)-(I). It is obvious that if any function g(u) or any operator 
T(t, u) satisfy the inequality
t




u(t) 5s T{t, u)ig) — C exp f  f is ) ds, t£ I.
Throughout the paper we assume that the considered equations have solutions of the 
class Cnit0, oo), where n denotes the order of the differential equation, and we shall 
study only such solutions. We assume furthermore that |x(f0)|+ ---+ |jí("_1)(ío)l> 0- 
We start with the equation of the form
(1) x"iO + a1 it)x' it) + a0 it)xit) + F (t,x  it), x' (/)) = e(t).
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 34C10.
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T heo rem  1. Let ay, a0, a'0, e be continuous on I ,a 0 is positive, F(t,u,v) be 
continuous for t£I, u,v£R; vF(t,u, v )^0  on /X  R2. I f  there exist positive contin­
uous functions a and d on I  such that
(2) r e2(0 ^t{  a2(t)a0{t)
where
(3) r(t) — max |a 2(i) — 2a1( /)-
f  r(t) dt
ro
then the solution x(t) is bounded, |x'(t)| = O(l'a0(/)), x £ L;(/), xTL“,ao(7). 




D{i) = ^ £ -  + x \ t)+  f  d(s)x2(s)ds, tdl. a0(t) J
By (1) we obtain
(6) D(t) = D(t0)+ f  f
*-
* f 2x'(s)x"(s) x '2(s)aú(s)
«00) +2x(s)x'(s)+d(s)x2 (s) ds, t£ I.




s f l “ L / ^ r a ‘is+/ { [ ‘'’(s)- 2‘''<s,“ í i ' ] í l + ‘'<s)j:,<s)l ‘'s
Í W +  I - f f f - ,as(s)a0(s) ds-
+ ‘f f  + d(s, O » } * .
From (2), (3) and (4) we have
t
D ( t) ^ M +  J  2r(s)D(s)ds, t£I,
s, f€ L
for any positive constant M. Now applying Lemma 1 and (4) we obtain boundedness 
of the solution and its derivative. It suffices to observe that the rest of the theorem 
follows from the remark to the Lemma 1.
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Remark 1. Observe that Theorem 1 remains true for more general equations, 
in which the function F(t, u, v) is replaced by F(t, u, v, ...). This means that in the 
equation (1) we may have the term of the form F(t, x(t), x  (t), Let the function 
F be defined and continuous on I X Rm and satisfies the inequality vF (t,u ,v ,...)^0 .
Definition. We say that the function F is of the class B\\"c if
(i) |F(/,Xl f . ^  C(t, |xx| , .... k , |)  for ÍS ÍO &  0,
.X i, . .
(ii) C(t, X i , ..., xn) ^  C(t, xt , ..., x„) for | 2 | 0ÉÖ,
X; S  ä 0, i =  l , . . . ,n ,
(iii) c(t ,  a(t)x1.......a(t)x„) 9S A{a(t))C{t, xu  ..., x„)
for arbitrary continuous, positive function a(t), t£I, where A is positive contin­
uous, x4€R 4 , i = l ,  ..., n.
Lemma 2. Let u, v be nonnegative and continuous on /, C—any positive constant, 
f  continuous and positive on (C, °°), nondecreasing. I f
then
u ( t) ^ C +  f  v(s)f(u(s)) ds, t£I, 
*0
t t
C+ f  r(s)/(w(s)) ds s  F _1 (F(C) +  J  v(s)ds),
r 1where F “1 denotes the inverse function o f F(t)= j  ds, t^ e , e is any fixed
g y v /
positive constant.
We can make here the same remarks as to Lemma 1.
Theorem 2. Let a, , an, ah, e be continuous on I ,a 0 is positive, F(t,u,v)
iscontinuous for t£l, u, v£ R, F2£ B \2C and lim G(u)—°° whereG(u)= f -------.
/  v-\-A(fv)





V a2(t)a0(t) dt < °°,
oo»
r(t) max I a2 (i)+ d*(/) — 2ax (/) • a'o(t)
ao(0
C(t, l , / a 0(Q)l 
d \t)a 0{t) \
then every solution x(t) o f  the class C2(tn, °°) to the differential equation (1) is 
bounded on I, and
I*'(01 =  O (/a0(0), as t — oo. x £ L l(/), x f iL 2,aa{I).
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Proof. Let D(t) be defined by
ű ( ,)  =  w + " í(,)- ,ÍL
Then analogously as in Theorem 1 we have
l>-(s)l , f  •*<*)
V«o(s) ]/a0(^) a2 O K  00
*/20) C(s, |x(s)|, |x'(s)l) 
a„(s) + d2O K O )
-ds +
■| ds




a20 K 0 )
ds + J  f r ( s )^ 7 Y + ^ 0 /^(5)) C% ; v  1 ds> * 1■J [ a0(s) v w '  d2(s)au(s) J
ű ( / ) S D ( ío ) +  J  r (s)x2(s) ds ^
ro
s= Z>(/0) + /  a2-(€y)(^ (s) ds+ f  r(s)[D(s) + A^D{s))]ds, tfJ.
Now, applying Lemma 2 we obtain the desired estimations announced in the thesis.
Remark 2. Theorem 2 holds for the equations of more general type. In these 
types the function F in equation (1) is replaced by the other of more variables. Con­
ditions (7), (8) ought to be changed and used other generalizations of Gronwall 
lemma (see [2], [3]). This generalization can take the following form.
Let at , a0, a'0,e  be continuous, and a0 be positive on I, F(r, u, v, u) be contin-
U i.
uous for t£I, u,v,wdR, FdB\'zc and limG(w)=lim f  ——---—------—----- =«=.
"•*“ /  Y t+ Y t A ( f t )  + t
Let the function b be continuous on I  satisfying limfc(i)=°°, b (l)^ t. If further-
r-*-oo
more J  r(t)dt<  °°, where
r(l) — max [ ^ = = - ,  2C('-I K(0 lK(0 flo(0 J
Then the solution of the equation
x"{t) + a1 (t)x' (0 + a0(0 x (0 + F(t, x (t), x '(?), (b (/))) =  e(f)
is bounded, \x'(t)\ — 0{ya0{t)), x£L?(I), x'£L?iao(I). The present method can be
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applied to study other properties of the solutions. We give one example formulated 
in the following theorem similar to Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. Let ax, a0, a'0, e be continuous functions on I, an > 0  there. Let 
F (t,u ,v ) be continuous for  f€/, u ,v£R and vF (t,u ,v) ^ 0 on /X  R2. I f  there 
exist positive, continuous functions a and d on I, such that d is continuously dif­
ferentiable, d '^ 0 ,  lim d(t)=°°, and
Then the solution x(t) o f  the equation (1) tends to zero as (Here f +(t)=
— max [ /( /) ,  OJj.
The considered method and theorems can be extended and applied for certain 
differential equations of higher order.
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ПАНЦИКЛИЧНОСТЬ ОРГРАФОВ ПРИ УСЛОВИИ МЕЙНИЛА
С. X. ДАРБИНЯН
Abstract
Let G be a strongly connected digraph with n vertices satisfying the condition that the sum of 
degrees for any two distinct nonadjacent vertices is at least 2n— 1. Then either
1) G is pancyclic;
or 2) n is even and G€{A„/2,„/2; Xn/2,„/3\ { e } } ,  where е£Е (К „/г,п/г).
or 3) G(E Ф ", where n - \  ^ т > ( л + 1)/2 and Ф™ is the family o f digraphs G', which satisfies 
the following conditions:
a) V (G ')={xl , x „
b) for each iÇ [l ,n —m + \]  the vertices x t and are nonadjacent;
c) * i, x„€E(G') and х ,+1х ,£ Е (С )  for each / 6 [1, « — 1];
d) if 2 s i + l < / S / r ,  then XjX,(E(G');
e) the sum o f degrees for any two distinct nonadjacent vertices is at least 2« — 1.
Будем рассматривать конечные орграфы (графы) без петель и кратных дуг 
(ребер). Все понятия и обозначения, не определяемые здесь, можно найти 
в книге [1]. Орграф (граф) с я вершинами (и S3) называется панциклическим, 
если он содержит контур (цикл) любой длины к, при 3 ^ k S n .
Бонди [3] была предложена следующая
М етагипотеза. Почти все «нетривиальные» достаточные условия гамиль- 
тоновости графа являются достаточными условиями для того, чтобы граф 
был панциклическим (быть может кроме «простого» класса графов).
Будем говорить, что я-вершинный (я S  2) орграф удовлетворяет условию 
(Nt), 0 â i s 2 ,  если сумма степеней любых двух несмежных различных вершин 
не меньше 2я —1 +  г.
Мейнил [4] доказал, что если сильно связный орграф удовлетворяет усло­
вию (N0), то он гамильтоновый. Возникает вопрос: удовлетворяет ли достаточ­
ное условие гамильтоновости орграфов Мейнила метагипотезе Бонди? В насто­
ящей работе характеризуется класс тех сильно связных орграфов, которые удов­
летворяют условию (N0) и не являются панциклическими.
Через V(G) обозначим множество вершин орграфа G, а через E(G)—мно­
жество его дуг. Дуга исходящая из вершины и в вершину v, обозначим через uv. 
Пусть A, BGzV(G) и xÇV(G). Введем обозначения:
Е(А — В) = {zy£E(G)/zdA, у€В};
Е(А, В) =  Е(А -  В)ЦЕ(В -  А);
d(x) =  |£({х}, V(Gj)|; d(x, А) =  |£({*}, А)\.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 05C20; Secondary 05C38.
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Запись А-*-В означает, что если у£А и zf-ß, то yz£E(G). Если HÇ=V(G) и 
А-*В, В-+Н, то будем писать А-+В-+Н. Если же А~{х}, то вместо {х} будем 
писать X. Подграф порожденный Множеством вершин А обозначим через (А).
Путь, состоящий из вершин Хх,х2, ..., хк и дуг x;xi+1, l ^ i ^ k  — 1 обоз­
начим через (Xi-’-Xjj—.. .-»А,,), а контур, полученный из этого пути после до­
бавления дуги хкхг — через (х1-+х2-+-...-»хк-+х1).
Путь (х1->-Х2-*...-^хк), называем (А, /?)-путем, если хк£А,хк£В и для всех 
г(2 =  /=& —1) имеет место xrfAU B. Будем говорить, что дуга xy£E(G) вхо­
дит в А (исходит из А), если х$А  и yÇ_A (соответственно х£_Л и у$А ).
Для пути Р:(х1-»х2-*-...-*-хк) введем обозначения:
(иногда вершину орграфа G будем считать путем длины 0 и контуромдлины 1). 
Аналогичными обозначениями будем пользоваться для контуров. К п>п—сим­
метрический двудольный орграф полученный из Кп>„.
Пусть Р: (х1^ -х2->-.. .->-хт) и Q: (ух—у2-- .. --+ук) некоторые пути в орграфе 
G. Если У(Р)Г] Е(О) = 0 и xmyk£E(G), то обозначим через (P-*Q) путь 
(хх-«-х2 ■■•-+хт-*у1~>-у2Г~...~»у^, а если же вершина хт совпадает с вершиной 
Ух, а вершина ук с вершиной хк и внутренные вершины этих путей не совпадают 
друг с друга, тогда (P-*Q) означает контур (Хх— х2-*...—х,„-~у2—у3-»...—ук).
Пусть орграф G содержит гамильтоновый контур Я: (хх—х2-- . . хп—Хх). 
Через Н[х] (соответственно, Я(х,)) обозначим гамильтоновый путь (х;-- 
—х(+1— х,_х) (соответственно, (хг+х—х;+2— - . х;_х—х,)), а через Я*— 
гамильтоновый путь графа G, полученный из контура Я  после удаления одной 
дуги.
Как обычно Ск означает контур длины к, а [т, п] множество целых чисел, не 
больших и и не меньших т. Если Ск: (хх-»-х2-»-.. .—х^Хх), то всюду индексы 
вершин контура Ск берутся по mod(£).
В дальнейшем нам понадобятся следующие утверждения:
П редлож ение 1 ([5]). Пусть п-вершинный орграф G содержит кон- 
тУР Ск: {хГ-хг~*...-►Хд.-^ Хх), где 2S k ^ n  — 1. Если для некоторой вершины 
x£V (G )\V (C k) имеет место d(x, V(Ck)) ^ k + \ ,  то для любого т£[2, /с + 1] 
орграф G содержит контур Ст такой, что V (Cm)Q  {х} U V(Ck).
П редлож ение 2 ([6]). Пусть п-вершинный орграф G содержит путь 
P: (х1-*х2-^ ...^хк), где 2 S k S n  — \. Если для некоторой вершины xÇ V(G )\E(P) 
имеет место
то в G существует (xls хк)-путь, проходящий через все вершины Хх,х2, . .. ,х к 
и X  (т.е. путь Р моокно расширить с помощью вершины х).
/>[Х;, Xj\'. (Х; -*■ Х; + 1 -*'••• -*■ Ху), 1 = Í = j  = к -,
P(Xi, Ху]: (xí+1 -  х;+2 - . . .  -  Ху), 1 — i j  — к',
P[Xi, Ху): (х,- -  xi+1 - . . .  -  х у _ х ) ,  1 S  i <  j  Ш к;
d(x, V(P)) S  {
к + 1, если хкх<1 Е(С) или xxk^E(G), 
к + 2, если xkx£E{G), xx1£E(G)
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Всюду в работе компоненты Gl ,G 2, ..., Gs орграфа G будут пронумерованы 
так, что нет дуг, исходящий из компоненты с большим номером и входящих 
в компоненту с меньшим номером; Gx назаве мначальной компонентой, a G,— 
конечной.
П редложение 3 ([7]). Пусть Т-п-вершинный ( л ё 2) не сильно связный 
турнир и T1, Т2, ..., Т* его компоненты. Тогда для любых вершины xÇ.ViT1), 
yÇV(Ts) и для любого числа I ( lS /S n  — 1) существует (х,у)-путь длины I. 
Более того, если 2 ё / ё л  —1, то (х,у)-путъ можно выбрать так, чтобы он 
проходил через данную вершину из Т', где 2^=iSs — l.
Л емма 1. Пусть в п-вершинном (лS i)  орграфе G всякие две различные 
вершины смежны между собой. Тогда
а) G содержит остовный подграф, являющийся турниром.
б) если п S 3 , то G является панциклическим тогда и только тогда, когда 
G—сильно связный.
Д оказательство . У т в е р ж д е н и е  а) и необходимость утверждения б) оче­
видны. А достаточность утверждения б) доказывается точно также, так теорема 
16 II в книге [1].
Для любого л ё 5  и т ( л - 1 ё т > ( л  +  1)/2) обозначим через Ф" мно­
жество всевозможных л-вершинных орграфов G, удовлетворяющие условию 
(N0), для которых имеют место 
I. V(G)={xx, х 2, ..., х п};
II. xxx„£E(G) и xi+1x tdE(G), при всех /£[1,л —1];
III. E(xt, x i+m- 1)=Ç), при всех /€[1, л —тл +  1];
IV. если 2 s / + 1 < /^ л ,  то XjX,^E(G).
Пусть G есть л-вершинный (лёЗ) орграф. Обозначим через C(G) мно­
жество таких контуров Cmc G  ( 2 s m ë n - l )  для которых степень каждой 
вершины, не принадлежащий контуру Ст, не меньше л.
Л емма 2. Пусть п-вершинный (л S3) сильно связный орграф G удовлетвор­
яет условию (N0). Тогда справедливо хотя бы одно из следующих утверждений:
a) C(G)A0; б) G-панциклический; в) для некоторого т (л — 1 ё т > (л + 1 ) /2 )  
Ge Ф".
Д оказательство . При л=3 утверждение леммы очевидно. Пусть л =4 и 
Go =  ({xeV(G)!d(x) л - I » ;  Q =  <F(G)\K(G0)>]
и Gx, G2, ..., Gs компоненты орграфа G0.
Пусть p=\V{G0)\ и q=\V(Q)\.
Пусть p S  1. Если p = 0, то G содержит контур C2ÇC(G). Поэтому будем 
предполагать, что р — 1 и пусть {x} = V(G0). Из сильно связности G вытекает 
существование таких вершин y,zeV(Q), что ху, zxeE(G). Так как вершина z 
достижима из вершины у, то в G существует (у, я)-путь P: (y=ul—u2-*...—uk=z). 
Предположим, что C(G)=0. Тогда нетрудно убедиться, что у  Az; 
V(P)=V(Q) и UiUjeEÇG), при 1 тогда и только тогда, когда
/= /4-1. Следовательно, поскольку б/(и,)ёл, т о  {м2, и3, ..., ик}-+и1 и, значит, 
G является панциклическим. Поэтому в дальнейшем будем предполагать, что 
д ё 2 .
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Из условия (N0) вытекает, что любые две различные вершины множества 
F(G 0) смежны между собой. Поэтому для всех í и j  (1 S i < / S í ) имеет место
(1) V(Gt) -  V(Gj)
и по лемме 1 любой порожденный подграф (В), где BQV(G0) содержит остов- 
ный подграф, являющийся турниром. Причем, если (В) является сильно связ­
ным, то при |2?|S3, подграф (В) является панциклическим. Следовательно, 
по лемме 1 каждая компонента Gt ( l s i S ä) является гамильтоновой (здесь 
и ниже одновершинные графы считаются гамильтоновыми). Отсюда получаем, 
что если G0 является сильно связным, то по лемме 1 имеем: если F (® = 0 , 
то G является панциклическим, а если же V(Q )^0, то C(G) S0. Поэтому 
будем предполагать, что G0 не является сильно связным, т.е. í s 2. Следова­
тельно, поскольку G—сильно связный, то V(0) S0 и существует ( V(GS), V(Gj))- 
путь. Выберем в каждом Gt, l S i S í ,  некоторый гамильтоновый контур Н{ 
(если G,-одновершинный, то считаем, что Ht=x, где {х} = F (G,)) и фиксируем 
эти контуры. Обозначим через R Множество таких всевозможных (F(GS), 
F(Gi))-nyreft Р, для которых имеют место следующие условия:
1) не более одной дуги пути Р входит в V (G;) и не более одной дуги пути Р 
исходит из F(G;), 2 S í S í  —1.
2) если V(P)nV(Gi)9^0, то множество дуг E(P)C\E(Gi) состовляют 
подпуть для Hi, т.е. в F(G;) путь Р проходит по направлению контура Н{.
Пусть (F(GS), F(Gj))-nyTb Р: (u1—u2—...-+ui) такой, что количество тех 
компонент подграфа G0, для которых невыполняется условия 1) или 2) мини­
мальный и равно а. Покажем, что а =  0. Предположим, что а S i .  Пусть 
S=V(P)C\V(Gj) S 0, где 2 S í S í  — 1, и для G; не выполняется условия 1) или 2). 
В пути Р подпуть P[Uj1,Uj2] заменим на подпуть Hi[uJl, uj2], где uJl,u JiÇ.S 
и (соответственно и,-2) та вершина, которая имеет минимальный (соответ­
ственно максимальный) индекс. В результате получаем (F(Gs), F(Gj))-nyTb 
Р1 с количеством компонент подграфа G„, для которых невыполняется условия 
1) или 2), меньшим a, a это противоречит минимальности а. Итак, а=0.
Равенство а=0 означает, что ÆS0.
Так как для всех (z, у)-путей P£R  подграф (V(G0)\V (P (y , z)j) содержит 
остовный подграф, являющийся не сильно связным турниром, в котором вер­
шина у  принадлежит начальной компоненте, а вершина z-конечной компоненте, 
то по предложению 3 он содержит гамильтоновый (у, г)-путь F. Отсюда следует, 
что (P--F) является гамильтоновым контуром для подграфа (F(G0)U V(P)). 
Следовательно, если существует путь PÇR не проходящий через все вершины 
множества V(Q), то контур (Р-* F) принадлежит множеству C(G). Значит в 
этом случае C(G)F0. Поэтому в дальнейшем будем предполагать, что вся­
кий путь из R проходит через все вершины F (Q), т.е. если PÇ R, то
(2) V(Q)\V(P) =  0.
Пусть PCR и P1,P 2, . . . ,P V такие максимальные по длине подпути для Р, 
что для любого i'Ç[l, v] имеет место V(P‘)Ç  V(Q) и подпути P 1, P 2, . . . ,P V 
пронумерованы таким образом, что при любых l s ic j s v ,  по направлению 
пути Р вершины множества V(P') встречаются после вершины множества 
V(P J)• Подпути P1, P2, . . . ,P V назавем Р(0-подпутями. Пусть для определен­
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ности (z, _у)-путь P£R такой, что количество Р(б)-подпутей наименьшее и 
равно V.
Для любого /с€[1, v] пусть
т = |К(Р*)|; т  = 2 ДО) = 0;
i = l
и пусть для определенности Рк: ( х d+1). Тогда, в частности, 
имеем V(Q)={x1,x 2, . . . , x fM } и q=f{v).
В ходе доказательства леммы 2 будут доказаны ряд свойств в виде утверж­
дений.
У тверждение I. а) Если lë i-= /S v , то
Lx = E(V(PJ) -  V(P‘)) = 0.
б) Если 1 — X'S.q — X, то xkxt$E(G).
Д оказательство, а) Допустим, что L 1ví 0  и пусть u v d L 1. Тогда путь 
Рк: (P[z, u\—P[v, у]) принадлежит множеству R и количество Р1(0-подпутей 
меньше v, а это противоречит минимальности v.
б) Предположим, что xkx,£E(G). Тогда путь Р2: (P[z, x J—Р[х(, j]) 
принадлежит множеству R  и xt+ i€V (ô)\V (P 2), т. е. V(Q)IV(P1)?i0, а это 
противоречит соотношению (2).





если {хД =  V(P'), 1 S  / S. v;
если вершина Xj является началом или концом подпути PJ, 1 s j 'g V; 
в остальных случаях.
Доказательство следует из утверждения 1.
У тверждение 3.
Ь2 =  Р (К (0 \{ х Д  -  V(Gx)) = 0;
L3 =  E{V(GS) -  К (0 \{хД ) =  0.
Действительно, если Ь2^ 0  и и ^ к£Ь2, то путь Р1: (P[z, mJ — Vj)ÇR и 
xk $ V(Pi), если же ЕЛ У- 0 и u2v2£Ls, то путь Р2: (u2-P [u 2, y])£R и xq$ V (Р2), 
а это противоречит (2), что и доказывает утверждение 3.
Из максимальности подпутей P 1, P 2, . . . ,P V вытекает, что если vë2 , то 
для любого i€[l,v —1] существует такие числа if, /(€[2, s —1], что
Е(хт+1 -  V(G,)) И 0 ; E(V(Gt)  -  хт ) *  0.
Выберем минимальное i, и максимальное t{ удовлетворяющие этим требовани­
ям. Так как Е ( у V (GjJ) = 0 (1 •*), то для всех iÇ[ 1, v —1] имеем
7*
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Докажем, что если у£[ 1, v—2], то tj < i7+1. Предположим обратное. 
Пусть
u£V(G,J+1); vÇV(Gtj); х/(Х+х)+1и, vXf(j)ÇE(G)
Мх -  К(Р)ПЕ(С„+1); М 2 =  V(P)nV(Gtj).
а) Afj = M2=0. Тогда путь Pp (P[z, х/и+х)+х]-^Кх^ Р [х/и ), y])£R и 
V(pJ+1)^ V (P 1), где Kp (u-+v) или Kp. HlJ+1[u,v] для 0 > !j+i и tj = iJ+1, 
соответственно. А это противоречит соотношению (2).
б) Мх F 0 и М2=0. Пусть вершины множества Мх на пути Р встречаются 
после вершин V(P‘) и раньше вершин V(Pl~v). Если i s j+ l ,  то путь 
Р2: (P[z, xfU+1)+x]-*K2-*P[xf(i. x), y])£R и P(PJ+1) $  К(Р2), где
и Kp (u^Vj) или Я2: Hlj+1[u, vx] для vx$.V(GlJ+l) и vx£V(GIJ+1), соответс­
твенно. Если же iS j+ 2 , то путь Р3: (P[z, х/а _1)+1]-^ ЛГ3—Р[х/0 ), у])€Р и 
^ (p i+ 1) g p ( p 3); где xf(i- 1)+1uleE(P) и Я3: (щ-г;).
Итак, вновь пришли к противоречию.
Случаи в) Мх—0 и М2т^0 иг) MXF$ и M 2F9  рассматриваются анало­
гичным образом.
Из ijS íj и tj-ciJ+x следует, что ix^ t x<ix^ t 2< ... *= iv_!^ fv- i -
Для любого /€[1, v —1] определим пути S ( следующим образом: если 
í .c /; ,  Т О  $ :  ( Я, ДмЬЯ*+1- . . а если же ц=и, то S): Я„[м,»] 
и вершины и и г) выбраны таким образом, чтобы путь 5) имел возможно боль­
шую длину, где upV(Gt) \ vÇ.V(Gt)  и xf(i)+1u, vxm £E(G).
Пусть S0=Hx[y]; S„=Hv(z) и jJ.=|P(5'J)|, /€[0, v].
Из всего этого непосредственно вытекает, что путь (z-+Pv--Sv-.x-*-... 
...P i-+Si_x-<-Pi~1->-...->-P1-*y) принадлежит Множеству R. Полученный путь 
вновь обозначим через Р. Очевидно, что количество Р(<2)-подпутей равно v.
Из определений подпутей Sj (0 ^ j = v) и соотношения (1) следует, что 
можно выбрать такой гамильтоновый путь Н: (у =ух-+у2-*• --^УР—z) в G„, 
который проходить по направлению фиксированных гамильтоновых контуров 
E ti( lS iS s );  подпути Sj являются подпутями для Н  и если V(Sj)QV(G,) 
( 2 ^ / S s —l), то путь Н  из V(G ^X) сразу входит в начальную вершину под­
пути Sj.
Поскольку подграф (F(G0)\F (P (y x, ур))) не является сильно связным, 
и вершина ух принадлежит его начальной компоненте, а вершина ур -конечной 
компоненте, то из леммы 1, предложения 3 и из определений пути Н  и Sx 
(O ë iëv ) следует, что он содержит такой гамильтоновый (у и у р)-путь F, 
что по направлению пути F  вершины y t (1 с меньшими индексами
встречаются раньше, чем вершины yt ( l ^ iS p )  с большими индексами. Следо­
вательно, С: (P— Р) является гамильтоновым контуром для G. Пусть для 
определенности С: (z1->-zn->-zn_1->-...--z2-<-z1), где zx= xx и z„=yx (заметим, что 
одни и те же вершины орграфа G для удобства обозначаем несколькими бук­
вами).
В дальнейшем будем использовать следующие обозначения:
к
<р{0) =  0 и (р{к) =  2 ( mi+ si)> ПРИ ke[l,v];
>=1
приIр(к) = (р(к-1) + тк, Щ 1, V].
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Тогда очевидно, что
р‘- (2*(0 -  2*10-1 где i€[l, v];
St- (zV(t) -*■ z9(()- i 2*(i)+i), где i€[l» v]. 
Далее для любого У£[0, v] пусть (см. рис. 1)
A0 =  V(G1) и Aj = V(H[y1, z„0))), при j ê  1; 
Z>v =  V(Gt) и Dj =  У(ЩгФи)+1, yp]), при 
Do = V(H(yS0, y p]).
Из определения подмножеств A j , Dj и пути H  непосредственно вытекает 
следующее
У тверж дение 4. Вершины подмножества Aj (соответственно Dj) состав­
ляют подпуть с началом у г (с концом ур) для пути Н и
У (.Go) = Aj U Dj U V(Sj) ; А} -  V(G0) \A j  ;
А0 Q Ах g ... g  Ar; D„ g  Dv^  Q ... g  D, g  D0.
У тверж дение 5. Для любых /'Ç[l,v — 1] имеет место
а )  E(z<pU) + 1  Aj) — E{Dj  -*■ =  0 ;
б) L,  =  £(K(Pi+1) \{ z v(i) + 1} Л;иК № )) =  0;
в) U  = £(£>, U K(S,) -  У(Р1) \  {z*(0}) = 0.
Д оказательство . Справедливость утверждения а) непосредственно сле­
дует из определения пути Н, подмножеств A,-, Dt, пути минимальности 
числа ij и максимальности числа tt.
Если £4=^ 0 и uvÇ_L4, то из определения пути Н имеем, что путь (Р[ур, и]-* 
-*-#[», £[zÿ0), z„]) принадлежит множеству £  и не проходит через
вершину zv(í)+1, где j  (j= i)  такое минимальное число, что vÇAjU V(Sj). 
Если же £ 5^ 0  и uv£Lb, тонуть (Р[ур, z^(J) + 1]-^^[zvU), u]-*P[v, zn]) принад­
лежит множеству R и не проходит через вершину z^(f), где j  ( j ^ i )  такое макси­
мальное число, что uÇDjU V(Sj). Итак, в обоих случаях б) и в) построили
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путь, который не проходит через все вершины множества V(Q), а это противо­
речит соотношению (2).
В дальнейшем будем предполагать, что G не является панциклическим и 
C(G)=0. Отсюда, в частности, имеем, что для некоторого mÇ[3, n —1] G не 
содержит контура длины т. Значит для любого г'€[1, и] имеет место г(дг+т_г$ 
$Е((г), в частности z1zm$E{G).
У тверж дение 6. Для некоторого г'£[0, v — 1] число т удовлетворяет 
неравенству <p(0 + 2 S m S ^ 0 ' +  l)+ l ,  т.е. zm€{z„(i)+8, z9ií) + a, %(i + 1) + 1}.
Действительно, в противном случае имеем zm_1ÇF(G0). Следовательно, 
если znzm^ E ( G ) ,  то Ст : (z1^ z„-C[zm_1, zj). Если же z„zm_xí  E(G), то по (1) 
zm-i€V(Gi). Пусть zt та вершина контура С, который на гамильтоновом пути 
Н  непосредственно предшествует вершине z^ j). Тогда, очевидно, что Аг = 
={z„, z„_x, ..., z,}; zt_1$A 1 и m >t. Поэтому по утверждению 4 имеем Ст : 
(С[гг, zn_m+,]—C[zf_1, Zj]), а это противоречит предположению Cm<tG. Ут­
верждение 6 доказано.
Поскольку т ^ З  и ZjZ,„fjE(G), то из утверждений 1,5 и 6 следует, что 
E{Zf, zm)=0.
Пусть для определенности <р(&) + 2^7и^^(У  +1) + 1, где fcÇ[0, v — 1], и 
пусть
N  = Ak\V (C [z9(k), zj) = {уJ =  у1, у-2, ..., У},
где элементы множества N  пронумерованы таким образом, что при 1 S i < / S /  
по направлению пути Н  вершина у1 встречается после вершины у'. Очевидно, 
что (у1— .. .—У) с: G, а из утверждения 4 следует N~-^ zip(í).
У тверж дение 7. т —(р{1с)>1.
Д оказательство . Предположим, что l ^ m  — <p(k). Если /fcsl, то 
{?„, z„_x, ...,z„_(m_9(W)+1}eiV. Следовательно, поскольку N ^z9(k), то Ст: 
(^1-z„-^zB_1- . . . - z n_(m_v№))+1-C [z ,(k),z1]). Если же /с=0, то 7V=F(G1) и 
m —q>(0)=mSl=s0. Поэтому, согласно лемме 1, Gx содержит контур длины т. 
В обоих случаях получили, что CmaG , а это противоречит Cmcj:G. Таким 
образом утверждение 7 доказано.
Из утверждения 7 следует, что
(3) { V n V . ......V , } i  F(Pfc+1).
У тверж дение 8. m —s0^2.
Д оказательство . Предположим, что m —j0^ l .  Отсюда, так как т ^З , 
то í о ^ 2 . По лемме 1, Gx содержит контур любой длины i£[3, .%], Следова­
тельно, m=s0+ 1 и, так как Ст ф G, то из предложения 1 следует
^(zii ^(Gfjj = í 0.
Далее из .v0 :=s2 следует, что z„_So+2Ç F(G1) и
E iV iG ^ V iG ^ z ,)  =  0,
поскольку иначе с помощью (1) имеем С,„: (C[zx, z„_So+2]—и—z14 где и£
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Ç F(G0)\F(G j). Отсюда, т1 ^ 2  и так как E(zk, zm) —0, то, пользуясь утверж­
дением 1, получим
п Ш d(Zl) -  d(zx, V(Q)) + d(zlt V iG ^+ d^Zu  KÍGoKFÍG,)) ^
— \E(zx -  KíöíUFCGoKÍFCG^UÍz,, zm}))|+s0+ l S 
S n — s0 — 2 + s0+ 1 = « —1.
Полученное противоречие доказывает справедливость утверждения 8.
У тверждение 9. Для всех /€[1,/] имеет место E(zn_i+1, zm_,)=0.
Д оказательство. Из (3) и утверждения 8 следует, что zm_f£F(P*+1) \  
\{ z  j ,  г'6[1, /]. Следовательно, поскольку zn_i+1Ç/)k, то согласно утверж­
дениям 3 и 5 имеем E(zm_i-*-zn_i+J)=0. Далее, из fo—z„—zn_i—...—z„_í+1) c  
c G  вытекает, что Cm: (z1-*z*-z,_1-...-*zll_l+1-.-C[zm_í, zj), при z„_i+1zm_jÇ 
Ç_E(G). Следовательно, E(zn^ i+1-*zm^ t)=0. Итак, P(zn_i+1, zm_;)=0. Что и 
требовалось доказать.
Покажем, что для любого j£[ 1, /] справедливо неравенство
(4) d(zm J ,  У Ш )  —
s* + 1, при к S  1 и 
при /с =£ 1 и 
при к = 0.
m - j  - (р(к) + 1; 
т —j  ^  ç>(fe) + l;
Д оказательство  (4). По (3) имеем zm_^€F(Pfc+1), [1, /]. Пусть fcë l.
Если m —j^(p(k) + l, то по утверждению 5 имеем E(zm_j—V(Sk))—0, и по­
этому, d(zm_j,V (Sk))iSsk. Если же m -j=(p(k) + l, то из N ^zvW и z„_J+1£N  
имеем zn_j+1z(pW^ E(G). Следовательно, контур (z„-*z„_1—...—z„_i+1— 
-*C[zv(k)> zj) имеет длину m — 1. Поэтому, так как Sk является подпутем этого 
контура, то его невозможно расширить с помощью zvW+1. Отсюда, по пред­
ложению 2, имеем <i(zm_7-, F(5t))Sst + l.
Пусть теперь к=0. Тогда N —V(G1)= V(S0), т.е. /—s„ и, по утверждению 8, 
имеет место т —уё2 . Следовательно, согласно утверждениям 3 и 9 имеем
E{zm- j  -  FCGj)) =  £(z„_i+1, zra_y) =  0.
Отсюда d(zm_j, V(S0) ) ^ s 0—l. Итак, неравенство (4) доказано.
Для всех /£[1, ф(у)] обозначим
Qm = F (ß)nF(C (z„ z j); ß i>2 =  F(ß) П F(C[zWv), z,)). 
Нетрудно убедиться, что для любого í£[2, /] имеет место
(5) E{Dk -  zm_,) =  0.
Действительно, поскольку N-»Dk, то в противном случае имеем Ст: 
(z1-z „ -z n_1- . . . - z n_(+a-*M-C[zm_,, zj), где uzm_ieE(Dk ^zm_i), а это невоз­
можно.
У тверждение 10. Для всех i€[2,/] имеет место d(zm_t)=n и
y4 ) f c U ô m _ i i x \ { z „ _ i+ 1 }  -*- z m_ j  -*■ D k U Q m~i'b.
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Д оказательство . Используя (3) и утверждения 3 и 5 получим E(zm_f— 
—^ fc\{z„-;+i})—0- Следовательно, согласно (4), (5) и утверждениям 1 и 9, 
имеем
n S d ( z m..()s  \E{zm-i  ^£>*Ußm_i,2)|4-|£’(ßm- i,1 Z m - l )  1 +
-  zm-i)\+ sk+2, при к pi 0;
Sfc+1, при к =  0, т.е. А0 = V(S0).
Отсюда непосредственно вытекает справедливость утверждения 10. 
У тверж дение 11. |.E(z1-»-F(G1) ) |^ l .
Д оказательство . Предположим, что j£(z1-*-F(G1))J S 2 .  Тогда j 0 ë 2  и 
пусть z1y iÇE(G), где 2 ^ i S s 0. Тогда, по утверждению 10, F(G1) \{ y i}^zm_i. 
Следовательно, Cm: (G[zm_i; y(2l-_1)mod(so)] -z m_;). Пришли к про­
тиворечию, что доказывает утверждение 11.
Теперь покажем, что
(6) [£(К№ ) -  zj)| 1.
Д оказательство  (6). Предположим, что (6) не верно. Тогда существует 
такое /6 [т 1+2, Wj + äJ, что ztzkÇ_E(G). Отсюда и из утверждения 5в следует 
тк = 1. Поэтому A:Si. Нетрудно убедиться, что
(7) £(Z \U {zmi+1} +  zm_;) =  0.
Действительно, в противном случае, поскольку подграф ({zi_1, z i_2,--- 
z2}U D k)  содержит такой гамильтоновый путь (u1-+u2^ ...-<-ut), что 
(M1-M2- . . . - w j_2)=(zí_1- z i_2- . . . - z 2) и, так как zn-+DkU V(Gj), то Ст: 
(z1->-za-*-uJ- i+3-+Uj-i+i->-...—Uj-~C[zm_1, zJ-'-Zj), где UjZm_^E{G) и u ^ D kU{z2}, 
а это невозможно.
Теперь, пользуясь тем, что z2zm_1^Æ'(G) аналогично доказательству 
неравенства (4), получим
d(zm_l5 V(Sk)) s
•Sfc » если m ç (k )+ 2 и к s  2 или
■Sjk-1» если fc =  1 и m 5* <p(k) + 2;
4*+ 1, если к s  2 и m =  cp(k)+2.
и m =  <p(fc) + 2;
Отсюда, пользуясь утверждениями 2, 3, 5,9, соотношением (7) и тем, что, 
если z2ÇAk, то E(zm_1, z2) =  0, получим
« = d(z„-i) =  d (zm_l5 F(ß)) + |£ (^ fc\{ z „ , z2} -  zm_j)| +
+  №*(*+i)+i -  zm_i)| +  |£’(zra_1 -£> t)| +  d(zm_1, F(Gfc)) S  л - 1 .
Полученное противоречие завершает доказательства неравенства (6). 
Для всех i€[l, V] через Bt обозначим AiC\Di^ 1.
У тверж дение 12. Если Вк=$, то
а) zj -  V(G)\(V(GJ U {z, , zm}) и d fe) =  « ;
б) Для любого /£[!,&], если (i) —Л -</2 — 1 =  fp(ï), то zj2zJl^E(G).
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Д оказательство, а) Из утверждений 1, 3 и 5 имеем
d(zù =  \E{zX -  zm})\ +
+ |£(F№ )U  {z2} -  Zl)\ + d{z„ VÍG,)).
Отсюда, поскольку d(z,)^n , то пользуясь неравенством (6) и утвержденями 
1, 5, 11 и E(z1,z m) = 0, получим d(z1)=n и zx— V(G)\{V(G,) U [z, , zm}). Что 
и требовалось доказать
б) Предположим, что для некоторых j\  и /2, j ,  <j2—l=<p(0> имеет
место Zj^Zj^EÍG). Если <p(v)—т ё / 2—jj — 1, то с помощью утверждения 12а 
имеем Ст: ZjJ-~C[zh , z,]). Пусть fp (v )-m ^ j2~ j \ - ï .  Тогда
по (1) и утверждению 12а имеет место
{ Zl}  “ *■ {ZJ i  + l ’ ZJ l + 2 ’ ■■■■> ZJ 2 - 1 /  “ *■ {Z<J>(v)}
и, поэтому Cm. (z,-*C[zhJrx, zA+1]-C[z,,(v), zj2]-C [z;i, zj), где a=j.2- j \ -  
— r/>(v) + m —1, a это невозможно. Итак утверждение 12 доказано.
Утверждение 13. Если zt, ZjÇ. V (Р1) и (z -^* и,-* и2— и,-*- z;) с  G, где 
/€[l,v], i< j и щ, u2, ..., м,€Д, wo 7= i+ l.
Действительно, в противном случае, из пути (С[гФМ+1, ZjY-u,-*иа—... 
. -*C[zh z„]) получим путь, который принадлежит множеству R и не про­
ходит через вершину zi+1, что противоречит соотношению (2).
Нетрудно убедится, что
( 8 )  E(Dk -  z m_ 2)  =  0 ,
поскольку иначе Ст: (zB-M -C[zm_2, zj), где uzm_2£E{Dk-~zm_2).
Утверждение 14. Пусть zm- 2£V(Pk+1) и т — 2^(р(к)+ \. Если для 
некоторой вершины uÇ_V(G0) имеет место Е(и, гт_г) =  0, то  d(zm_2)~n и
£?m-2,iU+)[U.S't\{w} -► zm_2 -*■ ô m-2,aUnt\{n}.
Д оказательство. С помощью утверждений 1,5 и равенства (8) получим
d (zm — 2> =  |^ (zm-2 AfcUßm_2,2U{zm_3}\{w})| +
+  № m- 2,iU ^U E (5 ik)U{zm_1}\{«} -  zm_2)|.
Отсюда и из d(zm_2) ^ n  непосредственно следует справедливость утверждения 
14.
Заметим, что для любой вершины u ^ V ^ C lz ^ ,,  z j) имеет место
(9) |^ (zí -*• m)| + |£'(ii — zm_j)| ^  1.
Действительно, иначе С„,: (z1->w->C[zm_1, zj), что невозможно.
Утверждение 15. т > (и  + 1)/2.
Д оказательство. Поскольку |Z)^Ußm_1>2|= n —т ,  то для доказательства 
неравенства т > (и  + 1)/2 достаточно показать, что
(Ю) zm_, - D k\JQm- u t.
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Действительно, при справедливости (10) G содержит контур любой длины 
j£[2, п — ги-Н]. Значит, т > (и  +  1)/2.
Докажем соотношение (10). Если Ш2, то (10) следует из утверждения 10. 
Поэтому будем предполагать, что 1=1. Тогда j0= /= l .
Сначала покажем, что
(11) ^  -  Dk\ { z m}.
Допустим, что соотношение (11) неверно, а именно, для некоторой вершины 
wÇ/)fc\ { z m} имеет Место ZjV^EÇG). Отсюда и из утверждения 12а вытекает, 
что Вх^ 0 .  Следовательно, поскольку 1=1, то к=0. Значит, /),,= F(G0)\{z„}. 
Пользуясь утверждениями 1,5 и E(zx, zm)=Q получим
d(zx) = \E(zx -  F(G )\{z!, zm, i>})| + |£({z2}UA -  Zj)|.
Отсюда и из d(zx)ë n  вытекает, что \E(A1ö {z2} ^ z1)\ щЗ. Следовательно, для 
некоторой вершины z<Ç/(l\{z,1} =  Z?l имеетместо uzx£E(G). Отсюда, поскольку 
znu£E(G), то m s 4.
Докажем, что для любой вершины yÇ_V(G0)
(12) \E(zm_2 ^  у)\ + \Е(у ^  Zl)\ â  1.
Допустим, что (12) неверно. Тогда для некоторой вершины y£V(G0) имеет 
место zm_2y, yzi€E(G). Отсюда и из утверждений 3 и 5 следует yÇÈx. Следо­
вательно, по утверждению 13, т — 2 =  2, т.е. т = 4. Очевидно, что E(zn, z2)=0, 
так как в случае E(zn, z 2) ^ 0  имеем znz2fE(G) и Ст: (z4->z„— z2—p—zx). По­
этому, по утверждению 14, имеет место z2— F(G)\{z„, z2}. Значит, Q c G . 
Это противоречие доказывает неравенство (12).
Из uzxeE(G) и (12) имеем zm_2u^E(G). Значит, по (8) i?(zm_2, и)=0. 
Вновь пользуясь утверждением 14 получим z„zm_2ÇE(G), d(zm_2)= n  и
(13) zrm_ 2 -  V(G0)\{z„ , и}.
Отсюда, согласно (12) имеет место E(V(G0)\{z„, m} -z1)=0. Поэтому, по 
утверждению 1, имеем
d(zi) = \E ( z 1 -  V(G )\{zx, zm, v} ) \ + \ E ( { z 2, z„, u} - z x)|. 
Следовательно, поскольку сДгДёи, то
(14) Zi -  F ( G ) \ { z15 zm, v}.
Отсюда, в частности, имеем z1zm_1, z1zm_2Ç£'(G). Далее очевидно, что
(15) E(V(G0) \{ u , z„} + и) = 0.
Действительно, в противном случае из uzxÇ_E{G) и из (13) с помощью утверж­
дению 13 получим т=4.  Значит С4: (z1-*-zm_2-*H>— u - z ^ ,  где wf V(G0)\{u , zn}, 
a это невозможно.
В силу соотношения (15) имеем
d(u, V(G0)) = IЕ(и -  F(G„)\{z4, u))\ + \E{zn -  и)\ = р - 1 .( 16)
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Далее, так как uzx, z1zm_1£E(G), то легко заметить, что E{V(ßJXjzj}— 
-►i/)=0. Отсюда, пользуясь (9) и учитывая равенство Е(и, zm_2) = 0 получим
d(u, V(Q))  =  \Е(и -  K ( 0 \ { z m_î})| +  |£:(z1 -  и) | S  q - 1.
Следовательно, no (16), d(ü)^n — 2. Поэтому, так как d(zm_2)=n, то 
d(u)+d(zm_2) s 2 n —2, a это противоречит условию (Nfí). Полученное противо­
речие завершает доказательство соотношения (11).
Из (9) и (11) вытекает, что Æ'(Z)fc\{ z m}-^zm_1)=:0. Отсюда, пользуясь 
утвержденями 1, 3, 5, неравенством (4) и учитывая E(zm_x, z„) = 0 получим: 
если 1, то
d(zm- 1) =  ^(AUCL-i.iXíz,,} -  zm_1)|+ íl(zm_1, K(St)) +
+  \E(Zm-l -  ó m . 2 U Z ) ,tU  {Z m _ 2} \ {Zm})| + d ( z m _ x , Z j -
если k=  0, то
d(zm- 1) = |£(zm_! -  ^ m.2UA[U{zm_2}\{zm})| +
+ A z m-l, zm)+\E{Qm_XA -  zm_x)|.
Поскольку A zm-i)— то из последних равенств, согласно утверждения 1 и (4) 
следует, что zm_x-+ DkVd ß m_lj2. Итак, как доказательство соотношения (10) 
так и доказательство утверждения 15 завершены.
Утверждение 16. Для любого iÇ[l, к + \\ имеет место 2?,=0.
Д оказательство . Сначала покажем справедливость утверждения для 
всех i'Ç [1, к]. Поэтому сначала будем предполагать, что к  fel. Заметим, что 
нужно доказать равенство l—s0. Предположим, что ls^s0 + 1. Поскольку 
z„— {У, y°+1, У0+2, ..., у 1}, то из (8) и утверждения 3, 5 имеем
Е({у\ У»+1, У ”+2, ...,У}, zm_2) =  0.
Отсюда и из утверждения 10 вытекает, что /=  2, s0= l  (т.е. V(Gl) = {zn}), и 
d(zm-^= n . Следовательно, по условию (N0), d(y2)—n — 1.
Пусть z1zm^ 1dE(G). Тогда путь C[z,/)(fe), z,] невозможно расширить с по­
мощью вершины у 2, поскольку в противном случае имеем Ст: (zx— C[zm_x, 
z j), где C'[z,/((fe), z j расширенный путь. Поэтому, по предло­
жению 2 имеет место
(17)
f ф (/с), если ziy$£(G ), 
если Z!y2€£(G).
Далее, поскольку У £ А , то по утверждению 5 и определению контура С имеем
£ (/-А > = 0 , и
£(AUK (A)Uß„w ,2 -  у )  =  0.
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Отсюда, учитывая неравенство (9) с помощью (17) получим
п -  1 =  d(y2) = d (y \ V(C[z+m , zj)) + |E(y2 -  ß 9(k),a\{zM_i, zm_2})| +
+ d(y\ V(G0) \ V (C[z^w , 21])) + |£(у2 -  zm_j)| S  и—2, 
и приходим к противоречию.
Пусть теперь z1rm_1^£’(6'). Тогда из утверждения 1 следует, что 
E{zk, zm_1)=0. Далее пользуясь утверждениями 1, 3 и 5 получим
d(zi) = FCßiUDiXizj, z2, zm_1, zm, j 2})| +
+ d(z!, V(S1)) + d(z1, {z2, z„, y 2}).
Вновь пользуясь утверждениями 1, 5 и неравенством (6) получим z1-*V(G0) \  
\ { z m}. Отсюда и из (9) имеем £(Z)A.\{zm}->zm_1) =  0. Поэтому
i/(zm_1) = d(zm_1, K (ß)\{zl5 zm})+\E(AkU V(Х )\{ т1> / }  -  z„-i)| +
+ \E{zm- i  - n íl\ { z m})|+á(zm_1, z j  3= л -1 ,
а это противоречит условию zm_1ÇF(0). Итак доказано, что при всех г€[1, к] 
имеет место Д=0.
Теперь переходим к доказательству X +i =  0. Допустим, что Вк+1 ^0. 
Выберем такое число Г, что | К(C[zv(fc+1), z(])]=wî-1 . Из лг>(л+1)/2 и из 
предположения Bk+1^Ç) легко получаем, что 2л; — 1 >я й.у0 + / + лг — 1. Отсюда, 
2з> .va —1.
Докажем, что
(18) E(z,,Bk + 1) = V.
Доказательство (18). Нетрудно убедиться, что
L6 = E(z, -  A +iV 4C [z„(fc+1), z(])) = 0,
поскольку в противном случае, ввиду Ак+1-+ z<p(k+1) имеем Ст: (zt-*-u-~ 
~^C[zip(k+1 ) ,z f]), где ztu£Le, а это невозможно. Отсюда, так как Д +1 ^ 0  
имеем, что верппша z ,f V(Q) и не является концом пути Р \ где /Ç[ 1, к + 1]. 
Кроме того из Ь6 — 0 следует, что E(zt-^Bk+1)=ß.
Остается показать, что E(Bk+1-*zt)=Çl. Предположим, что E(Bk+1-~zl)zi <fi. 
Тогда для некоторой вершины и£Вк+1 имеет место uzt£E(G). Отсюда и из 
утверждения 5в имеем zt£V(Pk+r), а из (8), так как t ^ m —2, следует что 
t S m —3.
Покажем, что для любой вершины w£Bk+í имеет место
(19) |£ (z m - 2  -  w)| +  |£'(w -  z,)| S  1.
Допустим, что (19) неверно, т.е. для некоторой вершины w£Bk+1 имеет’ 
место zm_2w, wz,£E(G). Тогда из t S m —3 и из утверждения 13 следует, что 
t= m  — 3. Отсюда E(zn, гт_Д =  0, так как в случае E(zn, zm_2)?í0 имеет место 
znzm-2^E(G) и, значит, Ст: (z2—z„— zm. 2-*w-*C[zm_3, zj). Поэтому, по утверж­
дению 10, s0=  1 и, так как zm_2 является внутренней вершиной пути Р к+1, то 
по утверждению 14, имеет место d(zm^ í)=n. Отсюда пользуясь утверждением 3
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и учитывая, что E(zn, {zm_x, zm_a})=0, получим
d(zm_2) + d(z„) =  n + \E(zn -  F(G )\{z„, zm_i, zm_s})| +  |£(z1 -  z„)| â  2 n-2 ,
а это противоречит условию (Д,), что и доказывает неравенство (19).
Поскольку uz,dE(G), то из (8) и (19) следует, что E(zm_2, и)=0. Следо­
вательно, по утверждению 14 имеет место d(zm_2)=n, {z1 ;zn}—zm_2 и zm_2— 
-►A\{w}. Отсюда, в частности, имеем гт_2-*5к+1\{н}. Следовательно,
(2 0 ) |Р(Д+1\ М  -  и)| -  0,
поскольку в противном случае в силу утверждения 13 имеет место т — 2 — 
=  *+1 и, значит, Ст: (z2— zm_2— v+u-~C\zt, z j), где ш еЕ(Вк+1\{и}^и), 
а это невозможно.
Так как z„zm_2£E(G), то пользуясь утверждениям 5 и 13 получим
(21) Я (й ., -  и) =  0,
а из определения подмножеств Д  и контура С имеем
(22) Е{и -  Ак) = E(V(Sk+1)ÖDk+1 -  н) =  0.
Далее нетрудно убедиться, что путь C[zt, z,j невозможно расширить с по­
мощью вершины и, поскольку в противном случае Ст: (z1-^z„-^zm_2 — zm_s— ... 
...-►zf+1-*C'[z(, zj), где C'[z(, г,] расширенный путь. Поэтому по предло­
жению 2 имеет место
(23) d(u, V(C[zt, Zj])) ^
í+  1, если zku£E(G), 
если zku$E(G).
Следовательно, так как для всех iÇ[l, к], Д = 0  и d(zm_2)=n, то из (9), (20), 
(21), (22) и (23) получим
d(zm^  + d(u) = n + d(u, V(C[zt, zk\i)+\E{A0 -  и)| +
+  |£ («  - ß , i2U 5k+1U ö fc+1UF(S't+1) \{ z m_2,z m_1, м})| +  \E{u -  zm_k)\ ä  2 n -2 ,
а это противоречит условию (N0). Таким образом соотношение (18) доказано. 
Покажем, что
(24) d(z,) =  и; z,zip(k+1)^ E(G) и |Д +1| â  1.
Пусть вершина z, является внутренней вершиной для некоторого пути 
Р ', где lS iëÆ -H . Тогда, поскольку Д = 0  при всех у С [ 1, к], то с помощью 
утверждений 1,5 и (18) получим
d(zt) =  \E(zt -  F№ )U A U Ô ,,aU{z(_1} \P t+1)[ +
+  |-E(^ i-1U ^(‘S’i - 1)Ußr,iU{z,+1} -  z,)|.
Отсюда, поскольку d(z,)^n, следует, что d(z,)—n, z,zv(k+1)€P(G) и |P*+1|ë i .
Пусть теперь вершина zt не является внутренней вершиной. Тогда z, 
является начальной вершиной некоторого пути P f, т.е. t=ij/(i) ( l s i s & ) .
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Тогда к ш \ ,  и так как В х = $ ,  то по утверждению 126 имеет место
W W  -  zm )\ S  1-
Отсюда, пользуясь утверждениями 1, 3, 5 и (18), получим
d(zt) = \E(z, - a , 2UF(5i)UAU{zI_1} \5 Jt+1)| +
+  № . i U ^ l- 1UK(Sl_1)U{zW0+1} -  z,)\.
Следовательно, вновь имеем <7(г,)=и, Ztz<p(k+i)£E(G) и |-B*+1|==1. Таким 
образом (24) доказано.
Пусть для определенности Вк+1={и}. Тогда, поскольку E(u,zt)—Q, то 
из (24) и из условии (N0) вытекает, что d{ü)=n — 1. Поскольку контур (z(— 
-*-C[z,),(fc+1), z,]) имеет длину т — 1, то его подпуть C[z^(fc+1), zt+1] невозможно 
распшрить с помощью вершины и. Поэтому по предложению 2 имеет место
, . Г il/(k+ l)-t, если
(25) Ю . { #№ + 1)_ , +  1> если
Далее, нетрудно убедиться, что
uzKk+i)$E(G),
« ^ (t+i)€£(G).
(26) |£(г,_1 -  н)| + |£(и -  z№+1))| =£ 1.
Действительно, иначе из u-»V(Sk+1) следует, что uz(p^  + 1)_1^ E(G) и Ст: 
(z(_x— м— C[z?(4+1)_1, zf_i]), что невозможно.
Докажем, что
(27) Ь7 =  Æ'({zf+1, z(+2, ..., Z^ (k+1)} -*■ н) 5^ 0.
Доказательство (26). Предположим, что (27) не верно, т.е. £ ,= 0 . Тогда из 
t ^ m —2, E(z,,u)=& и £(M^zm_2)= 0  следует, что E(zm_2, и)=0. Следова­
тельно, в силу утверждения 14 имеем znzm_2£E(G). Отсюда контур (zx--z„-*- 
4-C[zm_2, zj) имеет длину т — 1 и его подпуть C[zt_1, z j  невозможно рас­







Поскольку для всех г'£[1,&], В,= 0, то из (9), утверждения 5, определение 
контура С и вышесказанного имеем
d{u) = \Е(у(Gj) -  и)| +  |Я(и -  A +1U T (^ +1)U ß fl2\{ z m_2, zm_1})| +
+ d{u, V(C[z,_1, z1]))+|£(w — zm_j)I S  n - 2,
а это является противоречием, что и доказывает (27).
С помощью (27) легко убедиться, что
(28) Е(и -  {zj. íJU {zv(Jk)+1, z„w+2, ..., z,_2}) =  0.
Действительно, в противном случае из утверждений 5 и 13 следует, что 
z,Ç.V(Pk+1) и £({z,+1, z(+2, ..., z*(fc+1)}-»w)=:0, а это противоречит (27).
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Далее, поскольку E (z,,u )—Q, то из (25), (26) и (28) имеем
(29) d(u, V(C[z+(k+1), z,_х])) S  ф(к+ l ) - í + l .
Теперь с помощью (27) нетрудно убедиться, что для любой вершины 
х£ V(G )\V (С[гф(к + J,, z,_ J) имеет место
(30) IЕ(х, «)| â  1.
Действительно, если z, $ V(Pk+1) то (30) непосредственно следует из утверж­
дения 5 и определения контура С. Если же z,£V(Pk+1), то из (27), для некото­
рого z'£[í+l, \р(к+1)] имеетместо ziu^E(G). Отсюда и из C(G)=0 вытекает, 
что E(u-»V(Sk){J{z<pW+1, zv(k)+2 > z,_1})=0. Вновь воспользовавшись утвер­
ждением 4 и 5, получим (30).
Из (29) и (30) имеем d(u )Sn—2, что противоречит d(u)=n — 1. Получен­
ное противоречие завершает доказательство Вк+1=0 и вместе с тем доказа­
тельство утверждения 16.
Утверж дение 17. Ест для некоторых 1 Si«=/S,y0 имеет место 
y.jjÇÆ'CGi), то j  =1 +  1.
Д оказательство . Предположим, что yiyj€E(G1) и 1 S z < /—1 S s0—1. 
Тогда по утверждению 10 имеет место y So-*{zm^ 1, zm_2, zm_So+1). Следо­
вательно, Ст: (C[z1,y (b C [y y,y J -C [z m_So+7_í_1,z 1]), что невозможно.
Из утверждений 12 и 16 следует, что
(31) zk —V (G)\(y(Gj)  U {гг, zm}).
Если рассмотрим орграф G, который получается из G после переориентации 
всех дуг, то из определения Р \ Si и контура С следует, что вершина гфМ в ор­
графе G выполняет ту же роль, что и вершина zx в G. Значит, вершина гфМ также 
не смежна с некоторой вершиной х, такой, что \У(С[гфМ, z,])|=m. Из лг> 
>(и +1)/2 сдедует, что z Следовательно, применяя утверждения 11, 126 
и 16 к вершине гф(у) легко получим, что справедливо следующее
Утверж дение 18. Для любого / Ç [1, v] имеетместо Д = 0  и если <К0 — 
^ Л < Л -1 ^ ф (0 , то zh zh $E(G).
С помощью доказанных утверждений покажем, что если C(G)=0 и G 
не является панциклическим, то GÇ ФЦ. Нужно показать, что G удовлетворяет 
условиям I—IV определения множества Ф'".
Пусть V(G) = {u1,u 2, ...,ип), где щ=гп+1- ,и, при Д[1, í 0] и W;=z,_So, 
при z€ [í0+1, и]. Тогда очевидно, что G удовлетворяет условиям I и II. Так как G 
не содержит контура длины т, то справедливость условий III и IV следует из 
утверждений 1, 3, 5, 11, 17 и 18. Лемма доказано.
Через Cm(G) обозначим множество контуров длины т, принадлежащих 
множеству C(G).
Л емма 3. Пусть п-вершиниый ( л ё 3) сильно связный орграф G удовлет­
воряет условию (N0). Если для некоторого и0€[2, п — 3] имеетместо C”°(G) ^0, 
то G является панциклическим или существует ш£[и0+1,н  —1] такое, что 
Cm(G)?í0.
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Д оказательство . Предположим, что утверждение леммы не верно. 
Тогда G не является панциклическим и наибольшее л0, для которого C"°(G)?í0 
меньше, чем п —2. Отсюда я ё 5.
Пусть С„0: (*!—х2—...—x„0-»a:1)ÇC'’i>(G) и  G1,G 2, . . . ,G s компоненты 
подграфа Q—(V (G )\F (С„0)). Пусть G0=(F(C„0)) и для любого l ^ i S j ^ s
подграф ( I J  V(Gk)) обозначим через Guj.
Из Максимальности п0 и предложения I вытекает, что для любой вершины 
y£V(Q ) имеет место
(32) d(y,V(G 0) ) ^ n n.
Следовательно,
(33) d (y ,V (Q ))^  |F(ß)|.
Отсюда нетрудно заметить, что подграф Q является односторонне связным. 
Следовательно, для любых z1ÇF(G1) и z2Ç F (G,) в подграфе б  существует 
(zj, я2)-путь. Так как G является сильно связным, то E(V (G0) -  V(Gx)) ^ 0 и 
I?(F(Gs)-*-F(Go))F0. Отсюда, в частности следует существование i, ?£[1,л0] 
и таких v£V(Gkl) и w£V(GkJ, где I что xt v, wx,CE(G). Вер-
Ш1щы х, и X, Можно выбрать так, чтобы х ,^ х (. Действительно, в противном 
случае, имеет место E(V(Q), V (G0)\{x,})=0. Отсюда получим d(v) +d(xl+ j) ё  
S 2 n —2, а это, так как вершины v и х,+1 несмежны между собой, противоре­
чит условию (N0). Выберем вершины х,, х,, v и w таким образом, чтобы х ,^ х ,  
и путь G„0[x,,x(] имел возможно меньшую длину д +  1. Тогда ОШ ц^п—2, 
причем никакая вершина х,+1, х,+2, ..., x,+/í не смежна ни с какой вершиной 
множества V(GkltkJ и
»-^ ï+2» •■*>•£/+д} ”*■ ^(C itfcl)) — E(V{Gkii )^ —*■ (х(+1,х,4-2, ..., Х(+д}) — 0*
(34)
Рассмотрим следующие возможные случаи.
1) В подграфе Q существует (», и>)-путь Р такой, что V (O )\V (P )E 0. 
Тогда д ё1 . Расширим путь G„0[x,, х,] с помощью вершин множества
(х,+1, х,+2, ..., х,+д} насколько это возможно. В результате получим некоторый 
путь из вершины х, в х, длины n0—d —\, где l ^ d ^ f i .  Пусть {щ, и2, ud}Q 
g{x ,+1,x ,+2, ..., xl+„} и вершины и, не принадлежат расширенному пути из 
X, в X!. Применяя предложения 2 и учытывая (34), получим
d iu j  +  div) =  d(uu V{G0)) +  d(v, F(G0)) +  d (Ul, V(Q)) +  d{v, V(Qj) S
ë « 0+ d - l  +  «o-iU+l +  [F(G1.il_1)UF(Gfcj+1,s)| +
+ № i .* 1-i)U F(G tl+1,s)|+2|F(G*1) |- 2  S  2 n -2 ,
а это противоречит условию (N0).
2) В подграфе Q любой (у, и>)-путь проходит через все вершины множества 
V(Q).
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Пусть P: (v=yl->-y.J->-...-»yn^ no=:w)Q Q. Очевидно, что при всех l ë f c  
< / — 1 S n — п0—1 имеет место у,уу$ Í?(G). Отсюда следует, что
d(y» V(ß)) s  {
л - л 0+1,
п - п 0,
если
если
»Í {1, п - п 0} ; 
*€ {1, п - п 0).
Значит, поскольку d(yi,V(G 0))S n 0 и d(yt) ^ n ,  то
(35) {у2, уз, ..., уп_Ло} -  уг, ул_„0 -  {уи  уз, ..., у,-« ,-,}
и d(ylt V(G0))=d(yn_no, V(G0))=n0. Следовательно, из непанцикличности G 
следует Е(у1-<-F(Go))^0  и существует такие вершины хп, x tlÇV(G0), что 
xnyi, y1x,lÇE(G(>). Так как n S 5, то вершины хп и х(1 можно выбрать таким 
образом, чтобы х„ 9^xh , и подпуть <хЛо[х,15 x,J имел возможно меньшую 
длину Дх + 1. Из минимальности щ имеем Е(уу, {х,1+1, х,1+2, х,1+т})=0.
Отсюда с помощью предложения 2 получим щ —1. С другой стороны, из 
п — «0s 3  и (35) следует, что вершина х,1+1 не смежна ни с какой вершиной 
Ti»Ta> •••>Ти-я„-1 и x,l+1yn- n^ E (G ). Значит, d(x,l+l, V (Q ))s  1. Поэтому 
d(yi)+d(xll+1)s2 n  —2, что противоречит условию (N0). Полученное противоре­
чие завершает доказательство леммы 3.
Пусть G орграф и x£V(G). Обозначим
О (х) = {у£ V (G)/xy£ E{G)} ; I(x) = {у£ V(G)lyx£ E{G)}.
П редлож ение 4 ([5]). Пусть сильно связный п-вершинный орграф G со­
держит контур С„_2: (хх-х2—...—х„_2—хД и пусть уи y2£V (G )\V {C n-d- 
Если с/(ух) S  л, d{yd=n и Cn- 1^G , то п четное и нумерации вершин контура 
С„_2 можно выбрать так, чтобы
О { у д  =  1 { у д  =  {*!, *з, *5, •••, *„-з, У г} ',  
0{уд =  1{уд =  {*2 , Х4, •••, *„-2 , Jl}-
Л ем ма 4. Пусть п-вершинный (п S4) сильно связный орграф G удовлетворя­
ет условию {N0). Если С"-2(<х)^0 и G не содержит контура длины п — \, то 
п четное и GÇ_{Kn/2>n/2, £ n/2,„/2\{<?}}, где e£E(£n/2t„/2).
Д оказательство . Пусть Ся_2: (хх—х2—...—х„_2—Хх)£Ся_2((7) и
У х,y2£V {G )\V (Сп- 2). Так как < /(у х )ёи , и Ф(уа)шп, то по предложению 4 
п четное и
„ О(ух) = 7(ух) = {хх, х3, ..., х„_3, у2},
(36)
0{уд = П уд = {х2, *4, •••, Хп—з, Ух).
Пусть х(, Xj£{x2, х4, . . . ,хп_2} и  XiXj£E(G). Если |{xJ+1, х<+2, ..., Ху_х}| S  
S3, то Сп_х: (-Т;+1—Ху+2—...-►x.—Xj—у2—xi+2—х(+3— Ху_х—Ух—Xy+J), а если 
же |{xl+1,x J+2, . . . , х 7_х}| = 1, то Сл_х: ( х , - х у- у 2- У х - х у+х - х у+2- . . . - х <). Та­
ким образом в обоих случаях C„_xCzG, аэто невозможно. Значит /?(({х2, х4, ... 
..., хл_2}))=0. Аналогичным образом, доказывается £(({xj, х3, х„_3}))=0.
8
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Отсюда и из (36) имеем
£«{*1,х3, Ja}» =  E(({x2,X í , ..., х„-2, л }»  = 0.
Поэтому из условия (N0) непосредственно вытекает, что G^{Kn/2,n/2, Кп/2<п/2\{е}}. 
Лемма 4 доказана.
Теорема. Пусть n-вершинный (и =2) сильно связный произвольный орграф 
G удовлетворяет условию (N0). Тогда справедливо хотя бы одно из следующих 
утверждений.
а) G является панциклическим:
б) п четное и Ge{Knl2t„/2, K„/2t„/2í{e}}, где e£E(Kn/2tnl2).
в) для некоторого и -1ёти>(п+ 1)/2  имеет место GÇ Ф"'.
Д оказательство . Нетрудно проверить справедливость теоремы для 
орграфов с не более 4 вершинами. Предположим, что теорема верна для 
орграфов с менее л (и&5) вершинами и пусть «-вершинный орграф G удовлет­
воряет условиям теоремы.
Если Cn~1{G)9í 0, то из предложения 1 следует, что G является панцикли­
ческим. Поэтому будем предполагать, что C"_1(G) =  0. Из леммы 2,3 следует, 
что G является панциклическим или Gê#|T или C"~2(G) ?£0. Значит, нужно 
рассмотреть только случай C ~ 2(G)y^0. Если Cn_jCj:G, то справедливость 
теоремы следует из леммы 4. Поэтому предположим, что C ^ c G .
Пусть С„_2: (x1-*x2- . . . - x „ _ 2- x 1)€C',- 2(G); G0=(F(C„_2)) и  у1; у2$ F(G0). 
Поскольку C"_1(G) =  0, то из предложения 1 следует, что угу2, y2yi€E(G) и 
для любого г£[ 1,2] и у£[1, и—2] имеет место d(yt)=n; d(y, V(G0))=n — 2 и
(37) I E ( X j  -  У;) I + |£(у,- -  Xj + 1)| S  1.
Если для некоторого г6[1,2] имеет место Е ( у ^ У (G„))=0 или E(V (G0)— 
—^ .) =  0, то из d(yh V(G0))= п — 2 и сильной связности G легко получим, что 
G—панциклический. Поэтому будем предполагать, что для любого г'€[1, 2] 
имеет место
(38) £(у, -  V(G0)) *  0; E(V(G0) -  уг) ^0 .
Если для некоторых г'£[1,л—2] и у£[1, 2] имеет место х;у,-, yjXí+2€£(G), 
то |i?(xJ+1, J^ í+i)! —2 (индексы вершины у берутся по mod (2)), так как в про­
тивном случае для контура С'_2: (xi—yJ-*xi+2-*xi+3-*...-*xi. 1-*xi) имеет 
место d(yJ+1, V(C'_2) ) ^ n  — 1 и, значит, в силу предложения 1 G является 
панциклическим.
Покажем, что для любой вершины х; ( l ^ i S n  —2) имеет место
(39) j£(x;, {у!,у2})| S  2.
Предположим, что для некоторого i'G[l, Л7 — 2] имеет место
— 3.
Тогда не нарушая общности можно предполагать, что |£(х;, ух)|=2 и 
x,y2ÇE(G). С помощью (38) нетрудно убедиться в существовании такого
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í€[2, л —3], что y xxi+,£E(G) и
(40) Е(ух, x i+,-j)  =  -  {xi+1, xi+2, x i+(-i}) =  0.
Действительно, в противном случае по (37) имеем Е(ух-~ V (G0)\{x;})=0- 
Отсюда, так как d(yx, F(G0)J= n -2 , то £ (^ 1,л ,_1)= 0  и {xi+1, xi+2, ..., Х;_2} - 
~~У\- Следовательно, Ст: (>»!—х(— х,+1—...—xj+m_2—y j  для всех wÇ[3, л-2]. 
Поэтому, так как C„_1; CnczG, то G—панциклический.
Из CB_1(G)=0 с помощью (40) и предложения 2 легко убедиться, что 
xi+t-2yi£E(G). Отсюда и из yxxl+t£E(G) имеем, что \Е(у3, xí+,_j)|=2. 
Следовательно, поскольку xfytÇ.E(G), то для некоторой вершины Xj€{xi+1, 
х,+2, ..., имеет место х ^ ху2, y2xj+1£E(G). Поэтому \E(xj,y^\=2,
а это противоречит соотношению (40), что и завершает доказательство нера­
венства (39).
Из (39) следует, что орграф G0 удовлетворяет условиям теоремы. Согласно 
индуктивному предположению G0 удовлетворяет утверждению теоремы. Так 
как С„_!, CncG , то из панцикличности G0 следует панцикличность G. Поэтому 
будем предполагать, что G0Ç<f>™22, гДе «—3 Sw 1>(« —1)/2 или (и—2)-четноеи 
Go€{K(n —2)/2,(и-2)/а> K(n- 2)/2jn - 2)í2{e}}- Покажем, что в обоих случаях G является 
панциклическим.
Случай 1. G06 {/С(„ _ 2)/2, („ - 2)/2 , ^(п-2)/2,(п-2)/2\{е}}- 
Пусть ^ U 5 = K (G 0), ЛПЯ=0 и £ « Л »  = .Е«.в» = 0.
Поскольку C ^ jC G  и имеет место (38), то не нарушая общности можно 
предполагать, что иух^Е(А-<-ух) и yxvÇE(yx->-B).
Если uv£E(G0), то дуга uv в G0 находится на контурах длины 2, 4, ..., л —4. 
С помощью этих контуров и вершины ух получим контуры всех длин г6 [2, п—3]. 
Значит, так как С„_2, С„_1; C„cG, то G является панциклическим.
Пусть теперь uv$E(G0). Тогда для любых вершин их £ А и vxÇ В, где 
{«, 2?}й{иг, »i} имеет место \Е(их, v^)\=2. Учытывая предыдущий случай 
можем предполагать, что
Е{ух -  Д \М )  =  £(/1\{н} -* ух) = 0.
Следовательно, Е (ух, /7\{г}) = 0 или Е(ух, /1\{н}) = 0, так как иначе для 
некоторых вершин имеет место рассмотренный нами случай. Отсюда следует, 
что п =  6. Поэтому, так как С4, С5, Cec G  и С3: (yx-*v-»u-+yx), го G—панцикли­
ческий.
Случай 2. С0£Ф™12, где п — 3>ш 1> (и — 1)/2.
Чтобы доказать панцикличность G, достаточно показать, что CnicG . 
Пусть С„'_2: (х„_2—х„_3—...—xt-~xx-»xn-  J<zG0. Тогда для всех у€[2, л - 2 ] \  
X lw J имеет место x xXj£E(G) и Е(хх, xmi)=0. Кроме того, вершина xmi 
смежна из всех вершин х2, х3, ..., xmi_x. Из (37) и (38) следует, что для неко­
торого /€[1,и—2] имеет место уххь xi+iyxÇ.E(G) и Е(ух, xi+i)=0.
2.1) í+1 <f {1, Шц л —2}.
Тогда xxxi+1€E(G). Очевидно, что xi+1x„_2$E(G), так как в противном 
случае Сп. х: (x1- x f+1- x n_2- x n_3- . . . - x i+2- j 1- x i- . . . - x 1)€C',- 1(G), что не-
«•
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возможно. Поэтому, с помощью условия (ЛГ0) нетрудно заметить, что i+  
т^п—3, так как в случае г — 1 = я  —3 из xi+1xn_2ÎE(G) следует, что тхS 
— 4; £ (х я_2, хя_т1_i)=0 и
Ф „-2 , F(G0)) +  6/(x„_,„l_1, K(G„)) S  2 « -6 ,
a это противоречит условию (N0). Значит, £(хп_2, x;+J)=0. Отсюда имеем 
1 + 1 = и— —1. Поскольку т х> и —т х—1 и хАхп_т1_г, xn_mi_l xj2£E(G) 
при всех l ^ j 1^ n —m1—2 и при всех « —тщ ё /г^ я —3 соответственно, то 
Cmi: (xt-+xi+1-~xmi-+xmi+1-+ ...^xi+2-+y1-~xi-*...-~x2) или Cmi: ( х ^ х ^ х ^ ^ . . .  
...-*х3-*->'1-*-х1), соответственно для 3 S /4 -1 =mx — 1 и /+-1=2.
2.2) i +  l£{l, mx, /з — 2}.
Если г +  1£{1, Wi}, то Ст : (х3- x mi- x mi+1^ y 1- x ffll_1-*A'mi_2- . . . - x 3) или 
С,И1: (x1->-xmi_2^ -...-^x2-*y1-*-y2->-A'1), соответственно для i + 1 =/их и /4-1 =  1.
Пусть, 1 +  1=и—2. Тогда очевидно, что х„_2у2, у 2у1, x„_mi+1xn- 2£E(G) 
и n - m i  +  l S H -З.  Поэтому, Cmi: (x„_2- y 2-*y1- x B_3-*-...-x„_mi+1- x B_2).
Таким образом, всевозможные случаи рассмотрены. Теорема доказана.
Из теоремы следуют некоторые из ранее известных результатов, отно­
сящихся к гамильтоновости и панцикличности графов и орграфов ([8], [9], 
[10], [11], [4], [5], [6], [12], [13] и [2]). Приведем некоторые из них.
Сле дс т вие  1 ([12]). Если п-вершинный (п =3) сильно связный орграф G 
удовлетворяет условию то G—панциклический.
С ледстви е 2 ([6]). Если п-вершинный («S3) сильно связный орграф G 
удовлетворяет условию (Агх), то G—панциклический или п четное и G —KB/2jB/2.
Следствие  3 ([13]). Если в п-вершинном графе G сумма степеней любых 
двух несмежных различных вершин не меньше п, то G—панциклический или п 
четное и G=AT„/2jB/2. •
Следствие  4 ([4]). Если п-вершинный (п S2) сильно связный орграф G 
удовлетворяет условию (N0), то G—гамилътоновый.
Следствие  5 ([2]). Пусть п-вершинный (яS3) сильно связный орграф G 
удовлетворяет условию (N0). Тогда G—гамильтоноый и
1) если для некоторого m£[2, п — 1] имеет место С,т ф G, то G содержит 
контур любой длины k£[2z  п ]\{т }и ли
2) п четное и GÇ{K„/2jB/2, К в/2>в/а\{е}}.
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THE EXPECTED HEIGHT OF PATHS FOR SEVERAL 
NOTIONS OF HEIGHT
WOLFGANG PANNY and HELMUT PRODINGER
Abstract
In this paper lattice paths with two directions are considered. Several notions o f  height are 
introduced, namely the maximal deviation, the maximal span and the onesided height. Assuming all 
paths o f length n to be equally likely, exact enumeration formulae for the expected height and their 
asymptotic equivalents are derived .
This paper deals with the expected height o f lattice paths for several notions 
of height.
A. path o f length n is a sequence of integers a0,a 1, ...,a H with |ai+1—ű j|= l,
o s /< « .
Let us just review some previously known results:
If all paths a0, ax, a2n with a0=a2n = 0, a(s 0 are assumed to be equally 
likely and the height of the path is defined to be max {aj|0s/s2n}, then the expec­
ted height is
This result is due to De Bruijn, Knuth and Rice [2] and was stated not in terms 
of paths but in terms of planted plane trees. Such a path can also be considered as 
a Dyckword of length 2n, if the i-th letter of the word is an opening (closing) bracket 
for ai- a i- 1= l (—1).
A word u is said to be a prefix of a word w iff there exists a word v with uv—w. 
So a prefix of a Dyckword can be considered as a path a0, al t ..., an with a0=0 
and a, a  o. Assuming all such paths to be equally likely and defining the height 
again by max {af|0S/Sn}, the expected height is
This result is due to Kemp [6],
Regarding paths where a third direction is allowed (ai f l —a ~ 0 ), see [10] 
and [9],
For a fairly exhaustive list of references of related problems see [7],
1. Introduction
( 1. 1)
( 1.2) (log 2) \'2nn —~  + 0(n  1/8) for n -*
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In Section 2 we consider paths a0, ...,a„ with ű0=0. The notion of height 
is defined by max {|a(||OS/Sn} and is called maximal deviation. This class of paths 
corresponds to the prefixes of the Dycklanguage, except for the condition a, SO, 
which need not be fulfilled now. We prove that the expected maximal deviation is 
given by
(1.3) j /  ~  — -^ - + 0 (n~ 1/2+c) for e > 0  and n ->«>,
Though the result resembles the previous ones, it cannot be concluded from 
them as a corollary; to handle the problem we had to use a new technique: Unlike 
in the former problems, we had not to approximate one single binomial coefficient 
by the exponential function but a sum of binomial coefficients by the error function. 
Thus the Mellin transform of the error function and the inversion formula of the 
Mellin transform come into play.
In Section 3 the same family of paths is considered, but the height is now 
max {ai — aj | 0S/,yS«}, called maximal span. We prove that the expected maximal 
span is given by
(1.4) \  ~n —  f°r n —°°.
Though the explicit enumeration formulae are even more complicated than in Sec­
tion 2, the derivation of the asymptotic formula (1.4) is (due to lucky circumstances) 
quite elementary.
We would like to mention that the maximal span preserves a way to give a 
meaningful notion of height not only for Dyckwords of prefixes or Dyckwords but 
for all words over a two-letter-alphabet\
In Section 4 we consider paths a0, al , ..., a2n with a0 = a2„ = 0 and the one­
sided height defined by max {at| 0 sis2«} . We prove that the expected onesided 
height is given by
(1.5) j ^ r n i - j + O i n - 1'2) for
Again the derivation of the asymptotic formula is — in a certain sense — elemen­
tary. The following interpretation can be given: Suppose there are two players A 
and B  each one having n cards out of the set (1, ..., 2n). A always leads a card and 
B follows. A player makes a trick whenever his number is the greater one. The in­
teresting parameter is the number o f tricks that player A can make, if B plays his 
optimal strategy. The partitioning of the cards can be seen as a path by defining 
a0 = 0 and ai- a i^1 = l (—1) iff player B (A) has the card i. For example, A  has 
cards 2, 4, 5, 7 means the path 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, —1, 0, —1, 0. It is not hard to see that 
the number of tricks that player A can make is just the onesided height of the corre­
sponding path!
Section 5 is devoted to some concluding remarks.
In the following sections the terminus path is used according to the introduc­
tion.
We would like to point out that one notation may have different meanings in 
different sections.
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2. The expected maximal deviation
Let i/'a.iÍz) be the generating function where the coefficient of z" gives the 
number of paths from (0, 0) to (n, /) with maximal deviation S/i.
Theorem 2.1. With z=v/(l + vi) we have
( 2. 1) 'l'h,Az) =
l + t>2 , l - ^ ' + i - b  
l - v * V l+ v2h+2 ‘
P ro o f . Regarding the last step of the path we find the following system of 
linear recurrences for the generating functions ij/hj  (\l\^h )  which can be expressed 
in matrix form:
1 — z «A/i.-ftO) 0
—  Z  1 —2 ’/'a, -A + l(z)
0
— z 1 —z
— z 1 — z
•A*. o(f) 1
0
— z 1 00 0
Compare [10], where a similar system is used. 
Using Cramer’s rule we get
(2.3) a2h(z)
where a^z) denotes the determinant of the matrix in (2.2) with /+1 
[6], [9], [10] we know
(2.4) «iO) =
1 1 — r2i+4
1 —1>2 (l+t>2)i+1 ’
rows. From
where the substitution z= vl(\+ v2) is used. Inserting (2.4) in (2.3) we get the desired 
result. □
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Let ^ (z )  = 2  'Ph i(z) be the generating function of the number c„ h of all
|I|SÄ
paths with maximal deviation Sft.
Theorem 2.2.
(2.5) *\(z) =
(1 + i>2) ( 1 - f*+1)2
Proof.
( l - i 0 2(l+ p 2*+a) ' 
'Ph(z) = il/h,0(z) + 2 2  Ph.Az).
l3SfS/l
Using Theorem 2.1 we get the result by an elementary computation. □ 
Theorem 2.3.





—(ft+2) j — 2A(ft + 1) —/ +
+ | n - ( f t  +  2 ) j - 2 / l ( f t + l ) - /
Proof. Using Cauchy’s integral formula we have
n r . 1 Y  d z  1 Y  d v ( l  +v*)n( l + v ) ( l —vh+1)a
{  }  C"-h 2 n i J  z"+1 h K )  2 m  J  pn+1( l - p ) ( l  T o2**2)
where the substitution z=v/(l +v%) was used. Hence cn h is the coefficient of if in
( I + pT O + pX I - p»*1)2
1 J ( 1 - f)(1+ f2*+2)
Expanding the denominator we get
l 2A +  12  2  t>'U(',+1)+!.
( i —f ) ( i + v2h+2) j & A  
The result follows now by some elementary manipulations. □
As an alternative representation one obtains in a similar way: 
Theorem 2.4. With the abbreviation
5(n’ fe)=, ! ( ”) ’
(2.9) Cn,H =  2 2 o ( -  1)* [ B («, ^  -A  (ft +  1)) +
+ j ( n, [ " ~ (^ +- ) . |- A (ft + !))]. □
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A further representation for c„ih can be obtained from (2.8) by partial fraction 
expansion.
T heorem  2.5.
(2. 10) c n, h —
h +  \  O S l S h
Corollary 2.6. F orn^h  we have
r „ J / - iy“ sl 2 Í r í y ”) c,8(4™TTT”)- D
( 2.•n )  1 ) W  (W i T  ”) clg ( 4 S T T T  ”) = " + ‘ □
Since the total of paths of length n is 2", we immediately obtain the following 
corollary:
Corollary 2.7. With d„ih denoting the number o f paths o f length n and maxi­
mal deviation >h, we have ’ n
i..* = 2 2  2
A S O O S I 3S/1
I n —(h + 2) j —2A(/i+1) —/
(2. 12)
+ n —(h + 2) I —2A(/i + 1) —/ □
Using Abel’s summation formula, we get the following exact expression for 
D„, the expected maximal deviation of a path of length n.
Theorem 2.8.
Dn =  2 - 2  2  2  2
h s 0 U S O O S l S h J -
-(A + 2)j-2A(ft + l ) - f j  +
(2.13)
+  ^ n - ( h + 2 ) |-2A(fe + l ) - / |
1 □
TheJremainder of this section is devoted to the study of the asymptotic behaviour 
of Dn. For the sake of brevity we confine ourselves to the case of even n.
As a first step we have to approximate sums of binomial coefficients of the 
following kind (0 S ű S. b):
3a,b («+*)•(2.14)
2-2«
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T h eo rem  2.9. Let e>0. Assume 0^ a ^ b = 0  (nll2+c) and k —0(n l/2+e). 
Furthermore let erfc(x) be the well-known complement o f the error function:
Then
erfc(x) - —— f  e~’2 dt.
U  i
(Í) Sa,b — ~2






erfc j k "j erfc
Í, 1 
k + 2 1 ké~kí,n
Yn J . Yn . 1 2 y mi-1
erfc k ~ T 1 ke~k*,n
. Y» , 1 Yn 2 Ynn8
(i +  e»(«-1+0),
(1 + O (n-1+0),
(1+O (n-1 + 0).(iii) Sk:k —
P r o o f . For the sake of brevity we only want to stress the main ideas of the 
proof. Following the presentation in [5, pp 179—182] one can distinguish three 
components of the error committed in the above approximations. The first compo­
nent is effected by the approximation
The second component is due to the approximation of the middle term by Stirling’s 
formula
I » ) Vimfr,
For this two error components it follows easily from the estimates given in [5] that 
we have
I ( 2« ) =  j_
\n+M y nn e~kt'n{\ +O(/j' 1+0) for k =  0(«W2>+£).
The third component is caused by replacing summation over a s k s b  by integra­
tion within the bounds a —— and b+ —. Regarding part (i) of the above 





( * 4 ) /4
Estimating the difference between these two terms by appropriate chosen triangles
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we are led to (i). As for part (ii) and (iii) a similar reasoning can be used to derive 
the indicated correction terms and to estimate the order of the error. □
The correction terms in the formulae (ii) and (iii) allow us to lower the order 
of the error from 0(n~1,i+c) to 0(/i~1+E).
T h e o r e m  2.10. Let a and r be the arithmetical functions defined by
(2.16) < r ( m ) =  2  I  t ( m ) =  2  ’ •
m = (« + l)(A  +  l), m = (4 i+ 3)(h  +  l)
A./iSO A./iSO
Then
D z n  =  2 2  i(<r(m)-r(m))erfc (1  + 0 ( / 7 ~ 1 + t ) )  +
(2.17)
+ — 2  [ (f f (m )-r(m ))m e -" " '" ]( l+ 0 (r1+I>)).
\n n 3 ms l
P r o o f . Starting from (2.13), considering the cases h even or odd separately 
and regarding that = [n + k\ ’ we have
2/7
L>zn =  2~2n2 2  2  2h, 0S/$fi 
h even
n -f- h 4" 2 -j-4A(/z 4" 1) 4-2/ +
(2.18) +  2~2"2 2  />,AS0 
h odd
2  2 
0 S l S h - l n +  -
2 n
-3 + 4A(/i + l) + 2/ +
2/i 2/7
/i+ h + 1 +4A(/i + 1) + 77+ 3/i + 3 + 4A(/i + l)
2 2 j
Now we approximate the last two terms in (2.8) by (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2.9, 
respectively, and the remaining sums by (i) and obtain:
D, 2  [erfei
ír.AíO L V
h+  1 + 4A(h + 1)
2 f i i ) - e r f c ( - - - - v ^ (fe+1))] 0  + O (« -1+0)
+
+
2 y, r k+  1 + 4A(/c + 1) 
/27T k.zso L /2n3
exp ^ -[fc+l+4A(fc + 1)]5|
- 3i ± 3 . ^ + D  exp (1 +o(w- l+0).
The error committed in the above approximation by extending the range of sum­
mation to infinity is exponentially small and therefore covered by the error terms.
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The desired result now immediately follows by use of the arithmetical functions 
a and t. □
The next lemma deals with the generating Dirichlet series of a(m) — x (in): 
L emma 2.11.
(2.19) a{m) — x(m)
where £ (z) is the zeta function o f Riemann and £ (z. a) is the zetafunction o f Hurwitz 
( e f  e . g .  [1], [12]).
Proof. First we compute
x' a (jn) _2
2  ---- — = Z  m
m S  1 m  m s  1 m =  (4A+l)(/i +  l)A.ÄSO
2  1 -  -JF 2  Í^ + t ) (h+ i)
, lK h +  l )  “+ m =(4A +l)(A  +  l )  VA,hmO
- T i ä ( i + 7 r ^ + i>—
The computation for t (m) is similar and yields
y  *0») = JL r
n i z  A Z  *mm 1 m ^ (z’ j ) ^ ) -
□
Theorem 2.12. For all m>0and we have
(2.20) 2  |(<r(m)- x(m)) erfc nn ~  j  + 0(«~m)-
(2.:
Proof. By inversion of the Mellin transform of erfc(.v) we get
1 1 C +  J c o .  / - l l - V
■21) C r f c W = 2 t ó 7 Z ' _ l o,
which can be found in [4, p. 325], Thus (2.20) equals
2  T 7' ^ )  [ f f V
The sum may be placed inside the integral, since convergence is absolutely well 
behaved (cf. [8, p. 133]) and thus the last expression equals
<2-22)
By a well-known method it can be shown that the line of integration can be shifted 
to the left as far as we please if we only take the residues into account, yielding an 
error of 0(n~m) for all 0. It is important to notice that, by cancellation of the
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poles of Hurwitz’ zeta functions, £ ^z, — £ |z, is an entire function! At
z — 1 there is a simple pole with residue
(2.23) ^nn~ T ~ '
At z= 0  there is a simple pole with residue
(2.24) 14 '
At z=  —(2k+1), k£N0, the residues are zero, because
£ ( - ( 2 /c + l) , |) -£ ( - ( 2 f c + l) ,A )  =
(2.25)
= 2 (k +7) [~ Bi(k + 2) ( j )  + B*k + 2> ~ j ) )  =  °
where Bm(x) is the m-th Bernoulli polynomial (cf. [3, p. 49]). Summing up we get 
the desired result. □
T h eo rem  2.13. For 0 and «->-°°,
(2.26) 2  (<r(m) — T(m))me~mt,n =  + 0(n~m).
m s l  o
P r o o f . U s in g  th e  w e ll-k n o w n  fo r m u la
1 c+i=°
(2.27) e~* — ——r f  T(z)x~z dz, x  >  0, c > 02m C — loo
a similar method as in the proof of Theorem 2.12 (cf. e.g. [2]) yields the result. □
We want to summarize the results of this section in the following theorem.
T h eo rem  2.14. The expected maximal deviation o f a path o f length n, n even, is 
given by
Dn =  l / — -^ + 0 (n _1/2+£) for all s > 0 and n — °°.
P r o o f . The application of Theorems 2.12 and 2.13 to (2.17) yields the result. □
3. The expected maximal span
Let >Th(z) be the generating function whose «-th coefficient gives the number 
of paths of length w with maximal span SÄ. Such a path is shown in the following 
figure.
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To obtain an explicit expression for (z) we proceed as follows: The minimal 
value of the ordinate of a path enumerated by Ph (z) is interpreted as the 0-level. 
Considering the point P=(p, 0), where the minimal level is reached for the first 
time (in a-left-to-right-sense), the desired generating function can be obtained as 
the convolution of the two generating functions describing the left and the right 
part: For the right part we have to count the number of nonnegative paths with 
height =h. For the left part we proceed from P to the left. If p = 0, the contribu­
tion is 1; otherwise the first step leads to the point (p — 1, 1). For the number of 
the remaining paths we have to count the nonnegative paths of height ^ h —1.
Using the generating function Gh(z) of nonnegative paths with height Sh,  
defined in [6], we have
Theorem 3.1.
(3.1) Vk(z) = (l + zGk. 1{z))Gk(z). □
The generating functions Gh (z) are given by
(3.2) Gh(z) = (l + t>2) ( l- t / -+1) (1 — u)(l + t>fc+2)
where the substitution z =v / ( l  + v 2) was used. We would like to emphasize that 
(3.1) holds also for h=0, since G _1(z)=0. Substituting (3.2) in (3.1) we get
(3.3) n (z )
( l + u 2) ( l - t / ,+1) ( l - ü Ä+2)
( l - u ) 2( l+ u A+1)(l + t/,+2) ’ ~  ‘
Let dn h denote the number of paths of length n and maximal span =~h and s„ = 
— 2  dn,h-
Theorem 3.2. sn is the coefficient of v" in
„ (l + u2)"(l + t;)u 
(1 -r)2(3.4)
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Proof. The generating function %h(z) of all paths with maximal span is
the difference between the generating function of all paths li.e. 
and Th(z). Hence
1 1+v2 )
1 —2 z ( l - v ) 2J
(3.5) , x „ 1 +®* (l+® )r*+1Xh{Z) ~  ( l - t >)2 ( l+ E ,' + 1) ( l+ l / 1 + i ) •
By Cauchy’s integral formula we obtain
n n 1 (® + )
s" =  2  d,t.H = 2  2=rJ yTiT^(z) =h=0 h = 0 Z7Tl z
1 dv 0 (1 + e)2(1 + e2)" 1 1 )
2 n i J  vn+1 (1 — i?)2 héoll+^+2 1 + e* + 1J
1 (?«+) dv  ^ (1+p)2(l+ u 2)" v
~~ ~2ni J V + f '  ( T ^ ) 2 T+ V ’
which immediately leads to the desired result. □
Theorem 3.3.
s2„ = 2 [(4 « +  O p V 1) - 2*"“1]-
s.n + l =  2 [4(2/1+ 1) 1 j — 22n]
Proof. This can be obtained by (3.4) using the following identities (cf. [11, p. 
34]):
Theorem 3.4. The expected maximal span o f a path o f length n is given by
] / ^ - l  + 0(n~lli), n
Proof. Since the expected maximal span is 2~nsn9 we obtain the result by 
Theorem 3.3 and Stirling’s formula. □
9
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4 .  The expected onesided height
f
Let 'Fh,k-,i(z) be the generating function whose n-th coefficient corresponds 
to all paths with — for 0 = i=n, a0—0 and an = l; !PA(z) corresponds
to all paths with at=h and an= 0.
T heorem  4.1. With z= v/(\ + r2),
(4.1) ^ 0 0  =
1 + tr 
1 —v2 (1 — y2A + 2).
Proof. By a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we find that 
(4.2) „(2) =
ah+k\z)
with the determinants a, (z) of Theorem 2.1. Hence
(4.3)
1 -L jj2 1 — -,2k+ 2
y»,fco(z) = 4 ± 4 [ i - ^ +2]1 — y2 l — ir,2fi +  2fc +  4 ‘
Since *Ph(z)f= lim 'Ph k.0(z) we have the result for small values of v (and thus
small values of z) and by continuation for all values of z in the circle of convergence 
o f  ¥ a(z). □
Let denote the sum of heights of all paths of length 2n.
Theorem 4.2.
(4.4) sH = 22' - 1- ( 2" “ 1).
Proof. Let D (z)=(l — 4z2)~1/2 = 2I\ the generating function of
ti^ o \ n /
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all paths of length 2n. Then, as usual, s„ is the coefficient of z2” in
2 (D (z ) - 'F h(z)) =
hmo
2 (h^O \
1 + E 2 1 + u 2 ( l _ r 2A + 2)J V  2/1 + 2 _
1 — V2 1 — V2 1 - v 2 „to
i <v> d z t ,  1 +  ”2 1 (J.+) d v  v2(
2ni J z 2n + l (1 E2)2 2 ni J v2n+1 \ - v 2
Hence s„ is the coefficient of u" in
which is 
(4.6)
u(l + uf" 
1 — u
□
Corollary 4.3. The expected onesided height o f a path of length 2n is given by
(4.7) ~  n ——+ 0(n  1/2) for n ->=°.
Proof. Apply Stirling’s approximation formula to (ír- □
5. Concluding remarks
We would like to mention that Theorem 2.14 also holds true for n odd. This 
could be shown by additionally considering the case n odd in the derivation of 
Theorem 2.14. But it suffices for our purposes to observe that the expected maximal 
deviation is a strictly increasing function of path length. Now — since the difference 
D2n+i—D2„ is of order 0(n~112) — the validity of Theorem 2.14 for all n immedi­
ately follows.
Distinguishing the three components of the approximation error dealt with 
in the proof of Theorem 2.9, a good balance of their order was achieved by taking 
the correction terms into account in Theorem 2.9 (ii) and (iii). By that means we 
were able to lower the order of the error term in Theorem 2.14 from 0(nc) to 
0(n~l;2+r) and thereby the absolute term could be preserved. In principle better 
approximations could be obtained by use of Euler’s summation formula. However, 
it can be seen from the following table that the asymptotic formulae derived in 
Section 2 show an accuracy meeting most practical requirements even for small n.
Furthermore, a point of some methodical interest should be emphasized: 
Though the three problems treated in Sections 2 to 4 seem to be very akin, in the 
study of their asymptotic behaviour different methods had to be used.
In Section 3 and 4 the exact formulae were reduced to a relatively simple form 
by the use of some combinatorial identities. To derive the corresponding asymp­
totic formulae essentially Stirling’s formula had to be applied.
9*

















For the study of the asymptotic behaviour of the expected maximal deviation 
treated in Section 2, the so-called r-function method, used e.g. in [2], had to be modi­
fied : instead of the exponential function the complement of the error function was 
used. In addition to Riemann’s zeta-function also Hurwitz’ zeta-function came 
into play.
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ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS OF BURR 
DISTRIBUTON BASED ON ORDER STATISTICS
MUNIR AHMAD
Abstract
Asymptotically best unbiased estimators of the two Burr parameters a and ß  based on some 
selected order statistics from a sample of size n are considered. It is shown that the minimum vari­
ance of the estimator of ß  for the known a is 1.54416/i2/n with efficiency of about 64% as compared to 
the maximum likelihood estimator of ß. The minimum variance o f the estimator o f  a for known ß 
is attained when 76th sample order statistics is used. When a and ß  are unknown, variances are essen­
tially minimized using three order statistics (.24, .54, .77) for a and (.27, .61, .81) for ß. An example 
is given to illustrate the method.
1. Introduction
Consider a random sample of size n from the Burr distribution first given by 
Burr (1942) having the probability density function
(1) f(x ) — ocßx^1! (l+ xciy +1, x > 0 ,  ß =£ 1 
and the distribution function
(2) F(x)=  l - ( l+ je “)_", jc> 0 .
Properties of the distribution (1) have been investigated by Austin (1971), Burr 
(1968), Burr and Cislak (1968) and Hatke (1949). Recently Austin (1971) has applied 
the distribution to the control charts for the maximum and minimum value in 
sampling from a normal distribution. In modelling tensile loads on a machine ele­
ment, Weibull and log normal distributions have been tried (see Bury, 1975). In 
this paper we have used some order statistics to estimate the Burr parameters.
2. Estimation
Let be the sample ordered statistics and let k„ w2,...,« „
be the corresponding population quantities. Let xnicc„2... < x Mt, k  = l, 2 ,... be 
the selected k sample quantities where k<n. A set of k  real numbers such that 
0=/i0<A1<= ... <A*+i= 1 is called a spacing. We define A; by X ~F (ut), i — 1, 2, ...,k . 
Then ui=F~1(Xi) and therefore from (2)
(3) ut =  [(1 — A,)-1^  —1]1/*
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 62F12. 
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and from (1)
(4) / [ F - W ]  =  aß(l 
Taking the logarithm of (3) and (4), we get
(5) ln Ui =  1/a ln [(1 —k,)~1,ß — 1] 
and
(6) In /[F _1(A,)] =  ln (a/J)+ (l + l//?)ln(l — A4)+ (a  —l)ln  wf.
Using some selected order statistics, we shall obtain best unbiased estimators of a 
and ß by minimizing the asymptotic variances of the estimators.
Case 1. (ß is known): Given a spacing {2;}, the estimator of a when ß= ß0, 
using (3) is
(7) 5* =  (fc)-1 2  (ln [(1 = W 1 2  W ii=l i=1
where y,=(ln a(= ln  [(1 — A;)-1^ 0 — 1] and x n; is a selected sample or­
dered statistic corresponding to u„.. The asymptotic variance of xk is given by
(8) var (äk) = k~ 2Za?var yt+ 2 2  ^ a j  cov (yt, yj), 
where
var 0 0  = y f x ~ \ ar(x„,)
and
cov (yt, y j) =  y f y j i x ^ j ) - 1 cov (x„t, xnj).
It is well-known [see Mosteller (1946)] that given a spacing, the joint distribution 
of the k  sample quantities is asymptotically normal. Suppose k —i. The / th sample 
quantity is asymptotically normal with mean uL and variance 2;(1 — 2,)/[«/2(.r„.)]. 
Minimizing vartcq) with respect to 2;, we get
(9) (1 —2Aj)[l —(1 —k,)1,ßo] [ln (1 —Xt)~1,Po — l]+^i/ß0 =  0.
Table 1 gives the solution of 2; of equation (9) that minimizes var(ax) for some 
given values of ß.
T a b le  1















In case of large ß, the largest observation may be used to estimate a. For k=  
=2, 3 , A; can be determined by minimizing (8) numerically.
Case 2. (a is known): Suppose a=a„. For a given spacing {A,} satisfying (2), 
we find that
(10) ßk = fc-1 i  btz,
i=1
w here
b, = ln (1 -A,), and z, = -{ln (1 + x £ )}-1 .
Its asymptotic variance is given by
where
and
v ar (/)*) =  k~2[ 2  h.? var (zt) +  2 2  h(h ;C o v (z ( , zy) ] ,
i i*j
var (z/) =  z * /2[ß(l — A,)] 2 var (*„,), /,= /(* „ ,)  
cov (z„ zy) =  z2i z ) f f Jß - 2[{ \-  A,) (1 -  Aj)]- 1 cov (*„,, xnj). 
Let k= i, ßi=biz( and the asymptotic variance is given by
ln (1 —A,) a,,*”»-1!2.
( 11) var cto = [ ln2 (1 H-zc?0) l+x?° var (Xi).
Using var (x()= A, (1 — A,)/n f2,
ft =  a0/?*?0-1( l-A i)/[l+x?0] and ln (1+ xa°) =-(1/)?) ln (1-A ().
We have
(12) var (/);) =  ß22/[n (1 — A,) ln2 (1 — A,)].
We choose A( by minimizing var (/},) with respect to Af and derive an equation in 
A; only
2Aj+ln (1 — A,) =  0
giving a value of A,= 0.79681.
The minimum variance of ß for any a0 is 1.54416 ß2/n. The maximum likelihood 
estimate of ß for ot=a0 from a sample of size n is
ß = n / 2  h i ( l + x ? )i=i
and its asymptotic variance is ß2/n. The efficiency of ß as compared to ß is given by
£ - ( l - A () ln (1 -A.0/A, 
and is about 64% for A, = 0.79681.
For k —2, 3, ..., Af can be determined such that (11) is minimized. Some spe­
cial cases have been investigated separately.
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Case 3. (a and ß are unknown): Suppose a and ß are unknown. We write 
y»,=\n xBi= (l/a)[(l- l i ) - vß- l \  and
In/«; — Jn'S+ln ^ + (a  — 1) j„, +  (l +  l/^)In(l — A,), i=  1,2,3.
Using i= l,2 , 3, we have
h =  ( « - l ^ i + O  + l /^ H
h  =  (ä — l)y2+(l + 1/Äa2
where
/i =  l n ( /ni//„2), h =  ln ( /J /„ 3)
«i =  In [(1 -A a)/(1 —As)], a2 =  ln [(1 -A 2)/(l -A 3)]
=  yni -  y„2, y 2 =  j „2 -  j „3 and ^ = F(x„)-
Solving for cc and ß, we get the estimator of (a, ß) as
(13) 5 =  l + ( / i a 2- / 2 aO/O  ^aa-^ocj) 
and
(14) ß =  («i y  2 -  «2 yd/Kh -  <*i) y2- ( l 2-  a2) j'i].





var (a) =  (a - 1 ) 2 2 1 Z  a^jC^Vi, Vj)
i ) = 1
var (/)>) = ß2 2  2  bibjCßHi, Vj)
i j=l
C(f7;, t]j) = IVar to), Co\(rn, íjj),
j =  1 
j  ^  Í
Vi =  h, ’ll =  h,  =  >1, Vi =  y2, fl] =  a2/(/i« 2 - 1 ^ )
a 2 — ai/(^i a2 ß  ai)
<J3 = - a 2/(y1a2- y 2a1)
«4 =  ai/CViaa-yaOii) 
b i =  -  J2/[(/i -  ai) J;2 -  (*2 -  a2) Jil 
=  M O i -  «2) y2- ( h -  «2) Ji] 
i>3 =  (/2- a 2)/[(/i-a i)y2- ( /2-a 2 )X |-a 3
bi =  - a i - (l i -  ax)/[(/ -  a j  y2 -  (/2
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Minimum variance can be obtained only numerically using variance values of un­
known quantities involved in the expressions (15) and (16). For various values of 
{AJ the variance functions at (15) and (16) were computed on the IBM 370 computer. 
For k = 3, we find that the variance functions are essentially minimized by choosing 
(0.24, 0.54, 0.77) for var (5) and by choosing (0.27, 0.61, 0.81) for var (ß).
3. Example
To illustrate the method, suppose that the machine element is subjected to 100 
random tensile loads during its mission x  and that the load has been represented 
by the Burr model with a= 6  and ß=4. If ß is known to have a value of 4, then 
a is estimated from (7) when k= i and A, =  0.97553 (see Table 1). The values of 
x^andyjare x 98 =  1.075,yf = 0.93023 and a; =  0.42421. a —5.87 and var (<$) =  13.07. 
If a is known to have a value of 6, then ß is estimated from (10) when k=  1, A( = 
=  0.79681. The values of xnj = 0.853, z;= —3.0689 and fc, = —1.5936. Then 
$ = 4 .8 9 an d  var ($)=0.3696. In this case, the maximum likelihood estimation 
of ß is $ =  4.23 and var ($) = 0.1786. If $ =  4, then efficiency of $ is about 64%. 
If we use $ and ß in the variance formulae, respectively, the efficiency is about 48.3%. 
If a and ß are unknown then using (13) and (14) as estimating equations we have 
for a, the values of xni, x,„, and x„3 are xni =  .585, x„3=.744 and x„s =.840. Then
5 =  5.53 and var ($)=20.31 and for ß, the values of xBl, x„3 and x„3 are xBl= .612, 
x Bj = . 7 7 2  and xBS=.878. Then $ = 3.42 and var ($) = .2511.
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INDECOMPOSABLE TRIPLE SYSTEMS WITH X =4
CHARLES J. COLBOURN1 2and ALEXANDER ROSA3
Abstract
A triple system S[3, A; y] is indecomposable if it is not the union o f two triple systems B  [3, A'; y] 
and B[3, A"; y] with A=A' +  A". Recursive constructions, along with direct constructions for eight 
small orders, are used to establish that indecomposable triple systems with A= 4  exist if and only if 
«=0,1 (mod 3), y s  10. These triple systems have no repeated blocks.
1. Introduction
A balanced incomplete block design, denoted B[k, A;p], is a pair (V, B); V is 
a p-set of elements and B is a collection of fc-element subsets of V called blocks. 
Each 2-subset of V appears in precisely X blocks. When k = 3, block designs are 
called triple systems. When B contains no repeated blocks (i.e., contains no block 
twice), we use the notation NB[k, X; v].
One common construction technique for block designs is to combine small 
block designs to form larger ones. A trivial way to do this combines a B[k,X',v] 
design(K, j3)withaB[A;, A';p]design(F,.ß');theirunion (V,B^JB') isa B[k, X + X'\v] 
design. Many nonisomorphic designs can be formed in this way; such designs are 
called decomposable. All designs can be constructed easily from indecomposable 
designs, and thus it is reasonable to ask for which v, k, and X an indecomposable 
design exists. Informally, this is asking what the building blocks are for designs 
with large X.
Kramer [7] initiated research in this area, showing that indecomposable 
NB[3, 2; p] designs exist for all p = 0, 1 (mod 3), p^6, except for v=7, and inde­
composable NB[3, 3; p] designs exist for all p = 1 (mod 2), p S 5. Since that time, 
Billington [1,2] has studied techniques applicable to larger k  when repeated blocks 
are allowed; as she notes [2], these techniques apply when X<k.
Recently, Colbourn and Colbourn [3] produced indecomposable B[3, A ;p] 
designs for all odd X, as a byproduct of an /VE-completeness result. This construc­
tion can also be adapted to produce an infinite family of indecomposable NB[3, 4; p] 
designs [4].
In this paper, we study the case k = 3 and X — 4 exhaustively. We prohibit 
repeated blocks, thus extending Kramer’s results naturally. This case is of interest 
for a number of reasons. One is that Billington’s methods do not apply here. Perhaps
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more important is the contrast with the cases for smaller A. For A=2, every T? [3,2; u] 
with v=0, 4 (mod 6) is indecomposable, since 2? [3, 1; v] designs do not exist 
for these orders. Similarly, for A =  3, every B[3, 3; v] with v = 5 (mod 6) is inde­
composable. For A=4, no such trivial indecomposable systems exist. This makes 
A =4 substantially more complicated. In fact, no examples of indecomposable 
B[3, 4; v] designs were known until quite recently. Moreover, it is known that no 
indecomposable NB[3, 4; 7] exists [8], and no indecomposable AT?[3, 4; 9] exists 
[6], In the remainder of this paper, we establish the following
Main Theorem. An indecomposable NB [3, 4 ; v] design exists i f  and only i f  
v= 0 , 1 (mod 3) and u£lO.
2. Recursive constructions
Kramer [7] observed that if one could produce a single indecomposable 
AT?[3, A; v\ with v odd, one could easily produce an infinite family. He based his 
observation on the following
Lemma 2.1 [7, Thm 2.2]: I f  there exists ait indecomposable TsB [3, A; v] with 
v odd there exists an indecomposable AT?[3, A; 2v + 1], |j
Kramer’s proof involves embedding the system of order v in a system of 
order 2v + \ ;  a decomposition of the entire design would necessitate a decom­
position of the (indecomposable) subdesign. The only complexity in the embedding 
is the avoidance of repeated blocks.
In fact, if repeated blocks are allowed, Stern’s theorem [9] guarantees that a 
B[3, A;u] design can be embedded in a A[3, A; w] design for every admissible 
w ^ 2v +  l . Hence, Stern’s theorem somewhat trivializes the existence problem for 
indecomposable triple systems with repeated blocks. However, no result analogous 
to Stern’s is known when repeated blocks are forbidden.
Fortunately, we do not require such a general result. For our purposes, it 
suffices to embed a system of order v into selected larger orders. We do this in a 
succession of three theorems.
Theorem 2.2. An AT?[3, A; v] can be embedded in an AT? [3, A; 2v + 1],
Proof. Lemma 2.1 handles the case when v is odd. When v is even, the 
NB[3, A; 2v+ 1] has elements {x1? ..., x„}U {yls ...,T»+i}- On the {x,}, place a copy 
of the AT?[3, A, v], Since u+1 is odd, the complete graph on the v + 1 vertices 
(pu ..., y v+i) has even degree, and hence has a 2-factorization into 2-factors 
I \ ,  ..., Fv/2- Each 2-factor Ft contains v - f1 edges f j ,  O S/^u. To complete the 
design, whenever f t] = {ya, j,,}, add the A/2 triples {ya, yh, x;+s}, and the A/2 triples 
{ya, yb, xW2+i+,), 0Ss<A/2, subscripts modulo v. This is an AT?[3, A; 2v + 1] design.
Theorem 2.3. An AT?[3, A; v\ design can be embedded in an ATT3, A; 2r+4] 
design provided A is even.
Proof. Suppose i- is odd, and write A=21. The Ai?[3, A;2f+ 4] has elements 
{*!, . . . ,  xt,}U{yi, ... ,y c+J .  On the {xj, place a copy of the AjB[3, 4; v]. There
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are two remaining types of triples, those involving a member of {a' (} , and those not. 
There are t(v + 4) of the latter type, and they are produced cyclically as follows 
(for definitions on cyclic systems, see [5]). We choose any t distinct difference triples 
on the {yj, and include the triples obtained by expanding the corresponding starter 
blocks modulo v+4. Each starter block covers one occurrence of three differences. 
Ultimately, each difference must be covered t times. In order to cover the remainder, 
note that each difference induces a 2-factor on the {j,}. With each {x;}, we therefore 
associate t distinct differences {{if,-,}, 0=/<?}, in such a way that each difference 
appears t times overall. This can be done in many ways. For example, if the list 
of differences yet to be used is sorted, we simply set du to be the (yv+ j)’th element 
of the list. We then include the triples {xt,y j , y k}, 0 < v, lc=j+dis (mod v+4) 
for some a. The result is an NB[3, A; 2v+4].
When V is even, the proof is very similar. The only change is that the difference 
(v+4)/2 induces a 1-factor, not a 2-factor. To avoid this difficulty, we simply ensure 
that all t occurences of this difference are used in the t starter blocks chosen. |
Theorem 2.4. An NB[3, A; v] can be embedded in an NB[3, A; 2v+ 7],
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.3. |
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 together have the following
Corollary 2.5. I f  there are indecomposable NB[3, 4;i-] for v= 10, 12, 13, 15, 
16, 18, 19, and 22, the Main Theorem follows.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary vslO , v = 0, 1 (mod 3), other than one on the 
list given. If v =  0 ,4 (mod 3), (v—4)/2 =  0, 1 (mod 3) and since there is an inde­
composable NB[3, 4; (v — 4)/2], Theorem 2.3 gives an indecomposable AT?[3, 4; v]. 
If v =  l,3  (mod 6), (v—1)/2=0, 1 (mod 3), and there is an indecomposable 
AT?[3, 4; (v — l)/2]; Theorem 2.2 gives an indecomposable NB[3, 4;v]. |
3. Small orders
For the eight required orders, we are unable to simply embed a smaller inde­
composable design. However, a similar technique does settle three of the cases. 
Observe that when v=0 (mod 2), the design can have no decomposition into two 
systems, one with A = 1 and the other with A = 3. Thus any decomposition pro­
duces two systems with A = 2. Next, note that the unique NB[3, 4; 7], although 
decomposable, can only be decomposed into A =3+l (i.e., into an AT?[3, 3; 7] 
and an NB[3, 1; 7]). Thus, any B[3, 4; v], v even, with the AT?[3, 4; 7] as a sub­
design, is indecomposable. With this, Theorem 2.3 immediately produces an inde­
composable 1VI?[3,4; 18], and similar constructions settle v=16 and v — 22.
For odd orders, the AT? [3, 4; 7] can still be used to prohibit a A =2+2 de­
composition, but another “gadget” is needed to prohibit a A=3 + 1 decomposition. 
The unique NB[3,4; 6] can be used for this purpose. Embedding the AT?[3, 4; 7] 
and the AT?[3, 4; 6] simultaneously ensures indecomposability. At first, this appears 
to be of little consequence, since it does not apply to sufficiently small orders. How­
ever, note that if four blocks containing a fixed pair are deleted from the AT? [3, 4; 7], 
the resulting partial AT?[3, 4; 7] still has no A=2+2 decomposition. Embedding
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this partial NB[3, 4; 7] along with the NB[3, 4; 6], and completing by computer, 
produced the following indecomposable NB[3, 4; 19]:
4ÜO ABF ABG ACD ACE ACF ACG ADF ADG AEF AEG BDE BDG BEF 
BFG CDE CDF CÉG CFG DEF DEG DFG EFG BCH BCIBCN BCO BHJ BHN  
BHO BIN BIO BNO CHI CHN CHO CIN CIO CNO HIN HIO HNO INO BDS 
BES BFS BGS BJM BJP BJQ BJR BKM BKP BKQ BKR BLM BLP BLQ BLR  
BMR BPQ CDS CES CFS CCS CJM CJP CIO CJR CKM CKP CKQ CKR CLM  
CLP CLQ CLR CMR CPQ DHP DHQ DHR DHS DIP DIQ DIR DIS DJL 
DJO DJQ DJR DKL DKMDKO DKP DLM DLO DMN DMO DNP DNQ DNR 
EHP EHO EHR EHS EIP EIQ EIR EIS EJL EJM  EJO EJP EKO EKP EKQ 
EKR ELM  ELN ELO EMN EMO ENQ ENR FHP FHQ FHR FHS FIL FIP 
FIQ FIR FJK FJN FJO FJP FKN FKO FKR FLN FLO FLO FMO FMP 
FMQ FNS FNR GHJ GHK GHL GHP KIJ GIK GIL GIP GJN GJO GKN GKS 
GLO GLR GMN GMP GMQ GMS GNO GOQ GOR GPR GQR HJL HMQ HMR  
H M S U S  IKL IMO IMR IM S JKN JNS JOS JR S  KNS KOS KOS LNP LNS  
LPS LOS LRS MNP MOP OPS OQR AHJ ~AHK AHL AHM AIJ AIK AIL AIM  
AJL A JM  AKL AKM HJK HKL UK ANP ANO ANR ANS AOP A 0 0  AOR AOS 
APR APS AOR AOS OPO ÖRS POR PRS
Order 15 was settled by a similar approach. The same partial NB[3, 4; 7] was em­
ployed to prevent 1 = 2 + 2 decomposition. To prevent 2 = 3+1 decomposition, 
observe that the pairs appearing with a specified element form a (y — l)-vertex 4-reg­
ular graph. Moreover, a 2 =  3+1 decomposition induces a 3-factor and a 1-factor 
in each of these graphs. We therefore included all triples containing one vertex in 
such a way that its corresponding graph had no 1-factor. The following indecom­
posable NB[3, 4; 15] resulted:
ACD ACE ACF ACG ADF ADG AEF AEG BCD BCE BCF BCG BDE BDG BEF 
BFG CDE CDF CEG CFG DEF DEG DFG EFG ABL ABM ABN ABO ALM  
ALN ALO AMN AMO ANO ADK AFH AEJ AG I AH  I AU AHJ AHK AIK AJK  
BLO BLM  BLN BMN BMO BNO BDI BEH BEI BGK BHI BHJ BHK BIJ BIK 
BJK CHL CHM CHN CHO CIL CÍM CIN CIO CJL CJM CJN CJO CKL CKM  
CKN CKO D ili DHJ DJK DLM DMN DNO DLO DHM DIN DJO DKL DHN 
DIO DJL DKM GHJ GHK GU GLM GMN GNO GLO GHL GIM GJN GKO 
GLIM GIN GJO GKL FIK FLN FMO FHL FIM FJN FKO FHN FIO FJL FKM 
FHO FIL FJM FKN EIK ELN EMO EHM EHN EHO EIL EIN EIO EJL EJM  
EJO EKL EKM EKN HIL U M  JKN HKO
The remaining orders were all settled using sophisticated backtracking; for orders 
12 and 13, large portions of the design were first constructed by hand, and the sys­
tems were completed by computer. For order 10, much computation was required; 
over six hundred systems were examined before an indecomposable one was found. 
The three final orders are given here:
Order 10
ABG ABH ABI ABJ ACG ACH ACI ACJ ADF ADH ADI ADJ AEF AEG AEI 
AEJ AFG AFH BCG BCH BCI BCJ BDF BDG BDI BDJ BEF BEH BEI BEJ BFG 
BFH CDE CDF CDG CDH CEF CEG CÉH CFI CFJ CIJ DEF DEI DEJ DGH 
DGJ DHI EGH EG I EIIJ FGI FGJ Fill FHJ FIJ GUI GHJ GIJ HIJ
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Order 12
ABC ABD ABE ABG ACD ACE ACE AFG ADE ADE AEF ÁGH AG1 AHJ AHK 
AHL AIJ AIK AIL AJK AJL AKL BCD BCE BC1 BDE BDI BEI BGI BFG BGH 
BFJ BFK BFL BHJ BHK BHL BJK BJL BKL EFIIKL CDK CDL CEK CEL CFJ 
CFK CFL CGH CGI CGJ CGL CHI CHJ CHK CIJ DEK DEL DFG DFH DFJ 
DGJ DGK DGL DILI DHL DHL DU DIK EFG EFH EGH ÉGJ EGK EH I EHL 
EU EJK EJL FHI FHK FIK FIL FJL GIL GJK GKL
Order 13
ABC ADE BDE CDE ABF ABG ABH AFG AFH AGH ADF ADG ADH BDF 
BDG BDH BFG BFH BGH BCI BCJ BCK CDI CDJ CFH CGH ACJ ACK ACL 
AEJ AEK AEL AIJ AIK AIL AIM AJM AKM ALM  BEJ BEK BEL BIK BIL BIM  
BJL BJM BKM BLM CDM CEK CEL CEM CFK CFL CFM CGI CGJ CGL 
CHI CHM DEM DFL DFM DGL DGM DHJ DHK DU DIK DIL DJK DKL EFH 
EFI EFJ EFM EGH EG I ÉGJ EGL EH I EHK EIM FGI FGK FIJ FIK FJK FJL 
FLM G1M GJK GJM GKL GKM HU HIL HJL HJM HKL HKM H LM  JKL
This completes the proof of the Main Theorem.
4. Concluding rem arks
Our Main Theorem is strong evidence that indecomposability is not merely 
the result of numerical conditions giving rise to trivial examples. Because of this, 
it seems reasonable to expect that indecomposable triple systems exist for every A, 
with finitely many exceptions for each A. The existence problem is now settled for 
A = 2, 3 and 4. Infinite families for every odd A follow from [4]. For A=6, trivial 
examples exist, whenever v =  2 (mod 6). Beyond this, nothing is known.
Two avenues of further research seem most appropriate. For fixed small A, 
it is necessary to identify features which can be exploited to ensure indecomposa­
bility, as we did in Section 3. We are currently studying similar techniques for A=5 
and A =  6. The second avenue is to consider the problem for general A. To supple­
ment recursive constructions such as those in Section 2, a next major step is the 
production of indecomposable triple systems for every even A.
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SPLINE INTERPOLATION IN TWO VARIABLES
MARGIT LÉNÁRD
The present paper contains a construction of a two-variable spline function 
and convergence theorems concerning it. The advantage of this construction is its 
simplicity on the one hand, and that the sequence of spline functions and their 
derivatives converge uniformly “in the best way“ on the other hand. It means, that 
the speed of convergence is just the same as that of the best approximating poly­
nomials, which cannot be exceeded at all. Another advantage of the construction 
is that it rests on the given function values only and there is no need for the values 
of the derivatives. Further we notice that the present method can be generalized 
for functions with more than two variables, because the construction is based on 
the notion of the Taylor formula in several variables.
Without loss of generality we may assume that the domain of the function 
being approximated is a rectangle in the plane and the values of this function are 
known at the angular points of a rectangle-lattice, at the so-called “lattice-points”.
Other approaches of this problem can be found in [1], [3], [4], [5] and [6].
As an application we remark that the “net method” (see e.g. [2], [5]) of solving 
second order partial differential equations gives the approximate values only at the 
lattice points. By our method we can extend the approximating function from the 
lattice points to the whole domain.
The following notations are used:
/ (i> denotes the i-th derivative of the one-variable function/; 
d{d\uj'k denotes the partial derivative of the p-th order in the first variable and of 
the i/-th order in the second variable of the two-variable function u at the 
lattice-point (xj, yk) ;
Ap'quJik denotes the partial difference of the p-th order in the first variable and of 
the <jr-th order in the second variable of the two-variable function u at the 
lattice-point (xj, yfc);
Cn(D) denotes the class of n times continuously differentiable functions on D; 
con(h) denotes the common continuity modulus of the n-th order partial deriva­
tives of the function u, that is
con(/i) = max sup |0f Ofu(x, y) -  OfOf « (x\y')\.
p .n = o ,i ......n | Jt- * '|* + |)> - / |2 s / i5
p + q = n
Let D ={(x,y ) :a ^ x ^ b ,  c ^ y ^ d )  a rectangle in the plane. Further let
Da =  {(Xj,yk): a =  x0 <  x, < . . .<  x„ +1 = b, c =  y0 <  yk < . . .<  ym+1 = d}
10
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a subdivision of D with h and /, where xj+1—Xj—h, yk+i~yk= l ( j= 0 ,1, 
k = 0, 1, m). Let
Dh,i =  {(*, y): x1 ^ x ^ x n, y1 ?sy?á ym}.
Let the values Afyq) ( p ,q = 0 ,l ,2 ,p + q = 2 ,j= l , . . . ,n ,  k = l , . . . ,m ) be given. 
We are looking for that spline function SA in two variables which satisfies the fol­
lowing conditions:
(a) it is twice continuously partially differentiable at the lattice-points (X j,yk) 
( j = l , n ,  k = l , m )  and
d M S A  x j ,y k) = P'.q\A<jy\
where p, q = 0 ,1,2, p + q s 2 ;
(b) on each lattice rectangle it is a polynomial in both variables of minimal degree;
(c) on each lattice rectangle its degree as regarded a two-variable polynomial is 
minimal.
If  the function SA is regarded at fixed x —Xj or y= yk, the condition (a) 
implies that on each lattice rectangle SA is a polynomial in both variables of degree 
at least five.
Let for (x,y)€[xj, Xj+J  X [yk, y*+i] ( ; = 1 , w - 1 ;  k = \ , ..., m -1 )
(1) SA(x, y) = Sjtk(x, y )=  2  A<jy ' l ( x - x JY ( y - y ky.
/i, v = 0 , l , . . . ,5/i +v^6
If there exist constants A fyv) (p, v =  0 ,1, ..., 5, 3S/i +  v^6) for which (1) satisfies 
condition (a), then (1) satisfies also (b) and (c). The function SA is twice continuously 
partially differentiable at the lattice-points (x j,y k) if and only if the functions Sjik 
satisfy
(2) diSj,k(x„y,) = p lq '.A ft4
whenever p, q = 0, 1, 2, p + q = 2, s = j ,j+ 1, t= k ,k + 1 ( j = l , k = l ,  ..., m). 
This gives 18 conditions for the unknown coefficients A fy v^ (p, v = 0, 1, 5,
3 s ^ + v s 6 ) .  The matrix of the system of equations (2) is A, where the order 
of unknowns: A ^k\ A f c 1,0, Af/k \  i=3, 4, 5, 6 (without A j^0), A f ^  of 
course).
As RgA=18, two unknowns may be given arbitrary values, the system of 
equations can be solved and it has infinite number of solutions. Because we are to 
minimize the degree it seems suitable to choose the unknowns A jf^ ,  A fy4) freely.
Let the values ujpk (j= 0 , 1, n + 1, k=0, 1, ..., m + 1) be given and for 
j = l , . . . , n ,  k = l , . . . ,m  let
Af;kn) =  ujpk,
Ai,k 2 h [A ^ u jpk + A ^ u j . lpk],
A f t '  +
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(3)
2,0) _  A2,0 ,.
■*).* —  TI.2 n  UJ - l , k ’2 h2
a (W  = j f ű V 1’luj.k+A1’luj-i,k-i],
A?.P = ^ w A«-*uJ,k- 1.
Let the unknowns Aj*’k2), Aj2k4) be given the value 0, that is
(4) A ft*  = A%i4> =  0 Ü =  1, n -1 , k =  1, m — 1).
With the values (3), (4) the unique solution of the system of equations (2)
AW  =  2^ y t J2’lMt- i .* -1~ z|2,,wM a - 1l 
^ 2> =
^ ? i3)= - 2 j s ^ s «7.i - l
4 ? i2) =  W ] F [/l2’2«7-,t + 4/l2-2«J._M- 1]







2h3 l2 [A^Uj,k + 2 A ^ U j^ ,k^ ]
A<2,3) _
J-k 2h2l3 [A*'uj,k+2á* Uj - X , k - Ű
A <1.4) 
A j , k 2 K F AMu'- '- '
A}?*5>
A W





A<y> = hl5 ‘«M-l-
T heorem  1. Le? th e  values uJik (j=  0, ...,«4-1, k —O, ..., m + 1) be given. 
Then the two-dimensional spline function SA o f the form  (1) with the coefficients 
(3), (4) and (5) is continuous on the rectangle Dh l.
P r o o f . We have to show only that SA is continuous along the sides of the 
lattice rectangles.
Let now x - x j+1 (y'=0, 1, ..., n -1) be fixed and for yk^ y S y k+1 (k = 
= 0, 1, ..., m—1) let
f ( y )  =  Sj,k(xJ+1, y )
and
g W  =  Sj+ltk(xJ+1, y).
It is obvious that /  and g are polynomials of degree at most 5. On the other hand 
the spline function SA satisfies the equations (2) which means that
f (i)(yk) =  g(i)(yk)
and
f (i) O'fc+i) = g{i)(yk+1)
whenever j= 0 ,1, 2. Hence y k and yk+1 are zeros of the polynomial f —g of degree 
a t most 5, and their multiplicity is three, and so f(y )= g (y )  (ykS y ^ y k+1).
We have seen that SA is continuous with respect to its variable if x= xJ+1 is 
fixed. Similarly we get the analogous result for fixed y.
L emma 1. Let u£C2(D) and ujtk=u(xj, yk) (j= 0, 1, ..., w + 1, k=0, 1, ... 
..., m + 1). Then the constants defined in (3) approximate the respective partial deriv-
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atives o f the function u at the lattice-points as follows: for /=  1, k = \,  m
M jí*0) - d i U j ,*| v C O aW ,
-d i3 2 «M | -  co2 (V/i2 + /2),
yco2(0-
Proof. By udC2(D) for the fixed value j* (&=1, nr) we can use the se­
cond order Taylor polynomial of the function x-*u(x,yk) at the point x} (/'= 
=  1, Substituting x=X j+1 and x = x J-_1 we obtain
“j+i,k = Uj,k + diUj,kh+-z-dtu(£J+1, yk)h2,
(6)
Uj-I.k =  +
where + which implies
~2ff(uj + l,k uj-l,k) &1 uj,k
= 4  I0MÉJ + 1, «(íy-x, ä )|
h .... h s  j C02(2/i) ^  y  cu2(fi).
We get similar result changing the role of x and j :
— <^2 * I — yCUai/).
Adding the equations (6)
4 !
1
(K/ + 1iE "^^ jtk T ttj — l,k) 2  J^*k
^■IdiniZj+i,yk)-i)'iiij,k\ + j  Idlu iZ j-i, yk) -d lu j 'k\ s |w j(A ) .
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We get similarly that
— ~2 M is ­
using  the second order Taylor formula in two variables for the function h£C2(T>) 
and substituting x= xJ+1, y= yk+1 and x = x J_1, y= yk- 1? respectively, we obtain
H j + i , k + i  =  t i j , k + h d 1 U j ' k + l d 2 U j ' k +
+ ~ d \ u ^ j ,  rlk) + hld1d M Z j, rik) + Y d*utt j ’ **>•
( 7 )
«y-i.t-1 =  Uj,k-hd1Uj'k- ld i ujtk+
h2 l2
+ — Ik -J  + hldidiitiZ j^, t\k-i) + - j d*u^j-i> tlk-iX
where Xy<£,-<Xj+1, yk<i]k< yk + j- These equations and the definition of /I'-V* 
yield
__ MJ + l.ft + l ^Uj,k +  Uj- l ,k - l   ^ ,02,0)  ^ ,00,2) _
^  -  2Ü7 T  /t ~
+  »/*) -  5 ,  do  My, *)  +  y  ( 5 ,  d o  ( / ( ? ; _ ! ,  >7*- ,)  “  d t do  My, fc) +
+  4 -^ [ ( « u(£j, 1/t) - 5 1  Uj,k) + ( 5 1 M(Cj-1, r \k-i)-51  W;,*)] +
+ J  ( j  5 !  - 5 ^ ° ) )  + 5 ^ 2 +  4  ( y  5 1  « , . t  - y l t f f c » ) .
(h + I)2
It follows
M5Í*15 — 5l.52 My,k| S  h[ 
and so the lemma is proved.
Lemma 2. Lei u£Cp+q 1(D), where p ,q  are nonnegative integers, p + q^sl. 
\Ap'qUj'k\ =S hpl‘- 1ojp+q. 1(I), 
\A*quJ,k\ * h p- 1l*a>,+q- l {h),
Then 
i f  ? £  1, und 
' / / » S i .
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Proof. First we assume, that p+ q>  1 and 1. In this case using the La­
grange theorem (/;+# —l)-times we get
Ap'qUj k = Ap~1’q(uJ+lik — uJ'k) =  hA"-1-qd1u^<ii\  yk) =
= haAp- 2-qd l u ( ^ \  yk) = ... =  fc'M0-’^í’u(ÉÍP^  yk) =
= hplA0’‘>-1did2u (^ '>\  til») = ...=
= ^ p - i ta fd r i i!(^p), tii*-»y\,
where
q - » ^ t p ^ Q ' - » + h  (s — l,
< _1) <  ril0 < + / (t = 1, <7 — 1).
So obviously
= hPtq- 1cop+q-i(/).
Similarly we get in the case p s  1
-  fcp_1/, m,,+1J_1(/i).
If /? + # = l ,  then p=  1, # = 0 or /? = 0, <7=1. In the case p = 1, <7 =  0
M 1,0«/ .» l  =  I ^ fz + l.fc uj,k\ —
and if p = 0 , <7= 1
\A0,1Ujik\ = \ujtk+1-U j'k\ == ca(/).
So the lemma is proved.
Theorem 2. Let u£C2(D), DA be a subdivision o f D with h and l, 0<<x< 
</;//</? and denote \ \ h \ \ h 2 +12. Then the twodimensional spline function SA 
o f the form (1) with the coefficients (3), (4) and (5) approximates the function u and 
its derivatives on Dhl as follows;
\d{dlu(x, y ) -d ld lS A{x, y) | ^  cp, J / i ||2-b ,+‘,)cu2(||/i||)
for p ,q = 0,1,2, p + q S 2, where the constants cp q are independent on ||/t||.
Proof. Let Xj ^ x ^ xj+1, yk^yrSyk+1 (./= 1, ..., /1 — 1, k = \, .... m -1 )  and 
let define
u * { x , y )  =  My, k +  dj My, * (*  -  X j )  +  f)2 My, k O' -  JF*) +  y  Wy,* ( x - X j )2 +
+ d i #2 Uj,k( x -  Xj) (>■ - j ’fc) +  T  c>| My. k (y -  y*)2.
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As u£(y(D ), using the second order Taylor formula at the point (x j,yk) for the 
function n we have
\u (x ,y)-u*(x ,y)\ S  j  \d\u{^, nk) - d lu Jyk\ \x-X j\2+
+  \did2utfj,  nk)-(\^Uj,k\\x-Xj\ \ y - y k| + y  |#!«(£,, th)-dluJtk\ \ y - y k\2
^ - (^h+iy-aj v^+P) S |A|*«l(j'S*+7*),
where Xj-<^j<x and yk<t]k<y. On the other hand by Lemmas 1 and 2 we obtain 
Iu*(x, y ) - S j ' k(x, y)| =  \d1Uj,k- A ^ k0)\ \x-Xj\  +  \d2Uj,k- A (j%1)\ \ y - y k\ +
+ y  d\ Uj,k-  A<%0) \x -x j \2+ \dkd2ujyk-  Afa»\ \x-- Xj\ \y- yk\ +
+ -dluj,k- A W \y- y*l2+  2 ’
/i,v=0,l,...,í3^ /z + v=S6
\ A ^ \ \ x - X j r \ y - y k\^  si
— h2co2(h) + l2(o2(l) + (h + 1)2 h2 + 12) + 24h2u>2(h) +  24/2co2 (0 s
Combining these results
= 27||/i||2a)2(|!h||).
W(x, y ) - S A(x, y)\ = |«(y y ) - S Jtk(x, y)| si
— I«(x, y) -  u* (x, y)\ + \u' (x, y)  - S jyk(x, y )| S  
s28lA!*a»,(|lÄ|)
and so C0i0=28. As u£C2(D), we get dyu^C1 (D) and so the first order Taylor 
formula at the point (x j,y k) gives
diii(x, y) = d1tij'k+dtu(ZJ, r]k)(x -X j) + d1d2u ^ J, tlk) ( y - y k),
where x, yk<r\k<y- Let now
((h uY (x, y) = fhuJyk + <)\ uJ: k (x -  Xj)+dj d2 Uj, k (x -  Xj) (y -  yk),
then
\dku(x, y )-{d ku)*(x, y)\ =2
= |dfu(£j, nk)-d'ÍUj'k\\x-X j\ + \dkd2(£j, >h)~d1()2iiJyk\\y - y k\ =2
S  (h + l)co2{\h2+ l2)^2\\h\\co2(\\h\\).
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Further
I 0 i  « ) * ( * ,  y) -d iS j .k{x, y ) I  S  \huj,k-AW>\ +  \ftuj.k-2Afi*>\\x-Xj\ +
+  |di d 2Ujt k -  A f a »  | |y  - y *  | +  y  u l A f c ' m x - X j r - ' b - y t f *
p = l , 5 
v = 0 ,.. .,5  3S/i + v^ 6
S  |  Ao>a (A)+ co2( /F T /5)  + Am2(A) + Zoa(0 á
s ( l l 3  + i-)||A l®i (fc).
Combining these estimations
\diu(x, y ) - d lSA(x, y)| \d1u(x,y)- (d1u)*(x, y)| +  |0 i  «)*(*, y ) - S Jtk(x, y)| ^
S  (ll5 + l) ||A |K (||A ||) ,
that is C1>0=  115+ -^-. We obtain similarly for the partial derivative with respect
to the second variable by the symmetry C0il =  115 + /?. Now let us consider the 
approximation of the second order partial derivatives:
\dfu(x, y ) - d l S A(x, y)\ =§ |dfu(x, y ) -d lu Jfk\ +  \dluJik-d lS Jtk(x, y)| =§
— cu2(l/h2 + l2)+  \d\ ujy k -  2Af;k0) | +  2  ß i n - ^ l A ^ W x - x ^ l y - y ^  =g
/i =  2 , 5 
v =  0, ...,5  
3 í / t  +  v $ 5
S  to2(/A2 + P) + o)2(/i) + 232cu2(/i) 234w2(||A||),
that is C0>a= C a>u=243 (by symmetry). Finally
|d,()2u(x. y )- c»i<%Sj(x, y)| ^  \d1d tu (x ,y ) -d 1dzU]'k\ +  \didzUj'k- A (i\?)\ +
+ 2  H 4 s v» | |x - x / - 1b ' - Ä |v- 1 as
ßi,v =  l , . . . , 5  35/1+VÍ6
á  («2(fF T 7 5) + (h-h 'i y  m2( /F + F )  + 82ai2(A) + 82(o2(0 á  
~  ( 167 + ä ’+ ^ )ß,2 '^A^ ’
that is Cj x—167+—+ ^ , and so the theorem is proved, a
R em ark . O n th is  th eo rem  we have used th e  fo llow ing  n o ta tio n
s m s  Ax, y) =  d m S j , k(x, y)
for (x,y)€[xy,xJ+1]X[y*,y*+iJ (7=0,1, . . . ,« ,  A=0 , 1, . . . , /«).
We are very grateful to Professor János Balázs for many valuable discussions 
and encouragement in the preparation of this work.
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BRANCHES CONTINUES DE VECTEURS PROPRES 
GÉNÉRALISÉS. APPLICATIONS AUX EQUATIONS DE 
COINCIDENCES
G. TSAC
1. Les dernières années plusieurs auteurs ont étudié les valeurs propres géné­
ralisées, c’est-à-dire pour des couples d’opérateurs ( / ,  g), (le nombre Af R est une 
valeur propre pour le couple ( /, g) où / , g: F — F s’il existe x^O, x £ E  tel que 
/(x )  = Ag(*)) [2], [3], [6]. [15], [18], [23], [19], [22], [24], [31].
La raison est que plusieurs équations non-linéaires de la technique ou de la 
physique mathématique peuvent être présentées sous la forme, f ( x )  = Xg{x:), qui 
est une équation de coïncidence à valeurs propres.
Les équations de coïncidence dans des espaces de Banach ont été étudiées par 
la technique du degré de coïncidence par J. Mawhin [17], R. E. Gaines et J. Mawhin 
[7], M. Mininni [19] et par la technique du degré topologique par W. V. Petryshyn 
[23], P. M. Fitzpatrick et W. V. Petryshyn [4], [5], [6].
Des techniques différentes dans l’étude des équations de coïncidence ont été 
utilisées par S. Fucik, J. Necas, J. Soucek et V. Soucek [31] par M. Schechter, J. 
Shapiro et M. Snow [29] et par E. T. Dean et P. L. Chambre [3].
Dans cet ouvrage nous n’étudions pas le simple problème d’existence des 
valeurs propres pour le coupe (/, g) mais un problème plus précis.
Etant donnés deux espaces de Fréchet E, F deux cônes, Y^czE, K2c F ,  les 
opérateurs / ,  g: Кг-»К2 et deux voisinages de zéro Ux, U2 dans l’espace E  tels que 
Ü2aU i  et i/j П K, est borné, dans quelles hypothèses, étant donné un nombre 
réel A*>0, il existe x * F ( U 1\ U 2)Г )К ,  tel que, f  ( x* )  =  ?Sg(x*)?
Dans l’étude de ce problème nous n’utilisons ni le degré topologique, ni le 
degré de coïncidence, mais la notion de branche continue de longueur maximale 
de vecteurs propres pour des couples d’opérateurs. Cette notion a été définie dans 
le cas particulier des couples ( / , / )  par M. A. Krasnoselskii [14], [13], [12], mais 
qui n’a pas été suffisamment exploitée en analyse non-linéaire.
Ce concept nous permet de donner pour nos résultats des démonstrations 
topologiques élémentaires.
Nous présentons à la fin quelques applications et quelques directions de futures 
applications.
Nous remarquons aussi que le théorème 2 est une généralisation pour des 
couples d’opérateurs ( f , g )  du théorème de compression du cône de Krasnoselskii 
et aussi ce théorème contient comme un cas particulier le théorème classique des 
valeurs intermédiaires pour une fonction réelle.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 47H10; Secondary 46A40.
Key words and phrases. Nonlinear operators on convex cones in Fréchet spaces, generalized 
eigenvalues, coincidence equations on convex cones.
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Cet ouvrage est un développement substantiel de notre ouvrage [10].
2. On présente dans cet ouvrage les principaux résultats sur leur forme la plus 
générale possible donc, on considère des espaces localement convexes.
Si É(r) est un espace localement convexe on suppose que la topologie т est 
définie par une famille suffisante de semi-normes {||a}a£^ [8].
On considère les cônes convexes localement bornés qui ont été utilisés dans 
les ouvrages [8]—[10].
Soit K c £  un cône convexe, c’est-à-dire, K +  K c K  et (\/A€R+)(A K cK ); 
on dit que le cône K est localement borné [8] si et seulement si, il existe un voisinage 
U  de zéro tel que [/П К  est borné.
La notion d’ensemble séparant caractérise les cônes localement bornés ; le cône 
convexe K c £  est localement borné si et seulement si, il existe un ensemble А с  K 
séparant c’est-à-dire, A est fermé dans K, 0 $A et la composante connexe de К \Л  
contenant l’origine est un ensemble borné dans E.
Un cône convexe bien basé [8], [9] est localement borné et donc un cône convexe 
localement compact ou faiblement localement compact est localement borné [8].
Les cônes convexes semi-complets au sens de Mokobodzki [8] sous certaines 
hypothèses sont localement bornés [8], [9].
R e m a r q u e . Chaque cône convexe dans un espace normé est localement borné 
et donc les résultats qui sont vraies dans les cônes localement bornés sont vraies 
dans les cônes des espaces normés.
Dans cet ouvrage on utilise la caractérisation suivante d’un cône localement 
borné [8].
Le cône convexe K c £  est localement borné si et seulement si, il existe une 
semi-normep continue et uniformément positive sur K c’est-à-dire:
(Уа6л/)(Вуа >  0 ) ( V x € K ) ( y a |x!a == p(x)).
3. Soit E(t) un espace localement convexe et un cône convexe abstrait muni 
d’une structure de Riesz, c’est-à-dire on suppose qu’il existe sur une structure 
d’espace réticulé compatible avec la structure de cône convexe donnée sur 'g’.
Soit âdE la famille des ensembles bornés de l’espace E.
On dit que la fonction а : est une mesure de non-compacité sur E
si les propriétés suivantes sont vérifiées :
1°) (V-Qt, (df:AE)(Q1 c  fi2) => (a (fi,) == a (fi,))
2°) ( V  fi€ âÿE) (a (cô (fi)) =  a (fi))
3°) (V fij, ß 26 ^ ) ( a ( f i1U fi2) =  sup{a(fii), a(fi2)})
4°) ( V f i , , fia£ @ E)  (a (fi, +  fi2) s  a ( f ij  +  a (fi2))
5°) ( V f i € à ? E) ( V A € R ) ( a ( A  ■ fi) =  |A|a(fi))
6°) (Vfi6^i-)(«(fi) =  0 <=> fi est précompact).
E x e m ple s . 1°) L a  m e s u r e  d e  n o n - c o m p a c i t é  d e  H a u s d o r i f  [26].
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2°) Soit E(x) un espace de Fréchet qui a la topologie x définie par la famille 
suffisante de semi-normes {||„}ngN. On prend comme cône l’ensemble de toutes 
les fonctions a :N —[0, +°°[ et on considère sur (€ la structure naturelle de cône 
convexe donnée par : (a1+a2)(ri)=a1(ri)+a2(n) pour tout ab û2^  et tout «€N 
et (A • a)(n)=A • a{n) quel que soit AÇR ( , et n€N. La relation d’ordre:
h1^ û2<=>(V7)(;N) (a1(h)Sa2(n)) donne sur une structure d’espace de Riesz. 
La fonction <x\38£-+4! définie par:
[a(ß)](w) =  inf {d >  0|ß =  [J ß f, II,, —diám. (ß,) s
1 =  1
vérifie les propriétés 1°)—6°) et elle s’appelle la mesure de non-compacité de Kuratowski.
3°) Dans les ouvrages [26], [25], [4] on trouve plusieurs exemples de mesures 
de non-compacité.
Soit E(Tj), F(t2) deux espaces localement convexes, K] er E, K2c f  deux 
cônes convexes et un cône convexe abstrait muni d’une structure de Riesz.
Soit ap. 28E-~e6, a2: 28P--4? deux mesures de non-compacité précisées.
On dit que l’opérateur /  : Kx-*-K2 est de type (к , oq, a2)-Lipschitz si les affir­
mations suivantes sont vérifiées :
h) (V ß € « Kl) ( / ( f i ) € «  Ks)
/2) /  est continu
h) (3k€R +)(V ß€^Kl)(«2(/(ß)) S  fcaq(ß)) 
où 28Kl (resp. 38K.) est la famille des ensembles bornés du cône Кг (resp. K»)
Remarque. Si F est un espace localement convexe quasi-complet et/ ,  (к , cq, a2)- 
Lipschitz où k —0 alors /  est complètement continu.
Exemples d’opérateurs (k, oq, a2)-Lipschitz se trouvent dans les ouvrages [4], 
[25], [26]. '
4. Soit E(Tj), F(z2) deux espaces localement convexes, Kxc:£ , K,_,c:F deux 
cônes convexes et /,  g :K j—K2 deux opérateurs.
On considère les notions de vecteurs propres et de valeurs propres au sens 
généralisé comme dans l’ouvrage [31] pour le couple ( /, g).
On pose:
■ П / g) =  {x€Kj\{0}| ЗА S  0, f(x )  -  Ag(x)}.
D é f in it io n  1. Si K x est un cône convexe localement borné on dit que ( f  g) 
est une branche continue de longueur maximale de vecteurs propres sur l’ensemble 
A cK x si, pour tout voisinage ouvert U de zéro tel que t/ПК] est borné et dUC\A ^  
^ 0  on a, d U n ^ ( fg )C iA ^ 0 .
Pour les résultats qu’on présente dans cet ouvrage il est important de savoir 
quelques critères d’existence des branches continues de vecteurs propres.
Soit E  un espace de Banach et E* son dual topologique.
On note par < , >  l’application bilinéaire de dualité, la convergence faible 
et par la convergence forte.
Soit K jcE , K2czE* deux cônes convexes fermés.
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On dit que l’öpérateur / :  Kx—K2 vérifie la condition (5) si, pour toute suite 
{*n}n€Nc K i qui a la propriété que {*„}„eN- .\ '0 (dans le cone Kj) et ( f ( x „ ) - f( x 0), 
x „ - x o) ^ 0  il résulte que {x„}neN- x 0.
On dit que l’opérateur f : E1-»KS vérifie la condition {Sj) si, pour toute 
suite { 4 , cnc K! telle que {x„}neN- x 0 (dans le cone Kx), { /(*n)}neN -j€ K 2 
et ( f ( x n) ,x n)-+(y, x0> il résulte que {x„}„€N- x 0.
Remarque. Si l’opérateur f  vérifie la condition (51) alors il vérifie la condition
(S0).
Proposition 1. Sóit E  un espace de Banach séparable et réflexif, Kx c  E, 
K2c £* deux cones convexes fermés, f i : Kj ^K2 un Operateur continu, bőmé, homo­
gene de degré r qui vérifie la condition (S0) et g: K, ~^K2 un opérateur compléte- 
ment continu homogene de degré S.
On suppose qu'il est fixée une suite {En)níN croissante de sous-espaceS E„czE 
tels que, dim En = n et U En=E. Sóit B e Kx un sous-ensemble borné et fermé tel 
que O^B.
Sóit I„:En-*E Vinjection canonique et P„\ E*-+E* la projection duale.
Sóit : Kln = Ki n£'„, (on suppose Kln ^ {0}), K 2n — P„(fiLj), (onsuppose K2„7^{0}) 
pour tout nZN.
Si, pour chaque n£N il existe X„>q>0 et xn€ B Pl Kln tel que, P„f{x„) = 
— XnP„g(x„) et la suite {/.„}„ eN est bornée, alors il existe une brauche continue de 
longueur maximale de vecteurs propres pour le couple ( f , g ) sur le ebne Kj.
D emonstration. D ’abord on montre qu’il existe x0€B et A0> 0  tels que 
f ( x Q)=J.0g(x0).
Puisque B est borné et E  réflexif il résulte que la suite {x„}„6N contient une 
sous-suite faiblement convergente. On peut supposer (éventuellement on considére 
une sous-suite) que cette sous-suite est mérne {x„}„€N et sóit done, {x„}„CN^ x 06 Kx.
On prouve maintenant que la suite {x„}„eN contient une sous-suite convergente 
en norme vers x0 et que x 0 est un vecteur propre pour {fi g).
Puisque {/„}„eN est bornée (éventuellement on considére une sous-suite) on 
peut supposer qu’il existe 0<Ao =  lim Xn.
, It-*- OO
L’opérateur g étant complétement continu on peut supposer (éventuellement 
on considére une sous-suite) que {g(x„)}„iN-^wCK2.
Soit N fixáét v£Em ; si n^m {E m(zE„) alors, ( f ( x n), v)=(fi(x„), I„(v))= 
=:(Pn(f(x„)),v)=Xn(Pll(g(xn)),v)=Xn(g(x„),v) = (Xng(xn),v) d’oii il résulte que 
< f ( x n), v)-~(X0w, v).
La derniére relation est vraie pour tout v£ (J E„.
n i  N
Puisque U En—E  et l’ensemble {/(x„)}n€N est borné on peut prouver que 
{/(*„)}„ gN -V f-
On a aussi que, (fi(xn), x„)=(Xng{x„), x„)=X„(g(xn), xn) et on peut prouver 
que </(x„), x„)-+(X0w, x0).
Utilisant maintenant la condition (S0) pour /  on obtient que {x„}„€N->-x0 
et comme /  et g sont continus on a, / ( x 0)=lim  fi(x„)=X0w=X0g(x0).n~+oo
Puisque l’ensemble B est fermé et 0 cf B il résulte que x0 ^  0.
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Soit maintenant U un voisinage de zéro de l’espace E  tel que С/П Kj est borné.
11 existe g0> 0  tel que g^x^dU П Kx et alors on a, A0 g (e0 x0) = An $  g (x0) =
=  eS /(^ o )= es[/ (^(<?о*о))]=еГг/(ео*о), d’où, f ( e 0x0)= i0er0- ,g(Q0x0).
Donc le couple ( f  g) a une branche continue de longueur maximale de vecteurs 
propres sur le cône Ki. □
On considère maintenant le cas particulier des couples de la forme ( / ,  I) où 
I  est l’opérateur identique.
Si on analyse la démonstration du théorème 1 de l’ouvrage [9] on observe que 
le théorème est vraie même pour k = 0.
Donc on a le théorème suivant.
T héo rèm e  1. Soit E(t) un espace de Fréchet, K c £  un cône convexe fermé, 
normal, saillant et f  : K —K un opérateur (k, oc, u)-Lipschitz (&S0).
On suppose qu'il existe un ensemble A d  K séparant.
Alors:
1°) il existe une semi-norme p continue, monotone croissante et uniformément 
positive sur K.
2°) si: ôA>kdA où: <5.4 = inf {/?(/(л:))|л:€^4} et </4 =  sup {/?(л:)|;с£Л}, alors 
il existe A>0 et z£A tels que )f(z)= z. □
Utilisant ce théorème et l’ouvrage [9] on obtient les résultats suivants.
P r o po sit io n  2. Soit E(t) un espace de Fréche t, K d E  un cône convexe fermé, 
saillant, normal, localement borné et p une semi-norme continue monotone croissante 
et uniformément positive sur K.
Si f :  K —K est un opérateur (k, oc, a)-Lipschitz où k>  0 et sup {A|(x, A)£ 
où c€ est la composante connexe de Г ensemble 5,= {(xr, A)6KXR+|x=
/и
= А/ (a)} qui contient (0, 0), alors le couple ( f l )  a une branche continue de longueur 
maximale de vecteurs propres sur le cône K.
Proposition 3. Soit E (t) un espace de Fréchet, K d E  un cône convexe, fermé, 
saillant, localement borné et f  : K — K un opérateur complètement continu.
Si 5’={(a, A)€Kx R+|a = A/(a)} et <€ est la composante connexe de S  qui 
contient (0,0) et si, sup {A|(x, A)Ç^}X +  °° alors le couple ( f l )  a une branche 
continue de longueur maximale de vecteurs propres sur le cône K. □
La résultat suivant est une généralisation du critère du minorant monotone 
de Krasnoselskii [2], p. 401.
Proposition 4. Soit E(x) un espace de Fréchet, K d E  un cône convexe, fermé, 
localement borné, normal et saillant, f  : K * K un opérateur non-linéaire complète­
ment continu.
On suppose qu'il existe un opérateur S£ : K-<-K monotone croissant et homogène 
tel que:
1°) f(x) = $£(x)\ VxfEK
2°) (3 m0ÇK\{0})(BhÇN)(3/i >  0)(^"(wo) ë  pu0).
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Alors le couple ( /, /)  a une branche continue de longueur maximale de vecteurs 
propres sur le cône K.
D é m o n s t r a t io n . Pour chaque m£N on considère l’opérateur complètement 
continu,
/ . ( * ) = / ( * ) + - £ ;  Vx€K.
îYl
Soit U un voisinage ouvert de zéro tel que t/П К  est borné.
Le cône K étant localement borné et nonnal, il existe [8] une seminorme con­
tinue p  uniformément positive et monotone croissante sur K.
Puisque la famille de semi-normes considérée sur E  est suffisante et u0£ K\{0} 
il résulte que p(u0)> 0.
Si x£dUP\K, alors,
P(fm(xj) 3? inf p(y) ë  m~lp{u0) =- 0.ysm-i„0
Utilisant le théorème 1 il résulte qu’il existe хт £0С/ПК et Am>0 tels que,
A x J + l ï  =
Comme öt/ПК est borné et /  complètement continu, on peut supposer 
(éventuellement considérant des sous-suites) que {f(x^)}-^y  et (Am}-*-A* (quand 
m —*■ °°). (On observe que {Am} est bornée.)
On prouve que {xm}->x+^ 0  et A^^O.
En effet on a,
&{xm)+ —  u0 S  f(xm) + —  u0 =  A,„ xm m m
et donc, Л?(хт) =2 Amx„, ce qui implique,
(*): ^"(xm) S  A" xm.
De la relation, —  u0^X mxm on obtient, — et on peut considérer m tnkm
le plus grand nombre tm> 0 tel que, tmu0^ x m.
On a dans ce cas, tmJZ’(u0)^ £ ( ’(xm) et donc, tmSC"(u0) ä çgn(л-т).
Il résulte que, tmgu0^SCn(xm) S X"mxm d’où, xm^ t mX~"pu0 et utilisant la maxi- 
malité du tm on obtient, tmX~"pStm.
On a donc Ат ё ^ 1/л> 0 ; \/m £N  d’où A„.=lirnAm>0. Comme on a, xOT =  A~x 
j^ /(A-m) + ~ j - ^ -  A*1 [ v+0] il résulte que {xm}m€N est convergente et si x* = 
=  lim x m on a que x*€öf7HK.
m -*■ oo
En passant à la limite dans la relation f ( x m) H—— u0 = Am xm on obtient, / (xff =m
=A*jc* où A*>0 et x¥fJ)Uf\ K ce qui prouve la proposition. □
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R e m a r q u e . Si и0€К\{0} et K„0 k est le cône considéré dans l’ouvrage [1] 
c’est-à-dire :
Kuo-t =  (0}U {xdK\ 3a, ß >  0, ß/a. ä  к, к s  1, fixé au„ S i s  ßu0)
alors la proposition 4 s’applique dans le cas où l’opérateur /  est minoré par un 
opérateur â ’.K -*K tel que, il existe nÇN ayant la propriété que У ( К ) с К В|1
Des opérateurs ayant cette propriété sont étudiés dans l’ouvrage [1].
On termine ce paragraphe en remarquant que d’autres résultats sur l’existence 
des branches continues de longueur maximale de vecteurs propres pour des couples 
( / ,  /) se trouvent dans l’ouvrage [13].
Au moins du point de vue de nos résultats, l’étude de l’existence des branches 
continues de longueur maximale de vecteurs propres pour des couples ( / ,  g) où 
g ^ I ,  il est très important.
5. On considère dans ce paragraphe que l’espace E(t) est un espace de Fréchet.
On dit que l’ensemble KczE est un cône tronqué s’il existe un cône convexe 
Kj CZb’ et un voisinage convexe V de zéro tel que K =  Kjfl V.
Si, dans ce cas le cône Kx est localement borné alors on dit que l’ensemble K 
est un cône tronqué localement borné.
Soit Е(ту), F(t2) deux espace de Fréchet, et Kx<zE, K,czF deux cônes con­
vexes ou deux cônes tronqués.
D é f in it io n  2. On dit que l’opérateur g: Кх — K2 est strictement positif si, 
quel que soit Í ^ L nCK j une suite telle que limg(x„)=0 il résulte qu’il existe
П— oo
une sous-suite {x„J. convergente vers zéro.
R e m a r q u e . La notion d’opérateur strictement positif qu’on utilise dans cet 
ouvrage est plus générale que la notion d’opérateur strictement positif définie par 
Schaefer [28].
E x e m pl e s . 1°) Les opérateurs de type c-norm considérés dans l’ouvrage [20] 
sont strictement positifs. Aussi dans l’ouvrage [20] il existe plusieurs exemples d’opé­
rateurs intégraux qui sont de type c-norm. Un cas particulier d’opérateur de type 
c-norm est l’opérateur uniformément positif au sens de Krasnoselskii [ 12] c’est-à-dire 
un opérateur g: K->-K, (K étant un cône convexe dans un espace de Banach) tel- 
que, il existe bd R+/{0} tel que, (Vx€K)(||g(x)|| ^ b  ||x||).
2°) Soit E(xj), F ( t2) deux espaces de Fréchet, K] ci E un cône convexe et 
K2c F  un cône convexe normal.
a) Si, pour l’opérateur g: Kx—K2 il existe un opérateur strictement positif
h : K i—K2 tel que, Cx/xÇ_ ^h(x)) alors g est strictement positif.
b) Si, le cône K2 est localement borné et p une semi-norme continue uniformé­
ment positive sur K2 et il existe une fonction continue (p: K3-*-R+ et a, bd R+\{0} 
tels que, <p(0) = 0 et (VxÇ K1)(f/j(g(x))^ù[p(x)]<1), alors g est strictement positif.
3°) Dans l’ouvrage [28] il existe plusieurs exemples d’opérateurs strictement 
positifs. Soit £(*!), F(t2) deux espaces localement convexes, K1c£ ', K2c F  deux 
cônes convexes ou deux cônes tronqués. On dit que l’opérateur g: Кх — K2 est 
propre si et seulement si, g est continu et quel que soit C cK , un ensemble compact,
il
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l’ensemble g~1(C) est compact. Si E  et F sont deux espaces de Banach et g: E-+F 
un opérateur continu on dit que g est coercif si, ||x||->-°° implique ||g(x)||-*-0°.
Exemples. 1°) Sóit E, F deux espaces de Banach et f  :E-*F  un opérateur 
continu. Si, (Vx€.£0(||/(x)|| SC ||x ||a) oil a, CVR+\{0}, alors /  est coercif. Les 
opérateurs coercifs ont été utilisés dans [31],
2°) L’opérateur de Von Kármán [2] est propre.
3°) Dans l’ouvrage [2] on trouve des exemples d’opérateurs différentiels propres.
4°) Sóit E, F deux espaces de Banach et f : E —F un opérateur coercif. Si 
f —h+ g  oü h est un opérateur compact et g est un opérateur propre, alors /  est 
propre.
5°) Sóit E, F deux espaces de Banach, E étant réflexif et f  :E-*F un opéra­
teur continu et coercif. Si, quel que sóit {x„}„eNc £ ' une suite faiblement conver- 
gente vers x0 telle que {/(x„)}„eN est fortement convergente, il résulte que {x„}„£N 
est fortement convergente vers x0, alors /  est un opérateur propre.
D efinition 3. Si E(x^), F (t2) sont deux espaces localement convexes et / \E-+F 
un opérateur continu on dit que /  est (h)-propre si pour tout ensemble compact 
C d F  et pour tout ensemble borné et fermé BczE  l’ensemble f~ 'í (C)FB  est 
compact (s’il est non-vide).
R emarque. On a la mérne définition si / :  oil Kxc:E, K2c F  sont
deux cones convexes ou deux cőnes tronqués.
Exemples. 1°) Sóit E  un espace de Banach, E* son dual et / :  E-*E*. On 
dit que /  vérifie la condition (S +) si: pour toute suite {xn}<zE faiblement con­
vergente vers x telle que Gm (f(x„), x„ — x )^ 0  il résulte que {x„} est fortement 
convergente vers x  et {/(x„)} est faiblement convergente vers f  ix). Si E  est un 
espace de Banach réflexif, g: E * —E  un opérateur linéaire monotone (au sens de 
Minty—Browder), / :  E-+E* un opérateur borné qui vérifie la condition (-SV), 
alors I+ g o f  est un opérateur (fe)-propre.
2°) Chaque opérateur propre est (h)-propre.
3°) Sóit E un espace de Banach reflexif, E.xa E , K2€E* deux cőnes convexes 
fermés. Si / :  KX-^K2 est un opérateur continu qui vérifie la condition (-S0) alors 
/  est (h)-propre. En effet, sóit C c K , un ensemble compact, et ß c K x un en­
semble borné et fermé tel que f ~ 1(C)C\B = &. Sóit {x„}„eNc / -1 (C)nB une 
suite; éventuellement considérant une sous-suite, comme E est reflexif, on peut 
considérer que et {/(x„)}„eN— y€C. On peut prouver que
( f ( x n) ,x n)-*(y,x0) et alors la condition (S0) implique, {x„}„€N-*-x0. Done x0€ B 
et d’aprés la continuité de /  on a , f ( x 0)=y c’est-á-dire x 0é f~ 1(C)f)B.
R emarque. Les conditions (S ) et (S0) sont vérifiées par des opérateurs quasi- 
elliptiques dans des hypotheses trés faibles.
6. On présente dans ce paragraphe les principaux résultats de cet ouvrage.
Les démonstrations sont données dans le cas des cőnes convexes mais les résul­
tats et les démonstrations sont vraies dans le cas des cőnes tronqués.
Theoreme 2. Sóit iV/r,), F(r2) deux espaces de Fréchet, K, c:E, K2c f  deux
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cônes convexes localement bornés, fermés, f  : Kx — K2 un opérateur complètement 
continu et g: Kx — K2 un opérateur continu, strictement positif et (b)-propre.
Soit Ul , U.2 deux voisinages ouverts de zéro dans l'espace E tels que Ü2a  Ux 
et Ux П Kx est borné.
On suppose que les hypothèses suivantes sont vérifiées.
1°) £/’(fg )_ e s t une branche continue de longueur maximale de vecteurs propres 
sur l'ensemble (U f\U f) П K!.
2°) H existe /i*>0 te! que:
i) (x e -^ if g)(V)u1) & (f(x) = pg(x)) => /( <  P*
ii) (x£Sf(f, g)C\dUJ & (f(x ) = pg(x)) => p >  p*.
Alors p* est une valeur propre pour le couple ( f , g) associée à un vecteur propre 
jc*<EKi n(U 1\ Ü 2), c'est-à-dire, f(x*)=p*g(x*). '
D ém onstration . Puisque le cône Kj est localement borné et С^ПК* est 
borné, il existe une semi-norme continue p, uniformément positive sur le cône K* 
et un nombre réel /■„>0 tel que:
t/jflKt c  Bro = {xÇflpU ) — r„}.
On suppose que p* n'est pas une_valeur propre pour le couple ( f,g )  associée 
à un vecteur propre x*Ç.Kxr\(UJ\Ü^) et on considère les ensembles suivants:
m f  g)]° = { х € ш  g ^ x tü iW z} - ,
m f  g)]" =  { x t m f  g ) ] ° iя * )  =  pg(x \ p <  p*y,
[У (/  g)]> =  {х£[У(Л g)]°l/(x) =  Hg(x), P >  P*}-
Les hypothèses 2°) impliquent les relations suivantes:
m f  g ) ] °  =  1 Ш  g ) ]"  и  m f  g)]< ;
[ Ш  g ) ] >  п [ ш  g ) ] <  =  0 .
Puisque, [£E{f g)]X [ ^ ( f  g)]K ( f  g)]tí il résulte qu’il existe r > 0 tel que:
(1) : inî {p(x)\xÇ\Sf(J, g)]<} >  r et
(2) : vaS{p(x)\x£[Sf(J, g)]>} >  r.
En effet, si on suppose que: inf {p{x)\x^.[i^(f, g)]<} = 0, alors il existe une 
suite {x„}„€N, V«6N, x„e[5i’(/,g )]< telle que lim р(л„)=0.
П — oo
Puisque la semi-norme p est uniformément positive sur K il résulte que
{•*n}neN~- 0.
Comme le cône K, est fermé, il résulte que КгП(С1\С/2) est un ensemble 
fermé et comme [У’( /,^ ) ]<с К 1П(171\С/2) il résulte que OdKjiXt/iXt/a) ce qui 
est absurde. Par un calcul analogue on prouve que, inf {p(x)\xÇ.[£f’{ f,g )\>}>0. 
Donc on peut choisir r > 0  qui vérifie les relations 1°), 2°). On prouve que l’ensemble 
\£^(fg)]<  est fermé. En effet, soit {x„}„çNc :[^ ( / ,  g)]< telle que:
i*
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(3): /(*„) = png(x„) où: et {x„}„€N
convergente. Soit x0 =  lim x„; puisque (Vn€N)(p(x„)>r) il résulte que, lim p(x„) —
H со П-+-00
= p ( x 0) = r .
Le cône K2 étant localement borné il existe une semi-norme q continue et uni­
formément positive sur K2.
On prouve maintenant la relation :
(4): inf { ? ( g ( x ) ) | x € K l5  p(x) S  r} = г >  0.
En effet, si on suppose que, inf {g(g(A'))|xêK1,p(x)Sr}=0 il résulte qu’il 
existe une suite { ^ „ ^ c K j  telle que, (Vn€N)(p(j,,)Sr) et {tf ( g (>’„))}-~0. 
La semi-norme q étant uniformément positive sur K2 il résulte que o.
L’opérateur g étant strictement positif sur KT il résulte qu’il existe une sous- 
suite {y„k}-Iíh. 0 ce qui est impossible parce que, (V/c€N)(g(j„t)^r).
Donc la relation (4) est vraie. De la relation (4) il résulte,
(5): lim q(g(xn)) = q(g(x0)) S  s >  0.
П-+СС
De la relation (3) on a, q ( f  (x„))=g„q(g(x„)) d’où:
implique qu’il existe, g0 = lim p„=
l l - * o o
q(.f  (-vq))
q{g(xo)) '
_  g (/(*„))
q(g(x„)) ’
ce qui
On a que pa< /r , parce que si /t0= / r , comme х0^ 0  (p étant uniformément 
positive sur K\) on obtient que f ( x 0) =g*g(x0) et on a ainsi que p* est une valeur 
propre pour le couple ( /, g) associée à un vecteur propre qui se trouve dans l’ensemble 
Ki n ( t /1\C /2) ce qui est impossible. Donc l’ensemble \SP{f g)]< est fermé.
Un calcul analogue donne aussi que l’ensemble g)]1* est fermé.
Puisque l’espace L’(r,) est métrisable, la topologie rx est définie par une famille 
suffisante dénombrable de semi-normes { ||„ } / ,e N -  On peut supposer que la famille 
{IL}«eN est monotone croissante et dans ce cas la topologie xx est définie par la 
métrique :
q(x , y)  =  2  2 "П — 1
1*-j L .
i + k-.v|„ ’ Vx, y£E.
Utilisant la distance q on peut définir le nombre, dist ([ii’(/-g )]<, [5^(/, g)]>)- 
On démontre la relation suivante:
(6) : dist ([,9Xf g)]", [^ ( / , g)]>) >  0.
Pour prouver la relation (6) on suppose que, dist ([5''(/,g)]<,[5i’( /,g )]>) =  0. 
11 existe alors, {x„}„€n<= [^ ( / ,^ ) ] < et />£)]* telles que: f(y„) =
= p„g(y„) où /(„>/(* pour tout ndN  et
(7) : lim q(x„, y„) = 0. Mais on a les relations suivantes:
П -*- ©o
(8) : г'<р(х„У, r <  p(yn) S  r0; Vn€N.
Puisque /  est complètement continu et les relations (8) impliquent que {_r„}„£N
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est bornée (à cause du fait que p est uniformément positive sur K j il résulte qu’il 
existe />/>0 tel que, (\/ndN)(q(f(y„))^M ).
Les relations (4) et (8) impliquent, (Vn€N)(ry(g(j'n))^£> 0) d’où il résulte:
H* </'„ =  я(ЯУп)) m_.4(giy„)) ~  fi
Vh€ N.
Utilisant encore que /  est complètement continu on peut affirmer qu’il existe 
une sous-suite convergente {/<„_,}ieNc  et une sous-suite {ynj}jiKcz{yn}nèii
telle que la suite {f(y„j)}Jèn est convergente.
Evidemment, si g0 =  lim pltJ alors g0>0.
De la relation, f ( y nj) = p njg(ynj) il résulte que { g (y nj)}_,-CN est convergente 
et puisque g est un opérateur (h)-propre il résulte qu’il existe une sous-suite {y„. } 
convergente delà suite {ynj}; soit y0= \ im y nj ; évidemment ^„^0  et on a, /  (j>0)=
=Hog(y0)-
L’ensemble [^ ’(/,g )]> étant fermé il résulte que у0€[У (/, g)]>. De la relation 
(7) il résulte :
e(x„J , y0) S  Q(xnji, y„j ) + Q(y„]i, y0) -  0
ce qui donne que, j>0=  lim xHj. et comme [ ^ ( / ,  g)]< est fermé on obtient que,
Jo€[-^(/> £)P П[5^(/, g)]< ce qui est absurde.
Donc si, i/-d ist ([.^ (/,g )]’S [Sf(f,g)]>) on a, t/>0. Soit i/2* =  C/2UC/2> où:
U2> = {y£E\e ( x , y ) ^ j ,  x é \é f( f  g)]>}.
L’ensemble U2 est un voisinage ouvert de zéro dan_s l’espace E. Si on considère 
le voisinage ouvert de zéro, U2 C\lJ\ on a: U2 П Uya  Ür et l’hypothèse 1 °) impli­
que l’existence d’un vecteur propre xQ£d(U2 П Ui) П K, pour le couple ( / ,  g).
Puisque, ő(C/2 il résulte que x0€ [^ (/,g )]° . Mais
d’après la construction de l’ensemble U2 il résulte que *oí [Fé(f, g)]> et aussi 
x A [ ? ( f ,g ) Y  (parce que c’est en contradiction avec la définition du nombre d).
On obtient ainsi une contradiction en regardant la définition et les propriétés 
de l’ensemble [éf ( fi  g)]° et le théorème est démontré. □
R em a r q u e . Si dans les hypothèses du théorème 2 on a en plus que g* = l on 
obtient un théorème d’existence pour l’équation de coïncidence, / (x) =g(x) ; jc£ .
Le corollaire suivant c’est un théorème de point fixe sur des ensembles non- 
convexes dans un cône convexe d’un espace de Fréchet.
C o r o l l a ir e . Soit E(x) un espace de Frécliet, K c £  un cône convexe, fermé, 
localement borné et f  : K — K un opérateur complètement continu. Soit Ux, U2 
deux voisinages ouverts de zéro tels que Ü2czU1 et U1П K est borné.
On suppose que les hypothèses suivantes sont vérifiées.
1°) £F(f,])_est une branche continue de longueur maximale de vecteurs propres 
sur l’ensemble (U ^U ^C lK .
2°) (х€^(/, /)ПЭ£/а) & (/(*) = px) =» p  < 1.
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3°) { х £ Щ  1)ПШ,) & ( f(x ) = gx)=>g >  1.
Alors il existe un point fixe  x* pour l’opérateur f  tel que x*Ç KC\(Uf ^  □
Soit E(ti), F(t2) deux espaces de Fréchet, KxczE, K2c f  deux cônes con­
vexes fermés, un cône convexe muni d’une structure de Riesz et oq: SdE—(ß, 
a2: 38f ^ (€  deux mesures de non-compacité précisées. Dans le cas des espaces de 
Fréchet on peut utiliser le cône (ê  décri dans l’exemple 2°) du paragraphe (§ 3).
D éf in it io n  4. On dit que l’opérateur g: K 2 est (oq, «,)-coercif si et
seulement si :
(1) g est continu.
(2) g  est borné.
(3) (3c >0)(V/4 c  Kj, borné) (coq (Л) S  a2(g(^))).
P r o po sitio n  5. Si g: К х->-К2 est (oq, ot2)-coercif, alors quel que soit {x„}„eNc  Kj 
une suite bornée telle que {g(x„)}„€N est convergente, il résulte que la suite (x„}„eN 
a une sous-suite convergente.
D ém onstration . Si {a„}„£N est bornée et {g(x„)}„eN est convergente, alors 
a2({gOÜ})=0.
Puisque g est (oq, a2)-coercif il résulte que a({x„})=0, mais comme l’espace 
E  est un espace de Fréchet il résulte que {x„}„£N est relativement compacte d’où 
la conclusion de la proposition. □
T héo rèm e  3. Soit E(zL), F(t2) deux espaces de Fréchet, crE, K2c F  deux 
cônes convexes localement bornés, fermés, f  : K] ^ K 2 un opérateur (к , al5 ce2)-
Lipschitz et g: Kx->-K2 un opérateur (oq, a ^ -coercif et strictement positif.
Soit U1, U2 deux voisinages ouverts de zéro dans VeSpace E tels que Üzc: Ut 
et C/iflKj est borné.
On suppose que les hypothèses suivantes sont vérifiées.
1°) SA (fi g) est une branche continue de longueur maximale de vecteurs propres 
sur l’ensemble (Ü1\ U 2) ПКХ.
k2°) Il existe g* > — tel que :
i) (x£Sf(fi g)f<)U1) & (f{x) = gg(xj) => /I <  g*;
ii) ( x ^ i f  g ) fW 2) & ( fix )  = gg(x)) => g => p*.
Alors il existe х*€К1П(С/1\С72) tel que, fix*)=g*g(x*).
D é m o n s t r a t io n . On suppose qu’il n’existe aucun x*£K2n(i7 i\t72) tel que 
fix*)=g*g(x*).
Comme dans le théorème 2 on considère
m f  g)]°, m f  g ) v , m /  g)]" et on a,
m f  g ) ] °  =  m f  g ) r m n f  g ) r ,  
m f  g)?- n m f  g)]- =  0.
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Puisque le cône Kt est localement borné et 171ПК1 est borné, il existe une 
semi-norme continue p uniformément positive sur le cône Kx et un nombre réel 
/•„>0 tel que: (/1ПК1с.ВГ0={х££'|р(х)^/'о}, et comme g est strictement positif 
le même calcul utilisé dans la démonstration du théorème 2 donne que les ensembles 
sont fermés.
Soit {||„}„çn une famille dénombrable monotone croissante et suffisante de 
semi-normes qui donne la topologie Tj sur l’espace E.
Si on considère la métrique :
on peut démontrer que,
(1): dist([^(/,g)]<, 0.
En effet, on suppose que: dist g)]<, [&’(f,g )]>) = 0. Il existe alors {xn}„eNc
<=[5i’(/,g )]< et {jn}nCNc [ ^ ’(/,g )]> telles que: f ( y n)=png(yn), où p„>p.* pour 
tout tiÇN et
(2): lim e(x,,,jn) =  0.
П-+ oo
Mais, comme dans le théorème 2 on peut prouver qu’il existe 0 tel que:
(3): r< p (x „ ); r < ? W S r 0; N.
Puisque p est uniformément positive sur K, de la relation (3) il résulte que 
{j„}„eN est bornée et comme /  est (k, oq, a2)-Lipschitz il résulte que {/0'„)}n.;N 
est bornée.
Le cône K2 étant localement borné il existe une semi-norme q continue et uni­
formément positive sur K2.
11 existe donc tel que: (Vu€N)(q(/(> ’„))S M). L’opérateur g étant
strictement positif on peut montrer que :
(4): inf{çr(g(x))|x€K, p(x) S  r) =  e >  0.
Les relations (3) et (4) impliquent; (Vu€N)(i5f(g(j’,1))Se)>0, d’où il résulte 
la relation :
(5): (Vh6N) (/P /L q(f(yn)) Ä Щe )
Donc de la relation (5) on obtient que la suite {ju„}„eN est relativement com' 
pacte et alors il existe une sous-suite {ßnj} j^ c :  {/i„}„eN convergente.
Si p0= lim jU„ on a:
(6): p0 s = p * > j.
Puisque {/(jnj^-gN est bornée et /i0=  lim p„. on a:
{(/L 1 -  ^ ) f { y „ ) }  —* 0 ce qui implique : 
-  Уп'ЖУп))) =  0.
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L’opérateur g étant (als a2)-coercif on a:
(7 ) :  ({>’„;}) S  a 2({gO >„.)}) S  a 2({//o-1/ ( j nj)}) +  a 2({(№  х^ ~ Р ~ р К У п ) } )
d’où:
c«i ({yKj}) = Mo^kecidy^}).
Utilisant la relation (6) on obtient alors que ai({ynj})=0 et comme l’espace 
E (t1) est un espace de Fréchet il résulte que {y^l/cN est relativement compacte. 
Donc il existe une sous-suite convergente de la suite {УпД/çN'
Nous pouvons supposer que cette sous-suite est même {yBj}j€N. Soit y0=
= lim y„ ; puisque p(y„)> r  on a que p(y0) ^ r  et donc y0A 0. 
j —°° 1 1
Evidemment, g(y0) ^ 0  et la relation, f ( y nj) = g„Jg(y„J)  implique, f ( y 0) = 
= Ро8(Уо) et comme [^ ’( / ,g ) ]> est fermé on obtient, y0€[£f(f, g)]>.
De la relation (2) on a :
Q (xnj » Уо) — Q (x„j, ynj) +  Q (ynj, y0) -  0 ce qui donne : lim xn. =  ya
etcomme est fermé il résulte que y0£[£F(f, g)]1- C [éf(f, g)]<.
Donc, si rf=dist ([5^(/, g)]>, g)]<)> 0  on peut considérer l’ensemble:
Ut = UгU Щ où:
U t = {y€F |o(x, y) < y ,  х е ш / ,  g)]"}-
Comme dans le théorème 2, utilisant l’hypothèse 1°) il résulte l’existence d’un 
vecteur propre Kl t\d (U t П Ut) pour le couple ( / ,  g) qui a les propriétés suivan­
tes: x0£[Sf(f, g)]°, x0 ft [£P(fi g)]* et дг0$ [^  (/,* )]"  ce qui est impossible et le 
théorème est démontré. □
C orollaire  1. Si les hypothèses du théorème 3  sont vérifiées mais p* =  \ et
—< 1, alors il existe х*€К1П(С/1\ С 2) tel que f  (x*)=g(x*). □
c
Si E —F est un espace de Fréchet, a: d8E-+4> une mesure de noncompacité 
et g = I  alors g est strictement positif sur K c £  et (a, a)-coercif où c = l.
On a alors le résultat suivant.
C orollaire  2. Soit E(z) un espace de Fréchet, K c £  un cône convexe, fermé, 
localement borné et f  : K-CK un opérateur (k, a, a)-Lipschitz.
Soit Ux, U2 deux voisinages ouverts de zéro tels que, Ü2cz Ux et Ux П K est 
borné.
On suppose que les hypothèses suivantes sont vérifiées.
1°) éF(fil) est une branche continue de longueur maximale de vecteurs propres 
sur l’ensemble (C \\U 2) П K.
2°) Il existe g* > k tel que:
i) (xÇ.Sf(f, g)CldUt) & (f{x) =  px) => p <  g* ; 
ii) (xe£f(fi g)CdU2) & (/(g ) =  px) => p >  p*.
Alors,
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a) il existe x*£K(~)(Ul\ Ü 2) tel que f(x* )—p*x*,
b) si p* = 1 alors il exisle un point fixe de FOperateur f  dans Fensemble
KD( □
Corollairi: 3. Soit E(t^), F(t2) deux espaces de Fréchet, K1czE, K,c:F  deux 
cones convexes localement bornés, fermés, f : Kx — K2 un Operateur (k , ax, a2)- 
Lipschitz et g: K2 un opérateur (oq, a2)-coercif et strictement posit if.
Soit Ui, U2 deux voisinages ouverts de zéró dans Fespace E  tels que 02c  U\ 
et Ux D Kx est bőmé.
On suppose que les hypotheses suivantes sont vérifiées.
1°) £f(fig)_est une brauche continue de longueur maximale de vecteurs propres 
sur Fensemble (U j\U 2) DKj.
2°) y = max |a0, — j <  ß oü:
a0 = sup{/iI (3 x€SF(f g)DdUl) & (fi(x) = pg(x))}, 
ß = m {{p\(3x£SF(f g)f)dU2) & (f(x) =  pg(x)j}.
Alors, pour tout p*E\y,ß[ ilexiste x*£K1C\(U1\ Ü 2) tel que f(x*)=p*g(x*). □
Remarques. 1°) Les résultats de ce paragraphe, en particulier sont vraies sur 
des cones convexes dans des espaces de Banach. Comme les cőnes K1? K2 ne sont 
pas supposés saillantes il résulte que dans le cas des espaces de Banach, Kx ou K2 
ou les deux peuvent étre des sousespaces ou l’espace tout entier.
2°) Les résultats obtenus sont vraies sur des cőnes tronqués fermés.
3°) Les théorémes 2 et 3 peuvent étre considérés comme des extensions aux 
couples (fig )  généraux des résultats démontrés par K. Schmitt dans l’ouvrage [30] 
et du théoréme 5 de l’ouvrage [16] démontré par N. V. Marcenko.
4°) Dans l’ouvrage [10] nous avons donné une signification intuitive des théo­
rémes 2 et 3 dans le cas E=F.
5°) Si on analyse la démonstration du théoréme 2 (resp. du théoréme 3) on 
constate que le théoréme 2 (resp. le théoréme 3) reste vraie si on demande que la 
branche S f(fig )  a seulement la propriété suivante: dU O FFifig)ílAA0  seule- 
ment pour chaque voisinage ouvert U de zéró tel que, 1) lJz)U2, 2) t/flK , est 
borné, 3) dUaA.
Cette observation est importante parce que, il est possible d’avoir que le couple 
( fig )  a une branche continue de vecteurs propres sur le cőne Kx sans que la défini- 
tion 1 soit vérifiée sur A, en temps que les conditions précédentes sont vérifiées.
7. On présente maintenant quelques applications des théorémes 2 et 3.
a) Soit / :  [0, +°°[-*-R une fonction continue telle que, / ( a ) > 0 et / (h )<0 
oü: a,b£R, alors on sait qu’il existe x*£]a, b[ tel que /(x*)= 0. On
montre maintenant que ce résultat classique est un corollaire du théoréme 2. Soit 
mf =inf {/(x)|x€[a, &]} et on considére la fonction g(x) g(x)=mx; Vx€[0, +=»[ 
oü m est choisi tel que, g (x)> —mf ; Vx€[a, b}. On observe que g est continue,
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propre et strictement positive au sens de la définition 2. On a aussi les relations 
suivantes :
fli) /(*) + g(*)=-0; Vx€[a, b],
a2) g (* )> 0 ; Vx€[a, b],
a3) l’opérateur / + g  : R + R est complètement continue.
On considère les voisinages de zéro, U1—]—b, b[, U2—]—e, a[; e>0 et le couple 
d’opérateurs ( f+g,  g). Comme pour chaque a€[a, h] il existe A>0 tel que 
/(a)+g(a)=A g(a) il résulte que S? (f+g, g) est une branche continue de vec­
teurs propres de longueur maximale sur (i71\ i 7 2) n R + . Soit /<*=1>0; alors on a,
f (b)  + g(b) = ng(b) - g < l ,
f ( a )  + g(a)  =  g g ( a )  -  /1 >  1.
Donc, toutes les hypothèses du théorème 2 sont vérifiées d’où il résulte qu’il existe 
b[ tel que, /(**) +g(x*) =g(x*), c’est-à-dire /(x*)= 0 . □
b°) De l’application précédente il résulte que le théorème 2 peut être utilisé 
pour construire un algorithme par bisection pour approximer les solutions de 
l’équation f ( x ) = 0 dans un espace de Banach E, ordonné par un cône convexe 
K et où, / :  K—F, F étant un espace de Banach aussi. On suppose que par_une 
localisation grossière il existe U1, U2 deux voisinages ouverts de zéro tels que, U2c  
czUi, C/iflK et borné et que l’équation / (л)=0 a une solution dans l’ensemble 
(С^ХС/^ПК. On suppose aussi qu’il existe un opérateur g: K — F tel que ( f+g, g) 
vérifie les hypothèses du théorème 2 pour Ux et U2 . On divise l’ensemble (U1\ U 2) П K 
par un autre voisinage ouvert de zéro Us tel que: Ü2a U 3, U3cr.U1. Si pour le couple 
( f+ g ,  g) et g* = l les hypothèses 2°) du théorème 2 sont vérifiées pour U2 et Uz 
alors la solution de l’équation f ( x )  = 0 se trouve dans l’ensemble (6'3\ { / 2) П K, 
si non, elle se trouve dans l’ensemble U ^U ^.  On continue ainsi d’appliquer le 
théorème 2 à l’ensemble retenu jusqu’à ce qu’on obtient une localisation très fine 
de la solution étudiée. □
c°) Les dernières années plusieurs auteurs [2], [6], [18], [22], [23], [5] ont con­
sacré leurs ouvrages à l’étude des équations non linéaires qui sont en réalité des cas 
particuliers de l’équation : (*): f ( x ) —?g(X,x) où f . E - * F ,  g:RXE~* F; E et F  
étant deux espaces de Banach. L’équation (*) peut être étudiée utilisant le théorème 
2 (ou le théorème 3). En effet, on considère l’espace Ë=RXE,  le cône convexe 
K =  R + X.E et les opérateurs: / : K—F, g: K —F définis par:
/(A, x) = f(x)  ; V (A, x) € K,
g (A, x) =  Ag (A, x) ; V (A, x) € K.
Si les hypothèses du théorème 2 (ou du théorème 3) sont vérifiées pour le couple 
( / ,g ) ,  ß* = \ et pour les voisinages de zéro Ux et U2 bien choisis dans l’espace 
Ê  alors il résulte qu’il existe (A*, х*)€(1/1\ 0 г2)П K tel que: f(x*)=).*g(k*,x*). □
d°) Un modèle important utilisé en économie mathématique pour étudier les 
phénomènes de croissance est le modèle de J. von Neumann qui conduit à un pro-
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blême de valeurs propres de la forme AxsiÀBx, A et B étant deux matrices. Si le 
phénomène de croissance soit-il économique ou biologique n’est pas linéaire donc 
perturbé alors on a un problème de valeurs propres de la forme, f(x)^Xg(x). 
Ce problème peut être étudié par comparaison utilisant le théorème 2. En effet, soit 
E, F deux espaces de Banach ordonnés par Kxc E  (resp. K„c F) deux cônes con­
vexes saillants, et / ,  g :K t — K2 deux opérateurs non-linéaires. Par certaines esti­
mations on soupçonne qu’il est possible que 2*>0 soit un facteur de croissance, 
c’est-à-dire qu’il existe un vecteur de croissance Ki\{0} tel que / (л%) S  A*g(jc*). 
Pour prouver ça on utilise le théorème 2. On suppose qu’il existe f x, gx tels que: 
f  (x)Sfx(x)', gi(x)^g(x); VxÇKj. Soit ( / , , U2 deux voisinages de zéro comme 
dans le théorème 2. Si les hypothèses du théorème 2 sont vérifiées pour / , , gx, U1, U2 
et A*, alors il existe х ^ ^ Х Ь у П К !  tel que / ( x j  Sfx(x*)= A*gi(x*) ^ A*g(x+). 
Donc A* est un facteur de croissance et on a aussi une estimation du vecteur de 
croissance associé. □
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SOME BIVARIATE EXTENSIONS OF 
THE GENERALIZED WARING DISTRIBUTION
EVDOKIA XEKALAKI
Summary
The bivariate generalized Waring distribution results as a mixture of the double Poisson dis­
tribution. In this paper some probability models are considered that give rise to alternative bivariate 
forms o f  the generalized Waring distribution.
1. Introduction
The bivariate generalized Waring distribution with parameters a, k, m and q 
(B.G.W.D. (a;k,in ,Q )) defined by Xekalaki [7] is the distribution with proba­
bility function (p. f.) prj  given by
/| ix _  ß(k + m)_____ fl(rU)^(r)lll(l)  ^ *
v ' , r l  (a  +  e W  (a  +  k  +  Q +  m \ r+l) r! /!
r = 0 ,1 ,2 ,..., / =  0, 1,2, ...
where a ,k ,m ,Q > 0 and aw)= r ( a  + /?)/r(a), a> 0 , /?£R. The probability gener­
ating function (p.g.f.) of this distribution is
G(s, I) - gq+'”>— ^  m; a + fc + e + m; s, I)
( ö  +  ö )(fc fm )
where F1(a; b, b'; x ,y )  is the Appell function of the first kind defined by
F^a; b, b'; c; x, y) 2  
in, n
a(m + n) (^m) K'O
(^m + n) ml rtl
a, b, b \ c —a — b — b' >  0, (x , y)€[— 1, 1]X[— 1, 1].
The marginal probability distributions of X  and Y, the conditional distributions 
of X\ (Y=y) and Y\(X= x) as well as the distribution of X + Y  are all of the 
same form. Specifically, they are univariate generalized Waring distributions (U.G. 
W.D.) with p.g.f.’s expressed in terms of the Gauss hypergeometric function obtained 
from
( 1.2) p Fq ( U 1, b i, b2, bY, 2 ) = 'CT • • • jOp)[r) ^r=0 (bl)(r) --(bq)(r) >''■
1980 Mathematics Subject dassijication. Primary 60E05; Secondary 62H05.
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for p — 2, <7=1. The U.G.W.D. is a member of the family of generalized hyper- 
geometric distributions studied by, among others, Kemp and Kemp [2] and 
Sarkadi [3]. (For more information concerning the structure, properties and 
applications of the U.G.W.D. (a ,k ; o) the interested reader is referred to Irwin 
[1] and Xekalaki [4], [5], [6], [8].)
Xekalaki [7] showed that the B.G.W.D. can arise as the joint distribution 
of accidents incurred in two consecutive time periods by a group of people in situa­
tions where not only random factors are present, but, also, factors associated with 
the individual’s exposure to external risk as well as psychological factors predisposing 
the individual to accidents. In the same paper, except for providing a satisfactory 
fit to iccident data, the B.G.W.D. was shown to enable one to separately estimate 
the variance components due to random, external and psychological factors so that 
one can have a clue as to which kind of factors influenced the particular accident 
situation the most.
The derivation of the B.G.W.D. in the context of the above-mentioned accident 
situation was based on a mixed Poisson model. The mathematical nature of the 
mixing processes involved suggests the possibility of obtaining some more general 
forms of bivariate distributions with both marginals of the U.G.W.D. type. This 
can be done by slightly altering the mixing mechanisms concerned.
In the sequel, we provide various mixed models which give rise to such distri­
butions. Some properties and limiting cases of these models are also considered.
2. Some bivariate extensions of the generalized Waring distribution
We first give a description of Xekalaki’s [7] model.
M odel 1 (Xekalaki, [7]). Let Xx, X,, be nonnegative integer valued random 
variables (r.v.’s) whose joint distribution is the double Poisson with p.g.f.
(2.1) g(s, t) = Ax, A2 >  0.




JXK) =  Y ( k ) e (1/vUi;* ’’ v> k 0
(2.3) S (72) = -(i/v)x2A!"-1, m >  0,r(m )
respectively. Then (2.1) becomes 
(2.4)
v —k 00 v~~m °°
G(s, /) =  -2__  f  e-ai/vKi+vo-mA^-irfAjy—  /  e-(^/v)(i+v(i-<»A»-ii7A2 =r(k)  J W )  J
= ( l+ v ( l -« ))-* (!+ v ( l -/))- '" ,
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i.e. (Xi, X2)\v follows a double negative binomial distribution with parameters 
k, v/(l + v), m and v/(l +  v). Assume now that v has a beta distribution of the 
second kind (beta II) with parameters a and g and p.d.f.
h(v) =  ■ V - ^ l  +  0 .r  (Q)r (a)
Then the resulting distribution of Xlt X2 has p.g.f.
GX1X2(S, t) =  /  v - d  +  v)—C - ) ( l + v(l —s))-*(l+v(l —0 ) -mdv =
=  7 —, k, m; a + k + m + g; s, t),
(a +  Q)(k + m)
i.e., (Aj, X2)~B.G.W.D. (a; k, m ; <?).
Xekalaki [8] has shown that under certain conditions the B.G.W.D. 
(a ,k ,m ;g ) tends to the double negative binomial distribution with parameters
k ,m ,—-— and —- — , and to the double Poisson distribution with parameters 
a + e  n+i?
(lie cun-------  and ------- . Moreover, if the scale is at our choice, the B.G.W.D. can bea+g a+g
shown to tend to the bivariate beta II distribution with parameters k, m and g or 
to an uncorrelated bivariate gamma distribution with parameters k, m, 1 and 1.
M o d e l  2 . Let Xr, X2 be non-negative discrete r.v.’s whose joint distribution 
is the double Poisson with parameters Xp, and Xq and p.g.f. given by
(2 .5 )  g ( s ,  t)  =  X, p, q >  0 , p + q S  1.
Assume that A is a r.v. having a gamma distribution with p.d.f.
(2.6)
Then (2.5) becomes





J  g-A(«/4)(l + (Ii/a)p(l-s) + Wfl)9(l-0)^o-l (1% —
=  [ 1 + «’ {^(1_S) +  ^ (1_Í)}] ’
i.e., (X i,X 2)\b follows a bivariate negative binomial distribution with parameters 
a,bp/(a+bp) and bq/(a+bq).
If we now let b have a Beta II distribution with parameters k, g and p.d.f.
(2.8) /i(b) = n e + k)a -' b y (e+k)F(g)r(k) UJ l a)
g > 0, k >  0, b >  0, a 0
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the final resulting joint distribution of Aj, X2 has p.g.f.
(2.9)
f'.Yi,.Y2(S> 0 —
r i Q  +  V a - 1 b 'I-<«+*)
n o ) r ( k )  j  (a )  l 1 + a j
x [ l - l - j{ p ( l- s )  + ? (l —0}] d b -
X
=  , f (*l— 2F 1(ä, fc; «  +  e; 1 —  p —q + ps+qt).
(P + ehk)
The generalized h y p e r g e o m e t r i c  series in (2.9) is c o n v e r g e n t  for all (j, í)£[— 1, l ] x
X [ - l ,  1].
It c a n  b e  seen that
(2.10) GXl(s) =  GXi,Xi(s, 1) =  —  ä F > (a, k ; «  +  k + g; 1 - p  +ps)
w i t h  a  similar expression for the p.g.f. of X2.
G X r \ X 2 ( S )  ~  ° )  ~
(2.11)
_ 2Fi(a+x2, k + x 2\ a + k + e + x 2; 1 —p — q+ps)
2F1(a+x2, k+ x2; a+ k  + g + x 2; 1 —q) 
w i t h  a  similar expression for the p.g.f. o f  X2\X1 a n d
(2.12) GXl+x2(ß) — GXl,Xi(s> s) — . ... J '\(fk k ; a + Zc + g; 1+(/; + c/)(y—1)),
ya~rQ)(k)
i.e., the marginals and the convolution have all the same form.
We note that (2.10) is in fact a U.G.W.D. generalized by a binomial distribution 
with index 1 and probability of success p and can arise in situations where sampling 
is made with inclusion probability equal to p. Hence, (2.10) defines a more general 
distribution which includes the U.G.W.D. as a special case (p — 1). It is interesting 
to see that the factorial moments of the distribution generated by (2.10) are given by
(2.13) h(r)Cx) r ______a (r) b í r )______1 ( e - i ) . - . ( e - r )  •
It is also of interest to remark that in the case p + q=  1, (2.9) and (2.12) reduce to
(2.14)
and
Gyí.asO’) 0 — , k\— iF2{a,k\ a + k  + g', ps + qt)
\ a < Q)(k)
(2.15) 'Y1 + X; (s) Pk)(ß+  £?)(*)
■ 2Fi(a, Ic; a + k q; s ) -U.G.W.D. (a,k: g).
Moreover, (8.1.7) becomes
GXl[Xl(s) = .,F\(a+x2, k + x2; a + k + g+x.p, ps) 2F1(a+ x2, lc+x2; a-\-k+ g+ x2; p)
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which, provided that q>x2, is a weighted U.G.W.D. (a+x2, k+ x2; q—x2) and 
can arise in cases where the sampling chance (weight) is proportional to pXl, p S  1.
In the more general case when p+ qS .\ it can be shown, using an argument 
similar to that used by Xekalaki [8] that
(0 for Q -+», <7 — °°, —■——<1, 0 <fc<o>, the distribution defined by (2.9)




(ii) i f  we let a-~°°, q -*- °° while












M o d e l  3 . Consider and X2 to be two non-negative discrete r .v . ’s  whose 
joint distribution is the double Poisson with parameters X2 and p.g.f. given by
(2 .1 6 ) g(s, t) =  eAl(s 1)+Aa(' x>, X2 0.
Assume that (At , X2) is a random vector having a bivariate gamma distribution 
with p.d.f.
(2-'7> «  = TW W -ii
b =*■ 0, m >  k >  0, I2 ä l ,
Then, from (2.16) we have
0.
(2 .1 8 ) G(s, t) = b~" -k\ J J *r { k ) r { m )
X Xi~1(X2—X1)m~k~1 d f  dX2 =
J______  f  _
’tin — kl J
(Ai/6)(i + »(i-0) ( 1 \ m —k —1 *t/bt ) / eI,(l-s)r (k ) r { m   ) 
x í A . p í i  = _____1_____XU J I a2J b b r(k)r(m—k) J U J x
1 1
X f  e—l>A»t1-*)AÍ_1(l —X1)m~k~1 dXt d —- =
= 7 ^ y / i F , ( k ;  m; ^ ( s - O j e - ^ x i + K i - o ) ^ " - 1 ^
; T T T iT T T ))-  




where ^ ( a j ^ j z )  and iF0(a; ;z) are obtained from (1.2) for p = q = l and 
p = 1, q — 0, respectively.
If  we now consider fe~Beta II (a; g), i.e.
(2.19) Fja + o) F (a)r(g ) ba~1(l + b)~(a+e\ b >- 0, a, q >  0,
we obtain the final joint distribution of Xl9 X2 as
gXiX,(s, o = T § j r e^ ) /  ^ o + t r ^ i i + Ä O - o r ^ x
(2.20)
X [l +  b(l — 0 +  ^ (1 — s)]~kdb — g(t"I— F ^ a ; m - k ,k \  a+ g+ m ; t , t  + s - 1).(a + gj(m)
Note that the Fj series in (2.20) is convergent for (s, /)€[ — 1, 1]X[— 1, 1].
We have for the marginal distributions of Xx and X2
G x 1 (s)
(2.21)
and
, — Fi(a\ m — k, k\ a +  g + m; 1, s) =
(a + g)(m)






Fi(a; m—k, /c; a +  g +  m; r, 0 =
g (m )
(a + g)(m) 2^i (a,
m; a +  g + m; t)-U .G . W.D. (a, m; g),
respectively.
Thus, both marginal distributions of (2.20) are U.G.W.D.’s. This was expected 
due to the fact that the distributions of and 22 are, from (2.17), gamma (k, b~x) 
and gamma (m, b~*), respectively.
The conditional distributions of X2\Xx, X1]X2 and the distribution of Xx + X2, 
however, are not of a U.G. W.D. form. Nor are they of a more general form containing 
the U.G.W.D. as a particular case.
a
It is interesting to see that for a-*«*, q-*-<>=> while — 1, 0
the distribution in (2.20) tends to a distribution with p.g.f.
{l + g (l-i)/p } _m+*{1 + <7Kl-0 + O-s)]//>} *, P ~  1 ~gr.
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Moreover, for g — «> while “ o, aka+g a+g
am





Model 4. Let Xlt X2 be non-negative discrete r.v.’s and let their joint distri­
bution be the double Poisson with parameters X2 and p.d.f. given by (2.16). 
Assume that
(2.23) V r (g  + k)b~' [X1
m - 4 )
-(.e+ k)
r(g )r(k )
r ( g + m ) b ~ '  . a, v
<224) r(e)r(m) Ix J  11+ t J
Then (2.16) becomes
r (g  + k )r(g  + m)
(e + m)
X2 >  0, g, k, b >  0 
A2 > 0 , g ,m ,b >  0.
G(s,f) =
(Z25) x / e,<,- . . ( A ) - , ( , + i ) — > 4  =
_____ U. y-Lf™* f  eiiO-i) (.Íl I ( j . jM  Q d — x
{r(e)}2r(fc)r(m ) J  U  J l M  * x
= — [r(g)"^ ~ 1_e;  (1 —s)6)v5i(m; l ~ e ;  (1 -0 * )
where \js is the confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind defined by
I{/(a; c] z) = f  ta~1(\ + t)c~a~1e~z‘dt, a >  0, c — a >  0.
F \a) o
(2.26)
Letting b be a r.v. with p.d.f.
1
/(*) = r(u ) e~bba~1, a >  0, b >  0
we obtain the p.g.f. of the final resulting distribution of (Xlf X2) as
X1^ (m; 1 - e ;  b(l — t))db.
It can be shown that
 ^ r (l-c )'Ka-, c; z) =  - (1+ a_ c) 1F1(a; c; z).
12*
1 8 0 E. X E K A L A K I
Then,
GXl,x2(s, t) =  /  e~bba~11F1(k; 1 - e ;  6 ( l - s ) ) x
(2.27) XiFx(m; 1 — í?; b ( l- t) )d b  =
1 y  k ( r ) m (l)
r(a) rj (1 — ö ) c r ) ) ( l  — d)(Z)
( l-5 ) r d - Q ' 
r! /!
f  e - Z ^ a  + r + Z -1 ^  =  
0
y  g ( r  + Z)fc(r)»hn ( 1 - #  ( 1 - 0 '
í z  (1  — 0 ) ( r ) ( l  — e)(Z) r !  /!
where F2 is as defined by
F2(a; b, b'; c, c'; x, y ) =
=  F2(ö ; k, m; l ~ e ,  1 - e ;
N- fl(W+„)b(m)h(„)
ÍT« c(m)c'(n) ml n\ ‘
1 - s ,  1 - 0
The region of convergence for the p.g.f. given by (2.27) is |i—s| +  |l — l |< l .  
Clearly, (2.16), (2.23), (2.24) and (2.26) imply that
(2.28) Xl ~ Poisson (2X) ~ Beta II ( k ;  o)  - gamma ( a ; 1)~U.G.W.D. (a, fc; q ),
(2.29) A2~ Poisson(A2) - B etaII(m \ e) ~ gamma(a; 1)~U.G.W.D. (a, m; £).
Again, the convolution -Xi +.T2 and the conditional distributions of X2\ X1, 
AjIAg are not U.G.W.D.’s.
We note that the double negative binomial and the double Poisson can be 
obtained as the limit of (2.27) for suitable limiting values of the parameters. In
particular, for u—°°, q - * ° °  while _a --<1, 0 and the double






a  +  Q 
a m
a+Q
negative binomial \k, m ; —- — , —- — I distribution arises. Also, for a —°°, 




V a + Q  ’ a  +  e )
a + Q  
distribution.
and am 
a  +  Q
: oo we obtain the
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRIMITIVE ABUNDANT NUMBERS
ALEKSANDAR IVIÓ
Dedicated to Prof. P. Erdős on the occasion o f  his seventieth birthday
Abstract
This note contains improvements o f classical bounds for N(x), due to P. Erdős. Here N(x) 
denotes the number of primitive abundant numbers not exceeding x, where n is said to be primitive 
abundant if <t(«)s 2/i and o (d )< 2 d  for all divisors d  o f  n which are less than n.
I. Introduction
A natural number n is called primitive abundant (p.a.n. for shortness) if a(ri) n 
and a(d)c2d  for all divisor d of n which are less than n. Here as usual a(ri) is the 
sum of divisor function. In a classical paper P. Erdős [3] proved the remarkable 
result
(1.1) x  exp ( -  8 (log x  log log x)1/a) <  N(x) <  xexp ^-(logxloglogx:)1/2j ,
where N(x) denotes the number of p.a.n.’s not exceeding x. Although almost fifty 
years have passed since [3] was published, no sharpening of (1.1) seems to have been 
attained yet, and the aim of this note is to provide a proof of the following
T heorem . For x ^ x0(e)
(1.2)
xexp(— (61/2+e)(logxloglogx)1/2) <  N(x) <  xexp(—(12_1/2—£)(logxloglogx)l/i).
Here £ denotes positive constants which may be made arbitrarily small, and 
which are not necessarily the same at each occurrence. The proof of (1.2) consists 
of refining at certain places the original proof given by Erdős [3] and using the esti­
mate
(1.3) ¥'(*,>’) =  2  1 x log2 y  exp (— u log u-\-0(u log log w)).
n^x, P(n)^ y
This follows from the work of N.G. de Bruijn [1]; here P(ri) is the largest prime 
factor of «>1, 3<M=logx/logT-=:4y1/2/logT, 2 sy S x . Instead of (1.3) we could 
use sharper estimates (e.g. see [2]), but this would not give a better upper bound
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 10H25.
Key words and phrases. Primitive abundant numbers, sum of divisor functions, largest prime 
factor o f an integer, squareful 1 and squarefree parts o f an integer.
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for N (x) than the one in (1.2). It seems reasonable to conjecture that
(1.4) N(x) =  x ex p ( —(2?+o(l))(logxloglogx)1/2)
for some B satisfying 12~1/2<j5-<61/2, and an asymptotic formula of this sort 
does indeed appear for certain sums involving the function W (x, y) (see [4]).
2. Proof of the upper bound
In what follows let L —C(log x log2 x)1/2, log, x= iog  log x, where C >0 will 
be suitably chosen later. Note that using (1.3) we obtain
(2.1) V(x, exp L) <sc xexp(— (1/2C—e)(log xlog2x)1/2),
and so we may restrict ourselves to the p.a.n.’s not exceeding x  for which
(2.2) P(ri) > exp L.
Now every 2 may be uniquely written as n=qs, q=q(n), s=s(n), (q, s) = 1, 
where q is squarefree and s is squarefull (meaning p \s  implies p2|i  for any prime 
p). The number of squarefull s not exceeding x is 0 (x 1/2), hence the number of 
n ^ x  for which
(2.3) s — s(ri) S exp ((1/3 — e) L) 
does not hold is by partial summation
(2.4) <scx ^  s_1 <sc x exp (—(C/6 — e) (log x log2 x)1/2).
s>  exp ((1/3 — e)L)
Thus we may suppose that n is a p.a.n. not exceeding x for which (2.2) and (2.3) 
hold. We shall show that the squarefree part q = q(ri) of such n has a divisor in the 
interval
(2.5) /  =  |exp (LI6), j exp(L/2)] .
The proof is by contradiction. Namely by (2.3) we have n=uv, where we may 
suppose P(w)<exp (L/6) and p  >(1/2) exp (L/2) for all primesp dividing v. Denot­
ing S(n) = a(n)/n, S(ri) is multiplicative and S(u) — a(u)/uS  2 — 1 ju, since u is 
a divisor of a p.a.n. and consequently a(u )s2u— 1. If wSexp((1/2 — e)L), then
2 S  S(n) = S (u )S (v )^ (2 - \ /u )  JJ (1 +  1 /p) S
pit’
S  (2 -  exp ((£ -1  /2)L)) (1 + 2 exp ( -  L/2))c0^  S
— (2 — exp ((s — 1 /2) Lj) (1 + 4 log x exp (— L/2)),
where we used the trivial bound a) (r) slog x for co(v), the number of distinct prime 
divisors of v. But for x s ;x 0(e) the last expression is less than 2, proving that 
w >exp((1/2—e)L). Let q(u)=pip2...p, (pi <  ...</;, primes) denote the square- 
free part of v. By (2.3) s —s(n) divides u and .s-Sexp ((1/3—e)L), hence we have
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</(«)^exp (L/6). Since for i= l ,  we have pt-cc\p(L/6) by the construction 
of u, there must exist an m ( = / — 1) such that
Pi —Pm ^  exP (L/6) <  Pl-PmPm + 1-
Then setting d=p1...pmpm+1 we see that d is a divisor of q{u) which lies in 
the interval I  given by (2.5), and this is a contradiction. Thus our hypothesis is not 
true, i.e. I  does always contain a divisor of q{n) as asserted.
Having established this fact we resume the proof of the upper bound in (1.2). 
If (2.2) and (2.3) hold, then P2(n) does not divide u and
2 ^  S(n) = S(P(n))S(n/P(n)) = (1 +1 /P(n))S(n/P(nj) S
(2 .6)
£  2+2 exp (-L ).
Let Cl5 C2, .... CM be p.a.n.’s not exceeding x  which satisfy (2.2) and (2.3), 
and let D1, D2, . ,  DM be the respective divisors of their squarefree parts lying 
in the interval I. Then for j= 1, 2, ..., M  we have
(2.7) CjDi «  x  exp (log x log2 x )1/2j ,
and if we can show that all numbers CJD, are distinct, then we shall obtain
(2.8) A/«: xexp |--^ -(logx log2x)1/2j .
Suppose that CJDx—CJDj for some i+ y 'sM  Then
S(CJD,) =  S(Cj/Dj),
while
S(C,) =  S(CjDdS(Dd, S(Cj) =  S{CjIDj)S(Dj),
so that
(2.9) S(CdlS(Cj) =  S(D,)/S(Dj).
Since £>i and Dj are squarefree and /), +  D j, then it is readily checked that 
S(Di)?±S(Dj), and we may assume S(D/)>S(Dj),  say. Now
S(D,)IS(Dj) =  a(D)Djl{a(Dj)D)  => 1
implies
a{D,)Dj *£ <r(Dj)D,+ \, 
and since a(Z>,)<2/>, we infer that
(2.10) S(C;)/S(C,.) -  S(Di)/S(Dj) s  S  1 + (2D,Dj)-' > 1 + exp ( - L),
since £),+ /  and Dj£I. However, from (2.6) we have
S(C,)/S(Cj) ^  (2 + 2 exp (— L))/2 = 1+exp ( -L) ,
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which contradicts (2.10) and proves C-JD ^CJD j. Therefore from (2.1), (2.4) and
(2.8) we obtain
N(x) <  x exp (— (1 /2 C —a) (log x  log2 x)1/a) +  x exp (— (C/6 -  e) (log x  log2 x)1/2).
The exponential terms are of the same order of magnitude if 1/2C —C/6, i.e. 
for C = 3 1/2, which yields the upper bound in (1.2).
3. Proof of the lower hound
To prove the lower bound in (1.2) we shall employ the ingenious construction 
given by Erdős in [3], but we shall choose the parameters more carefully. Namely 
if P i< ...< p k are any k  primes between (k—1)2,+ 1 and k2l+1 (where of course 
l must be chosen in such a way that the interval in question does contain at least k 
primes), then it may be checked that all numbers m =2,pl ...pk are indeed primitive 
abundant, and it remains to choose suitably k= k(x )  and /=/(x) and estimate 
from below the number of such rrís not exceeding x. To this end let
(3.1) y -  D (log x log2 x)1/2, z =  D _1 (log x/log2 x)1/2, 
where D > 0 will be suitably chosen, and let
(3.2) e”- 1 <  2' =§ e*, k = [ z -  1 - l/(2D2)-e], 
so that eyz=x, and for x S x 0 (e)
z log z <  (l/(2D)+£>a/3)(log x log2 x)1/2.
Then we have
(3.3) 2lPl...pk <  erz*eO'+i)(I- 1-i/(au')-«)
S  x ex p{y+ zlogz  — (1/2Z) + D+Z»e) (log x log2 x)1/2 + 0(z)} ^  x: exp ^ ^  x ' 
By the prime number theorem we obtain
S2' + >
7r(fc2,+1) —7t((fc —1)2,+1) = /  - f —  + 0(k2‘exp (-I llz))^
(4 - 1 )8 '+ l
■yl +1
For r ^ k  we have
logk +  (/+ l)lo g 2 •+ 0(2 '/-2) > 2 ,+1/ - 1.
)*!
^  (r/k)k,kl(r — k)\
and so with r—[2i+1/_1] >ey~1y~ 1 we obtain, for x ^ x 0(s),
N(x) s  = exp{(y — 1 —log.y)(z — 1 — 1/(2D2) —e)—zlogz+O (log2x )} ^
^  x exp { - (D +  3/(2D) + 2De) (log x log2 x)1/2}.
The optimal choice for D is D2 = 3/2, D +  3/(2D)=61/2, which gives the lower 
bound in (1.2).
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ON SQUAREFREE NUMBERS WITH RESTRICTED 
PRIME FACTORS
ALEKSANDAR IVIC
D edica ted  to  Prof. Paul Erdős on the occasion o f  his seven tieth  birthday
Abstract
This note answers to a certain extent a question raised by P. Erdős concerning the distribu­
tion of squarefree integers n not exceeding x, all o f whose prime factots do not exceed y. This func­
tion is being compared to the number of positive integers n not exceeding x, all o f whose prime 
factors do not exceed y.
Let us define P(n) as the largest prime factor of n, P (l)=  1, and let
(1) ^2 (x ,y )=  2  )c(n)
/ !S x ,P (n )s y
denote the number of squarefree integers not exceeding x, all of whose prime factors 
do not exceed y .  This function is naturally to be compared with the well-known func­
tion
( 2 )  ' F ( x , y ) =  2  hn^x, P(n)-£y
which represents the number of integers not exceeding x, all of whose prime factors 
do not exceed y. Prof. P. Erdős has asked me in correspondence to investigate the 
validity of the asymptotic formula
(3) 'í’iix, y) =  (6jt-* + o(1))»P(x, y), (x, y  - 4
This is a natural question, since the density of squarefree numbers is 67c-2. 
We shall prove in this note the following result, which establishes (3) in a slightly 
sharper form for a suitable range of y.
Theorem. For any fixed e> 0  and
(4) exp ((log log x)2+£) sS y S  x 
we have
(5) y 2(x, y) = {67r-2 + 0((loglogx)-E)}¥/ (x, y).
Before proceeding to the proof of the Theorem we may remark that (3) cannot 
hold for all yS x , e.g. it certainly cannot hold for l<scySlog x. To see this, observe 
that we have
(6) y . f e y J s f M » ? « ,
k=o  V /
1980 M ath em atics Su bject Classification. Primary 10H15.
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where by the prime number theorem
On the other hand, P. Erdős [3] proved
W ( X ,  log X )  =  ^ i  +  r iD l'o g x /lo g lo g x  (jc  ^
so that lF(x, log x) is roughly !F2(x, log x) squared. Also using (6) and the simple 
bound
F (x, y ) == ^  ^  , u — [log x/\og y],
(see N. G. de Bruijn [2] or P. Erdős and J. van Lint [4]) we infer that (3) cannot 
hold for l<scy<logx.
The proof of the Theorem will employ the asymptotic formula
(7) 'Fix, y) = [ l +  Oe (- - j ^ 0  )) d  («), 
which holds uniformly in the range
(8) r  S  3, 1 s  a =  logx/logy ^  logx/(loglogx)5/3+£.
This was recently proved by A. Hildebrand [5], who improved earlier results 
of N.G. de Bruijn [2] and H. Maier (unpublished). The function q(u) is defined as 
q(u)=  1 for 0 ^ u ^ \ ,  uq'(u)= — q(u—1) for w £l, and for u —°° N. G. de Bruijn
[1] has obtained the asymptotic formula
L>(u) — exp {-«(log w+log2 w -l+ (lo g 2 u l)/log «+0((log2 «/log w)2))},
where log2 « d o g  log w. To prove the Theorem we start from
/?(«) =
if n is squarefree, 
otherwise.
Then we may write
F A x ,y )=  2  2  lAd) =
n S x , P ( n ) S y  d2\n
(9) =  2  fi(d) 2  1 =  2  ti(d)'i'(xld2, >■) =
d S x l/2,P (d )sy  d S x ' ,2,P(d)my
=  2  {1 + O ((log log x)~1_ £)} /i (d) xd _2 0 («—2 log d/log y),
d X x l/2,P(d)Sy
where in view of (4) and (8) we used (7) to estimate 1P(x/d2,y). To estimate the 
terms of the last sum in (9) for which d - 'D —Qog log x)£, we shall use the ine­
quality
( 10) q («—t) <sc g(«)(«iog2 («+ i))f.
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This was proved by Hildebrand [5] to hold uniformly for u ^ l  and O^f&u. Using
(10) we obtain
2  d~2Q (« — 2 log d/log y) <sc <?(«) 2  exp Í2(log u + 2 log log («+1)) } <g
d=~D d>D  t logy j
<k üiujD”1 exp (3D log log x/(logy)) <*; e(w)(loglogx)-£
which gives
^2(x,y) = 2  ( l+ 0 (D ~ 1j)x(i(d)d-2Q(u — 2logd/logy) + 0(xe(u)D-1).
d?SD
Next note that q(u) is non-increasing for «SO, and that from its definition 
one has
b
e(a)-Q(b)=  f  e i t - ^ t ^ d t .
a
Thus using (10) again we have, for lsd sZ )= (lo g  log x)%
q («) -  q («  -  2 log dtlog y )  <K Q (u - 1 -  2 log d/log y) log d/(u log y )  <k 
<s; q(«) u2loBd,losy (log log ^ )2+41°8‘i/|oej’ log d/log y <sc q («) log d(log log x)~e. 
Therefore we have in view of (7)
SV*,y) =  (1 +0(D-i))x 2  v (d )d -2Q(u) + 0 (x Q(u)D-') =
d ^ D
= (6n~2+0(D~1))xQ(u) = |67t“2 + 0((log log x)-E)} 'P (x, y),
which was to be proved. A reasonable conjecture is that (5) (or at least (3)) holds 
in the range log 1+‘x S y S x .
It may be also remarked that the foregoing proof may be easily generalized 
to hold for k -free numbers also. Recall that for &S 2 fixed a number is k-free if 
it is not divisible by any pk, p prime, and
r 1 if n is fc-free, 
dif„ ^  ^  { 0 otherwise.
oo
Repeating the above proof and using 2  ^(«)7Í~~* =  1/£(&)> we obtain
n = 1
S\(*. y) =  { \/( (k )+ 0 ((log logx)-£)} «P(x, y)
for y satisfying (4), where T k(x, y) is the number of /c-free numbers not exceeding x, 
all of whose prime factors do not exceed y.
Acknowledgement. I wish to thank the referee for useful remarks and Mat. 
Inst, and Rep. Zaj. of Serbia (Belgrade) for financing this research.
Note added in proof (25 July, 1986). Recently, the author and G. Tenenbaum 
(Local densities over integers free of large prime factors, Quart. J. Math. Oxford 
Ser. (2)37 (1986), 401—417) proved that (3) holds if and only if logy/log log x-* »  as
X — oo.
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STEINNESS AND THE VANISHING OF COHOMOLOGY
GUNNAR BERG
Introduction
The main result of this note is that a relatively compact, open subspace X  of 
a Stein space is a domain of holomorphy if the Dolbeault cohomology groups 
H P( X ,  0) ) vanish for p >  0.
Arguably the most important result in the theory of Stein manifolds and Stein 
spaces is the so-called Theorem B of Cartan and Serre. This theorem states that the 
cohomology groups H p ( X ,  #"), where X  is a Stein space and &  is a coherent analytic 
sheaf on X ,  vanish if p >0 (see for example [4], p. 243).
Among the many consequences we mention:
(i) Theorem A, i.e. global sections of coherent analytic sheaves generate the 
stalks, [7];
(ii) holomorphic functions on closed subvarieties extend to the whole space 
([4], p. 245);
(iii) the first Cousin problem is always solvable ([4], p. 248).
As for the vanishing of cohomology in general, it is known that for any complex 
space X  and coherent analytic sheaf 2F on X ,  H P( X ,  &r)= 0 for p ^ d i m X  (cf. [6]), 
and H P( X , . ' F ) = 0 for /)=dim X ,  at least if X  has no compact «-dimensional 
branch [9],
Concerning the converse of Theorem B, it is easy to see that if H 1(X,£?)=0 
for every sheaf of ideals of 0, where 0 denotes the sheaf of germs of holomorphic 
functions on X ,  then X  is Stein (cf. [4], p. 246). The problem treated here is to decide 
to what extent the vanishing of the Dolbeault cohomology groups HP(X, 0), /?=► 0, 
guarantees that the space is Stein.
To begin with H p (P„, 0)=O for p > 0 ,  where P„ is the «-dimensional projec­
tive space. This is shown in [3], (p. 118), using Hodge theory. Since P„ is compact 
the only global holomorphic functions are the constants and hence they do not 
separate the points on P„ which consequently cannot be Stein. On the other hand 
it was shown by Läufer [5] that if X  is a Riemann domain over a Stein manifold, 
such that holomorphic functions separate the points on X, then X  is Stein if the 
higher Dolbeault groups vanish. This result was generalized by Siu in [8], who re­
moved the condition of holomorphic separability. He also showed that dime HP(X, 0), 
p  >0, cannot even be countable unless X  is Stein.
13
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As for spaces, it has recently been shown by Fomaess and Narasimhan, [2], 
that i i X i s  locally Stein1, and relatively compact in a Stein space, then the vanishing 
of H P(X, 0) for 0 implies that X  is Stein.
In this note we will show, using results from [1], that
(i) if we remove the condition of local Steinness we can still deduce that X  is a 
domain of holomorphy,
(ii) i f *  is relatively compact in a Stein manifold we get under the same condi­
tions that *  is Stein, i.e. we get an alternative proof of (a special case of) Laufer’s 
result.
Main results
In the following we assume that *  is an open, relatively compact subspace of 
a Stein space S. This implies that *  has finite dimension which we denote by p. 
Consequently, using a result mentioned above, we have that Hq(X, J r ) =  0 for 
q>p,  for every coherent analytic sheaf S' on X.
It may be remarked here that the vanishing of the groups H q(X, S' ) for large 
q easily follows using the definition of the Cech cohomology and the fact that *  
has finite covering dimension, i.e. every open cover can be refined so that the intersec­
tion of any 2p+2 open sets is empty.
The reasoning to obtain the following result is more or less standard; we include 
it for completeness.
A. I f  H q(X, @)=0 for q > 0, it follows that for every coherent sheaf S' on 
S  we have that Hq{X, S ')~ 0  for  q> 0.
P r o o f . To begin with we note that H q(X,Or) = 0 for q>0, r>0. This follows 
immediately using the long exact cohomology sequence corresponding to the short 
exact sequence
o -  0  -  Qs -» 0 s- 1 -  o
and induction.
Let us now take a compact subspace K of S’ such that Xc.K. Since S  is Stein 
the holomórphically convex hull K of K is compact. From Theorem A we then 
have an exact sequence
S'-*-o
on K. Let Sfx be the kernel o f cpx. This is a coherent analytic sheaf and the sequence
0 -* -  (9ri -  J57-  0
is exact. Using the corresponding long exact sequence we deduce that H q(X, S r)= 
—H q+1(X, Jfi) for q>  0. Repeating the argument with Sfx replacing S' and Jf2 
denoting the corresponding kernel we obtain H q(X, & )= H q+2(X, ,?f2) and so, 
after n steps, Hq(X, S ')= H g+n (X, SCn). But the right-hand side vanishes for n 
sufficiently large as we saw above, and A is demonstrated.
Let Y be a hypersurface in S  defined as the zero-set of a non-constant holo- 
morphic function on S.
1 I.e. if every point on the boundary of X  has a neighbourhood U such that U n X  is Stein.
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B. Every holomorphic function on X(~)Y extends to X.
Since the ideal sheaf J  defined by Y is a coherent analytic sheaf on S, it follows 
from A that H 1(X , . f )= 0. The extendability then follows in the usual manner 
(cf. [4], p. 245).
Theorem 1. I f  X  is an open, relatively compact subspace o f  the Stein space 
S, and Hq(X, @)=0 for  (/ >0, then X is a domain o f holomorphy.
Proof. Let the dimension of X  be p. If p = 2 the result follows from Theorem 
2 of [1] and the fact that all 1-dimensional complex spaces are Stein ([4], p. 270), 
and hence domains of holomorphy, if we appeal to B above.
Assume that the theorem is proved for p<n. If Y is a hypersurface in S  as 
above, then Y is Stein, dim (YC\X)Sn~  1, and from A we have that H q(YC\X,0)— 
=  0 for <y >0. From the induction hypothesis it follows that Y f]X  is a domain 
of holomorphy, and using B and Theorem 2 of [1] we deduce that X  is a domain 
of holomorphy.
Theorem 2. Let X  be an open, relatively compact submanifold o f  the Stein 
manifold S. I f  H q(X, 0) = 0 for 0, then X  is Stein.
Proof. Since the general solvability of the Cousin I problem on a manifold 
Z  follows from the fact that H 1{Z, $) = (), we see that X  is a Cousin I submanifold 
of S, and from A it follows that the same is true for all closed submanifolds of X, 
defined as the zero-sets of non-constant holomorphic functions on S. The result 
is now a consequence of Theorem 6 in [1].
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BERRY—ESSÉEN THEOREMS FOR SIGNED LINEAR 
RANK STATISTICS UNDER NEAR LOCATION ALTERNATIVES
MUNSUP SEOH and M ADAN L. PURI
Summary
Berry—Esséen theorems for signed linear rank statistics with bounded score generating func­
tions are established under near location alternatives.
1. Introduction
Let XN1, XN2, ..., XNN be independent r.v.’s (random variables) such that 
XNJz=A0Nj+Yj,  lS /á iV , where 0N/ s  are unknown location parameters, A is a 
real parameter, {Y^JLx is a sequence of i.i.d. (independently and identically distrib­
uted) r.v.’s with a common c.d.f. (cumulative distribution function) F(x) and a 
p.d.f. (probability density function) f(x ) .  Let Rfjj, 1 S j ^ N ,  be the rank of |TNy| 
among {| | : We consider the signed linear rank statistic
N
(1-0 1'n = 2  cNjONR+ sgn XNJ
j = i  NJ
where cN1, cN2, ..., cNN are arbitrary regression constants; aN1, aN2, ..., aNN are 
scores;and sg n x = l or — 1 according as x&0 or x<0.
We assume that the scores aNJ, lS /S iV , are generated by some known func­
tion / ( / )  (called a score generating function) defined on the open interval (0,1) 
in either of the following two ways:
(1.2) aNJ =  EJ(Un.j), j  = 1, 2, ..., N  (exact scores)
(1.3) aNJ = J(EUN:j), j  = 1, 2, ..., N  (approximate scores)
where UN:j denotes the /-th order statistic in the random sample of size N  from the 
uniform distribution on (0, 1).
The asymptotic normality of T„ was established under very general conditions 
(Hájek [6] and Husková [9]). It was also shown by Hájek [6] that, when 
/ (x) is symmetric, the test of the hypothesis H: A —0 against A > 0  is asympto­
tically most powerful under suitable assumptions. Recently, to get more precise 
information than asymptotic normality can provide, the rate of convergence to 
asymptotic normality and Edgeworth expansions (see e.g. Bickel [2]) has been 
investigated by several authors. Under the hypothesis H, when f  (x) is symmetric, 
Puri and Seoh [15], [16] have derived Berry—Esséen bounds of order 0(N~112)
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 60F05, 62E20; Secondary 62G10. 
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and Edgeworth expansions with remainder o(N *) for a wide class of score generat­
ing functions, including normal scores case. For the corresponding study of similar
.............. N
problems in the case of unsigned linear rank statistic of the form Tv= ^  cNjaNRrfJ,
j = i
where RNj is the rank of XNj among {ZVfc; 1 ^ k s N ) ,  the reader is referred to Hájek 
[6], [7] and Dupác and Hájek [4] (for asymptotic normality); Jurecková 
and Puri [12], Bergström and Puri [1], Husková [10], [11] (for the rate of 
convergence); and Does [3] (for the rate of convergence and Edgeworth expan­
sions), among others.
Recently, Puri and Wu [17] have derived a bound of order 0(N ~ 1,2+S), 
<5>0, under the null hypothesis, viz. A — 0, and under contiguous location alter­
natives, for the rate of convergence to normality of the statistic (1.1.) with approxi­
mate scores assuming that the score generating function satisfies Lipschitz’s con­
dition of order one.
In this paper, we derive the Berry—Esséen bound 0 (N ~ 112) for the statistic 
(1.1) with exact as well as approximate scores for the case of near location alterna­
tives satisfying Assumption B below. Our assumptions on c’s, 0’s and F are relatively 
milder than those in Puri and Wu [17], On the other hand, our assumption on 
the score generating function /  is slightly stronger than that in Puri and Wu (op. cit.):
2. Assumptions and main theorems 1 i
Throughout this paper, we make the following assumptions.
A s s u m p t io n  A. The regression constants cN1,cN2, ..., cNN satisfy
2c%j = 1, ihv,-l3 = 0(A-n
i =1 i =1
A s s u m p t io n  B. The location parameters 0,V1, dN2, ..., 9NN satisfy
2  lő*;!3 = 0{N-'l2).
1=i
A s s u m p t io n  C. The p.d.f. / (x) is symmetric about Zero and has a Radon— 
Nikodym derivative f ' ( x )  with respect to the Lebesgue measure such that
co 
— a o
A s s u m p t io n  D. The score generating function J  is differentiable on (0,1),
i
J  J2(t)dt = 1 and the derivative J' satisfies Lipschitz’s condition of order <5, 0<<5s 1; 
o
i.e.
\ J \ s ) - J ' { t ) \ ^  A \s- t \ l, 0 <  s, t <  1,
for some positive constant A.
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Defining for each N, 1,
(2.1) x% = < r \ n )  = Var Tfi, = t  -  £7*), 
we state our main theorems.
Theorem 2.1. I f  Assumptions A through D are satisfied, then as V  — °° 
sup |P(7]J x)-<f>(x)| =  OCV-1/2)
where <P(x) is the standard normal c.d.fi
We need a stronger assumption to get simple normalizing constants by 
removing terms of order 0(N ~ l/2) in asymptotic expansions of ETfi and Var T£,
Assumption E. The second Radon—Nikodym derivative f  ix )  exists and
/  | / " ( * ) |d x < ~ .
Theorem 2.2. Suppose Assumptions A through E are satisfied. Then as N
(2.2) sup |P(rw+ - p N S  x)-<f>(x)| =  O(N-W)
X
where
Hn = 2 cnj /  ^ (F +(|x|)) sgn x(f (x-0NJ) -fix)) dx 
y=i -1
and F+(x) is the c.d.fi o f  the r.v. |T1|.
Remark 2.1. If the third integrable Radon—Nikodym derivative exists, then
dN= Z cNjOnj f  J (F +(\x\)sgnxfi'(x)dx+0(N~1/i) -
j = i
= . 2  CnjOnj f  J (Ofj 0 ^ 0  dt+0(N~112).
Remark 2.2. Assumptions A and B are well-known and quite satisfactory for
N
practical purposes. Note that Assumption B implies that 2  ^nj—0(1).
j=i
Remark 2.3. Assumption C implies that /  is absolutely continuous and bounded. 
Furthermore lim /(x )= 0  and J  f ' ( x ) d x = 0 (see e.g. Hájek and Sidák [8], 
p. 20).
Remark 2.4. Assumption D is rather restrictive. It requires that the score 
generating functions be bounded. Thus it does not cover the normal scores case. 
But note that our Assumption D is weaker than one of assuming bounded second 
derivatives.
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We note that we can replace A0NJ by simply 0NJ without loss of generality. 
From now on, we shall omit indices N  in cNJ, aNJ, RNJ, XNJ, 0Nj, etc., whenever it 
causes no confusion. The constant 5 is reserved to denote the order of Lipschitz’s
condition (c.f. Assumption D). We shall also omit bounds of integration J  f  (x ) d x
—  oo
etc. if integration is taken over the whole real line.
3. Three lemmas
In  this section we prove three lemmas which play important roles in the proofs 
of our main theorems.
L e m m a  3.1. Suppose Assumption C is satisfied. Let v (xx, x2, .. .,  xN) be a function 
o f  N  independent variables x lt x 2, ..., xN and define a r.v. VN=v(\X1\, \X2\, ..., |ZN|). 
/ / E \V„\ ■< O O ,  then we have, for distinct indicesj\,j2, 1 = n  = A7,
(3.1)
E(Fn n s g n i r j  =  E[E{Fw|Xh ,X h , ..., XJn} n sgnJT j =
V — 1 v = 1
=  / •  • ■/ E %  I Xjt = y i» • • •, x jn =  *} n {sgn *  ( / ( *  -  0Jv) - / ( * ) )  dyv}
Furthermore, i f  there is constant KN (depending only on N) such that 
|E{V/iiXjlt Xh , ...,'XJn}\^KN, we have
(3.2) |E (VN [[  sgn XJv)\ S  Ks f t  i^ J  ( / \ f  (01 * ) ’•
V —  1  V =  1
P r o o f . Noting that E {VN\XJl, ..., XJn} is a function of \XJx\, ..., \XJn\, we set 
(3.3) 0(1*1, i* |, |* |)  =  l % \ X h = * ,  ..., XJn = yn}.
Since the vector (sgn Fl5 sgn Y 2, ..., sgn Y„), of which components are i.i.d. with 
zero means, is independent of the vector (|Ti|, |F2|, ..., |F„|) (see e.g. Hájek and 
Sidák [8]), we have
(3.4)
/•••/0(1*1, •••, 1*1) f l  {sgn* / ( * )  d y Y}  =
J  J  V = 1
= É lű d ü l, | r 2|, ..., |T„|) n sgn Yy} = 0.
V =  1
Also it follows by Fubini’s theorem that
( 3 . 5 )  / . . . / 0 ( | * | ,  . . . ,  | * | )  U  { s g n * g ( * )  d y v}  =  0
J J »=i
if g ( y v) = f ( y , —0jf) or = / ( * ) ,  l^ v ^ n , and the latter equality holds at least 
once. Hence (3.1) follows by (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5).
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We now turn to (3.2). Applying Fubini’s theorem again, we obtain 
(3.6) / \ f ( x - e ) - f ( x ) \  d x ^  f  /  |/ '( /) | dt dx S  |0|/ 1/'(/)|d/
—  co x
which, together with (3.1), implies (3.2). Thus the proof is complete. 
L em m a  3.2. Under assumptions o f Theorem 2.1, we have
E ( 2  C j [ a R t  - J ( r ;I(N+  1))] sgn X f f  = 0{N  ~ ^ )
;=i 1
where
dj : EJ(Un.j), 1 ^  j  N.
P r o o f . Because of Assumption D, Taylor’s expansion yields
where 0^A; s l ,  l s j * N .  Since E(UN:J- j / (N + l) )J '( j / (N + l) )= 0  and J' 
satisfies Lipschitz’s condition of order S, we derive uniformly for lSySiV
with the aid of Holder’s inequality. Applying Lemma 3.1, we obtain
E( J c'k*  k* - '( ^ r ) í +
(3.8) +  2 2  V ,  E [{«.; -  J  {«V -  J  ( - ^ y ) }  sgn X, sgn -V.| =
= 2 c*jO (n - i - * ) + 2 2  k,.c*0,0jo(tf-i-*).
j = 1
Finally, Cauchy—Schwartz’s inequality, Assumptions A and B complete the proof. 
We define r.v.’s for l ^ j s N
(3.9) Qj =  R ?/(N + 1) =  (N + 1)-»{1 + 2  u(\Xj\-|**|)},
(3.10) Qjj = E(qj\Xj) =  ( / /+  I)“1!! +  2G+(\Xj\)},
where w(x)=(sgn x + 1)/2 and G£ (x) is the c.d.f. of the r.v. lA^ I, i.e.,
(3.11) G f  (x) =  F(x -  0k) - F ( - x - 0 k).
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Lemma 3.3. Let v and r be positive integers such that y=5lV—.1. Then for l ^ j ^ N  
we have that
(3.12) E{(qj — Qjjf'\Xj, Xh , Xly} N - * { ( 2 v r + ( l 6 e r ( N - l - V)y}
where j ,  llt ..., /v are distinct indices among {1, 2, N}.
P r o o f . Denote
(3.13) h(Xj, Xk) = u(\Xj\ -  |Xt |)-G*+ (|JTy|), l ^  j ,k  ^  N, 
and then, in view of (3.9) and (3.10), we can write
(3.14) Qj -Qjj =  (AM-1)-1 2  HXj, Xk) =  (N+  1 ) - 1(Z1+Z 2)
k*j
where the r.v.’s ZY and Z2 are given by
(3.15) Z ,=  2  h (X j , Xlk), Z, =
k = 1






m Q j - g Jjr \ x J, x h, x h, . . . , x lj ^
S  N - ir2 ^ { Z l ' \ X j ,  x h , ..., Xly}+ E {Z t\X j,  x h , ..., X J] .
Conditionally given Xj, Xh , ..., XK, Z2 is the sum of independent r.v.’s with zero 
means and thus we may apply Lemma 3.1 of Seoh, Ralescu and Puri [20] to obtain
that
(3.17) E{Zf I Xj, X h , ..., X J  S  (4er)r(A — 1 -  v)'.
Since |Zi|Sv, (3.16) and (3.17) ensure (3.12) to complete the proof.
4. Proofs of theorems
A standard approach to establish Berry—Esséen theorems is to invoke Esséen’s 
smoothing lemma (see e.g. Feller ([5], p. 538)), which implies that for all y>0
(4.1) sup |P(r^ s  x)-<f>(x)| s  — /  i r i W ( 0 - e - ‘,/,l dt+ 0(N~112)
71 \t\mivt/2
where \[/* (t) is the characteristic function of T*.
To estimate the integral in (4.1), being the proper order 0(N~112), we shall 
derive an asymptotic expression of ij/% (t) on the range \t | s log  N  and find a sharp 
bound on the integrand on the remaining range log ATS 11 j SyN 112.
P roof of Theorem  2.1. First we consider the approximate scores. Recall that 
the r.v.’s o. and olf, and the c.d.f. Gf (x) of the r.v. \X,\, 1 S  /S  N, are defined by
(3.9), (3.10) and (3T1), respectively.
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In view of Assumption C, Taylor’s expansion yields that for any x  and 0
x —0
(4.2) F(x-9 )  =  F(x)- Gf(x) + f  ( x - 0 - t ) f ' (t)dt. ;
X
Since f ( x ) = f ( —x) for all x, we obtain from (3.11) and (4.2) that for l ^ k ^ N
(4.3) Gk+ ( x )  = F + ( x )  +  R ( x ,  0k) , , ; ;
where F + ( x ) — F ( x ) — F ( —x )  is the c.d.f. of |F ,| and
x-e -x-e
(4.4) R (x ,e )=  f  (x - e - t ) f ' ( t ) d t +  f  (x+ e+ t)f '( t )d t.
Furthermore it follows from (3.10) and (4.3) that uniformly for 1 ^ j 0 N
(4.5) Qjj = F+(|^.|) + (A + l) - i  2  ek) + 0(N~').
k^j • !
Let S„ be the first two terms of Taylor’s expansion of Tjf, viz.
(4.6) Sfj = 2  cj{j  (ejj)+(ßj -  Qjj) J  (Qjj)} sgn Xj 
and define
N
A =  2  cj{j (Qjj) s8n x j ~  tJ(Qjj) sgn Xj},
(4.7) ;
h  = 2 2  Cj J'(Qjj){u(\Xj\-  |** |)-G t+ (1^ 01)} sgn Xj,
so that Sfj — ESÍ; =I1+Ii . To approximate T f  by Sfj, we need 
L em m a  4.1. Under the assumptions o f  Theorem 2.1, we have
(4.8) <r \ T j t - S f i) = 0 ( N - 1- i).
P r o o f . Taylor’s expansion yields that with real numbers OsA^Sl, 1 S j s N ,
Tit = Cj{J (Qjj)HQj-Qjj)J'(*jQj+( 1 -'-j)Qjj)} sgn Xj.
Setting lVj=(Qj-Qjj){J'(XjQj+(l-Xj)Qjj)-J'(Qjj)}, ISjSN,  we have
(4.9) E ( T t - S t y =  2  c)£Wj+2 2  CjCkE (Wj Wk sgn sgn Xk) .
] = 1  f t* k
Applying Lemma 3.3, we obtain that for any positive integer r
(4. 10) E{\Qj~Qjj\ar\Xj, Xk) ^  CN~r
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where C is a constant depending only on r. Then Holder’s inequality ensures (4.10) 
for any real r. It follows by Lipschitz’s condition on J '  and (4.10) that
(4.11) E Wf = 0(E \ej-e jj\^1+i)) =
Thus, in view of Assumption A, the first sum on the R.H.S. (right-hand side) of
(4.9) is of order OiJV-1 - )^.
We next estimate the second sum on the R.H.S. of (4.9). It follows from (4.11) 
and Holder’s inequality that uniformly for 1 ^ j , k ^ N
(4.12) E{WjWk\Xj, Xk} ^  {E{W/\Xj, Xk)E(Wk2\Xj, Xk)Y'2 =
Hence, an application of Lemma 3.1, Assumptions A and B, and (4.12) ensure that
(4.13) 2 2  CjCkEWjWkSgnXjSgnXk = 2 2  \cjck0j0k}) =  0 (N
j*k j^k
Thus the proof is complete.
We now compute a number of moments of r.v.’s 7j and I2, defined by (4.7). 
L e m m a  4.2. Under assumptions of Theorem 2.1, we have
(4.14) E/•  -  1 + 2  c j f  J 2(F+(\x\))(f(x-9j)-f(x)) d x + 0 (N - 1'*-1'*),
i =i
(4.15) E /| =  O (N - 1), EAI2 =  O (W 1).
P r o o f . Because of (4.5) and Assumption D, we obtain
(4.16) J(Qjj) =  J(F+(\Xj\j) + 0 (N - i  J  \R(\Xj\, 0d\)+O(N-')
k=1
uniformly in Set ||/ f| = sup \ f  (x)\ and let f j(x)  be the p.d.f. of \Xf.
Then, for any xSO, |/;(x )| = | / ( x - 0 ;)+ /( - .x -0 ;) != 2 ||/ ||< ~ > . Put K= 
= 2  J  \ f ' ( t ) \d t  and then it is clear from (4.4) that
(4.17) \R(x, 0)1 ^  QK 
which, together with Assumption B, ensures that
(4.18) ( N - 1 2  |*(*, ö*)|)2 =§ K 2N - \
Ä = 1
Furthermore, by elementary computations based on Fubini’s theorem we get
(4.19) E|H(|J0|, 9)\ s  2K\\f\\9\ 1 S j  S  N.
Thus it follows from (4.16), (4.18), (4.19) and Lemma 3.1 that uniformly for I s j s N  
E J^Q jj) = E J ^ { \ X j\)) + 0 { N ^ ) ,
(4.2°)
E/(ejV) s g n ^  =  Ey(F+(|TJ-|)) sgn Xj + 0 (N ~ 1) =  OflöjD+OOf-1).
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As f  is a sum of independent r.v.’s with zero means, we derive 
EII =  i c?{E/2(<?„)—(E/(e„) Sgn XjY} =
j  = 1
(4.21) =  J  c j { / ( IxM x-O j)  dx + O(0J) + OCA“1)} =
= 1 + 2  c) f  J “(F+ (\x\))(f(x-0j) - /(x ))  dx H- 0(iV” 1,2_1/®) 
y-i J i
because of (4.20), Assumptions A and B, and f  J 2(t)dt=  1.
0
N
We now turn to (4.15). Since /2= 2  cj(Qj ~  Qjj)J'(ßjj) sgn -*7, applying (4.10)
j=1
and Lemma 3.1, we derive
EJ« = 2 1 cj E ( ( e ,- e ^ ) / '( e iy))2+
y' = 1
(4.22) + 2 \2 ’ cj ck^(.6j~6jj)(Qk~6kk)^'ÍQjj)J'(Qkk) sgn XjSgnXk =
=  0(iV -‘) + 2 2  |c,ck0,0*|O(E{|e, - ew| | ek- ett||3fy, Xt)) = O(A-i).j*k
Similarly we obtain by (easy) direct computations that E/,/2 = 0(/V~1) and the 
proof is complete.
It follows from (3.6) and Lemma 4.2 that
(4.23) <r*(7i) = EZ* =  1 + 0 (N ~ 1/6),
(4.24) <rfc =  Var S i  -  <r*(/i)+0(tf_1). 
which, together with Lemma 4.1, ensure that
r% =  V a r T f  -  ° at +  2 Cov( S i ,  7^  - S J )  +  ff*(rK+~ S i )  =
(4.25)
=  <j% + 0 (N ~ 1/!i- i/2) = 1 + 0(N~1/e).
We next consider the behaviour of the characteristic function \j/% for large values 
of the argument.
L e m m a  4.3. Suppose that assumptions o f  Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Then there 
exist positive numbers B, ß and y such that
(4.26) |^ ( / ) |  =  |Ee"r"| ^  B N -*10*" 
for  log N ^ t ^ y N 1'2, N ^ l .
P r o o f . Since this lemma is a special case of Corollary 2.2 of Seoh (19], we 
need to check that assumptions of the corollary are satisfied. Define
=  2 c j a R; sgn Xj
} = 1  ‘
(4.27)
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where cJ=Nll2cj%ü1, l S j s N .  Then we have
(4.28) <A*(0 =  E exp {it N~1/2( fN — EfN)}.
Because of Assumptions A and D and (4.25), it is easy to check (cf. Lemma 
3.2 of Puri and Seoh [15]) that for some positive numbers c, C, a and A
(4.29)
2  \cj\ s  cN, 2  Cj =  CN,
1 ■ '■' , J =i
2  |öjj =  aN, 2  aj = AN.
/ = ! j=i
We next take 0= max 10,-I and theni. ’ r:iv i=s/sív
f r  1 TV 1/2 f  ( 1 N *~ej 1/2J  j-jy (A* -  -/W )2} dx = J  {iv .2 (J f  (y) dy)-j dx s
(4.30)
x + i>
S  /  /  l/'OOl dydx = 2 8 f  \ f \ y ) \  dy = 0 ( A ~ n
-oo JC —Ő
It follows from Section 3 of van Zwet [21] that (4.30) implies that
(4.31)
i f
{ f a - n - m y  dx = 0 (N )
fix)
Hence (4.28), (4.29), (4.31) and our model of near location alternatives ensure that 
assumptions of the corollary are satisfied. Thus an application completes the proof.
Because of Lemma 4.3, we have
(4.32) f  \ t \ - i \ r s ( t ) -e -" /,t\dt = 0 ( N - 1l2)
logJV s|r[sy iy1/2
which, together with (4.1), ensures that it is sufficient to show
(4.33) J  \t\~1\il/*N{ t) -e - ,*lt \d t=  O iN - 1'2)
'• |f j^ log JV
in order to prove Theorem 2.1.
■ ' Define S^ = a 2 ( S ^  -ESjJ), NrA. Then
tin-s%y*..2 _  2tjv(7)v — 2Cov(7)y, Sfj) _  g 2(7)y — Sj!j) — {TN — aNy
(4.34) Tv aN tn gn
S  (TNaN) - ' c T H n - S t )  =
in vieW of (4.8), (4.24) and (4.25). Hence we have
(4.35) \rA t)~E ei,s»\ = 0(|í|E |T i5-SÍ|) =  0(|/|JV -^-'/*). 
Finally we need
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L e m m a  4 .4 .  Under assumptions o f Theorem 2.1, we have
(4.36) E /2ei'a”11' = 0 (|i| P(t))
where P(t) is a fixed polynomial.
Proof. Define J (XJ)=J(Qj])sgn Xj — EJ(gj7) sgn Xj. Then we have 
|E/2e"ff~, , i| ^  ((AM-l)-1 2 2 cj [ f l  E expfi/o-^c^C T ^X
j*k l*j,k
X E[exp { i to ^ (Cj J{Xj) + ck/(**))} J ' (Qjj)h(XJ, Xk) sgn Xj]\ ==
(4.37)
^  N - 1 2 2  \Cj\[\£J'(ejjMXj, 3^)sgn Xj{\ + ita i1(cj J{Xj) + ckJ(Xk))+
j*k
+ ll2(ita^Y{CjJ(Xj) + ckJ(Xk)y}\ +  Ofli|3( |c /  + |ct |3))], 
where h(Xj, Xk)= u(\X j\-\Xk\)-G?  ( |^y|). Note that
(4.38) E J ' ( Q j j ) h { X j ,  X k) sgn X j {  1 + i t o i j 1C j J ( X j ) + ( i t < r j j 1cJ J ( X j ) ) * }  =  0. 
Furthermore, applying Lemma 3.1, we derive uniformly in j  and k
|EJ 'ie j jW X j,  Xk) sgn Xj{ck J(Xk) + 2cjck J{Xj) J(Xk) + c V \ X k)}\ =
=  IE7'(Qjj) h (Xj, Xk) sgn Xj [{ck J (Qkk) + 2cj ck J (ej7) J (Qkk) sgn X} +
( 4 .3 9 )
+ 2cjCk(EJ(Qjj) sgn Xj)J(Qkk) + 2cU (Qkk)} sgn Tk + ck“J 2((?kk)]| =
=  ö( |  ck9j9k\ +1 Cjckek\ + 1 CjCk0j0k\ +  \cldjdk I + \c\0j\).
Because of Assumptions A and B, it follows that
2 2  \cjCk0 j 0ki = o (i), 2 2 c 2j\ckok\ =  o (i),
j*k j*k
(4.40) 2 2  \CjOj\cl = 0(1), 2 2  c4j = OiA1'2- ’/6),
J^k jy*k
2 2 M \  = o(\).
j*k
Thus the proof is complete by combining (4.37) through (4.40).
It follows from (4.15), (4.36) and Lemma XV. 4.1 of Feller [5] that
(4.41) |Ec"sí - E e i",«1/‘| -  0 (|/| |Et?"CT^17‘ /21) + O(r2 E/|) =  0(|f| N - 1'2- 1'6 P(t)) 
where P(t) is a fixed polynomial.
Next task is clearly to evaluate the leading term Ed*0"1*1. Note that Ik =
N
= 2  cj{J(0jj) sgn Xj — EJ (Qjj) sgn Xj) is a sum of independent r.v.’s with zero means
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and finite absolute moments of any order such that
(4.42) Í  E|cy{/(e„) sgn sgn *,}|3 =  0 (N ~ ^ ) .
j=i
An application of Lemma V.2.1 of Petrov [14] yields the existence of positive 
number a such that
(4.43) |Ee,t„-*(/1)/l _ e-*«/2| _  0(Ar_1/2|i|3e_t,/3)
uniformly for \t\SoiN112. Replacing t by a(Il)aRlt and expanding 
exp ( — o2(I)<TH2t2l2), we obtain that uniformly for \t | ^ log  N
(4.44)
|Ee"®»1Ji — e-f,/,| =  0 ( t2 Icrf, —(t2(/1)|) + 0 (A _1/2\t\3e~e,i) =
=  0 ( N - 1t2) + 0 ( N - ll2\t\3e -m )
where O<0-<l/2. It follows from (4.35), (4.41) and (4.44) that uniformly for [ i |s  
S log N
(4.45) W ( 0 - e ~ ' ,/al =  0 { \t \  A - 1/2- £P(i)) +  0 ( A - 1/2|i|3e - fl,a)
where s =  min ((5/2, 1/6), O < 0 < l/2  and P(t) is a fixed polynomial. Since (4.45) 
ensures (4.33), the proof is complete for approximate scores.
We now consider exact scores. To distinguish statistics with exact scores and 
approximate scores, we introduce additional notations. Denoting exact scores by 
3j =  E /(UN. j), 1S /S N, we put
= 2  C j ä R t  sgn Xj, T% = Var TJ
j = i  J
(4.46)
n  = - E f A  fä (t)  =
N
For the statistic T£ = 2  CjJ{Rf ! (N + 1)) sgnTy, we use same notations as before. 
j = i
It follows from Lemma 3.2 and (4.25) that 
(4.47) = Var f v+ =  T& +  2Cov(7tf, f f - T t )  + o * ( f$ - T $ )  = 1 + 0 ( N - 1'°),
and that 
(4.48) E ( f ^ - n )2 = g2(-^ — r A H ^ - TA ll =
Because of (4.47), arguing as in Lemma 4.3, we derive that for some positive numbers 
B, ß and y
\fá(t)\ =S B N - ßlosN, log N  3= |i| =£ yNU\
J |*rillfó(0-«-‘i/,l* = 0{N
which implies 
(4.49)
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Furthermore, it follows from (4.48) that uniformly in t 
l& (0 -W (0 l =  0 ( |f |E |i$ -7 3 |)  =  
which, together with (4.45), implies that
(4.50) /  |/ |- 1|f o ( / ) - e - ‘,/2| dt = 0 (N ~ 112).
\t \miogN
Finally (4.1), (4.49) and (4.50) completes the proof for exact scores.
P roof of T heorem  2.2. Suppose that Assumption E is satisfied, then
(4.51) f i x - 0 ) - f{x )  =  -0 f ' i x ) +  J  i x - 0 - t ) f i t ) d t .
X
Since f f x ) =  —f ' ( —x ), we have uniformly in j=  1, 2, ..., N
(4.52) /  J*(F+i\x \) ) ( f ix -6 j) - f ix ) )d x  = 0(0%
Hence it follows from (4.14), (4.24), (4.25) and (4.47) that
(4.53) x% = l+ 0 (N ~ 1,2~c), e = min (1/6, 5/2)
for approximate scores as well as exact scores.
We now consider the asymptotic expansion of ET*. Since B{\ßj — Qjj\l+i{Xj} = 
= 0 (N ~ ll2~l/i), applying Lemma 3.1, we have
(4.54) ETJ -  %  Cj£J(ejj)sgnXj = 0 ( 2  I c A l N - 1'*-«2) = O iN - 1’*-*'2).
7=1 7=1
Furthermore, it follows from (3.2), (4.5) and (4.17) that
2  cj  E J ( e j j )  sgn X j  =  2  Cj E J ( F + ( \ X j \)) sgn X j + O i N - v * )  =  n N+ 0 ( N ~ l , i ),
7=1 7=1
which, together with (4.54) and Lemma 3.2, implies that
(4.55) E T t  = Hh+ O ÍN -1'*)
for approximate scores as well as exact scores. Hence (2.2) follows from (4.53),
(4.55) and Theorem 2.1. The proof follows.
5. Comments
Our model, the sequence of location alternatives, may not be contiguous since 
we have not required finite Fisher's information.
Under the same model as ours, Puri and Wu [17] have derived a bound of 
order 0(/V_1/2+“), oc>0 for the rate of convergence with approximate scores. But 
we note that our assumptions on p.d.f. f ( x )  is much weaker than theirs while we 
assume Lipschitz’s condition of order <5, 0<<5sl, on the first derivative J '( t )  of 
the score generating function, which is more restrictive than theirs (only first Radon—• 14
14
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Nikodym derivative). However, assuming only the first derivative, we can derive 
a bound of order 0 (N ~ 1/2 log N) for approximate as well as exact scores even 
under much weaker assumptions of this paper. This is due to the more powerful 
method of applying the sharp bound obtained by Seoh [19] and then invoking 
Esséen’s smoothing lemma.
Now we introduce a more general model of near alternatives, say model N A ; 
XN1, XN2, XNN are independent and XNJ, lSy'SiV, has a density f ( x , 0 NJ) ^ ^ ,  
where # "= { /(x , 9): 9 fl} ,  f ( x ,  9) is an absolutely continuous p.d.f. and /  is an 
open interval containing zero. Under this model, Husková [10], [11] has estab­
lished Berry—Esséen theorems for unsigned linear rank statistics with bounded 
score generating functions (with unbounded second derivatives). We can, of course, 
generalize ours to this model NA, but we have not, not only because ours is quite 
satisfactory in practical purposes but also because stronger assumptions are needed 
and doing so does not cover the important cases of normal scores.
We should note that Müller-Funk and Witting [13] derived a bound of 
order 0(iV~ 1/2(log N)2) under the assumption that underlying distributions are 
i.i.d. but not necessarily symmetric, and that Ralescu and Puri [18] obtained a 
bound of order 0 (N ~ 1,2+X), oc>0, under the assumption that the underlying 
distributions are only independent (not necessarily identical or symmetric). Their 
results include normal scores case but their statistics are special cases of ours, i.e., 
the case when cN1 =  cN2 = .. .=  cNN = 1.
With regression set up as ours, it is hoped that Berry—Esséen’s bound is attain­
able under general alternatives of Ralescu and Puri [18], We believe that Berry— 
—Esséen bound for normal scores be true at least under contiguous location alter­
natives, but so: far we have not overcome computational difficulties.
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REDUCTION OF EQUIVARIANT BORDISM GROUPS
S. S. KHARE1
§ 1. Introduction
In [1] and [2], we have seen that the fixed data of an elementary 2-group con­
tained in the center of a group G determines G-bordism classes. The technique used 
in [1] is that of Stong [3]. In [2], we have used induction technique. In this note we 
look at this problem from an entirely different point of view. Here our effort is to 
reduce the G-bordism group to //-bordism group, where II is a Sylow 2-group in 
G. We have used the technique of restriction and extension.
§ 2. Preliminaries
Let G be a finite group and H  a subgroup of G. Let (X, A, t//) be a topological 
G-triple. Let # ' c /  be families in G. Following the notations of Stong [4], the 
restriction map
Rn : (G; / , / ' ) (X, A, i/t) — ')!*(//; f „ , / , í ) (X, A, xjt)
is defined by
R(u([M, M0, My, 6 , f ]) =  [M, M0, My, 0\HXM,f],
where is the family in H  consisting of all subgroups of II  which are in / .
Next let (</, / ' )  be a pair of families in H. Let be the family of subgroups 
of G which are conjugate to an element of / .  It is easy to see that ( , /a)u= The 
extension map
Eg : : / ,  / ' ) ( * ,  A, </0 -  <)i+ (G; / c , / ' G)(X, A, xjj),
is given by
Eg([M, M0, M , , 0,f]) G XM  G x M 0 GXMy n, , ,\. H  ' H  ' H  \ ’
where the //-action on G x M  is given as h(g, x) — (gh \  hx), the action 0' of G 
on — - —  is given as 0 (g , (g, x)) = (g -g,x)  and /  :—  -----»X is given by
/ '( (£ ,  X))=gf (a ), (g, x) being the orbit of (g, x) in GXMH
1 The author was partially supported by D.A.E. grant.
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§ 3. Reduction of groups
Let H  be a normal subgroup of G and {g1; , gm} be a set of representatives
of the cosets of H  in G. Let M t be M  with the action 0t of H  on M  given by 0; (h, x) — 
=  0(gi_1 hgi, x) and f p .M ^ X  be given by f i{x)=gif{x ).
Theorem 3.1. Let [M, M 0, M x, 0, / ]6 9 C (/ / ;  ß ,  f ' ) (X ,  A, if/). Then
m
*&Eg([M, M0, M x, 6, /]) =  2  [Mt, ( M n),, 0 „ / J -
1 =  1
Proof. Consider the manifold — XM with the action a of / /  given astl
cc(h, (gtH, x)) = (g,H, (gi^fcg,)*).
Consider the map ß : defined as ß((g, x)) = (giH, hx), where
g = g f i  for some unique coset representative g; and h^H. It is easy to verify that 
ß is an equivariant difTeomorphism. Let / " :  — X M - f  be the map defined by 
/" (g ,  / / ,  x)=gif(x). We have the following commutative diagram.
T herefore we have
/ ^  £ //([A/- Mo, AT, 0, / ] )  = G’XM0 H  ’
GXM,
H ,0 '\H X
[ ¥ x ¥ ’ 1 x M °' =
=  Z  [M;, (M0);, (M,);, 0 ,,/J .
1=1
C o r o lla r y  3.2. / /  H is contained in the center, then
m
Rf.EHilM, M0, M1? 0, /] )  =  Z  [A/, M0, Mm 0, /J .
i=i
C o r o lla ry  3.3. Let H  be contained in the center o f G. Let there be coset 
representatives gL, . . . ,g m o f  G/H which act trivially on X up to homotopy. Then 
Rf\Elf  is the identity map, i f  G/H is o f odd order, and is the zero homomorphism, 
i f  G/H is o f  even order.
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P ro o f. Since gt , ..., g,„ act trivially on X  up to homotopy, [M, M0, M s, 0,f} — 
= [M, M0, M 1, 0,f], V/. This proves the Corollary.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a finite group with nontrivial Sylow 2-group H  con­
tained in the center o f  G. Let there be coset representatives gx, ..., gm o f  G/H which 
act on X  trivially up to homotopy. Suppose ( f ,  f )  is a pair o f  families o f  2-groups 
in G. Then
9i*(G; f , f ' K X , A ,  >A)~ A, >j/).
Proof. From the Proposition 7.1 of [4], one gets that EqR^ is an isomorphism. 
Since G/H is of odd order, this together with the Corollary 3.3 gives the result.
Remark 3.5. Theorem 3.4 reduces the problem of singular G-bordism theory 
completely to the problem of /7-bordism theory, where H is Sylow 2-group of G 
contained in the center of G.
§ 4. Applications
We first apply our results to the computability problem of equivariant bordism 
groups. The equivariant bordism groups 9l*(G; #'){X, A, are said to be
computable, if they are naturally isomorphic to a direct sum of ordinary unoriented 
bordism groups with possibly dimension shifts.
Pro po sitio n  4.1. Let G be a finite group with nontrivial Sylow 2-group H in 
the center o f  G. Let there be representatives g-t o f  the cosets o f  H  in G which 
act on X  trivially up to homotopy. Suppose St2 is the family o f  all 2-groups o f  G. 
Then 9t+(G; s2I2)(Ar, A, i/i) is computable.
P roof. By the Theorem 3.4, one gets
9i*(G, K 2)(X, A, iA) f  % (H ; V)(X, A, <A),
where ill is the family of all subgroups of H. By the Proposition 9.2 of 
[4], 't,l)(A, A, i/0 is computable.
Next we apply our results to show that the triviality of the equivariant normal 
bundle of the fixed point set in the manifold under the elementary 2-group contained 
in the center of the group G determines the G-bordism classes.
Let [M \ 0]£9l+(G; 2t2). Let be the family of all proper subgroups of 
Sylow 2-groups of the group. Let Zf be the nontrivial subgroup of all elements of 
order 2 contained in the center together with the identity element. Let F be the fixed
n
point set of Zf in M". Consider F— (J Fl, where Fl is the /-dimensional compo-
! =  0
nent of F. Let v, be the normal bundle of Fl in M" and Z)(v,) be the disc bundle of 
v(. Let Q[ be the action on D(vt) induced from the action 0 on M. Let H  be the Sylow 
2-group contained in the center of G.
D e f in it io n  4.2. F is said to have equivariant trivial normal bundle in M" 
in restricted sense, if H/Zf  acts trivially on F and 3 positive dimensional G-repre-
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sentations (W,,<p,), l á / ^ n ,  such that in 31* (G; 9I2,
tf>(v,), 0,] =  [f 1][d w , <Pl) l
where D(fV,) is the unit disc of W,.
Theorem 4.3. Let [Mn, 0]£3l„(G: 9l2). I f  F has equivariant trivial normal 
bundle in M n in restricted sense, then [M'\ 0] is zero in 9l„(G; 9I2).
Proof. From the Theorem 3.4, one has
9U G ; 91,^),
where & is the family of all subgroups of H  other than H  itself. Therefore F will 
have equivariant trivial normal bundle in M" in the sense of Definition 4.2. 
Hence by the Theorem 4.3 of [1], one gets that [Mn, 0] is zero in 9ln(H; 91). Further 
one also has
9d„(G; 9l2) k? 9l„(H ; 91).
Therefore [M ", 0] is zero in 3?„(G;9I2). This completes the proof of the Theorem.
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PACKING OF HOMOTHETIC DISCS OF n DIFFERENT SIZES
L. FEJES TÓTH
We shall prove the following
T heorem . We consider a packing o f the plane with homothetic copies oj a convex 
disc c o f  at most n different sizes. I f  d„(c) is the suprenmm of the upper densities 
o f all such packings then
3 " —  1
( 1) d „ ( c )  3= —
and equality holds iff c is a triangle.
The main interest of this theorem lies in the various unsolved problems con­
nected with it which we shall discuss later.
The inequality (1) is a simple consequence of a theorem of Fáry [1]: If d(c) is 
the density of the densest lattice-packing of translates of c then d (c )^2/3, and 
equality holds iff c is a triangle.
Let Pe be a densest lattice-packing of translates of sc. We define the packing 
P" inductively as follows. Let be P° = P1. Let P" be the packing consisting of the 
discs of P"~1, and those discs of Pc* which are disjoint of the discs of Pn~1. Let p„ 
be the part of the plane not covered by Pn. Since the density of P° is equal to d=d(c), 
the density of /?0 is equal to 1— d. We now suppose that c«:b Then, roughly 
speaking, in P1 pn is filled by translates of sc with density d, so that the density of 
P i  is equal to ( I — d ) 2, and so on. Thus, for sufficiently small e, the density of P" 
will be arbitrarily close to 1 — (1 — d)", showing that
djtfi) s  l - ( l - r f ) " .
By Fáry’s theorem this implies (1) with strict inequality for any disc other than a 
triangle.
We still have to show that for a triangle A in (1) equality holds. We shall show 
this by proving that
3n — 1
(2) d„(A) ^  .
Let n„ — {Ai}= {AiBjCi} be a packing of homothetic images of A = ABC 
of n different sizes. Let A be in a position such that a half-line issuing from C and
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 52A45. 
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intersecting the side AB points vertically upwards. We associate with At a region 
rt consisting of the points of At and those points above At which do not lie in or 
above another triangle of I7„. We denote a domain and its area with the same symbol 
and claim that if is a smallest triangle in I7„ then
?
To see this reflect At in the midpoint M_of the side Aff, obtaining the triangle 
A. If no triangle Aj overlaps A then r p J ;  Ud, and consequently i\ . Wenow 
suppose that AjC)2>0. Since no translate of XA{ with 2 s l  can overlap the 
region w =  d \d y  without overlapping At or Aj, we have r ^ A ^ w ,  and con­
sequently r ^ A f  + w. It is easy to see that, for various admissible positions of As, 
w attains its minimum if C; coincides with M, so that w consists of two 
congruent triangles. Now vv=3/2 = AJl, so that, in accordance with our statement, 
r,-s3AJ2.
Let n„ be the part of the plane not covered by I7„, and let <5„ be the density of 
7t„. Since the regions i\ do not overlap, the inequalities (3) imply that the density 
of I I1 is at most 2/3, so that d ^ l /3 .  Now we make the inductive assumption that 
őn- 1S l / 3 n~1. Since the regions belonging to the smallest triangles in //„ are all 
contained in nn- i  but do not fill it completely, we have, because of (3), for « >  1, 
<5„:=~l/3 <5,,_!3/3". Thus the density of 77„ is S i  — 3“", and equality is claimed 
only for n — 1. This completes, along with the proof of (2), the proof of the theorem.
The inequality dffA^S.l/S is a special case of a general theorem [2] according 
to which the density of a packing of translates of a convex disc never exceeds the 
density of the densest lattice-packing of these discs. The proof of (2), due to A. 
Bezdek, is based upon a new proof [3] of this theorem.
C o n j e c t u r e  1. I f  d—d(c) is the density o f  the densest lattice-packing o f  trans­
lates o f  a convex disc c then
(4) d„(c) =  l - ( l - d ) B.
Besides triangles (4) holds also for circles [4], and consequently for ellipses. 
By a slight modification of the proof for triangles (cf. [3]) the equality (4) can be 
proved for a more general class of (not necessarily convex) discs defined as follows. 
Divide a parallelogram by a simple Jordan-arc connecting opposite vertices in two 
parts, and consider any of these parts. A simple example is given by a circular sector 
of angle ^90°.
It would be nice to complete the above theorem by a dual counterpart which 
we phrase as
C o n j e c t u r e  2. We consider a covering o f  the plane with homothetic copies o f  
a convex disc c o f  at most n different sizes. I f  Dn(c) is the infimum o f  the lower 
densities o f  all such coverings then
(5) Dn(c) ==
and equality holds iff c is a triangle.
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Fáry’s above-mentioned theorem has a dual counterpart [1]: If D(c) is the 
density of the thinnest lattice-covering by translates of c then Z)(c)S 3/2, and 
equality holds iff c is a triangle. Thus
(6) A  (c) si 3/2
and equality cannot hold but for triangles. It is known [5] that the density of a cov­
ering with translates of a centro-symmetric convex disc is never less than the den­
sity of the thinnest lattice-covering. Unfortunately we do not know whether this 
holds without the condition of central symmetry. Therefore the question whether 
for a triangle we have actually equality in (6) remains outstanding.
We claim that if A is a triangle then
(7) Dn = Dn(zO S y J j .
The proof of (7) was proposed in 1982 as a problem at the Miklós Schweitzer 
Mathematical Competition of the János Bolyai Mathematical Society. For the 
sake of completeness we present the proof.
We start with a regular hexagonal tiling. Circumscribing about the hexagons 
similarly situated regular triangles we obtain a lattice-covering by triangles of den­
sity 3/2. Let the inradius of the triangles be 1. Translate the sides of each triangle 
inwards through a distance q = 1/3 obtaining a lattice La of triangles of inradius 
1 — q with oppositely situated triangular gaps of inradius q. The density of the 
3triangles is (1 — q)2. Since there are twice as many gaps as triangles, the density
3
of the gaps is equal to ! • — q2=3q~.
Now we cover each gap with some kinds of discs of total area t times the area 
of a gap. We consider the joint density
£> =  4 - 0 - í?)2+ 3 /í?'-
of the triangles and the discs, and observe that D has a minimum, 3//(2f +  l), at 
<?=l/(2/+l).
We construct the lattice Le with q= 1 ^ 2 * y + l j  = l/4, and cover the gaps
with “very small” congruent triangles homothetic to those of Le with density close 
to 3/2. In this way we get a covering with two kinds of homothetic triangles with
a density arbitrarily close to ^ j + lj = 9/8, showing that 9/8. Start­
ing with D ^ 3 j2  rather than with 3/2, we see that Dz^3D 1/(2Dl + 1). In the 
next step we start with q= 1^2--^-+  1 j and cover the gaps in Le with two kinds
of homothetic triangles with density close to 9/8, showing that D3^3DJ(2Di +l),  
and so on, or explicitly 37(3" — 1), as stated.
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In an arrangement of discs we call the density of the part of the plane covered
3
by the discs covering measure of the arrangement. Let x =  — (1 — g)2 be the density, 
and m = l— 3q2 the covering measure of Le. Eliminating o we obtain m in terms of a::
m(x) =  2(y,6x—x —l), 2/3 ^  x S  3/2.
We extend the definition of the function m(x) to any x sO  by m(x)=x for 
0S x< 2 /3  and m(x)=  I for x>3/2. The graph of m(x) is exhibited in Fig. 1.
Conjecture 3. We consider a lattice o f translates o f  a convex disc c o f pre­
scribed density x. Let M (x ‘,c ) be the maximum o f the covering measure o f all such 
lattices. Then M (x;c)^m (x) and for 2/3 S x ^  3/2 equality holds iff c is a tri­
angle.
By the construction used in the proof of (7) this conjecture would imply (5) 
with strict inequality for any disc other than a triangle. Moreover, Conjecture 3 
offers a possibility of uniting Fáry’s packing and covering theorem in one general 
theorem.
An analogue of (4) which would yield I)n(c) in terms of D(c) is not to be expect­
ed because D„(c) depends on many other parameters. Let M(x; c) be the supre- 
mum of the covering measure of translates of c scattered in the plane with density 
x. It is vejy likely that an algorithm similar to the proof of (5) based on M(x; c) 
would yield the value of Z),,(c). G. Fejes Tóth [6] constructed a convex disc c such 
that for some_x we have M  (x; c)>M (x; c). He showed [7] that if c is centro-sym- 
metric then M(x; c) is the least concave function not less than M(x; c). We do not 
know whether this is true for any convex disc. By rather complicated arguments 
G. Fejes Tóth succeeded in determining D2(c) for a circle.
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A REMARK ON MATHER’S PAPER 
SIMPLE PROOFS OF TELYAKOVSKII—GOPENGAUZ’S THEOREM
K. B. SR1VASTAVA
1. Preliminaries and results
In his paper K. K. Mathur [3] established Jackson’s theorem for functions 
/£ C [—1,1] by employing Freud’s [1] interpolation polynomials S„(f,x)  of degree 
4n at most constructed on the nodes
(1.1)
2k— 1xk„ -  cos 2 j n k - 1, ..., n\ n -  1, 2, ... 0)
defined by
(1.2) Sn(f, x) = - x f { -  1)+ Í  [f(xk) + x f ( -  1 )]//*(*)
where
(1.3) pk(x) -  ( 1+ ) [Vk(x)<pl(x) + 2 (l+ xk)(x x J v l W X ^ i X t ,  x ) ]
(1.4) Vk(x) = 1 + 1, 2 *2 ( x - x k) 1 —xk
1 n- 1
(1.5) X„-x ( x k , x )  = [ Z  P Í ( - 1/ ih(1/2))( x k) P Í ( - 1 / a h , 1 / m ( x ) ]  C )




(0 fjei — ^«{X) _
P'Jxk) ( x - x k) -
( - l)*1-1 sin 0k cos 0*/2cos)(w+ t )1°
1( » 4 ) | cos 0/2 (cos 0 —cos 9k)
>
being the fundamental Lagrange interpolation polynomial built on the abscissas 
(1.1) that are roots of
(1.7) PJx) = cos (n + 1/2)0 cos 0/2 x  =  cos 0.
1 We shall henceforth be writing k only instead o f kn.
( - - . - )2 Throughout this note we shall denote Pn(x) to mean P„ 2 2 (x) unless otherwise stated 
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 41A15; Secondary 41A18.
Key words and phrases. Interpolation polynomial, Telyakovskii-Gopengauz’s theorem.
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His method of proof involves an erroneous use of the properties of modulus of 
continuity of functions which can be made possible only when/ (1)= —/ ( — 1). But 
this is not true of all continuous functions on [— 1, 1], Thus he proves his theorem 
for another class of functions contained in C[ — 1, 1] without any prior mention 
of the class itself.
It is worthwhile to indicate that similar methods have extensively been employed 
by many authors, e.g. Kis—Vértesi [11] Freud and Vértesi [2], Saxena [5, 6, 7], Sallay
[8], Srivastava [9] including the original result by Freud [1] himself to reproduce 
Jackson’s, Timan’s and Telyakovskii’s [10] theorems for continuous functions.
One of the main aims in this note is to correct the form of the polynomial 
S „ (f,x )  in (1.2) by defining another interpolation process Rn( f; x )  built on the 
abscissas (1.1) given by
(1.8) R „(f,x) =  t(x)+ 2  [ f ( x k)-t(x )]g k(x)
k = 1
where t(x ) is a linear function defined by
(1-9) K*) =  - ^ / ( l ) + - ^ / ( - D .
We now do not require to restrict the class of functions. With the help of Rn( f ,x )  
we shall establish Timan’s theorem. Namely, we prove the following
Theorem 1. Let /£C[ —1,1], then, for the sequence o f interpolation polynomial 
R„( / ,  x ) given by (1.8), we have, uniformly in x6[ — 1, 1]
(110) I f (x ) -R „ ( f ,  x)\ s  c l(of  + 4 r )
where (of ( .)  is the usual modulus o f  continuity o f  f  
Using different techniques we can state 
Theorem 2. For f£.C[— 1, 1], we have the inequality
(1-11) \ f ( x ) - R n{ fx ) \  S  Czcof [ ^ ± ^ ] .
In order to obtain two-point Telyakovskii—Gopengauz’s theorem, we modify 
our operators in the following manner:
(1.12) K { f ,x )  -  Rn( f , x ) + - ^ - [ f ( l ) - R n( f ,  1)].
It is readily verified that
R U f, ± i ) = / ( ± i ) .
With the help of R*„{f, x) we prove
Theorem 3. Let f€C [— 1, 1], then, for every x£[ — 1, 1], we have uniformly 
I R Z if, x) - A x )  I á  C3(0 f  ( t,-1-^ A- ) .( 1. 13)
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The process Qn( f ,x )  similar to (1.8) built on the abscissas
2k(1.14) x t  = cos n, k = \ . . . . , n
can be shown to satisfy Theorems 1 and 2 where x  is replaced by — x. Then the natural 
modification Q* ( f ,x )  of Q„(f,x) in the manner that follows
(115) Q t { f ,  x) =  Q . ( f  x ) + ^ - [ R -  -1)]
will again give rise to Telyakovskii—Gopengauz theorem. Still another way to 
get it is to define the combination of R„(f, x) and Qn( f ,  x) in the following fashion
(1.16) Wn(J, x) =  Rn(f, x) +  Qn(f, x).
We shall see how easily the Theorem 3 can be shown to hold for x) also.
We restrict ourselves to proving only Theorems 1, 2 and 3 and mention that 
exactly the same methods can be applied to obtain the corresponding theorems for 
Q „(f,x) also. In order to establish our assertions we require a number of auxiliary 
results which we state in the following in the form of lemmas.
2. Auxiliary lemmas
L em m a  1 . By setting 
(2.1) Yn^ (u , v) =
we have,
+ 2  PÁu)Pr(v)]
r =  l
(2.2) 2  Bk(x) = [(1 +x)y„_1(x,x)]*.
1
P r o o f . T o  prove (2.2), we make use of the well-known Christoffel—Darboux 
formula for Pn (x) and get
(2.3) M ”) -2! '  ' k  [ l +  * j A (*0A (*)J =  ( i + a )1’. - i (a .*)-
l"+ 2)
Now, let
^ ( x) =  [(1+x)Fb_1(x, OT 
be a polynomial of degree S 2 n satisfying the properties
(*») =  <P*(0. «AanC— 1) =  0
i;
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and
r* ,(xk) =  ^ ^ - + 2 ( l + x k)cpi(0X n-A x k, o
- • ^ ( - 0  =  0.
Then, constructing the well-known Hermite polynomial of degree s 2 n + l  on the 
nodes (1.1) for we readily obtain (2.2) by putting x = i, (for details see [3]).
Lemma 2. For | x | s l ,  we have
| i -  É  /**(*)! < 3
k = l
and
V Ö ^ j | l -  Z n k{x)\ s
*=i „ I 1
Proof. From (2.1), we have by making use of summation formulae for trig­
onometric polynomials
c o s in + i j  0  sin i n —y J 0
( l + x ^ - ^ x . x )  =  1 + --------- ------ j—----------------, x =  cos 9
(w+t ) sin0
which, in turn, gives
1- [ ( l  +  x ) ^ ^ ,  *)]* = -






[ n + y ) si
( n + l ) g s m ( W- i ) f l  
(» + i ) s i n 0
sin 9
Making use of |sin n 0 |sn |s in  0| and |co s« 0 |s l, (2.4) gives




V l - * \ l  - Í A ( * ) |3 S — L _
*-i 1
" + T I  ” + t J
which proves the lemma.
For our purposes we need a more precise estimate for nk(x) than in [3], To 
this end, we prove the following equality.
Lemma 3.
; (« + y j  0sin0*
0*/2 (COS0 — CO S0*)




=  ( - i ) - 2 (2 n + 1 )c o ,
^ i y } i 0 (« y jJ   (
n s 0*/2 (cos 0 —cos 0*)
+
sin 0* co dk





2(2/1+1) sin 0* cos dk/2 I[<cosec!
V z. 
sin 6k cos 0*/2
0 + 0k , ,0 -0*1— |-cosec2 — j
_2^
n+-
- 1 cos V K ) 0 - (-4) sin h4) 0*
i Ä  ( - sin 0k) cos ekl2
cos (r +  y )  0k sin 0*/2 
2 cos2 0*/2
(2 n + 1) sin (Jt cosPt;, (r " 7 )  {Si°  (*•+  4 ) <É>+ ^ ~ Si“ (r + 4 )
2 ,,-M  l O n » " ™ , '« . . - '  Ä  {«OS ( '  +  j )  (0 +  0 .)  +  CO! ( r  + 1 )  (8  -  » ,)  =
a \ „<a a \l sin/i(0+0*) t sin /i(0—0*)
2 (2/i +1) cos3 0k/2 „ . (0+0* \ +  „ . 0 -0 *  2 sin 1 2 2 sin — ~
-cos-
15*
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+
I
(2 n +1) sin 0, cos ®k/I
i wua rí \y -
-  • 0-0» 
2s‘” ^ - L
ü l~ Uk2 sin —
1 í .  0 - 0 ,  . 0 +  0,— is in————sin —-—2 l 2 2 ¥
sin n (0 + 0,) cos y  (0 +  0,)
4sin: 0 + 0,
It is easy to see that
sin 7i (0 +  0,) =  ± ( -  1)'
sin n (0 -  0,) cos y  (0
, • 2 0 — 0fc4 sin2 —-——
and
1 [cos[n + y j  0 cos y  (0 + 0,) +
+ sin (M+ y )  0 sin y  (0 +  0,)]
"(0 +  0,) =  ± ( -  i)*-1 [sin (n + y )  0 cos y  (0+ 0 ,)-
-co s  [h+ j ] 0 sin y  (0 ±  0,)j 
Keeping these identities in mind, we have,
cos ^ /j+ y ]  0 sin 0,
cos
+
n -----  ( — ir c
I /  1 + *  y  , . A _  V L)
\  2 2(2«+l)cos30,/2(cos0-cos0,)
(— l ) fc_1 sin [z i+ y ] 0sin 0 (— l)k2 n c o s[« + y ] 6
0,/2 (cos 0—cos 0,) ^  (2/1 +  1) sin 0, cos 0,/2^  (2n+ 1) sin 0, cos 
( -  lV 'cosIn+yjé)k-1 sin [n + y ]  0sin0 „ \  i t
0—cos 0,) +  (2 n + 1) sin 0,cos 0*
( -  iy
+  (2 /i+ l)sin0, cos0,/2(cost ___„  v_ .  . __
(-l)*-‘ ooS(n + i)8
2(2n + 1) sin 0, cos 0,/2 1 2  2 J
which proves the lemma.
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L em m a  4. We have writing x —cos 0, xk=cos 0* etc. in (1.3)
M *)
cos41” + t ]|0sin40* (1 — 2 cos 0*)cos41("4)1 0 sin2 0*
K
J4(cos0 —COS0*)4 j(-4)|4 (cos 0 —cos 0*)®
COS |«  + ~ j  0 sin4 0k cos 0/2 
lY
( 2.6) +
^« + y  j  COS2 0*/2 (cos 0 — cos 0*)3
4 cos3 + y j  0 sin + y j  0 sin 0 cos 0/2 sin2 6k
^n + ^ -j (cos0—cos0*)3
cos4 r^c + y j  0 sin2 0k cos 0/2
- +
cosec2 0+0* , ,0 -0 *—-—— + cosec2---——
+ y j 4 (cos 0 — cos 0*)1
4 cos4 0 cos 0/2 sin2 0*
|n  +  y j  (cos 0 — cos 0*)2
The proof of this lemma is straightforward and can be obtained by the preceding 
lemma.
Lemma 5. I f  we break the summands in pk(x) into two parts p (kr)(x) and p ^ (x )  
in the following manner
dk(x) =  pl1)(x) +  p<k2)(x)
where,
PÍ1}(x) =
4 cos3 + y j  0 sin + y j  Ö sin 0 cos 0/2 sin2 0* 
^n + y j  (cos 0—cos 0*)3
4 cos41("4]| 0 cos 0/2 sin2 0*
1b t)J (cos 0—cos 0*)2
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2  ImP’WI s  120
k  =  l
2  |(cos e  -c o s  0,)/41) (*)| ^  72-- ^ - ()-2
k =  l  n
2= 1
2 I a4*)(x)| ^234
fc =  l
s in y ( 0 - 0 t)/42)(x) 130
n 1 7R
it=i n
Proof. (2.7) and (2.9) are straightforward if we recall a lemma proved by 
Saxena [4] whose version for our application is as follows. Let
ET =
cos ( " + T. e
K ) sin y  |0--0,1
then,
(2 . 12) 2  E r  S  4 +  2m+1, for m =  2, 3, ....
To establish (2.8), we see that
2  |oos 0 -cos 0*| (x)[ == 2
(n + y )  0 sin ^n+ y ) ö| sin 0 sin2 0* 
^ « + y |  (c o s ö — c o s0*)2
cos4 ^n-t- y |  0 cos 0/2 sin2 9k
+ 4 * ^  f _ 1 r
l 2)
4 cos 0/2 ^
cos 0 —cos 0J 
0cos ( " + t ) '
'i fc= l (
-+1 1 1
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^ 2  cos 0/2 jf. cos
( n + j )  (» + T )‘ sin‘ 7 ( 8 - e j
72 cos 0/26 cos 0/2 "
T T  2
1 1 k = l
K )  K )
which gives (2.8). 
Now,
v  • ,0 -0 *
2  S I S ­
COS (» + 7 ) '
‘ ( " - 4
\4  1 +
j sin2 j  (0-0*)
3 "y
cos4 (M + y ] 0
2 *fi j , i y  . .0 -0 »  
n + 2 ) Sm 2
cos4 («+4-J 0 \ 2.)
+
cos
K )IV  . , 0 - 0 ,  sin2—x -5- K )i y  . , 0 —0* =1 sin! ——-=■
13 « 7 8
2K r w
providing thereby (2.11).
Lemma 6. For the polynomial pk(x) in (l .3) we have for — 1 S x S  1,
(2.13)
Proof. We can write
1
2  \x - x k\\p'k(x)\ ^  792. 
* = 1
KIH-jc A ^ O k»,*) =
2  COS^ r +  y j ( 0  +  0 J  +  COS r^ +  y j ( 0 - 0 , ) -  ; , rr,
.V-» i. <
(2/1+ I)sin0,cos0*/a dO S ' “4  +  1)'(».+*) + « » ( '+ t)' =
2(2n +  l)cos3 Ofc/2
2 d
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1
2(2«+1) cos® 0k/z
sin n (0 + 0») sin «(0 —6k)
2 sin e + e k 2 sin 0 - 0»
(2.14) - c o s l ( 0 + 0 » ) - c o s y ( 0 - 0 » ) ] -
2 d sin «(0 + 0») sin «(0-0»)
(2«+l)sin0»cos0»/2 d9 _ . 0 + 0» 2sm 2 „ . 0-0» 2 sin ——L2
(— l)4 1 cos ^«+ 1 ]  9 sin 9k
- cos 1  (0 + 0») -  cos 1  (0
cos 0 /2 (- l)4- 1 
+  . 1\  . _ +n  , a k (2n +  1) cos2 0»/22 (2 « + 1) cos3 0 — (cos0» —cos0) '
2(— I)4" 1 d cos n+i 0
(2«+l)cos 0»/2 d9 (cos 0» — cos 0) +
(-1 )4- 14 sin 0/2
(2 « + 1) sin 9k
Owing to (2.14) we have by differentiating nk(x) in Lemma 4,
[cos 0—cos 9k I \n'k (cos 0) I ^
122 sinjH )
K )f sin4y (9 -9 k)
+
„ 6  [do* (» + 1 )  ( ^ ) |  50 sin2 ±  ( » 4 )  ( t i )
--------------------------------- 1------------------------------------ f-
( ” + t )3 sin3y  i0 _ 0 *i ( ” + '^’) 2 sin2y i 0 - 0 *)
6 sin ^* + y ) 20
1("+ 7 ]2 sin2j i o - 0 i »1 " + y
which explicitly gives the lemma. 
Lemma 7. For bc|Sl
\Rn(f *)1 S  3046(0/(1 -x ) .
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Proof. From (1.8) we have
*.(/. !)-*■(/, *) = Íl/(*J-/(l)][fc(l)-A(*)] +* = 1
(2.15)
+ [ /( l) - / ( - 1 ) ]  [ 1 -  Í  A (*)] •
Hence, on account of Lemma 6 and the properties of modulus of continuity, we have, 
IRn(f, ! ) - * „ ( / ,  *)| S  6 0 , ( 1 - * )  +  708<o,(l - x ) +  1416©,(1 - x )  +
+20/(1 —x) 2xk^x ( X- Xk)
!a (*)-a (1)i
(1 -X )
— 2130©,(1 — x) + 2©,(l —x) 2  lí-Xjkl/tí^) s= 3046©,(1 — x)
which completes the proof.
3. Proof of the theorems
We have from (1.8) the identity
f(x ) -  R„ (/, x) = [ 2  t‘k(x)~  l][t (x) -/(x)] +
ft =  1
(3.1)
+  2  l f ( x ) - f ( x k)]nk(x) = Sj + S2, say.
*=i
By virtue of
(3.2) (1+ x )w ,( l -x )+ ( l-x )© ,( l+ x )  ^  6© ,(1-x2), x € [ - 1, 1] 
and Lemma 2, we obtain
(3.3) 15,1 ^  6©,(1 —x2)[| 2  llk(x)— 1] S  3 6 o / ( n ~ ^ ).
*=i v n )
In order to estimate 52, we break /i*(x) in the manner given in Lemma 5 and obtain 
the corresponding partitions of S2 as follows:
SI" =  2 l f ( x ) - f ( x k) ] t f )(x)
S p  = 2 [ f ( x ) ~ f ( x k) ]^ (x ) .
k — 1
For 5,2,) we readily obtain,
(3.4)
^  192©, j ; by Lemma 5.
\nm (x)\\\ =§1
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To estimate S^2) we make use the technique employed in [9] and notice that
(3.5) | ^ 2)1 S  494o»/  (1 A-T_y. l + J - ) .
Combination of (3.5)—(3.1) gives the proof.
Now to prove Theorem 2 we have to slightly modify the version of (2.11) which 
now reads as follows:
(3.6) sm2 — ( 6 -6 k)n(k2)(x)
which itself depends on the inequality
156 cos 0/2 
n
cos 0 S  (2n+ l)cos 0/2.
Finally, we sketch the proof of Theorem 3. We distinguish the two cases (i) when
\ 1 — x 2 and (ii) when /1  — x 2 g  — and consider them separately. n n
Case 1. If xSO, then since
yT+x ]/1 — x2
Theorem 2 directly implies Theorem 3.
Similarly we can consider the case x>0.
Case 2. In this case, on account of (1.8) and (1.12), we have
/ ( * ) - W ,  *) = f( x ) - R n( f  1)] =
=  [fix) - /( ! ) ]  +  [R„(f, 1 )~ R „ (f x)] + ^ [ f { x ) - R n( f  x)\.
Thus, owing to Lemma 6 and 7, we have,
|/(x ) -£„*(/, x)| ^
S  cof ( l - x )  + 3046(1 +x)cn/ ( l —x )+  1 j S
^  C4o»/ ( 1 —x 2) + Cs(of  ( - ^ - )  ^  Cea>f ( |,1~ X2)
providing thereby the proof of the theorem.
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We can tacitly obtain the version of Theorem 3 for fF„(/,x) defined in (1.16) 
if we keep in mind Theorem 2 and the corresponding theorem for Qn( f ,  x).
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t . The author feels grateful to the referee for timely sugges­
tions made by him.
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TESTS OF SUBHYPOTHESES IN LINEAR REGRESSION 
BASED ON RANK-ORDER ESTIMATES
CHING-YUAN CHIANG and M ADAN L. PURI
Summary
Under the linear regression model y = a l „ - f a  class o f asymptotically distribution- 
free tests is proposed for testing the subhypothesis that some (but not all) components o f  the vector 
ß  o f regression parameters are equal to 0. The tests are based on a normalized quadratic form in 
JureCkova’s rank-order estimates o f  regression parameters, which is a natural analogue o f  the normal 
theory test statistic. The asymptotic efficiency of the proposed tests relative to the normal theory 
test is also examined.
1. Introduction
Consider the linear regression model
(1.1) X„ = «1 n+§Cn+Z„ 
where
(1.2) XK = (Xt , .... Xm)
is the random vector of observations, a is an unknown scalar parameter (the inter­
cept),
(1.3) 1b =  (1,...,1)€R",
0.4) ß =  (ßu . . . , ßq)
is a ^-dimensional vector of unknown regression parameters (q> 1),
(1-5) Cn — (clt ..., c„)
is a qXn  matrix of known regression constants with columns
(1.6) £i (Cli9 Cqi) (> =  1, n),
and
(1.7) ii Z„)
is the (unobservable) error random vector with the components independently
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 62G10, 62G20; Secondary 62F10.
Key words and phrases. Linear regression model, subhypotheses, rank order estimates, 
asymptotic efficiences.
distributed according to a common unknown distribution function
(1.8) f  (jc) =  P(ZS => x) ( i = l , .
Let ß be partitioned as
(1.9) § = (§ i,§J  
where
(1.10) §, =  (&, ..., ßr), ß2 =  (ßr+1, ßq)
with \^r~=.q being fixed, and consider the problem of testing the subhypotheses
(1.11) H0: ß2 — 0 vs. H: ß2 0((oe, ßß) nuisance).
Various versions of this problem, under the non-intercept form of the linear model, 
have been treated in detail in the classical normal theory (see, e.g., Graybill (1976), 
p. 194). Recently McKean and Hettmansperger (1976) have proposed a class of 
tests for (1.11) based on JaeckePs (1972) dispersion measure, and Adichie (1978) 
has studied two class s of aligned rank-order tests for a different version of (1.11), 
while Sen and Puri (1977) have proposed another class of aligned rank-order tests 
for a version of (1.11).
In the present paper we propose a class of asymptotically distribution-free 
tests for (1.11) based on a normalized quadratic form in Jurecková’s (1971) rank- 
order estimates of regression parameters. The test statistics are natural analogues 
of the normal theory test statistic and have asymptotic chi-square distribution. 
The proposed tests are compared with the normal theory test for the same problem, 
and the asymptotic relative efficiency is derived.
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2. Notations and assumptions
Let (1.1) be rewritten in the non-intercept form




(2.3) c *  =  (l', c'„y.
We make the usual assumption that the (q+ l)Xn  matrix C* has the full rank
<7+ l < n .  Let
(2.4) c„ =  n _1 2  £i = (giB> •••. V*'/ = 1
where
n
(2.5) cmn =  n " 1 2  cmi (m = 1, ..., q),
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and define
(2-6) D„ = jtc ic j.
i = 1
Then the (q+ l)X (q + l)  symmetric matrix
[ n nc„ l
nc, J
has rank q+1 and is positive definite. Consider the qXq  symmetric matrix
n
M m = 2  (£i~£n)(£i-£„y =  A ,~nc„c'n =
(2.8)
( f l  £ m  •••> £n £ n ) ( £ l  £ m  •'•> £n £n) •
We note that by subtracting the first row of A„ left-multiplied by c„ from the second 
row block and then using (2.8) we obtain the matrix
(2.9) [« ”£nllo' M„\ ’
which, being row-equivalent to A„, has rank q + 1 (see, e.g., Gantmacher (1959), 
Vol. 1, p. 45, Theorem 3). It follows that M„ has rank q and hence is positive definite. 
We also assume that the limiting matrices
(2.10) A =  lim n~1A„/!-*• oo
and
(2.11) M  — lim n_1Af„oo
exist and are positive definite.
Following Sen and Puri (1977), we simplify some of Jurecková’s (1971) condi­
tions on regression constants by assuming that each cf can be expressed as a differ­
ence
( 2 .1 2 )  £ i =  £ f ( i )— £,-(2)> £i(j)  =  ( c i i ( j ) ,  •••) cq iU )Y  0  —  1) •••> n \ j  =  1, 2 )
where, for each m = l, ... ,  q and each j= l ,  2, cmi(J) is nondecreasing in i. We 
also assume that the cmi(J) satisfy
(2.13)
and
J™ lC”“U) -  C».»a)]8 =  0, CmnU) = n~l 2
(2.14) Hm n 1 2" [cmia)- c mnO)]2£(0, «>) (m =  1, .... q- j  = 1, 2).
i=l
Hence the cm((j) satisfy the Noether condition
Ü“  f e *  [c» .iü )-^ü )]!/ í  [cmi(;)- c mna)]2} =  0/“ I
( m  =  1, . . . ,  j  =  1, 2 ) .
(2.15)
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For b = (bu ..., bq)£Rq, let
(2-16) s„m(b) = 2  (Cmi-^mn)an[Ki(b)], (m = 1, q)
í=i
where
(2.17) Rni— the rank o f  Xi~bcí among X \—bclt . . . ,X n—bcn in the ascending 
order (/'= 1, ..., rí)
and the scores an(1),..., a„(n) are generated by a non-constant, non-decreasing 
and squa re-in tegrable function i// defined on (0, 1) in one of the following two ways:
(2-18) an(i) = \j/ (i/(n + l)), (i =  1......rí)
or
(2-19) a„(i) = E[^(t/ni)], (i =  1, ...,«),
where Unls . . .  =U„„ are the order statistics of a random sample of size n from the 
uniform distribution over (0, 1). We further assume that ip satisfies
(2.20) i/i ( 1 - m) = -\f/(u), «6(0, 1).
We note that such a function i// satisfies
i




(2.22) 0 <  X(i/i) = { /  W («)]2 du}m <
0
A class of score-generating functions of particular interest are of the form
(2.23) iK«) =  <P.(u) = -g '[G -1(u)]/g[G-\u)], «6(0, 1)
where G is a distribution function with a density g = G' which is symmetric and 
strongly unimodal and has a finite and positive Fisher information
(2.24) 0 <  1(g) = f  [g'(x)/g(x)Y dG(x) <
-03
Concerning the underlying distribution F, we assume that it has a symmetric 
and absolutely continuous density f= F '  with finite Fisher information. We also 
assume that
rOA,/) =  /  ip(u)(pf (u)du >0,
0
(2 .2 5 )  
where
(2 .2 6 ) <Pf {u) =  - f '[F- '(u)] lf[F- \u)l  « 6 (0 ,  1).
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3. The proposed tests
We first estimate ß. Consider the set
(3.1) B„ = {66R?: 2  |S;m(6)l =  minimum},m = 1
which is nonempty with probability one (see Jureőková (1971), Section 4). We choose 
one element
(3.2) §n = (ß„u . . . J nqK B n 
and partition it as
(3.3) h  = ( § u , f a ,  where 0* =  (ßm,r+1, ... J „ ) .
Let the scores a+ (1), ..., a+ (n) be generated by the function
(3.4) <A + (h) = * ((« + 1)/2), «6(0,1)
according to
(3.5) a :(i) = ß + {i/(n+l)) (i =  1...... «)
or
(3.6) a+(i)=  Ety + (£/„,)], d =  1, ...,«)•
For a£R let
(3.7) M5(a) =  [ n V m ~ 112 2  < [Au(«)l sign (* ,-« -& & )i — 1
where
Ani{d) =  /he rank of \Xt— a - ^ c ^  among
(3-8)
|Ar1- a - $ „ c 1|, ..., (i =  1, .... n)
and sign(i;) is equal to 1 or —1 according as v^O  or i;<0. For arbitrarily fixed 
0<<5<1, let zi/2 be the upper 100(5/2)% point of the standard normal distri­
bution. Define
(3.9) a* = inf {a€R: fVn(a) <  za/2}, a,** =  sup R: 1V„(a) > - z irt).
Now let the matrix M„ (see (2.8)) be partitioned as
(3.10)
f 3/„n Af„12l
where 4/nU is rX r, and define the (q — r)X(q—r) matrix
(3.11) 34 „ — 44„22
ifi
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which is symmetric and positive definite (because Mn is). Then a class of tests for
(1.11) (indexed by the score-generating function \j/) can be based on the normalized 
quadratic form
(3.12) Q„ = [2zJ/2/|-i/» (« í* -a :)-1]% J0 r. ^ .
In anticipation of the comparison with the normal theory test (see Section 4), 
we consider a sequence of hypotheses
(3.13) H„: §2 = n~1,2b2
where b2£_¥Hq~' is arbitrary. We note that H0 is a special case of Hn where h2= 0. 
Let the matrix M(see (2.11)) be partitioned as
(3.14) M
r m u m Vi
I A/ .. \ i
where M lv is r \ r ,  and define the (q — r)X(q — r) matrix
(3.15) M =  M i2 — M21 Mix M12,
which is symmetric and positive definite. Then the asymptotic distribution of Qn is 
as follows:
Theorem 1. Under H„, Qn has asymptotically the non-central chi-square dis­
tribution Xq-r(do) with q — r degrees o f  freedom and the noncentrality parameter
(3.16) Aq =  [y (i//, / ) / /  (ili)fb2 Mb2.
Corollary 1. Under H0, Qn has asymptotically the (central) chi-square dis­
tribution xl-r with q — r degrees o f  freedom.
For 0<s-=: 1 let Xq-r,e be the upper 100e% point of the x\-r distribution. 
Then for large n we have the following asymptotically distribution-free test of approx­
imately size £:
(3.17) Reject H0 (in favour o f  H) i f  and only i f  Q„=Xq-y,e-
Proof of Theorem 1. By (2.11), (3.10) —(3.11) and (3.14)—(3.15) we have
(3.18) lim n 1M„jk = MJk; j, fc = l,2 ,
n —*■ oo
and
(3.19) lim n~1M„ = M.
n-*- oo
By Theorem 4.1 of Jurecková (1971), n1,2(ßn—ß) = (n1/2(ßln — ß1),n1,2(ß2,, — ß2j) is 
asymptotically (/-variate normal Nq(0, [2(i/0/y(i^,7)]W _1). So, by (3.14)—(3.15) and 
a well-known fact about inverses of partitioned matrices (see, e.g. Graybill (1976), 
p. 19, Theorem 1.3.1) we have
(3.20) * Nq_r{ 0 ,[ m iy W ,f ) n M ) - ')
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where Q) denotes distribution. In particular, under //„ we have
(3.21) -  Nq_r{b2, [AW/y(.//,/)]2(M)-i).
By Theorem 3.1 of McKean and Hettmansperger (1976), yO/',/) is consistently 
estimated by
(3.22) y„ =
So, under H„, the statistic
(3.23) n * '%  yJX (<A) =  2 zs/J 2n («„** -  < r l
is asymptotically Nq_r(y(i]/,f)b2/Á (^),(M yi). By (3.12) and (3.23) we can express 
Qn as
(3.24) Q„ = y„/A(,/,)] n“ ' M„ [n ^  ß2ny jk (,/,)]'.
So, by (3.19), Q„ under H„ is asymptotically non-central chi-square with q r degrees 
of freedom and noncentrality parameter
Iv (<A, f ) b j x  m  M [y (*, / )  bJX (*)]' = Aq .
Remarks. 1. By (3.24), the test statistic can be expressed as
(3.25) Qn =  ( ^ M j t M m / y « ] 2
where [A(t/0/y„]2 is a consistent estimate of the coefficient [A(i/r)/y (t//,/)]2 of the 
asymptotic covariance matrix of nll2jl2„. Thus Qn is a natural analogue of the 
normal theory test statistic (see (4.11) and (4.30)).
2. Among the subclass of score-generating functions given by (2.23), if G is 
the standard logistic distribution function, then i// (u) = (pg(u) = 2u—\ and ij/ + (u) =  u, 
which generate Wilcoxon-type scores; and if G=<P is the standard normal distri­
bution function, then \fi(u)=<pg(u)= <P~1(u) and \l/ + (u)= <P~1[(u+1)/2], which 
generate normal scores.
4. Asymptotic efficiency
For the purpose of comparison with the classical normal theory test of (1.11), 
we make the additional assumption that F has a finite and positive (but unknown) 
variance
(4.1) 0 <  Var (Z,) = a2 <  °° 0  =  1,...,«).
We note that
(4.2) E(Z;) = 0, ( l= l , . . . , n ) .
Consider the least-squares estimate of 0 based on X„
(4.3) 5„ =(s„,/i„) = y„ c:'A n '
16*
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and the corresponding unbiased estimate of <r2
(4-4) si =  ( X ,- S nC:)(X„-dnC*nY I ( n - q -  1).
Let ß „  — ( ß „ i ,  ..., ß nq) be partitioned as
(4-5) ß„ =  (ßin,§ 2n), where ß2n = (ß„,r +i, •••, &,)■
We also partition A„ as
where A,ai is (r+ l)X (r+ 1), and define
(4.7) A„ = A„22 — A„2iA nilAnl2.
Then, the normal theory test of (1.11) is based on the F-statistic
(4.8) 3Fn = §2l, Ä„§2J(q  -  r) s2
(see, e.g., Anderson (1971), Section 2.2), or equivalently on the statistic
(4.9) L„ = ( q - r )  = ß2„ •
It is well-known that if F is normal, then !Fn under //„ has the F-distribution with 
q — r and n — q—l degrees of freedom. It will be shown later (in the proof of Theo­
rem 2) that
(4.10) Ä,, =  M„.
Thus L„ can also be expressed as
(4-11) Ln =
The following theorem gives the asymptotic distribution of L„ under Hn but 
under no assumption concerning the specific shape of F.
T h e o r e m  2 . Under H„, L„ is asymptotically where
(4.12) Al =  a-*b«MK.
To compare the proposed Q„-tests with the normal theory test, we make the 
further assumption that
(4-13) b2 ^ 0 ,
which, by the positive definiteness of M, makes the right-hand sides of (4.12) and
(3.16) strictly positive. Combining Theorems 1 and 2, we have the following result 
regarding the asymptotic relative efficiency.
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Corollary 2. The asymptotic relative efficiency o f the Qn-tests with respect 
to the normal theory test (based on L J  o f ( \ . 11) is
eQ.L(F) =
1 1
(4.14) =  o2 [ f  ip(u)(pr(u )d u Y lf  [iH “)]2du
0 0
=  ff2[ /  'lJ + 0/2) dw]2/ / [']'+(u)]2du.
0 0
The quantity given in (4.14) has been extensively studied. For example, if 
i/j (u)=2u~  1 (i.e., \/j + (u)=u), then eQtL(F) has a lower bound of 0.864, and is 
equal to 3/ti(= 0.955) if the underlying distribution F is  normal. And if ip = <P~1, 
then eQtL(F) is not less than 1, and is strictly greater than 1 unless F is normal (see, 
e.g., Puri and Sen (1971), Section 3.8).







(4.16) £i, 1 — (Cli5 •••> Cri) > £i, 2 — (Cr+l,i> —1 c q d  >
and let






Then, by (2.4)—(2.7) and (4.6) we have
n£«.i
n
2  c. i, i£i,i/=!
(4.18) 4^ #iii — ncn
n




^ n 2 1  — \_2 f i , 2 >  2  £i, 2 & , l ]  
i = l  i = l
(4.21) -4(|12 —  -4  „21-
On the other hand, by (2.4)—(2.5), (2.8), (3.10) and (4.15)—(4.17) we have
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By direct computation and (3.22) (with /=& = !), it is easily checked that inverse 
of AnXl is
(4.23)
~ £n, lM„y\cn  ^ — £n,lM„xx
M-
By further routine computation and (4.22), we have
(4-24) An2X Anl\A nl2 — ncnt2c'„'2 + Mn2XMnl\ Mnli,
from which by (3.11), (4.7), (4.19) and (4.22) (with j= k = 2) we obtain (4.10). 
Let the matrix A (see (2.10)) be partitioned as
where A1X is (r+ l)X (/'+ l), and define
(4.26) A =  A2 a -d2i^ii1^ 4i2- 
Then, by (4.6)—(4.7) we have
(4.27) Ihn r 1^  =  Ajk (j, k = 1, 2) 
and
(4.28) lim n~1An = Ä.
It follows from (3.19) and (4.10) that
(4.29) I  =  M.
Now, under our regularity assumptions, the random vector
nll28n = /!„)-(«, /?)] =  («1/2[(an, ßln)-(a , ßx)], h * (§ u - § j )
is asymptotically (q + l)-variate normal Nq+l(0, a2 A-1), and s2 is a consistent 
estimate of <ra (see Anderson (1971), p. 25, Corollary 2.6.1 and Theorem 2.6.2). 
Consequently, by (4.25)—(4.26) we have
0[«1/2(& „-& )] -  Nq_r(0, ^ ( I ) - 1)
and hence
(4.30) 0 ( « ^ 2„|/f„) -  As_r(ha, a2(Ä)”i).
Thus, by (4.9), (4.28)—(4.29) and with s2 as a consistent estimator of cr2, L„ under 
H„ is asymptotically non-central_ chi-square_with q — r degrees of freedom and 
noncentrality parameter a~2b2Äb2 = a~2b2Mb2 = AL. The proof is completed.
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REMARKS ON COMBINATORIAL GEOMETRY I
JÓZSEF BECK
1. Introduction
In this note we prove two results in “geometric configuration calculus” . First 
let there be given a set S  of n distinct points in the Euclidean plane. We say that the 
straight line L is determined by S  if L  contains at least two points of S, i.e., 
|LnS1is2 (throughout this paper \H\ denotes, as usual, the number of elements 
of the set H). Let line (S ) denote the number of straight lines determined by S.
The complete determination of the set of pairs (151, line (5)) seems to be hope­
less at present, but some interesting results are known about it. It is easily seen
that the values line (S) =  ^ 2j —1 and (2) “ ^ are 'mP0SS*^e f°r ISI —n- An­
swering a question of B. Grünbaum, P. Erdős [2] proved the following “jumping 
point” phenomenon in the distribution of line (S ).
T h e o r e m  A (P. Erdős). There are positive absolute constants
such that, i f  the integer l belongs to the interval
clf c2 and c3 
then there is an
n-element point-set S with line (S) = l. On the other hand, there exists a “gap” 
[N, N+c3n] where N>c3n3/2 .such that line (S)$ [N, N+c2n] whenever |51 =
At the end of his paper Erdős raised the problem of finding analogous result 
for circles.
We say that the circle R is determined by the point-set S  if R contains at least 
three points of S. Denote by circle (S ) the number of circles determined by S.
Our first object is to answer Erdős’ question as follows.
T h e o r e m  1.1. There are positive absolute constants c4, c 5 and c6 such that,
i f  the integer k belongs to the interval Jc4ns/2, (ő )- ^ ]  then there is an n-element
point-set S  with circle (S) = k. On the other hand, there is a “gap” [IV, N+c,jr] 
where A=-c6n5/2 suchthat circle (5)^ [N, N+c3n2] whenever |5 | =  n.
Roughly speaking our theorem states that the “jumping point” in the distri­
bution of circle (S ) is about nb'2 (|51 —n).
The reader is encouraged to consult T. Zaslawsky’s survey paper [6] of recent 
progress in related problems and results.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 51M05; Secondary 05C35. 
Key words and phrases. Point, straight line, circle, crossing numbers of graphs.
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Second, let there be given a set S={P1, P2, ..., P„) of n distinct points in 
general position (i.e., no three of them are on the same straight line) in the Euclidean
plane, and consider the straight-line segments P(Pj with endpoints P;, Pj
(1 Sz'cy'Sn). Let cross (S') denote the number of points (counted with multiplic­
ity) at which the segments PtPj (1 S i< y s« ) cross each other. Let cross*(S) 
denote the number of distinct points at which the segments /fP( (1 S /< )S « )  
cross each other.
It is well-known that cross (S')— whenever S forms a convex polygon
of n vertices. Indeed, then any four points of S determines exactly one cross-point. 
Several years ago P. Erdős (oral communication) suspected that cross* (S') cannot
be much less than Í ^ )  • Here we shall prove the following result.
T heorem 1.2. For any set S o f n distinct points in general position in the 
plane,
cross (S) > c714
where c7>  0 is independent o f  n.
For a survey concerning crossing numbers of graphs see e.g. Griinbaum [3].
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We start with the constructive part. Let there be given two concentric circles 
P x and R2 with common center C, and points P ^ R i, —nrSi^m , Qj£R2,
■^j sM  (here m ^ M )  with the properties
(a) the points P_m, P_m+1, ..., P0, Pls ..., Pm are equidistant on R, in this order, 
and similarly, Q- M, Q - M + 1 , . . . ,  Q 0 , 6 i ,  •••> Ő aí are equidistant on P 2 in this 
order;
(ß) the half-line starting from the common center C and passing through Pf con­
tains Qi, —m S:iSm  (m and M  will be specified later depending on the value 
of k).
Denote by /  (2M + 1, 2m +1) the number of circles R such that 
jPn{P,-: —m S /S m )!-2  and |PH  {Q f 
An easy calculation gives
(1) f(2 M + 1, 2mEl)  = (2m2+ *) M - 4 (m+ *).
We introduce the concept of Defect (S) as follows
D(S) = Defect (S) = ^ 3 'j-c irc le  (S).
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Set
Sx = Sl (m) — {Pp. — m ^  i ^  m} and S2 = S2(M) =  {Qj: — M  ^  j  ^  Af}. 
Clearly
(2) D(SiU S2) =  (2 ^  *) -  1 +  (2" 3+ 1) - 1  + 3 -f(2M+ 1, 2m +  1).
If c4 is sufficiently large and &€jc4n8/2, —38j then from (1) and (2) it
follows by elementary calculation the existence of integers M  and m (M&mSO) 
such that
(3) 38 =£ ("j-Zc-ZJ^Cf^U SiCM )) s s i ß j
where y —n — (2M +1) — (2m +1) and y £ n 1/2. Indeed, let M  be the largest integer 
with — 1 =  ^ 3) —38 — k, and next let m be the largest integer with
(2W3+1) - 1+3/(2 M + l ,2 m + l) s [ 3 ] - 3 8 - Ä :- [ 2M3+1) + l .
We require the following simple lemma.
Lemma 2.1. I f  /c*c[y (^ ) , (^ j —3sj and y  is sufficiently large then there
exists a point-set Y suchthat |F | —y  and circle (Y)=k*.
The proof of Lemma 2.1 proceeds along the same lines as Erdős argued in 
his original paper. For the sake of completeness we include it. Similarly as above, 
one can easily find nonnegative integers u, v, z in this order such that
y -(u + v + z)  >  -1 y  and 38 S  -  k*- { ( " ) - 1  + - 1 + (^) -  l} =  0(ys/s).
Moreover, for any integer w with 3 8 S w = 0 (y 8/9) there must exist nonnegative
integers p,q  and r such that p + q + r-^-^y  and 3p + 9q+l9r=w.6
Now the construction of the desired >>-element set Y goes as follows. Consider 
three sets U, V and Z  having the properties \U\=u, \V\—v, \Z\=z, U a R (X),VczRw , 
ZczR(3) where R(i), i—1,2,3 are different circles. Let H (f ,  l s i ^ g  be four- 
element sets such that H ^ c z R ^  where the circles R f1, j'= l, 2, . . . ,p  are different. 
Let HlJ\  I S jS q  and H f’, \zál?Pr be five-element and six-element sets, respec­
tively, defined analogously. Now let
Y =  UUVUZU  U Hin U Ú
i=i y= l i=i
where \A\=y—(u+v+z+p+q+r).
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In the construction above one can easily guarantee the equality below 
D (Y) = D(U)+D(V)+D(Z)+ D (H ^)+  %  D {!& > )+ 2 =
; = i  j = l  i = i
=  (3) “ 1 +  (3 ) —  1 +  (3 ) - l + 3 p  +  9 i + 1 9 / -  =  (3 ) - A * ,
which completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. □
By Lemma 2.1 and (3) there exist a y-element set Y  such that Z)(L) = ^  j — 
— k — D (SV U S2). Observe that if y  is small then we are immediately done. Indeed, 
then n is also small (since y £ « 1/2) and so the interval |c4n6/2, —3sj is empty.
Moreover, we may assume that Y  is in general position relative to S^US^, i.e., 
D(S1\JS2U Y) = D (51US'2)+Z»(y).
Summarizing, we have
k =  ( ”)-Z )(S 1USl U3r),
that is, the «-element point-set ,S,=  S’1U-S2U y  determines exactly k circles.
To prove the existence of a large “gap” [N, N + c5n2] with some jV=-c6«5/2 
we need the following very recent result conjectured by Erdős and proved independ­
ently of each other by Szemerédi and Trotter [5] and the author [1],
T h eo rem  B. Let there be given n points in the plane, no n — t on the same 
straight line (t, 0 ^ t ^ n —3 is arbitrary). Then the number o f  straight lines containing 
at least two o f the given points exceeds c0tn (c0 >  0 independent o f n and t).
Applying inversions with centers at the given points one can easily deduce 
from Theorem B the analogous result for circles.
L em m a  2.2. Let there be given n points in the plane, no n—t on the same circle 
(straight line). Then the number o f  circles (straight lines) containing at least three 
o f the points exceeds Cq tn2. □
Now let there be given an «-element set S  in the plane. Assume that some 
circle (straight line) contains exactly n — x  points of S. It is easily seen that circle
(S )£ I(x )  where
/(*) = [1 + (” 2 * ) * - ( " - * )  (2 )’ 1 + (,?2*) * +  ( « - * )  (2)+  (3)]•
By some elementary calculation it follows that there exists an interval [IV, N+cbn2]
Itwith AT— cn5/2 such that the union (J 7(x) of the first —  intervals I(x), 1
1 is disjoint from [N, N+c-an2J. This means that there is no S such that
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\S \=n, some circle (straight line) contains n points of S  and circle (5)6
£[N, N+c^n2].
Now we are ready, since in the opposite case (i.e., if any circle or straight line 
9
contains < —  n of the points) Lemma 2.2 immediately yields circle (5) >cn3. 
Theorem 1.1 follows, n
We remark that instead of Lemma 2.2 it suffices to use some old results of 
Kelly and Moser [4]. They proved that if n points are given in the plane, with no 
n — t points collinear, and if n=~c8/ 2 then the number / of straight lines containing 
two or more of the points satisfies l ^ t  n — ca t~. Kelly and Moser also show that 
if /, is the number of straight lines containing exactly i of the points, then
(4) / . S  3 + 2 0 - 3 ) / , .
i s  4
Adding /2 + /3 to both sides of (4) we obtain
Consequently
2 (/a +~ /») =  2/2 + ^  3= 3 + /3 + /3+ /4 +  . . .— 3 + /. 
/, + /, ^  3/2+1/2.
Summarizing, if n points are given in the plane, with no n — t points collinear, 
and if n ^ c at2 then the number of straight lines /2 +  /3 containing two or three 
points satisfies l2+la>tn/2—c9t*/2.
Applying now inversions we get a weaker version of Lemma 2.2 working for 
n>c8/ 2 only. But it is sufficiently strong to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Let there be given n points Pt, P2, ..., P„ in general position in the plane. 
Let PfPj (1 ^ i< js n )  denote the straight-line segments with endpoints Pt, Pj, 
and denote by L(P,, Pj) the straight line containing P, and Pj (clearly pPjCZ 
czL(Pi,Pj)). Let Qi, Ő2, Qr be the points at which the segments PtPj (1 á i <  
< /S « ) cross each other (i.e., ;•=cross*((P ,, ..., P„})). Moreover, let mk denote 
the number of segments PtPj passing through the point Qk, l s f e s r  (multi­
plicity). Since any five points of Pk, ..., P„ determines at least one cross-point Qk, 
we get
o )  i ( ” ‘) s  (;)/(«-•»).
Furthermore, observe that
(6) mk S  «/2, 1 s  I: S  r.
Now we recall the dual form of Theorem 1.5 in [1].
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L em m a  3.1. Let there be given N . straight lines L1, ..., LN in the plane, and 
let ö i ,  Qr denote their intersection points. Let Mk denote the number o f straight 
lines L t passing through Qh, 1 S fc sP  (multiplicity). Then for every positive
M  ^ \ '2 N , 2  l< c 10 3 -t- with some positive absolute constant 6. □
k : M k s M  M
Note that in [1] we proved <5 S 1/20, but Szemerédi and Trotter [5] succeeded 
in determining the exact value of 5, namely <5=1.
Applying Lemma 3.1 to the lines L(Pf, Pj), lS z < /s «  ^and so 
we obtain (we also use (6))
(7) 2  1 = 2  .k:mk?£M i=0 2*M = Ä v ^ M c’10 (21 My2 Ő M d
From (7) it follows that if M ^ c 12(S) then
k: tnk ^  M
Comparing it to (5) we conclude that
id ? K O -




Now (8) yields the desired lower bound
cross* ({P l5 . . . ,  /?,}) =  r ^  2  1 >  ^ (< 5 )
k:m k ^ c u (i )  V V
and Theorem 1.2 follows. □
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ON THE ORDER OF CONVERGENCE OF A FINITE 
ELEMENT METHOD FOR THE BIHARMONIC EQUATION
L. VEIDINGER
Bramble and Zlámal considered in [1] a finite element, the so-called Argyris 
triangle for fourth order problems on a polygonal plane region R and gave asymp­
totic estimates for the order of convergence. They assumed, however, that the solu­
tion of the fourth order problem has square integrable fourth derivatives (at least) 
in R. This assumption is, in general, not satisfied even if R is convex (see [2], 
p. 288). In the present paper we shall give error bounds without this assumption.
1. Let R be a bounded open plane region whose boundary C consists of a 
finite number of simple closed polygons. Denote by Au (/i =1,2, ..., v) the vertices 
of C.
We consider the Dirichlet problem for the biharmonic equation
( 1)




where n is the outward normal to C. We assume that the right-hand side f  (x, y) 
is analytic in an open region G containing the closure of R in its interior.
Let A: be a non-negative integer. We denote by W£k)(R) the Hilbert space of 
all functions which together with their generalized derivatives up to the A-th order 
belong to L2(R). The norm is given by
Ml*,* =  2 My.*, where Mj .* =  Z  \\D‘v \\l, (*)•
7=o |i| =J
dMVHere and in the sequel we use the notation i = (i1, i^, |/‘ | =/, + /2, D ' v = - ,-  . .o x lr)y2
If s is a positive real number, then we define the Hilbert space W2is) (R) with norm 
|| ||JjR by Hilbert space interpolation between 1L>([S])(/?) and 1T^(W+1)(/?) (see, for 
example, [3], p. 302).
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 65N30.
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It is well-known that under the above-mentioned assumptions the solution 
u (x, y) of the problem (1) minimizes the functional
(2) F(v) = v f  dx dy - f  f  fv  dx dy
Z R K
in the space fV2(2> (R). Here tV2(2) (R) is the space of functions which we get by com­
pleting in the norm || ]U „ the set of twice continuously differentiable functions with 
compact support in R.
Lemma 1. u(x,y) is an analytic function o f  x  as well as o f y in R.
For a proof, see [4],
Lemma 2. u(x,y) is analytic on C, excluding the vertices.
For a proof, see [5],
Lemma 3. Let Aß = (xAli, yAJ  be a vertex o f  C with interior angle a„ (0 < a.ß <  
< 2 n). Let rA)= \ f x - x AJ 2 +  ( y - y AJ - . Let a(1 =  Re z„+ I where z0 is the root 
with smallest positive real part o f  the (complex) equation
Then
sin2 a —z2 sin2 =  0. 
«(*, v) = u fx , y) + 0 ( r \ , f ,
V
where ul (x, v) and its partial derivatives o f all orders remain bounded when (.v, y) — A/t 
in R. This relation may be indefinitely formally differentiated.
This lemma follows from the results of Kondrat’ev (see [2]).
2. We triangulate R, i.e. we subdivide R into triangles such that any two triangles 
are either disjoint or have a common vertex or a common side. To every triangu­
lation we associate two parameters: //, 9. h is the largest side and 9 is the smallest 
angle of all triangles of the given triangulation. In the sequel we assume that
9 s 9 0 >  0,
where 90 does not depend on h. Denote by Mh the set of all triangles of the given 
triangulation.
Let Px, P,. Ps be the vertices of the triangle T£M h and let Q,, Q2, Qs be the 
mid-points of the sides. We consider a polynomial of degree 5
p(x, y) =  a0 + a 1x + . . .+ a 2o * /, + «2iI;5-
To determine such a polynomial we need 21 conditions. We choose them in the 
following way: we prescribe the values D‘p(Pf) ( |/ |s 2 ,  /=  1, 2, 3) and the values
^  0 ’= b  2, 3), where n is the outward normal to the boundary of T. It can
be proved (see [1], p. 810) that the polynomial p (x ,y )  is uniquely determined by 
these values.
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Wc consider the values Dip(PJ) and (|/!s2 , / —1,2, 3) at each in­
terior node as parameters. Denote by H6(R) the class of functions defined on R 
which are equal on each triangle T^Mh to the just introduced polynomial p  (x, y) 
and satisfy the boundary conditions (see [6], p. 404). It can be shown 
(see [6], p. 404) that HS(R) is a finite dimensional subspace of (R). We approx­
imate the solution u(x, y) of the problem (1) by the function uh(x,y) which mini­
mizes the functional (2) in the space H5(R).
3. T heorem . Let u(x, y) be the solution o f  the problem (1) and let uh (x, y) 
be the finite element approximation. IM  ß — min a„. I f  ß ^ 5, thenft=l,2f...»v
u(x, y Y M f +V-tHR) n Wf* (R)
and
(3) i|w-wj2,R S  C1/l',- 1- c||«||i+jJ_e,R,
where e is any positive real number and cl is a positive constant which depends only 
on the right-hand side f  ( x ,y) and the region R. I f  ß > 5, then u(x,y)£H£(6)(/?)n 
fW2<2)(/?) and
(4) [|w-wJ2lR S  c2fc4||u|j6,R,
where c2 is a positive constant which depends only on f  (x, y) and R.
P roof1. By Céa’s lemma (see, for example, [7], p. 104) we have
(5) llM— W*ll 2, R — C5 ip f  ilM — »la.R
where c3 is a positive constant which does not depend on h.
Denote by P the projection oflfc(2)(/?) onto H6(R). If z€fV2m (R), then
inf l |z - f |2.r = iz -R z h .RvCH^ R)
Fand  T = I—P are continuous linear operators on W2m (R). In fact
(6) ll^zPa.R — i^ lla.K + ll^la.K — 2||z||2lR.
On the other hand, if z£ IÍ^ (2) (R) D W2m (R) then (see [1])
(7) i[Fz||2,r ^  c4/i1|z|6jR S  C4/14|z|)e,R-
(6) and (7) imply that T  is a mapping from ff£<2)(/?) into W2(i)(R) with norm S2 
and it is a mapping from U£(6)(F)nw2(2)(#) into B£(2)(F) with norm S c 4/i4. 
We have (see [8], p. 263) for p = \, 2 ,..., v, r5(j€ B ^ ,+1-e)(/?), where e is any pos­
itive real number. Hence by the lemmas it follows that u(x, y)6W^+1_£)(/?) lTH£(a)(/i). 
If /?>5, then M(A:,y)CIK(6)(F )n i^ (2)(F) and thus by (7) the inequality (4) imme-
1 The fundamental idea of this proof goes back to Scott (see [3]).
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diately follows. If j5s5, then by the so-called operator interpolation property 
(see, for example, [3], p. 301) T  is a mapping from (R) f| W/2) (R) into
W2W (R) with norm ^ c 5h^~1~c, that is
I! M l?|!2.r = ||7h||2iR Si c6h ^ 1~c ||l/||i+j_etR.
viH6(R)
Substituting (8) into (5) we immediately obtain the inequality (3). This completes 
the proof of our Theorem.
Finally, we remark that our results can be transferred without any difficulty to 
all the finite elements considered in [7] on p. 355 and also to the curved elements 
considered in [9] (in the case when C is curved). Moreover, using the results of 
[10], the finite element methods for the biharmonic eigenvalue problem
A2u (x, y) +  ).u{x, y) = 0, (x, y)£ R,
can be treated in the same way as those for the boundary value problem (1).
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TWO REMARKS ON THE PERMEABILITY OF LAYERS OF 
CONVEX BODIES
A. FLORIAN and H. GROEMER1
We let Ed denote the d-dimensional Euclidean space. As usual, a convex body 
in Ed is defined as a compact convex subset of E d with interior points. A collection 
3  of convex bodies whose interiors are mutually disjoint is called a layer in Ed if 
there are two parallel hyperplanes Hx, H 2 in E d such that all bodies from 3  are 
between IIx and II2. These hyperplanes are said to be boundary planes (if d—2, 
boundary lines) of 3  if there are no two hyperplanes parallel to Hx, / / 2 which also 
include 3  and have smaller mutual distance than H x, H2. The distance between 
the two boundary planes of 3  is called the width of 3 . We shall only deal with 
layers that satisfy the condition that every bounded subset of Ed intersects only 
a finite number of convex bodies of the layer. We concern ourselves with continuous 
rectifiable curves that lie entirely between the boundary planes Hx, / / 2 of the layer
3). Such a curve will be called a path, and we shall say that a path crosses 3  if it 
has one endpoint in Hx, the other in II2, and does not meet the interior of any convex 
body from 3 . The length of a path A will be denoted by 1(E). Since we are interested 
in curves of small length that cross 3  it will be convenient to define
L (3 )  =  inf 1(E),
where the infimum is to be taken over all paths A that cross 3 . When we talk about 
circles, spheres, m-gons etc. we mean always the corresponding convex body, not 
just its boundary.
Following L. Fejes Tóth [2] we define the permeability of a layer 3  by
P^  = [L(3) ’
where w denotes the width of 3 . For every layer 3  we have obviously Q < p (3 )^  1. 
The permeabilities of layers of circles and some other plane convex bodies have 
been investigated in the articles [1] through [7], It is shown in [2] that every layer 
of congruent circles has permeability greater than )^27/2n—0.8269..., and that 
there are layers of incongruent circles of permeability less than ^27 /2n (in fact, 
less than 0.8234). Hence, if F denotes the class of all layers of congruent circles 
and r*  the class of all layers of not necessarily congruent circles we have
inf {/>(#): ^ r } >  inf {/>(<<?*): #*€!’*}.
17»
1 Supported by National Science Foundation Research Grant MCS 8001578. 
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(We use frequently an asterisk to indicate that incongruent convex bodies may be 
involved.) In [3] L. Fejes Tóth has shown that parallelograms behave quite differently 
in this respect. If Q is a parallelogram and 17, 17* denote, respectively, the classes 
of all layers of translates of Q and parallelograms similar to Q, then
inf{/>(J2): Jel7} =  inf{p(j2*): -2*677*}.
In Theorem 1 of the present paper we note that for mfe39 the regular m-gon 
is of the same type as the circle. This leaves us with the interesting question to which 
type the regular m-gon belongs if m is one of the integers 3, 5,6, ..., 38. For example, 
we do not know whether the regular hexagon is of the same type as the circle or the 
parallelogram.
Our second theorem provides a lower bound for the permeabilities of layers 
of convex bodies in Ed. In the case of congruent spheres this lower bound tends 
rapidly to 1 as d tends to infinity.
Theorem 1. For every 39 there exists a layer ŐP* o f homothetic regular 
m-gons such that
p{&*) <  inf p{8P),
where the infimum is to be taken over all layers 8? o f  congruent regular m-gons.
Proof. Let #* be a layer of width 1 of not necessarily congruent circles, and 
let 8P* be a layer of regular m-gons that are inscribed in the circles of and mutu­
ally homothetic. (One of the m-gons may be inscribed arbitrarily, all the others 
are then uniquely determined. Until the very end of the proof we assume only m&3.) 
For any £>0 there exists a path ßx that crosses 8P* and satisfies the inequality
(1) Kßi) <  L{8?*)+s.
Let H x, H 2 denote the boundary lines of (€*. Since the boundary lines of 8P* are 
between H x and H2 we obviously may supplement the path ßx by two line segments 
orthogonal to Hx, H2 to obtain a path ß2 that connects Hx and H2. If has width 
w it follows that 1 and
(2) l{ß2) =  /(/? i)+ l-w .
We now modify the path ß2 so that we obtain a path, say ß3, that crosses (é>* 
and is, in a certain sense, not much longer than ß2. If ß2 does not meet the interior of 
any circle from we set ß3= ß2- Let us now assume that there is a C£^*  such 
that ß2 meets int C. Then, part of ß2 is contained in one of the m open convex regions, 
say S, of (int C )\P , where P is the regular m-gon from inscribed in C (see Fig. 1). 
If ß2(t) is the parametric representation of ß2 there is a point J32(a) on the circular 
boundary of S  where ß2 enters S, and a point ß2(b) where it exits. Let A be the subarc 
of ß2 defined by a ^ t^ b ,  and X' the subarc on the circular boundary between 
ß2(a) and ß2(b). If R is the radius of C and a the angle l(X')/R we have a S 2 n/m,
(Xl(X )^2R  sin y ,  and therefore
l (X') _ 7r/m  
l(X) ~  sin (n/m)(3)
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We now remove from ß2 the subarc X and replace it by and apply a corresponding 
replacement to any other subarc of ß2 that meets a region of the same kind as S. 
The result is a path ß3 that crosses and, because of (3), has the property that
n/m
sin (n/m) /(&)•
If this inequality is combined with (1) and (2) we obtain
l(ßs)
n/m
sin (n/m) (1 — w-f- w~p W )
Because of w Sl and p(0>*)'S. 1 we have 1 — w + w/p(Sfi*)^ l/p ^* ), and it follows 
that
and therefore
L(<#*) n/m ( 1
sin(7r/m) l  p(éP*)
Since the width of <6* was assumed to be 1 we have p(V*)=l/L(%'*), and 




Let now be a layer of width 1 of congruent regular m-gons, and let % be 
the layer consisting of the circles inscribed in the m-gons of 3P. If e> 0  is given, 
there is a path yx that crosses and satisfies the inequality
(5) l(y,) <  L(V) + e.
Similarly as before, we supplement y, by two line segments orthogonal to the bound­
ary lines of so that the resulting path, say y2, connects these two lines. If n> is the 
width of eß  we have wS 1 and
(6 ) l(7i) =  / ( y i ) + l - w .
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Our aim is now to modify y2 so that the new path, say y3, crosses 3f and is not much 
longer than y2. If y2 does not meet any of the interiors of the w-gons from we 
simply set y3=y2. If this is not the case, y2 meets the interior of some and
passes therefore through one of the open regions, let us call it T, bounded by two 
adjacent sides of P and a circular arc from the corresponding inscribed circle (see 
Fig. 2). Let y2(c) be the point on the polygonal boundary of T  where y2 enters T, 
and yz(d) the point where y2 exits T. If ß is the subarc of y2 defined by the para­
metric restriction c ^ t ^ d ,  and ß denotes the polygonal boundary of T  between 
y2(c) and y2(d) we find
(7) ■ 1 ^ I(ß) cos (n/m)
Indeed, if ß' consists of only one line segment this is completely obvious, and if it 
consists o f two line segments one obtains (7) as an immediate consequence of the 
fact that for any triangle with side lengths x, y, z and respective angles q, <r, t=  
2 n= n ------ we havem
x + y  =  cos((g—g)/2) ^  1
z sin (t/2) — cos (n/m) '
We now replace the subarc ß of y2 by ß' and carry out the corresponding replace­
ments for all other subarcs of y2 that meet a region of the same kind as T. This yields 




If this inequality is combined with (5) and (6) we obtain
1
i ( y 3) -(l —w-f-Lí^j +  s).cos (n/m)
Similarly as in the discussion of %>* and &*, we may deduce that
1 1L(0>);
cos (n/m) p(%>)
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and therefore
( 8) p m  s
i
cos (71 /m) p m
From (4) and (8) it follows that for any layer V* of possibly incongruent circles, 
and any layer & of congruent regular m-gons there exist a layer of homothetic 
regular m-gons and a layer <€ of congruent circles so that
rm p m )  Ä 27T/m p m )
P Í & )  sin(27t/m) /?(*<?)
(The assumption that #* and 3P have width 1 is obviously immaterial.)
We now apply (9) to a layer cé* of incongruent circles with p (%>*)<■ 0.8234. 
As already remarked, the existence of such a layer has been shown by L. Fejes 
Tóth [2] who has also proved that for any layer rß of congruent circles p (^ )  >/27/27t. 




Using this inequality and the easily established fact that for m^39




Since 9  can be any layer of congruent regular m-gons the proof of Theorem 1 is 
finished.
To formulate our second theorem we need the following definition. If X  — 
— , K2, ...} is a layer in Ed we may introduce a cartesian coordinate system in
Ed so that the two boundary planes of X  consist of all points (xx, . . . ,  xd) with 
xd= 0  and xd=w, respectively. For any r=>0 we let Z(r) denote the cylinder 
defined by Xi + ... +xd_x^r2, 0 S x d^w . Then, we define the upper density of 
X  by
( 10) q(X)  — lim
■*“ v(Z(r)) x,nz(r)^Z  v(K,),
where v denotes the volume in Ed. It is not difficult to show that g ( X)  does not 
depend on the particular coordinate system introduced for the purpose of this 
definition. We say that a line is orthogonal to X  if it is orthogonal to the boundary 
planes of X .  | • | denotes the Euclidean norm in Ed.
T heorem 2. Let X  be a layer in Ed o f  permeability p and upper density q. 
Furthermore, assume that there exists a constant y with the following property: 
For any K d X  and any line that is orthogonal to X  and intersects the boundary of 
K in two points, say s, t, there is a path on the boundary of K that connects s and 
t, and has length at most y | i —1\. Then,
1
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Proof. We use the coordinate system and the cylinder Z (r )  that have been 
described in connection with the definition (10). For any point b=(x1, ..., x„_i, 0) 
in the base, say B(r), of Z (/) we consider the line G(pcx, ..., x„_i) that passes 
through b and is orthogonal to X  ={KX, K^, ...}. Let / ( x 1; . . . ,x B_1) be the 
linear measure of G(xx, ... ,  0 fl( L J T h e n ,  we find
(12) / / (x 1,...,xs_a)dx1...dxn_1 = p(Z(r)(T(U^))= 2B(r) i Jf,nz(r)^ 0
If for some / the interior of the body Kt meets the line G(xx, ..., x„-x)  we replace 
the line segment G(xx, ... ,  by a path on bdr Kt that connects the end­
points s, t of this line segment and has length at most y|x—1\. If we perform cor­
responding replacements for all other bodies Kj with (int Kj)f]G(x1, ..., xn_1)5zi0 
we obtain a path that crosses X  and has length at most
w- /(* ! ,  ....X^O + y/ÍX!, ...,X„_i),
where »v denotes again the width of . It follows immediately that
L (X ) á  w+(y— l)/(x l5 ..., x„_j).
If both sides of this inequality are integrated over B ( r ) ,  and if we apply (12) and 
observe that B(r) has ((<i—l)-dimensional) volume v(Z(r))/w, we obtain
L ( X ) i ® ^ S t , ( Z ( r ) )  +  ( y - l )  2  v(K}.
w K,nZ(r)?i0
(11) is now an obvious consequence of this inequality and (10).
To illustrate the applicability of Theorem 2 let us consider some special cases. 
Assume first that J f  is a layer of (not necessarily congruent) equilateral triangles 
with one side parallel to the boundary lines of JT. We have g ^ l  and may take 
y =  ^ 3. Then Theorem 2 yields pys\j\'3 , and this is actually best possible since 
a layer as shown in Fig. 3 is easily seen to have permeability arbitrarily close to 
1/yT if the width of the layer is sufficiently large. If equilateral triangles in any 
position are permitted one can take y=2 to obtain the estimate 1/2.
As another example let X  be a layer of congruent spheres in Ed, and let pd 
denote the infimum of all permeabilities of layers of congruent spheres. Since o (X )  
cannot be larger than the upper density of packings of congruent spheres in Ed,
Jl
and since one may obviously take V = y , we obtain from Theorem 2 that
03) ! + ( ! - ! ) „ , ,
where ad is the upper bound of Rogers [9] for the density of sphere packings in 
Ed. Thus, for d -*°° we have öj~ —2~d/2 and therefore
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It one uses instead of ad the density estimates of Kabatyanskii and Levenshtein [8] 
one obtains the inequality
-------1 Ä  2-(0.B99+<K1»<f (d  °)
P i
which is stronger than (13) if d is large enough.
We finally remark that in the proof of Theorem 2 the assumption of convexity 
of the sets in :£  was practical but not essential. Hence, substantial generalizations 
would be possible.
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SUR LES SURFACES Ä GROUPES CONTINUS G3 DE SIMILITUDE 
PROJECTIVES EN ELLES-MÉMES ET SUR LES SURFACES
COMPLEXES
FROIM MARCUS
Hommage d la memoire de O. Maver
1. La notion de correspondence projective-conforme et similaire entre deux 
surfaces non-quadriques que Ton doit ä Bompiani [2] a été généralisée á une surface 
et sa transformée infinitésimale en elle-méme, dans les notes [3] et [4], Une trans­
formation infinitesimale asymptotique (t ■ i) d'une surface x(u, v) en elle-méme est
3 3représentée par le Symbole X —k-x -  + l - z - , k — k{u), l=l(v) ou par les équationsdu öv
(1.1) it =  u + ek, v =  v+el,
£ un paramétre indépendant de u, v dont on néglige le carré. X sera une t • i pro- 
jective-conforme (t ■ i ■ p-c) si l'on peut trouver une fonction
q — 1+fio- (a- =  o(u, v) const.)
ß dü3+y dv3 ßdid + ydv3 




sóit vérifiée au premiere ordre ou ß du3 y dv3 est Vélément linéaire de Fubini [1]2dudv
de (x) et q le module dilatation de l'élément.
X  est une similitude (t-i-p-s) si cr=c o n s t . et une déformation projective 
de Fubini (d-i-p) si <7 =  0 (les collinéations exclues). Les résultats de [3] et [4] 
ont été étendues par beaucoup de résultats par O. Mayer et F. Marcus dans [5], 
dont nous rappelons en particulier les suivants:
(1) Si une surface non réglée admet un G2 continu de t-p-c, eile admet un 
G3 et eile est isothermo asymptotique ou surface (F) de Fubini.
(2) Une surface (F) posséde un groupe continue maximum G3 de t-p-c en 
elle-méme.
2. Le paragraphe 7 de [5] traite le probléme de déterminer les surfaces qui 
possédent un groupe G2 de similitudes projectives (t • p-s). On démontre qu’en 
dehors des surfaces de coincidence qui possédent un Gs il existent deux et seulement 
deux éléments linéaires dont les surfaces correspondantes possédent un G2 maximum
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 53A20. 
Key words and phrases. Projective differential geometry.
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de t • p-s en elles-mémes engendré respectivement par les t • i
v  d v d , () d . , A. d d
x ' = ~ to ’ x ^ T »  e tpar x ' = b -ü ^ T »  (ab7tSSi- ^ " " ä T  + ' ä r -
Les deux types d’éléments linéaires sont:
(2.1) ß — 7 — Ce“ (<x> = au + bv ^  0),
et
(2.2) ß = y = Cco'-1 (t *  1),
qui sont réalisables et á qui correspondent six classes de surfaces, la classe (I) pour 
l’élément linéaires (2.1) et les autres pour l'élément (2.2). Parmi les six classes, les 
surfaces de la classe (II) sont les plus intéressantes. Des conditions d’intégrabilité
[1] on trouve si ab^O
(2.3) L ^ - I c z j c o ^  + U^u), M  = - ^ - C 2- ^ co2' - 2+V1(v),
et si t—0 et C2=ab on est conduit ala classe de surfaces déterminées (formelle­
ment) par
ß = y = Vab (au+bv)-' (ab ^  0).
(II) I  =  - | a 2(aa+  bv)-*+ C'a id + C"u +  C " b
M  = — 3b2 2 (a u + b v f+C  bid-C"v+C"'a.
On observe dans [5] p. 405 qu’elles dependent seulement de deux constantes essen­
tielles car on peut y faire
(2.4)
1: C  = ± 1 , C" =  0; 2: C  = 0, C" = 1, Cm = 0;
3: C  = C" =  0, C'"±  1; 4: C  =  C" = C "  = 0.
Au quatre groupes des constantes (2.4) correspondent évidemment quatre sous- 
classes de surfaces projectivement applicables entre elles, mais avec propriétés 
differentes, spécialement en relation avec les congruences — W ayant une quadrique 
comme nappe focale et qui n ’ont pás été considérées dans [5]. L’objet de cette note 
est de compléter nos résultats de [5].
3. De (2.2) l’on tire
<3-'> ^ r ü r  =  p - - »
c’est-a-dire que les asymptotiques des deux families sur les surfaces correspondantes 
appartiennent á des complex linéaires. Done elles sont des surfaces de Terracini [6]
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ou encore d’aprés G. Bol [7] surfaces complexes et qui sont de trois espéces; cellos 
d'espéce (III) ont élé découvert par IVilczynski [8].
D’aprés Fubini—Cech [1] paragraphe C, p. 115, on a généralement
]fU'V
u + v
('\ y \ T — d2\ogß 1 (d \o g ß  V“
du2 2 1 du )
M
b2 log ß 1 id  \ogß)
dv2 2 \  dv )
OÚ
(3.3) rr kU2+ (l—h)U+p U l~  U'
kV2
, K  = —
k, l, h, p sont des constantes pas toutes essentielles. En
U=au, V—bv, on aura
(3.4) C  = k, C" = l  — h, Cm =
et de (2.4) l’on tire





 fc = 0, l —h — 1;
(^ )
3° k = 0, / =  h, p =  ± aft; 4° k = l = h = p =  0.
On aura done pour les quatre sous-classes:
(3.5) ß — ^ab(au + bv) 1 =  y
Li = <x±au2 + —;a M i = ő±bv2+-?~;b
L2 = a + « ; M2 = ő—v;
(&>')
L3 =  a±ab; M3 — ö±ab;
Li =  a; M i =  5
OÚ
(3.6) a = — a2(au + bv)~2, ö = —j- b2(au+bv)~:
et les premiere trois classes de surfaces sont projectivement applicables sur la der- 
niére qui est une surface de Wilczynski.
4. Dans le paragraphe 47 C p. 272—275 Fubini démontre le Théoréme: Si 
S  est une surface dont chacune des asymptotiques appartiennent á un complex liné- 
aire, alors S  est une nappe focale de congruences W dont la seconde nappe S  est une 
quadrique. (On observe aussi qu’il y a des exceptions.)
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Soit S  une telle surface. Alors pour que S soit une quadrique on doit avoir 
(lieu cité)
14 _ (H V+ K ){K -H U )(4.1) N = P ± --------(P =  const. *  0)
U et V sont solutions de (3.1) et
(4.2) H(h — l) — 2kK — —-j- # , K { h - l ) - 2 p H = ^ K ,
H, K  constantes non simultanément nulles et
(4.3) kK 2-p H 2 = -^ -K H .  
Par élimination de H  et K  l’on tire
(4.4) (h-Q*-4/cp =  -Ç ;
que déterminera P (sauf pour le signe), et pour chaque valeur de P on obtient H  
et K. Observons que N  est la bien connue fonction de la méthode générale de Fubini 
[1] pour l’étude des congruences—W. Si N=  const. 5^0, la congruence appartient 
à un complexe linéaire, si N = 0, le complex est spécial et la seconde nappe focale 
dégénère. C’est précisément le cas d'exception. Donc si const, alors chacune 
des surfaces S est une nappe focale de deux congruences W, ayant une quadrique pour 
seconde nappe focale. Observons encore que les deux congruences sont engendrés 
par les tangentes aux courbes




u+v (HV+K), B =
f p 7
u+v (-H U + K ).
De (4.4) et pour les constantes du groupe 1° de (g?) résultera 
(4.6) p* = + l6p + 0, PK+ 4pH = 0.
Observant que U=au, V=bv, on aura (4.7) N=N(u, v)+const. Donc les surfaces 
respectives sont nappes focales de deux congruences— W dont les secondes nappes 
sont des quadriques régulières. Elles sont donc surfaces complexes d’espèce (I) de 
Terracini.
Les congruences sont engendrés par les tangentes aux courbes
(4-8) du
fâ (H bv+ K )
Pour le deuxième groupe de (à3) on aura
dv
У Ь(К -Н аи) ‘
(4.9) P = ±2.
Pour P = 2, il résulte 0, K —0, et si — 2, H =  0, K ^0 . On aura respec-
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tivement
(4.10) xr 2 H 2abuv лгNi ~ ----- , . . >au+bv ’
Les surfaces sont aussi d'espèce (I) et l’on a aussi
2 K 2
au + bv ’
(4.11) (log N)uv — (log /?)„„■
Les congruences W sont engendrés par les tangentes aux courbes
(4.12) bdu2-adv2 -  0.
Passons maintenant au troisième groupe. De (4.4) et {SP) résultera
(4.13) P = 0, 
et par conséquence
(4.14) N — 0. 
Observant que p = ± a b  + 0, l’on tire de (4.2)
(4.15) H  =  0, K jc  0, ]/a Kau+bv ’
fb  K 
au + bv ’
La congruence— W appartient à un complexe linéaire spéciale — dont la deuxième 
nappe focale est dégénéré et se réduit à l’axe de complexe. Donc les surfaces qui cor­
respondent au troisième groupe de {SP) font exception au théorème énoncé ci-dessus. 
Enfin considérons le quatrième groupe des constantes {SP). De (4.4) l’on tire
(4.16) P — 0, N  = 0,
donc les surfaces correspondant font aussi exception au théorème. Elles sont des sur­
faces limite de Tzitzeica—Wilczynski [1], c’est-à-dire la première directrice de 
Wilczynski passe par un point fixe et la deuxième directrice est contenu dans un 
plan fixe passant par le point commun des premières directrices. Mais elles 
sont aussi des surfaces de Demoulin car les sommets du quadrilatère de Demoulin 
sont confondues. Elles sont aussi minima-projective, car d’après O. Mayer [9] il 
résulte de la dernière de {SP') compte tenue de (3.5) et (3.6)
(4.17) ß M „ + 2 M ß v + ß vvv =  0, {ßLu+2Lßu+ßuuu =  0).
On observe de même que la condition (4.17) n’est pas remplie par les autres inva­
riantes (Z.j, Л/j) (L,, M 2) et {L3, M3) d’accord avec la proposition suivante démontré 
dans [10]: Parmi les surfaces complexes seules les surfaces de troisième espèce sont 
minima-projectives. Enfin observant que (4.4) ne dépend pas de U et V, on peut 
appliquer les résultats aux surfaces complexes les plus générales en utilisant le groupe 
{SP).
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5. Nous voulons maintenant donner la représentation paramétrique de la sur­
face complexe qui correspond au groupe 4° de (SP), c’est-à-dire pour laquelle
ß = УаЬ(аи + bv)"1,
(5.1)
L = - у я 2(аи +  &!))-2, M  =  — y  b2(au+ bv)~2.
Nous ne pouvons pas l’obtenir de
(5.2) Xl = (u -v )(U '-V ')-2 (U + V ), x2 = U '-V ',  xs = u + v, xt = 1,
U, V  sont des fonctions arbitraires de y  et v respectivement non réductible à des 
polynômes quadratiques, que donne la représentation paramétrique des surfaces 
d’espèce (III). Voir [11].
Mais on peut utiliser le résultat suivant de Wilczynski [8] p. 157—160 :
En coordonnées asymptotiques, les équations
y ! rr „  . „  T ,  ,  Г и 2 - и и 3 , [ V t -VV;3  ,  .  y 2 r ,  T , .  -—j= - — U2Vz +U3V2+ I ------ -,— - — du+ I -----==— dv , —=■ — U2 — V2,
2 ]/Ф J  y  U ' J  y v  y j




* ~  2 (U+V)  ’
déterminent les y; comme coordonnées homogènes des surfaces complexes non 
réglées dont les courbes directrices sont indéterminées :
En observant que U=au, V—bv, et 2ij/—ß, l’on tire
(5.5) и2= Г а ^ г ,  U3 = “ F , - / * *  =
2 У a 2 Уъ
Par conséquent
Уаи^п+УЪип1 m3 + f3 _  У а и2 — У b v2
У1~ уж уж ;
(5.6)
y b u  +  \'av
y’= - i f S — - л  =  1>
est la représentation paramétrique de la surface (5.1). Les coordonnées (5.6) sont les
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solutions du système
(5.7) i uu =  OuÇm—fiÇv,
où
0 , - - (  log/?)u, 0V = —(log /?)„, я =  ^ab 
au  +  bv  ’
Elles sont donc les coordonnées tangentielles de la surface.
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ON THE EIGENFUNCTIONS OF FIRST- AND SECOND-ORDER 
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
V. KOMORNIK
Let G cR  be a bounded open interval, nON, /;£[!, «>], q1, ..., qn£Lp(G) 
arbitrary complex functions and consider the formal differential operator
(1) Lu =  uw  + ql u(n~1) + ... + q„u.
Given a complex number 2, the function u\ G-+ C, u= 0  is called an eigenfunction 
of order — 1 of the operator L  with the eigenvalue X. More generally, as in usual, 
a function u:G->-C, « ^ 0  is called an eigenfunction of order m (m—0, 1, ...) of 
the operator L  with the eigenvalue X if the following two conditions are satisfied:
— u, u , ..., are absolute continuous on G;
— there exists an eigenfunction u* of order m—1 of the operator L with 
the eigenvalue X such that
(2) (Lu)(x) = Xu(x) + u*(x) a.e. on G.
Developing the results of the papers [2] and [4], we have recently proved the 
following estimates (see [7]):
“Given any eigenfunction u of order m of the operator L with some eigenvalue
A = /i ", th e  fo llo w in g  e s tim a te s  a r e  v a l id :
(3) l “ (i)lz.i>'(G) — C m( l  +  Ia^ I)1 II «II r.*»'CG) (i =  0, . . . ,  n -  1),
(4) II« *11 L P ' ( G )  — C „ ,(l +  W )IIm !li>'(G)>
(5) N I l“ <g) — c m( i  +  N ) 1/eN lw (G ) (<?€[!> “ ])•
F u r th e rm o re ,  f o r  11 su ffic ien tly  la rg e
(6) II «(l)II lp '(g) £  B m (1 +  |)‘ II «II lp '(g) ( t — 0 , . . . ,  n - 1 ) ,
(7) | |k(í)!Il“ (g) ^  C H1(1 +  |/r |) l/c ||M(i)IL«(G) 0  =  1, 2, . . . ,  n - 1, e € [ l ,  H )
(C m, B m a re  p o s it iv e  c o n s ta n ts ) .”
One can see easily that these estimates cannot be improved if «S3. However, 
in case n S 2 the estimates (4), (5), (7) are not optimal. (Concerning (4) and (5) 
the exact estimates are proved in [2].) The aim of this paper is to find the optimal 
estimates in these cases, too. We shall improve and generalize the results of the 
papers [1], [2], [3], [5],
18*
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Throughout this paper let u be an eigenfunction of order in of the operator 
L  with the eigenvalue A= g" and let us introduce the continuous functions Uj, j ^ m  
by the formulas
(8) um = u and uJ- 1 = Luj—Xuj a.e. on G.
1. First-order operators
In this section we consider the case n= l. We shall prove the following three 
theorems:
T h eo r em  1. There exists a constant C* such that
(9) ||«1lp'(g) ^  C *(l +  |ReA|)||«||LP.(G),
(10) !l«lL“(G )^C *(l +  |ReA|)|1/«||M||te(G) (C6[l,co])-
Let us now introduce the notations G=(a,b) and
( x  — a if Re A <  0, 
di(x) =  \ b _ x  if Re^ s o.
T h eo rem  2. Incase ||<7i IIz,i(g)<1 there exists a constant D* such that
(11) sup[u(x)(l + |Re A| di(x))-mexp(|ReA| dj(x))!^ D*, | w||L°°ia).
x £ G
In the general case there exist constants a£(0, 1) and E* such that
(12) sup |h(x) exp (a |Re A| í/x(a:))| E* ||m|U»(c)-
x £ G
T h e o r e m  3. There exists a positive constant B* such that
(13) |ii[t- (G)S Ä ; ( l  +  |ReA|)1'«!«||„(B) (e€[l,~D .
In what follows, we shall systematically use the following formula, being a 




=  kÉ  cmjke -ku[um{ x + k i ) + f  el(-x+k‘~T) qk (t) um^ r(z) dx\
whenever x£G, x+(m+ \)t£G, / —(), 1.... Here the numbers cmJk are absolute 
constants. For brevity, we set N := m + 1. Hence follows the existence of a constant 
Am such that
(15) \tJum_j(x)\ =s Am 2  \um(x+kt)\ + Am 2  kri?lllL'(*,*+\i)l|Wm-rllr,i-'(x,x + JV«)
r—0
whenever x£G, x+Nt£G, |Re A /|S l, /£ {0 ,1, ..., m).
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let us set
|G| =  b - a ,
R =  m in |-^ -, |ReA|_1J (0"*:==),
Mp. =  max {RJ\\um-j\\Lp-(C):j  =  0, 1, .... m).
Applying (15) with
x€ [a, - ~  b ] ,  t =  R, j€{0, 1,..., m},
S  Am 2  \u,n(x+kR)\ + NAm\\qALHG)M ■
k = 1
whence
^ J\\um-jlLi>'(aAa + b)l2) — NAm || hJ |li>'(G) + N-Am || <7i ||lJ’(G) |G|1/P Afp. .
The same estimate can be obtained for ||m -|| , a+b N, too, hence
*  (— ■b)
M„. ^  2NAm\ \ u j L ^  + ^ NAm\G \^ \\qi\\Lno)Mp..
If
( 16)
then we can conclude
Mp: á  4NAm\um\Lp'(G)
whence (9) follows.
In the general case we can divide G to the union of finitely many subintervals 
Gi such that for each index i
LV(G,) — 1 ;
then
1m*IUj,'(ci) — 6’m,i(l +  |ReA|)||«||jr,p'(Cj) 
for each i, and (9) follows with C„= 2  C* f.
i
To prove (10), let us apply (15) with xcjq, j , f€(0, R)and y€{0, 1, .
(we can put p =  1):
tJ\um-j(x)\ á  Am 2  \t*n,(x + k,)\ + NA^qAiLHoM".
*=i
R
Applying the transformation NR~1 J  dt and using the Hölder inequality,
o
i u m -  J 0 L~(o, (a + b)/2) ^  ^  ’ /# II u m II L»(G) +  N  ~ II <7l IILH G ) M o o
whence by symmetry
^  N 2AmR~ 1/e||Mm||L»(C) +  ^ V2-^m||9illti(G)-^~-
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If
(17) I N ' A M v w ^  1
then
which implies (10). The general case hence follows as before.
The theorem is proved. □
P r o o f  of T heorem 2. It suffices to consider the case Q:= ||g'illz.i«?)<  1, the 
general case hence follows by the method seen in the preceeding proof. We work 
by induction on m. For m=  — 1 the assertion is obvious. Let now u be an eigen­
function of order m and suppose the theorem is true for eigenfunctions of order 
<«7. One can easily see that
X + t
(18) u(x)ext = u{x + f ) + J  e^x+,~t)[q1(r)u(x) — u*(r)]dr
X
whenever x£G and x+t£G. Suppose that ReA^O; the case Re A<0 is anal­
ogous. Applying (18) for any xdG  with t= d1(x)= b—x,
|7i(x)eRe;(i’“ j:)| =
S  \u(b)\ + Q sup Iw(r)eR e T >| +(b — x) sup |w*(T)eReA(1’~t)|.
x € (x ,b )  x€(x ,b )
Now using the inductive hypothesis and the estimate (9),
( b - x )  sup (u* (t) eRc ;(6 ~z) I
T 6 (jc, b)
S  (b -x ) ( l  + Re?.(b-x))'n- 1 sup |w*(T)eReA<S 6- t>(l + ReA(!>-T))1- i
t e o, i>)
(20) S  (h — tc) (1 +  Re A (b — x))"-1 x I m* I £“(G) S
S (b -x ) ( l  +  Re k (b -x ) )m- 1D*m. 1C*m{ 1 + Re A) ||« |t - (0) S  
S  (1 + Re A(6- x ) ) m( l  +  \G\)D*^C* ||«||L- (C).
(19) and (20) yield
sup |w(;r)(l +  ReA(b—x))-meReA(6~-v)| S
X £  (jr
^  ß s u p |MW (l + R eA (b -x ))-meR' ^ - JC)|+ (l + (l + |G|)Z)*_1C*)|!«||t ~(C);
hence (11) follows because ß <  1 and the proof is finished. □
P r o o f  of T heorem  3. It is an easy consequence of the estimate (12) (see also
[3]). □
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2. Second-order operators
In this section we turn to the case n—2. The following three theorems will 
be proved:
Theorem 4. There exists a constant C* such that
(21) ||«*||LP.(C)s C * ( l  +  b |)(l-H R eAi|) ||« |^ (0),
(22) M l~(g) — C’*(l + |Re/i|)1|,<í||n||í.e(c) (e € ( l,H );
furthermore for |A| sufficiently large
(23) ||w'||i,~(g) — C,„(l +  |Re/i|)1/e||M,||L«(C) (e€[l, Hi-
Let us now introduce the notations G=(a,b) and
d2(x) = dist(x, dG) (= min {x — a, b — x}) (x£G).
Theorem 5. In case ||#jEMG)< 2_m~1, 5 = 1, 2 , there exists a constant D* 
such that
(24)
sup |«(í)(a:)(1 + 1 Re p\d2{x)) m exp (|Re ti\d2(x))\ 
C
0  =  0, 1) .
In the general case there exist constants a£(0 ,1) and E* such that 
(25) sup |w<''>(x)exp(a\Rep\ d2(x))\ S  £„ ||m(0 ||l~<g) 0 = 0, 1).
x ( G
T heorem 6. There exists a positive constant B* such that
(26) |!«(i)IL„(c) ^  B*( 1 + 1 Re /i|)1/e || «(i)|| l®(g) (c€[1, i =  0, 1).
R em arks. The estimates (21), (22) were proved in [2] for the case <7i=0. The 
following proof uses the ideas of the paper [5]. The estimate (23) seems to be new 
even for the case qt = 0, too.
The Theorems 5 and 6 were proved in [3] for the case i—0 and qx=0.





^2.r(^7c)= f  K2'„(p, t)dt (r >  0).
0
We shall use the following formula and estimates (see [4], [5], [7]):
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There exist holomorphic integral functions / 2m and 
O'€{0, m}, /€{0,1}, /06{0,/}, &€{1, ..., 2m+2=: N}) suchthat
=  2  Am, j, i -  i„, *0*0 [*4Í0) (x+ kt) +
k =  1
(27)
m 2 x+kt
+ 2 2 /  DÍ°K2,r( n ,x + k t - t) q5 (t) w<,2r rs) (t) dr]
r-=0j=l,
whenever x;€G and x+2V/£G. Furthermore, the following estimates hold true 
with some absolute constant A* :
For any z£ C with | z | s l  and |R e z |s l  there exists a€[l/2, 1] suchthat
(28) f 2m(az)^0  and
l/ssmitt(az)| ^ |zp'+i| / 2m(az)| (j€{0, m}, i€{0, 1}, fc€{ 1, .... 2V}).
For j = i —i0= 0 the formula (27) can be simplified by and for any
z€C with |R ez |S l,
(29) \JimooÁz)\ ^A*m\fim(z)\ (*€{1,
(30) I\D ^ K 2,r(ji, y )I S  T* b | - 2r- 1+,'o
if |R e ^ |  s  TV (r€{0, m}, ioe{0, 1}).
R e m a r k s . Using the explicit (but a little complicated) expressions for the 
functions f 2m, f^jik  > &> r in [4], one can easily see that
( sh z Ym+1)2— ftm(z) is a constant (=^0) multiple of I—— I ;
— fimjik(z) is a linear combination of some functions of type
z-(m+i)»z2J+i- sp.imJik(e\  e~z) (sfjyj, ..., min {2j  + i, m}})
with some polynomials of two variables P2mjik;
— K2ir(y,y) has the form
^ -2'- l (P 2 r(fiy) ew + Q2 , (fly)e-w)
where P2tT and Q2,r are polynomials of degree S r. These properties imply (28) 
and (30). (29) is proved in [4],
In the sequel we shall use the notations G=\b—a\ and
Q = m ax{ ||í1| tí.(G), | í 2||Lp(C)}.
Proof of Theorem 4. It suffices to consider the case when |G| and Q are small: 
the general case hence follows as in Section 1. Moreover, it suffices to deal with 
|A| sufficiently large. Indeed, for |2| bounded (21)—(22) follow from (4)—(5).
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Setting
R =  m in{-^-, 'R.e^l-1} (O"1 ^ - ) ,
Mp. = max{/{■, 1 MÍ,°_jWlp'(g)• j t { 0 , w}, {0, 1}}
and applying (27), (28) and (30) with x ^ a ,  —y —] > t - R ,  j£ {0,..., m}, i€ {0, 1}, 
there exists an absolute constant Am and R0£ J-^-, /?j (independently of x ) such that
Äw+<l«m-j(*)l S  Am\pR\J+i 2  \um(x+kR0)\ +
whenever
+ NAm\iiR\J+i z
r = 0 s = l
IN
H  ^  (i-e. b-R| s  1).
Let us now suppose that
(31) |/i| S m a x { - j^ ,  l}; 
then hence we obtain
á  NAm||u J Lr.(ay+N*Am\G\'l'QMp.
and by symmetry
M„. á  2NAm\\uJLnG) + 2N 2Am\G \^Q M p..
Under the hypothesis
(32) 4JVM j e l 1"'*? 3S 1 
we can conclude
(33) Mp.^ A N A m\ u J Lr.iG)
which proves (21) (and (3) again for n= 2).
To prove (22) and (23), we can assume that p — 1 (and / = » ) .  Applying
(27), (29) and (30) with -Ygja, ■ ] , /£(0, R), j £ {0, ..., m} and if {0,1}, we
obtain with an absolute constant Am the inequality
ln_,«i!>(*)l ^
N
s  Am 2  \p-‘uli)(x+kt)\+ +NAm 2  2  W l^l_2r“1öll«i,2- r )lr.“(c)
k = l
m  2 
r=0s=l
l/i ' m^ W I =SAm 2 \ n  ‘ulm (x + kt)\ + N 2AmQM„
k = 1
whence
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if | / i |^ l .  Using the transformation Ä-1 f  dt,
0
and by symmetry
M - M I o g ) S  ( /r I i? _1/e11/^ ’)||Lq(G) + N 2AmQM„ .
Assuming now (31) and (32) satisfied, we can apply (33); we obtain
(34) H -'|« Í?« i -(g) S  NAm|/i|- tR -M I«WHi^ g)+41VM* 2 «um\\L- (G).
In case /= 0  hence we obtain under the hypothesis
(35) 8N'AIQ ^  1 
the estimates
(36) llWmll.L“(G) — 2NAmR 1/e||Mm|ii.e(G) 
and (22) is proved.
In case / =  1 for |A| sufficiently large (6) and (34) yield
I « J l-(G) S  NAmR - l/e\\u'JLI!(G) + 4N 3A2mB -1Q ||u'm«t ~(C) 
whence (23) follows if
(37) 8N*AlB~l Q 1.
The theorem is proved. □
P ro o f  of T heorem  5. We consider only the case
(38) Q <  2~m~1; 
the general case hence follows easily.
The assertion is obvious if m = — 1. Working by induction, assume that mSO 
and that the theorem is true for all the eigenfunctions of order <m. Obviously, 
it suffices to show (24) for |A| sufficiently large.
One can easily see (cf. [2]) that
2 u (x) ch (fit) = u(x — t) + u (x + /) 4-
(39)
+  f  ' l<h(0 « '« )  +  q»M) «(Í) -  «*(€)] dt,
x —t ^
2/*_1m'(x) ch (jxt) — n~1u'(x — t) + /.i~1u'(x + t) +
(40)
+  /  sgn(^-x) ch^ t - \ x ~. f l l  [?, (fl (g) + ga (fl »(g) -  a* (fl] dt;
X - ,  /*
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whenever x —t£G and x+ t^G . Let us set for brevity
M  = sup |/x(x)(l + 1 Re n\ d2(x))~m exp (|Re /x| d2(x))\,
x(G
(41) M ' = sup |/z-1zz'(x)(l + |Re/z[ d2(x))~m exp(|Re/z| d2(x))\,
xtG
M* = sup Im*(jc) (1 4- |Re /r| d2(x))1~mexp(|Re/z| d2(x))l.
x(G
If |/i| =  1 then putting t = d2(x) in (39)—(40) and taking into account that ^2(£) = 
^ 2 d2(x) if \x -Z \srf2(x),
(42) !«-'«<')(x) exp ([Re jt| d2(x))| s=2|/z|-i ||K(,'>||t ~(G) +
+  2mß (l + |Re//| d.^x))"'(M + M ') + 2d2(x)\n\~1( \ + |Re/z| d2(x))m~' M* (i = 0, I). 
Applying (21) and the induction hypothesis, for |/z|fel we obtain 
d,(x) |/i|'- 1 M* s  D*m_x d2(x) |/i| IH*||t - (c) s
(43) ^  c ; / ) ; _ 1i ± ^ L </2(JC) ( i+ |ReA,|) |i , |t - (0) s
S  2C*Z>* _i( 1 +  |G|)(l + 1 Re /i I d2(x)) || h|| L-a (.
Now (42) and (43) imply
M ^ 2 I « |0 c )  + 4C*Z)*_1(l + |G|)|iW|L-(c) + 2mß(M +A /'),
AT ^  2 l/iI_11 m'||iT(g) +  4C*D*m_ i (1 + |G|) || w||L“>(G) + 2mQ (M +M ').
Hence in view of (3)
M + M ' s  [2+4Cm + 8C*Z>* _x(l 4-|G|)]||«||I,-(G)+2m+10(A /+A f') 
and taking into account (38),
(44) M + M ' g ( l - 2 m+1ß ) - 1[2 + 4Cm + 8C *0:_1(l + |G|)]||«||I.~(G).
The case z—0 of (24) hence follows at once. The case z=l of (24) follows from 
(44) and (6).
The theorem is proved. □
Proof of Theorem 6. This theorem is an immediate consequence of the esti­
mate (25) in Theorem 5. □
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DIFFERENCES OF THE TERMS OF LINEAR RECURRENCES
PÉTER KISS
A linear recurrence (/={!/„}„=0 of order k  is defined by the recursion
Un =  űi Un-i+ a 2 i/„_2+ ... +u* Un- k,
where the initial terms U0, Uu ..., and the a;’s (/= !,2 , are given
rational integers. We can suppose that the initial terms are not all zero and ak7±0. 
If yk, y2, ... ,  yj denote the distinct roots of the characteristic polynomial
u(x) = xk—a1x k~1—a2xk~2 — . . . - a k
of the sequence U, then the terms of U can be whritten in the form
(1) Un = P1(n)y*1+P2(n)yl+ ...+PJ(ri)y'),
where Pt(n) (i— 1, 2, ..., /) is a polynomial of n of degree less than the multiplicity 
of yt in u(x) and its coefficients are algebraic numbers from the field Q(Vi, y2, . . . ,  y,). 
Let G and H  be two linear recurrences with characteristic polynomials
g(x) =  — AiV1-1 — A2xk~2- ... —Ak
and
h(x) = xr- B lxr- 1- B 2xr~2- . . . - B r, 
respectively. P. Erdős asked (oral communication) whether the inequality
(2) \\Gx\- \H y\ \ ^ d
has finitely or infinitely many x, y  solutions if d is a fixed positive number, G and H 
are not equivalent sequences and one of them is not a subsequence of the other.
In this paper we answer this question proving a general result from which it 
follows that under certain restrictions inequality (2) has only finitely many integer 
x, y  solutions.
Let the distinct roots of the polynomials g(x) and h(x) be oc=a1, a2, ...,a„ 
and ß — ß i,ß 2, . . . ,ß v, respectively. Throughout this paper we suppose that |a |>  
> |a 2|^ |a 3| ^ ... s |a B| and \ß\>\ß2\^ \ß 3\ ^ ... ^ \ß t.\, furthermore both a and ß 
have multiplicity one. Then jaj, |/?|>1 and by (1) we have
(3) Gn = ac?-\-P2(n)an2 +...-\-Pu(ri)txnu 
and
(4) Hn = bßn+F2(n)ß"2+ ... + Fv(n) ßnv,
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 10A35; Secondary 10B45.
Key words and phrases. Recurrence, sequence of integers, differences, powers in sequences.
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where a ,b  and the coefficients of the polynomials Pf(n) and Ft (ri) are algebraic 
numbers. Furthermore let Px<Pz< ... be rational primes and denote by S  
the set of non-zero integers which have only these primes as prime factors with 
±  1 € S'. We prove:
Theorem 1. Suppose that G ^a a 1, Hj?±bßJ, ab^O and \s1aa‘\^ \s 2bßJ\ 
for i , j> n 0 and for any integers s fiS . Then
(5) ||siGx| -  \s2Hy\\ >  exp {c • max (x, y)}
for all integers x,y>H! and sk,s f iS ,  where c and nk are effectively computable 
positive numbers depending only on S, n0 and the parameters o f G and H.
This theorem implies several consequences, among others the answer to the 
question of Erdős.
Corollary 1. Let G and H  be linear recurrences satisfying the conditions 
o f Theorem 1 with =  52 = 1 and let d be a positive number. Then the inequality
\\Gx\-\H y\ \ ^ d
has only finitely many positive integer x, y solutions.
Corollary 2. Let G be a linear recurrence satisfying the conditions a^O, 
Gi^ act1 and aa.fiS  for i> n0. Then \Gx — s\>ec'x for all integers s£S and 
x > n l5 where c' and n1 are effectively computable positive constants depending 
only on n0, S and G.
Similar results were obtained by some other authors for second order se­
quences. K. Győry [6] and K. Győry, P. Kiss and A. Schinzel [7] showed that for 
Lucas and Lehmer sequences U fiS  (n>6) holds only for finitely many terms of 
finitely many sequences. F. Beukers [4] and F. Beukers and R. Tijdeman [5] gave 
upper bounds for the number of solutions of the equation Ux=d, where U is a 
non degenerate binary recurrence of rational integers or complex numbers and d is 
fixed. T. N. Shorey [10] proved a closer result. He proved that (5) holds with fixed 
and .v2 for sequence G and H  defined by G„= a fid+ a2 //' and Hn—asXn+ai pn, 
where X, p, ax, a2, a3 and a, are algebraic numbers and X/g is not a root of unity.
For general linear recurrences we proved in [8] that, under the assumptions 
of Theorem 1, the equation siGx—s2Hy = 0 has only finitely many x, y solutions. 
Furthermore, G fiS  holds only for finitely many integer x. We note that this second 
result follows also from a result of C. L. Stewart [12] who proved that the greatest 
prime divisor of Gx is greater than (1—s)logx if ()<£< 1 and x is sufficiently 
large. Recently M. Mignotte, T. N. Shorey and R. Tijdeman [9] have dealt with 
similar problems. Their results concern linear recurrence U of algebraic numbers 
and among others they proved: Let ylf y2> •••> yj he the distinct roots of the poly­
nomial m (x ) with |yi| =  |y2|= . . .  =  |yrM yr+i | ^ . . . ^ M .  Assume r S 3, |yt |> l  
and at least one of the numbers yjyk with 1 ^ ic /cS /*  is not a root of unity. Then 
there exist computable numbers c>0 and c’>0  depending only on the sequence 
U such that
\Um-U„\ S  |y1|mexp{-c(logm)2log(n + 2)} 
whenever m=»c' and
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Theorem 1 and the corollaries give certain improvements and generalizations 
of the results mentioned above.
Another result for general linear recurrences was obtained by T. N. Shorey 
and C. L. Stewart [11], They proved that if G satisfies the conditions of our Corollary 2 
and d is a fixed non-zero integer, furthermore if
dxq - G„
for integers x  and q larger than one, then q<N, where N is an effectively com­
putable number depending only on d and G. We give two generalizations of this 
result.
Theorem 2. Let G be a linear recurrence satisfying the conditions ay^O and 
Gi^aa.' for i>n0. I f
swy = Gx
for integers s£ S, x, y  and vv, then <7V, where N is effectively computable in 
terms o f n0, S and the parameters o f the sequence G.
Theorem 3. Let G be a linear recurrence with conditions ay^O, ja2| ytl, |a2|=> 
> |a 3|, P2(i)yi0 and G,ytax' for i>n0. Then
|sw)’ — Gx\ >  ecx
for all integers s ,w ,x  and y  with s£S and x, y ^ n 1, where c and «, are effec­
tively computable positive numbers depending only on n0, S and the parameters o f G.
We denote that Theorem 3 does not hold rejecting the condition \ol2\j£ 1. For 
example let us consider the second order recurrence G defined by G„ — 2n— 1. In 
this case we have I-ívv* — Gx\—\ with 5=1 and w = 2 for infinitely many integers 
x  and y.
An easy consequence of Theorem 3 is as it follows.
Corollary 3. Let G be a linear recurrence satisfying the conditions o f Theorem 3 
and let d be a non-negative integer. I f
Isw” — Gx\ =  d
for integers x ,y ,w  and s f S, then y c N , where N is effectively computable in 
terms o f n0, S, G, and d.
For the proofs of our results we need two results due to A. Baker.
Theorem  A. Let
A =  7o + y i  l o g  « r + f z  l o g  co2 + . . . + ? „  l o g  tuB,
where the y's and the co's denote algebraic numbers (co; ^  0 or 1). We assume 
that not all the yfs are zero and that the logarithms mean their principal values. Sup­
pose that to,' and y* have heights at most M t (ss4) and B (S4), respectively, and 
that the field generated by the co's and y’5 over the rational numbers has degree at 
most d. I f  AycO, then
\a \ >  (Bn)~cnh'*Q'
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w here
Q = log log M2 ... log M„,
Q' = a /log M„
and C=(16rtí/)200". I f  y0= 0  and yl5 y2, ..., y„ are rational integers, then
\A\ > B ~cnlogn'.
(See A. Baker [2] or A. Baker and C. L. Stewart [3].)
T h eo rem  B. Let a)l5 co2, co„ be algebraic numbers as in Theorem A and 
let yo=0. Then there exists an effectively computable number C > 0 depending only 
on n, d, M x, ..., M„_2 and M„_ x such that, for A defined in Theorem A and for 
any 8 with 0<<5<l/2, the inequalities
0 <  \A \^(8 /B ')c-loeMe -SB
have no solution in rational integers y x, y2, ..., y„-x and yn(A 0) with absolute values 
at most B and B', respectively (see A. Baker [1]).
Now we shall prove our results. In the proofs we shall denote by c1, c2, ... 
. . . ,n l ,n 2, ... positive numbers which are effectively computable in terms of the 
given parameters.
P r o o f  of T heorem  1. Let G and H  be sequences satisfying the conditions. 





<  IGx| <  ec*x
e ^  <  \Hy\ <  ec*”
for x, y  sufficiently large. Let c5 be a real number with 0<c5<min (cl5 c3, log 2) 
and suppose that
(8) ||s1Gx| - M , H e e*m“ (x*,)
for some integers sx, s2f_S and x, y  Without loss of generality we can assume 
that (í j , s2)=  1 and s f j x and s2Hy have the same sign, say positive. Let m — 
=  min (x, y), M=max (x, y) and k — max (kl , k 2, kt), where the lei’s are de­
fined by s1s2=plklp2k‘ ...p,k‘.
First we prove that k < M 3 if M  is large enough. We can suppose that k> M  




gCsM—a x —Cfik, e ~CyM-CiX
since cs log 2 and so c5< c 6 by the choice of c5. It shows that |(í 2// :i,)/(j1G^)|
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tends to 1 if therefore
( 10) log s2HySiGx
2 £ C 5 W  — C l  X—Cßk
for M >n2. Using Theorem A we give a lower estimation for [log (j2 f i y)/(s1Gx)\. 
In our case, using the notations of Theorem A, n S t+ 2 , (ol ,o)2, are
primes (£S), con„1=Hy, con = Gx, y0—0, B= k, M i= m a\(pl , 4) for 1 ^ /S
^ n  — 2, M„ =  Gx, Q=csxy  and Q’ = ca M. The above mentioned result
of [8] implies that (s2H'y)/(s1Gx)7í  1 for M > n3 so by Theorem A we have
( 11) ^-cioX ylogA f _  g -c io x y lo g  M logt
It follows from (10) and (11) that
Cr0M —cxx  — cak+ log 2 >  — c10 xylog  Mlog k
, l°g2
and so




inequalities cs(M /k)<cJ4, cx (x/k) <=
1 , , , ,  , x  y  log M  log A:
k  C“ Xy'° 8 M'°g * ~  C"  M  M~ljW ' f r  "  C ji
for M »«4. But these inequalities contradict to (12) which proves the assertion. 
In what follows we assume M = x ^ y .  Choosing cu = c ,+ c7, by (9) we have
(13) i - e-cii* <  h ä x .  <  i + e -*n* sxGx
But using the explicit form of Gx we get
1— e~CltX < \GJ(aa.x)\ <  l+ e ~ e,8X
for x > n s since |a ,/a |< l (i=2, 3, u). From this by (13) it follows that
(14) (1 —e-Cll*)(l —e~Cl2*)
and so, on taking logarithms, we obtain
st H,





for x sufficiently large. Here we can assume that
SíHy
s1aoc* *  1.
For if | j 8.0,| = 1^ 00*1 then is an algebraic integer and it is divisible by each
prime factor of Hy. But, as it was mentioned above, Stewart [12] proved under our 
conditions that Hy has a prime factor larger than (1/2) logy for y large enough. 
It is a contradiction for y > n 6 since can be divisible only by finitely many





Comparing (15) with (16) we get
(17) logx
Now we shall give, similarly as above, a lower and an upper estimation for 
the absolute value of the logarithm of
s2bßyE = s1a<x




\ + e - c l e y  
) - e - c™y Hybßy 1 +
( l + e - c“ x) ( l+ e -e“ *)
1 — e~c>6y
l+e~Cl,yi ^ ( f )
if x and so by (17) y is large. We have assumed that y t h e r e f o r e  by (18) we have
|log£| <  e~Cliy.
On the other hand by Theorem A we get
From the last two inequalities
|log£| =*- g—CIS1»** 
y < c19 log x
follows which contradicts to (17) if x>«7. Thus inequality (8) does not hold for 
x, y sufficiently large which proves the theorem with c= c5.
P roof of C o r o lla r y  1. By Theorem 1 we have to prove that the inequality
\Gx\^ d + \H y\
does not hold for x sufficiently large and yS /ij. But it is obvious by (6).
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P r o o f  o f  C o r o l l a r y  2. It can be proved similarly as Theorem I using that 
GX$ S  for x sufficiently large, which was proved in [8], furthermore that s/(aax) ^  1 
in view of the conditions.
The proof of Theorem 2 follows from the proof of Theorem 3 therefore now 
we prove first Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let 0<c<m in (c', c5, (log |a2|)/2), where c' and c6 are 
defined in Corollary 2 and in the proof of Theorem 1, respectively. Further, let 
s£S, x > n 0, y  and w be rational integers such that
(19) \swy- G x\ ^ e cx.
We may assume that s, wy and Gx are positive integers. Furthermore we assume that 
p ' \ s  for r ^ y  and i= l ,  2, . .. ,/ ,  and so s ^ ( p 1p2...p,)y, since otherwise the 
perfect >>-th powers of p, s could increase the value of wL Then by (19) and (6) we 
have
(20) swy <  Gx + ecx <  eCi°x
for x > n 8. It implies the inequality y< c21x  since w> 1 by Corollary 2. From 
(19) it follows that
and we get in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1 that
(21) (1 —e~ Cl*x) ( l —e~C22X) swyaa.x (1 +  e~CltX) (1+e~CiiX).
We show that |(íH>,)/(aa*)|?í 1. Suppose the converse that is swy=\a<xx\. 
One can easily see that, under our assumptions, aa.x is a real number and that (19) 
does not hold for large x in case swy= — aax. Thus we may assume that swy= aax 
and in this case for any e> 0  and x sufficiently large we have
\swy~Gx\ = \P2 (x)aj| 1 + 2
Pj(x) 
t s  Pi(x)
e (lo g |a2| - c ) *
which contradicts to (19) if |a2|> l .  Incase |a2|<  1 we also get a contradiction 
since |ivv3’—Gx| is an integer, but the last equation implies that 0<|5H'y — GX|<1. 
Thus |(j)v,’)/(űa*)|?í 1 for large x and by (21)
(22) log swyaa.x <  e~C23X.
Now we apply Theorem B with co„=w, M„=w, B= c24x  (since the exponents of pf’s 
in s are less than c24x by (20)) and B'=y. We get
(23) log swyaotx
>  C 2 6 - ( l o g y - l o g ő ) - l o g W - C 2 4 ájf
19*
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From (22) and (23) it follows that
c250°g y —log <5) log ív + c24őx =► c23x  
that is with 0 -< ö -= c23/c21
(24) c25(log y -log  <5) log w >  c26x.
But by (20)
y log w <  c20x
follows which, together with (24), implies the inequality
log y -log  <5 >  c27y.
It holds only for finitely many integer y.
Thus for x sufficiently large (19) implies j < n 9 which proves the assertion of 
Theorem 3.
P roof of T heorem  2. Let
(25) stv* = Gx
for some integers x> n 0,y ,\v  and s£S. In [8] we have proved that Gxf_S holds 
only for finitely many integer x, therefore tv> l. As in the proof of Theorem 3 we 
have
Here \(swy)l(axx)\^-l since otherwise by (25) Gx=aotx would follow which 
contradicts to the conditions.
In the sequel the proof can be carried out similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this short note is to investigate the values taken by the Möbius 
function p(ri) on consecutive square-free integers, and by the Liouville function 
X(n) on successive integers. We recall the definition of these two functions:
A (l)= l; A(n)=(— l)°(n), where ß(n) denotes the number of prime factors of 
n counted according to multiplicity.
/i (n)= X (ti) if n is square-free (henceforth abbreviated to sf).
= 0  if cP\n with í/>1.
We write qk for the fc-th sf integer. Also we use o and s to denote +  or — signs. 
With this notation we define
(1) /« (* )=  2  1; 8 a Ax) =  2  I-k^x n^x
V(qk) = o l  l ( n ) = a l
l‘(4k + 0 = s l  i ( ( i + l ) = * l
Since we have no reason a priori to assume the contrary, we may plausibly state 
the following
Conjecture. For each case (j , <t)= (+ ,  + ), (+ ,  —), (—, —), ( —, 4-) we have
(2) / « ~ J  and 8a, as
We further write f* (x )= f+ + (x)-f/__(x) and define g*(x) analogously. Also 
we put
M (X) =  2  F(n), L (X )=  2  Hn).
n s X  n S X
It is then easy to verify the following simple relations between the functions defined 
in (1):
( 3 )
/+ + (x) = /_  _ (*) ^+ M (qx) + y  (p (qx+1) ^-1 )
f +- ( x ) = f -  + (x) + j { l - tt(qx+1))
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 10H15; Secondary 10A20. 
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and similarly for gas mutatis mutandis. It is well-known that
(4) M{X) =  o{X), L (X ) =  o(X), qx = n*xl6 + 0(?dl%
(Theorems 333 and 335 of [1] give the first and last of the results in (4) for example). 
Hence by (3) and (4) it suffices to show that for one pair (cr, j) we have /„ (x )~ x /4  
in order to prove our conjecture for all four /  functions and similarly for gas. The 
conjecture (2) is clearly equivalent to the supposition that
2  H(<lk)n((lk+1) =  o(x), 2  M«)A(n + 1) =  o(x).k^x n^x
To see this consider, for example, g+_(x) for which we have
g+-(x )  = ±  2  (A(«) +  l ) ( l - A ( n + l ) ) = l ( M -  2  A(n)A(i« + l)+ l-A ([x ] +  l)).^ n^x ** n^x
These conjectures are apparently in the same league of difficulty as the prime twins 
problem so we are very far from proving them! In the rest of the paper, however, 
we will demonstrate that it is possible to obtain non-trivial bounds for our functions. 
Our two results are as follows:
T heorem  I. For the functions defined by (1), and any e> 0  , we have
(5) /„(* ) S  x (lo g x )-7- ‘; g„(x) £  x (logx)-7“ e
fo r  (cr,j) =  ( + , —) and ( —, + )  and all sufficiently large x.
Theorem 2. For the functions defined by (1) we have, for  (<r, s )= (+ , + ) and
(6) / „ ( * ) >  - ^ - ( i+ o ( i) ) ; a » s f - ( i + o ( i ) ) .
2. Proof of Theorem 1
First we mention a completely elementary argument. By Theorem 418 of [1] 
for every n s l  the interval (n, 2n] contains a prime, and so every interval of the 
form (2n, An) for n ^ 2  contains a prime and a square-free integer which is twice 
a prime. It follows that
L s  (x) »  log x, gas (x) »  log x.
The somewhat surprising feature of this result is that our proof of Theorem 1 is 
just as unsophisticated!
In 1979 D. Wolke [6], improving work of D. R. Heath-Brown [3] and Y. 
Motohashi [4] established, by analytic methods, that almost all intervals of the form
[«, n+(log n)c)
contain sf numbers with two odd prime factors. He gave the value 5.10s for C. The 
“almost all’" in the result indicates that the number of integers S x  for which the 
given interval does not contain almost-primes is o(X). More recently, G. Harman
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[2] improved the value of C to 7+rj for any rj> 0. The important point for our 
present investigation is that, as opposed to a sieve method [3], the numbers obtained 
do have precisely two prime factors. It follows that almost all intervals of the form 
[n, n+2(logn)c) contain sf integers of both forms p,p2, 2p3pt (pj primes). Hence 
there must be a qx in the interval with ß(qx)n(qx+i)= — 1. By the relations (3) 
the result follows for/+_ and/_  + taking i/=e/2 and x  sufficiently large. The result 
follows a fortiori for g+ _ and g - + . It should be noted that one expects there to be 
many n in the intervals considered with A(n)A(n +1)=  — 1, and perhaps it is possible 
to construct an argument that should there only be a few such n in certain intervals 
then there must be many in other intervals (cf. our proof of Theorem 2 below).
3. Proof of Theorem 2
First we note that analytic methods give results (see [5]) which only imply 
lower bounds of the form /x e x p ( —3(loglog x)3/2) for / + + , /_ _  and g__ , and 
no result at all for g+ +. However, it was this observation together with the argument 
of Section 2 which prompted this investigation.
In this section our arguments will again be very elementary. We would like 
to express our thanks to Dr. R. R. Hall for showing us a simple proof that
0 Y
2  A ( « ) A ( » + 1 ) S ~ + 0 ( 1 ) .
n S X  J
This was produced as an answer to a question put by E. Bombieri at the Durham 
Conference on Analytic Number Theory in 1979. Our proof given here was inspired 
by Hall’s proof and leads to the stronger bound
(7) 2  *(»)*(«+!) ^ - 4 -  + 0(Iog*).n^X 3
We shall in fact prove that
(8) r w > ^ + o ( ^ ) ,
and
(9) g*(x)S j+ D (lo g x ).
We note (6) follows from (3), (4), (8) and (9), while (7) follows immediately from
(9) (recalling the definition o f /*  and g* in §1).
We start by proving (9). Let us suppose that A(x)A(x:+1)= — 1. Hence 
2(2.v)A(2x+2)= —1 so either A(2x)A(2x+1)= 1 or A(2x+ l)A(2x+2)= 1. By 
considering all integers x£[X,2X] it follows that
g*(4A0-g*(A0 S  *+ 0(1 ), 
g*(x) ^  j + O  (log x).
and so, by induction,
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To use a similar argument for f* (x)  we need to be more careful. The following 
lemma is a particular example of a well-known result: — the s f  equivalent to the 
prime k-tuplet conjecture is true. We give the proof (cf. the proof of Theorem 333 
in [1]) for completeness. While writing this paper we learnt that D. R. Heath- 
Brown was aware of a similar argument.
L em m a . Write
Pi(y) -  (36y+3) (36y + 5) (72y +  7),
PÁy) = (36y+ 31) (36>’+33) (J2y+65).
Then the number o f s f  integers o f the form P fy )  or P fy )  for 1 ^ y s N  is
2N<21-2**> + o m
P r o o f . We consider integers of the form P fy ) ,  the proof for P2(y) follows 
analogously and, of course, P i(yi)~  has no solutions in integers.
We write
A (N )=  Z \p (P A y))\-
y ^ N
Then
(10) A (N )=  2  2  m  = 2 ,  r n  2  1-
1 d8|P,(y) d < 9 N l , t  y=X
d ‘ \P tM
If we let Y(N, d) denote the sum over j  on the right of (10) we then have Y(N, 1 )=N; 
Y(N, d) = 0 if 3|d or 2\d. On the other hand, by considering congruences modulo 
d2, Y(N,d)=3N/d2+ 0 ( l)  if (6,d)=  1 and d>  1 (note the three factors of Px(y) 
are always coprime). Hence
A(N ) = 3N 2  ^ - - 2 N + 0 ( Y n ) =
(d. 6 ) = i  a -  
l S d S 9 N ' ,!
= 3N  2  ^ ß - - 2 N  + 0 ( fN )  =
d =  l  
(d, 6) =  1
- m
.  m ^ L + o m .
This completes the proof of the lemma.
It is now easy to establish (8) and thus complete the proof of Theorem 2. By 
our lemma the number of sf triplets of the form 36« + 3, 36«+5, 72«+7 or 36«+31, 
36«+  33, 72«+65 less than qx (recall (4) for the size of qx) is
-*2-7-— * + 0 ( ^ )  => ~ + 0 { ^ ) .216
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We note that ß(m) = 0 for m of the form 36/1+4, 72/1+8, 72/1+9 etc. Now if 
//(36/i+3)//(36/i+5)= — 1 it follows that either /x(72/i+6)//(72/i + 7 )=  1 or 
//(72/i+7)/I (72/i+10)= 1. A similar argument holds for the triplets of the other 
form. Thus
r w > ¥ + ° ( ^ )
and the proof is finished. It is, of course, possible to improve the 60 in our result. 
For example one can consider, in addition to the above argument, sf quintuplets 
of the form 72y +  41, 12y + 42, 12y + 43, 144y + 83, 144>’ + 85, since corresponding 
to each quintuplet there exists a qx (not of a type given by our previous discussion), 
with n(qx)n(qx+l)= \.
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ON THE SUM OF A i-SEMILATTICE ORDERED 
SYSTEM OF ALGEBRAS
JERZY PLONKA
0. In [7] the notion of the sum of a direct system of algebras was introduced. 
This notion has been considered in some papers (see e.g. [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [8], [9]). 
However, in [7] we studied only algebras without nullary polynomials. This uncon­
venience was removed in [10] where we assumed that the values of nullary poly­
nomials belong to the component with the least index m. We proved in [10] that 
such sum preserves exactly all regular identities satisfied in any component. Recall 
that the identity <p=t/r is called regular if the sets of variables of cp and t/r are iden­
tical. However, we can ask what happens if we assume that the values of nullary 
polynomials belong to the component with the greatest index i. This we do in this 
paper, namely we define a construction called the sum of a i-semilattice ordered 
system of algebras.
A regular identity not containing nullary fundamental operation symbols will 
be called strictly regular and an identity with nullary fundamental operation sym­
bols occuring on both sides will be called nullary symmetrical. In Section 1 we prove 
that in the case if this construction is not trivial it preserves all strictly regular iden­
tities satisfied in any component, preserves all nullary symmetrical identities satisfied 
in the component with the greatest index i and does not preserve any other (see 
Theorem 1).
In Section 2 we prove that: if A is a variety of type x such that an equality 
x o y —x  is satisfied in K  for some term Xj^ox  ^ of type t not containing nullary 
fundamental operation symbols then the variety Kj of type x defined by all strictly 
regular and nullary symmetrical equalities satisfied in A — contains exactly sums of 
i-semilattice ordered systems of algebras belonging to K or Kv where Kv is the 
variety defined by identities satisfied in K  and not containing nullary polynomial 
symbols (see Theorem 3). We also prove that under this assumptions K , covers K.
1. Let us fix a type x:T ^-N  of algebras where t(T )\{0, 1)^0. Denote 
T* = {t:t£T,x(t)?iO}, x*=x\T*, T0= T \T * .  If 21 = { A \{ f) , iT) is an algebra of 
the type x, we denote by 21* the reduct (A; {./J},€ r*) of 21. So 21* is of the type x*. 
Let T 'Q T , x'=x\T'. If 2Í1=(^41; {yí}tGr') is an algebra of type x' and 2Ia= 
=(A2; {yi}jct) is an algebra of the type x then the mapping h:A 1-+A2 will be 
called a T'-homomorphism of 2It into 2I2 if h is a homomorphism of 21, into the 
reduct (A2; { fr}t£T-) of 2I2.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 08A05; Secondary 08A30.
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By a i-semilattice ordered system of algebras we shall mean a triple 
^  — ((•(> —)» 0®i}i€/> Sj)  satisfying the following conditions (i)—(v):
(i) I  is a non empty set partially ordered by the relation S  having the least 
upper bound property — (l.u.b.)
(ii) if Totí0 then there exists in I the greatest element i.
(iii) is a family o f algebras where for i ? ± i  the algebra 31; is an algebra 
of the type t* and 3I;= ( A t ; { /;‘}ieT») whereas 31 , =  ( A , ;  {/,'}, €r) is an algebra of 
type x.
(iv) if i,j€I, i ^ j  then A tr\Aj=9.
(v) any hj is a T^-homomorphism of 3l; into 31 j  and the set {li{} i,j€ I, i ^ j  
satisfies two conditions any h\ is the identity map, h!j-h{=hki for any i s / s k .
We define a new algebra 8(> /) of type r  putting S ( .r /)= ((J  ^ ri{ /rS}ier)
HI
where the operations f i s  are defined as follows: f = f l if x(t)=0. If r(f)^0 , 
ak€Aik for k = l, x(t) and <7 =l.u.b. ( i \ , ..., ir(t)) then
f i a i ,  •••> űt(t)) = f q(Mlia i)’ K i a 2)’ •••’ (flr(o))-
The algebra 8  (,5/ )  will be called the sum of a i-semilattice ordered system ,5/  of 
algebras. We have:
(vi) if we consider algebras without nullary polynomials then 8  ( , 9 Í )  coincides 
with the sum of a direct system of algebras defined in [7].
(vii) for i?±i any At is a subalgebra of (8  (.«/))* and A ,  is a subalgebra of 
8  {si).
Remark 1. Obviously s é  and 8  (xJ) can be also defined exactly in the same 
way, if we assume that any 3lt- is of the type t and hj are T-homomorphism. However, 
one can easily observe that for i ^ i  the nullary operations f l have no influence 
on the definition of f s . Moreover, such definition o f 8  ( s ' / )  would complicate the 
representation theorem (see Theorem 3, Section 2).
Now we want to answer the question what kind o f identities preserves the con­
struction 8  ( s / ) .  First we need some notions. If  31 is an algebra of type x, we denote 
by E(Sä) the set of all identities of the variety generated by 31. If (p is a term of type 
x, {xkl, ..., xkm} is the set o f all variables occurring in cp, {cllf ..., cJn}is the set of 
all nullary fundamental operation symbols in cp then we shall write cp = (p (xkl, ..., xkm, 
Cjx, ..., CjJ. Further we shall denote by (pm the realization of a term cp in the al­
gebra 31.
Lemma 1. I f  s /  = ((I; ^ ) , {31,},€/, {A/}, i ,j£ l , i^ j ) ,  cp=(p(xkl, ..., xkm, 
CJ \ ,  iS a term o f  type x akfiA qr for r=  1, ...,m , ?=l.u.b. (qk, . . . .q j ,
then
l<P9{hq i(a kl) ,  ...,h \m(akJ )  if {ch , ..., cJn) = 0 
(P a k l , a km, ch , .... cJn j  (p'{h'qf a kf  ..., h \ m( a kJ , c},, ..., c)n) o t h e r w i s e .
Proof is by the standard induction on the complexity of (p.
Theorem 1. I f  j/|= -l then the set £ ( S ( s / j )  contains all strictly regular 
equalities satisfied in any 3I; for i£l, contains all null ary symmetrical equalities 
satisfied in 31, and does not contain any other.
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The proof follows from Lemma 1 and is similar to that of Theorem 1 from [7]. 
So we do not present it here.
Let 2l=(.4; {/r}rer) be an algebra of type t. A binary function o :A*—A 
will be called a i-partition function or briefly a i-p-function of ír if it satisfies the follow­
ing identities:
(1) atojc =  x,
(2) (xoy)oz = xo(yoz),
(3) xoyoz = xozoy
R em ark  2. This identities coincide with those of (1)—(7) from [7] if T0=Q. 
So if To= 0  then z-/»-function coincides with /»-function. Observe that if t£T„ 
then (4) is non-regular.
Similarly like in [7] we can formulate the following
T heorem  2. To every i-p-function o f the algebra 21 =  (A ; { f} t i i) there cor­
responds a representation 2f = £  (s4) obtained as follows. Divide A into disjoint 
subsets ( i i l)  putting two elements a,b o f A into the same set At i f  and only 
i f  aob—a and boa=b. In the set I o f indices we introduce the relation “ ==” 
defining i\ ^  i2 i f  and only i f  there exist a(lAit, b£Ait, suchthat boa=b. This 
definition is consistent and the relation “ = ” gives I the structure o f a poset with the 
supremum property and i f  06 t (T) then there exists the greatest element 
i in I. For i ^ i  define 21; = (At;{//},€T.) where f i= f\A i and % = (Ap, { f '},€T) 
where f f= f \A t. I f  there are nullary fundamental operations in 21 then the values 
o f all o f  them belong to A,. It turns out that for i ^ i  any 21; is a subalgebra o f  
2T and 21, is a subalgebra o f  21. Finally define the mappings hft: A(l-*Ah for 
i i ^ i2 by putting hi\(a )—aob where b is an arbitrary element o f Ah. The mappings 
so defined are T'-homomorphisms and the system sJ =  ((/, S ), {2t,},e/, 
is a i-semilattice ordered system o f algebras, for which 2l = S(,i/). Conversely, every 
representation 2t = £ ( j / )  can be obtained by this construction starting with a 
suitable i-p-function o defined as follows; i f  a£At, b£Aj, z/=l.u.b. (i,j)  then 
aob=hj(a). Moreover, the correspondence between i-p-functions o f 2Í and represen­
tations o f  21 in the form  2f =  S  {si) is one-to-one.
The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to that of Theorem 2 from [7], The essential 
difference lies in this, that proving i'Si for any z'67 we use formula 4 for some 
t£T0. A (-/»-function will be called an algebraic «-/»-function if it is a realization of 
some binary term <p(x\, xf) not containing nullary fundamental operation symbols.
2. Let K be a variety of type t . We denote by E(K) the set of all identities 





■■■, X t(0 ) o y  = f ( x o y ,  ..., xx(t)oy), t£T 
f ( X i ,  . . . , x z(tj)oxk = f ( x 1, . . . , x zW), (k€{ 1, K T
y°f , (x i ,  . . . ,x r(0) =  yofi^yoXi, . . . , y o x z(fj), t t T
-*»(»)
xo/f(x ,..., x) = x  for t£ T \T 0.
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from E(K), by Sn(K) — the set of all nullary symmetrical identities from E(K). 
Finally, let J(K )= Rs(K)USn(K). We have
(viii) the set J(K) is closed under consequences (see [3]).
We denote by Kj the variety of type t  defined by J(K). We want to study the 
mapping K —Kj. Let I(t) denote the variety of type t defined by the set of all 
possible identities of type t  being strictly regular or nullary symmetrical
(ix) I (t) is not a trivial variety.
In fact consider an algebra 3 l= ({0 ,1}; { f } t iT) where f =  1 for any tZT0 
and if t£ T \ T 0 then
, ,  , Í 1 if l€{«i, •..,n t(0}
M«i> ..., nt(t)) =  | 0
Then 3í £I(t)
otherwise.
(x) The variety 1(t) is equationally complete.
In fact any algebra 31=(A ; e I (t) is roughly speaking a semilattice
with the greatest element 1 if
This follows from the fact that by assumption there exists a binary term, say 
x 1-x2 of type t  and it satisfies in I (t)  the identities: x -x = x , x  ■ y —y ■ x, (x • y) • z = 
= x -(y -z ) , f h=fH for any h , t ^ T 0, x - f = f ti for t ^ T 0, f { x lt ..., xt(f))=  
=Xi • . . . -x«,) for any t £ T \T 0. Moreover if (/> =  (/' is an identity such that no 
nullary fundamental operation symbol occurs in (p and some f  occurs in \f/ where 
r£T0 then putting x for all variables in q> and ijj we get x = f  and x —y. If no 
nullary fundamental operation symbols occur in cp and \j/ and there exists x; in (p 
which does not occur in \j/ then putting x = x t and y=Xj for j ^ i  we get x= y  
or x -y = y .  Since x • y =y ■ x  we get again x= y. Obviously, for any variety K 
we have
(xi) Kj = KM I(t).
The property (xi) together with the observation that I(r) is practically the variety 
of semilattices explains us why we get the statement of Theorem 1. In facta semi­
lattice with 1 preserves only strictly regular and nullary symmetrical identities. Let 
U(K) denote the set of all equalities from E(K) in which nullary fundamental oper­
ation symbols do not occur and Ku be the variety of the type t* defined by U(K).
Corollary 1. A variety K is defined only by strictly regular and nullary sym­
metrical identities, i.e. E (K )~J(K ) iff S {sJ) belongs to K for any i-semilattice 
ordered system s i  o f algebras 31;, where <i í f K u for  /£ /\{ i}  and 31, £K.
Proof. The “only if” part follows from Theorem 1. The “if” part follows from 
the fact that the algebra 31 from (ix) belongs to I(t), generates I(t) by (x) and 31 
belongs to K  since it is the sum of a z-semilattice ordered system of two 1-element 
algebras 3Ii=({0}, {./;},gT*) and 3L = ({1}, { f } , iT) where 31 .£K, 'ilfiKu. In 
fact it is enough to put /=  (1, 2} 1^2  and to define the only r*-homomorphism 
h different from identity putting /z(0)=l. Thus l(z)QK  and
Theorem 3. Let K be a variety o f algebras o f  the type x satisfying the follow­
ing condition:
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(с) There exists a binary term XjOATg o f type x containing the variables Xi 
and x 2, containing no nullary fundamental operation symbols and such that the iden­
tity x lox2 = x1 belongs to E(K).
Then an algebra 21 belongs to Kj iff 2 1= <Z(sä) for some i-semilattice 
ordered system sä o f  algebras 2 1 ,, where for  /V  J and 21, belongs to K.
P roof. — follows from Theorem 1.
— Since J(K )Q E (21) so the realization of in 21 is an algebraic i-p-
function in 2Í. Using Theorem 2 we conclude that 21=S  (,5/ )  for some i-semilattice 
ordered system sä of algebras 21,-. The proof that any 21, (/€/) satisfies all iden­
tities from U(K ) is identical with that of Theorem 1 from [8]. Obviously, 21, satisfies 
all identities from Sn(K) as a subalgebra of 21. It remains to prove that if an equality 
<p(xh, ..., xip, cJt, ..., cJq)= \f(xkl, xkr) belongs to E(K) where no nullary fun­
damental operation symbol occurs in if and some occur in <p then this equality is 
satisfied in 21,. But the equality (p=ifocjl belongs to J(K). So for aly ...,a p, 
bly ...,b r£Ai we have in 2Í,
•••,a p, cJt, ...,cJt) = if(bl? ..., br)och .
But if(bly ..., br)£A, so if(bly ..., br)oC]l = \l/(bly ..., br). Thus (p(aly ..., a„, 
cJl, cJii)=\l/(b1, b r) holds in and 21£K . Q.E.D.
Let (L; + , •) be a lattice. One says that for a, b£L a ^ b  the element b covers 
a if for any c£L we have a^c^b=>c—a or c —b. Let L(z) be the lattice of all 
varieties of type x. It was proved in [1] that:
(xii) if A is an atom in L(x), F£L(x), V does not contain A and for any algebra 
3$ = (B, F)£TVF we have 38£V or there exists a congruence O ^B xB  in 39 such 
that 3910$.A then A W  covers V in L(i).
T heorem  4. I f  K  is a variety o f type x satisfying the condition (c), then K} 
covers K in the lattice L ( t).
P ro o f . By (xi) and (x) we have Kj=\(x)\JK  and I ( t) is an atom in L ( t). By 
assumption K xK j. By Theorem 3 for any algebra 21 £Kj we have 21=S  (si) 
where sä satisfies conditions of the statement of Theorem 3. Define in <3l=<5(sä) 
a relation 9 putting a6b if a and b belong to the same A, . Then 0 satisfies assump­
tion of (xii) and the theorem holds.
Let AT be a variety of type x satisfying the condition (c). Assume that B is an 
equational base of K  and UQB  is an equational base of Kv . We define the set / '  
of identities as follows:
(a,) J' contains all strictly regular and all nullary symmetrical equalities from B
(a2) J' contains identities (1)—(7) for
(аз) if an equality (p(xh, x lp)= if (xJl, ..., xJtt) belongs to B where this 
equality is non regular and no nullary polynomial symbols occur in q> and if,
{X;,, ..., {■*/,» •••5 Xj^} {•**,> • • **,}




V(xh, xit)o x m,o ...oxms = ij/(xh , ..., xJq)oxklo ...oxkr
belongs to J',
(a4) if <p(xir ..., xip, c}l, ..., cJq)=il/(xkl, . . . ,x kr) belongs to B where no 
nullary polynomial symbol occurs in i// and some fundamental nullary operation 
symbols cjl , . . . , c jq occur in (p then the equality <p(xh, ..., xip, c}l, c Jq)= 
=ij/(xkl, xkr)och belongs to J',
(a5) J ' is the smallest set satisfying (a4)—(a4).
T h eo rem  5. I f  K satisfies the above assumptions then J ' is an equational base 
o f  K j.
P r o o f . Denote by K' the variety of type t defined by J'. Obviously, KjQ K' 
since J'Q J(K ). We shall prove that K'czKj. By (a2) o is an algebraic /»-function 
in any algebra 21 £K'. By Theorem 2 21 = <3 (si) for some i-semilattice ordered 
system of algebras. But 2I; is a subalgebra of 21* for i ^  i, 21, is a subalgebra of 21 
and any 2I;, idj satisfies .r1ox2= x 1 by Theorem 2. So any 2I; satisfies all identities 
of U by (a,) and (a3) and 21, satisfies all identities of B by (a,), (a3) and (a4). Thus 
2l f iK v for zVi, 21 fiK. Now, by Theorem 3, 21 £Kj and consequently K'Q K,.
Q.E.D
C o r o lla r y  2. I f  K satisfies the assumptions o f Theorem 5, K is finitely based, 
Kv is finitely based and |T| is finite then Kj is finitely based.
Theorem 5 is a generalization of the result of E. Graczynska, see [2],
The set J ' so defined is in general too large and in practice we can choose
a smaller set defining Kj as it shows the following example.
E x a m p l e . Let B be 
operation symbols 
ing system of identities:
the variety of Boolean algebras with the fundamental 
0, 1. Then the variety Bj can be described by the follow-
(1°) x  +  x  =  x - x  = X
(2 °) x + y  = y+ x, x -y  = y - x
(3°) (x+y) + z = x+ (y+ z), ( x  • y) ■ z =  x  • (y ■ z)
(4°) (x+ y) ■ z = x  ■ z+ y- z, (x-y) + z = (x + z)-(y+ z)
(5 °) (x'Y = X
(6°) ( x  + y ) '  -  x ' - y '
(7°) x + x - x '  =  X
(8°) .x■ x'+ v-y ' = x - x '- y - y '
(9°)
OIIoH
(10°) x - x ' + 0 = 0
(11°) 0' =  1.
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In fact, let us denote by D the variety of the same type as B defined by (1°)— 
(11°). Obviously, B jQ D  since all axioms (1°)-—(11°) belong to J(B )—E(Bj). Let 
+, ■,', 0, 1)€D. We show that the realization of the term xiox2= x1+ x1 ■ x 2 
in 91 is a i-p-function. It was shown in [9] that o satisfies (1)—(3) and (4)—(7) for 
the operations + , • and By (9°) we have 0ox := 0+ 0-x= 0  so (4) holds for 0. 
By (6°) and by (11°) we have lox=  1 +1 • x =  (0 + 0 • x')' = 0' — 1. So (4) holds 
for 1. Thus o is a i-/?-function in 91. By Theorem 2, 9Í= S  (s/) for some i-semi- 
lattice ordered system sé of algebras 2l;. By results of [9] any algebra (At; +, ■, ')  
(«€/) is a Boolean algebra. We show that for a€A,, 0= a-a' and l= a  + a'. Since 
a ■ a , 0£A, we have by Theorem 2 and (10°):
(a ■ a')o0 =  a ■ a' ana (a • a')°0 = (a ■ a') + a • a' • 0 = a ■ a' + O = 0.
Also 1 =  O' = (a • a')' = a + a' by (11°) and (6°).
Since Boolean algebras are equationally complete so sé is such that 
9Ii =  (^ i; + , • / ) € Bv for i ^ i  and 91 t = (At; + , 0, 1 )£B. Now by Theorem 3:
91=Q(s/)£Kj and D Q Kj what ends the proof.
R em ark . Many important varieties satisfy assumptions of Theorem 3 and 4. 
We have x 1-x2-x21= x1 in groups, xl + x, • x 2= Xj in lattices, Boolean algebras. 
So we can apply Theorem 3 and 4 for this varieties.
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SOME RESULTS ON THE CANTOR SET
HARRY I. MILLER1 and POLYCHRONIS J. XENIKAKIS
Abstract
It is shown that C, the Cantor set, contains a subset similar (in the sense of elementary geom­
etry) to each three point subset o f the real line, that C contains no arithmetic progression of length 
five, and there exists a four point subset of the reals that is not similar to any subset o f C. A  generali­
zation of the last mentioned result is also presented.
1. Introduction
All sets considered in this paper are subsets of R the real line. If A is Lebesgue 
measurable and tnA, the Lebesgue measure of A, is positive then by a classical 
result of Steinhaus [5], D(A) contains a non-empty interval, where D(A) is defined 
by the equation D(A)= {x—y : x, y£A}. The set A is called a Baire set if A  can be 
written in the form zi= ((7 \B )U ö , where G is an open set and P and Q are sets 
of the first Baire category. Piccard [3] proved a Baire set analogue of the result of 
Steinhaus; namely she proved that D(A) contains a non-empty interval if A is a 
Baire set of the second Baire category.
Sets M  and N  will be called similar in case there exists a function / ,  / :  R —R, 
of the form f  (x)=ax+b, a?± 0, such that f(M )= N . Ruziewicz [4] showed 
that if mA >0 and E  is any finite set, then A contains a subset E', such that E  and 
E ' are similar. Miller [2] proved the Baire set analogue of this result.
It is natural to consider the following classes.
s4 — {A : D(A) contains a non-empty interval}.
3$ =  {B : for each finite set E, B contains a subset E \  such that E  and E ' are 
similar}.
If we set
J i + =  {A: A is measurable and m A>0} and
3&a+ == {A: A is a Baire set of the second Baire category} 
then by the four previously mentioned theorems we have :
Ji+USSaA g  sé<T\®.
1 The work of the first author was supported by the Scientific Research Fund o f  Bosna and 
Herzegovina.
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In a paper recently submitted for publication the present authors have proved 
several results about these four classes.
Let C denote the Cantor set. Since C is a first category set of Lebesgue measure 
zero C$ even though it is Lebesgue measurable and a Baire set. How­
ever, it is well-known that D{C)—[— 1, 1] and therefore . An even stronger 
result about C is true. Boas [1] has shown that for almost all d in  [ — 1, 1], the set 
{(x, y):x ,ydC , x —y= d } has the cardinal number of the continuum. What about 
k i  Is C€á? oris C^AA‘1 To the best of our knowledge this question has not been 
answered in the literature. In this article we settle this question, showing that C$ Si. 
Professor F. Galvin, on reading a handwritten copy of our results on the Cantor 
set, has suggested a generalization of our results which has been adapted in Theorem 
1 of this paper.
2. Results
The Cantor set is the disjoint union of two sets each of which is similar to the 
entire Cantor set. We now present a result which shows, as a corollary, that C$ S3.
T h e o r e m  1. Suppose that A=A1UA2; A, A lt a n d  A2 are similar and that 
sup AL-^in[A2. Then A (£SS.
P r o o f . Since A, Ax, and A2 are similar and A1 is bounded above and A2 is 
bounded below it follows at once that A is bounded. For convenience suppose that 
in fA = 0 and sup A = l.  Let d=inf A.z—sup At . Then d > 0. We will now show, 
using the “nested interval theorem”, that A contains no subset similar to {0, 1, 2, ... 
...,«}  if n is sufficiently large. Suppose that {x„, xx, x2, ..., x„}QA\ x ,<xi+1 
for each i and that {x0, xx, x2, xn} is similar to {0, 1, ..., n). We will now show 
that all of these points either lie in Ay or A2 if n is sufficiently large. This is clear, 
for if the points x0, xl5 x 2, ..., xn are not all in A v or A2 then there exists an i0 
suchthat xh^A1 and xio+1€A 2. Therefore xio+1—xioS d  and hence
n — 1
Xn — Xq =  2  (xi+i — x , ) S n d  since {0,1, ...,«} 
i = o
and {x0, xlt ..., xn} are similar. If n is chosen so that nd>  1, then we get x„—x0> l  
which is impossible. Let A 1 denote the set (either Ar or A2) that contains all the 
points x0,x i , x 2, x„. Since A1 is similar to A, we have A1=A{{JA\ and
inf A\ — supi} = |a|<i, where f(x)= ax+ b  is the similarity map between A and
A1. We now claim that the points x0,x u x 2, ..., x n all lie in A\ or A\. If this is 
not the case then there exists an /0 such that xio£A\ and x il)+1£Al and therefore 
x io+ i - x io^ \a\d which implies
xn—Xq ^  n|a|d >  |a| =  sup A1— inf A1
which is impossible since {x„, x t , x 2, ..., x„}Q A1.
Continuing, we get {x0, x u x2, ..., x„}'TAm for each natural number m, where 
Am is one of the two similar sets whose union is Am~1. Since {Amj is a nested sequence 
of sets whose diameters tend to zero it follows that A contains no subset similar to 
{0 ,1 ,2 ,...,«}  if nd>l. Therefore A$@.
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For C, the Cantor set, we have C={CD[0, l/3]}U{Cn[2/3, 1]} and d—\!3. 
Therefore by the argument in the proof of Theorem 1 the following is true.
C orollary  2 . C, the Cantor set, contains no arithmetic progression o f length 
five and therefore C$d8.
R emark 1. C does contain an arithmetic progression of length four, namely 
0, 1/3, 2/3, 1. However, a slight adjustment of the argument used in the proof of 
Theorem 1 shows that C contains no subset similar to the set {0, 1, 2, 31/4}. Namely, 
if {x0, jcl5 x2, x3} is similar to {0, 1, 2, 3l/4} and {x„, xlf x2, x3}QC, then it follows 
easily that {x0, xl5 x2, x3} is either a subset of [0, 1/3] or of [2/3, 1], Continuing 
one shows that {x0, xl5 x2, x3} must be contained in an interval of length 3-m for 
each m which is impossible.
We now show that C contains a set similar to each three point set.
T heorem  3. C contains a subset similar to each three point set.
P ro o f. Utz [6] showed that for any line: y —m x—c, with l /3 s |w |á 3  and 
O ^ c ^ l, there exist numbers xlt yi both in the Cantor set such that (xl5 yx) lies 
on the line, i.e. y1—mx1=c.
Suppose S=  {$!, s2, J3} and Let q = (s2—sl)/(sä~ s.,). Then q>0.
We will now find a subset C' of C that is similar to S.
Case I. Suppose l /3 ^ # ^ 3 . We will prove that for each such q there exists 
x, c, y£C, with x ^ y ,  suchthat y=(c+c/q)—x/q (a). To see this consider the 
following sketch.
0 J_ 1  
9 9 3
Fig. 1
For l/3 S t/S l, pick c— 1/9. A simple check shows that the line (a) intersects the 
square A and therefore by the argument in Utz’s paper there exists x, ydC  with 
(x,y) in the square A and such that (x, y) lies on line (a). Therefore x?±y. For 
1<#S3 pick c= 2/9. Again a simple check shows that the line (a) intersects square 
A and therefore by Utz’s argument there exists (x, y)£C xC , with (x, y) in square 
A such that (x, y) lies on line (a). Therefore x ^ y .
In either case x?±c (as x= c  implies y= c  which implies x —y) and also 
y?±c (as y —c implies x= c  which implies x=y). Therefore (c—x)/(y-c)= q. 
From this it follows that {x, c, y} and {j1; í 2, .y3} are similar.
Case II. Suppose q >3. Consider (a), with x=0. Then we have y —c{Mq+\). 
Since </>3, 1/^4-1€(1, 4/3). Again using Utz’s theorem, with c=0, we see that 
each number m, satisfying 1/3S |m| ^ 3 , can be written in the form m=y/x, with 
x,y€C. Since (1, 4/3)£j[l/3, 3], each number (\/q+ l), with q>3, can be written
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as y/c, with y, c£C. Therefore 0, c,y£C, 0 and (c—0)/(y—c)=q, or 
{0, c, y} and {jl9 í2, s3} are similar.
Case III. Suppose 1/3. This case reduces to case II, for if
(s2—s1)/(s3—s2)<l/3, then (s'2—s'l)/(s'3-s '2)>3, where s2— —s2, and
s'3= - s 1.
R e m a r k  2. We now present an alternative proof of the fact that C contains 
no five point set in arithmetic progression, that is for each a and d, 0, {a, a+d, 
a +2d, a + 3d, a+ 4d] % C.
P r o o f . First we will show that if x,y , (x+y)/2 are all in C and x+ y, then 
there exists a unique natural number n such that \x—y\=2J3". To see this suppose 
x, y , (x+y)/2 are all in C, x ^ y  and that x= 0.x1x2x3 ... and y=0.y1y2y 3 ... 
are ternary developments of x and y  that only use the digits 0 and 2. Since x+ y  
there exists a natural number i such that xt + } ’i . Let n be the smallest such number. 
Then x„+y„ = 2. Furthermore (x+y)/2=0.z1z2z3 ..., where zm—(xm+ym)/2 
for each m. Therefore zn= l. If  there exists n '>« suchthat x„-^y„., then zn- = 1 
which implies that the development of (x+y)/2 has a second 1. This is a contra­
diction of the fact that (x+y)/2£C. Therefore if x, y, (x+y)/2 all lie in C and 
x + y , then there exists a unique n such that x„^y„. Then clearly \x— y|=2/3". Sup­
pose that C contains five successive terms of an arithmetic progression, i.e. {a, a + d, 
a+2d, a+3d, a+4d}QC for some a and d, d+ 0. Then, by the above argument 
we have \(a+4d) — a\ = 2/3n for some natural number n and \(a+3d) — (a+d)\=2/3k 
for some natural number k. This implies that 2/3"=2-2/3k or that 3k~”=2, which 
is impossible. Therefore C cannot contain five successive terms of an arithmetic 
progression.
R e m a r k  3. If A = A 1 U A 2 ; A  is closed; A ,  A x and yl2 are similar and sup A t <  
c in f  Ao, then it is a straightforward exercise to show that m A  = 0 and that A  is 
a set of the first Baire category. These facts also follow from Theorem 1 and the 
fact (mentioned in the introduction) that J I ’¥\JSSa+(+séC\3S.
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О ФУНДАМЕНТАЛЬНОЙ ПРИВОДИМОСТИ САМОСОПРЯЖЕННЫХ 
И УНИТАРНЫХ ОПЕРАТОРОВ В ПРОСТРАНСТВАХ 
С ИНДЕФИНИТНОЙ МЕТРИКОЙ
Ц. БАЯСГАЛАН
Настоящая работа является непосредственным продолжением работы [1]. 
В работе исследуется фундаментальная приводимость самосопряженных и 
унитарных операторов. Основные результаты содержатся в диссертации ав­
тора [2].
Фундаментальная приводимость операторов разных классов изучалась 
в работах Р. Филлипса [3], Е. Песонена [4], Р. Кюне [5], П. Хесса [6] и Б. Мэк 
Энниса [13].
Автор выражает искреннюю благодарность П. Йонасу [Берлин] за ценный 
совет. В частности, он обратил мое внимание к работе Р. В. Акопяна [7].
§1. Некоторые определения и предложения из теории пространств 
с индефинитной метрикой
Необходимые определения и предложения изложены в книге Я. Богнара [8].
Теорем а 1.1 ([8], стр. 108). Подпространство в пространстве Крейна ор- 
тодополняемо тогда и только тогда, когда оно есть ортогональная прямая сум­
ма замкнутого равномерно положительного и замкнутого равномерно отрица­
тельного подпространств.
Теорем а 1.2 ([8], стр. 43). Пусть ( • )—индефинитное внутреннее произведе­
ние на линейном пространстве Н ,а( • )х—другое внутреннее произведение на том 
же пространстве. Если из (х, х)=0 следует (х, х)х=0, то для некоторого 
вещественного числа имеем (х, ÿ)i=Pi(x, у) для всех х, у из Н.
В дальнейшим рассмотрим только ограниченные линейные операторы, 
определенные на индефинитном пространстве Крейна Н. Пусть А—самосопря­
женный оператор в Н. Оператор А называется равномерно положительным, 
если имеет место соотношение
(Ах, х) fea||x||3 (х€Я),
где а—положительное постоянное, || • ||j- — некоторая J-норма. Оператор А 
называется строго положительным, если (Æx, х )> 0 при х^О, xÇH.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 47B50. 
Key words and phrases. Krein space, selfadjoint operators.
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Теорем а 1.3 ([8], стр. 122). Для произвольного оператора А имеет место 
соотношение A+=JA*J, где А +—сопряженный оператор к А относительно 
J-скалярного произведения, а А*—сопряженный оператор к А относительно 
индефинитной метрики.
Теорем а 1.4 ([8], стр. 136). Пусть Н—пространство Крейна.
а) Пусть А—самосопряженный оператор и невещественное число а не при­
надлежит спектру оператора А. Тогда для любого р с |д| =  1 оператор
(1.1) i / =  p ( A - â I ) { A - a I ) ~ x =  p ( l + ( o c - S ) ( A - a i y x)
является унитарным и р не принадлежит спектру оператора U.
б) Пусть U—унитарный оператор, \р\ = 1, и р не принадлежит спектру 
оператора U. Тогда для любого невещественного числа а оператор
(1.2) А = (ccU—äpI)(U—pl)~x = od+p(oc-ä)(U-pI)-x 
является самосопряженным и а. не принадлежит спектру оператора А.
Преобразования (1.1) и (1.2) взаимно обратны; они называются преоб­
разованиями Кэли.
Оператор Т называется фундаментально приводимым, если существует 
такое фундаментальное разложение Н =Н +(+)Н~,  что ТН+с: Н+, ТН~ с: Н~.
Т еорема 1.5 ([3]). Унитарный оператор U в пространстве Н фундаментально 
приводим в том и только в том случае, если последовательность {|| С/л||^}^=1 
ограничена.
Теорем а 1.6 ([3]). Для коммутативной групп ыунитарных операторов в 
пространстве Н, ограниченной по J-норме, существует фундаментальное раз­
ложение, приводящее одновременно все операторы из этой группы.
§2. Фундаментальная приводимость самосопряженных 
и унитарных операторов
Сначала мы сделаем некоторые дополнения к работе [1].
Л ем м а 2.1. Пусть А положительный оператор в Н. Тогда спектр А содер­
жит неположительные, так и неотрицательные значения.
Д оказательство . Рассмотрим случай, когда 0 §о(А), где о (А)—спектр 
оператора А. Тогда по теореме 1 из [1] оператор А фундаментально приводим. 
Следовательно, сужения оператора А на соответствующие компоненты фунда­
ментального разложения имеют положительный и отрицательный спектр.
Тем самым не существует положительный оператор с положителным 
спектром в индефинитном пространстве Крейна.
Л ем м а 2.2. Оператор А равномерно положителен в том и только в том 
случае, если он является положительным оператором, имеющим ограниченный 
обратный.
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Д оказательство . Необходимость вытекает из леммы VII. 3.2 из [8].
Обратно, по теореме 1 из [1] оператор А фундаментально приводим. Следо­
вательно, для некоторой фундаментальной симметрии J  имеем
inf (Ах,х) = inf (JAx, x ) r> 0
I U U . ,  =  1  I U H j  =  l
в силу того, что оператор JA является ./-самосопряженным, имеющим ограни­
ченный обратный.
Лемма 2.3. Пусть{Тх}—семейство операторов,коммутирующих с положи­
тельным оператором А, имеющим ограниченный обратный. Тогда существует 
фундаментальное разложение, приводящее одновременно все операторы Тх.
Д оказательство. Оператор А фундаментально приводим. Рассмотрим 
разложение (см. доказательство теоремы 3 из [1])
Я  =  £ ( - 0 ) Я ( + ) ( / - £ ( + 0 ) ) Я ( + ) ( £ ( + 0 ) - £ ( - 0 ) ) Я ,
где подпространство (£(4-0)—£ ( —0))Я есть ядро оператора А. Тогда легко 
видеть, что фундаментальное разложение
Н  =  £ ( -0 )Я (  + ) ( / - £ ( + 0 ) ) Я  
приводит каждый оператор Тх.
Критерий регулярности спектральной функции (т.е. существования силь­
ных пределов £(4-0) и £ ( —0)) приведен в работе Р. В. Акопяна [7]. Полученные 
в этой работе результаты дают критерий фундаментальной приводимости 
положительного оператора в терминах его резольвенты.
Теорема А ([7]). Пусть А—строго положительный оператор в Я. Тогда 
спектральная функция оператора А регулярна тогда и только тогда, когда
II(А -  í» _1||j = о при у  -  0,
где II • H j—некоторая J-норма.
Теорема Б ([7]). Пусть А—положительный оператор в Я. Спектральная 
функция оператора А регулярна тогда и только тогда, когда существует такое 
постоянное С, что неравенство
\\ (A-iy )-k\\j si у -  (у >  0, k =  I, 2, ...)
выполняется на ядре оператора S  (где S—оператор, участвующий в спектраль­
ном представлении
А = S+ f  tdE(t).
—  сю
Следующие две теоремы непосредственно вытекают из теорем А и Б, если 
привлечь теорему 3 из [1].
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Т ео р ем а  2.4. Пусть А— строго положительный оператор в Н. Оператор А 
фундаментально приводим тогда и только тогда, когда
1(Л -  =  о при у  ~  0.
Т еорем а 2.5. Пусть А—положительный оператор в Н. Оператор А фунда­
ментально приводим в том и только том случае, если
а) ядро оператора А ортодополняемо,
б)
\ \ ( A - iy r k\ \ j ^ y  (У >  0, к =  1 ,2 ,...), 
где С—положительное постоянное.
Теперь мы приходим к рассмотрению фундаментальной приводимости 
самосопряженных и унитарных операторов в пространстве Крейна.
Т еорем а 2.6. а) Самосопряженный оператор А фундаментально приводим 
в том и только том случае, если для некоторой фундаментальной симметрии J, 
оператор А подобен J-самосопряженному оператору;
б) самосопряженный оператор А фундаментально приводим в том и только 
том случае, если для некоторый фундаментальной симметрии J  он является J- 
самосопряженным оператором.
Доказательство этой теоремы аналогично доказательству теоремы VIII. 
1.4 из [8].
Из этой теоремы вытекает, что спектр фундаментально приводимого са­
мосопряженного оператора вещественен и его собственные значения полу- 
просты. Заметим также, что ядро фундаментально приводимого оператора 
ортодополняемо.
Т ео р ем а  2.7. Для самосопряженного оператора А следующие два условия 
эквивалентны:
а) А— фундаментально приводимый оператор;
б) спектр оператора А вещественен и
I I ( 4 í - z ) - 1 IIj  S  ( I m z ^ O ) ,
где II • Il j—некоторая J-норма.
Д оказательство . Если оператор А фундаментально приводим, то по 
предыдующей теореме он является самосопряженным оператором в некотором 
./-скалярном произведении, следовательно, по теории гильбертовых прос­
транств верен пункт б).
Обратно, при выполнении условия б) оператор А является самосопря­
женным оператором в /-скалярном произведении, в силу чего, он фундамен­
тально приводим.
Используя одну идею работы [7] докажем следующую теорему.
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Теорема 2.8. Для самосопряженного операмора А следующие два условия 
эквивалентны:
а) А—фундаментально приводим:
б) спектр оператора А вещественен и
ИСЛ-П’Г ' Ъ  ^  ^рг (* =  1. 2, ... .  7 *  о, y£R),
где II • у j—некоторая J-норма, С—положительное постоянное.
Д оказательство. Пусть оператор А фундаментально приводим. Тогда 
пункт б) вытекает из теоремы 2.7.
Пусть условие б) выполнено. Тогда
||(гу_1Д +  1)- *||/ С (Je =  1 ,2 . ... .  у * 0 ,  y€R).
Поэтому по теории полугрупп операторов (см. [9], стр. 347) существует такое 
постоянное Q , что
Яем,1 i S C ,  (í€R).
По теореме Секефальви-Надя (см. [10]), существует скалярное произведение 
( ■ )j, эквивалентное /-скалярному произведению, что операторы е'Л‘ являются 
унитарными в ( • )х. Легко видно, что оператор А является самосопряженным 
в (•),. Поэтому преобразование Кэли U оператора А есть унитарный 
оператор в (• )х. Тем самым ||£/"||1=1 (л = 1 ,2 , ...), где || - ||х—соответству­
ющая норма. В исходной /-норме имеет место неравенство || U"\\j^C2 
(л = 1 ,2 ,...), где С2—некоторое постоянное.
По теореме 1.5 оператор U фундаментально приводится некоторым фун­
даментальным разложением Н= Н +( + )Н~. Его преобразование Кэли (см. 
теорему 1.4) оператор А приводится этим же разложением.
Теперь рассмотрим один критерий фундаментальной приводимости для 
изометрического и унитарного оператора.
Теорема 2.9. Пусть U—изометрический операторе Н. Оператор U фунда­
ментально приводим тогда и только тогда, когда
F IL rë  1,
где II • Il j—некоторая J-норма.
Д оказательство. Пусть U фундаментально приводим. Тогда мы имеем 
UJ=JU, где / —некоторая фундаментальная симметрия. Далее,
(í/v, Uy)j =  (JUx, Uу) =  (UJx, Uy) = (/л, у) = (x,y)j.
Тем самым, оператор U является изометрией в /-скалярном произведении. 
Поэтому ||C /||jël.
Обратно, пусть | |f / | | j ë l .  Рассмотрим соотвествующее фундаментальное 
разложение Я =  Н+ ( + )Н~. Тогда либо UH+ <zH+, либо существует вектор 
х +е Н + с Ux+$ H +.
Докажем, что последний случай невозможен. Мы можем предполагать,
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что ||je+||j =  l. Положим Ux+= y+ +у , где у +£Н +, у~£Н~.  По условию 
у~ 0. Следовательно,
!1 ^ + ||5 =  I|y+!lî + llj-|l5 >  \\у+ 115-117115 =  (Ux+, Ux+) = (х+, х +) = II-T+H5 =  i.
Отсюда ||C/||j > 1, а это противоречие. Значит UH+ с Я ' .
Аналогично доказывается включение C i/-  с  С/- .
Теперь сформулируем некоторые критерии фундаментальной приводи­
мости самосопряженных и унитарных операторов в пространстве Понтрягина.
Л ем м а 2.10. Пусть А— самосопряженный оператор в Н. Если Кег А орто­
дополняемо и М—ортодополняемое подпространство, инвариантное относитель­
но оператора. А, то Кег (А\М ) ортодополняемо в М.
Здесь, как обычно, через Кег А обозначим ядро оператора А, а через 
А\М—сужение оператора А на подпространство М.
Доказательство тривиально.
Замечание2.11. Если Я— собственное значение самосопряженного оператора 
А, то из ортодополняемости Кег (Л—Я) следует, что Я является веществен­
ным и полупростым собственным значением оператора А. Заметим также, что 
в конечномерном пространстве Н, подпространство Кег (А — Я) ортодополняе­
мо тогда и только тогда, когда Я является вещественным и полупростым собст­
венным значением оператора А.
Т еорем а 2.12. Пусть А—самосопряженный оператор в пространстве 
Понтрягина Н. Тогда оператор А фундаментально приводим в том и тол-ко 
том случае, если подпространство Кег (Л—Я) ортодополняемо при любом 
собственном значении Я.
Д оказательство . Достаточно доказать, что при выполнении условия 
теоремы, оператор Л фундаментально приводим. Будем считать, что к = х + (Я) 
(см. стр. 51 из [8]). Заметим, что условие обеспечивает вещественность всех 
собственных значений. Пусть Ях, ..., Я,.—множество всех собственных значений 
оператора Л, имеющих хотя бы один неотрицательный собственный вектор.
По условию мы имеем Я =Кег (Л —ЯД(4-)(Кег (Л—ЯД)-1. Обозначим 
подпространство (Кег(Л—ЯД)-1 через Мг. Подпространство Му инвариантно 
относительно оператора Л —Я2. По лемме 2.10
Му = Кег ((Л -  ЯД 1 Му) ( +  ) (Кег (Л — ЯД | МД1 П Мх.
Обозначим подпространство (Кег(Л—Яа^МД-1 через М.,. Тогда точно таким 
же образом проверяем, что М 2 инвариантно относительно оператора Л — Я3, и
М2 = Кег ((Л -  ЯД IМ 2) ( +  ) (Кег (Л -  ЯД
Далее, повторяя этот процесс мы получим после конечного числа шагов раз­
ложение пространства Н  на некоторые инвариантные подпространства опера­
тора А:
И  = Кег (Л -  ЯД ( +  ) Кег ((Л -  ЯД | Мг) ( +  ) Кег ((Л -  ЯД | М2) ( +  )•..
(+ )  Кег ((Л -ЯД |Л/,_1) (+ )  (Кег (Л —ЯД|МГ_1)Л Г)Мг_у.
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Если бы последняя компонента этого разложения была бы индефинитной, 
то по теореме Понтрягина об инвариантных максимальных семидефинитных 
подпространствах существовал бы такой вектор х этой компоненты, что 
(х, х)ёО, хИО, и Ах=Хх. Отсюда А—Я,- для некоторого г.
Но, с другой стороны, из построения разложения ясно, что xÇ_Mj при всех 
j ,  т.е. Я^Яу при всех j. Тем самым мы пришли к противоречию.
Таким образом, последняя компонента разложения должна быть отрица­
тельно определенной. Остальные компоненты мы разложим на пару ортого­
нальных определенных подпространств, каждое из которых, очевидно, инва­
риантно относительно оператора А. Теорема доказана.
Из этой теоремы вытекает, что в конечномерном пространстве самосопря­
женный оператор фундаментально приводим тогда и только тогда, когда все 
его собственные значения вещественны и полупросты.
Замечание 2.13. Последняя теорема верна для нормального и изометри­
ческого оператора.
Замечание 2.14. Компактный самосопряженный оператор в пространстве 
Понтрягина фундаментально приводим в том и только том случае, если его 
ядро ортодополняемо и все собственные значения вещественны и полупросты.
Теперь мы приходим к вопросу, который связан с фундаментальной при­
водимостью оператора.
Наследуется ли фундаментальная приводимость? Точнее, пусть оператор Т  
фундаментально приводим, и М—ортодополняемое подпространство, инвари­
антное относительно оператора Т. Следует ли отсюда, что Т\М  фундаменталь­
но приводим?
Теорема 2.15. Для самосопряженного оператора А фундаментальная 
приводимость наследуется.
Д оказательство . Пусть М—ортодополняемое инвариантное подпрост­
ранство оператора А. Поскольку А фундаментально приводим, то спектр опера­
тора А\М  вещественен. По теореме 2.8, в некоторой ./-норме имеет место не­
равенство
| ( / í - i y ) - ‘b = £ p r  ( k =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  у 0, у€К).
Далее, легко видно, что (A—z)~lM c .M  при Im гт'О, и вышеприведен­
ное неравенство имеет место в М  для некоторой фундаментальной симметрии 
пространства М. По той же теореме 2.8 оператор А\М  фундаментально 
приводим.
Теорема 2.16. Пусть U—фундаментально приводимый унитарный оператор 
в Н, спектр которого является собственным подмножеством единичной окруж­
ности. Тогда для U фундаментальная приводимость наследуется.
Д оказательство. Поскольку оператор U фундаментально приводим, то 
UJ=JU, где J—некоторая фундаментальная симметрия. Отсюда, с одной сто­
роны, мы имеем U~x=JU~lJ, а с другой стороны, в силу унитарности, U+ =
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= JU ~ 1j.  Итак, U является унитарным оператором в /-скалярном произ­
ведении. В частности, спектр оператора U лежит на единичной окружности.
Пусть М—ортодополняемое подпространство, инвариантное относительно 
оператора U. Тогда UJM—JUMczJM.
По теореме Уэрмера (см. [11], стр. 86), подпространство JM  также инва­
риантно относительно оператора U+. Отсюда, легко видно, что U~1M c M ,  
т.е. U является унитарным оператором в М.
По теореме 1.5 оператор U\М фундаментально приводим.
Рассмотрим теперь следующий вопрос: когда для семейства фундаменталь­
но приводимых операторов существует фундаментальное разложение, при­
водящее каждый оператор из этого семейства?
Теорема 2.17. Пусть {£/г}"=1—конечное коммутативное семейство фунда­
ментально приводимых унитарных операторов. Тогда существует фундамен­
тальное разложение, приводящее их одновременно.
Д оказательство . Образуем группу с образующими
ux,...,un-, ur\...,u-\í.
Эта группа коммутативна. Действительно, оператор U} является унитарным 
оператором в некотором /-скалярном произведении; но тогда по теореме 
Фуглида (см. [12], стр. 327) из UiUj =Uj Ui следует UiUy1 = Uy1Ui.
Построенная группа ограничена по норме по теореме 1.5. По теореме 1.6 
доказательство завершается.
С помощью преобразования Кэли можно доказать аналогичную теорему 
для самосопряженного оператора.
П ример 2.18. Если J l и / 2—две различные фундаментальные симметрии, 
тогда и для / х, / 2 нет фундаментального разложения, приводящее
их одновременно.
П ример 2.19. Этот пример показывает, что для бесконечного семейства 
операторов аналог последней теоремы, вообще говоря, не верен.
Рассмотрим положительный оператор, построенный в примере 4 из [1]. 
Если E(t) его спектральная функция, то значения этой функции образуют ком­
мутативное семейство фундаментально приводимых положительных опера­
торов. Если бы существовало фундаментальное разложение, приводящее все 
операторы из этого семейства, то из спектрального представления этого положи­
тельного оператора следовало бы, что этот оператор фундаментально при­
водим. Но мы знаем, что он не является фундаментально приводимым.
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ARCHIMEDEAN DECOMPOSITIONS OF LEFT 
5-SEMlMODULES AND SEMIRINGS
FRANCISCO POYATOS
A semiring is defined to be an algebra S= (S, + , •) such that (5, + )  and 
(5, •) are semigroups and both distributive laws, r(s+ t)—rs+rt and (.?+ t)r=  
— sr+tr are satisfied (cf. [1]). In this note, all semirings are assumed to have com­
mutative addition.
An additively written commutative semigroup M=(M, + ) is called a semi­
module. If, for each element .v of a semiring 5, there is an unary operation f s: M  -*M 
denoted by f s(a)=sa such that
s(a + b) =  sa + sb, (s + t)a = sa + ta, (st)a = s(ta)
hold for all s ,t£S ; a, b(M , then SM =(M , + , { /s}s£S) is called a left semimodule 
over 5, or a left S-semimodule (cf. [3], [4]). With respect to these algebras we speak 
about 5-subsemimodules, 5-homomorphisms, etc. In particular, an 5-congruence 
x on a left 5-semimodule SM  is a congruence on M=(M, + ) which also satisfies
(1) axb => saxsb for all a, b£M\ s£5.
Moreover, a left 5-semimodule SM is called a left S-semilattice, if (M, + )  is idem- 
potent. Right 5-semimodules Ms are defined dually.
The purpose of this note is to generalize a well-known structure theorem on 
commutative semigroups, due to T. Tamura, N. Kimura and G. Thierrin (cf. [2], 
Theorem 4.13), to 5-semimodules and semirings.
Theorem 1. Let + , { /J s£s) he a left semimodule over a semiring
S  and
(2) M =  U M«, M a+M p i  Ma+P
air
the unique decomposition o f the semimodule (M, + ) as a semilattice Y = (Y , + )  o f 
archimedean subsemimodules Mx (a£ 7). Then Y is a left S-semilattice and the 
maximal idempotent S-homomorphic image o f SM , and the equivalence classes Mx 
o f the corresponding S-congruence q on SM  satisfy
(3) sMa g  Msa for all s£S.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 16A78; Secondary 20M14.
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Proof. According to the theorem cited above, the unique decomposition (2) 
of (M , + ) corresponds to the congruence tj on (M, + )  defined by
(4) ar\b o  o+ jc =  mb and b+y  =  na for some x ,y£M
and some positive integers n, m.
Then Y^M /rj is the maximal idempotent homomorphic image of (M, + ) and the 
equivalence classes Mx of M  modulo >/ are the archimedean components of (M, +). 
For a left 5-semimodule SM, (4) is obviously also an S'-congruence on SM  according 
to (1), which implies our theorem. As a consequence of (3) we note:
Corollary 1. An archimedean component Mx o f  a left S-semimodule SM  is 
an S-subsemitnodule o f  SM  iff Mx contains an element a such that satja holds 
fo r  all seS, which is then true for all aCMx.
Theorem 2. Let S = (S , •) be a semiring and
(20 5  -  U ^ ,  S .+ S f  g  Sa+fl
the unique decomposition o f  the semimodule (5, + )  as a semilattice Y=(Y, + ) 
o f  archimedean subsemimodules Sx (a6 Y). Then Y  is a semiring and the maximal 
additively idempotent semiring-homomorphic image o f  S, and the equivalence classes 
Sa o f  the corresponding semiring-congruence r\ o f  S  satisfy
(30 s5a g  Ssx and Sxs g  5„ fo r all s£S
and hence 5a • Sß g  Sa. ß.
Proof. Each semiring S  may be considered as a left 5-semimodule s5 =  
=  (5, + , {/j}s€s) where f  (a)= sa is defined by the semiring multiplication, and 
dually as a right 5-semimodule 5S. Thus Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1 and 
its dual. From the last statement we obtain:
Corollary 2. An archimedean component 5 Z o f  a semiring 5  is a subsemiring 
o f  S  iff 5* contains an element s such that s2qs holds, which is then true for all 
s£Sx.
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THE LARGEST COMPONENTS IN A RANDOM LATTICE
G. R. GRIMMETT
Abstract
Let p  satisfy 0 <p-= 1, and let H  be the random graph obtained by deleting each edge o f the 
square lattice Z s with probability 1 —p. We study the sizes o f the largest components o f  the finite 
subgraph H(n) of //induced  by the square subsection B (n )= {(i,j): I s i j s n )  o f Z 2. We show that 
there exist positive quantities u(p), ß(p),  y(p),  S(p),  depending on p alone, such that the sizes 
Ki(n) and K2(n) o f the largest and second-largest components of //(;;), respectively, satisfy (as 
n * o°)
if p  <  —  then (log n)~1K l (n) — <x(p) in probability,
if p  =- —  then n~*K1(tt) -* ß (p )  in probability 
and P(y(p)  S  (log n)~2K 2(n) =£ <5(p)) -> 1.
1. Introduction
Given an initial graph G = (V,E), we may obtain a random subgraph H  of 
G as follows. Fix p such that 0< /;<  1, and delete each edge in E  with probability 
1— p, independently of all other edges; we denote by H  the resulting (random) sub­
graph of G, comprising the vertex set V together with all remaining edges. Of especial 
interest are the two cases when G is the complete graph on n vertices, or G is either 
the whole or part of a crystalline lattice (such as the square lattice Z2). The former 
case of random subgraphs of Kn is well-studied and well understood (see Erdos and 
Rényi (1960) for the pioneering work, and Grimmett (1983) or Karonski (1982) 
for recent reviews); for this case, several celebrated results deal with the sizes of the 
largest and second largest components (see Erdős and Rényi (1960) and Komlós, 
Sulyok and Szemerédi (1980)). In this paper we consider the second case, and we 
assume henceforth that G=Z2, the square lattice with vertex set {(i,j)'-i,j=  
=0, ±  1, ±2, ...} and edges joining pairs (?',/), (k , /) of vertices whenever |i —k:| + 
+  |y—/|= 1 . The random subgraph H  of Z2 is usually called the bond percolation 
model, having been proposed by Broadbent and Hammersley (1957) as a model 
for the flow of liquid through a porous medium. Let B(rí)={(i,j): lá i,y S n }  
be the square subsection of Z2 with side length n — 1 and bottom left-hand corner 
at (1, 1), and let H(ri) be the subgraph of H  induced by B(n). We shall study the 
asymptotic properties, as «-►«, of the sizes Aj(n) and K.,(n) of the largest and 
second-largest components of H(ri), and shall indicate how these properties depend
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 60K35; Secondary 05C99. 
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on the numerical value of the edge-probability p. It turns out that if /?'< 1/2 then 
Kx(rí) and K„(«) are about <x(p) log n. whilst if p =*■ 1/2 then K,(n) is about ß(p)n2 
and K2(n) has order (log«)2; here a(p) and ß(p) are positive quantities which 
depend on p only. These results follow fairly simply from currently-known facts 
about the percolation model, and they extend results of Füredi (1979). We have no 
interesting results for the case p = 1/2.
We conclude the introduction by recalling some well-known properties of the 
percolation model on Z2 which explain the dependence of («) and K2(n) upon 
whether p< l/2  or p>  1/2. For any given p, we denote by Pp the corresponding 
probability measure. For fixed p, let H be the random subgraph of Z2 as described 
above, and let W be the size of the component of H  which contains the origin (0, 0). 
We define
(1.1) ß{p) — PP(W
to be the probability that the origin is in an infinite component. It is the case that
= 0 if p ==
> 0 if p >
and ß : [U, 1]-*[0,1] is a continuous function (see Kesten (1980) and Russo (1978)). 
Furthermore, if pS. 1/2 then all components of H  are almost surely (a.s.) finite, 
whilst if p>  1/2 then / /  contains a.s. a unique infinite component. For recent results 
on the percolation model, we refer the reader to the book by Kesten (1982). It is 
upon the square lattice that most interest has been concentrated, and more is known 
about this lattice than any other. Similar results hold for certain other two-dimen­
sional lattices, and partial results are known for higher-dimensional lattices Z,d. 
We consider the case of Z2 only here, noting that corresponding results hold simi­
larly in the other cases whenever the necessary facts about the percolation model 
are known. We explore convergence in probability only.
This paper deals with the size of the largest components of / / («). This may be 
contrasted with the results of Grimmett (1981b) and Kesten (1981), who studied 
the number of components of H(n); further results on this quantity have been ob­
tained by Cox and Grimmett (1981, 1983) in a more general setting in which square 
boxes are replaced by the interiors of arbitrary circuits.
Related results appear in Révész (1980) and Nemetz and Kusolitsch (1982) 
who considered the largest red square and the largest red rectangle, respectively, 
in B(n) when each vertex of Z2 is coloured red or blue with probability p or 1 — p.
2. The results
We prove the following two theorems. All limits are taken as «— »,
Th e o r e m  1. I f  / x  1/2 then there exists a positive quantity a(p), depending 
on p only, such that
(2 . 1)
1
log« Kx(n) — <x(p) in probability (Pp).
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T heorem  2. I f  /?> 1/2 then •' <
(2.2) -  ß{p) in probability (Pp)
where ß is given by (1.1), and there exist positive quantities y(p), S(p), depending 
on p only, such that
(2-3) Pp (?(/>) -  ^ ^ t* 2(h) <5(/>)) -  1.
The following facts are straightforward consequences of the proofs of these 
theorems.
(a) Suppose 1/2. For any e>0, the number of components of //(«) with 
sizes in [(1 —e)cc(/?)logn, (1 +s)a(/;)logn] tends to infinity as n-<-°o, with proba­
bility 1—o(l).
(b) Suppose 1/2. If y(p) and S(p) are chosen correctly in (2.3) then the
number of components of H(ri) with sizes satisfying the inequalities of (2.3) tends 
to infinity as with probability 1—o(l).
We have presented Theorems 1 and 2 in their simplest forms. Some minor 
improvements may be made to them by estimating the rates of convergence in (2.1) 
and (2.2). These theorems extend results of Füredi (1979), who stated the following 
facts. There exist positive quantities p(p), a{p) such that
(a) if j  then ?p(Kx{rí) <  p(p)logn) -  1,
(b) if p >-2/3 then H(n) contains a giant component and
Pp(**(") <  u(A)(log n f) -  1.
Let
3. The proofs
(3.1) *,(«) =  P p (m  =  «), HP(n) — P„(H — \W\ <<=°).
Of course, /7p(h) =  Pp( |1 F |^ k) if /?Sl/2. We shall use the following results from 
percolation theory. Kunz and Souillard (1978, p. 91) proved that there exists A(p) 
satisfying 0< A(p)S°°  suchthat
(3.2) - i - l o g 7Tp(«) -  A(p).
As a consequence of Theorem 1 of Kesten (1981), we have that
(3.3) if p then 0 < A(p) <°°.
If 1/2 then A(p)=°o; in this case, the asymptotic behaviour of the sequences 
{7rp(n)} and {/7p(n)} are such that there exist positive quantities f(p ) , A (p), depend-
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ing on p  alone, such that, for all large n ,
(3.4) A (p) — -£=- log ilp(n) =S — log 7ip(«) T(p);
\ n  \n
see Aizenman, Delyon and Souillard (1980) and Kesten (1982, pp. 98, 99) for these 
inequalities. Less is known in the case when p —1/2, and for that reason we do 
not consider that case here; see Kesten (1982, p. 227) for a brief discussion.
In the proofs which follow, we shall often use non-integer-valued quantities 
in places where integers are required; it will be clear that this makes no essential 
difference to the argument.
P r o o f  of Theorem 1. Assume that /><l/2. Define
(3.5) a(p) = 2A (p)-\ 
and suppose e satisfies 0<e-= 1/2. Then, for all large n,
Pp(Ki(n) >  (1+2e)a(/>) log«) S  n2/7„((l + 2 e)a(p) logn) ^
^  wj>) _
= Cn-2i(1_2c) -
- 0 ,
by (3.2) and (3.5), where C —C (p ) is a constant. To see that Kjfn) cannot be too 
small, we partition B(n) into subsquares with side lengths 2u(p)\ogn; there are
[ ____ 1 ___
V 2a (p) log n =  /V
of these subsquares, which we denote by Blt B2, BN. For each i, let x t be a 
vertex which is as close as possible to the centre of 13;, and let be the indicator 
function of the event that x t is in a component of H(n) with size at least 
(1 — £)a(p)logn. For all large n, the random variable / ; depends on the presence 
or absence of the edges in B, only, and thus Iu  /3, ..., IN are independent. It follows 
that the sum
SN =  7i + /2+ ... +  /jv
is binomially distributed with parameters N  and J7P((1 — s)a(/?)log n). Therefore, 
for all large n,
PP(Ki(n) «= (1 -E )a ( p )  log n) ^  P(SN = 0) =
= ( l-J7 p((l-e)a(//)logrt))iV =£
(3.6) S  (1 _„-(i-= 2M(p)*(p))N ^
by (3.2) and (3.5). The proof is complete.
-  0
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P r o o f  of T h e o r e m  2. Assume that /?=» 1/2, and write B(m, rí) for the rectangle 
{(i,j): 1 ^ j ^ n ]  and H(m, n) for the subgraph of H  induced by B(m, rí).
We write {B(m, n) horizontally} (respectively {B(m, rí) vertically}) for the event that 
B(m, rí) is traversed horizontally (respectively vertically) by a path of H(m, rí) joining 
two vertices on the two corresponding opposite sides of B(m, rí). From Theorem 2 
of Grimmett (1981a), there exists v(p)>0 such that
Pp(ß(v(/7) log n, rí) vertically) = Pp(B(n, v(p) log rí) horizontally) —
(3.7)
-► 1 as n -*■«>.
Henceforth we suppose that v(p) is chosen such that (3.7) holds. Let C(n) be the 
square
C(/?) =  {(i,j): v(p) log n <  i , j  <  n -v (p )  log /;}
and let A(n)=B(n)\C(n) denote the annulus of B(n) which surrounds C(n). A(n) 
may be written as the union A (n) = Rx U R2 U R3 U R4 of four overlapping rectangles, 
each with dimensions n by v(p)logn. Let sé —{Ax, A2, ...} be the collection of 
all circuits of H  which lie in A(n) and have the property that they contain C(n) in 
their interiors. By (3.7) and the FKG inequality (see Kesten (1982, p. 72))
(3.8) PpC5*' is empty) — 0 as n — «=.
If is non-empty, let K be the set of vertices of B(n) which either lie outside all 
the circuits in s i  but are joined to some A-, by a path in H(n), or which lie inside 
some At and are in the infinite component of H. By the planarity of Z2, K is the 
vertex set of a component of H(n). Next we estimate the size of K. For each (i,j)£ Z2 
we define /y to be the indicator function of the event that (i,j)  is in the infinite 
component of H. The collection {/y :(/,y)€ Z2} is a stationary family of random 
variables, and it follows by a suitable ergodic theorem (see, for example, Dunford 
(1951)) that the number
*(») = 2  hj(U)iC(n)
of vertices in C(n) which belong to the infinite component of H  satisfies
(3.9) |C(«j! K<<n) "" Ep(7»o) = ß(P) in probability, 
where
-^ ■ |C (» ) |-L
From (3.8), (3.9), and the observations in between, it follows that, for all s>0,
P^K ^n) >  ( \-e )ß (p )n 2) -  1 as n -  oo.
The corresponding upper bound is obvious. By (3.8) and (3.9), any component with 
size at least (1 +e)ß(p)n2 in H(n), where a>0, contains (with probability 1—o(l)) 
a vertex in C(n) which is in a finite component of H .  The probability that such a
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vertex exists is no bigger than
n2n p(jl+ e )ß (p )n 2) — 0 as n -*■ °°
by (3.4).
The proof of (2.3) is similar to the proof of (2.1), using (3.4) in place of (3.2). 
The first inequality of (2.3) is valid so long as y(p) satisfies
y ( p ) ^ 4 r ( p )  2,
and the proof of this differs from that of (3.6) only in that we divide B(ri) into sub­
squares with side-length (log n)3.
To see the other part, let AB(n) be the boundary of B(n), defined by AB(n) = 
= (xg B  (rí): x  is adjacent in Z2 to some y((B(ríj).
The boundary AC(n) of C(n) is defined similarly. If K.z(rí) ><5(p) (log n)2 and 
s i  is non-empty then H (n) has a component K ' (other than K) of size at least 
S (p) (log n)2, and either K' intersects AB(n) or K' does not intersect AB(n). If K' does 
not intersect AB(n) then some vertex of B(n) is in a finite component of H  with 
size exceeding 5(p)(\ogn)2, and the probability of this is no larger than
n2IIp(S(p)(log rí)2) ä  n2-A(p)Hö(p) o as n 
if
(3.10) 5(p) >4d(p)-2,
by (3.4). On the other hand, if K' intersects Aß (n) then K' is contained strictly within 
A(n) (since s i  is assumed to be non-empty); we use the dual-lattice technique (see 
Kesten 1982, p. 37)) to see that this is unlikely. There exists an absolute constant q 
with the property that, given any component of H(n) in A(n) with size at least 
5(p) (log rí)2, there exists a path in the dual graph of A(n)U AC(n) which has length 
at least Q (S(p) (log n)2y /2=gő(p)1/2 log n and which crosses no edge of Z2 which 
lies in H. But the dual of Za is isomorphic to Z2, and so the probability of this is no 
larger than
IA (/?) U AC(n) I n l -p(g<5 (p)1/2 log //)
4v(p) n log n exp (— (1 — s)A(1 — p)QÖ(p)112 log n)
for all large n, where s>0. This probability tends to 0 as /)— =» if
<5 (p) >  ((1 -£ )od (l -p ))~ 2,
giving from (3.10) that (2.3) holds whenever
5(p) >  max {4 A (p)~2, 2( qA{ \ —/;))~2}.
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NORM FORM EQUATIONS WITH SEVERAL DOMINATING 
VARIABLES AND EXPLICIT LOWER BOUNDS FOR 
INHOMOGENEOUS LINEAR FORMS WITH ALGEBRAIC 
COEFFICIENTS II
I. GAÁL
1. Inhomogeneous norm form equations
In the first part of this paper (see [5]) we considered some inhomogeneous norm 
form equations. The purpose of the present paper is to extend the results of [5] to 
the case when the coefficients in the norm form satisfy certain weaker assumptions 
than in [5].
Let L, K  be algebraic number fields with L c K  and [K: L ]= n s 3. Let txk= 1, 
a2, txk (fc£2) be elements of K, linearly independent over L, such that K= 
=  Z.(a2, Further let 0?±fi£L. Let us consider the norm form equation
(1) Arjq t(* i+ a2*a+ •••+«***) =  H
where the variables are1 xls xk£ZL. Under the condition
(2) [L(a,): L] =  «( S 3  (i =  2, k ), and n2, ...,nk =  n
Gyó'ry and Papp [16], [17] gave effective upper bounds for all solutions of equation
(1). Győry and Papp [16] (see also Gyó'ry [11]) derived effective bounds for the 
solutions of (1) also under the weaker condition
(3) ót; is of degree £  3 over L (oq, a.-j), i = 2 , k.
Later Kotov [19] gave another proof for a slightly weaker version of this effective 
result. For certain p-adic generalizations see Gyó'ry [6], [9], [10], [12], [13] and Kotov
[20]. Under the condition oq, ....oq,,! are linearly independent over L  and ak is 
of degree £ 3  over Z.(oq, ..., oq^), recently Gyó'ry [12], [13] and Kotov [21], [22], 
independently gave effective bounds for all solutions of equation (1), satisfying 
xk?*0. Moreover, in [12], [13] and [21] the results mentioned have been generalized 
to include the p-adic case, too. The above quoted results of Győry and Papp, Gyó'ry 
and Kotov generalize and improve, respectively, many earlier results on Thue equa­
tions and Thue—Mahler equations. (See e.g. the theorems of Thue [35], Mahler
[25], Baker [1], [2], Coates [3], Feldman [4], Sprindzuk [29], [31], Stark [34], Kotov
[18], Kotov and Sprindzuk [23], Shorey, van der Poorten, Tijdeman and Schinzel 
[28].) We remark, that very recently Győry [14], [15] extended these results to the 
more general case, when the ground ring is an arbitrary integral domain, finitely 
generated over Z.
1 Z L denotes the ring of integers o f an algebraic number field L?
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 10B16, 10B45; Secondary 10F25 10F30. 
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As a common generalization of a theorem Of Sprindzuk [32] (see also [33]) 
and the above mentioned theorem of Gyó'ry and Papp [17], in [5] we considered the 
inhomogeneous norm form equation
(4) N KiL(x1 +  <x2X2+ . . .+ockx k+ A )  =  p
where a2, a* satisfy (2). In equation (4) the dominating variables are x x, . . . ,  x k£ 
dZL and k£ZK is a non-dominating variable satisfying2I / 1 <( max FxTi)1 *" 5 where
0<£ <  1 is a given small positive constant. Under the above assumptions we obtained 
effective upper bounds for all solutions of equation (4). In the special case k = 2, 
L=  Q our theorem gave Sprindzuk’s result [32] which is an inhomogeneous gener­
alization of Baker’s famous theorem [1] on Thue’s equation. Further, in the case 
A = 0 our theorem implied the result of Gyó'ry and Papp [17] which is a generaliza­
tion of the above mentioned theorem of Baker to the case of norm form equations 
in several variables.
In this paper we give effective bounds for all solutions of equation (4) in the 
case L=  Q, assumingthat a2, satisfy the weaker condition (3) instead of (2).
Let K  be an algebraic number field of degree n. Denote by r and RK the number 
of fundamental units and the regulator of K  and let =max (RK, e). Let a1 = 
=  1, a2, ..., ock 2) be elements of K  such that K — Q(a2, ..., ak) and3 H (a ,)^ //  
(H ^e). Suppose that a; is of degree £ 3  over Q(a1; ..., a;_x) for i= 2 ,...,k .  
Let m be a non-zero rational number. Let us consider the equation
(5) N K\Q(x1+ a 2x 2+■ ■. + d kx k+ k )  =  m
where the dominating variables are x 1, . . . ,  x k£ Z ,  and 2£ZK is a non-dominating 
variable satisfying | A|-= C(max |x,|)1_? (Cfee, 0<£<1 are given constants). 
Under the above assumptions our main result is the following:
T heorem  1. I f  x k, xk£Z, I f  ZK are solutions o f  (5) and | A| < C (m ax ]X(|)1_i 
then lsisk
(6) max jXi| <  exp cx log (H 2n* \m\ C)]
with
Cl = (25 (r + 3) n)18(r+3) (R% log R% )2.
In the special case 2 = 0 our theorem includes e.g. the case L = Q  of a result 
of Gyó'ry and Papp [16] (see also Theorem 3.3 in Gyó'ry [11]) and Theorem 2 of 
Kotov [19],
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of our Theorem 1.
C orollary  1.1. Suppose that in equation {5) [Q («<) :Q] 3 for i= 2 ,. . . ,k
andn2 ... nk=n. I f  x t , ..., xk£Z, kdZK are solutions o f  (5) and | /  ) <  C( max |Xj|)1-? 
then Xj ... xk satisfies (6). ls  ~
2 For an algebraic number a, |a| denotes the size of a, that is the maximum absolute value of 
its conjugates.
3 //(a) denotes the height of an algebraic number a, that is the maximum absolute value of the
coefficients of the minimal defining polynomial of a over Z.
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The statement of this corollary essentially coincides with the case L = Q  of 
Theorem 1 of [5]. In the special case k= 2  Corollary 1.1 gives Theorem 1 of Sprind­
zuk [32]. Further, in the special case A—0 our above corollary implies the case 
L=  Q of Theorem 1 of Győry and Papp [17].
2. Inhomogeneous linear forms with algebraic coefficients
As in the first part of our paper (cf. [5]), Theorem 1 makes possible to derive 
effective lower bounds for certain inhomogeneous linear forms with algebraic coeffi­
cients.
Let a j=  1, a2, ..., txk ( k ^ 2) be algebraic numbers, linearly independent over 
Q. Let K=Q(a2, ak) and [A!: Q]=n. By a generalization of a well-known 
theorem of Liouville [24], there exists an effectively computable positive constant 
c>0, depending on oi2, . . . , a k suchthat
|*1+Jt20Í2+•••+**<**! >• cX~(n~a)/a, X = max^  |X;|
for any (jcx, ..., xfc)€Z*\{0}, where <r=l or 2 according as K is real or not. 
Effective bounds obtained for the solutions of norm form equations make possible 
to give effective improvements in the exponent of the above Liouville inequality. 
Theorems of this type were obtained e.g. by Baker [1], Feldman [4], Sprindzuk [30], 
Kotov and Sprindzuk [23] in the case k = 2, and, more generally, by Győry and 
Papp [17], Győry [8] and Kotov [21] in the case k ^ 2 .  In [8], [21] the authors estab­
lished their estimates for linear forms with coefficients satisfying (3) and extended 
their results also to the p-adic case.
In the first part of this paper (see Theorem 2 in [5]), we derived as a consequence 
of our main result, effective lower bounds for linear forms with algebraic coeffi­
cients under condition (2) concerning the coefficients. Our result generalized Theorem 
2 of Győry and Papp [ 17] to the inhomogeneous case. Our Theorem 1 makes possible 
to extend the special case L=  Q of Theorem 2 of [5] to the case when the coeffi­
cients of the linear form satisfy (3) instead of (2).
Let K be an algebraic number field of degree n and let r,RK,R £ be as in 
Theorem 1. Denote by s and 21 the number of real and complex conjugate fields of K  
over Q. Further, denote by Ü the set of all archimedean valuations | . |0 of K  where 
v—\,2 ,. . . ,s + t.  For ß£K  put ||y9||„ =  with n„ = [Kv: Q„], Let F be a non­
empty subset of Q and denote by s' and f  the number of real and complex valua­
tions of r.
Let a0= l ,  oq, ..., ak be elements in K  with heights at most H  (H ^e )  such 
that K= Q(<x1, otk). Suppose that a, is of degree S3 over Q(a„, ..., 
for i= l , . . . , k .  Finally, let C (Se) and 0«=:£-=:l be given constants.
Theorem 2. Let x0, xs, ..., xk£Z and A€ZX with |A|<C(jrnax 
I f  x0+ XxOCj + ... +  xkak -f A 0 then we have
(7) n \\xo+ x1<x1+ ...+ xktxk+X\\v ^  e iX - n+s'+2,'+Zl, X  =  max |x,|
» g r  amim k
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with
(h = (H*'tC y i(4 H kC )-n+*'+™', xx =  ,
T  C,
(where cx denotes the same expression as in Theorem 1).
Our Theorem 2 includes the case L=  Q of Theorem 2 of [5]. Further, in the 
special case A=0 it implies the case L=  Q of Theorem 2 of Győry and Papp [17],
C o r o l l a r y  2.1. Let ak, . . . ,a k be as in Theorem 2. Let x lt . . . ,x k£Z  and 
AdZ* with |A|-=C(max Ix,!)1-^ I f 4 ||x1a1 +  ...+ x tak+A||>0 then we have
(8) ll^aj-F ... - F T- A1 |  r2>/0', X  =  max |*-|
where
q2 =  C )-1/,,(4m C )(- J"+2!,)/’ , t2 = xx
and a =  1 or 2 according as K is real or not.
The statement of this corollary implies Corollary 2.1 of [5] and Corollary of 
Theorem 2 of Győry and Papp [17].
Corollary 2.2. Let 9 be an algebraic number o f degree n s 3 with height 
S  H . Let Q(9) with parameters as above. Let p,q£Z, q ^ 0, and let X£ZK 
with |A |< C |^ |1-c. I f  qS— p —A^O then we have
(9) 9 - l ± ±
q (h\q\-{n- ' 3)t°
where we get q3 and x3 from q 3 and t a, respectively by taking k=  1, and er— 1 
or 2 according as K is real or not.
In the special case A =  0 Corollary 2.2 provides a slightly weaker form of a 
result o f Győry and Papp [ 17] who gave an explicit version of Feldman’s theorem [4]»
3. Proofs
The proof of our Theorem 1 is based on the following Lemma:
L e m m a . Let K, 0 ^ = 1 ,  a a , ..., <xk, m be as in Theorem 1 and let 1 S i s k .  Let 
us consider the equation
(10) 7V/C|Q(a1x1 + ...+ a 1xi +  A/) — m
where the variables are xx, . . . , x t^Z  and Aj f  Z K with | A,|<Ci |xj|1_?i (C, Si?
and 0< £ ,< 1  are given constants). Then for all solutions o f equation (10) we have
(11) max IjcjI <  exp1 3 /S f
| 4«9'-2 [D 0
I Ci u
+ log CI
II. II denotes the distance from the nearest integer.
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with
D0 = (25(r + 3)n)17(r+3)(R ilog R%)2(2n2 log H +log \m\).
P r o o f  o f  t h e  L e m m a . In our proof we combine the arguments of Sprindzuk
[32] and Gyó'ry and Papp [17].
In the case /=  1 equation (10) can be written in the form
(12) 77(* i+^ f°) =  m1 = 1
where A(f> (i= l, denote the conjugates of A,. Since |A1|-=C1|.x1|1-Cl, (12)
implies
1^ 1" ^  2"|x1|,,_ilCi +  |m|
that is
(13) |*i| — (2"C"+|m|)1/{l.
Now let us consider the case / s 2. For simplicity we shall omit the index / of A(, Ct , (, 
in the first part of the proof of our Lemma.
I. First let us consider the case when
(14) log|x,| >  -^-log C+-^-(2r«)6, + 5/?x(2n2 log HFlog |m|).
Put L = Q (ax, ....az-j), [AT : L]—nL (^3) and let x —a^H - ...+ a,_1x,_i, 9=x, 
and y = x , . With this notation equation (10) implies
(15) jV/qt (.x +  9y +  A) — /q
where /q6L with NL|q(/q)=m. By Lemma 3 of Gyó'ry [7] there exists a unit e 
in L such that for we have
(16)
r I m
\H2\ ^  |m| exp [Ca—^— R k( •> rlrn2 _ )L 2—2— —
with c2= (”j ~ ~ )  • (^n (16) we used also the fact that the regulator RL of L is less 
than r\nc2RK — see e.g. Sprindzuk [33].) From (15) we get
(17) ^ A-|L(ex + 9sj + £A) =  /q.
Let us consider an isomorphism K —K' into the complex numbers and denote 
by L', s', x', 9', A', /q the conjugates of L, e , x ,  9, A, /q, respectively under this 
isomorphism. Let us choose this isomorphism so that |e '|^ l .  By (17) x ',y  and A' 
satisfy the equation
(18) N k -\l - ( e '  x' -\-Q'e' y - \ - E r a! )  = n 2.
Denote by 9't, A[ and ß’t —x'+9'ly+l'i (/= 1, ..., nL) the conjugates of 9', A' and 
ß'=x'+9'y+A.', respectively over U. We may choose the indices so that \ß[\^... 
...^\ß'„L\. Since




(19) l \ ß ' i - ß j \ = l \ 9 i y - a ' j y + * i - W -
Denote by a > 0 the leading coefficient of the minimal defining polynomial of 9' 
over Z. Then a(,% — 9') is a non-zero algebraic integer for any j  with 2^ j S n L 
and thus
(20) a |S Í -9 ; | s 2 |S 'a |  s  AH 
whence we have
( 2 1 )  \ 9 i - 9 j \  f e  ( 4 H ) - « — »  =  c 4 .
Using the above inequality we get
ci\y\ ^  \Xy-9'jy\  s  \9'1y -9 ' j y + r 1-x'j\+\r1- r j \.
Further, applying (19) and (14) we have
(22) \ß'j\ f e y  M y - S ' j y + K - W  fe ±  \y\-C\y\*-t fe ^  \y\ (2 n L).
Equation (18) implies
//(£ ' ß'j) = /4
3=1





(t M c 5 | £ 'y |1 _ "j-
Since |e'| fe 1 the above inequality implies
(23) lÄ IS c .b l1“"!..
By (23) we get for any y, I ^ j ^ n L,
(24) |/?;.| == If t-Ä l +  IÄI S  |(«J-SÍ)j'+AÍ-AÍ| +  c.|y| ^  c9\y\.
By Lemma 2 of Győry [7] there exist fundamental units i/j, t]r in K such that
(25) 77 max (log 1) < c2R k
7= 1
and the absolute values of the elements of the inverse matrix of (et log I»;)0 |)is i ,jSr 
do not exceed c7 where e, =  1 or 2 according as the conjugate field K(i) of K  is real
, , őrik­or complex and C v = ~ --------- .log n
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Put ß=x+Sy+A. Since \NK\Q(ß)\=m, by Lemma 3 of Gyó'ry [7] there 
exist rational integers bx, ...,b r such that for y=ßrfi1...tf' we have
(26) |*og 11m \-l/nvU)r-"|| s  ~  r k (1 S J S B ) .
Denote by r\'itj and y] the conjugates of i/; and y corresponding to ß]. By (14), (24) 
we have
|&i log \ v i , j \ + ••• + h r log lif'jlj = log yj
ßj
log ||m| llny'j\ + — log |rn| -  log |j8'.|
c* 1 3
S  —log |m| + logc6 + Iog |y| ^  y lo g  |y|
and from this inequality we get
(27) max |h,| ^  3rc7log |y|.
Since nLs 3 we may suppose that í>í, $3 are pairwise distinct. Let us consider 
now the following identity:
(#;-W Í-A D + (^ -W W 0+(3i-S0(ß-2D  = 0.
Applying our estimates (21), (22), (23) and using (14) from this identity we obtain
, . M - W ß s (s j - s ö ä + (Sí--SÍ)^Í + (SÍ-9Í)A Í+(9Í-9Í)2Í
(S i-S i)Ä (& -9i)ß 'a (S i-SO Ä
4H_ c6| j f - i .  + 3C |jf-<  ^  j_ /2_





( ß i - W t
-ÍLL for i =  1, ..., r
for i =  r + 1.
(s»-si)y i
With this notation the above inequality can be written in the form
1
lri1---e?re r+ i- i | <  y  bl ?/2'(28) 0 
Put q9— — 1. Then (28) implies
(29) 0 <  |h0log (?0 + hi log qx + . . .+br log £>r — log | <  e—<c/2),°8,yl — e~SH
22*
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where h0€Z with \b0\ s  |hj|4-... +  \br\, log denotes the principal value of the loga­
rithm, by (27) we have
omax \bi\ 3 r2c7 log \y\ = B
and <5=i(6r2c7)_1. Let At =  m ax(//({?,), e*) for j= 0 , 1, r. For any i, 1 S iS r  
we have
H(Qd S  (2 |Ö 7 Ü )" ("-1) { m T n- l)
that is
log At ^  2ns(n — 1) max (log j7/[[. 1) (1 S  i g  r).
Applying (25), from this inequality we get
(30) Q' = log T0 log A1..AogAr S  4(2«2(n— l))r c,R K — c8.
Denote by at the leading coefficient of the minimal defining polynomial of a; over 
Z, where a,- ( lS /S /)  denotes the coefficients in equation (10). Further, put a* = 
= a>...a,. Then a*y is an algebraic integer and from (20), (26) we obtain
H(er+1) s  (|fl(^-SÍ)fl*y;| +  |fl(SÍ-SÍ)a*yí|)"(" - 1){- 2> s
== [ W k \m\Vn exp (2c2rRK)]"^n~2) =  A.
For the above A we have A ^ A ,  0S i^ r .  Put c9 = (25(/-+3)n)10(r+3) and T= 
=  c9£2 'log Q'. Obviously, i5 S c9” 1/27’. Now we apply Theorem 3 of van der Poorten 
and Loxton [26] (see also [27]) to (29) and we obtain
b  <  .s - i r io g O i- ^ n io g / i .
Applying our estimate (30), from the above inequality we get an upper bound for 
|_p| =  [jczI- Combining this bound with the bound we get for |x,| in the case when 
(14) does not hold, we obtain
\y\ <  e x p ^  +  j l o g c ] ,
that is, with the notation of our Lemma
(31) |x,| <  exp [ ^ + | - l o g C'] =  A-
If 1=2, we may continue immediately at part III.
II. If />2, put L =  Q(oq, ..., a,_a), x = a 1x1+ ...+ a ,_ 2x,_2,
y  = x(_x and /, _ x = a,x, + 2,. Then x, y, 2,_1 satisfy
(32) TV/qxXx+Sy+Aj-j) =  hi
where with \NL:Q(/q.)| =  \m\. Further, |2 (_1|-c(2Hk + Cl)Dl = C t-1. Applying 
the arguments of part I to equation (32) with /—I instead o f /, with C,_x, Cr-i =  1/2 
and with the above we obtain
|X(_jJ < exp [4Z)0 + 4 log = exp [4£)0 + 4 log (2Hk +  C,) + 4 log /),] <
<  exp (9 log D,) =  Z),-i-
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Continuing this procedure we obtain
(33) .max |x,| <  exp [9 '-2log£>(] =  D2.
III. Finally, put 21= a 2;t2+ ... +  a/x/ +A/ . Then \21\<(2Hk+Cl)D2 and xlf 
satisfy equation
(34) f n x x + W )  = m
i=l
where ( l^ i^ n )  denote the conjugates of X1 over Q. Assuming Xj^O, from 
(34) we obtain
\x1\ ^ 2 n[(2Hk+C,)Di]n+\m\
that is
|*i| <  exp (2n log D2).
Combining this with (31) and (33), in the case />1 we get
max |X|| <  exp[2/i9'“ 2log.D(] ^  exp —  ^-y-+2 log C,jj .
This proves (11) in the case />  1, and as we have seen in (13), in the case l—l 
one can get a much better bound for [jcíJ.
P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  1. We can easily prove Theorem 1 by applying our Lemma. 
Let us consider an arbitrary solution Xj, ..., xk, X of equation (5) with | A|< 
<CX1~i, where X=  max |X(|. Put J£?(x, X)=ct1x1+ ...+akxk+A. Denote by
j  the greatest index such that \xj\=X. If j —k, then our Lemma can be directly
applied with l= k, Ak=A, Ck=C  and C*=C- If j ^ k  then two cases are possible.
If |x>+1|, ..., |x*| are less than X 1~Wk\  put Aj=&(x, A )-(a1x1+  ... +a,Xj).
Since in this case |2 j|< c10Aa_(?/,I)==c10|Xj|1-(C/*) with c10=2kH+C, applying our
Lemma with l —j ,  Cj—c10, £,=£/& and with the above Xj we get the upper bound
required for max |x,| =  T. 
i s  i S j  1
Let us consider now the case when there exists an index j '> j  suchthat \xr  | >  
Denote by j\ the greatest index with this property. There are again two 
possible cases.
If j \= k  or if j \< k  and !xy1+1|, ..., |x j are less than T 1~<2?/i°, put Xj — 
= £f(x, A)—(a1x1+ . . .+ocJlxJl). Since |x)1|>Arl_({/k) we have
and thus | ^ l < G o^1 -lW < c iol*j1l(1_(2C/*,)/<1-(?/k))= ciol*/1|1~(C/fc)- Applying our 
Lemma with l—j\, Ch —cl0, t j^ C /k  and with the above Xjl we get the upper 
bound announced for max lx,-1= X.
If j \< k  and there is an index j"  >~ji such that |xJ-»|>A’1~(2?/,‘) then denote 
by j 2 the greatest index with this property and continue the above procedure. In 
each step, either we apply our Lemma with some l^ k ,  C ,Sc10, Ct^C/k, get an 
upper bound for X, and stop the procedure, or we go on to the next step. Since 
j< jx< j2< this procedure stops in k  steps at most and our theorem is proved.
P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  2. In our proof we follow the arguments of Győry and 
Papp [17], Consider arbitrary x0, xlt ..., xk£Z and A£ZX such that |A|
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with X =m ax|x.| and x0-f x, a,-f ... +xkak+ k^O , and put
(35) m =  JVK|Q(x0+x1a1 + ...+ x l at +  A).
Applying our Theorem 1 to the above equation we get
X  <  (Hin’ |m|C)1/tl
with the constant x1 of Theorem 2, that is
(36) |m| >  (HtHtC)~1X ri.
By equation (35) we have
(37) JJ |(ji()+ x 1a1 + ...+xt at +A||0 =  |m|.
ven
Further
|*b+x1«1+ . . .+ x kafc+Afl, (2H(k+l)X+CX)"v =S (4HkCX)">
for each valuation v£Q. Thus, from (36) and (37) we obtain
nr \x0+ x 1tt1 +  . . .+ x k«k+X\, S  (4HkCXy-*'~~  ^
>  (H2n* C) "1(4fflcC) -»+ +  2»' x  ~ n+s'+zr+*»
which proves (7).
P r o o f  of C o r o l l a r y  2.1. Denote by —y the nearest integer to x l a1+ ... 
... + x kock + L  Then we get
||x1a1+ . . .+ x fcaJt+A|| = |y+x1a1+ . . .+ x t a)t+A| > 0 .
If llx j^ T  ... +xfcat +A|| ^ 1  then (8) obviously holds. If ||xr1a1+ ... -t-x*at +A ||< l 
then \y\<l+2HkX+CX<4HkCX. Applying our Theorem 2 to the inhomoge­
neous linear form y +  x1a1+  ... + xkotk + X, we get (8).
P r o o f  of C o r o l l a r y  2.2. Applying Corollary 2.1 in the special case k — 1 
we obtain
that is, for any p£Z  we have
\ - p  +  q & - X \  *»>/'.
Dividing this inequality by \q\ we get (9).
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s . I am thankful to Professor Kálmán Győry for his help 
in the preparation of this paper.
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ON 2&-DIMENSIONAL DENSITY ESTIMATES
ALBERTO PERELLI and SAVERIO SALERNO
1. Introduction
Density theorems for the zeros of zeta and L functions find applications to 
several problems concerning the distribution of prime numbers. They consist in esti­
mates for the density functions N(a, T ,x) and are generally used as quantitative 
substitutes of the conjectural assertion that in fact L ( s,x ')tí 0 for tr>l/2.
Recently Heath-Brown [1], [2] introduced a new type of density function and 
applied his estimates to the problem of the second moment of the differences be­
tween consecutive primes. Precisely, he introduced the quantity
N*(a, T) = \{Qj =  ßj + iyf. C(Qj) =  0, ß} ^  a, |y; | s= T, |ya-I-ya— — V*I ^  1}I
and his techniques were based on an ingenious variant of the classical zero-detec­
tion method.
Our aim in this paper is to give some estimates for the 2&-dimensional density 
function
tf»(*, T) = \{Qj: C(Qj) =  0, ßj =£ a, \yj\ ^  T, j  =  1, 2, ..., 2k,
( 1 . 1)
lri+ —+y*-y*+i---y»l = 0I-
For k=  1,2 we have
N2((t, T) «  N(a, T) log T, N,(a, T ) -  N*(cx, T)
and our method for general k  is based on Heath-Brown’s one in [1] and [2].
The trivial estimate for N2k (a, T ) is
(1.2) Nu (tt, T) «  N(o,TYk- '  log T;
we obtain non-trivial estimates only in a neighbourhood of <7=3/4, which is often 
the critical point in the applications, and for k > k 0.
Our result is the following
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 11M26; Secondary 11N05. 
Key words and phrases. Density theorems.
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Theorem 1. For every e > 0  we have
(1.3)
(1.4)
*!=*>(*_____-___ V — — +o(±.)+e
N^ia, T) T 7,7-4 '  *0-«X*»-i)/ *(**-») v*/
,  3 _  _  6+ ^22  , ^for j ^ ctS ----—  + 0
N2k( ? ,T ) « T  2 2(l-flrX2<J 2(2<x — 1)
+o (t >
for
We will use the density estimates of Jutila [7] and I vie [6]; it is of course possible 
to use any other density estimate, eventually modifying the range for a. In order to 
avoid complicated details we do not try to find the optimal choice of the parameters 
in the proof of Theorem 1.
2fc-dimensional density theorems may be used in order to estimate 2&th-moments 
of primes in short intervals. However, we will show in the Appendix how such 
results may be obtained by means of a simple direct argument.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
a) The Zero Detection Method
Let us briefly recall the zero-detection method, as modified by Heath-Brown
[1] and [2], adapted for our general case.
Let X, Y be such that 3 sX , Y S T 2 and let Mx (s)= 2  p(ri)n~s. Let Jf(o , T)
nSX
be the set ofzeros counted by T) and £f0(0> — {q^JFÍo, T ) : either |y| =  (log T f  
or
/  |c  jJ  + i i j  Mx ( y  +  i /J |  e - l» -* l clt»  YP-W),
se =J^(a, T ) \ ^ ° \
The zeros of may be divided into O(logT) subsets «9^ (w), for which
2 N
\ 2  6T„ n_c|»(log T)-1, Q££f(m\
(2.1) X\2 ^  N  =  2m =§ T(log T f,
where an are suitable coefficients satisfying \an\äd(ri). N2k(<r, T) is then connected 
with the above quantities in the following way. Let
•> =  tv] s  j  (mod 2k)},
■¥(x) = 2  e(yx),
e e .-n-r, T)
w









J  e(yx)w(x) dx  =  J
2 - \y \
0
if b i s  2 
if \y\ >  2,
+  o°
J* (x)|2k w (x) dx <sc (log T f k' Z  /m.y
|5^(m) (x)|2* w (x) dx
-sc (log T)2* max ( 2  1).
mJ e.....
| j pI + . . . + T fc- i f c + , - . . . - y , k l a a
The contribution of á^(0) is estimated trivially: for each of |5$0)|**-1 choices 
of glt Qi k _x there are 0(log T) choices for g2k, hence the contribution of ,5^0(0)
to (2.2) is 0((log T)ik+1 \yow  |2<l_1). In order to treat the other £P/m) we note that 
\y 1+ ...+  yk - y k+1 -  ... -  y ^  IS 2 implies [y t] + ... H-[y*] — [yfe+1] - . . .  -  [y ^ ]= 0(mod2/c) 
(we have [yj\=j (mod 2k)), hence from (2.2) we get
(2.3) N ^ a ,  r ) « ( l o g r ) 2*+1|.9*(0)|2,‘- 1+(log T)2k( Z  >)
Qi....Qi
[y,]+...+[yfc]=[yk+ií+...+ly,it]
for some m ,j with m^O.
Let t, run over all the values of [y] for which g££flm); since the number of 
solutions of [y] =  t,-, for fixed, is (9 (log T), we have
(2.4) N2k(a, T ) « (log T)ik{ 2  l) + (log T ) ^ 1
f|+ ...+ fk = fk4.i + ...+ ís,
a/v
Raising the inequality \ 2  ann~eI “ Tog_xr tC> ^  Power h=*h(N) we have
(2.5)
where M = N h, P—(2N)h, \b„\^d2k(n). Putting [y] =  ti=T,
q  =  (7 +  i t  +  ö ,  S  =  ( ß - a )  +  i ( y - [ y ] ) , D ( y ,  t )  =  D ( y )  =  2  b „ n ~ a - u ,
M^n^y
we get by partial summation, using (2.5):
(2-6) 1 *  1 017 1)
for every i, in (2.4).
We now let
^2* =  Z  1 (as in (2.4)),
t, + ...+ffc=(fc+I+ ...+ f2k
Tw (0 =  z  U « ( 0 =  Z  1.
<-f,+ ...+ffc—rk +, — i-r ,+  ...+ffc
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Then, from (2.6), we have
Rzk =  2  ™(*2k) «  ( l0£ r ) 2  m(t2k) í ID (P,t2i)\2 + f  \D(y, ;2i,)r — ].
hk  ^ K  > hu L d  y  J






R i k «  f l0g r ) 2  2  nk { t ) n k^ ( t ' ) \ 2 b nn
'  A  /  t2k t, t' ‘ m
m
2Ä + 1 /»
2  \bnibn2\(ihn->)~anvn„ = M
( j ^ r ) a+1G(Zik2ik_ i)i/t
G = jm ixi>(d2t(n))2n1- 2ff
(2.9) 2 k  = 2  (»i»2)
/*,, n . —M
- 1/2 t)l-
b) T he estimate o f  |5p0(0) |.
From the definition of 5^ 0(0) we see that there are 0((log T f)  possibilities for 
y in the first case.
In the second case we raise the integral on the left of the inequality in the 
definition of £fQ(0> to the power H  and, applying Holder’s inequality, we get
y +  O o g r ) 2
f  |C(l/2 +  i7)|Hdt=s> TH(ff“ (1/2))r - £;
? - ( io g  r y -
summing over y we obtain
r + ( i o S r ) 2
(2.10) f  \C(l/2 + it)\Hs ( t)d t»  |^ o(o)|yH(ff_(i/2)) r -e
- r - ( i o g  r y
where
s{t) =  | { e e ^ o (0): | f - y |  <  lo g 2 r } |< k  ( lo g  ry.
Using the estimates for the 4 — and 12— power moment of ((1/2+it) (see resp. 
Titchmarsh [10], ch. 7 and Heath-Brown [3]), inequality (2.10) gives
|^ 0<°>| <k min (7-2+£y6-i2* jx + £y2-4^
hence the contribution of the zeros in to (2.4) is
(2.11) min <sc (J’2(2í:- 1)+':}'’(3,i- 1)(6- 12<t)j yaft-i+«y(a*-i)(a-4<r))_
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c )  T h e  in d u c t iv e  s t e p  
Let
• ^ v  =  { L  v  -  n k ( t )  - 
where v —2‘ and /« lo g  T. From (2.9) we have
2i>},
2 k  « l ° g  T 2  Z O h ' h ) - 1' 2
v n v  w2
2  * ( 0 f ? T
t £ J '  S V 77! /
«
«  log 712  2  »*('iK ( '2 )| 2  n -1/2- '(,,-'*)|2 «
® <i.<2e^í "=M
« (log T)2 m a x (ir  2  ! 2 ” « ' 1/2_i(' 1_'2)l2)-
" n=M
Now we use Theorem 1 of Heath-Brown [4] (see also (9) of [2]), thus obtaining
2 k  «  T c max v2(\J^\ p +1 JTf\* + [ A T ^ T 1’2).V
But
v \J tf \ s  2  nk(t) <*= w(<7, r)*-
t
V2\^Kk I =  Z
t
hence
(2.12) 2 k  «  jT£(PP2t + iV(<r, + T)k/2T 1/2).
From (2.7) and (2.12) we have
P2(I «  T ‘P1~-,T(Rok P + N(a, T f kp R llkN(a,
(2.13)
xCr^ - dP+atot, d ^ - ^ + ^ í . u ^(u, T y b - W T ^ y /*.
Now, as remarked in [4], if p a r 2/3 the third term on the right of (2.12) may be 
neglected, so (2.13) gives
(2.14) R2k «  T c P1~2a (R^2 P112 + N(a, r y X R l ß ^ P ^  + NCcr, T)k~2) 
provided
(2.15) P >  T2' \
We write (2.14) as
(2.16) R2k<^A0RVk2 + AA 
where
A0 = T ‘P3'2- 2,,(RI[1-i)P1Iíi + N(<t, T)k~l)
Ax =  T ePL~2a N(a, T f iR l f t .v P ^ + N ia ,  T)k~l).
From (2.16) we have either
Rik «
or
R2k *5"-- A^ R^ k*) i.e. R‘ik Tp
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Hence from (2.16) we get
(2.17) R.^ <k Ag + Aj 
that is
(2.18) Ru T c(R2(k- l)R^-°> + Rl{i_1)P3l*-*°N(a, T f+
+ P3~4aN(cr, T)2(k_ 1)+P1~2a N(a, T)2k~1).
Now we have either
(2.19) RHl-i)P3,2~2aN(o, T f  «  R2^ 1)P^1~a) 
or
(2-20) T)2*.
Suppose that (2.20) holds; then (2.18) gives
(2.21) R2k«T'(N (ci, T)2kP~1+ P3~iaN(a, 7’)2('l~1) +  P1_2<rAf(a, T)2k~1).
Suppose further that
(2.22) 7V(cr, T ) » / >2<1- ff)
in the sense that />2(1-°)<sc (estimate for N(cr, T), cf. (2.29)). It is then easy to see 
that if (2.15), (2.20) and (2.22) hold we have
(2.23) «  T cN(a, T f kP~1.
Suppose now that (2.19) holds; then (2.18) gives
(2.24) R,k «  T c(R 2ik_1)Pi<1-^ + P 1~2aN(a, T )2*-1), 
provided (2.22) holds. We prove by induction on k that
(2.25) R& «  T ^ P ^ - W - ^ R z + P 1- 2"N(<r, T)2*-1).
In fact (2.24) is of the form
(2.26) R ^  B0R2(ii- i)Jr B1{k) 
where
B0 =  T ‘P*V-a\  B1(k) = T 'P '- ^ N ia , T)2k- \
and from (2.26) it follows that
(2.27) «  B t 1R2+B1(k) 
which is (2.25).
Indeed (2.27) is trivial for k=  1 and, assuming (2.27) to be true for k — 1, 
we have from (2.26)
Rik «  B Z -'R z+ B ^Q + B o B ^k-l);
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but from (2.22) we see that B0 Bx(k — ])<szBi(k), so (2.27) holds. Since R2<z N (g, T) 
and, provided (2.22) holds, P1-2,,7V(er, T)2*-1« : # ^ ,  T)ikP~1, we can summarize 
our results as
(2.28) Ru «£ T c(N(a, 7’)“ P - 1 + />4<*-1><1- <’> W<r, T)),
provided (2.15) and (2.22) hold, 
d) T h e  fin a l  estimate 
Now we have to choose the parameters. Let
(2.29) x = T \  y — T°, N =  T°\ N(a, T) «  Tß^ +t
where 0 = 0(<x), 0' = 0'(<r), 0<0 ' s 0. Hence Te’h<s:P«T0'h, h=h(o), heN; let 





a (a) = (2fc-l)jB(g)1 + 4 (fc — 1) (1 — a) ’
2 k -  1
1 +4(fc— 1)(1 — <x)
a(ff) =  /?(<t) 2k— 11 +  4(/c —1)(1 —<t) -5 0 '
With the above choice of a we get from (2.28):
(2.31) R^  <k TßM(2k~ i+4(*-ixi-<o)+i®'+‘.
Inserting (2.11) and (2.31) in (2.4) we obtain
N2k(a, T) «  T ßM (2k~ i+4(*-iXi-<0) 1 °<'T)+C +
(2.32)
4-min (7’2<2<‘-i)+6®(®)(2*:-i)(1- 2<’)+^ 7’2*-i+*fl(<r)(2*-i)(i-is»)+£) _  G).
Equating A and B, A and C we get respectively
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We will use the following density estimates:
(2.35) ß(a) = 2(1-a ) , 11l 4 - ff = 1 (Jutila [7])
(2.36) i m =
1 — G 43 _  _ 11 (Jutila [7])l a - 5  ’ 55 “  14




°  ~  55 (Ivic [6])
(2.38) ß(a) = 3(1 - a )  l a - 4  '
3
' 4 = ‘
10
7 - t t (Ivic [6])
(2.39) ß(a) = (see Montgomery [8]).
Since ß (er) is a decreasing function, in view of (2.38) we make the following 
choice of 0(a) in (2.32):
(2.40) 0(a) =  0B(a) if 10/13 a si 1
(2.41) 0(a) = 0G(a) if 1/2 á  a 10/13.
Finally, we have to assure the compatibility of (2.30) with (2.15) and (2.22). It is 
easy to see that (2.30) and (2.22) are compatible for every a£( 1/2, 1).




2(1 —er) ’ 3 
A (a) =- 2 +
+ -2- ^ >  + 0  
+ 6(2(7 — 1)




Inserting (2.35)—(2.37) in (2.42) we see that (2.42) is never satisfied in the range 
10/13^(7^1.
If  1/2^(7^10/13 we have to verify that
(2.43) a w ,) .  
Inserting (2.38) and (2.39) we see that (2.43) is satisfied for
(, 44) 4 + * ( I ) , ^ + 0 ( - ) ) .
Summarizing our results we may write
(2.45) Na (a, T) < k  i+4(*-i)(i-<r))+ s * 2 « x - i )  + 0  (x )+e
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if +  ^ where ß(<r) is given by (2.38) and (2.39).
Since the trivial estimate is
Nu (a, T) «  N(o, T r -H o g T ,
(2.45) is non-trivial only when
(2.46) ß{a) l-ß(<r) Í W + o ( i ) .2(1- ct) 2(2a — 1)
Inserting (2.38) and (2.39) in (2.46) we see that (2.46) is satisfied only when
6 + ^22(2.47) 14 - + o (}))•
The theorem is finally obtained from (2.38), (2.39), (2.45) and (2.47). |
3. Appendix
In [9] we proved the asymptotic formula for 2  (*(/>+A)—*(p))u - \  for
p^x
each fixed positive integer k, under the assumption of the Riemann Hypothesis, 
where h ^ fk(x) and f k(x) is a suitable function of x, depending on k. We show 
here how such results may be obtained by a short direct argument. We have indeed 
the following
Theorem 2. Let k be a positive integer and let
(3.1) i l / ( n + h )  — \ l / ( r i ) ~ h  for almost all n,
with O < 0< 1. Then
(3.2)
for h :»  x*.
Proof. As in [9] we have
2  (iK/>+fc)-</'(/>))*p3ix X
(3.3)
/  (4>(t+h)—\l/(t))k+1 dt =  2  A(n1)...A(nk+J (h -N + r i)+
o  n\p •••*"*♦1n^x,O^N—n^h
+  2  A(n1)...A(nk+1) ( x + h - N )  =  2 i  + 2 inl*-**nk + lx-<n^ x+h,N—n^ h
where n=m in («l5 ..., nk+1), iV=max (nlt ..., nk+1). But
h
(3.4) 2 i  =  f  'Pk+ii.x, u)du
IS




2  2 =  0(hk+1\ogk x)
'I'n+iix, u) = 2  ^(nj)...A (nk+1).
nv  . . . ,n k +1 n^xQ^ N—n^n
We estimate the integral in (3.3) in the following way: first we note that
X
(3.6) f  ty (t + h)-xl/(t))k+1dt = 2  ('l'(n + h)~'l'(n))k+1 + 0(hk+1)
0 n—x
(we may suppose without loss of generality that /i£N) and then we use (3.1) in the 
sum (3.6) for almost all n, and Brun—Titchmarsh Theorem, i.e. {//(n + fi) — \j/(n)<s£
log n  ^ j-Qr tjie remajnjng 0 (A) values of n. Thus we getth log h
(3.7) f  (i/s(t+h)-ilj(t))k+1d t~ xh k+1.
0
From (3.3)—(3.7), using a well-known Tauberian argument, we obtain
(3.8) il/k+1(x ,h )~ (k+ l)x h k.
Finally we have
2  A ( m ) ( i j /  +  ( m ) ) k  =
m^x
(3-9)
=  2  A (m) ( 2  A { m k) . . . A ( m k) )
m ^ x  m , , ..., mkm^ rrij<m+h
and rearranging the sums in (3.9) we get, recalling the Remark a) of [9],
(3.10) 2  A(m)(<l/(m + h)-\l/ (m))k ——Í—  ij/k+k(jc, h).
m^x i
Theorem 2 follows now from (3.8) and (3.10) by partial summation.
C o r o l l a r y . Under the same assumptions o f Theorem 2 we have \p(p+h)— 
r><j h for almost all primes p, for h » x e.
P r o o f . Using the estimate of Theorem 2 with k=  1, 2 we obtain
(3.11) 2  +
k j s 2j  viog;w
Hence the cardinality of the set of primes p in (x, 2.\] for which
<K P + h ) - 'l '(p ) -h  = o(h)
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and the Corollary follows choosing in a suitable way the functions ^ (x )  and g2(x), 
which tend to 0. |
For instance, it follows from the Density Hypothesis that we may choose in 
Theorem 2 0=e, for every c >0, and from Huxley’s density estimate in [5] we 
have the unconditional choice 0=(l/6)+e.
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ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF xí+ ...+x$ IN THE 
ARITHMETIC PROGRESSIONS
SAVERIO SALERNO
1. One of the central problems in analytic number theory is the distribution 
of a sequence <s/ = {a„}„cN in arithmetic progressions. To make precise this prob­
lem, we define
(1.1) A(x) = 2
n^x
(1.2) A (x, d )  =  2  «n-
n^x
/i==0(mod d)
Then, our purpose is to show that
(1.3) A (x, d) =  F(d) A (x) +  R (x, d)
with F(d) multiplicative, where F(d)A(x) is the main term of A(x, cl) and R(x, d) 
is the error, which has to be small “in average” , that is
(1.4) 2  I*(*’ ^ I^ 7 T 7 ?M n WV,e> 0
for some a with O ^ a S l;  this number a mesures the levela of distribution of sd. 
The behaviour of primes in arithmetic progressions is a typical example, and here 
Bombieri’s theorem gives a satisfactory estimate for the error in average (a=1/2 
in (1. 4)), whilst the conjecture of Halberstam and Richert would give the optimal 
level of distribution a =  1.
Also, this problem is important not only in itself, but in connection with sieve 
methods, which are able to show the existence of / -almost primes PT (that is, numbers 
with at most r prime factors, counting the multiplicity) in s i , (that is, for which 
ű„ > C > 0), if (1.3), (1.4) are known, with a value of r decreasing with respect to 
a of (1.4). In this manner, one can approximate the problem of the representation 
of primes by $t, also if it is not possible at present to prove representation of primes 
by sieve methods, as it is shown by an example of Selberg, due to parity phenome­
non (see later, formulas (1.11), (1.12), Sk can really assume every value between 
0 and 2, an also can be oscillating). For an account to sieve methods, we refer to
[5], [8], [11],
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 11F05; Secondary 11N35, 11N32. 
Key words and phrases. Almost primes represented by Waring polynomials.
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Bombieri [2] showed recently, that if (1.4) is known with tx—l and some other 





2  fl„G*(»)~( f  G(u)yx(u)dnr')
n S x  Tr *Og X
ni»r
Sfi, — {n =  Pi-.-Pr square-free},
Tr =  {(Mi, ..., nr)€[0, l]r |M1 + ... +  Mr =  1}
( 1.8)
(1.9)
dux...dur- xdpr = ----------- -—  on Tr
M, ... M,
for r S 2
log A-}
log n )
(1.10) H = -  2  P (d) log dF(d) = n  - r - T  (1 -  F(p))
d p P —  1
and, if we define őx by means of
(i n )  2p^x
we have




2 - 6 r
if r is odd 
if r is even.
Here, 5X and yx(u) are naturally defined only mod o(l).
Of course, condition (1.4) with a= l, is in general very difficult to prove in 
the applications of Bombieri’s asymptotic sieve, in which A (x )^ x i~B, as pointed 
out by Bombieri itself. Moreover, if A(x)~xs with $ < 1 , it is probably also false; 
consider for instance the case jtf={n2+ l}„eN; then A (x )~ x1/2, F (d)~ ljd  and, 
for <i>x(1/2)+c, we have F (d)A (x)~0(x~  )=o(\), whilst A(x, d) is a non-negative 
integer number, so we have
(1.13) \R(x,d)\ = \A(x,d)-F(d)A(x)\ >  A{x^ d) .
Hence (1.4) with a >1/2 is no t realistic. In this case, a non-trivial sharper treat­
ment of the error term of the sieve is needed, and this is accomplished by the new 
bilinear form in Rosser’s sieve given by Iwaniec [6], which among other things, 
enables him to show that «2+ 1 represents P2 [7], Also for Selberg’s sieve it is possible 
to put the error term in such bilinear form (see [9]—[10]).
Nevertheless, in the case A (x )» x 1~B, condition (1.4) can be conjectured and 
the purpose of the present paper is to prove it for the sequence
0-14) {/i2(«M«)}„£ N.(n.K) = l
where
(1.15) r(n) =  #  sol {xi + ... -KvJ =  n, x t 0}
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if í  is so large with respect to k  that the asymptotic formula for Waring problem
r5(1+i )(1.16) r(n) = -------------- S (n)n(s/k)~k +  O(n(s,k)~l~a) for some
r (T)
is valid; here
(1.17) <»(«) =  2  A (q, ri)
i=i
(1.18) A{q,n) =  - \  2  S*(a, q)e~uianl'1
4 aiz;
(1.19) S(a, q ) =  2  e2nla,klv
and we have
(1.20) 1 <3C © («) <SC 1.
The asymptotic formula for r(n) has been proved by Vinogradov [13] using 
his method of trigonometrical sums for
(1.21) s >  (4+ e) k 2 log k
if k -~kti, improving on the earlier values of s(k )^k2 k~1 due to Hardy and Little- 
wood. For a survey of Waring’s problem, we also refer to Vaughan [12] and Da­
venport [3].
In this paper, we shall always assume, also without explicit mention, that s 
is large enough to ensure (1.16).
I take the pleasure to thank Professor Bombieri for the helpful discussions on 
the subject, and Professor Pintz for constant encouragement and suggestions.
2. In this section, we state our main results. As it will be seen, they require 
some assumption on k, in order to avoid further technical difficulties. Moreover, 
for the same reason we shall restrict our sequences to the integers coprimes with k.
T heorem  1. Let S(n) be defined by (1.17), k  be square-free. We define
Sd =  2  fiHn)Q(n).
n < x,(n ,k )  = 1 
n= 0(m odd)
Then we have
(2.1) S , =  F(d)S1 + Rd 
where
(2.2) S1 =  Lx + 0(x(log x)~sl3k)
with L defined by (5.21), and F(d) is a multiplicative function defined by
(2.3) F(d) =
f(d)M (d, o) „ r .  í r 1 
d*-1 fá y P) d
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with f  (d), g(d), h(d), M (d, 0) defined by
(2.4) M(d, a) =  #  sol {xj +  ... =  a (mod d), xfiZ j)
(2.5) R d)  M (p ,0 ))
(2.6)
Pf*
g(d) = cp(d) f(d) M(d, 0) d ds~1
(2.7) h(d) = 2
ee K




d ( l o g x ) sl3k
v<5 > o
(2.9) 2CJC1* 'Rd]<< ( lo g jc )^ ) -1 •
Finally, Sx has a distribution function on the primes Sx — ö (constant) defined by
( 2 J 0 >
Theorem 2. Let k be square-free, r(n) be defined by (1.15). Suppose 
s> s0(k) large enough to ensure the asymptotic formula (1.16).
We define
Nd = 2  /i2(«)K«)-
n-<xt(n, k) = 1 
(mod d)
Then we have
(2.11) Nd = F(d)N1 + Rd 
where
(2.12) JVj =  Lx?1*+ O (x*/k (log x) ~s/3k)
with L  given by (5.21) and F(d) the multiplicative function defined by (2.3). More­
over
<2-13)
(2.14) 2  \Rd\ «
Finally, Ny has the same distribution function on the primes öx—ö given by
(2. 10).
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3. The first step in the proof of our results is to obtain a more handable expres­
sion for 0(n). This is accomplished by means of the following lemmas:
Lemma 3.1. Suppose p \k , 2sasA :. Then
(3.1) S(a,p‘) = p*-1.
P r o o f . This is Lemma 4 of ch. 2 of [13J. |
Lemma 3.2. Suppose k  square-free, p\k, 3 ^ a ^ k .  Then
S(a,p*) = p*~\
P r o o f . We have b y  definition
p « - i
(3.2) S(a, p“) = 2  e2*'“1’''1’*.
We set
(3.3) z = tp*~2+b with 0 ^  b S  p*~2— 1, 0 S  / S  p2- 1
and we remark that a — 2 s l  since afe3. We have
(3.4) S(a,p*) =  P2  1 ^  e2nik,bk~'ipl
fc=0 «=o
since zk=bk+ktp°‘~2bk~1 (mod pa) because /?|A:. 
Using the fact that fc is square-free, we set
and we have, using (a,p)=  1
t = pt1 + r with O S ^ S / i - 1 ,  
k - p k v, p-f/cj
(3.5)
2^niakbk-U/p^  _  ^  2  t^iiakjpk-'r/p
1=0 f , =  0 r =  0
- Í
0 if pf 6 
p2 if p|b.
p —1
— p 2  e2nlaklbk 'r/p ■
By (3.4), (3.5) we get
S(a,p«) =  p*P 2  1e2*labk,p’ =  p2p“- 3 =  p«-1. 
4 =  0 
p|4
L em m a  3.3. L<?/ a ä f e + l .  77ien
(3.6) 5 (a ,p“) = p‘- 15 (a ,p “-*).
Proof. This is Lemma 5 of ch. 2 of [13], g
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Lemma 3.4. Let p \k , n be square-free. Then
(3.7) A (/?*, ri) =
0 i f  a s  3 or i f  a =  2 and pin
—P1-s i f  a =  2 and p \ n
. A ( p , n )  i f  a =  1.
Proof. Let us write
(3.8) a =  ßk + y with 0 ^  y ^  jfc—1 
and suppose first yjz 1. Then, using Lemmas 1.3 we have
(3.9) A (p«, «) = -L- 2  {S(a, 2
P ^  P
Now, if /?fn, we have a £ Z * * o a n £ Z * * ;  hence, if p{n
(3.10) ><(/>“, «) =  - i  2  « - ^  = ^ = 0
P -ez*, P
since a » l .  If p|n, then //2fn since n is square-free and we set n=pn1, p \n t 
a = pp“~1 + v with cgZp«-i and 0 S  p S  p — 1 
obtaining, since p\nr




9 — 2 n iv /p * ~ l
n*(P + l) HiP*-1)-
Hence, if 1 (mod k) we get if p\n
(3.12) T(/>", w) =
0
rjstf + l)




Now, we come to the case oc=ßk + 1. We have using Lemma 3
1
A ( p * ,  n ) p s (ß  + l )
°sz;„
2  {s(a , p )y e- M" " ‘.
a = tp + r with l á r á p - 1 ,  O S / S  p**1 — 1
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we have, since S(a,p)= S(r,p )




if p '- ^ n  
A (p,n) if p“- 1\n.
Recalling that n is square-free, (3.14) becomes
(3.15) - « f .  for a =  1 (mod fc)-
Now, our Lemma follows from (3.10), (3.12) and (3.15). |
Lemma 3.5. Let p\k, k square-free-, then




i f  a ^  3 
i f  a =  2 
i /  a = 1.
Proof. Since k is square-free, we have k= pkl with p \k x. We also write 
a=/?A:-|-y with OSyáfc— 1. If 7=1 or yS3, we can now use Lemma 2 (in place 
of Lemma 1) and Lemma 3, and we obtain, as in Lemma 4, formulas (3.10), (3.12),
(3.15). So, it remains only to examine the case y=2, for which we also use Lemmas 
2 and 3. We get
MP*,n) =  A r  2  {S(a,p*)Ye-**,m"‘ =
P
=  2  {S(fl> pi)Ye~iKianlP".
a — tp2 + r, with O á í S  p*-2— 1, r$Z*8
(3.17)
Setting
we have, since S(a,p2)= S(r,p2)
A (p1, n) = 1p*(ß + 2) {S(r, pa)}, e - a*,r"/'’“ 2  e -2n,l,,"’*-‘ =  r=o
(3.18)
if p*~2\n
s(ß+2) 2  {S(r, p2)Ye~2Klrnlf" if p*-2\n.
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(3.19) for a == 2 (mod k)
Recalling that « is square-free, (3.18) becomes
if a >  2 
n) if a =  2
which, with the previous remark for a jé 2 (mod k), proves our Lemma. (  
We summarize the results of Lemma 4 and 5 in the following form. 
Lemma 3.6. Let k, n be square-free. Then we have
(3.20) A (ff,n ) =
0
„ 1 - S
i f  a s  3 or i f  a =  2 and p\nk  
-p i f  a = 2 and p\n, p \k  
A (p2, rí) i f  a. —2 and p \ k 
A (p, rí) i f  a = 1.
Now, we introduce
(3.21) M(q, n) = #  sol {xf + . . . s =  n (mod p),jc.GZJ
(3.22) •A ( A « )  =  2  A ( P » )•




r(n) = (1+ t )‘
'(* )
s  (n)nW*)-1 +  o  («W*)-1-W*»>
©(«) = 2 A (d,n);
9 =  1
this is the Theorem of ch. 7; moreover Lemma 11 of ch. 2:
(3.25)
Lemma 10 of ch. 2:
(3.26)
Lemmas 6 and 12 of ch. 2:
(3.27)
s («) = 77X a  *),
2 ’ ^  (a  '«) =
M(m, n)
m
1 <k S  (n) <sc 1.
Finally, by (3.22), (3.25), (3.26) and Lemma 6 we easily obtain 
L em m a 3.7. Lei k, n be square-free. Then we have
(3.28) _  r r  r í )  r r  M ( p ,  r í )  j-j- ( ,  1 )sw -  11 S  -p=i- £  ['- ■
Pfkp I* A pf*
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4. In this section we give an asymptotic evaluation for
(4.1) Sd =  2  n*(n)&(n).
n á x , ( n , k ) = l  
n sO (m o d  d)
Due to condition (n, £)=1, we can assume (d,k)=  1, because otherwise 
5d is obviously zero, and also d is square-free, due to n2(n).
We need the following Lemma, for which we give an elementary proof:
L emma 4.1. Let d be square-free, B an integer with (d ,B )= 1, (a, B ) = l .  
Then we have
(4.2) 2  *‘, (») =  4 " J S r  I l U + ^ x  + O iB r id )^ )
n-cx,(.n,d) = 1 n  9 W  p|<Ib (  P )«<X
/» =  ű(m od B)
where x(d) denotes the divisor-function.
P roof. By a well-known formula, we have
(4.3)
Now
2  P \ri)=  2  M2(n)
r t^x , (n ,d )  = l  n ^ x
n = a(B) (n, d) =  l
- 4 r  2  X(.a)x(n).
( P { & )  x (m o d B )
2  A*,(«)z(n)= Zx(n)2n(0 Z
/ t S x  r|(w#d)
(4-4)
n^x 
(n,d) =  1
= ZMr) Z  a*(0 Zx(*)-
Since




Xo(l>, I2]) 2  1 if X = X o
r«3Sx/[r, <*]
0 (5 ) if X ^  Xo
where Xo denotes the principal character (mod B), we obtain
(4.6)
where
2  X(n) = Xo([r, I2])n^x
(p(B) x 
B [r, f2] E0(x) + O(B)
(1 if X 
^o(z) =  { o if % 
By (4.6), formula (4.4) becomes
1 = Xo 
^  Xo-
(4.7) Z  /i2(»)x(«) = ^ - {  2  2  ^ ^ - } E 0 ( x ) x  +  O ( B r ( d ) f r ) .
.-£]fx
Using (d, B)=  1, d square-free, we have 
(4.8) 5 = 2  Z
a ä  [ > 1
=  Z - r Z - ^ f r . O .
ts f l  * f t  r(i.BJ-1
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Since
(4.9) gt(d) = 2 ^ p - ( r , t ) =  n (  1 - % ^ )r\d ? pld '  P '
we get
(4.10)
77 f1 ~| if (',<0 = i
pM \ P)
if (t, d) >  1
MO
0
M Os  = M<0 2 _ r ^ -  = m  2  ^ r - + 0 ( x - ^ )  =




= TTvT 77Í1—i l  'g^+O^-1'2)-C(2)D|dBV P>m  p \ / b
Now, our Lemma follows from (4.7), (4.8) and (4.10). |
We introduce a number
(4.11) A —k2 f f  p
p -=t
p\k
where T > k  is a parameter to be chosen in the sequel. 
We define
M r  ( '“ T O ) '
(4.12)
p|n.pf*t
Now, we are able to prove the following
L e m m a  4.2. For (d ,k )= l, d ,k  square-free, we have for every <5>0
! A  1 1 \  c  _   ^ í K1 /Y . . \  V) <P((A 1 ,  *0) ] 1 TT ( 1 I i )
(4 '3) J _  /(B)^ ----- U C r T j ^ Ä j Ä { + J l
( V , k )  =  1
t>=0(mod a)
X (1 +  0(T ~ ‘l!e))+ 0(A2xs l/xfd) 
where AX=A/(A, d), a = (A,d).
P r o o f . First of all, by a result of A. Weil [14] we have
(4.14) M (p, rí) =  ps- 1+ 0{ps- 1‘2)
for which we easily obtain
M (p, n)(4.15) n  ^ r1, - =  77 {1+0(M(S~1)/2)} = 1 + 0 ( T - * I S )
p ^ T  P p x -T
<4-16> n  Í i - w ^ -ót) =  n  {i+o(/»i -o> =  i + o ( r - nf > r ' Af(p, 0)^ p>r
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Using the multiplicativity of M{q, n) in q and Lemma 3.7, we obtain by (4.7),
<B(n) = /{rí) M{* \ n) +Q
r /(n )M (^ ,n )^






(4.19) 2  M2(»>/(«) M{. t ? ) = 2 m  M(At P - 2  2^(«i)n^x Si vdZ*A Si nt-<xld
sd= 2  H\n)f{ri) M^ 2 n) {1 +0 (T~S/3)}.n^x Si
/i =  0(m od d)
/I = 0(d) (v,k) = 1
since (n ,k )= \,k \A  and n=v(A) imply (i>, A0=1. 
Now we set
(n,,M) = l/í1d = ü(i4)
(4.20) a = (d,A), d — dxoi, A = Axa and (d, AJ = 1 
since (d,k)=  1 and d ,A /k2 are square-free.
(4.21) t =  (r, y4j) v = tVx, A1 =  /Z? and (t;, 5) =  1
since (i?, A:)=l and B/k2 is square-free; moreover, v = 0 (a) because nd= 0(a). 
Then, we have
(4.22) 2 1 f 2(«) =  Z  /i2(«) =  2  f2(«)
n< x/d  n ^ x / d  n-cx/dt
(n,kd) = 1 (n,kd) = l  (n,kdt) = 1
d/i =  y(i4) n =  d_1i;(/l1'l n =  d_1t;(B)
and in the last sum the condition (n,k)=  1 can be eliminated, since 
n = d~1v{B), k2\B and (d~1v ,B )— l.
Using Lemma 4.1, we obtain since (d~1v, B )— 1, (dt, B )— 1,
(423) J „  " M  =  ^ W l . ( ‘
(n,<Jr)»l
n ~ d ~ lv(B)
and clearly 
(4.24)
p|diB 1+-) * = n (i+-)p i  p\dA ,  (  p )
Formula (4.23) produces in (4.19) an error which is 
(4.25) j / i  zM.(^  .tiZ^ 'i* 
(■>,*)=!
U50(a)
0>,A)3/a / I V<5 > 0.
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The main term of (4.19) is
(4.26) y '— -— -—  P  f i + i T f  ^  f íV) M ád>M ^ ^ ) \ ±K Z  ** l + p )  \ r á A n )  A‘~' (Al t v) i d -
( V ,  k ) = 1  
t>=0(a)
Now, Lemma 4.2 follows from (4.18), (4.19), (4.25) and (4.26). 1 
L e m m a  4.3. For (d, k )= l,  d ,k  square-free we have, for every ö >0
(4-27) Sd = FT(d)S1+ 0 ^ j T - s/3+ A 2xe j / ^ j
where, fo r  a (d, A), FT(d) is a multiplicative function defined as follows
(4.28) FT(d) =
Ha)
n Í1 I z M M W ) .  TJ f1+±rl± 
i iU  p * ) \ £  h(t)f a?-' lfd \  + p)  d
with g(t), h(t) defined by (4.39), (4.40) o f the sequel. 
P r o o f . We apply Lemma 4.2 for d= 1; we obtain
(4.29)
y _  J 3  ^ j j  (1 I M 1Í -v f(..\ M (A ,v) (p((A, v)) 1
5 l "  ** h a ) pv a  + j )  i J A f ( v ) ~ Ä ^ — ( Ä ^ r r
for every 5 >0. Clearly
(4.30)
(p, k )  => 1
X(1 + 0 (T - ‘/3))x + 0 (A 2x 1'2+ä)
c, 1 M(A, v)
Sx<<~ I £  A-*- x<<x“  vazA ^
Similarly we get, since (a, Ax)=  1 
x  1Sd<*: ^  M (A. v) M (a, 0) 1 v  1 /n  , x2  t « - r r r i ----- j r  Z  M{A,av)— <sz
(4.31)
d Ax vtz,A A s
v=0(tx)
A sA 1 V
M  (a, 0) x  rr , ... ..  X x
*  — — ¥ * , g . i ‘ + 0 ( ' ’ ' » 7 * 7
and so (4.13) can be written in the form
c —  ^  ^ 17 (\  ^  ^ X 7T Í" 1 I 1Í v  f ( r \  M ( A ,  v) (p{^Ax, t?))l x
S ‘ - * A i J S \  P ' \  f f A + A  \ J , . m  A - ‘ i A „ v > ]  7
(4.32)
(«,*)=iw=0(a)
+ o \ Z t -'I* + A 'j* l / ^ ) ,  V<5>0.
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Moreover, since (a, &)=1 and (a, AJ=  1
2
v t Z A
( v , k ) ~ l , v  = 0(a)
M(A, v) <p((Alt v)) _  
As~l (Alt v)
4^ 22) _  Q) y  f[au) ^ ((^ i ’ u) ) _
a* 1 u£ZA A{ 1 0^1> u)
(ll, ft) = 1
M(a, 0) <p(t) M(Alyau)
=  „ ,-i , 2 t —r -  2  /(« « )--------------
(u, A,)=l
Now





( u , A , )  = t
e A /‘
( e .A , /o = i
Since (on, AJt)=  1, when e runs in Z^l/(, also atg runs in Z l /(. Write, for atg = 
=  ß (mod AJt)
(4.35) a.tQ — ß+cAJt, ßdZj Aii,.
Now, if p\e, then p\A, but p i AJt because (g, A J t ) - 1; hence p\ 
and we have
(4.36) /(atg) = /(a t) .
By (4.34), (4.35) and (4.36) we get






y  f(„\ M (A' ^  <p((^n t;))
4  JK) A1- 1 (Al t v)v£Z
(*>,*) =1 u = 0(a)
(4.38)






( A j ty - '
Rt)cpjt) M(t, 0) 
t Is- 1
y  M(t, Q)
Á r  ^
2A
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and we can write (4.32) in the form
sd = \ ~  /7 Í1- - 't) /7ÍH--)7t2 A1 pj^K p2) jfd \ p ) /(a)M (a, 0) X
(4.41)
x  2  s m (*)) + 0 \- r T - sl3 + A2xi /!)■
T h e  fu n c t io n s  g ( i ) ,  / i ( 0  a r e  c le a r ly  m u lt ip lic a t iv e  ( fo r  h(t), it  su ffice s  t o  u se  
t h e  C h in e se  rem a in d er ’s th e o r e m ).
Moreover, it is easily seen that, if g(t) and h(t) are multiplicative, then also
cw=|ft
is multiplicative.
Then, substituting in (4.41) the value of Sx obtained by the san e formula 
for d — 1, we get
(4.42) Sd = Ft (d) {Sx + O (xT~s/3 + A2x1^ i)} + 0 ^ - T ~ x/3 + A2x3 j / ^ j
where FT(d) is defined by (4.28) and, recalling also the previous remark, it is easily 
seen that FT(d) is multiplicative.




I M r* i f  p >  T
and, recalling (4.14), we deduce
(4.44) FT(p )=  ( l + l )  j  + O (p~°'3) , 
from which we obtain
(4.45) FT( d ) « j  
and also, F(d) being defined by (2.3)
(4.46) IF(d) - Ft (d)| «  T~s'3.
By (4.45), (4.46) formula (4.42) can be also written in the form
(4.47) Sd = F(d)Sx + 0 T~s,3+A2xs
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5. In this section, we prove the Theorems stated in Section 2 and we explicitly 
compute the function öx of the Bombieri’s asymptotic sieve (see (1.11)), that is the 
distribution function of the primes for our problem. In view of (1.12), Sx determines 
the distribution function on for every r.
P roof of Theorem 1. We have
(5.1) A =  k JJ p ^  keT.
P^T
We choose the parameter T  as follows:
(5.2) T = (  log*)1'*.
Then, formula (4.47) gives
(5.3) Sä = F W S ^ R "  
with
(5.4) +
for every <5>0. Summing over d, we get for <5 small enough
(5.5) £  \Rd\^ x ( \o g x y - ^ l3KK
d--xl~c
For őx, we have, if C-*o° with x
(5 6) y  s ( p ) ~  2  Í l ------- í— 2  —




for T1 to be chosen in the sequel. Now
(5.8)
P)
C = k [J p ~ k e Tl
p«=r,
^  M(C, p) y  M{C, v)




By the classical form of the remainder term of the prime number formula of 
arithmetic progressions, see for instance [4], we have
(5.9) n (x, C, v) =  + 0(x  exp ( -  c Y log x))
uniformly for C^(log x)1/2. So, we obtain by (5.8), (5.9)
(5.10) z ü ß p -  -  c ^ -
24*
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Recalling (4.14), we have 
(5.12)
and so (5.10) becomes
h(C) = -  n {P2s- M ( p \  0)} n {ps-M (p ,0 )} .
V. pile p fk
p - = r ,
h(C) « (p(C)
H ^ + O ^ e x p i- ^ lo g * «(5.13)
from which we deduce (see also (5.18) later)
(5.14) 
with
. h(C) x  „ x  
2  & (p)--------------------R-p^x
Pile
<p(C) logx  log*
R = h ( k 2)
<?>(*2)
(To verify the conditions C->-=o, C<(logx)1/a, it suffices to choose 7\ =  (loglog a)1/2)‘ 





c 6 h(A) ~l i  v  m :
P2 ' h( t ) .
f(p )  = l+ 0 (p ~ ^ )
g(p) =  1 - l + o ( p - ^ )
(5.19) h ( p ) = p ( l - j ' ) + 0 ( p ~ ’13) 
we obtain
(5.20)
Si =  - ^ j p -  j ^ ) x + 0 ( x ( l o g x ) - * '3k) = Lx+OixQogx)-*'1*)
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Finally, by (1.10), (1.11), (5.14) and (5.19) we obtain
(5.22) 0 ^ 6 k 2<?(**)
g(p)
h(p) ) (1 -F (p))
-l R
Ü L ' I
P roof of Theorem 2. We define
Ts(l +
(5.23) T — -----
By (3.23), (3.27) we have
(5.24) 2  p2(n)r(n) =  T 2  ® (n) n(s/,I)-1 + 7?j







(5.26) 2 ' |jy | «*«*>-«•>.
dcx1-*
By partial summation, we have by (5.3), (5.20)
Jc ( YS^
(5.27) Nd = r  2  &(n)rfrli>-1 = r L — F(d)xs/k + 0  —- ( lo g * ) —'
n < i  $  y  (t(n.k)=1 «-0(d)
Writing (5.27) for d= l and substituting in (5.27), we get, recalling also (4.45)
(5.28) 7Vd = ^ ( < 0  + 0  (log*)-’'8*)
with
(5.29) TVj =  f L  xs/k + 0(x*/k(log x )-s/3k)
and the estimate for the sum of the error terms (5.28) is clear.
Finally, for the distribution function of the primes, we have by (5.14), using 
partial summation,
2  r(P) ~ r  2 ’S ( p )p (sM)" 1~ ^ 4
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By (1.11), (5.29) and (5.30) we have
(5.31)
from which
r  — R = HrL —  dS s
(5.32)
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BEST APPROXIMATION IN L„(w) BY ALGEBRAIC POLYNOMIALS
JÖRGEN LÖFSTRÖM
Abstract
We consider the best approximation Ep(n ,f)  by algebraic polynomials of degree at most n on 
Lp(w), where w (x)= (l — x 2)v~ <1/21, v=*0, — 1-<jc< 1. We give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for Ep(n ,f)=0(n~*), h-*■<», using the theory of orthogonal polynomials and the theory of inter­
polation spaces.
0. Introduction
We shall consider best approximation by algebraic polynomials on Lp(w) 
where vv(x)=(l — x2)v~(1/2), v>0. Thus we shall study the functional
(0.1) Ep( n , f ) =  inf{( f  \f(x)-q (x)\pw(x) d x ) \'p, deg q s  «}.
- l
More precisely we shall characterize the space of all f£ L p(w) such that 
(0.2) Ep(n ,f )  = O(«-“), n
where a is a positive real number. This question has been considered by Ky [5] 
who gave necessary and sufficient conditions for (0.2) in the case w= 1 and 0<oc< 1. 
For interval values of a, de Vore—Scott proved (for p — 1) that
l
E ^n, f )  3= cxn~* f  { l - x 2T12 \ß a) (x)\w(x) dx.
- l
We shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for (0.2) for all positive real a and 
1 S p S “ , in terms of interpolation spaces, (see Theorem 1 in Section 2). Using a 
generalized modulus of continuity, similar to the one Ky [5] used in the case w= I, 
0 < a < l,  we make our conditions more explicite. We consider sufficient conditions 
for (0.2) in Section 3 (see Corollary 1) and in Section 4 (Corollary 2). Converse esti­
mates, giving necessary conditions for (0.2) are given in Section 5. Note that our 
explicite conditions are both necessary and sufficient if a is a non-even, positive real 
number. (The restriction “a non-even” is removed in the case v >  1.) See Corollary 
3, Section 5. Our method of proof relies on the theory of orthogonal polynomials, 
where Szegös book [9] is our main source. We also use the theory of interpolation 
spaces as presented in [1],
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 41A10; Secondary 41A25.
Key words and phrases. Best approximation, algebraic polynomials, orthogonal polynomials, 
interpolation spaces, Gegenbauer or ultraspherical polynomials.
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1. Preliminaries
Let v be a given positive real number. We shall consider the weight function 
w(x) = (1 —x2)v-(1/2), — 1 -c x  <  1,
and the corresponding differential operator A, defined by
(Af)(x) =  - w ( * ) - ^ j (  1 - x 2)w (x)-|Q  =
= (2v+ l)x f '( x ) - ( l - x - ) f" (x ) .
Then A  defines a self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space L2(w). The spectrum 
of A is discrete, consisting of the eigenvalues ?.m=m(rn+2v), (m =0 ,1 ,2 ,...). 
The corresponding eigenfunctions are the so called Gegenbauer or ultra spherical 
polynomials Pm, given by
P«, (*) =  cm w (x) - 1 ((1 -  *2)m w (*)).
As a general reference on the polynomials Pm we use Szegös book on orthogonal 
polynomials [9j. Here we shall list a few basic facts needed in what follows.
From the definition we see that Pm is a polynomial of degree m. We shall choose 
the normalization constant cm so that
(1.1) Pm( 1 )= 1 ,  (m = 0 , 1,2,...).
(This means that cm= (— l)m2~ 'T (v + l/2 )/r(m + v + 1/2).) Then clearly Pu(x)=  1. 
Moreover
( 1.2) sup \Pm(x)\ = 1.
There is an important recursive formula for Pm:
(1.3)
where
xP„,(x) = Am + 1 Pm +, (x) + B„, _ T P,„ „! (x),
m +  2v— 1 
2(/u + v— 1) ’ m =  1, 2, 3, ...,
B„. = m +  i2(m + v — 1) ’ m = 0, 1, 2 ,__
(If we put P_1 = 0, (1.3) remains valid even in the case m — 0.) Next we consider 
the eigenfunction expansion
/ ~  2  fmf(m)Pm,
1
/(/n) =  f  f(x )P m(x)w(x)clx, 
-1
where (for /6Tj(tv)).
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and
/»  =  ! / /  \Pm(x)\2w(x) dx = 
-1
i ?1_2V (m + v)r (m +2v) 
m ! r ( v + l )
Note that rm = 0(niiv) as
There is an important convolution structure connected with the Gegenbauer 
polynomials Pm. In order to define the (generalized) convolution between /  and g 
we shall need a (generalized) translation which we shall denote by ts. Inspired by 
the formula exp (im (x+.?)) =  exp (/ms)-exp (iinx) we put (xs P m) ( x ) =  P m( s ) P m(x ) .  
Then it is natural to define xs/b y  the formula
* J ~ 2 rn,f(m)Pm(s)Pm, ( -  1 <  s <  1).
By (1.2), ts is a uniformly bounded operator of L2{w). Note also that tj / —/  (by 
(1.1)). It turns out that
(1 -4) (tsf)  (x) =  f  H(s. x, y ) f ( y )w  (y) cly,
- l
where
vv (s) \v (x) w (y) H (s, x, y) =  c (1 — s2—x 1—y-  +  2sxy)+"1,
(with c=21-2T(v)-2). See Bochner [2], We shall not use the exact expression for 
the kernel H but we shall merely use the fact that H  is non-negative, because this 
implies that xs is uniformly bounded on Lp(w), 1 S p S  °°. To see this just note that
(1.4) implies
i
IK/llp ts ll/lip sup f H(s, X, y)w(y) dy
and
l
f  H(s, x, y)w(y) dy = (tsP0)(x) = P0(s)P0(x) = 1,
since Pn(x)= 1. Thus we have
(1.5) K / | |„  1/8,, - 1 < S < 1 ,  i s ? s - .
We are now ready to define the (generalized) convolution f  *g between two func­
tions / and g in Lx(w). The definition is the natural one:
( /*  g) (x) = f  (t J)  (x) g (s) w (s) ds.
-1
Then (1.5) implies
(1-6) ll/*g||PS  ll/llillgllp-
It is easy to check that
(1.7) ( /* g )‘ (m) =/(m )g(m ).
We have now listed all essential facts about the Gegenbauer polynomials needed 
in the sequel. Let us now conclude this section with some facts on interpolation
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spaces which will be essential to us. As a general reference on interpolation spaces 
we use Bergh—Löfström [1],
If X0 and X1 are two semi-normed spaces with seminorms || ||0 and || Hj, respec­
tively, the interpolation spaces (X0, 0 <  0 <1 can be defined in several
equivalent ways. We shall need the following two equivalent definitions, valid in 
the case when Xl is continuously embedded in X0:
First definition: Let N  be any positive integer and suppose 0 ^ 0 ^  1. Then 
/€(Af0, X^)e>„ if and only if for every i£]0,1[, there is a decomposition / = / 0+ /i 
such that
ll/oilo =  0 ( n ,  *w||/1||1 =  0 (teN), t -  0.
Second definition-. Let N  be any positive integer and suppose O<0<1, (strict 
inequalities). Then f£ (X 0, X,)0 „ if and only if there is a decomposition f  = 2  f j
j^O
(convergence in A),), such that
ll/ilo =  0(2~eNJ), 2~NJ\\fJ\\1 = 0(2~eNJ), j -o o .
These definitions will be used in the case when X0= Lp= Lp{w) and when Xt = 
= Dp(AN), then domain in L p(w) of the operator AN, with semi-norm \\ANf \ \ p. 
For further details on the definitions of (Aj,, X})et„ see [1] and [3], Let us just mention 
two immediate consequences of the so called reiteration theorem:
(1.8) ((Lp,D X - D p(AN))„"„ =  (Lp, Dp(ANj)n+e(1_n) aa, 0 <= n,0 <  1,
(1.9) (Lp, (Lp, Dp(AN) \ ^ ) e^  = (Lp, Dp(AN))e„>00, 0 < i?,0 <  1-
2. A general convergence result
As mentioned in the introduction we shall study the best approximation Ep(n ,f)  
in L p(w) by algebraic polynomials of degree at most n. Thus
Ep(n, f ) =  inf ( I /—? I , : deg q S  n}.
For a given /  we shall construct a sequence (q„)1 of polynomials q„ which are almost 
best possible. This construction imitates standard constructions in the case of 
trigonometric approximation.
Let (p be a fixed infinitely differentiable function on the real line such that
f 1 for u s  1/2,
«’‘" M o  for u m  1.
We then put
d>„ = 2  rm<p(m/n)Pm,m — 0
where Pm is the Gegenbauer polynomial of degree m and rm is defined in the previous 
section. Note that the series defining <P„ is finite, since the terms with m >n vanish. 
Therefore <J>„ is a polynomial of degree at most n.
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For a given f£ L p(w) we put
q n =  & « * f =  2  r m ( p ( m / n ) f ( m ) P m .
m =  0
Clearly, qn is a polynomial of degree at most n. Using the notation of the previous 
section, we now have the following general convergence result.
T heorem  1. Let N be a positive integer and a real number such that 0<a<2/V . 
Then for any f£ L p—Lp(w), (1 the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Ep(n,f) =  0 (n “*),
(Ü) H ,-f\\p  =  0(n-*), n
(ii>) /€  (T„, Dp (AN))xK2Nh „ .
In the case <x — 2N then (iii) implies (i) and (ii). If N=  1 and 0 < a < 2  each 
one of these conditions is equivalent to
(iv) II ts/ - / I  „ = O ((1 -  s / /a), s -  1.
The proof of the theorem will be based on the following lemma.
L emma 1. Let L be a non-negative integer and 8 a positive real number. Assume 
that (./O f is a family of infinitely differentiable functions on the real line such that, 
for some number q  >0.
\iI/„(u) - q\ ^  cau\  0 < « < 1  
(2.1a) |t//Jjfc)(M)l S  cutid~k, 0 < b <  1, fe =  1,2, ...
and
(2.1b) i»//Mk>(w)| á  cku~2L~s~k, u >  1, k =  0, 1, 2 ,__
Let be defined by the relation Tn (m)= \j/m (nt/n), i.e.
'If =  2  rm ^ n (m !ri)P m.
m  =  0
Then
\\A ^ n*f\\p ^C n2L\\f\\p, I S P S » ,
where C depends on Q, 8, L and the constants Ck appearing in the estimates (2.1).
P roof of T heorem  1. The equivalence (iii)o(iv) was proved in Löfström— 
Peetre [6], Since we shall not use (iv) in the sequel we do not recall the proof here. 
Thus we shall just prove (i) =>-(ii) =>(iii) =>(i).
If (i) holds there is a sequence (en)f  of polynomials e„ such that
I k - / I p — Cn~a, deg e„ S  //.
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Since <P2n(m)— 1 if msí n we have <P2n*en=en. Consequently, q2„—f — $z„* ( / — <?,,) — 
— ( / —e„). Using Lemma 1 (in the case L = 0) we conclude that
lka» ~/llp 3= C \\f-en\\p 35 Cn~x.
This proves the implication (i)=>(ii).
Next assume that (ii) holds. We shall prove (iii) using the second definition 
given in the previous section. To do that we use an infinitely differentiable function 
o1 on the real line with support on l/2 S w ^ 2  such that ax(w)>0 on l/2<w«=2.
Then we put (r(u) = cr1(u)/ 2  a(u2~j). Then er is infinitely differentiable with
support on 1/2S m^ 2 and
2  a(m22J) =  1 if m — 1, 2,  . . . .
j =i
(The construction of a is a standard construction frequently used in interpolation 
theory. See for instance fl] ch. 6.) We now put L0— 1, and
Lj = 2  rma{rn2~s)Pm, j  =  1, 2, ...,
m = 0
and
f j  =  Lj * f
Clearly, f j  and Lj are polynomials of degree at most 2J+1. But we also have 
L j*q2j- 2 =  0 since Lj(m) =  er(m2~J) =  0 if nr^2J~2. Thus
f j  =  L j* (f—qzj-i).
Using Lemma 1 we see, however, that
(2.2) \fj\p =  cWf—q^-Al, — C2~xj.
This implies that 2 f j  converges in Lp(w), with the obvious limit /  Next it is
]= o
easy to see that
AN(Lj*f) =  (.ANL j)* fi
and thus as above
ANf j  =  (ANLj) * u - q ^ f  
Now Lemma 1 implies that ||^ 4A'LJ||1SC 22iVj’. Thus
(2.3) 2 -w i\\ANf j \\p S  C2-*L
But according to the second definition of Section 1, (2.2) and (2.3) implies 
fd (L p, Dp(AN)\n 2V),~. We have proved the implication (ii)=>(iii). Assuming that
(iii) holds we can find a sequence (/„), of functions in Dp(AN), such that
II/-/J, ^  c»-*,
« - M II^ V J p  ^  C n - .
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This follows from the first definition of Section 1, if we put t = l / n .  Then
Ep(n,f) S  \\<Pn* f - f \ \ p =5 - / , » ,+  [/„- / i p.
It remains to show that the first term on the right-hand side is bounded by a constant 
times n ~ a. Since the eigenvalues of A  are m ( m + 2 v ) ,  we have
Thus
(ANfX (m ) = (m(in + 2v)Nf„(m).
<t>n *f„-fn =  2  rm{<P ( '” /« )  ~  • ) /„  (™) X  =
m — 0
“ < p ( m / n ) - 1
A  '"" {m {m  +  2 v )Y (A Nf n)~ (m ) P m =
=  « a,v 2  r,n'l’n(.™l")(ANf nY(m)P,„,
m = 0
where
, , < ? ( « ) - !
^n{ ) {u(u +  2v/n))N '
Now Ip„ satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1, (with L—0, S = 2N). Thus we con­
clude that
^  Cn~aN\\ANf„\\p á  Cn~‘.
Now we have proved the implication (iii)=>(i).
P roof of L emma 1. The essential points in the proof of Lemma 1 can be 
found in Peetre—Vretare [7]. For completeness we prefer, however, to give a direct 
proof here.
First we note that
ALy¥n =  niL2 r m$n(™ln)Pm,
where
</'„(«) =  (u(u+2v/ri))Lil/n(u).
If (2.la) and (2.lb) hold for il/n then
\\j/(nk)(u)\ S  Ckul~k, 0 <  u <  1, k =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,
and
|#i4)(w)| ^  cku~s- k, m >  1, fc =  0, 1, 2 , . . . .
Therefore it is enough to prove the lemma in the case L=0. It is no restriction to as­
sume that q—0, since otherwise we write \l/n(u)=(p(u)(il/n(u) —£>)+(l — il/(u))ij/n(u)+ 
+  g((p(u)— l)-fg , where cp is infinitely differentiable and cp(u)=l on h<1/2, 
<p(u) = 0 on 1. The three first terms vanish at n= 0  and the fourth is just the 
constant function for which the result of the lemma (with L=0) holds.
With q=0  the assumptions of the lemma can be written
llAi*)(“)l s  Ct min(«s, t r s)u~k,(2.4) k =  0, 1 ,2 ,  . . . .
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We shall prove that
f  \ V M H s ) d s * C ,
—1
since this implies the lemma by formula (1.6).
Let a be the auxiliary function used in the proof of Theorem 1. Then
1
<If «(min) =  2  a (m2 =  2  Xj(m)-
It will be enough to prove that
(2.5) f  \'Fj'„(s)\w(s)ds ^  Cmin((n2-jy ,(n 2 -J) - >),
-1
if 'PJ>n{m)—Xj{m)=a{m2~i) \j/n(m/ri). In fact, (2.5) implies that
/  l^ n(s)|w (s)ds Si 2  f  \'lJj,As)\w(s) ds si 
-1  “ °° -1
S C 2  min ((n2~J)6, (n2~j)~0) S C  /  min =i C.
In order to prove (2.5) we shall use the recursive formula (1.3) for the Gegenbauer 
polynomial, which gives
0 -s)'FJ,„(s)= 2  rmXjOn)(l-s)Pm(s) =  2  rm^ Xj{m)Pm(s),
m= 0 m = 0
where
V f c O n )  =  X j ( ™ ) - ^ A mXj( m - l ) - ^ ± B mXj( m + l ) .
r m  r m
W riting Ao= X j(-l)  = 0 this formula is valid for m =  0, 1, 2, .... Using the explic­
ite form ulas for rm, Am, Bm given in Section 1, we get
1 1YI •4- 2v V
(2.6) Vj(m) =  - T — — A*xXj(m)--— -  AzXj(m), 
where
=  x O n - l) ,  dx(m) = X(m +  l ) -^ (m ).
D enoting the iterates of V by Vk we now have
(1 -  s? Pj, „ (s) =  2  r m Xj (»0 Pm.
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Using ParsevaPs formula we conclude that
(2.7) f  ((1 -s )* |^ ,„ (s ) |)2 iv(s) ds S C Í  >n2v\VkxAm)\\
_ 1  m =  0
since rm = 0(m'lv).
Next we use Cauchy—Schwarz inequality. Let q be any number between 0 and 1. 
Then (2.7) implies
f  |'7'J-,„(s)| w(s) ds Ä c (  f  (1—s)~2kw(s) ds)1'2 ( J? m2v \Vk/j(m )l2)1/z ^  
|1 - s[bc2 |l-s[= e2 m=0
S  Cg~2k+v+(1/2) ( Z  tn2v\VkXj(m)\2y i2.
m  =  0
Here we assume /c > v + 1/2. Similarly
J  \ 'F j '„ (s ) \w (s )  ds  S  Cev+(1/2) ( Z  ,rj2v IZj(m)l2)1
|1—s| <^?2 m = 0
We now choose q so that
Q - ^ i Z  ™2v\VkXj(.™)\2)ll2~ ( Z  m2'\xj(m)\2y/2.
\l/2
Then we get 
(2 .8) 
where
/  |¥ ';,«(s)|w ’( s ) d s  =§
-1
C ( i  m 2v |Vi Xy(m)|2)®/2,
m=0 m=0
l
V +  -
0 =  ■
2/c
It remains to prove
( 2  m 2V|V*XyO»)|a)1/*3S(2.9) «-0
q k2‘v+(1« - “ W min ((n2~jy ,  («2--')- á), it =  0, 1, 2........
In fact, this estimate combined with (2.8) implies (2.5) since
/  l^ .n ( s ) |w ( s ) d s  =£
-1
=5 C2<v+<1/a» min ((n2-J)s, («2--0—5) 2 - 2fcJ0 =  C min ((/r2-J)a, ( ;i2 - ') -a).
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We carry out the details in the proof of (2.9) in the case k = l.  By formula (2.6) 
we see that the left-hand side o f (2.9) can be estimated by a constant times the sum 
o f the integrals
/ ,  =  ( /  M2 > - , y f - i) ( M) |M u ) 1,\  1 = 0 , 1 .
o
Now, by (2.4), we have
Thus
|X(,)(«)| S  C2~il min {(n2~j)a, (n2~J) - s).
2 J + i
7; ^  C ( f  u2v du)1'2 2~2J min ((n2~J)s, (n2^f) - i),
2>-i
^  C2(v+(i/2)-2)j min ((n2~j)s, {n2~1) - i).
For the general case / o 0  the argument is quite similar starting with the estimate
2 k
|VfcyJ (m)| ^  Ck 2  mr- 2k\ArxkXj(m)\
r= 1
(cf. Peetre—Vretare [7]). We leave the details to the reader. The case k =  0 follows 
at once from the estimate
m + l m + l
m2v|x(m)|2 ^  C ( /  u2v\x(u)\2du+ f  m2v|z» | 2 du).
m  m
This completes the proof of Lemma 1,
3. Explicite convergence results
In Theorem 1 we gave a complete characterization of the space of all f£ L p=  
— L p{w) such that Ep(n , f )= 0 (n ~ ct), in terms of generalized convolutions and 
interpolation spaces. However, these conditions are not very explicite. The reader 
will probably have some difficulties in checking the conditions (ii)—(iv) of Theorem 1 
even for rather simple functions as (1 —x~f. In this section we shall therefore seek 
for m ore explicite conditions.
Let us denote by 3Pk the space of all polynomials of degree at most k. If  we write 
“m od ,^V’ in a formula we mean that the formula holds if we subtract a suitable 
polynomial from the function involved.
We shall work with the operator B defined by
Bf(x)=  i f T ^ f ' ( x ) .
The nice thing about this operator is that
(3.1) (Bf)* = D (/*)
where
f*(0) =  /(cos 0)
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and D=id/dO denotes ordinary differentiation with respect tó 0. We shall use the 
notation DP(BL) for the domain of the operator BL, semi-normed by \\BLf \ \p.
We shall need the following lemma:
L emma 2. Let p — 1. Then
II4/111  S CWf\\i (mod PJ.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that / ( 0 ) —0 and / ' ( 0 )= 0 , 
or equivalently f*(n/2) =  Df*(n/2) = 0. Now
Af(x)—B2f(x) =  2vxf'(x) =  ■■...-2vX. Bf(x).
Therefore it is enough to prove
i
i Y i - x 2
\Bf(x)\w(x)dx ^  C\\B°-fl.
Changing variables (x= cos0) this is a consequence of
It It
(3.2) J  (sin 0)-1 |Z)/*(0)| (sin 0)2v </0 á  C / | D 2/*(0)|(sin0)2vd0,
«12 «12
and from the corresponding inequality involving integrals ever the interval ]0, nl2[. 
Now (3.2) is easy to prove by means of a direct calculation which runs like this:
n n 0
f  (sin 0 )-1 |Z)/*(0)| (sin 0)2vdO ^  f  (sin 0)“ 1 f  |£>2/*(r/)| drj(sm 0)2v dO =
«12 «12 «12
=  f  f  (sin0)2v- xd0|Z)2/*(i/)|d// s  C J  \D2f*  (»/)| (sin t])2v di],
«12 tl «12
This completes the proof.
We shall now consider a family of operators T(s), defined for 0 < j -=r/4 
by the formula
r/* (0+ s) if 0 <  0 <  7t/2,
(T(s)/*)(0) - 1
/* (0  —s) if 7r/2 <  0 <  n.
Let L* denote the space normed by





llP = I/’Hl* .
25
i n * ) / * L ; S 2 » | r i L ; .
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This follows at once from the estimate
. Í / 2  sin (0 +  s) if 0 <  0 <  7t/2, 0 <  s <  n/4, 
S,n “  1 /2  sin (0 — s) if n/2 <  0 <  7t, 0 <  s <  n/4.
For a given / f  Lp we shall now consider the moduli of continuity 
a>*(!,/) =  sup ( / | d k( i) r ( 0 ) /( s in 0 ) lM 0)1/p,
0<s<< o
A * )  =
j'=o V '
where 0-^t^n/4k. More explicitely we have for instance
« * ( / , / ) =  sup ( f 21/*(0 + s) —/ * (0)|p (sin 0)2vd0+
0-<s-<i o
and
+  /  I/* (0 ~ s) —/*  (0)|p (sin 0)2v dOylp,
n/2
n/2
to l(t,f) =  sup ( f  \f* (0+ 2s) — 2/* (0 + s) + /*  (0)I1* (sin 0)2v d0 +
0 <s-ct Q
+  /  I/* (0 ~  2s) — 2f* (0 — s) + /*  (0) |p(sin 0)2v d0)1/p,
n/2
Lemma 3. Lei k be a positive integer and assume that 0<ar=k. Then for 
t/ie following conditions are equivalent
(i) M L P, Dp(B% lk.«
(ii) cokp( t , f ) = 0 ( t%  f - 0 .
P r o o f . Using (3.1) and (3.3) it is easily seen to be enough to prove
(3.5) f*t(L*p,D*p(Dk) \ /k'„*> sup ||d*W *||i :  =  O««).
0 < S < í  P
We shall prove (3.5) in the case p?±°°. When p — <» the result is well-known. 
(See for instance [3], Theorem 3.4.3, which also gives a model for the following 
proof.)
We shall start by proving the implication from the right-hand side to the 
left-hand side of (3.5) in the case k — 1. Consider the isometric operator on L* 
defined by
( j p m  = {
/* (0 ) if 0 <  0 <  n/2, 
-f*(& \ if 7r/2<0<7T.
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Then J* =  l  and
T (u)f* =  JDT(u)f* = JT(u)Df*, (D =  d/dO).
For small values of t (say 0 <  / <  tt/4) we put
/*  =  T  /  T^ f  *du and fo =  f  ^  («)/*<*»•
1 0 ' 0
Then f* = fo + f*  and
II/o*IIt* S  sup
p 0-=s~=i p
Moreover,
tJDf* =  / -£-T(u)f* du =  d W * ,
0
and therefore
t \ \ D f n L'  s  sup  iidi ( o / * n i . . .
p 0<s<f p
This proves the implication in the left direction of (3.5) when k — 1. In the general 
case \k 1) we put for small t
/ *  =  -  7* / ■ • • /  2  (*) ( -  iy r ( (« i  +  -  +  uk)j/k)f*dUl...duk,
1 o 0 J,c=1 '
and
/o* =  / -  /  A ( « i  +  ••• + uk)/k)f*du1...duk.
1 0 0
Then we have again that f* = fo + f*  and
I I /oI e * ^  sup M  W l / . *  •
p 0<s<I pp
Moreover we have that
 ”
t <\ r\
J ■■■ r)u^T((u1 +  ... +uk)j/k)f*duJ...duk
-iO * - i y ( j )  Ák(tj/k)f*,
and hence
tk\\Dkm L; -=s sup M *(j)/* ||i * .0-=s«< p
This concludes the proof of the implication in the left direction of (3.5).
The converse implication is simpler. Indeed, if f * —fo + f*  then we get, using
(3.4),
M*(■*)/*Hz.; ^  CB/o*Bi ;  +
25*
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But now we have : 1
Ak(s)f? =  f . . J ^ . . . - ~ T ( u 1+ .. .  +  uk)f1*du1...duk =
s a
— J"... J" J kT (iii +  • • • t  tik) Dk f * dui ... diti.
<i «
Thus
u k(s ) fn L*p ^ c s k\\Dkm L*p-
Using the definition of the space (L*, D*(Dk) \ lkta> we now get the implication in 
the right direction of (3.5). The proof of Lemma 3 is complete.
Theorem 2. Assume that k —1 or k = 2. Let 0<ccSfc and 1 S p S « .  Then
implies
(ok(t, f )  =  0 (f) , t -  0,
E p ( n , f )  =  0 ( n - * ) ,  n —».
R e m a r k . In the case w =  1 and k — 1 this was proved by Ky [5], 
P r o o f . By Lemma 2 we have (modulo polynomials)
Di(B-) c  D1(A).
We shall now see that
(3.6)
o r equivalently
D j.(B ) a  (L lf  D 1(B s) ) 1/2i 
Dt(D) c: ( I f , D t(D % /2
This is easy to prove, using the construction of the proof of Lemma 3. Indeed, 
define f x and f0 as in the first part of that proof with k =  2. Then easily
^  c t  \\d / * \ \ l *, m \ L* == c t \ \D f* \ \L* ,
which gives the result.
Using Lemma 2 and (3.6) we get
and (obviously)





(3.8) U n-f\\i — Cn~*\m \\i-
Next we consider the case p =  °°. Then the L^-norm is independent of v. We 
m ay therefore take v=0. Making the standard change of variables x —cos 0 the 
desired result will then reduce to a well-known result on best uniform (non-weighted) 
approximation by trigonometric polynomials. Indeed we then get
co l( t , f )  = 0 ( n  => E U n J )  = 0(n~a)
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for all k and 0 < a S k .  There is even a converse implication in the case 0«x<ifci
But now ■ (-.* •' •
w U U f ) ^ C t \ \ B f U ,
\\qn- f U ^ C n ^ \ \B f U
I?«- /ll~  — Cn~2
Theorem 1 then implies 
and
and




Now we use the Riesz—Thorin interpolation theorem (Theorem 5.1.1 in [1]) on
(3.7), (3.9) and (3.8), (3.10) to get
||<7n- / | | p S C « - W | | p,
\\qn- f \\p =§ Cn-2 ||52/ | | p.
Dp(B)cz(Lp,Dp(A))m ^
Dp(B2) c  (Lp, Dp(A))lt„ .
Using (1.6) we now conclude (for k=  1, 2) that
(Lpi Dp(Bk))x/k,°° c  (Lp, (Lp, Dp(A))ki2,oo)x/k,«= =  (Lp, L>p(A)\/2t0*
from which the desired result follows by Lemma 3 and Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Suppose that k —1,2 and 0<oc^k. Let L be a non-negaüve 
integer. Then
cok„(t, ALf )  =  0 { f )  => Ep{n ,f) =  0 ( n - 2t" “).
Proof. If cokp(t, ALf)= 0 (t* )  then
ALfe(Lp,D p(A)\l2'„,
by the proof of Theorem 2. We now use the following
Lemma 4. Suppose that O < 0 ^  1. Let L and N be non-negative integers. Then 





With N— 1, 0= a/2  this gives, using Theorem 1, 
ALK (L p, Dp(A)\/2>m =* f£(Lp, DP(AL+1) \  0t + 2L)/(2(l-i.)),c Ep(n,f) =  0 ( n - 2t-«).
It remains to prove Lemma 4. In order to do that we use Theorem 1. Put q„— <P„*f 
and q„ =  <Pn * ALf. Then
ALfe(Lp, DP( A % '„  => \\qn- A Lf\\p =  0(n-™°).
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But now
(tn-f =  n~ iL Z rm Qn ("»/«)(<P ('»/«) - t) (ALf ) '  (m) Pm
where
( ( u ( u + 2 / n j ) - L if m s  1/2 
e"(M) =  lO if m <  1/4.
We can choose gn so that it is infinitely differentiable. Then Lemma l implies
IIqn- f \ \P S  Cn-^\\qn-A^f\\p S  C n ^ ^ \
which implies /£ (L p, Dp(AN+L))i.°°, by Theorem 1. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 4.
We conclude this section with a discussion on the possibility of extending 
Theorem 2 to k = 3, 4, .... Suppose we wanted to use our method of proof to the 
case k = 4 . Then we would have to prove the implication (in the case p =  1)
f€(Llt D ,(ß4» a/4>„  =>MLi>
However, this would call for the inclusion D,(Bi)c.D l(Ai), which is not true for 
all values of v. However, we can prove that if v > N — 1 then
(3.11) M V IIi ^  C W l ^ / l i  (m odPw _&
Using this estimate and the same method of proof as we used in Theorem 2, we can 
show the following result.
Theorem 2'. Assume that v>2V— 1, k = l,2 ,  ...,2N  and 0 < a S L  Then, for 
L = 0, 1 ,2 ,. . . ,
cokp(t, ALf )  =  0 ( 0 ,
implies
Ep(n ,f)  = 0(n-*-*L).
We leave the details o f the proof of Theorem 2' to the reader. Instead let us 
look closer at the proof of (3.11). First we take N = 2. Since
(A —BF)f(x) — 2V* Bf(x)
i \  1 —x 2
we have
2vx
( A * - M A x )  =  = ? = r B ( A + B * ) f ( x )  =
iy  1— x2
2vx
i i  l - x 2
B ( 2xi y i — x 2 ß  +  2 ß 2j / ( x )  =
2vx
i y i - x 2
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Df*(0) + 2 cos 0 
sin 0 D2f* (0) +  2D3f* (0) (sin 0yd0 S.
S  c /  (0)|(sin0)2d0.
0
Taking D/*(0)=cosO we see that this implies
7C
f  (sin 0)2v~3 dO <oo,
0
i.e. v > l .  Thus (3.11) is not valid for all v. In order to prove (3.7) we use induction 
to prove
(A"-B™)f(x) =  2  ci.y .^ ‘(l - * 2)-'-'2B*/(x)J
l = s * s 2 i \ r - i  1
2 m k + J S 2 N
We leave the details to the reader. Then (3.11) will follow if we can show
(3.12) /  ((l — x2)- J,aIBkf(x)Iw(x) dx S Cj.t iBLf l i  (mod PL^)
- i
if 2 s & + y sL , l S ^ s L —1 and if 2v—_/> —1. (Note that if L=2N  then v > N —1 
implies 2v— —1 for all j  in question.) In order to show (3.12) we assume that 
/ (0) =  ... = f ('L~1)(0)=0. Then (3.12) will follow if we can show that
Tt TC
(3.13) n ß * r(0 )l(s iii0 )* ’- 'd 0 < C  f  \DLf*(0)\(sin 0)2'1 dO,
jr/2 lt/2
and a similar estimate for the integral over ]0,7r/2[. Now the left-hand side can be 
estimated by a constant times
it 0
f  f  (0—t])L~k~1\DLf^ (f])\ dt] (sin 0)®v_'l d0.
n/2 jt/2
By a direct computation this will easily be estimated by the right-hand side of (3.9).
4. Some additional explicite results
In this section we shall consider the operators
u Lf ( x )  =
Lemma 5. For 1 N=  1 ,2 ,... we have
\AMn ,  ^  CN\\UtNf l  (m od^M -j) 
| |Ä ^ - V l ip  ^  Cff| l l / „ . i / l ,  ( m o d ^ . J  
M V I ,  3= (m o d ^ jjv -x ) .
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P r o o f . W e sta r t w i t h  t h e  fo r m u la
(4.1) ANf(x) — U2Nf(x) = 2  c,,j.t x * ( l - x y f to ( x \
. - i l S k ^ 2 N - l
k - j ^ N
which is easy to prove by induction. From this we see that the result follows if we 
can prove
(4.2) ( / ( ( l - * W w ( * ) l ) M * ) ^ ) 1/P S  C\\ULf\\p ( m o d ^ - i )
-1
if  k —jsL /2 ,  l é f e s l - l .  By the Riesz—Thorin interpolation theorem we see 
that it is enough to consider the cases p — 1 and p = °° . We can assume that / (0 )  =  
= / ' ( 0 ) -  ... —f (L~1)(0)=0. Then
l i i
f  ( l —x2)j \f {k)(x)\w (x) dx ^  C J  J  (1 — x ) J + v - ( 1 / 2 ) ( x — y ) t - *- 1 d x | / (L)( y ) | d y  S
0 0 y
1
s C  f  (1 —y)t+ J-*+v-(1/2) l / (L)(j,)l dy.
o
The right-hand side is bounded by a constant times \\ULf^-i since L + j—k^0. 
This settles the case p =  1. If  /; — °° we just note that
( l - ^ 2y i / (fc)(.x)| s§  ||C/l / I U ( 1 - ^ '  /  (x-y)L~k- 1(l-y)-L,2dy s
0
^  C\\ULf U  if 0 < X < 1 .
This proves the first part o f Lemma 6. The remaining parts are proved in the same 
way. Using (4.1) it is easy to see that
BA"-1 f(x) -  Uw _ j f\x) =  2  ci,j,k^0 ~ x2)Jf ,k)(x).
l S k ^ i N - 2
k - j S N - 1
From  (4.2) we now get the second conclusion of the lemma. The third one follows 
from  an analogous formula for A(AN- 1—U2N- 2) which the reader will have no 
difficulty to derive.
C o r o l l a r y  2. For l s p s ° ° ,  L —1,2 ,..., we have
ULf<zLp => Ep(n, f )  =  0(n~L).
For C)<aSk, k = l ,2  and L even we also have
o>p(t, ULf )  =  Oil- )  => Ep(n,f) =  0(n~L- a).
R e m a r k . The first result was proved in  de Vore—Scott [4].
P ro o f . If L—2N the first result follows at once from Lemma 5 and Theorem 1. 
If  L = 2 N — 1, Lemma 6 gives U2N^ -if^Lp=^BAN~1f£ L p. Hence co),it, AN~1f ) =  
— O it). Now Corollary 1 gives the desired result.
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In order to prove the second part with L =2N —2 we use Lemma 2.5 and Corol­
lary 1 to get
U2N- 2fdLp => As ~1f£L p
BU2N_2f£Lp => BAN~ 'fiL p => An~ 'M L p, Dp{A))Ui'„
B2U2N- 2f£Lp => AU2N- 2fdLp => AN- kfdDp(A).
Thus
U2N- 2ft(L p, Dp(B% /k,„ => A”-'fd {L p, Dp(A)\l2,„.
Using Lemma 3, 4 and Theorem 1 the result now follows.
5. Converse results
In this section we shall use two versions of Markov’s inequality to derive re­
sults which are converses of the results given in Theorem 2 and Corollary 1.
L emma 6  (Markov inequality). Suppose that 1 t = p S ° ° .  Let q be a polynomial 
of degree at most n. Then
\\Bkq\\p ^ C knk\\q\\p,
and
U Lq\\p ^  CLn*L\q\\p.
This lemma is proved in Stein [8], (The second result will also follow easily 
from Lemma 1.)
T heorem  3. We have the following converse implications valid for L=0, 1, 2 , . . .  
and lS g S c » :
0 -= a <  1: Ep(n ,f) = 0(n~*-2L) => a>*(/, ALf ) =  0{t%
0 <  a <  2: Ep{n,f) = 0(n~'-2L) ^  (o2p(t, ALf )  =  0 ( /‘).
More generally if  k =  1,2, 3 , ... we have
0 <  a <  k: Ep(n,f) = 0{n~'~2L) => cokp(t, ALf )  =  0(t').
P ro o f. If Ep(n,f)=0(n~°‘~2L) there is a sequence (e„)“  of polynomials of
oo
degree at most n so that \\f-e„\\p^C~x~2L. Then f =  Z  f j f j z=e^*\—e2j
o
for j=  1 ,2 ,3 , . . .  and if f 0= e l . Since 
we get from Lemma 6 that
\\ALfj\\p ^  C22LJ\\fj\\p s  C2~*J
and
2kJ \BkALfj\p ^ C\\ALfj\\p i§ C2~xj.
Using the second definition of interpolation spaces we get
ALM L p,D p(B % lk,„
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if 0 < a < k .  Hence Lemma 3 implies
<4(t, ALf )  =  o ( n .
This proves the theorem.
The following corollary summarizes the contents of Corollary 1, and Theorems 
2' and 3.
C o r o lla r y  3. Suppose that lS /)S = ° and ß >0.
(i) I f  v=-0 and ß is non-even then
Ep{n ,f) =  Oin-») o  col(t, ALf )  =  O ^ - “ ) 
provided that we choose the integer L so that
2L <  ß -= 2L +  2.
(ii) I f  v > l and ß arbitrary, then
Epin ,f)  =  O(n-P) colit, Alf )  = 0 { t ^ L) 
if  we choose the integer L so that
2L <  ß <  2L +  4.
E x a m pl e . Using our theory it is not difficult to see that if f (x )= (  1 —x2)p then 
Ep(n ,f)= 0 (n ~ 2ß~(2v+1)/p'), provided that 2ß+(2v+  l)//>>0. We ask the reader 
to check this.
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ÜBER DIE AUTOPARALLELE ABWEICHUNG VON 
FINSLER—OTSUKISCHEN RÄUMEN UND ANWENDUNGEN 
IN RÄUMEN MIT SPEZIELLEN / ’-TENSOREN
ARTHUR MOOR und DJERDJI F. NADJ
§ 1. Einleitung
In dem Aufsatz [5]1 ist eine Übertragungstheorie definiert, die die Cartansche 
Theorie der Finslerräume und die der Otsukischen Räume (vgl. [7]) in sich vereinigt. 
In diesem verallgemeinerten Raum wollen wir in unserer vorliegenden Arbeit die 
Gleichung der autoparallelen Abweichung bestimmen, die bei vielen Unter­
suchungen — wie z. B. bei der Bestimmung des Durchmessers des Raumes, 
bzw. bei der Existenz der Hüllkurve der autoparallelen Linien — fundamentale 
Bedeutung hat (vgl. [3], [4], [8]).
In dem vom ersten Verfasser stammenden Teil I dieser Arbeit wollen wir die 
Gleichung der Abweichung benachbarter autoparalleler Linien in ihrer allgemeinsten 
Form bestimmen und für den Vektor Pi keine einschränkende Bedingungen voraus­
setzen; In dem von der Verfasserin Dj. F. Nadj geschriebenen Teil II untersuchen 
wir dann einige wichtige Type der F— 0„-Räume, in denen die in der Gleichung 
der autoparallelen Abweichung vorkommenden Grundtensoren eine besonders ein­
fache Form haben (vgl. die Formeln (7.8a) und (7.8b)). Diese Beispiele sind durch 
die spezielle Form des Fundamentalvektors P„ der Finsler—Otsukischen F -O n- 
Räume charakterisiert; wir verweisen nur auf die beiden Arbeiten [5] und [6], in 
denen die Übertragungsparameter T  ik und T } k der durch die Relationen: P„ =  F 
bzw. Po— hi charakterisierten Type der F—On-Räume bestimmt wurden, wo F, hi 
die von L. Berwald in [1] eingeführten Einheitsvektoren des zweidimensionalen 
Finslerraumes sind (vgl. [1], (2.13) und (4.5)). Wir bemerken aber schon hier, daß 
F unmittelbar auch im «-dimensionalen Fall definiert ist, sogar behält dieser Vektor 
auch im «-dimensionalen Raum die wichtige Eigenschaft, daß seine Cartansche 
kovariante Ableitung verschwindet (vgl. [2] § 7), was für h‘ nur im zweidimensionalen 
Fall gültig ist (vgl. unsere Schlußbemerkungen in § 8).
1 Vgl. die Literatur am Ende unserer Arbeit.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 53B40.
Key words and phrases. Local differential geometry, connections, Finsler spaces and generali­
zations.
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Teil I
§ 2. Grundrelationen der Finsler—Otsukischen Räume
Ein «-dimensionaler Finsler—Otsukischer F— 0„-Raum ist eine Mannigfaltig­
keit der Linienelemente (x‘, x‘) in der eine Metrik durch eine in x‘ von erster Dimen­
sion homogene metrische Grundfunktion F(x, x) festgelegt ist, bzw. der metrische 
Grundtensor die Form
gik(x, x) := y  didkF2(x, x), bi := - ~
hat. Dabei ist also F(x, x) die erste Grundgröße des F—O„-Raumes, für die die 
gewöhnlichen Regularitätsbedingungen (vgl. [8], I) bestehen sollen.
Die Übertragung der Tensoren ist durch zwei verschiedene Übertragungspara­
meter 'T j\  und " r/k bestimmt, wo die T / t bei den kontra- bzw. die 'T /k bei den 
kovarianten Indizes verwendet werden. Diese Theorie ist ausführlich in der Arbeit
[5] in § 2 begründet, hier wollen wir nur einige wichtige und im späteren benützende 
Formeln angeben.
Das invariante Differential eines Tensorfeldes Tbac(x,x) ist durch die Formeln 
DTb“c = dTbac +  (A A  Thsc -  A Tsac -  A c\  Tb°s) ajk(d) +
(2.1)
\ r  a  T 1 s  " r  s T  a  " r s n r a \ , ] ~ J i  
1 s  k 1  b  c ~  1 b  k1 s  c ~  1 c  k * b  s )  c l x
festgelegt, wo
(2-2) As\  := ~  Fgir i)rb j)k F2 =  ±  gßgrsljk, („* := Fdk)
den Torsionstensor des Raumes bedeutet, ferner
tök(d) := Dlk =  dlk+ T 0k, dx?
ist und die Übertragungsparameter in der Arbeit [5] § 2 durch eine längere Rechnung 
bestimmt sind. Schreiben wir (2.1) in der Form (vgl. [5], (2.11)—(2.13)):
(2.3) DTb°c =  V* Tb\  cök(d) + VkT„°cd A
* o
so sind VÄ und V,. eben die fundamentalen kovarianten Ableitungen des Raumes. 
In expliziter Form benötigen wir im folgenden nur die kovariante Ableitung
(2.4) V i r  a  . __ a  n r  a __t  a  p  s  i '  p  a  n r  s  " p  s  t  a  " rk * b  c  • v k *  b c  b  c \ \ s  * Q k *  *  s  k *  b c  * b k *  s  c  * c J ’ ab s  *
Wir bemerken hier, daß in der kovarianten Ableitung Vk bei dem Glied Tbacys immer 
die Größe 'T0sk vorkommt, während in der, im späteren benützenden kovarianten 
Ableitung "Vfc, überall nur "F/k vorhanden sein kann. Die kovariante Ableitung 
* .Vfe stimmt mit der in der Cartanschen Theorie vorkommenden zweiten kovarianten 
Ableitung_überein. (Vgl. [8] IV. (1.20), bzw. [5], (2.12)).
Die Übertragungsparameter T / fc und 'T /k sind durch die in den F—0„- 
Räumen immer vorausgesetzte Relation:
(2.5) dk p ;  - P ß s T 0sk -  T j \  p j + " r j k P f  =  0
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miteinander verbunden, wo Pf(x, x) neben der Grundfunktion F(x, x) die zweite 
Grundgröße des F—O„-Raumes ist. Es soll immer Det (P/ ) ^ 0 sein, wodurch die 
Existenz des inversen Tensors: Q / gesichert ist.
Für die Bestimmung der beiden Übertragungsparameter hat man noch außer
(2.5) die Relation
(2.6) v , giJ =  dk glJ-2 A ijs'r 0\  -  'T iJk -  "r jik =  0,
woraus mit (2.5) zusammen, die in ( j, k) symmetrischen " r/k und die ' f / k be­
stimmt werden können (vgl. [5], §2; insbesondere (2.14) und die nachfolgenden 
Zeilen).
Wir bemerken noch, daß alle Größen der F—O,,-Räume — außer der Grand­
iunk tion F(x, x) — in den xl homogen von nullter Dimension sind und nach (2.2) 
auch A0ik = Aink = Ajk0 — 0 ist.
§ 3. Gleichung der autoparallelen Abweichung
Die autoparallelen Kurven sind die Lösungskurven des Differentialgleichungs­
systems
(3.1)
D dxl _  d2xl ■ ( dx ) dxJ dxk
7h  í r  =  ! w +  1 j k {x , ~ d s ) i r ~ d r  ~ 0,
wo die Kurve die Gesamtheit (x'(s), P(s)) der tangenten Linienelemente ist, d. h. 
es gilt jetzt und im folgenden immer I‘(s)=dxi/ds. Der Parameter „s“ in (3.1) 
bedeutet entweder die Bogenlänge, oder aber einen affinen Parameter bezüglich der 
affinen Übertragung T / t (vgl. [9], § 2). Die zur autoparallelen Kurve (3.1) unendlich 
benachbarte autoparallele Kurve, die von einem Punkt O von (3.1) ausgeht, habe 
die charakteristische Gleichung:
D # '  _  d2i/ö ,. ( # i  dij/j d\j>
da da da2 J * V ’ da) da da
wo a die Bogenlänge, oder möglicherweise den affinen Parameter der durch (3.2) 
bestimmten Kurve bedeutet. Da die beiden durch (3.1) und (3.2) bestimmten Kurven 
unendlich benachbarte Kurven sein sollen, gilt:
(3.3a) xl/\o) =  xi(s)+?(s),
(3.3b) der
i i  = 1 + t ( s ) '
wo c‘( ü  einen infinitesimalen Vektor bzw. e(j) einen infinitesimalen Skalar bedeutet. 
Für eine eingehendere Begründung vgl. [3] und [7],
Mit derselben Methode, die in [3] verwendet wurde und die auf Grund von (3.3a) 
und (3.3b) in der Vernachlässigung der Glieder höherer Größenordnung in £‘(s)
und e(s) in der Gleichung (3.2) besteht, ferner wenn bzw. ^ ^ds ds immer durch
ds
D j‘
ds - T / 0£J bzw.
d D?
ds ds
D , n l  D V
ds2 1 0 ds
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ersetzt wird, so erhält man als die der Gleichung (3.7) von [3] entsprechende 
Gleichung der autoparallelen Abweichung im F— On-Raum:
(3-4) \D *?  
ds2
dX‘ d£ +  f*j (x, x) — h R‘j (x, x) i j  =  0,
ds  d s  1 ' ’ ds  
wo, unter Verwendung der Schoutenschen Symbolik:
(3.5) P ff ix ,  x )  :=  2T [0 + T r\ ,j Vlk
(3.6) Á‘j(x, x) 'R jv j+ 2 T A «,F lkT l0’n + 2 ( 'V0T [r‘,i) l'
und ' R j bj  den durch T / k bestimmten Hauptkrümmungstensor, d. h.
(3.7) 'R jbJ := d jT jb - d „ T jj  - T j bn,T J j+ T J j„t + T A T tl} - T J jT t‘b
bedeutet.
Die bisherigen Resultate fassen wir im folgenden Satz zusammen.
Satz 1. Die allgemeinste Form der autoparalléién Abweichung in den Finsler— 
Otsukischen Räumen bezüglich der durch (3.1) charakterisierten autoparallelen Kurven
D?ist durch (3.4) angegeben, wo die Koeffizienten von und ?  durch (3 5) und
(3.6) angegeben sind.
§4. Der Typ T 0'*= ”r f k +  l lqk
In dem Aufsatz [5] im Satz 1 haben wir eine Übertragung der F—On-Räume 
bestimmt, die mit der Cartanschen Übertragung der Finsler-Räume in einem sehr 
engen Zusammenhang war. Jetzt wollen wir in diesem Paragraphen den im Auf­
satz [5] im Satz 1 entwickelten Typ verallgemeinern und von einer anderen Seite 
ausgehend charakterisieren. Es besteht der
Satz 2. Besteht die Relation
(4.1) T 0\  = "r0‘k+ l‘qk,
wo qk einen kovarianten Vektor bedeutet, so ist "F/k mit dem Cartanschen Über­
tragungsparameter r * \  identisch und es gelten die Relationen
(4.2a) T / k =  "r/k+ Q j "Vk P / \
(4.2b) 'V fc/V  =  Pffih,
wo "V/c die allein mit "F >k gebildete kovariante Ableitung — im Fall 'T =  F* die 
Cartansche kovariante Ableitung — bezeichnet. (Den Fall qk =  0 siehe in [5], (2.21).)
B e w e is . Die erste Hälfte des Satzes ist fast trivial, da wenn 'r 0‘k aus (4.1) in 
die Relation (2.6) substituiert wird, so entsteht für "F/k eben jenes Gleichungs­
system, die zur Bestimmung der in (j, k) symmetrischen Übertragungsparameter 
r* ‘k dient (vgl. [8], Kap. III. (1.23)).
Betreffs der Relation (4.2a) des Satzes setzen wir in die in den F—On -Räumen 
fundamentale Gleichung (2.5) statt T 0*t die entsprechende Form von (4.1) ein,
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womit in Hinsicht auf die Homogenität von nullter Dimension von P /(x , x) in den 
x‘ die Relation
(4.3) dkp j  -  P ji. "r0\  -  t j \  P j + " r jk p;  =  o
entsteht. Addieren und subtrahieren wir zur linken Seite 'T fk Pj, dann erhalten 
wir nach einer Kontraktion mit dem Tensor Q f, nach einigen Indexvertauschungen 
und auf Grund von QimP j—ösm eben (4.2a).
Endlich überschieben wir noch (4.3) mit lJ, so wird nach (4.1)
fh Po1 -  PJdkp -PoU "rosk+ Pj HsT0\  -
(4.3*)
- C r 0sk+Pqk)P j+ " r ,ikPos =  o
entstehen. Wir berechnen nun dkIs und l{s. Unter Beachtung von (2.6) und (2.2) 
werden:
(4.4) dkp  =  dk(gab*a*b) - 1/i*° =  -  "r00kis, Hs = SsJ- i Jh 
gelten, wodurch (4.3*) in
(4-5) r)k P -  Pol"Po, + "Ps\ Pos =  Po Qk
übergeht und das stimmt mit (4.2b) überein.
Dieser Satz, die für die Bestimmung der Übertragungsparameter bzw. der Ten­
soren (3.5) und (3.6) eine sehr wichtige Rolle spielt, kann nicht vollständig umge­
kehrt werden. Es gilt aber der
Sa t z  3. Besteht die Relation (4.2b), w o qk einen kovarianten Vektor bezeichnet, 
ist ferner
(4.6) /V ß V  =  lJ
wo Q*iJ den inversen Tensor von (Ps' + lhPhls) bedeutet (vgl. [5], (2.17)), so besteht 
auch (4.1).
B ew eis. Überschieben wir (2.5) mit lJ, beachten wir dann die beiden Identitäten 
von (4.4) und subtrahieren wir die erhaltene Relation aus (4.2b) bzw. aus der mit 
(4.2b) übereinstimmenden Gleichung (4.5), so wird
(Po'ls + PoisKW k-'To'k) =  Po'?*-
Beachten wir jetzt, daß Pois=lbPbis+ Ej7js ist, so wird nach der zweiten Formeln 
von (4.4):
(P j+ ibpbis)(T 0\ - " r 0sk) -
woraus nach einer Kontraktion mit Q*) und in Hinsicht auf die Bedingung (4.6) 
unmittelbar (4.1) entsteht, w. z. b. w.
B e m e r k u n g . Offenbar bleibt der Satz im wesentlichen gültig, falls statt (4.6) 
die Relation:
/VßV = l  =  ^ (*, x), ü = Skalar)
besteht, nur qk verändert sich mit dem skalaren Faktor X.
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Teil II
§ 5. Der Typ P0'=Xll der F—On-Räume
Im  Aufsatz [5] haben wir den Fall P f—1‘ ausführlich untersucht, jetzt wollen 
wir den Typ Pf=X(x,x)l‘ eingehend untersuchen. Es wird sich zeigen, daß jetzt 
eben die Relation (4.1) mit qk=X\kX~l entsteht, wo „|fc“ die Cartansche kovari­
ante Ableitung bezeichnet.
Bemerkung. Aus dem Satz 2 folgt, daß die Cartansche kovariante Ableitung, 
falls (4.1) besteht, mit "Vk übereinstimmt.
Es zeigt sich in den folgenden Untersuchungen, daß die Type der F—On -Räume, 
in denen (4.1) gültig ist, z. B. durch die ziemlich einfache Bedingung Pf=Xl‘ reali­
sierbar sind. Es gilt der
Satz 4. Ist in einem F -O n-Raum P0l= kl1, wo X—X{x,x) einen Skalar 
bedeutet, der in den x‘ homogen von nullter Dimension ist, so ist (4.1) gültig, genauer, 
es ist
(5.1) r 0\  =  "r0\+ iJ " vk\nX,
wo in diesem Fall "Vk die Cartansche kovariante Ableitung bestimmt; nT /k sind 
die Cartanschen Übertragungsparameter, ferner es gilt2
(5.2) "vkp f  =  r y kL 
Beweis. Die Formel
(5.3) t «a  (P j+ ibp„i) = I»dk P f + 'T A  Pf
ist in allen F—On -Räumen gültig, da die Formel (5.3) eine unmittelbare Folgerung 
von (2.5) ist (vgl. [5], (2.16)). Ist nun Pf = ?f, so ist
lbPbU =  P o l - P f l l  = P ois-PbiW - i bQ,
d. h. es wird in diesem Fall
(5.4) P j + lbPbls =  Xösi+Xtlsli.
D urch eine unmittelbare Rechnung kann gezeigt werden, daß der inverse Tensor 
von (5.4), d. h. QV in diesem Fall die Form :
(5.5) ß V  =  X -'S f-X -U  ttV 
hat.
W ir umformen noch die rechte Seite von (5.3). Es w ird:
lbdkPf =  ■ j# d kPbi = y d kP fxb =  ~ <)k{FPf) = y d kkx\
d. h. es ist
(5.6) lbdkPf = (f)kX)l‘.
Unser Satz 4 ist also die unmittelbare Verallgemeinerung des Satzes 1 von [5].
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Setzt man jetzt die entsprechenden Größen von (5.4) und (5.6) in (5.3) ein, so wird 
nach einer Kontraktion mit Q * 1 wegen
7V* =  (d/t ln A) V+ 'T0Jk — /■* (ln A)„ j "r 
und das ist eben die Formel (5.1).
Da (5.1) dieselbe Form wie (4.1) hat, wird nach dem Satz 2 T { k mit den 
Cartanschen Übertragungsparametern übereinstimmen3, ferner es folgt noch nach 
(4.2b) wegen "V*/* =  /*!* =  () die Formel (5.2), womit der Satz 4 vollständig bewiesen 
ist.
§ 6. Der Typ P0‘=ju/i* der F—0 2-Räume
In diesem Paragraphen wollen wir den Typ Pa‘=ph‘ der 2-dimensionalen 
F—On-Räume untersuchen, wo p(x,x) einen Skalar bedeutet, der in x‘ homogen 
von nullter Dimension ist; ti bedeutet der Berwaldsche — auf /' orthogonale — 
Einheitsvektor:
( 0 g1/2\
(6.1) h‘ =  - e ‘Jlj, E° := | _ g- i / 2  o J  g ;=  DeUgi*)
(vgl. [1], (4.1)—(4.5)). Dieser Typ realisiert auch (4.1) — wie das gezeigt wird — zwar 
nur im 2-dimensionalen Fall. Es besteht der
Satz 5. Ist in einem F -O n-Raum P0‘ =  fiti, wo n(x,x) einen in x‘ von 
nullter Dimension homogenen Skalar bezeichnet, so besteht die Relation (4.1), genauer, 
es ist
(6 .2) ,r 0lk =  "r0ik+ l i 'Vk ln /1.
Es besteht auch die Formel
(6.2a) =
und die Ubertragungsparameter "T/k sind mit den Cartanschen F*lk Übertragungs­
parametern identisch.
Beweis. Wir beginnen den Beweis mit der Berechnung der entsprechenden 
Form der Gleichung (5.3). Die Gleichung (5.3) ist selbstverständlich in allen F -O n- 
Räumen gültig. Nach P0l= phl wird:
ibpbU =  P o i - ( s ,b- i bis)p bi
d. h.
P j+P Pt  u =  Pi*ht+ PK ,+ph‘l,.
Im 2-dimensionalen Finslerraum ist nun (vgl. [1], (6.2)—(6.4), bzw. [6], (1.13)):
=  =  - ( l ‘ +  ]fAhi)hs,
wo der Index 9 die Operation: /i9:= /ii|*/i't bedeutet und nach (2.2) A:—A'Al *26
* Vgl. [8], Kap. IU. (1.23).
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mit A, :=A,kk ist. Somit wird
(6.3) p ; + p P b [ . hi - l‘h] -
A uf G rund einer unmittelbaren Rechnung kann gezeigt werden, daß der inverse 
Tensor von (6.3)
(6 4) ß V  -  f i '1 { / 'h, +  [ ( ^  - Y ä ) p -  h'\ Z,]
ist, nur müssen wir die Identität P/s +  h'/is=<5s' beachten.
W ir berechnen jetzt die rechte Seite von (5.3). Es ist nach (4.4)
lbdkIV =  dk(ßhi) - P bidklb =  ( d ^ h '+ M h '+ M 'T o o * .
Nach der Formel (1.15) von [6] ist
<hti =  - { f Ä h ,  T A  h*+ T h*+ "r0\  h, 1‘),
was man übrigens aus (6.1) berechnen kann, wenn man die entsprechenden Formeln 
von [1] § 4, und für dkgtJ unsere Formel (2.6) verwendet. Nach unseren letzten beiden 
Formeln wird somit die rechte Seite von (5.3)
(6.5) lbdkPtl+  "rs‘kP0° =  p(dkl n p -  jA  hsT 0*t + 'T 00k) h‘- p h s"T0\  1‘.
Substituieren wir jetzt (6.3) und (6.5) in die Formel (5.3), so wird nach einer Kon­
traktion mit dem in (6.4) angegebenen Tensor 0*1:
T 0\  =  P {r\ ln p -  (ln p) „r h'hs "T0*k -  \'J.h, (T 0\  -  'T0S*)} +  T 0% (P ls +  V hs).
Beachten wir jetzt zweimal die schon verwandte Identität h'/s =  (5s' — P/s und die 
Homogenität von nullter Dimension in x‘ von p, d. h. /i||O =  0, so wird
To'* =  "r0\  -  fÄ h s(T 0\  -  "r0\ )  V+ V "V* ln p,
was offensichtlich in der Form
( T „ s* -  "r0\) (s;+ y j  hs p ) =  p  "vk in  p
geschrieben werden kann. Nach einer Kontraktion von beiden Seiten mit(<5(f—J/ A h,l‘) 
bekommt man die Formel (6.2).
D a (6.2) die Form von (4.1) hat und jetzt qk="Vk\n p ist, kann der Satz 2 
verwendet werden. Beachten wir die Formel Pd—ph', so gibt (4.2b) wegen der 
Form  von qk unmittelbar (6.2a). Aus dem Satz 2 folgt noch, daß auch jetzt " r /k 
bzw. "V* die Cartansche Übertragungsparameter bzw. die Cartansche kovariante 
Ableitung bestimmen.
D er Satz 5 drückt aus, daß der durch P0‘=p(x, x) h‘ gekennzeichnete Typ der 
F—O„-Räume zu dem Typ Pq =X(x, x)l‘ ähnlich ist, nur "VkPüi is nach (5.2) und 
(6.2a) in den beiden Typen voneinander verschieden.
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§ 7. Sätze über die Gleichung der autoparallelen Abweichung
Die im vorigen betrachteten Type waren alle dadurch charakterisiert, daß 
der Zusammenhang von 'r0‘k und "r0‘k durch eine Relation von der Form (4.1) 
bestimmt war (vgl. (4.1), (5.1) und (6.2)). Nach Satz 2 ist in diesen Räumen " r/k=  
= / ’***, wo die r*‘k die Cartanschen Übertragungsparameter bedeuten.
Setzen wir nun
(7.1) T Jtk =  r*J\+Aj>k,
so werden im allgemeinen die Tensoren (3.5) und (3.6) auch ein tensorielles von 
A j\ abhängiges Glied enthalten, welches die Abweichung von der Cartanschen 
Theorie bestimmt. Wegen der Symmetrie von r* ‘k in (j, k) ist offensichtlich 'fY /H=  
=  V w ,  un<J nach (3.7)
(7.2) 'R jbJ =  KaibJ+<Pjbj,
wo K jbj den aus r a*‘b gebildeten Hauptkrümmungstensor des Raumes (vgl. [8], Kap.
IV. (1.7)) bzw. <Pjbj den Tensor
(7.3) := A jbiJ- ( r a*ibp + A jbll,)A0tj +AJbAtij-[j\b ]
bedeutet. Dabei ist „ | / ‘ wieder die mit r * ‘b gebildete, d.h. die Cartansche kovariante 
Ableitung und [yjfc] bedeutet den ganzen vorigen Ausdruck mit vertauschten Indizes 
j ,  b. Offenbar kommen in den im vorigen untersuchten Typen, d.h. in §§ 4—6 direkt 
diese Tensoren vor.
Nach (3.5) und (7.1) ist nun
(7.4) f ‘j =  Aa'b^ j la lb +  A0lj — A /0, 
da (vgl. z. B. [2], (44)):
(7.5) r a*‘bHJi‘ =  A /bl0, r * lw iaib =  0.
Unter Beachtung der zweiten Relation von (4.4) wird aus (7.4)
(7-6) f ‘j =  Aqqhj—2Aj0+2A0l0lj.
Wir bestimmen jetzt É'j aus (3.6) in Hinsicht auf (7.2) und (7.3). Unter Beach­
tung der Relationen (7.5) w ird:
&*] — KqojA- A0‘0\j — Ad'jioA- Aj'tAooA- Ar'ji\tlr A0*0—
— Ar‘k^ ,lr lk A /0 + A0'o A ‘j - A 0‘jA t‘0 +  2'V0A[0‘n -  2A[r'n 'V0
Nun ist wegen f | t= 0  nach (7.1)
V 0lr =  /M 000,
somit wird
— AJj\n + A Aq jpA0‘0 —
(7-7)
— Ao‘o||t Af0 — Aoj A,‘o +  2A (0‘r) A} 0 — 2A0'0 Aj0o +  2 V0 A [0 yj + A /0A 000.
Für die autoparallele Abweichung (3.4) gelten auf Grund von (7.6) und (7.7) 
die folgenden Sätze:
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S a t z  6 . In einem durch P0‘=Xl‘, X\k—0 charakterisierten F—0„-Raum be­
stehen für die Tensoren (7.6) und (7.7) der autoparallelen Abweichung:
(7.8a) P'j =
(7.8b) f tj  =  K 0i0J- Q irl0P ' Jl0- ' V 0( Q ts P sm ),
wenn das Symbol „ |t“ die Cartansche kovariante Ableitung bedeutet. Ist P fo  —0, 
so stimmt die Gleichung (3.4) der autoparallelen Abweichung mit der der Finslerräume 
überein.
S a t z  7. In einem durch P0'=ph\ P\k=Q charakterisierten F - 0 2-Raum be­
stehen für die Tensoren (7.6) und (7.7) der autoparallelen Abweichung wieder die Rela­
tionen (7.8a) und (7.8b) und bezüglich der Relation P f u =  0 verhalten sich diese 
Räume zu denen, die im vorigen Satz gekennzeichnet wurden, vollständig analog.
Beweis der Sätze 6 u n d  7. Nach den Sätzen 4 und 5 ist ”r / k= r  *rk, 
d. h. die " rfk bestimmen die Cartanschen Übertragungsparameter. In beiden Sätzen 
hat ' r 0‘k die Form (4.1), wie das nach den Sätzen 4 und 5 unmittelbar verifiziert 
werden kann. Es kann somit auf 'r0‘k der allgemeine Satz 2 verwendet werden; 
' r / k hat also die Form (4.2a), wo "Vk in die Cartansche, d. h. mit T *'k gebildete 
kovariante Ableitung: „ It“ übergehen wird. Es ist also
' r / k =  r j*ik+ Q miPmj\k
Vergleichen wir das mit (7.1), so sieht man, daß in (7.1)
(7.9) A}\  = QimPmj \k
besteht, und wegen lj\k~0, hJlk= 0  (vgl. [1], (2.13) (c) und (4.5)), wird:
(7.9a) A0‘k =  Q’m lmXlk bzw. A0\  =  Q‘mhmglk.
Wegen unserer Annahmen über l lk bzw. P\k folgt somit nach (7.6) und (7.9a), daß 
die Formel (7.8a) in beiden Sätzen gültig ist, da nach (7.9a) /V*=0 bestehen muß. 
Auf Grund der Relation (7.9) bekommt man aus (7.7):
R‘j =  K ^ j +  A f A / o - ' V ^ f ,  =  K f j  +  Ö‘m P'foQ f Prj\n -  W0 (Q‘m Pmm ).
W ir müssen noch nur Q j  P f 5tl beachten, dann bekommt man unmittelbar 
aus der letzten Gleichung (7.8b), da die Leibnizsche Regel auf die Cartansche ko­
variante Ableitung gültig ist.
Ist noch P f  o=0, so folgt nach (7.8a) und (7.8b) unmittelbar f  k =  0, R‘j =  K0‘0J; 
die Gleichung der autoparallelen Abweichung, d. h. die Gleichung (3.4) geht also 
in die entsprechende Formel der Finslerräume über, womit die Sätze 6 und 7 
vollständig bewiesen sind.
W ir bemerken noch, daß wegen PfQn'—ö/ in (7.9a) Q,Jlm= -fo 1/‘ bzw. Qmlhm=  
= p ~ 1l‘ ist, wie das leicht bestätigt werden kann. Aus (7.9) folgt also auch (5.1) 
bzw. (6.2).
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§ 8. Schlußbem erkungen
Die Sätze 6 und 7 behandeln zwei Räume, die einen sehr ähnlichen Charakter 
haben. Doch ist zwischen diese Type der F—On -Räume einen wesentlichen Unter­
schied, denn der Vektor / ' ist auch in den «-dimensionalen Räumen definiert, während 
der Berwaldsche Vektor /i‘ nur in den zweidimensionalen Raum eingeführt wurde. 
Man könnte aber durch die Formel
t i  =  (A ,A T ^ - A *
den Vektor h' auch in den «-dimensionalen Räumen («>2) definieren, doch würden 
dann mehrere günstige Eigenschaften von h‘ verloren gehen. Z. B. im «-dimensionalen 
Fall («=-2) werden die Relationen
P\\s = / 's  K , h Ü s =  -  h‘) hs, h\k = 0
im allgemeinen nicht bestehen, zwar der Satz 1 der autoparallelen Abweichung 
und auch die Sätze 2—4, die sich auf einzelne Type der F ~ 0„-Räume beziehen, 
auch im «-dimensionalen Fall gültig sind.
Der Satz 5 wird aber im «-dimensionalen Fall — vermutlich — eine wesentlich 
andere Form haben.
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SEPARABILITY IN THE UNIFORM TOPOLOGY
LIAQAT ALI KHAN
Let A be a non-empty completely regular Hausdorff space, E a Hausdorff 
topological vector space (TVS), and Cb(X,E) the vector space of all continuous 
bounded i?-valued functions on X. Let C0(X, E) denote the subspace of Cb(X, E) 
consisting of those functions which vanish at infinity. When E is the real field, these 
spaces are denoted by Cb(X) and C0(X). We shall denote by Cb(X)®E  the vector 
subspace spanned by the set of all functions of the form g®a, where g£Cb(X), 
a£E, and (g®a)(x)—g(x)a (x£X). The uniform topology °U on Cb(X ,E ) is the 
linear topology which has a base of neighbourhoods of 0 consisting of all sets of the 
form {fdCb(X, E): / (Y )g  W }, where IF is a neighbourhood of 0 in E. Note that, 
on Cb(X ),^  is the norm topology given by | | / | |= s u p  {|/(x)|:;c€A r}.
The following fundamental results were obtained by M. and S. Krein (see [4]) 
and Semadeni and Zbijewski [1], In ([3], Theorems 2.3 and 2.4), Summers has given 
their alternate proofs.
T heorem  1. (Cb(X), || . ||) is separable iff X is a compact metric space.
T heorem  2. I f  X is locally compact, then (C0(Y), | | . ||) is separable iff X is 
a a-compact metric space.
The purpose of this note is to extend these characterizations of separability to 
the case of vector-valued functions. In the sequel, E will denote a real Hausdorff 
TVS with non-trivial dual E'.
T heorem  3. (Cb(X)®E, °Tl) is separable iff X is a compact metric space and 
E is separable.
P r o o f . Suppose (Cb(X)®E, °ll) is separable. Let <p£E' with cp ^ 0 . Define 
T? : (Cb(X)®E, W)-~(Cb(X), || . II) by Tv (f)=< pof (f£Cb(X)®E). We show 
that Tv is continuous and onto. Let G= {g£Cb(X): ||g ||S i}  be a neighbourhood 
of 0 in (Cb(X), || • II). By continuity of cp, there exists a balanced neighbourhood 
IF of 0 in £  such that |<p(a)|=sl for all a£W. Let F ={f£C b(X)®E: f (X )^ W ).  
Then TV(F)QG and so Tv is continuous. Let g£Cb(X). Choose c£E with cp(c)—
= r^ 0 . Then g ® y  c£Cb(X)®E  and Tv \g® yc^ = g . Thus (Cfc(Y), || • ||) is
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 46E10; Secondary 46E40.
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separable and so, by Theorem 1, X is a compact metric space. Now, for any fixed 
z£X, define S .: (Cb(X)®E, %)-+E by S ,( f )= f ( z ) .  Then S. is also continuous 
and onto; consequently, E  is separable.
Conversely, suppose X  is a compact metric space and E is a separable TVS. 
By Theorem 1, (Cb(X), || • ||) is separable. Let A = {g p} and B={bq) be countable 
dense subsets of (Cb(X), || • ||) and E, respectively. Let H  be the countable subspace 
generated by {gp®bq:p, q = l ,  2 ,...}  over rationals. We show that H  is ^-dense
in Cb(X)®E. Let f — 2 f ® at (f€ C b(X), afiE) be in Cb(X)®E and U a
i= 1
neighbourhood of 0 in E. There exists a balanced neighbourhood V of 0 with V+  
+  V+ ... -FF(2n-terms)§ U. Choose A s l  such that each af/.V. Let p =  
=  max {||_/J||: l ^ f ^ n } .  For each i— 1, . . . ,n,  we can choose gpfiA  and bqfiB  
such that
1 Sp‘ ^  A ( / i + l )  and bqt~ a, €  A (/i +  1) V
n
Let g = 2  Sp,®bqi. Then g£H  and, for any x£X,
/ = 1
g(x )-f(x )  =  2  gpi(x)(bq. - a i) +  2  (gPi( x ) - f ( x))ai€
i= 1 »=1
€ A(/r +  1) M  gpi(X )V + A  i? !  ( gp‘ V  =
( V + v  (n-terms)) +
1
( ß +  1)
(F +  ... +  F(«-terms))£ U.
Hence (Cb(X)&E, %) is separable. This completes the proof.
Next, using Theorem 2 instead of Theorem 1, we can similarly prove
Theorem 4. Let X  be locally compact. Then (C0(X)<g>E,<%) is separable 
iff X is a o-compact metric space and E is separable.
Corollary 5. Suppose that either X has finite covering dimension or E is 
locally convex, or E has the approximation property. Then
(i) (Cb (X, E), dl ) is separable iff X is a compact metric space and E is separable.
(ii) If X is locally compact, (C0(X, E),<%) is separable iff X is a o-compact 
metric space and E is separable.
Proof. By [2], each of the above restrictions on I  or £  implies that, in case 
(i), Ch(X)®E is 'é-dense in Cb(X, E) and that, in case (ii), Cb{X)®E is -dense 
in Cn(X, E). The result now follows by applying Theorems 3 and 4.
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PUTTING CONVERGENT SEQUENCES INTO 
MEASURABLE SETS
S. J. EIGEN
Let jct =-x2 > ... =*a„ be a finite sequence of positive numbers. It is well-known 
that every measurable subset of the unit interval with positive measure contains a 
finite sequence similar (i.e. a linear contraction) to the given sequence. This is easily 
proved using the Lebesgue Density Theorem. P. Erdős [2] raised the question as to 
what happens if we replace the finite sequence by an infinite sequence which decreases 
to 0. This is part of an older, and more challenging problem of P. Erdős [3]: given 
any sequence of positive numbers converging to 0, there is a set of positive measure 
not containing a sequence similar to the first. In this note, we will show that if the 
sequence “converges slowly enough” then there exists a set of positive measure which 
contains no similar sequence. This extends, in part, a result of P. Komjäth [4]: given 
e > 0  there is a set H  of measure 1 —e and there is a sequence x„ converging to 0 such 
that for each t in [0, 1] and every a^O  we have that t + ax„ is not in H  for infinitely 
many n. P. Komjáth begins with a set K of a certain form, and then constructs the 
sequence xn. The sequence thus constructed is easily seen to converge slowly enough. 
In this paper, we begin with any sequence which converges slowly enough, and then 
construct the set H. Our proof thus works for a larger family of sequences, but we 
have only that t+ax„ misses H  for some n, not necessarily for infinitely many.
Let xn be a sequence of positive numbers decreasing to 0. We assume the sequence 
“converges slowly enough” — by which we mean that the ratios
r„ = x„x„-x„
satisfy limr„ = °°. The sequence l/n is an example of a sequence which converges 
slowly enough. A sequence y„ is similar to the sequence x„ if there exist numbers 
a, b, a ^ 0  such that axn+ b—y„ for all n. Observe that the “tail” y„+x—limy; 
to “ gap” y„—yn-i  ratio is rn. We will call the absolute value |a| the “sizing factor”.
L e m m a . Let AT=-1 and M  ~~ I be integers. Then there exists a subset A o f the 
unit interval with measure 1 — 1/N, and the only sequences in A similar to the sequence 
x„ have a sizing factor less than MM.
P r o o f . Choose nx so that for all n ^ n x we have rn=»N. Choose K so that
)/M. Partition the unit interval into the K pieces ) 0^i< K .K l K K /
Remove from each the smaller piece ° f  s'ze 1/KN. The
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 28A05; Secondary 54G20, 51M25. 
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remaining set will be our set A. Since we removed K  sets of size l/KN, the 
set A  has measure 1 — l/N. In order to see that A has the second property, observe 
that A  consists of K  intervals separated by gaps, and the ratio of the interval size 
to the gap size is N — 1. Suppose y„ is a sequence similar to x„ and contained in A. 
If the sequence is wholly contained in a single interval of A, then by the choice of K 
its sizing factor must be less than MM. On the other hand, ifit is not wholly con­
tained in a single interval then its tail must still be contained in a single interval piece. 
Thus there must be an L  such that y„, for n>L , are all in the same interval, and 
y L is in a different interval. So, the distance between y L and yL+l is greater than the 
gap size. Thus the interval length must be greater than
yL+i Um y„ = (yL - y L+i)rn.
If L ^ n t , then the gap-interval ratio is too large and the tail cannot fit into a single 
interval. Hence L<n1. This means the tail, which must fit into one of the intervals, 
starts a t nx or sooner. By the choice of K this makes the sizing factor less than 1/M.
The existence of the set E  postulated in the beginning follows easily from the 
lemma.
I would like to thank P. Komjäth for bringing to my attention the references 
below.
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ON APPROXIMATION OF SOLUTIONS OF EXTERIOR 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
L. SIMON
In [ 1] and [2] it has been proved that the solution to Dirichlet problem in the 
exterior of a bounded domain D for the equation
(A+k'-)u = f
with homogeneous boundary condition can be obtained as the limit (as AT— oo ) of 
the solutions of problems in R3 for the equations
where
(A+k2- V ) u  = f,
V = 'N  in D,0 in R3\D .
A similar theorem has been proved in [3] for the same equation in the case of Neu­
mann problem.
The aim of this paper is to establish analogous results for 2m order linear ellip­
tic equations (with smooth coefficients which are constant out of a bounded set) 
with general boundary conditions.
§ 1. Preliminaries
For any domain Gaa  R” and any nonnegative integer k  denote by Hk (G0) 
the Sobolev space of (complex valued) functions /  whose distributional derivatives 
of order ^ k belong to L2(G0). The norm in H k(G0) is defined by
( () 3 \ °—i-^— , ..., — j- r— and a= (al5 ..., a„) is a multiindex. The definition(/X± uXn )
of HS(G0) for any real s can be found in [4], By Hkoc (G„) will be denoted the set of 
functions /  such that (pf£Hk(G0) for any (pdC^ (Gn), i.e. for any infinitely differ­
entiable function tp with compact support, contained in G0.
Further by Q will be denoted an unbounded domain in R" with bounded smooth 
boundary dQ. Suppose that BRoZ)G where BRt)= {xdR": |x|<-R0} and G —R "\ß .
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 35J40.
Key words and phrases. Exterior boundary value problems for elliptic equations o f higher 
order, interface problems.
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Denote by Hkoc(Q) the set of functions/with the following property: f£ H k(QC)BR) 
for any R> R0. For any rs O  we shall use the usual notation H s(dQ) of the Sobo­
lev space of functions defined on dQ (see e.g. [4]).
Let H k (R", dQ) be the direct sum of Hk(Q) and H k(W \Q ), i.e. the closure in 
II • IIhxck") ofthe linear space o f functions which are infinitely differentiable in Q 
and in R " \ß . (See [5].) Finally, denote by Hkoc{R", dQ) the set of functions /  with 
the property: (pfdHkÍR",dQ) for any cp^C^(R").
Consider an elliptic differential operator A of order 2m defined by the formula
(1.1) A u =  2  D*(aXßDßu)
where aaß are infinitely differentiable (complex valued) functions in R" such that for 
|x] axfi (x) are constants: aafi (x) = a%ß (a^R 0). Thus A is uniformly elliptic in R”. 
Let
(1 .2)?  P ( 0  =  2  a°«ß¥+ß, É€R",
\a \,\ß \Sm
then P(D) is a differential operator with constant coefficients which is equal to A 
out o f B a .
Suppose that P satisfies the assumptions of [8], i.e.
I. S=  {CtR": P(£)=0} is an (n — l)-dimensional manifold, 
grad P (0  AO for g£S  and
in every point of S' the complete deviation is not 0.
Assumptions I imply that «S consists of a finite number of smooth closed 
convex (n—l)-dimensional manifolds Kx, ...,Kr (see [8]). Define a direction of the 
normal v on each Kj. For a given unit vector ca denote by (Xj (o>) the (unique) point of 
Kj in which the normal v is parallel to co and it has the same direction as co. Further 
define Hj(co) by the scalar product (0^(0), co). Denote by W  the set of functions u 
of the form
(1.3)
where Uj satisfy the inequalities
u = 2  Uj 
j=i
(1.4) \Uj{x) \  < c|x|(1- ”>'2, <)llj(x)dr + iHj(co)uj(x) C\X
- n / 2
for sufficiently large r=\x\; co=— .
r
In [8] it is proved that for any /€Z,“(R") (i.e. for /€  L2(R") suchthat f(x )  = 0 
a.e. if  |x:|>a) the equation
(1.5) P (D) u — f
has a unique solution u in Hf™ (R”) H W and u = f* E  where I? is a fundamental 
solution of P(D), belonging to W.
Let Bj be differential operators on dQ of order 1 with infinitely differ­
entiable coefficients ( j— 1, ..., m). Consider the exterior boundary value problem
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for udHföCQ)
(1.6) Au — f  in Q,
(1.7) BjuUn = gj,
(1.8) h£W.
Assume that A and Bj satisfy the conditions of regular elliptic boundary 
value problems in [4], f£L\(Q ) (i.e. /£ L 2(Í2) and /(x )= 0  a.e. for |x |> a )  and
gjtffZn-rj-W tfQ y
Further let Cj be differential operators on dG=dQ of order f  S  2m — 1 with 
infinitely differentiable coefficients (j=  1, ..., m). Consider the boundary value 
problem in G
(1.9) Au = fx in G
(1.10) CjU\ao = hj, j  =  1, ..., m.
Suppose that it is a regular elliptic boundary value problem, f x^L?{G) and 
hj£H2m- lj - ll2(dG). Consider the solutions u of (1.9), (1.10) in H2m(G). Set
Xj. = H 2m~li~1,2(dG)X... X H 2m~l’n~ll2(dG).
Lemma 1. The kernel Nv of( 1.9), (1.10) is a finite dimensional subspace o f  L2(G).
Y1 = {(ClM, ..., Cmu)\eG: udH 2m{G), Au = 0 m G )
is a closed subspace o fX 1, consisting o f those elements o f X1 which satisfy a finite num­
ber o f orthogonality conditions. Further, for h£Y1, f 1 = 0 there is a unique solution 
u=F1 (h)dH'“m (G) o f (1.9), (1.10) in
Ni = {v£L2(G): v±N y  in L2(G)}
and P\: Y1—H 2m(G) is a bounded linear operator. (See [4].)
Fora fixed e>0 denote by H k(Q, (1 +  |x|)_1_c) the Sobolev space with the norm
H  =  {i£Z  /  I ^ O  +  M )-1“' ^ } 1'2-
Lemma 2. Suppose that ufiHffc(Q)C\W satisfies the equation A u j= f where 
fdL \(Q ) and there exists u*£H?™~1/2(£2) such that
(1.11) lim ) =  0 fo r any R > R 0.
j  -*■ oo
Then for  |x|
(1.12) u*(x)= 2  f d xßD°u*(y)DKE(x-y)d<7y
W \ , \ ß \ * 2 m - 1  s Jr
where Sr = {x€R": |jc| =  r} and dxß depend only on —j-. Moreover, u*£W and for  
any fixed number e=-0
(1.13) Jim I«; — u*||H»"->(n,(i+M)-1-*) — 0.
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P r o o f . B y  G r e e n ’s fo r m u la
(1.14)
« /(* )=  2  f  caßDxUj(y)DttE (x -y )  day +
|«|,|Pfa2m-Xs"
+ 2  f  dxßD*uJ(y)D‘,E ( x - y ) d a y
|a|,|/J|S2m-l s
if R >  |x| =-r=>a where caß, daß depend only on yl\y\. UjZlY, E£W  imply that the 
first term in the right of (1.14) converges to 0 as R -*■ (See the proof of Theorem 1.7
of [8].) Thus
(1.15) Uj(x)= 2  J  dxßDzuj {y)D^E {x-y )da  if |x| >  r.
|a|,i^|s2m-ls|;
Equality (1.11) implies that
(1.16) lim 1 n’-"-\sr) — 0
whence by use of (1.15) one finds equality
(1.17) u \x )  = 2  f  dxßD*u* (y)D pE (x -y )  day.
((uj) contains a subsequence which converges a.e. to u*, consequently, (1.17) holds 
a.e. and by the continuity of u* (1.17) holds in every point.)
From (1.17) it follows that u*£W. Further, from (1.15), (1.17) we obtain for 
|x| =-/• the formulas
DyUj(x) = 2  f  daß D“ Uj {y) Dp+''E (x -y )  day,
|<*|,^|a2m-ls'
Dyu*(x) = 2  f  dxßI)*u* (y)Dß+yE{x—y) day,
\ * \ , \ ß \ s 2 m - l  s ~
th u s
(1.18)
I Dyuj(x) - D yu*(x) I2 S c ,  2  { / 1 WUj ~D“u*\* da) { f  \D^+yE (x -y )  |2 day)
\<x\,\ß\^ 2m — 1 v 'c
Hence
/
........ r  J r
\Dyiij(x)-D yu*(x)\2(l + Ixl)-1“' dx
(1.19)
ß\»r + l 
^  C l 2  \ f\D*Uj-D*u*\2d a )x
W l \ P \ S 2 m - l  V  J
X{ f  (l +  M y ^ l f ^ + y E i x - y ^ d a ^ d x .
n\Br+1 Sr
Since E £W  thus Dß ■yEc W  (see [8]) and (for a fixed r)
if |jc| >  r + 1.
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Consequently, (1.11), (1.16), (1.19) imply (1.13). |
Let
X2 = f /2"'-r1-i/2(r)fí)X... X / /2m- r- - 1/2(f)ß)
and denote by L2(ß , (1 + |x|)~1_£) the L2 space over ß  with the weight function 
xi-*(l +  |a|)- i-£. Further, denote by i/i a fixed function with the properties:
( 1.20) i/i€C“ (ß), i/i> 0 , exp (-
for 
1*1) for
1*1 s  a, 
|x| =► 2a.
Lemma 3. The kernel N2 o f (1.6)—(1.8) is a finite dimensional subspace o f 
L2(ß, (l +  |x|)-1-e). There exists a closed subspace Y2 o f X2 (consisting o f those 
elements o f X2 which satisfy a finite number o f  orthogonality conditions) such that the 
problem (1.6)—(1.8) with f=  0 has a solution u<^Hffc (Ü) i f  and only i f  g= (gi, ... 
..., gm)£ Yo. Further, for gdY2, f — 0 there is a unique solution u=F2(g) o f  (1.6)—
(1.8) in
= {t>€ia(ß, (1 +  |*|)-1_i), v± N 2 in L2(ß, (1 + |x|)_1_i)};
F2: Y2 —Hfä (Q) is a linear operator and the following estimation holds;
(1-21) ||>A«lH‘'"(n) — Ci 2^ I HyHu-m~rj~i/^ (9ii)
where the constant t\  >0  does not depend on g.
P r oof . According to Theorem 1 of [9] the kernel N2 of (1.6)—(1.8) is a finite 
dimensional subspace of L2(ß, (l + |x|)-1-e) (if Au=0, Bju\»n =0 then u is a 
smooth function and thus u£W  implies w£L2(ß , (1 + |x|)-1 -*)) and the problem
(1.6)—(1.8) with f —0 has a solution if g= (gi, ...,g m) satisfies a finite number of 
orthogonality conditions. Further, for the solutions u of (1.6)—(1.8) (with / =  0) 
the following apriori estimation holds:
m
(1-22) ||l/f«||H2m(n) S  Cx [ 2? II gj//2m-r^-l/2(an) + II W||
where i/i is a fixed function, satisfying (1.20) and the constant c2>0 does not depend 
on u.
The problem (1.6)—(1.8) may have at most one solution in N2 , because if u 
satisfies (1.6)—(1.8) with / =  0, g = 0  and u£N2 then by u£N2, u ± u  in 
L2(ß, (l + |x|)-1~*) («€1F implies that «£ L2(ß , (1 +  |x|)_1_e)) and thus «=0.
Denote by Y2 the set of gdX2 such that the problem (1.6)—(1.8) with / =  0 
has a solution. Clearly, Y2 is a linear subspace of X2. For any Y2 there exists a 
solution u ^ N 2 of (1.6)—(1.8). Indeed, let a be a solution of (1.6)—(1.8). Then 
w£L2( ß ,(l + |x|)~1-e) can be written in the form
u — ux + u2 where u ^ N f  and u2£N2.
Since u2£N2 thus ut is a solution of (1.6)—(1.8), too.
For any g£Y2 denote by F2(g) the unique solution u of (1.6)—(1.8) (with f —0) 
in N2 . Clearly, F2: Y2 —Hf™ (ß) is a linear operator.
27
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To complete the proof we have to show that Y2 is a closed subspace of X2 and 
the estimation (1.21) holds. In order to prove (1.21) it is sufficient to show inequality
(1-23) l«||fl*'"-l(»nBjRo) — C2 .Z l|g/llfl2m-r,-l/2(aß)
(see (1.22)). Suppose that (1.23) is not true. Then there exists a sequence of 
ukd_H2£  (Ü)C\W such that Auk—0, uk£N2 and
(1-24) l|wJif!m-1(nnBRo) =  L
(1-25) Mm ||Bj uk\\ll2m. rj_ m(dn) =  0.
(1.22), (1.24) and (1.25) imply that \\\l/uk\\Hrm(n) is bounded.
Consequently, for any fixed R=~R0 there is a subsequence (u'k) of (uk) such 
that (u'k) converges to a function u*£H2m- 1,2(QC\BR) with respect to the norm of 
H 2m~1/2(QPiBR). Applying this argument to 7? = iR0+ l ,  R0 + 2, R0 + 3, ... we find 
subsequences (m£])), (m(2)), (m{3)), ... of (uk) such that (uk +1)) is a subsequence of 
(u{k y) and (i/kr>) converges to a function u* with respect to the norm of 
(Qr\BR(j+r). Thus (i/kk)) is a subsequence of (uk) converging to a function 
u* d (ß) with respect to the norm of H 2m~1,2(Q f)BR) for any R ~ Ra.
Thus by making use of Au^k) = 0 we find that for any R > R0
1^ 4ir+|i//-i/z(ßnBJt) — lh^ 4w*||H-l/2(nnBR) = 0
(see [4]) and, consequently, Au* = 0 in ß. Further, (1.25) implies that
I B,u*
\ 3 S 2 )
=  lim 11-ßjW^ “fl2m-r_,-lWß) - o ,
B jU * — 0. Therefore the function u*£H20"‘~1,2(Q) satisfies (1.6) and (1.7) with 
f — 0, g = 0. Since A and B satisfy the regularity conditions of [4] thus u* d Hf™ (ß). 
Lemma 2 implies that u*dW and so u*d.N2. From Lemma 2 it follows that 
(u£k)) converges to u* with respect to the norm of L2(Q, (1 + |x|)_1_£). As ukk)dN2 
thus u*dN2 . Consequently, h* = 0, but it is impossible since by (1.24)
|]M*||H2m_i(ßnB ) =  lim ) — 1-
0 ft-*- oo 0
Thus inequalities (1.23) and (1.21) are proved.
Finally, we show that Y2 is a closed subspace of X2. If a sequence of 
£(*) =  (gi*\ • ■;gm))€Y2 converges to g= (gk, ...,gm)dX2 with respect to the norm of 
X2 then by (1.21) F2(g(k)) converges to a function udHf™ (ß) in H 2m (QDBR) for 
any R > R V. Thus Au = 0 and Lemma 2 implies that ud W. Further,
WBjU-gjl tfm-rj-uzw  =  Mm ||fi;(F(g(t))) -g j* )||fl2m_rj_i/2(a0) =  0, 
i.e. BjU =gj(J= \, .... m). Therefore, gd Y2 and the proof of Lemma 3 iscomplete. |
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be a sequence of positive numbers such that Jim — + 00. Consider 
AuN — /  in AuN = f  in G
( B j U N) +  —  A.N ( B j U N)  , j =  1 , m
(Cj «jv)+ (CjuN) , j  1, ..., m 
uNew
where by g + and g~ is denoted the trace on <)Q=dG of g|G resp. g |Q and A,Bj, 
satisfy the conditions, formulated in § 1.
T heorem  1. Suppose that for any f£ L 2a(Q), g f H 2m~Tj - ll2(i)(2) there exists 
at least one solution u^H 2™(fl) o f  (1.6)—(1.8) and for any /id L 2(G), 
hjdH ^-h-'V fdG ) there exists at least one solution u£Him(G) o f  (1.9), (1.10).
Then for sufficiently large N the problem (2.1) —(2.4) has a unique solution 
uN£H 2f  (R", dQ) such that uN\a£Nf and uN\a(:Nf. For arbitrary fixed  e>0
(2.5)
(2.6)
I UN — Mol|H2m(0,(l+|x|)->-»:
lMJV — Mollff2m(G) = ° ( i)
where u0\n^H 2" (Q) is the unique solution o f  (1.6)—(1.8) with gj=0, belonging to 
N% and u0\a£H2m(G) is the unique solution o f '(1.9), (1.10) with hj — (Cju0)~ , belong­
ing to N f.
Proof. Assumptions of Theorem 1 imply that (for arbitrary f£ L 2a(Q), 
/id  L2(G)) there is a unique function ufHf™  (R", d(2) such that u0\a is the solution 
of (1.6)—(1.8) with g j—0, belonging to N£ and u0|c is the solution of (1.9), (1.10) 
with hj=(CjU0)~, belonging to N f.  (See the proof of Lemma 3.) Thus 
Us^Hcfc (Rn, ()Q) is a solution of (2.1)—(2.4) — satisfying uN\G£ N f and 
Wjvlní-N^  — if and only if vN=uN — u ^ H 2^  (R", DO) satisfies
(2.7) vN\G£Nf,  vn\q£N£,
(2.8) Avn =  0 in Q, AvN =  0 in G,
(2.9) (Bj Vn) + =  Xn(BjVn) —<pj,
(2.10) (Cjt>jv)+ =  (CjVN) , j  — 1, ..., m,
(2.11) vNiW
where q>j is defined by (pj~(BjU0)+.
27*
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If  vNZHfZ{R",őfí) is a solution of (2.7)—(2.11) then 
..., (Bm vN)~ )6 X2 satisfies
(2 .12) wN- 1 1■j L wn = - t-<PAjv ÁN
wN = ((B1vN)~, ...
where <p=((pi, (pm)(£X 2), L= BF1CF2; Ft , F2 are defined in Lemma 1 resp,
in Lemma 3 and B, C are defined by
Bu = ((.BlU)+, ..., (Bmu)+), Cu = ((Q «)", ..., (Cmu)~).





Since C maps H 2m(Q f]BRo) into Xt and B maps H im(G) into X2 linearly and 
continuously thus by Lemma 1 and Lemma 3.
L : X2 X ,
is a continuous linear operator. (By assumption of Theorem 1 Fl and F2 are defined 
on the whole Xx resp. X2.) Consequently, for XN>\\L\\ there exists a unique solution 
wN of (2.12) in X2 and thus there exists a unique solution vN of (2.7)—(2.11). This 




*a Z i r Lkc =  0 a N (Z)IL-
^  j -  M ix *  i f
Ajv k= 0
*2
for Ajv>2||L|| Consequently, by Lemma 3 and (2.13), for any fixed R> R0
(2.15)
=  IIFaWjyllHamfnp,^) S  CiW lwjflx, — — ^  M x»an
(where c} (R) does not depend on XN and q>). Thus estimation (1.19) implies (2.5). 
Finally, from (2.13), (2.14), Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 we obtain that
(2.16) ||% ~ W o ll i i ,m ( G )  — IIv.vhi2m(G) — I F J C Í ^ w^ I h^ g) = =  ~r~ I M I x ,Ajy
(the number c2>0 does not depend on XN and cp) whence one obtains (2.6). |
R em ark  1. By making use of Theorem 1 of [9] it can be proved that for any 
fixed R=~0
||wollH2m(nnBR) S  c2(R)||/||i a(fl),
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whence
1 ^oil/!2m(Ci) =  ^4 [II/ II L*(ß) T  || ,/ l  || L8(G) ]
and so
m *  s  cn/Hi&flj+i/iHyto].
Consequently, from (1.19), (2.15), (2.16) we find the estimations
I «A — Wolfl!“ (n .(l+ U |)- '- ')  S  - r— [ll/ll Z*(fl) +  ll/l II L2(G)],
a n
IIwn” moIIhm(g) — ~T~ [!I/!Ia^(0)+ I / i !!l2(g)]-
Ajv
T heorem  2 . Let f £ L 2(Q) and fi£ L 2(G) be functions such that there exists 
ü fW  fl Ilf™ (R", di2) with the property
Aü = f  in Q, AH =  / x in G.
Further, let (2W) be a sequence o f positive numbers such that lim XN =  +  °° and for
N-*-°o
all N there exists a solution uN£H ff (Rn, DG) o f  (2.1)—(2.4) with the property 
un\g£Ni and uN\a£N£.
Then there exists a (unique) function u^Jíf™  (Rn, dQ) such that u0\a satisfies
(1.6)—(1.8) with g j—0, w0ln € ^  and w0|G satisfies (1.9), (1.10) with hj = (CjU0)~, 
ua\a€ N f  Finally, for these solutions uN, u0 the estimations (2.5), (2.6) hold.
P ro o f . Let fí=fí0+ü1, where
Then
ff0lii€A#, Kil n£N2; ü0\GeN £,
Aü0 = f  in ß, Aű0 = f i  in G
and, consequently, vN—uN— (R", dQ) satisfies
(2.17) t)N\a€N^-, t)jy| s)£N^-,
(2.18) A v n  = 0 in ß, A v n  — 0 in G,
(2.19) (Bj Vn) + = AN(BjVN) +XNpj — qj, j  = 1, ..., m,
(2.20) (CjVN)+ = (CjVfi)~ + rj, j  =  1, ..., m,
(2.21) vNe w
where
Pj =  (Bjü0)- ,  qj =  (Bjű0)+, rj =  ( C -  (C; fí0) +.
Define the extensions F ,: X, -+Hlm(G) and F2: X,-+H?’"(Q) of i j  resp. F2 by 
F\ — FiPi, F., = FoP2
where by Pk is denoted the projection from Xk onto the closed subspace Yk. Then by 
Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 Py is linear and continuous, F« is a linear operator such
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that for any g£X2 the estimation
W^ í^ SWh^ s)) ^ CiUgllxj
holds. Therefore L=BFXCF2: X2— X2 is a continuous linear operator. (See the 
proof of Theorem 1.)
Since vN is a solution of (2.17)—(2.21) thus
(2.22) W N  =  { ( B l  Vn )  ,  • • • , ( B m Vn )  ) € 2 T 2
satisfies




1 ^  1 O0sN =  T - q - p  + 1~ BF1r, 
An  a n
P = (Pi, p j ,  q = (?1, <7m), r = (r,, ..., rm).
Hence for AW>||L||
wN = Í/—— Z,J — 2 "TT
V AN /  lc= 0
and thus for AW>2||L||
llM’,V +  / , llx2 — liw iV — s A(llxo +  IlS/V +  ^ l lx a  —
(2-24) ) kt=i an
Lk sN + T -\\q + BFl r\\x,
X-2 an
— — (Ill'll !I/,IIj:2 + I?1x2 + ll^ i^rl!xä)
because
2 1r L ksN
t=l 4jy Vfc=i an /
Ä 2||L||
X 2 =  -----i------- \\*N\\X-zAn
1
( 2 | | i | |  ll/, llx 2 +  ! l? l ! x 2 +  l l ^ i ' i l ^ ) -
Consequently,
(2.25) lim ||wN+p||Xa=  0.
Since by (2.17), (2.18), (2.21). (2.22) wN£Y2 (see Lemma 3) and Y2 is a closed 
subspace of X2 thus (2.25) implies that —p£Y2. Further, as by (2.17), (2.18),
(2.20) —(2.22) CF2wN + r^Y1 (see Lemma 1) and Yx is a closed subspace of Xx thus
lim \\CF2wN + CF2p\\x — 0
N-*- oo
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implies that CF2( —p) + r^Y1. Consequently, by Lemma 1 and Lemma 3
F2(-p )  in Q
[C (J^ (-p )) ]+ /ir  in G(2.26)
satisfies
_ iA (
"o _ U [
and
Av0 =  0 in ß,
(Bjv0)-  - - P j ,  j  =  1 , m, v0£W 
Av0 =  0 in G,
(CjV0)+ =  (CjV0) -  + rj, j  -  1, m.
Hence, by making use of the definition of p} and rs we obtain that for u0 =  v0+ü0£ 
£H?0™ (R", dQ), M0lfi satisfies (1.6)—(1.8) with g j= 0, M0ln€Ara' and u0\G satisfies
(1.9), (1.10) with hj = (Cj u0)~, u0\a£ N t.
Since by (2.17), (2.18), (2.20)—(2.22) and (2.26)
Í ^ O jv
' 0 l/i[c(
+p) in Q
v , - „  -  U ^ c í f t t o + d ) ]  in a
thus (2.24), Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 imply the estimations (2.5), (2.6). |
Remark 2. Similar theorems can be proved in the case if (instead of assump­
tions I) the polynomial P satisfies the assumptions in [6] resp. [7], i.e.
II. P {Q * 0  for i€R"\{0};
2 m
P(D) = 2  PAD)
j= l
where Pj(D) denotes the homogeneous part of P(D) of order j  and
0 for £€R"\{0}; /J< y + 1 .
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A CHARACTERIZATION OF GENERALIZED MATROID
LATTICES
P. DAMASCHKE and M. STERN
1. Introduction
In [7] generalized matroid lattices have been introduced as lattices L  of finite 
length which possess the isomorphism property
[uAb, u] =  [fi, «V fi]
for all join-irreducible elements w€L and for all b^L.
In [4] generalized matroid lattices have been characterized as lattices satisfying 
(b,u)M  and (u,b)M * for each join-irreducible element u fL  and for each element 
b£L  (concerning this notation, we refer to Section 2).
It is the aim of the present paper to show that the condition (b, u)M  follows 
already from (u, b)M* and can therefore be dropped.
We prove this by showing first that (u, b)M* implies (upper) semimodularity 
(cf. Theorem 2) and even strong semimodularity (cf. Corollary 4). Finally we show 
that (m, b)M* is equivalent to the abovementioned isomorphism property (cf. 
Theorem 6).
2. Preliminaries
First we need the concept of (dual) modular pairs in lattices:
D e f in it io n . Let L  be a lattice and a, b£L. We say that (a, b)  is a modular pair, 
and we write (a, b)M  if
c ^  b implies (cVu)Afi =  cV(aAfi) (c£L).
If (a, b) is not a modular pair, we write (a, b)M. We say that (a, b) is a dual-modular 
pair, and we write (a, b)M* if
c S f i  implies (cAa)Vh = cA(aVh) (c€L).
If (a, b) is not a dual-modular pair, we write (a, b)M*.
Throughout this paper let now L always be a lattice of finite length.
We write x < y  if x  is a lower cover ofy. An element u£L is called join-irreduc­
ible if it has exactly one lower cover which will be denoted by u'.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 06D99; Secondary 05B35.
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By J(L) we denote the set of all join-irreducible elements of L. An induction 
argument on the length of L  shows that each element (^ 0 ) is a join of join-irreduc­
ible elements.
The present note deals with the following
Q u e s t io n . What does it mean for L that
(* )  u£J(L) implies (u, b)M* (fib^L)!
First we state that from (* ) it follows that (p, b)M* holds for each atom pdL  
and for each b£L. From this we get by [5, Theorem 7.6, p. 31] that L has the covering 
property
(C) p atom, b arbitrary element and bAp =  0 imply b < byp.
The covering property (C) does not, in general, imply the neighbourhood condi­
tion
(N) aAb  -< a=> b -< a jb .
This can be seen if we consider, for example, the lattice of Fig. 1:
avb
F i g .  I
In this lattice, the covering property (C) trivially holds. On the other hand, we have 
aAb-<b but b is not a lower cover of ajb , i.e. the neighbourhood condition (N) 
does not hold.
We remark that in lattices of finite length, the neighbourhood condition (N) 
means nothing else than (upper) semimodularity.
We shall see that lattices satisfying (*) are (strongly) semimodular (cf. Theo­
rem 2 and Corollary 4). More precisely, we shall even show that (*) is equivalent to 
the isomorphism property
[uAb, u] = [b, b j  u]
for each u£J(L) and for each b£L  (cf. Theorem 6). This means that the lattices 
satisfying (*) are precisely the generalized matroid lattices which were introduced 
in [7],
A crucial role in our paper is played by the following theorem, the proof of 
which is given here in order to make the presentation more self-contained:
T heo rem  1 (cf. [8 , Lemma 1]). Let L be a lattice o f  finite length. I f  c< d  
(c ,d £ L ) then there exists a join-irreducible element u fJ(L ) such that uS.d, 
wjßc and uAc=u'.
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Proof. If d£J(L), then put u=d. Let now d$J(L). Consider the set of all 
v£J(L) which have the property
(1) v <  d and v c.
It is obvious that this set is not empty. Choose an element which is minimal
with respect to property (1). From
u <  d and u ^  c
it follows that
«Ac í í  u .
We show that equality holds. From the assumption
(2) «Ac <  u
we get the existence of an element u ^ J (L )  having the properties





and relation (4) implies
( 6)
M* äß U/\C.
u <  d
»* $  c
(namely, «t S c  yields together with w*<w that u¥siwAc which contradicts (4)). 
Now (5) and (6) together contradict the minimality of u with respect to property (1). 
Hence our assumption (2) was false, i.e. we have
uf\c = u
which was to be proved.
Let us remark that the preceding theorem was also implicitely used in the proof 
of the main result of [9],
3. A characterization of generalized matroid lattices
First we prove
Theorem 2. Let L be a lattice o f finite length. Then 
(*  *) «€/(L)=>(w, b)M* (VbiL)
implies that L is (upper) semimodular.
Proof. We have to show that L  satisfies the neighbourhood condition
a l\b < a = > b < a \J b  (a, bZL).(N)
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Assume therefore that
(7) aAb < a
holds. By Theorem 1 there exists a join-irreducible element u£J(L) such that 
u ^  a, u^ßaA b  and u' = uA(aAb) = uAb 
hold. We observe that then
a — (aA b)yu  and a V h  = ( a A h ) V « V h  = b\/u.
Suppose now that there exists an element c€ L  such that 
(* -* * ) b <  c <  aVh =  wVh.
From this we get
c = cA(«Vh)
and u'=bAu=cAu, that is,
b = ( c A  m) V  h .
This situation is visualized in Fig. 2:
a v b c (aAblvuvb = bvu
Thus we get that 
i.e. we have
( c A  z/)V b = h < c  =  c A ( w V i > )
(a, b)M*.
Therefore our assumption (* * * ) contradicts (* *). Hence there exists no element 
c such that
b <  c <  aV i>-
Therefore (7) yields
(8) b < a\/b,
i.e. L  is (upper) semimodular which was to be proved.
The lattice in Fig. 3 shows that (upper) semimodularity does not imply
u£J(L)  => (u, b)M* (yb€L).
In connection with this let us remark that the lattice of Fig. 3 was used in order to 
characterize strongness (which was first introduced in [1]) in semimodular lattices of 
finite length in the following way:
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Theorem 3 (cf. [2, Theorem 6] and [6, Theorem 3]). Let L be a semimodular 
lattice o f finite length. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) L is strong;
(ii) L has no sublattice isomorphic to the lattice in Fig. 3.
Corollary 4. Let L be a lattice o f  finite length. Then
u£J(L) =>• (u, b)M* (y/b£L) 
implies strong semimodularity.
uvb
Proof, (u , b)M* for all u£j(L) and for all b£L  implies semimodularity by 
Theorem 2. If L were not strongly semimodular, then L has by Theorem 3 a sublat­
tice isomorphic to the lattice in Fig. 3. This, however, means that (u, b)M *  does not 
hold and the corollary is proved.
On the other hand, even strong semimodularity does not imply (u ,b )M * for 
all u£J(L) and for all b(LL which is seen from the lattice in Fig. 4:
bvu
Fig. 4
It is easily checked that this lattice is strongly semimodular and that (u, b)M* does 
not hold.
Using the following lemma we shall now see that the lattices of finite length in 
which arbitrary join-irreducible elements and arbitrary elements form dual-modular 
pairs are precisely the generalized matroid lattices of [7].
Lemma 5 (cf. [5, Lemma 1.2, p. 1]). Let Lbe a lattice and at1. L. Then (a, x)M  
( V x € L )  holds i f  and only i f  (a ,x )M * (fixZL).
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We are now in a position to prove our main result:
Theorem 6. Let L be a lattice offinite length. Then the following two conditions 
are equivalent:
(i) [uhb, u]=[b, by  m] holds for all u£J(L) and fo r  all b£L, that is, L is a gen­
eralized matroid lattice in the sense of[l];
(ii) (u,b)M * holds fo r  all u£J(L) and for all b£ L, i.e. arbitrary join-irreduc­
ible elements and arbitrary elements form dual-modular pairs.
Proof. (i)=>(ii): Let L  be a generalized matroid lattice. From [4, Theorem 2] 
it follows that then (w, b)M* holds for all u£J(L) and for all b£L.
(ii)=»(i): Let now (u, b)M* hold for an arbitrary u fJ (L )  and for an arbitrary 
b£L.
By Theorem 2, L  is a semimodular lattice.
From Lemma 5 it follows that (u,b)M *(ju£J(L), fb £ L )  is equivalent to 
(u, b)M(\/u£J(L), jb ^ L ) .  Since L is semimodular and of finite length, L  is also 
M-symmetric, that is, (u ,b )M  implies (b,u)M  (cf. e.g. [3, Theorem 9, p. 117]).
Now (b, u)M  and (u ,b )M * yield again by [4, Theorem 2] that
[uAb, u] = [b, by u]
holds for all u£J(L) and for all bdL, that is, L  is a generalized matroid lattice. 
This finishes the proof.
Corollary 7. Let L b e  a finite atomistic lattice satisfying implication (*). Then 
L is a classical matroid lattice.
Corollary 8. Each modular lattice o f finite length satisfies implication (* ) 
and is therefore a generalized matroid lattice.
For a non-modular and non-atomistic example of a generalized matroid lattice 
we refer to [7],
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ON THE DEFORMATIONS OF Lx
A. FIALÓWSKJ
Let Wx be the Lie algebra of the vector fields on the line with polynomial coeffi­
cients, and Lt its subalgebra, consisting of the fields, which turn into zero with 
their first derivatives at the origin. In this work we study the deformations of L t . 
Calculation of various invariants of infinite dimensional Lie algebras is rather com­
plicated, even in the case of affine Lie algebras (see [4]). Lx seems in some sense the 
next one by difficulty. The main results of the present paper, without proofs, have 
been published in [3],
The study of deformations of nilpotent subalgebras in the Lie algebra of vector 
fields was stimulated specifically by [2], where it was proved that the cohomology 
with trivial coefficients of Lx and similar nilpotent Lie (super) algebras of geometrical 
origin are invariant under certain deformations. Moreover, Lx seems to be the simplest 
one among the Lie algebras which have higher order obstructions to continuation of 
deformations, as follows from the properties of its cohomology with coefficients in 
the coadjoint representation, which are studied in this work.
All these show that the study of deformations of L x has to be one of the first 
steps on the way to study deformations of infinite dimensional Lie algebras.
1. At first we give some facts about the cohomology of Lx with coefficients in 
the coadjoint representation.
In WL choose the basis e_x, e0, ex, e2, ..., where e,=xi+1d/dx. The bracket in 
this basis is of the form [<?,-, ej\=(J—i)ei+J. Then Lx has the basis ex, e2, .... We 
also need the subalgebras the basis in L t ( i s 0) consists of the fields
et,e i+1, .... Wy and Li are naturally graded, the grading (weight) of e, equals i. 
This grading is inherited by the cohomology spaces with coefficients in the graded 
modules. Specifically, H k(Ly\ Lf)= ® mH km)(Lx; Lx).
P r o p o s it io n  1. H k(Ly-, Lx), k > 0  has dimension 2k — 1 and is generated by 
3k2—kelements o f w eight------ ------hi, i=  1, 2, ..., 2k— 1. (In other words, Hkmy (Lx; I f)  =
= Hk~l (L2; 1)J.
Specifically, Lx) is one-dimensional with weight 0; H 2(LX\ Lf) is
three-dimensional and is generated by elements of weights —2, —3, —4; H Z(LX\ L x) 
is five-dimensional and is generated by elements of weights —7, —8, —9, —10, —11.
28
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Proof. This proposition follows from the results of [1], Namely, the homology 
groups of L x with coefficients in the modules &Xlß, Fx<ll, are calculated in [1]. 
Here 2, n£C is the module with the basis/;, i£Z, eif J= (j+ p —2(i+ \))fi+J; 
FXtll is the submodule of yFXtll with the basis/0, / i , / 2, Fx<ll is the module, con­
jugate to FXift. The adjoint representation in this notation is F1A. Remark that 
H i(L1,F 1'1) is dual to F j j ' . By using Theorem 4.3 in [1] we get
H ^L^, Fjtl)= H i^1(L1, F _ 2 , {Lx, tF-2,_i). From Theorem 4.1 [1] it follows 
that H i(L1, 2i_x)= 0  for each i. Using Theorem 4.2 [1] and the subsequent we 
receive that dim H jL^, F_2, - i ) —dim H jL j .  Q.e.d.
The spaces H*(Lk; 1) are calculated in [5]. By comparing the results of those 
calculations with the above one we obtain the required Proposition. Cocycle <p 
representing FT1 (2^; L j  has the form cp (ej)= iet . The elements of / / 1(L1; L j,  
as we know, are exterior derivations. Each of these derivations define a Lie algebra, 
containing Lx as its ideal of codimension 1. In the present case we obtain L0.
Let us denote the three homogeneous elements of weights —2 , - 3  and —4 
in TT2(Za ; L j  by a, ß and y, respectively. We give explicitly the cocycles ä, ß, y, 
which represent the cohomology classes a, ß, y :
ä(ß2, e3) = 4e3,
ä(e2, e j  =  jej (j ^  4), ä(e3, e j  = - ( j - l ) e J+1 (j  4),
ä (e4, e j  =  0 for other i, j ;
ß(e2, e j  = 8e2, ß(e2, e4) =  4e3, ß(e3, e j  =  -10e4,
j?(e2, ej) =  ( j+  l)ej-!, ß(e3, ej) = -2 je j, ß(e4, e j  = ( j - l ) e J+1 for j  == 5,
(1) ß (<?,■, e j  = 0 for other /, j ;
y(e2, e3) = 14e4, y(e2, e j  =  8c3, y(e3, e j  = -24es,
y(e3, e j  = -  16e4, y(e4, e j  = 18e5,
y(e2> ej  = (j+ 2)ej-z, y(e3, e j  =  - 3 ( j  + l)e ,- i l  
Het , e j  = 3jej, y(eB, e j  = - ( j - l ) e J+1 f  J ~
y (e;, e j  =  0 for other i, j.
Indeed, it is easy to prove that every two-dimensional cohomology class of I a 
with coefficients in Zt is represented by a single cocycle co, which turns into 0 at the 
field ex (i.e. co(e,, e j  = 0 for each/) . Then for cü(ei5 e j  with 1 < i< /  we can write a 
system of equations, which has a unique solution (up to a constant multiplier). 
By giving it explicitly we give another proof of the part of Proposition 1 related to 
the two-dimensional cohomology.
Remark. A simpler formula for the cohomology class a may be obtained 
in the following way. Let e £ //1(I.1; 1) be an element of weight —2 and 
v£H 1(L1; L j  the cohomology class of the cocycle —>- iet ; then a=ev. Classes ß
and y have no simple description of this kind.
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2. Obstructions of deformations of L x.
To find the versal family of Lx we use the methods of [6]. In this work the Lie 
operations of Massey are defined and the next process of finding the tangent cone 
to the base of the versal deformation is proposed. Let KxC.H*(Lx\ Lf) (where 
H2(Ll ; Lj) is the tangent space to the base of the versal deformation) be the cone, 
consisting of all l; such that (£, £)—0. Let further K., be the cone, consisting of 
those elements ^ K x that (£, £, £>50, and in general, Ki= { ^ K i_l \(t, ..., ^),+i90}. 
The tangent cone to the base of the versal family is the intersection of all Kt.
In general, let i f  be a Lie algebra, [ , ], the deformation of the bracket. Let us 
expand this deformation into a Taylor series:
[x, y],=  [x, y]0+tco1(x ,y )+ t2(o2(x, y)+ ..., x,y£.<£.
The Jacobi identity is:
[[x, y],?At =  [[x, y]0+ta>i(x, y) + t2cofx, y)+ ..., z], = [[x, y]0, z]0+
+ toi([x, v]0, z)+ t2a>f[x, y]o, z)+t[m1(x, y), z ^+ ^ c o fw fx , y), z)+
+ t2[cofx, y), z]0+ . . .=  [[x, z](, y]t+[x, [y, z],](.
From this equation it follows that m, is a 2-cocycle of i f  with coefficients in the 
coadjoint representation and also that the 3-cochain
w,(wi(x, y), z)-co1(co1(x, z), y) + co1(co1(y, z), x)
is coboundary of o»2. Let a£Ff2(if;  i f )  be the cohomology class of (ox. We actually 
prove that the Lie square (a, a) equals 0. For the continuation of the infinitesimal 
deformation [x,y]+Ua1[x,y] to speck[t]//3 it is necessary that (a, a)= 0 .
If i f  sí Lx then, as easy to see, <a, a)=(jß, ß)=0, because the weights of (a, a) 
and (ß, ß) are —4 and —6, and there is no such three-dimensional cohomology 
class. Similarly, by consideration of the dimensions we have (a, ß)=(a, y)=0. 
The calculation of the remaining relations is less evident.
P roposition  2 . The Lie products (y, y), (ß, y) and the Massey Lie cube (ß, ß, ß) 
are nontrivial, while (a, a , ..., a>30 for all i.
Proof. To prove ( y ,  y ) ^ 0  substitute y  into (1). The three-dimensional cocycle 
we obtain is not cohomologous to 0, as its value on the cohomology class of weight 
— 8 is different from zero. Direct computation shows that (y, y) has nonzero value 
on the class of weight —8.
The fact that (ß, y )^0  we may prove in the same way; however, we give an­
other proof for this.
Now (a, a , ..., a)30 follows from the fact that there exists a deformation with 
infinitesimal deformation a.
The most laborious part of the proof is to show that (ß, ß, ß)$ 0. This is equiv­
alent to the fact that for any Lie algebra over k[/]/l4 with the basis e{ the bracket 
cannot be of the following form:
h ,  ej], = (j — i)ei+j + tß ^ i, eß ei+J_x + t'1x l(ei, eJ.)ei+J._fi + I3x2(e;, e,)ci+J_9.
28*
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Here x x(et, e})  and x2(<?,-, e f  may be defined step by step (i+ j=  1, 2, ...) from the 
system of equations following from the Jacobi identity. For i'+y= 12 we get a 
contradiction. Jacobi identities of weight 11 define an algebra L of dimension 11. 
H 2(L; 1) contains no elements of weight 12. This can be explained in the following 
way.
The Lie algebra L  with the basis eL, ...,en  and the bracket [eh ej]= (j—i)ei+J 
has, similarly to Lx, a three-dimensional cohomology class of weight 12 and a two- 
dimensional cohomology class of weight 12. But L  does not have any of these. It has 
a filtration, and the corresponding coadjoint graded algebra is L. Hence there exists 
a spectral sequence with the first term H*(L; 1) converging to H*(L; 1). In this 
spectral sequence the differential of the two-dimensional class of weight 12 is a three- 
dimensional class of weight 12.
It remains to verify that (ß, y)^0. Here equality would imply that Lx has a 
deformation over speck[rl5 r2]/(tf, if) such that in the deformed algebra
I ej\t = ( j - i ) e i+J + t1ß(ei, ei)ei+i_3+ /2y(ei, eJ)ei+j-.i + t1t2x(ei, ej)ei+j.
Straight calculation shows that such an algebra cannot exist. Namely, the numbers 
ef) can be defined step by step. At the 12-th step we get a system of equa­
tions for y.ij, which has no solution.
Let us define now three deformations of the Lie algebra structure in Lx; [ , ]J,
[ , ft, [ , t
h ,  ej]} =  O ' - 0 O i + ;  +  te,■ + , - ! ) ;
(2)
( j - i ) e i+J, if
U - l ) e J+i + tjej,
i, j  >  1, 
i f  i = 1,
[e„ ejß
i f  i, j  ^  2,
Hj -2 )eJ+2+ tjej, i f  i = 2, J * 2 .
These three Lie algebra families may be realized inside the Lie algebra L0. By the 
first deformation deforms into <?; + /£>;_,, 0. In other words, Lj deforms
into the Lie algebra of vector fields on the line, vanishing at the origin and t. By the 
second deformation the i >-1 are unchanged and ex deforms into ex +  ten. 
Analogously, by the third deformation e2 turns into <?, + te0 and the remaining 
elements are unchanged. We show now that no other deformations exist.
From Proposition 2 it follows that the tangent cone to the base of versal defor­
mation of Ly is a curve of degree 3, generated by a. The versal deformation consists 
of three curves, tangential to a. These three curves correspond to the three Lie 
algebra families.
It follows then
T heorem . Each deformation o f the Lie algebra structure in Lx may be obtained 
by substitution o f the variable from one o f the three families [ , ]J, [ , f ,  [ , ]? 
(see formulas (2)).
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Pr o o f . It is sufficient to verify that the three families are nontrivial and pair­
wise nonisomorphic. Indeed, the Lie algebras with the brackets [ , ]*., [ , 
i ^ j ,  t', /'VO are not isomorphic neither with each other nor with Lx. (Notice that 
the algebras with [ , ]/.,[ , ]{« are isomorphic for t', /'VO.) Let Lx(i) be an algebra 
from the z-th family. First, Lx(i)^  Lx as L 1 is a nilpotent algebra, while Lj(i), 
for all i, is only solvable. Further, the maximal nilpotent subalgebra in L x{\) has 
codimension two, and in Lx(2) and L x(3) codimension one. Finally, the algebra 
[Li(3), Z-!(3)] has two generators, while [Lx(2), L x(2)] has three. So L j(l), L x(2) and 
Lx(3) are neither isomorphic to each other, nor to Lx.
R em a rk s. 1. From the Theorem it follows that all the nontrivial deformations 
of Lx lose the grading. In the class of graded Lie algebras Lx has no nontrivial 
deformations.
2. Let us study the change of grading by deformations of Lx in detail. Let L 
be a Lie algebra, lying in one of the three families. Choose in L the following basis: 
{ex,e 2, ...},é1=e1, é2 = e2 + ae1;é3,é i , ... are defined so that [éx,é,] =  (z — l)éí+1 
holds. In the new basis we have:
[éi, éj] =  ( j - i ) é i+J+(ű1(i,j)ét+j - 1 +  (o2(i,j)éi+J- 2+. . . .
Here cox is a 2-cocycle of Lx with coefficients in Lx of weight — 1 such that 
eoi(e1,eJ)=0. Such a cocycle is represented as a differential co=dv. It is easy to see 
that v(c,)=0, ij± 2 and v(<?2) is proportional to ex. Hence the parameter a may be 
chosen so that cox=0. Let us call a basis in L  canonical if <a1=0.
Notice that co2, a>3 are cocycles of Lx and dcoi —[co1, ajJ. Cocycles co2, co3 are 
proportional to those in (1). Choose in the three families three algebras — L 1, L2, l?  
— such that (o2=co2(U) exactly coincides with the first cocycle in (1). For the first 
and third family we have <u3—0, but for the second one w ^O - Further
d(cOi(L2) — cOiiL1)) — 0 and d(cu4(L3) — co^L1)) =  0.
Cocycles ö1 = co4(L2)—(o^L1) and ü2=cu4(L3) —^ ( L 1) represent nontrivial coho­
mology classes of weight —4 from / / 2(L1; L x). These cocycles are proportional to 
the third one in (1). Consequently, the quotient of these cocycles with coefficients /q 
and n2, respectively, fi= nJn2 is a number, which may be easily computed. This 
number occurs as one of the numerical characteristics of the versal deformation of L j. 
It would be interesting to connect this number with other characteristics of the 
deformation.
The author thanks B. L. Feigin and D. B. Fuchs for their helpful comments.
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AN ARCSINE-LAW FOR THE OSCILLATING RANDOM WALK
PETER REIMNITZ1
Summary
We are given a Markov chain (Z„)~ defined by
Z , =  2 , z€R
p w  if z . m o ,
" lT ,. .  + 1 if  Z„-= 0.
Here, (Ti,()r and (Ta.i)“ are two independent sequences of independent, identically distrib­
uted random variables with
E[Ki.i] =  E [ r , .J  =  0 and E ^ . J  =  a\ « c ,  E [rJ .J <r\ < » .
It is shown that
s  l ( Z , s O )fn fl^ (o>) = {1 ifV \o  if (o$.A)
converges in distribution towards a random variable with density (with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure):
ff(y) = — 0<l-J'))-1/'0 '+ ( l- I ’)Ä,)- , l(„,t)0').
1. Introduction
We are given a Markov chain (Z„)“ defined by
Z 0 =  z ,  z £ R ;
( 1) Z n+i — Z„ +
l J 2.n + l
+i Z n s  0, 
if Z„-=0.
Here, (Fi.i)r and (T2,i)r are two independent sequences of independent, iden­
tically distributed random variables with E[Z1>1] =  E[Ta>1]= 0  and E[i£i] =
= E[K2^ i] = ffl <  oo.
Define a sequence of random variables (2V„)r through
(2) N„ — 2  1(z(äo)> <=o
1 Research was supported by “Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft" under SFB 72. 
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where
1a
1 if co£A 
0 if co$A
(A an arbitrary measurable set).
We will show that the distribution of NJn converges against a limiting distribu­
tion function with density (with respect to the Lebesgue measure):
(3) gOO = 4  (t(1 - jO ^ O ’+a -y)#)-11(0.1)0'),
where R —a2lu1.
This result generalizes previous results for lattice distributions, where it was 
additionally assumed that P (y1>1=  — 1|T1>1<0)=  1 and P(T2>1=  + 1|T2j1>0)=1 
(skip-free distributions) (see Lamperti (1958) and Reimnitz (1977)). Keilson and 
Wellner (1977) derived an arcsine-law for the oscillating Brownian motion.
2. Auxiliary results
•o
We first derive the generating function <P(t, e)= 2  E[(>N>»]im. For this, we
m =  0
observe that the functions <p„(s, g)=E[esZ» gN-] obey the following recursion for­
mula :
(4) (pn + ! (J, (?) =  QV(s) <j9 + (S, Q) + ß (s) (p- (s, e)
where
v (s) = E [exp (sT1( j)], ju(s) =  E [exp (sY2t x)],
<Pn (s, e) = E[exp (sZn)eN» 1 (z„ao)], <Pn (s, q) =  <P„(s, Q) - <Pn (s, q), C
(the formula holds for those s£C for which v(s) and fi ( s )  exist).
Formula (4) is completely analogous to formula (3.8) found in Kemperman 
(1974). Therefore, we can use corresponding results (formulae (3.14) and (3.16)).
Q~(t, q, s) =  &A)-exp { £ - - £ - )
Q+(t, e,s) = ($.;.) + exp (JSP+ -  JSP+) + Q0 exp (<2?+ -  X ?  -1 ),
here Q ± (t, g, s) are the functions:
Q + (t, e ,s )=  2  E[(2 v-  exp (sZm) l(zm&o>] ,m>m=0
Q~0, e,s) -  2  e [í?^  exp (.sZj i (Zm<0)] r ,
Q0 is zero for z A 0 and one for z — 0;
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the functions (/, s) are defined to be
* .+ (*,»)= Í 4 < * " > +W ((ft-) + (s)= /  e“ £/«*•(;c)),n=i «
& ;{t, S) = i - ^ O T - ( s )  ((*")"(*) =  ft-(s)-(Ä-(s))+),
n = l «
n is an arbitrary probability and n*" denotes the «-fold convolution of 7r; A is defined 
to be
A ( / ,  s ,  q) = exp (JS?+ ( / ,  s) +  J5f -  (7, s ) ) ;
finally
&A)+ =  f  esx dőz * A (x), (SzX)~ = eszX(s)-(52A)+ 
o-
here <SZ * /I (a) is the distribution function of the (uniquely determined) measure with 
f esxdőz*A(x)=é,zl(s). Of course, <P(e, t)=Q~ ( / , Q, 0) +  Q+ (t, Q, 0).
In the next section we will derive explicit formulae for Q~ (t, q, j ) and Q + {t, n, s) 
for special cases of distribution functions of Ylyl and y2>1.
3. Explicit formulae for the generating functions in special cases
In this section we assume the Laplace transforms of y lfl and L2, i to be of the 
forms:
E[exp(sy1>:1)] =  i(s)
(6)
= 2 , T X 7r+ E[exp (s^ i,i)1(r1,,g»)]
i = i  s - r O /
E[exp(sr2jl)] =  fi(s)
m nt-
=  2 - T +E[exP(syu ) , (rM< 4/= 1 ^
hereby n, m£N, nf, W;£R, b„ a ^ R +. Furthermore, we assume í>(j ) and fi(s) to 
exist in an open strip around the imaginary axis.
Using the Wiener—Hopf decomposition method, we obtain similarly to the 
results in Kemperman (1961):
exp ( - (t, s)) = IJ  ((s +  vt (Qt))/(s + b,)),
I* 1
exp ( -  i f + (t, s)) =  (1 -  te*(s)) i f  ((s+bi)/(s + Vi(et))),
1 =  1
exp ( -  i f + (/, s)) =  /7  ((s -  u, (r))/(s -  a,)),
I« 1




here, —vt (i) are the n (counting multiplicities) roots of the equation 1 — /P (^)—0 
in the negative halfplane (|/|< 1 ), similarly ufit) are the m (counting multiplicities) 
roots of the equation 1 — tfi(s)=0 in the positive halfplane ( |i |< l) . The roots 
—Vi(t) and ui(t) (i= 1, 2, n) are assumed to be ordered such that for all z : 
Ui(t)^Uj(t) and ( |i |< l) .
We then obtain
m n
(8) A(/, s, q) =  2  (0  -  ai)l(s ~ ui (0)) I I  ((* + bj)l(s + vj(qO))-i—l j = i
It is easy to verify




A, (t, q) =  ( -  Vj (Qt) + bj) f[  ((- vj (Qt) +  bj)/(- Vj (Qt) + vt (et))) X
m
X II ((Vj (Qt) + a,)l(Vj (Qt) + Ui (0)).1 = 1
Equations (5), (7) and (9) already give an explicit formula for 4>(r, q)
<P(t, (?) =  e~1O0( l —tQ)~1 n(vi(Qt)lbi) n  («;(0Ah) +
/=1 1=1
+ 0 - 0 - 1 n  (ui(t)ia,) f i i p M i K )•
i= l  1=1
(10) .  2  exP (— Vj(Qt)z)Vj(gfy^Aj(t, e ) + ( l - ß 0 _1+
7 =  1
m «
+ ( i - e 0 _1 IJ(ui(t)lad II (vi(t)/b^1=1 1=1
• exp ( -  (e0-) vj (qo^ A j (t, <?).
j=i
From Corollary 1 of Appendix A we find:
lim E[(l — u(N Jtnj)-1] =  lim (1 - t ) $ ( t ,  e1' 1),
m-*oo f-*>l
where zz=logp.
From this result we immediately obtain our main theorem for the special class 
of (underlying) distribution functions fulfilling (6):
Theorem 1. Let the distribution functions o f  T) x and Y2x fulfill condition (6) 
and E [r11] =  E[T2,1]= 0 , E [J?>1]=of, further lei Nn be defined by (2),
then
lim jv(N jn )  =  se(y\
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where Y is a random variable with density g(y) (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) 
and
g(y) =  - y ) ) _1/2(j' +  (1 -.jO ^ 2)-1 1 [o,i] O'). R = eJai
(£C(X) denotes the distribution function o f the random variable X).
P ro o f . E[1 /{v—(N jm ))\ is the Stieltjes-transform of the random variable NJm. 
Similarly to the situation by Laplace transforms, the convergence of the Stieltjes- 
transforms of a sequence of random variables to a function g(v) is equivalent to con­
vergence of the distributions of this sequence of random variables to a (possibly 
defective) distribution function with Stieltjes transform g(v), see Widder (1972).
The density of a random variable is the imaginary part of the Stieltjes-transform 
(Widder (1972)). Therefore we are finished if we can show:
(11) lim(1 - r)4>(/, eu(1 -°) =  (1 - R  ]/\-w )“ 1 + R‘2(R2( \-u )+  R ^ l - « ) " 1.
To prove (11) we first observe:
The result then follows by simple algebra from (10). |
4. Extensions of the main result to arbitrary non lattice distributions 
with finite second moment
The family of distributions fulfilling (6) is dense in the space of all distributions 
over R in the usual topology of weak convergence, see Appendix B. Therefore, we 
will approximate arbitrary distribution functions by distribution functions fulfill­
ing (6).
To indicate dependency on underlying distributions we will henceforward write 
v ( t ,  e) =  &  ( t ,  e) and v( / ,  q ,  s) =  A ( t ,  q , s) .
Essentially we have to prove
lim ( 1 - 0 4>MmvB(f, (?) =  (1 -0^„ ,v (L  (?) for all |/| <  1,
and
lim lim (l —0<P„„,v„(0 Q) =  Jim (1 - 0 ^ , v(0 6).
if lim u. = u and lim v„=v.
n-*-oo n-*-«»
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As a first step, we will prove [dPnn(t, 0) —log j/l — t converges to 
0)— lo g / l  — t for sequences (7i„)r of probability distributions with 
lim n„—n.
n-t-co
P ro po sitio n  1. Let (7t„)f and n be distribution functions such that J  xdn„ — 
—J x d n  = 0 and J x 2 dn„=c2<°°, J x 2dn = o2< ^ . Assume lim n„ = n (weakly), 
then fo r  all |t |< l
lim logj/l — t — £C*(t, 0) =  l o g / l — t-£?n (t, 0) and
n — oo n
( 12) ____  _
lim lim (log y  1 -  / -  SB* (t, 0)) = lim (log \ l - t - d £ f  (t, 0)).
P r o o f . We will show the proposition for d£’~n only. Observe first
______ oo ' *m (  m 1 \
0 ) - i o g ^ i - /  =  2  -  P ( 2 ^ n)< o ) ~  ,wi=l m V 2)
where d£(Xfi))—nn.
Spitzer (1976) proved that — [ p( ^  A^-cO)—i )  converges (as t-* l) to
m = I f t l  \  2  )
provided E[W]=0 and E[Ä,12]=ff2<°° (P4 and P5 Chapter IV, Section 18), see also 
Rosén’s (1962) proof for the absolute convergence of the above series.
Because of continuity of convolutions it is easy to see that (12) holds for all 
|/ |< 1 , even for the cases /i{0}>0 or v{0}>0. As the limiting function 
<£~ (t, 0)—log ]/1 — t and the functions jSf*“ (I, 0)—log ^1 — t are continuous for all 
/£ { / : | / ] < l  or 1=1} (P4 of Spitzer (1976)) the claim follows. |
A similar result holds for the functions SP -^t%n{t, 0).
P r o po sitio n  2. Under the conditions o f Proposition 1 , we have
lim (1 - 1)~1/2 exp (jSfjf-t *n (r, 0)) =  (1 -0 ~ 1/2 exp (.$?£.*(/, 0))
for all eE(0, «>).
P r o o f . We have for j / | « = l :
^ - , „ n( / , 0 ) - y l o g ( l - / )  =
“ ( i \  <m
= - o ) - T J +
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here SC(Xi(n))=n„. Hence
lim 0) —  I log (1 -  0  =  2  ^  (p ( Z  * !”> S  0) - i )  + 1  (1 -  log q ) .
Therefore, Proposition 2 follows from Proposition 1.
We are left to show:
lim (1 - t)k~  vß ,  q, 0) =  (1 - t ) X - v{t, q, 0)
n-*-°°
o-
for all | r | < l  and / —1, and v„-v. As k~v(t,Q,s)= f  e>xdA„tV(t, q, x),
— oo
where d„>v(L q, •) is the distribution function of a finite (for |f |< l )  measure 
having Laplace transform q, s), it is sufficient to show
(13) lim (1 -íM„„,v„(í, Q, s) =  (1 -0Ap,v(b 6, s),
It-*- oo
for all | t |< l  and t-+l, and all imaginary values of s'. This will be demonstrated in 
the next Proposition.
P roposition  3. Let ß, (v„)r and v be distribution functions such that
f x dyn =  I x dn =  f x  dvn =  f  x  dv =  0, f x- dyn <  oo, 
f ‘x 2dß<°°, f x2 dv„ <°° and f x2 dv <  <».
Assume further lim ßn = ß and lim v„=v (weakly), then for all | i |< l :
lim (1 -r);.„n>v„(L e, s) =  (1 -  0 ^ . v(t, Ö, s)n—°°
and
lim lim (1 -/)/.„ v (/, q, s) = lim (1 -t)A„ v(f, 0, s)
« - ► o o  r— i r n ’ n  t - * i
i f  any o f the following three conditions holds:
(a) /i„, /i, v„ a/iJ v are non-lattice distributions,
(b) n or v is lattice but {r: /i(/-)^0}n (r: v ( r ) ^ O}=0,
(c) v„ and v are lattice with fin(s)=l<=>fi(s)=l, and í , ( í )=1<» í (í ) = 1. 
(For any distribution function n, we denote by rt its two-sided Laplace transform).
Proof. Consider first the following expressions for | t |< l : 
lim (1 - t)~ 112 exp (t, s)«-►OO H
and
lim ( l — t)-1/2 exp Vn (t, s) (s imaginary).
Similarly to the situation in Proposition 1, it follows from the continuity of the con­
volution that
lim (1 - 0 ~ 1/2 exp JSP+ (/, s) =  (1 - t ) “1'2 exp JSP + (t, s)
« —  OO H
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and
lim (1 -  /) ~1/2 exp v (f, s) =  (1 — t) _1/2 exp (t, s).
n-+- oo n
Let 7cg {n, n„: i= l ,  2, ...} and let s be such that #„(.5)^1 and ti{s)?í 1, then
( I 'M )
j oo j m  00
(r, s ) -  — lo g (l - 0  =  -  2  —  /  0  -COS(.TS))d7I*m(x) +
m = l ^  n-
f n  (  m  j \  o o  j m  ° °
+ 2  —  [P( 2 Xi ^ ° ) - j )  + i 2 i — f  sin 0*) (*).
m
where J £ ( X l) = n  and £ t ? ( 2  Xi) — n*m; similarly
j co *m 0“
j S ? . - ( f , s ) - y l O g ( l - 0  =  -  2 ^ —  f  (1 -C O S(sx))d7t*m(x) +
+  2  — lp ( 2  <  ° ) - y l  + i 2  f  sin(sx)dn*m(x).
m = i n i  v i )  m= i  m
We have:
(14) jS?+(/,s) + JS ? ;-( i,s )- lo g (l-0 =  J  — ( l-R e Ä ra(s))-co for / -  1.
m = l m
Assume now
co -.m °°
lim y, — f (l — cos (sx) dn*m (x) <<*>.' - 1 m=i m /  v
Then, we have from (14)
oo *m u lo o  jtn
lim 2  —  f  (1 -co s (sx))dn*m(x) 2  ~ =  1-
r"*1 m =  l  m  '  ro =  1 In
® m




lim P ( 2 ^ < 0 ) = - ,
hence a contradiction.
oo */n
Similarly one brings the assumption lim y  —  f (1 —cos(sx))t(7t*m(x)-
m=i rn
to a contradiction. Thus we have proved




lim(1 — i)_I/2exp s) = lim(l — /)-1/2exp JS?e”-tv(/, s) =  0
(see also the proof of Proposition 2).
We are left to prove the claim of Proposition 3 for points with /*„(.?) =  1 and 
/I(s') — 1 or v„ ( í ) =  1 and v (s)= l. Here we have, for any distribution with Ä (.?)= 1
[1 =  |Ä(s)| S  |Ä + (s)| + |Ä-(s)| s P (2 f^ 0 )  + P(2r<0) =  1
(S£(X) — n) and hence n + (s) = P (X ^  0),
the claim of the proposition follows then from Propositions 1 and 2.
We showed now the validity of the arcsine-law for the oscillating random walk 
if the underlying distributions are either non-lattice or live on disjoint lattices. We are 
left to consider the lattice case, which will be done in the next section.
5. The lattice case
Here we consider random variables y ]1 and F2,i for which there exists a com­
mon lattice. As we are only interested in the random variable Nn, as defined in (2), 
we may as well restrict ourselves to random variables with values in Z, the set of 
integers.
Similar to the treatment in the previous section, first we restrict ourselves to 
increment distributions /z and v, for which we can obtain explicit formulae for 
Q + (t, q, s) and Q~ (t, q, s). More precisely we assume
0(s) = v*(es) = E[exp(SF1>1)]=  2  v(;V',j= —S +
(15)
fi (s)= n* (es) =  E [exp (sF2, ,)] =  2  VÜ) ^ J-
j  = -  r
We then find (compare Kemperman (1974))
exp Se~(t,s)=  2  (es/(e * - ív(0))
V =  — 1
(16)
exp ££+ (/, s) =  (— tfi(r )) 1 / / ( e s-£„(/)) 1
V =  1
exp (& -  (/, s)) =  f j  (e’l(e5 -  rjv (Qt)))
V = - l
e x p (/, s ) )  = (— ß / v ( r +))-1 f J ^ - l A e O )  \
V =  1
where £„(/) are the (r~ +  .?“ ) roots of the equation /z*(£v) = l/t, where it is assumed 
|£,|^|£y| if i ^ j  (|?|<1); similarly the are the (r+ +5+) roots of the equation 
v*(»7v)= 1/?, again \rjt\S\rij\ for i s j  ( |/|< 1 ) is assumed.
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From this we obtain:
(17)
and
o u r  =  ~ £  n & « ) / íZ Á t) - iÁ Q t) ) )x
Jfc= —1 e  — V k W )  v = l
X n (t1k(Q‘)l(rik(eO-ilÁQt))),v= —1 v^ fc
0 ,A)+ -  ( U ) - ( M F
if z g 0, for z < 0 we have
(18)
r -  M + l /> \ r-
(M )+ =  z  n & m u Q - z km x
fc =  1 S v — 1
x  f j  ( ^ ( 0 / ( 4 ( 0 - t / v ( e 0 ) )
v — —1
(5 , A)- =  (< M )-(M )+-
Formulae (16) together with (17) or (18) depending on z £ 0  or z< 0  give an explic­
it formulae for d>(f, g), see (5). Using again Corollary 1 of Appendix A, we obtain 
the same limiting distribution for NJn as in the non-lattice case.
Distributions fulfilling (15) are arbitrary distributions on Z with finite support, 
which clearly approximate any distribution on Z. Hence we can apply Proposition 
1, 2 and 3 of the previous section and we proved the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let (F1>;) r  tind (F2;;)i° be two independent sequences o f independent 
identically distributed random variables with E[T1j1] =  E[T2j1] =  0, E[F121] = ö'( and 
E[F22tl] =  tri, let N„ be defined by (2), then lim J?(2Vn/n)==.S?(F), where Y is a ran-
n - f o o
dom variable with density g(y) (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) and 
g(y) = n ~ 'R (y (\ —y))_1/2(y+(l -y ) /? 2)“1 l(0ll)(p)-
Appendix A
A Tauberian theorem for a special class of analytic functions is derived:
P roposition  1. Let f ( t , z ) — am(z)t"' be an analytic function in z and t,
m=o
for  |1—z |< l  and |/[-*=l. Assume am(z)= — z ) ‘ is analytic for  |z |<l.
i=i
Then we can write
f i t ,  z ) =  Í ( Í  &/">/-)( 1 - z f  ( | f |  <  1, |z |  <  1).i—0 m—0
Assume further
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(a) b/m> s0, J'€N, m£N,
(b) (b((m))m=o *■* <* monotonely nondecreasing sequence,
(c) lim (1—t) f( t ,  l —co(l—t))—La for all |eo| =  l.
Then
lim 2  m~' =  Lj.
m—~  ,_ 0
An important corollary to this proposition connects limits of generating functions 
of sequences of random variables (X,)i” with the limits of the Stieltjes transforms of 
the variables (XJi)“ .
Corollary 1. Assume ( X ^  is a stochastically increasing sequence o f non-nega­
tive random variables, and let
g(t, z) -  2 E [ Q (1~z)x‘] t ‘,
1= 0
then, for all q such that X{ log g~ci (a.s.):
lim E [(l-(log  Q)Xil i ) -q  =  H m (l-0 g (f , 0
provided lim (1 — t)g(t, 1 — co(l — t)) exists for all [ct)| =  l.
We first prove the proposition: Consider
f ( t ,  2) =  2 ( 1 - 0 *  2  b ^ z T ,
1= 0 m = 0
then
l i m ( l - 0 / ( 0  1—co(l—t) )= L 0J, (|oj| =  1)
implies (b[m)^  0)
lim (1 — o i+1 2  Hm) tm = L\
,-'1 m=o
oo
for every i£N, further 2  L[ = Ll .
1=0
The proof of the above claim lies essentially in the continuity theorem for 
Fourier series, (see e.g. Feller (1971) Theorem 2, p. 431). Using a Tauberian theorem 
(Feller (1971) Theorem 5, p. 447) we obtain lim i\m~ib\m)=L'i , as
lim 2 i ' - (m)~ibi(m) =  2  ü(w )~íf>i(m)
m-»<= ; _ o  , „ o  m —oo
(positivity of all summands), the theorem is proved.
To prove the corollary one only has to check the equality bfm) =  E[Zj,] (log q)‘/il-
29
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Appendix B
The denseness of the family S' of positive finite measures over R+ with densi-
m
ties 2  (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) is demonstrated.
i=0
P r o po sit io n . Let S' be the family o f positive finite measures over R+ with den-
m
sities 2  rnte~xix (density with respect to the Lebesgue measure), then S' is dense in
i=0
the space o f  all finite measures over R +.
P r o o f . The algebra generated by {1, e~x} is dense in the space of all measurable 
functions over any compact set contained in R+ in the supremum topology (Stone—- 
Weierstraß). Therefore S' is vag dense in the space of finite measures over R+. 
Then Theorem 45,7 on p. 188 of Bauer (1968) proves the proposition.
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ON THE SPECTRUM OF A CLASS OF INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS II
B. P. DUGGAL
Abstract
Let C (Lr), 1 </><=», denote the class o f linear transformations which are continuous on V  
into itself. The mapping T£C (L P) is said to belong to the class G0 if T  satisfies the functional rela­
tion T t(a)=m (a)t(a)T , where t(a) denotes the operator o f dilatation by amount a  ( a ^ O ) ,  and 
where m(ű)=(sgn a )  or 1. It is shown that if T2= b l  for some scalar b, then the spectrum cr(T) 
o f T  consists purely of the point spectrum ap (T). Furthermore, ap(T )= {± V b }. I f T ’= c T  for 
some scalar c such that |c| =  l ,  and if T  is invertible, then it is shown that either <j (T )=  op (T) or 
a (T )—oe(T ) (= th e continuous spectrum of T).
1. Introduction
Let Lp=LP(—°°, °°), and let C(IJ) denote the class of linear transformations 
which are continuous on LP into itself. We say that the linear transformation 
T£C(LP), 1 </t<oo, belongs to the class G„ if T  satisfies the functional equation
(1) Tt(a) =  m{a)t(a)T, all real a ^  0,
where t(a) denotes the operator of dilatation by amount a, and where m(a)— 
=(sgn a) or 1. It is known (see [2]) that if T£G0, then there exists a Lebesgue meas­
urable function K  such that
U  oo
(2) J  T f(t)d t=  j  m(x)K(ux~1)f(x)dx.
0  —  oo
A number of the important (in applications) integral transforms belong to the class 
G0. Thus, for example, the Hilbert transform H, the Stieltjes transform S, and the 
modified Hilbert transform / / (ot) defined (respectively) by
oo
Hf{u) =  (l/7r)(P.V.) /  (u -x)-y(x)dx-,
S f(u )= (l/n ) f  (u+x)~1f(x)dx;
0
H Mf(u) = (l/jr)|«|~*(P.V.) /  |*|"(«—x)-1/(* )dx, -  1/p <  a  <  l/p \
all belong to G0.
29*
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The study of the spectrum a(T) of particular mappings T£G0 has been carried 
out by a number of authors, amongst them Pollard [9], de Snoo [11], and Juberg [7], 
Starting from the view point of the functional equation characterizing mappings 
T£G0, a study of the spectrum of the class G0 was initiated by the author in [4], 
We showed that <r(T)=crp(T)U<Tc(T), where ap{T) and oc(T) denote the point 
spectrum and the continuous spectrum of T, and that if T 2 — bI on Lp, then aP(T) 
is not empty and o-(T)Q { +  /b} . We went onto state (see Theorem 3) that if T '——T, 
then there exists a scalar b such that a(T)—(jp(T)={±.yrb}. Unfortunately, there is 
an error in the proof here. In this paper we locate the error, and give a number of 
sufficient conditions for the theorem (loc. cit.) to hold. Indeed, we show that if T£G0 
is O-adjoint (i.e. T '—cT  for some scalar c such that |c| =  l), and invertible, then 
either a(T)=ap{T) or <j(T) = <rc(T )(exclusive ‘or’). Also, we strengthen Corollary 
following Theorem 3 of [4] to show that if T 2= bl for some scalar b, and if T  is not 
scalar type, then a(T)= ap(T )= { ± ]■!)}. A number of examples are considered to 
illustrate the results.
In addition to the notation already introduced, the following further notation 
will be used. The empty set will be denoted by cp (as apart from the function cp), and 
the set of real (complex) numbers will be denoted by R (resp., C). The resolvent set of 
T  will be denoted by q (T). We assume, once for all, that 1 and that Gn.
Also, T  will be assumed to have the integral representation (2) with m(x)=  1. 
(There is no loss of generality in assuming m(x)=  1: our results hold just as well 
for the case in which m(x)=(sgn x).) The identity map will be denoted by /, the 
mapping (Banach space) adjoint to T  will be denoted by T', and the index conjugate 
to p  will be denoted by p'. Henceforth, whenever the limits extend over all of R, 
the limits will be omitted from the integrals. We note that all our equalities involving 
functions are to be considered as holding a.e. only.
The mapping T  is said to be 0-adjoint if there exists a scalar c, |c| =  1, such that 
T ' = cT  (see [2]). We assume, henceforth, that c— 1: this does not involve any loss 
of generality (for if c ^ l ,  then we define P=dT with dc= d, and consider P=dT=  
=dcT=dT'=P'). Let T  be invertible with T~1= S. Then, this is easily verified, 
S  satisfies a functional equation of type (1), and so S fG n. Hence S  has an integral 
representation of the type
for some Lebesgue measurable function Q. Let e be the function e(x)=l if 0 < x < l,  
and zero otherwise. It is not difficult to verify (see [2] and [3]) that if
2. Notation and complementary results
U




/  <p(t-1)dt = i r l f  dt.
0 0
(5)
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then Te(t)—\l/(t J) and Se(t)=<p(t~1). The mappings T' and S ' then have the 
integral representation
(6) f T 'f( t)d t  =  f il/(ux~1)f(x )d x , w€R;
0
(7) /  S 'f( t)d t= f< p (u x -')f(x )d x , u£R.
0
3. An example
During the course of the proof of Theorem 3 (Theorem 4) of [4] we stated that 
by Theorem 3.2 of [3] if T  (resp., T ' T )  is an invertible 0-adjoint mapping belonging 
to G0, then there exists a non-zero scalar b  such that T 2= b l  (resp., ( T ' T ) 2 = b i )  
on LP. This is not true, as the following example shows.
Let T — I — P ,  where P — (2 cos n v /n )  M 2v) and M(v) is the Meijer transform
M w R x )  =  14 / ®  Ky(xt)f(t) dt, |R e v |< l.
If Im v=0, Rev^O and v ^ ± y ,  then T  is an 0-adjoint invertible mapping in 
Gon c (L 2(0, oo)). However, TVW .
Thus Theorem 3 (Theorem 4) of [4] is valid only for the case in which T 2= b l  
(resp., ( T ' T ) 2= b l ) .  The fault here lies with Theorem 3.3 of [3]; more precisely our 
conclusion there (with w(x)=w '(x)= 1) that
(8 )  J  if/ ( x - 1 ) ö ( w x : - 1 )  d x  =  J  ( p i p e ^ K i u x ^ d x
implies
(9) iH x-^Q iux-1) = v ix - ^ K iu x - ')
(see p. 282) is false. Some additional hypotheses are required. In this section we provide 
these hypotheses.
Let f v ( x )  denote the function f v ( x ) = f ( v ~ 1x ) .
Theorem 1. L e t  T  b e  in v e r t ib le  w i th  in v e r s e  S .  T h e n  T 2= b l  on  LP i f  a n d  o n ly  
i f  th e r e  e x i s t s  an f € L p su c h  th a t  T fv ( x )  =  b ~ l S f v ( x ) = e v (x).
Proof. Let T  and 5  have the integral representations (2) and (3). Then the argu­
ment of the proof of Theorem 3.3 of [3] (irrespective of whether T  is 0-adjoint or not) 
shows that (8) holds. A simple change of variable now leads us to
J  [ { / ( v x ^ Q i u x ^ d x  — J  < p (v x ~ 1) K ( u x ~ 1)  d x
for all non-zero real v . As stated in Section 2, t p ( x ~ l ) — T e ( x )  and c p ( x ~ 2) = S e ( x ) ,  
and so, by the functional equation satisfied by S  and T ,  we have that \ j t ( y x ~ 1) =  
— T e v ( x )  and <p ( v x ~ l)= S e e ( x ) .  The absolute existence of the integrals in (2) and (3)
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implies that both K(ux~1) and Q(ux~l) are in Lp' for each real w; hence we have from 
an application of Parseval’s relation that
J  il/(vx^Q iu x -1) dx =  j  Tev(x)Q(ux~1) dx =
-  f  eB{t)[T'Q{ux~i)\{t)dt =
= J  (p(vx~1)K(ux~1)dx  —
= f  ev(t)[S 'K (ux-l)](t)dt.
Since this holds for all non-zero real v, we have that 
(10) [T 'Q iux-'W ) = [S '/ffnx-1) ]« ,
where the resultant function on either side of the equality is in 1 / .  Now let f v(t) be 
an element of U  (for each non-zero real v). Then we have from (10) and another 
application of Parseval’s relation that
f m i T 'Q ( u x - W t ) d t  = f f v{t)[S'K{ux-')\{t)dt, 
or
fQ iu x -^ T f^ x )  dx =  f  K(ux_1)Sfv(x) dx, 
i.e.
V  V
J  Q l u x ^ d x ^ b  J  K (u x~ fd x  
0 0
for all non-zero real v (and all n). Hence Q(t)=bK(t), which implies that T 2=bl. 
To complete the proof, we let T 2—bI, and define Sf_G0 by S= b~1T. Then
u u u
j  T2ev(t)dt — f  [T^{vx~1)}{t)dt = b f  ev(t)dt.
0 0 0
Hence, [T[l/(vx~1)](u) = bev(u). Setting b~ 1\l/(vx~1) = f  (x), we see that we have 
found the required function.
Theorem 2. Let T be 0-adjoint invertible with inverse S. Set
{ß(*~1) ^ ( w*~1)~ ^ (* ~ 1)ö (w* -1)} — G(u,x}.
I f  J  G(u, x )dx= 0 for a.a.u implies that G(w, x) =  0 a.e,, then there exists a scalar 
b ( ^ 0 )  such that T 2 = bl.
Proof. Clearly, equality (8) holds. Since T  is 0-adjoint, S  is 0-adjoint, and so 
we have from (6) and (7) that
J  K[ux~1f{x)dx') = J  i/ '(mx_1)/(x) é/.x:; 
fQ ( u x ~ f  f(x ) dx — J  <p(«X“1)f(x) dx,
for each f ^ U  and all u. Letting f(x)= e(x), (4) and (5) now imply that cp(x~1)=  
—Q (x~1) and ijj(x~1)= K (x~1). Substituting in (8), we then have from the hypo­
thesis that •
K ix - ^ Q iu x - ^ ^ Q ix - ^ K iu x - 1) . ■
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for all «.Now set ux~1= a, a some non-zero real number, and then x l = t; we have
0 (0  =  (Q(a)/K(a))K{t) =  bK(t) 
for some scalar b (?*0). This completes the proof.
T heorem  3. Let T be invertible with inverse S. Then either o f the following con­
ditions implies that T 2=bl.
(i) J\j/(ux—1)K(x—1) = b{min(H, 1)—min(M, 0)}.
(ii) There exist functions <;o1(t)=(p1(t)e(a~1t) and <p2(t), both in  L * , such that 
T'<p1(t)=<p2(t) and T'cp2(t)=b(p1(t).
(iii) JG [u ,x )d x  = J  {<p{x~x)K{ux~l)—\j){x~l)Q{ux~l)}dx = 0
for a.a.u implies G (u,x)—0 a.e.
For the proof of cases (i) and (ii) we refer to [2], Corollaries 8 and 9; the proof 
of (iii) follows from an argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 2.
4. Spectrum: case <jp(T )tí(p
Throughout the following we assume that T  is not a scalar multiple of the identity, 
i.e. TV a/ for some a£C.
T heorem  4. I f  T8=W, then <7(T)=op(T )= {± f£ ).
Proof. By the Corollary following Theorem 3 of [4], o (T )Q {± .f b) and ap(T) 
is not empty. (We remark that the corollary loc. cit. holds true.) We show that 
o (T )= {± fb }.
Since o(T) is not empty, at least one of the points — ^ b and + / b  is in a (T); 
say — yb£(r(T). Since our assertion is trivially true if + fb  also belongs to <x(jT), 
we assume that +\i~b£Q(T). The mapping (/& /—7) is then (continuously) invert­
ible. Since T 2=bl, {b I-T i) = { i b I - T ) ^ b I - T ) = 0, and hence ( fb I+ T )= 0. 
But then T  is a scalar multiple of the identity. Hence +)'~b^o(T).
Now since ap(T) is not empty, at least one of the points — \ b  and + /h  is in 
<7p(T). Assume that +/b€<7p(r )  and that — ^ b£oc(J). (Recall that c(T )— 
=<tp(T)U gc(T).) Then the mapping (T+ Ybl) is one to one, and the range of 
(T + ^b l) is dense in Lp. Hence, to each f£ L p there corresponds just one g£Lp 
such that
(11) T f+ fb f = g ,
the set of such g being dense in Z/._App1ying T  to both sides of (11) we have that 
bf+y'b Tf=Tg, and so that Tg-^bg . But then T - ^ b l  on a dense subset of Lp, 
contradicting thereby the hypothesis that T  is not scalar type. Hence — Yb^ap(T). 
This completes the proof.
Both H  and Hix> satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2 with b = — 1; it follows 
from Theorem 4 that the spectrum of H  and H M consists purely o f the point spec-
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trum, and is the set {±i}. Let f£LP, and let U be the mapping 
Uf(z) = (l/27ti) f  dt, z€C|R.
Then U +f(x)=  lim Uf(x+iy) and G-/(x)=^lim U f(x+ iy) exist a.e., and satisfy
U+ =  (l/2i)(— H +  i), U- = ( -  l/2i)(H+í), U+- U -  = I
on U  (see [1]). Let M p= {f£ L p: U+f=0} and Np= { fíU :  U~f= 0}; then 
Lp = M p(Q Np, and each f£ L p has a unique representation of the type f= fx+ f2, 
where f x£Mp and f 2€Np. Since mappings of the class G0 mutually commute (see
[2]), we have that HTfx= TH f1—iTf1 and that H Tf2= T H f2——iTf2.
Theorem 5. op{TH)\Jap(J 'H )= op{,H)op{J)=  ( ± / a :  otiop(Tj).
Proof. Suppose that a £op(T)\ then there is a non-trivial /€ L P such that 
Tf=ctf. Let / = / i + / 2, where f x£Mp and f 2£Np. Then
T H f — H T f=  <xHf= i a ( / i—/ 2),
and so, since H 2——I,
- o f  = - T f  = THHf = -  iTH( f x - / 2).
Hence, THfl =i<xf1 and TH f2— - ia f2. Now if / j^ O ,  then ia^ap(TH), and so 
since (TH )'= H ,T '= - H T '= - T 'H ,  -ia £ o P(T'H ). Again, if f 2* 0, then 
— ia.£op(TH), and so also ia.£op(T'H). Finally, since o(H )=op(H)— {±/}, we
see that op{TH)Dop{T 'H )—op{H)ap{T).
Corollary 1. I f T  is 0-adjoint, then ap(T) is symmetric about the origin.
Proof. Since T ' =  T, Theorem 5 implies that op(TH)=op(T)op(H )— 
= {± ia :  a€ffp(r)}. Hence ap(H T H )= -o p(T) = op(H )op(TH)={±or. ^ o p(T)}.
It is immediate from Corollary 1, and the fact that a{T) = op{T)\Joc{T), 
that if  T  is 0-adjoint and if o(T )  lies to one side of the origin, then ap(T)=<p. Let R 
be the mapping R f(x)= x~1f( x ~ 1), and let Ix denote the class of mappings obtained 
by defining V£lx if V = T R  for some T£G0 (see [2] for more detail about the 
class A). Let V ifC iC iL 2). Then it can be shown that a£crp(V) if and only if 
a.2£ap(V 2) (see the proof o f Theorem (3.5) of [5]). Let T£C (L2).
Corollary 2. I f  a€ap(V), then the set {± a ,  ±/a}£crp(F).
Proof. Since R is an isometric isomorphism of L 2 onto itself, V=TR£C(L2). 
Since RTR = T' (see [2]), V 2=TRTR=TT' is 0-adjoint. Hence if a2e<rp(F 2), 
then —a2€<rp(F 2). This, by the remark above, establishes the corollary.
An example of a mapping illustrating Corollary 2 is provided by the Fourier 
transform F. Recall that 1 É<rp(F ); so, by Corollary 2, {± 1, ±/}€<rp(F). Indeed, 
it is known that (r(F)=<rp(F ) =  {± l ,  ±i).
Corollary 3. I f  T  is O-adjoint, and i f  0£o(T), then (aI—T)2=bI cannot 
hold for any a, b£ C.
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Proof. For all 7, not necessarily O-adjoint, (aI—T)*—bl  implies that 
a ( a I - T ) = a p(aI—T ) = { ± f b } .  Hence, since 0€<rp(7), a(T)= cp(T) is either the 
set {0, 2a} or the set { — 2a, 0}. Now if 7  is 0-adjoint, then, by Corollary 1, er(7)= 
=ffp(7)={0}. Hence 7=0. (We note here that because of the mutual commuta­
tivity of the mappings 7£ G0, on the Hilbert space L2 the mappings 7  are normal.)
Although (aI—T)2=bI cannot hold for 0-adjoint 7 such that 0£<r(7), a 
slight variation bears fruit. Thus, let A f(x)—a(sgn x)f(x )—Tf(x) for 0-adjoint 7  
suchthat 0É<x(7). If A2 = bl, then cr(y4) =  crp0 4 )= {± /I} , and so <r(7) =  <rp(7) = 
= {±(a  — yi>), +  Since 0€<r(7), we have that <r(7) =  o-p(7) =
=  {0, ±2a}. An example of a mapping 7  satisfying these conditions is provided by
Tf(x) =  (2/tc2) f  (log t - lo g  x)j(t-x )f(t)d t.
5. Spectrum: case ctc(7) *<P
Once again we assume that 7  is not a scalar multiple of the identity. We start by 
considering the case in which 7  is invertible.
Theorem 6. Let 7  be invertible. Then ac(T)^cp i f  and only i f  there is a V<fG0 
suchthat 0£<7c(V) and T —al—V for some akc .
Proof. Suppose that <rc(7)^<p. Then there is non-zero scalar b such that 
b£<rc(T). Let S '= 7 _1, and let 7 and S  have the integral representations (2) and (3), 
respectively. Then (8) is satisfied. Now b~1£crc(S), and so to each hdLP there 
corresponds just one g€LP suchthat Sh — b~1h=g. Letting h(x) — \jj(x~1) (£ LP), 
we have that
/  [ S i i s i x - ' m d t - b - ' f  i H t - ' ) d t  =  f  g ( t )d t .
0 0 0
Since \j/(x~1) = Te(x), this implies that
b ~ ' f  i H t - ' ) d t =  f  { S T e ( t )  — g(/)} d t  =  f  { e ( t ) - g ( t ) ) d t  
0 0 0
for all u. Hence
b - ' M - 1)  =  e ( 0 - g ( 0 .
Substituting in (6), we have
/  T ’f ( t ) d t  =  b f  { e ( u - ' t ) - g ( u - H ) ) f ( t ) d t
= b f  m - b  /  g (u-'t)f(t)d t 
0
-  /  { b f ( t ) - v ' f ( t ) } d t  (say)
0
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for all u. Hence, T '—bl—V'. Setting b=a, this implies that T= al—V. Clearly, 
0£<tc(V). The other way implication is trivially true.
As an immediate consequence of the theorem we have:
C orollary 4. Let VaG0 be such that 0£<yp(V). I f  T is invertible, and i f  
T = a l—V for some scalar a, then o(T) = o p(T).
Theorem 7. Let T  be O-adjoint, and let V = a l—T for some non-zero real a. 
I f  crc(V)r^(P, then o(T)=(xc(T).
Proof. Clearly, V  is O-adjoint (with V '—V). By Corollary 1, both crp(V ) 
and <tp(T) are symmetric about the origin. Assume that b£op(V). Then there exist 
non-trivial functions/and g in LP such that V f—b f  and Vg=—bg, or equivalently 
that (a I—V )f= (a—b )f  and (aI—V)g=(a+b)g. This implies that (a+b)€ap(T) 
and so also that ±(a±b)£ap(T). But if — (adzb)£crp(T), then (2a+b)£ap(V). 
Repeating this argument we see that if b£<rp(V), then (na+b)£op(V) for all even 
integers n. But this in view of the fact that o(V) is a bounded subset of C is absurd. 
Hence ap(V), and so also <rp(T) is empty. This completes the proof.
It is an immediate consequence of Theorems 6 and 7 that i f  the O-adjoint T  is 
invertible, then the spectrum o f  T  consists either purely o f the point spectrum o f  T, or 
purely o f  the continuous spectrum o f T. Assuming now that cr(T)=crp(T) for the 
O-adjoint invertible mapping T, we ask the question: Does ap(T) consist of a two 
point set?
Theorem 8. I f  iß$.op(TH —ßH) for some J3£q(T), then Oíoc(T).
P roof. Suppose that iß$op(TH—ßH) for some ß£g(T). Then, since 
o (T H -ß H )  = op{T H -ßH ){j(jc(TH -ßH ), either iße<rc(T H -ßH )  or iß£
d g (T H —ßH). Suppose that ißfQ(TH—ßH). Then to each non-trivial / € I f  
there corresponds a unique non-trivial gZLp such that
Let / = / i + / 2 and g= gt +g2, where f x, g f M p and f 2,g f-N p. (The subspace 
M p and Np are as defined in Section 4.) We have from (12) that
( 12) CT H - ß H ) f- iß f=  g.
(13) i ( r - / ? / ) ( /1- / 2)- i/? ( /1- / 2) =  g l+g2,
or
L ( /i- f d - 2 ß f i  =  -  i (gi ~  git)- 
Applying H  to both sides of (12), we also have
(14) T  ( f i  + /a )  =  '  ( g i -  gü)-
From (13) and (14), we obtain
(15) ( T - ß i y i = m - i g d ,
and so also (upon applying H  to both sides of (15))
( 16) (T-ßOf^-m-igd.
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Taken together, (15) and (16) imply that 
(17) ( T - ß l ) h  =  0,
and so, since (T—ß l) is invertible, that f i  — 0. Letting f x—0 in (13) and (16) we have
(T —ß l) f2 = 0,
and hence that / 2=0. But then f= fi+ f2=0: this contradiction implies that 
iß i Q(TH-ßH).
Now let iß£oc(T H —ßH). Then to each / £ LF there corresponds just one 
g€Lp suchthat (12), and so also relations(13) to (17) hold. But then, by (17) and (13),
-  r / i  -  Tf2 =  -  i (gx + g2), or T f= ig .
This implies that 0£<rC(T).
6. Examples
In addition to the examples already considered during the course of Sections 4 
and 5, in this section we consider certain further examples illustrating the preceding 
theory.
(1) Let the scalar b be as in Theorem 4, and let c and d be some scalars such 
that (c/d)?í±/h. Let T2=bl, and let P=cI+dT. Then <r(P)=crp(P)={c±d]fb}. 
In particular, letting P=PM —cos rox+sin nocH, 0<oc<l, we see that o(PM)= 
— ap{P(«)) lies on the unit circle. Mappings of the type have been considered 
by a number of authors, amongst them Juberg [7], Kober [8], Samko [10], and 
Duggal [6],
(2) Let S  be the Stieltjes transform, and for h=»l, set T —b l—S. Then T 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 7, and so a(S ) = ac(S). Indeed, trc(S)=[0, 1] 
(see [11] and [12]).
(3) The mapping H  is not essential to the validity of (a version of) Theorem 8: 
indeed, any T which satisfies T2=bl on LP would do. For then <j(T)=ap(T)=  
= {± ]/h}, and correspondingly we have a direct sum decomposition Lp~ M p© Np, 
where Tf—^ b f  for each f£ M p and 7 /=  — ^ ~bf for each f£ N p. We now employ 
this remark to give an example illustrating Theorem 8.
Let M(o) (i.e. M(v) with v=0) be the (Meijer) transform defined in Section 3- 
Then T= Mf0)€G0flC(L2(0, °o)). Let P£G0 be some invertible mapping such 
that P2—I. Then, denoting the Mellin transform of the function /£ L 2(0, °°) by 
/~ , we have that there exists a function K£ L“  suchthat
( W  O') =  * 0 ) r  (y), (K(y)Y = 1, y€ R
(see [11]). Also, it is seen ([12]) that
(T / r  O) =  0/(cosh n y + \) ) r  O)-
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The function Jrc—cosh ny +1 J *S k°undedly invertible, and so it follows that 
n£g(T). Since (T P f-n P fy{y) = nf~(y), or
(cod.üy + 1 - « ) w W  = lfW ,
holds a.e. only if / '  ( j)= 0 , we see from Theorem 8 that 0£oc(T). Thus 0£crc(Mw). 
The mapping T  being 0-adjoint, a(T )= cc(T), and so a(M(0))=ac(Mw ). Indeed, 
it can be shown that a(T )—ac(T)=[0, n/2].
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ON THE SPECTRUM OF A CLASS OF INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS HI:
AN APPLICATION
B. P. DUG GAL
Abstract
Denote by t(a) the operator o f dilatation by amount a; af_( — ~ , <*>), a^O. We say that the 
continuous linear mapping T on  L p into itself belongs to the class G0 if  it satisfies T t(a)=m (a)t(a)T , 
where m (a)=(sgnu) or 1. Let Using an explicit determination of the spectrum of
mappings T€G0, it is shown that if  T2= b l  on Lp, then, for each f£ L p and gdLp, (l/p )+ (l/?)*=  1, 
T  satisfies the product relations T {T (f )T (g )+ b fg }= b {fT (g )+ g T (f) }  and T {fT (g )+ g T (f ) }~  
=  T (f)T (g)+bfg . This generalizes a result which has been known for the Hilbert transform H  for
some time. H  also satisfies the relation E H '= 0. Let P = x I + ß T  for some scalars a, ß  (/MO).
ral
We ask: Suppose that P  satisfies E Pr= 0  for some suitable integer n; then does P  or some power
r = 1
o f P  satisfy product relations o f the type above? Again, if  P  satisfies product relations o f the typen
above, then does P satisfy £  P r = 0 for some suitable a, ß  and n l Let rt=4m; 1 some integer.
r= 1
3
It is shown that if P  is not scalar type, if 0 does not belong to the point spectrum o f £  P r for all
r =3 14 m
.s<4m, and if  E Pr —0, then P m satisfies product relations o f  the type above. Also, it is shown that
r = 1
if  Q —i f b P m satisfies the product relations above, and if  neither of the points +  is in the contin-
4 m
uous spectrum of Q,  then P  satisfies E Pr = 0.
r = 1
1. Introduction
Let C(LP), 1 denote the class of linear transformations which are
continuous on L? ( =  LP(— «=)) into itself. The mapping T£C(LP) is said to 
belong to the class G0 if T  satisfies the functional equation
(1) Tt(ci) =  m(a)t(a)T, <  a <°°, a ^  0,
where m(a)=(sgn a) or 1, and where t(a) is the operator of dilatation by amount 
a. It can be shown that if T  satisfies functional equation (1), then there exists a 
Lebesgue measurable function fcon (-=»,<») such that
U oo
(2) J  Tf{t)dt = f  m (x) k(iix~1)f(x) dx
0 — CO
(see [3], Lemma 2).
Let H  denote the Hilbert transform
Hf(u) =  (1/tc)(P.V.) /  (u -x )- \f(x )d x .
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 44A05; Secondary 47A10.
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Then H£G0. Cossar [2] and Tricomi [15] have shown that if f£ L p and g£Lq, 
and (l/r)=(l//?) +  ( l /^ )c l ,  then H  satisfies the product relations
H {H (f)H (g) + bfg) =  b{fH(g)+gH(f)};
H { m g )  + gH (f)} = H  ( / )  H(g)+bfg,
where b — — 1. Recently, Carton-Lebrun [1] has proved that the relations (3) 
remain valid even in the case in which r = l .  The proof given by Carton-Lebrun, 
which is different from that of [2] and [15] (see also [12]; p. 432), depends upon a 
judicious use of the Fourier transforms and the fact that H  is weak type (1,1). 
We show here (see Section 3) that relations of the type (3) hold for continuously 
invertible elements T  of the class G0 IT C(LP) which satisfy the property that T2= bl, 
on LP, for some non-zero scalar b.
Recall that H H f= —f  for each f f LP. Hence H  also satisfies the relation
(4) =  (n = 4),
r = l
on LP. Let T£G0f)C(Lp), and set, for some scalars a, ß (/MO), P=uI+ßT  (7=the 
identity map). The question that we ask is the following. Suppose that, for some 
suitable choice of a, ß and n, P satisfies (4). Then does P or some power of P satisfy 
relations of the type (3)? Again, suppose that P satisfies (3). Then does P satisfy 
(4) for some suitable n? Let n=4m; m a l  some integer. We show (see Section 5) 
that if Pm is not scalar type (i.e. Pm ^ a l  for some scalar a), if 0 does not belong to
t  4m
the point spectrum of 2  Pr f°r all s«=4m, and if P satisfies 2  -Pr=0, then
r=1 r=1
Pm satisfies relations of the type (3). Also, we show that if Q=i\~bPm satisfies
(3), and if neither of the points ±Y~b is in the continuous spectrum of Q, then Pm 
satisfies (4).
We remark here that the Fourier transform technique used by Carton-Lebrun 
(or its counterpart — the Mellin transform technique — on the multiplicative group 
(0, °o)) seemingly cannot be extended to prove the analogue of (3) for mappings 
T£G0C\C(LP). Our technique below exploits the fact that an explicit determination 
of the spectrum a{T) of mappings T  under consideration can be made, and that 
a (T )—<xp(T ) (=the point spectrum of T) consists of a two point set.
2. Some notation
In addition to the notation already introduced, the following notation will be 
used in the sequel. R will denote the set of reals, and C will denote the set of complex 
numbers. ac (T) will denote the continuous spectrum of the mapping T. It is known 
(see [5]) that if T£G{)(~}C(LP), then a(T)= ap(T) IJ ac{T). Lp will denote Lp(0, °=), 
and p ' will denote the index conjugate to p (i.e. (l//7) + ( l / / /)= 1). Whenever the 
integration extends over all of R, the limits will be omitted from the integrals. 
Although we do not always say so, all our equalities involving functions are to be 
considered as holding a.e. only. Anyother notation will be defined as and when 
required.
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3. Product relations
Let P=aI+ßT, where T£G0C\C(LP), and where a, ß (ß^O) are some 
scalars.
T heorem  1. I f  P^—bl on LP for some non-zero scalar b, then
(I) P{P(f)P(g) + bfg) = b {fP(g) + gP(f)}\
(II) P{fP(g) + gP(f)} =  P(f)P (g) + bfg
for each f ^ U  and g€Lq, where 1 <p, and (l/r)= (l/p )+ (l/g )-c l.
P ro o f . Since (1) and (II) hold triviallyif T  is scalar type, we assume in the follow­
ing that contrary is the case. Then, since P2= bl on Lp, we have from [6, Theorem 4] 
that o(P)=<rp(P)={±Vb}. Let J5j be the projection associated with the spectral 
set {+ /&} of P, and let E2 be the projection associated with the spectral set {— J/Ü} 
of P. Let JVP and M p (p as in LP) denote, respectively, the ranges of £ j and Ez. Then 
LP=Np® M p\ also, Pf=i~bf for each f£ N p and Pg= -~)fbg for each g(LMp.
Let f£ L p and g£,Lq. Then there exist unique functions fi£ N p and f 2£Mp, 
and g ^ N q and g2f  M„, such that f= f l + fs and g = g t +g2. We have
P{P(f)P(g) + bfg} = P{P(A + /2) P(gl + g2) + b ( f  + f j  (gi +  g2)} =
=  bP { ( f  -/g) (gj -  g2) + (A  + /2) (gi + g2)} =
=  2hP{/1g1+ /2g2}.
Now, fg i£ N r and / 2g2€Mr. Hence
P{P(f)P(g) + bfg} = 2b{P(flgl)+ P (f2g2)} =
=  2b3/2{/1g1—/ 2g2} =
=  b{(fi +fi)(y'~bg\ - 1fiygi) + (gi + gz)(fbfi -  ybf2)} = 
= b{fP(g) + gP(f)},
i.e. (I) is satisfied.
It is clear that the resultant function on either side of (I) is in IS. Hence, since 
P2=W  on U  (1 (II) follows from (I) upon applying P to both sides.
The case r— 1. The preceding argument does not extend to the case in which 
r = l ,  i.e. q—p', unless some additional hypotheses are made on P. The difficulty 
here lies with relation (5). A set of conditions which ensure the validity of (5), and 
so also of (I), can be given as follows.
Let Nx (M J denote the set of functions /  (resp., g) such that f = f xf 2 (resp., 
g=gig2) for some f 1£Np and / 2€Np. (resp., g ^ M p and g2£Mp.). The set A -  
=N1® M 1 is then a subset of LP. Assume that P f—]fbf for each f€ N t , and that 
Pg= —Ybg for each g^M x (b as in Theorem 1). Then for t \ A  ( c L 1), TF£A 
and relation (5), and so also (I), is satisfied. That relation (II) also holds follows 
from an argument similar to that used to prove (I). (Here one obviously cannot 
apply P to both sides of (I) to obtain (II).)
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We prove now a converse to Theorem 1. An improved version of this converse 
is contained in Theorem 4 infra.
T h eorem  2. Let T£Gor\C(Lp) besuchthat o(T)=crp(T). Define P =a.I+ßT, 
where a, ß (/MO) are some scalars. I f , for each f^LP and g£Lq (1 </>,#<«>, 
(l/p) +  (l/^) =  (l/r)< l), P simultaneously satisfies (I) and (II) o f Theorem 1, then 
P is invertible and P2 = bl on LP.
Proof. Since the theorem is trivially true in the case in which P is scalar type, 
we assume henceforth that contrary is the case. Clearly, <r(P) = crp(P). From (I) 
and (II) we have that
P2{P(f)P(g) + bfg} = bP{fP(g) + gP(f)} =
= b{P(f)P(g) + bfg}, 
or
(6) (P2-b){P (f)P (g ) + bfg) =  0.
Since P (f)P (g ) + bfg£Lr, we have that b£op(P2). We now show that 0$op(P). 
For suppose that 0 £<rp(P). Then there exists a non-trivial f£ L p suchthat Pf=  0. 
Fix f .  Then we have from (I) that P(fg)=fP(g) for each g£Lq, and so, since 
Pg€L", P2(fg)= fP 2(g). But, by (6), P2(fg)=bfg; so f ( P 2g~bg) = 0 for each 
g£Lq. Hence P2=bl on Lq, and as such P is invertible on Lq for all l<^r-<oo. 
The contradiction implies that 0$ crp(P).
Now let a<ío(P)=(Tp(P). Then, upon choosing f£ L p and g£Lq such that 
P f= a f  and Pg—ag, we have from (I) and (II) that 2a/(a2+b)=(a2+b)/(2ab), 
i.e. a2=b. Thus aZop(P) if and only if a2=b. Hence P2= bl on LP, as required.
R e m a r k . (1) Let P be as in the statement of the theorem above. If P  satisfies 
(I) and (II) of Theorem 1, then crp(P), and so also <rp(T), cannot be empty. To 
see this, we note from (6) that b^op(P2). Hence either \'b or — fb  (or both) €ff(P). 
Suppose that yl?6<7c(P). (Recall that by Theorem 1 of [5], a (P) = ap(P) Uoc(P).) 
Then to each F£Lr, (l/p)+ (llq)= (l/r)< l, there corresponds just one G£Lr 
such that (P —yb)F=G, and so that (P2—b)F=YbG+PG. Choosing F= 
= P (f)P (g )+ b fg  for some / € Lp and g£Lq, we have that PG=—/bG, i.e. 
—Yb£op(P). As a consequence of this observation we have that if P is such that 
<j(P)—oc(P), then P cannot satisfy (I) and (II) of Theorem 1.
4. Some consequences of Theorem 1
As already mentioned, the Hilbert transform H£G0r\C(Pp) and satisfies the 
identity H H = —I  on i7 ( l< p < °° ) . It follows from Theorem 1 that relations (3) 
are satisfied (with fe= — 1) for all (l/r)—(l/p )+ ( l/q )d .  Since <r(H) = op(H)= 
=  {± /}, {/} and {—i} are spectral sets for II. The associated projections Ex and E„, 
and their ranges, are identified as follows.
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For each f(LLp, l</?<°°, define the mapping S  by
Sf(z) = (1/(271/)) /  ( / - z ) -Y (0  dt, zfC|R
Then
(7) S+f(x) = yhm Sf(x+iy), S~f(x) = l^im Sf(x + iy) 
exist a.e., and satisfy
(8) 5+ =  (l/2i)(— H + il), S -  = ( -  1/2/)(H +il), S + -S ~  = /
on LF (see[l]). Identifying E1 with —S~  and E» with S +, we see that Np— 
= and M p= {f£ L p: H f= - i f ) .
The set of functions fZ L 1 which are representable by f —fi+ f i ,  fiO.Nl and 
/ 2fM b form a non-closed linear subspace A of I f .  A is identical with the set of 
functions /su c h  that both /  and H faL1 (see [8], [9], [10]). It thus follows that:
Corollary 1 (Carton-Lebrun [1]). Relations (3) hold, with 6 =  —1, for each 
fd L p and gdLq, where 1 </?, and (l/p)+(l/q)S- 1.
Let Qp be the mapping Quf( x )  = \x\~pf(x ) .  The extended Hilbert transform 
77<">,
H w f(x )  = Qp{HQ_pf)(x )  =  (l/;r)|x |-'‘(P.V.)J - ^ - y f ( t ) d t ,
£GonC (L p) for all ( - l///)<j/<(l//>). Also H ^ H ^ f = - f  for each /€ L P; 
l< /?<°° (see [4]). Hence it follows that 7/(p) satisfies (I) and (II), with b= — 1, 
for all (l/p) + (l/q)< l and max ((— l/p'), (— l//))< //< m in  ((l/p), (l/q)). Now 
set f i= Q -„ f  and g ^ Q -^ g .  Then:
Corollary 2.
tfe„{tf(/i)tf(g i)-/ig i}  =  -e ,{ / i^ (g i)+ g i^ ( /i)} ;
H Q M iH ^  + g .Hi f ) }  =  Q . i H i f J H i g J - f g J
for each Q ^ fa iF  and Qpg1aLq, where 1 < / ; , (l/p )+ (l/q)< l and 
max ( ( - 1 //> '),(- l//))< /r< m in  ((1 Ip), (1 /q)).
As another consequence of Theorem 1, we prove the following relation between 
mappings P, H  and the boundary values of analytic functions.
Corollary 3. Let P cl for some scalar c) be as in Theorem 1. Let fa  LF
and gdLq, where 1 </>, and (l/p) + (l/q)< l, besuch that P f—^ b f and
Tg= — fbg. Then
fg  = H (f)H (g), P (f)P (  g) =  —bH(f)H(g).
Also
S +( f ) S +(g) = S - ( f ) S - (g )  = 0,
30
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where S + and S are as defined by (7).
Proof. By Corollary 1 of [3], H  and P commute, and so
PS+ = (l/2i) (— PH+iP) = (1/2)(— H PH+ illP) = iHPS+ 
on LF. Similarly,
PS~ = — iHPS~
on LF. We have
P(f)P(g)  + bfg =  P( S+f — S~f )P(S+ g - S ~ g )  +  bfg =
=  HP(S+f — S - f )  HP(S+ g - S ~ g )  + bfg =
=  HP {f) HP (g) +  bfg = - b H ( f ) H ( g ) + f g .
By (I) this implies that
- b P { H ( f ) H( g ) - f g }  =  b{ fP(g)+gP(f) }  -  - b 3/2{ /g - /g }  =  0,
i.e. H( f ) H( g ) = f g .  Since - b f g = P ( f ) P ( g ) ,  we also have that P( f ) P( g )  =  
=  —bH(f )H(g) .
Since, by (8), H = — i (S+ +  S  ), we have from H ( f ) H ( g ) = f g  that
- ( s + f + s - m s + g + s - g ) =  (S +f - S - f ) ( S + g - S - g ),
i.e.
S +f S +g +  S - f S - g  =  0.
Applying H  to both sides, and using the fact that H (S +f S +g)= —i(S +f S +g) and 
H (S -fS ~ g ) = i(S~ fS-g) (see [1]), we also have that
- ( S +f S +g) + (S~ fS-g)  -  0.
This completes the proof.
5. Relations ^  P*=0
r = l
We tackle now the questions raised in paragraph three of the introduction. 
We assume in the following that our mappings T  are not scalar type.
Theorem 3. (a) Let the invertible mapping TCG0C\C(LP) besuchthat T2=bl 
on LF for some non-zero scalar b. Then there exist scalars a, ß (ß ^  0) and an in­
teger m ^  1 such that
(i) Pm is not scalar type',
(ii) 0$op{ 2 P r) for all n<4/n;
r = l
4m
(hi) 2 P r= o,
r = l
where P=od+ ßT.
(b) I f  P satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) above, then P is invertible and o{Pm) =
=  ° P{Pn) = { ± i ) .
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Proof, (a) Since T2=bl on LP, we have from [6, Theorem 4] that a{T)— 
=  cr(,(7’) = {± ~^b}. Choose a = cos 0, /? = ( / sin 0)/j/b, 0 = (n/2m) for some integer 
m ^  1. Then P=<xI+ßT=cos 0/+(i sin 0//t>)L=cos 0 + sin 0 V (say).
Clearly, V2 — (—T2/b) = — /, and a(V) = a The sets { + /} and 
{ —/} are spectral sets for V, and so there exist associated projections E1 and E2 
such that E1 + E2 = I and iEl —iE2=V. Let N  and M  denote, respectively, the 
ranges of £j and E2. Then LP — N®M, VJ= if for each f£ N  and V g= —ig for 
each g€M.
Let fdLP. Then there exist unique f i£ N  and f 2£M  such that f= fi+ f2- 
We have
Prf  = Pr( / i+ /2) = P '-'iP fi + Pfz) = Pr ~1(ewf 1 + e~ wf 2) = e ^  +  r ^ .
Hence
i  Prf  =  i  {eir0A  +  e - ir0A} =
r —1 r = l
= (ew(l —ein0)/(l — ci8))/i+ (e -w(l - e - " ) / ( l - e ~ i0))f2
• 4m
for each f= fi+ f2€Lp. Choosing n =  4m, we thus have that ^  P 'f= ® for each
r =  1
/€ L P. Since Pmf = i ( f i —fi), Pm is not scalar type. Also, 0«j <xp( Pr) for all
r =  1
«<4m.
(b) By (iii) P (f+ P f+ ... + Plm~1f )  = 0 for each /£ L P. Since 0$ <rp( J  Pr)
r =  1
4m — 1
for all «<4/n, 0$<rp(.P). Hence £  Pr = 0 (P° = 7) on Lp. This when taken in
r = 0
conjunction with (iii) implies that P4m=I, i.e. Pim, and so also P, is invertible. We 
now show that <xc(P) = 0.
Let a£<ic(P). (Necessarily, a^O.) Then to each f€ L p there corresponds just 
one g£ LP (the set of such g being a dense proper subset of LP) such that Pf—a f—g. 
We have
(P" — an) f  = (Pn~1 + aP"~2+ ... + an~2P+an~1I)g.
Letting «=4m, we have that Pim=I, aim — 1, and so (for a dense proper subset 
of Lp)
Pim- 1+aPim- 2+...+a*m- 2P+atm- 1I=  0,
or equivalently that
F(P) = aPim- 1+a2Pim~2+ ...+ a im- 1P = - / .
Since cr(F(P)) = F(c7(P)), we now have that
(4m — l)a4m =  (4m-1 )  = - l ,
i.e. m —0 in (iii) on a dense proper subset of Lp. This contradiction implies that 
<rc(P) = 0, and so that <7(P) = ctp(P).
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To conclude the proof, we now notice that a(P~"') = tTp(P2m)Q{ ±  1}. However, 
1$ ap(P2,n), as the following argument shows. Suppose that ap(P2m)= {±  1}. Then 
each fdLP may be uniquely written in the form where P2mf\ = f  and
P2mf i =  —f i  ■ By (iii), we then have that
o =  2 ’ prf =  P ( fi+ fJ + ~ + P 2m- 1( fi+ f2) + ( f i - f J +r~l
+ CA+A) = 2 P rh -
r =  0
This, however, contradicts (ii). Hence av{P~m) is a proper subset of {±1}. Since (iii) 
is trivially satisfied when P2mf = —f  (for each f f  LP), we conclude that P2m =  — 1, 
and hence that (r{Pm) = ap{Pm)^.{± i). In view of (i), crp(Pm)={±i}.
R em a r k s . (2) The invertibility of P, where P = aI+ ßT  satisfies (i)—(iii), is 
not enough to guarantee the invertibility of the mapping T. Thus let
Af(x) = af(x) + ß (^ n x )( \ln 2) \x \-^ P y .)  f  dt.
where a = i, ß = —i, and (~ l/p ')< p< (l/p). Then A2——I  on (LP) (see [5]),
4 n
2  Ar = 0 and Off ap{ 2  Ar) for all «<4. However, T  is not invertible: indeed,
r= 1 r=1
(j(T) = ap(T)=  {0, ±2} (see [5]). The same example shows that the invertibility of 
7’is not necessary to the validity of (i), (ii) and (iii) of the theorem.
(3) Let P, where P satisfies (iii) of the theorem, be one-cne. Then P is invertible, 
and an argument similar to that used in the proof of (b) above shows that <rc(P) =  0. 
In consequence we have that if oc(T)?^9, then P—al+ ßT  does not satisfy (iii) 
above for any values of a, ß (/MO) and m.
The following theorem depicts the close relation between relations of the types
(3) and (4).
T h eorem  4. Let T£G0<~)C(LP), and let P = al+ ßT for some scalars a, ß 
(/MO). Then P satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3 i f  arid only i f  Q = i \  b Pm 
(ÍM0) satisfies (I), (II) o f  Theorem 1 and neither o f the points ±  Y bd(Tc(0).
P r o o f . If P satisfies (i)—(iii), then a(Pm)—op{Pm) = {+/}, and so cr(Q)= 
— ffP(Q) — { it/b } . By Theorem 1, Q satisfies (I) and (II).
Conversely, if Q satisfies (I) and (II), then as already seen, 0(t <rp(Q). We show 
that 0$ oc(Q). For suppose that 0£crc(Q)- Then there exist sequences of unit vec­
tors { /„}€// and {g„}£Lq (q^p ', l<p,q<°°) suchthat | | ß / J —0 and | |0 £ J — 
By (I),
\\Q{Q(fn)Q(gn)+bfngn)\\ =  \b\\\fnQ(gn) + gnQ(fn)\\ s
^  |fc|{ll/„«lö(g„)ll+llgB«llß (/B) l l } - 0 .
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Since, as seen in the proof of Theorem 2,




m fn )Q (g n) +  bfngJ  - 0 .
mfn)Q(gn) +  bfngn\\ £  \b\ ||/J  lU'J-ÜßCOI l!ő(í?n)l.
\b\ £  lim \\Q(fn)Q(gn) + bfngn\\ = 0 .
Since b^O, we have a contradiction. Thus 0(f crc(Q).
By the argument of Remark (1), if c£<tc(Q), then — c€ ap (Q). Since —c€ap(Q) 
if and only if c2=b (see the proof of Theorem 2), and since °v(0), we see
that <tc(0) is empty, and that <r(Q) = o-p(Q)=={±/bj. Thus <r(Pm)=<rp(Pm)={±i}. 
A simple argument now shows that (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3 are also satisfied.
Remark. (4) Let B£G0 be 0-adjoint, i.e. the (Banach-space) adjoint mapping 
B '—dB for some scalar d such that \d\ = \ (see [3]). Then, if B is not scalar type, 
ap(B) is symmetric about the origin in the complex plane (see [6]). It follows that 
with P defined by 0-adjoint B the hypothesis that ±/b<t crc(P) may be omitted 
from Theorem 4. Can this be done generally?
6. Examples
(a) Both the Hilbert transform H  and the extended Hilbert transform H w  
satisfy (i), (ii), (iii), (I) and (II) with b— — 1, a —0, ß = l  and m = l.
(b) The mapping A of Remark (1) satisfies (i), (ii), (iii), (I) and (II) with m= 1 
and b— — 1. The mapping P—I —iA does not, however, satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii), 
or (I) and (II).
(c) The mapping P—(Wll')~1JVp=cos rc/i + sin npH, where VVp denotes the 
fractional integral
©o
w j { x )  -  (i/r0i)) /  ( t - x T ~ y x t )  dt, o < /(< \/P,
x
and Wp denotes the mapping adjoint to Wp, has been studied by a number of authors 
(see [7], [11], [13]). P satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3 (a), and it is seen that for 
each n of the form P=l/(2rri), p < 2m, P satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii), and that Ph 
satisfies (I) and (II) with b — — 1.
(d) Let M^C(L») be the Meijer transform
M f ( x )  == ( ] Í 2 f n )  f K v( x t ) f ( t )  d t ,  |R e  v] <  1.
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Then the mapping T—M 2£Gor\C (L2). The mapping
Im v =  0, R ev ^ O , v?*±l/2,
is invertible: indeed, denoting the Mellin transform of / € i 2 by / ,
y€R,cosh n y+cos rev
so that <r(i,)=(7c(P) =  [tan2 (nv/2), 1] if — 1 /2 < v < 1 /2  and cr(J°) =  <7c(i5) =  
=  [1, tan2 (7Tv/2)] if — l< v <  —1/2 or 1 / 2 < v < 1  (see [14]). Since Prf= 0  for
r«= 1
each f € L 2 if and only if 2  (^>r/ ) " ( j ;) ==0, i.e. if and only if
r =  1
i (
r = 1  V
cosh n y —cos nv Y
Í - . y£R,[cosh 7ry+cosrcvj
we see that P does not satisfy (iii). By Remark (1), P cannot satisfy (I) and (II). 
(e) The Stieltjes transform S,
Sf(x) = ( l/n) f (x + t) V(0 dt, 0 <  x <  oo,
0
6Gon C (L p). Since o-(S)= ctc(S )= [0, 1], we have from Remark (1) that S  does 
not satisfy (I) and (II). Now let p —2, and let, as in Example (d) above, / "  denote 
the Mellin transform of /€ L 2. Let P—oiI—ßS, where (a//?H [0,1], Then P is 
invertible, and
Since the sum on the right-hand side in the above equality does not equal to zero for 
any positive integer n (and all j£ R ), we see that P does not satisfy (iii).
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ON COMPACT PACKING OF CIRCLES
A. FLORIAN
To my brother Helmut Florian on his 60th birthday
We shall concern ourselves with packings of circles on the two-dimensional 
unit sphere, S2, and in the hyperbolic plane, H-. By a circle on S2 we mean a spheri­
cal cap of radius less than jr/2. A collection of closed circles is said to form a packing 
if no two of them have an inner point in common. Two circles of a packing with 
a common boundary point are called neighbours. Let O and O, denote the centres 
of the circles cand ch respectively. Following L. Fejes Tóth [3], we define a packing 
of circles to be compact if each circle c of the packing satisfies the following three 
conditions:
(i) c has a finite number of neighbours,
(ii) if c has n neighbours, clt ..., c„, they can be numbered so that c, touches 
c2, ..., c„ touches Cj,
(iii) c is covered by the union of the triangles OOx0 2, ..., OOnOx.
In [1, 3] compact packings in the Euclidean plane are considered. In particular, 
it is proved that the lower density of a compact packing of circles with radii from 
a given interval [a, b], where is at least it f t  12. The bound r t/ /l2  is
attained by the system of the in-circles of a regular tiling (6, 3). In the present paper 
we shall establish two analogous results concerning packings on the sphere and in 
the hyperbolic plane.
We shall use the same letter to denote a set and its area. If {c0, c1? ...} is a 
packing of circles and S  a bounded closed subset of S2 or H2, the ratio (c; H S)/S
i
is called the density of {c0, cl5 ...} with respect to S  and is simply called the density 
of {c„, Cj, ...} if S —S2. To formulate our result we define a function D(R) for 
R =-0 (and RS jt/3 in the spherical case). Let d(R) be the density of three mutually 
touching circles of radius R with respect to the triangle spanned by their centres.
T heorem  1. I f  d is the density o f a compact packing o f a finite number o f circles 
on S 2 with radii not greater than R*^n/3 then
(1) d S  d(R*).
Equality occurs in (1) i f  and only i f  cos R*= — cosec —, where p = 2, 3, 4, 5,z p
and the circles are the in-circles o f the regular tiling (p, 3).1
1 Theorem 1 confirms a conjecture by L. Fejes Tóth who drew the author’s attention to 
this subject.
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It is well-known that, in contrast to the Euclidean plane, there is no satisfactory 
way of defining the density of a packing of circles with respect to the whole hyper­
bolic plane [2], Thus we are restricted to proving a result of a ‘local’ character.
T heorem  2. In H 2 let {c0, cx, ...} be a compact packing o f circles o f  radii 
not less than R* >0. There is a tiling 2T with triangular faces and with its vertices 
at the centres o f the circles so that the density o f  {c0, cx, ...} with respect to any face 
o f  ST is at least d(R*).
1 71Let cosh R* = — cosec —, where p = 7, 8, ..., and let {c0, cx, ...} be the2 p
system of the in-circles of the regular tiling (p , 3). The centres of the circles are the 
vertices of the dual tiling (3,p). The density of {c0, cx, ...} with respect to any 
face of (3,p) is equal to d(R*).
P roof of T heorem  1. Let c0 be any circle of a compact packing, and let 
t \ ,  cn be the successive neighbours of c0. Again, O, denotes the centre of cf. 
If O0, Oy and 0 , lie on the same great circle, c0, cx and c2 have radius n/3. Thus 
R*=n/3, and Theorem 1 is obvious in this case. Consequently, in the following 
we may suppose that 0 O, Ot and 0 2 (more generally 0„, 0 ; and 0 i+i) are the ver­
tices of a non-degenerate triangle A.
Let Tt and T12 be the touching points of the pairs ( c 0 , c ()  and ( c x , c 2)  for i=  
=  1, ..., n. Let TyT., be the arc on the boundary of c0 which is covered by A, and 
define T»Tl2, T12TX and TiTi+1 similarly. The arc-sided triangle bounded by TXT2, 
r ar 12 and Ty2Ty will be denoted by D. Observe that no neighbour of c0 touches c 0 
at an inner point of TXT2. Otherwise all neighbours of c 0 with the exception of cx 
and c2 are contained in D and therefore also in A. But this contradicts condition
(iii) of the definition of a compact packing. Thus the union of the arcs TXT2, ..., TnTx 
covers the boundary of c0 without overlapping.
We proceed to prove that the triangles of type A form a tiling.
Let U be the union of those circles of the packing that are contained in D. 
We assert that U is empty. Assuming the contrary, we choose a point Pd [/flin t D 
and join P with an inner point O of the arc TXT2 by a Jordan curve l not intersecting 
cx or c., (Fig. 1). Since U is closed and Q does not belong to U we may assume that
(2) UPil={P}.
P is a boundary point of some circle c' of the packing. Let cx, c’m be the succes­
sive neighbours of c', and Tx, T ’m the touching points of these circles with c , 
and let Pd T[Tf l intersects the interior of the arc-sided triangle D' =  T[T> T f , 
where TU is the common point of c[ and c2. Since D'czD  and Qd, 0U c1Uc2, Q 
is outside D', so that / intersects the boundary of D' at a point X ^P . From / fl 
n (c1Uc2)=0 it follows that Xd U which contradicts (2). This shows that in fact 
no circle of the packing is contained in D. Therefore c0 and cx are successive neigh­
bours of c2, and c0 and c2 are successive neighbours of c, . This implies that any two 
different triangles of type A do not overlap.
It is easy to see that each point YdS2 belongs to some triangle A. In view of 
condition (iii) we may assume that Yd ( J c ;. Let Z  be a point of (J  c f at minimum
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distance from Y, say Z£c0. Then Y lies in one of the triangles O0OxO2, ...,O0O„O1. 
Thus the triangles A are the faces of a tiling 3T as required.
Let A=O0O1O2 be any face of and let cf be the circle of the packing cent- 
redatOj ( i= 0 ,1,2). Since c3,c 4, ... do not intersect A, the density of {c0, cx, c2, ...} 
with respect to A is
2 ( ^ 0  a ) i(cfn A)
i i=0
To prove Theorem 1 it suffices to show that
2 ( c ,n A )
(4) ------ Sd(Ä*)
for any three mutually touching circles c0, clf c2 of radii not greater than R*Sn/3. 
Equality occurs in (4) if and only if the circles have radius R*.
Let Rt be the radius of ct (*—0,1, 2). Let ^1» ^2» be the points of tangency 
of the pairs (c0, ct), (c0, c2) and (cl5 c2) (Fig. 2). We denote the centre and the radius 
of the in-circle of A by O and r. The in-circle touches the sides of A at TX, T 2, T12. 
Writing 2ßi ( i= 0 ,1,2) for the angles of A, and 2a„,2a1,2a2 for the angles T2OTly 
TxOT12, TX2OT2 we have
2 2
(5) 2  at = 71, A =  2 2  ßi~n> c,(Td =  2/S,(l -cos Rt),
1=0 1=0
(6) cos /?, =  cos r sin otj, tan Rt = sin r tan a, (i = 0, 1, 2).
We consider an equilateral triangle A with in-radius r, and three congruent circles 
c0, clt c2 touching one another and having their centres at the vertices of 3. If c,
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has radius R,
(7) q =  D(R) = i = 0
is the density of {c0, Cj, c2} with respect to A. We shall prove (4) by showing that
2  (c-.DA) i; d</
i=0(8 )
and
(9) q Sr d(Ä*).
Let r  be constant, and define a function / ( a )  for ()<«<nj2 by
(10) f(a) — ß ( \ —q —cosR), 
where ß and R depend on a according to
(11) cos ß = cos r sin a, tan R = sin r tan a (0 <  ß, R < n/2). 
From (10) and (11) we obtain









}/ l +  sin2rtan 2a ]/1 —cos2 r sin2 a 
//(* ) =  -cos r-
cos a
)/1 —cos2 r sin2 a
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we have
/< « )= /, (i -  i + 5 ^ :/ ,■ ) ,
whence
(15)
From (14) it follows that
(16) fx (a) =  sin2 r cos r 
and
f m t"\ — cin2
r ( » )  = ( l - 9)A '+ i | 7 / , X + ^ : / , / , -
sin a
(1 —cos2r sin2a)s/2
.......  . . (1+ 2 cos2 r sin2 a) cos afx (a) = sin2 r cos r—  ------- -— . „ 6/ —(1 —cos2 r sin2 a)6'2
By use of (11), (14), (16) and (17) we find
, cos r cos oc „ sin2 r cos/?
f \  (a) — , o * h  (a)sin ß
f f  (a) =  sin2 r cos r
sin3 ß
(1 4- 2 cos2 ß) cos a 
sin5 ß ’
so that, by (15),
(18) . Sm ^ /"(a) =  ( l- i? )  sin ff + cos a iß -  3] .v ’ sm2 r cos ß w  ( smßcosß )
Because of
l+ 2cos2/} 2+cos2ß
sin ß cos ß sin 2ß
the second term on the right-hand side of (18) is proved to be positive for 0</?<7t/2 
if
g(x) =  x -  3 ■ sin x2+cos x
is positive for 0<x<7i. But this follows immediately from g (()) = () and
(2 + cosy)8 > 0 -
By (7), 1 —q is positive, too. Thus
(19) /"(a) 0,
so that /( a )  is strictly convex for 0<a<;t/2. Applying Jensen’s inequality we
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obtain from (5) and (10)
2 ( c tn á )  = 2 2 ß i V - q -cosR ,)+ 2q  Z ß i  =
(20)
i = 0
=  2 /(«;) + (d +n)q -  6/[jj+(d+7T)i7.
If 2ß denotes the angle of 3, then by (5) and (7)
a ,,  6/5(1-co s  R)
whence
6/5 —7t
6 / [ y ]  = -6ßq+ (6ß-n)q  = -n q .
Thus (20) implies (8). Equality holds only if 3 = 3 .
Because of n/3-Jímax {a0, al5 a2} we have by (6)
R ^  max{#0, /?2} ^  R *.
We_establish (9) by showing that q = D(R) is a strictly decreasing function for 




(22) q = F(P) =
By (21) it suffices to prove that
F(x) =
2 sin ß ’
6H'~w )
6/5 —7r
V 2 sin x )
n
X S
is strictly decreasing for Oc x S tc/2. This is an immediate consequence of the fact 
that
Fx(x) = 2x —sin x
is strictly concave for 0 < x ^ n /2 .  From
3x+x cos 2x—2 sin 2x~2F"(x) =
we see that we have to show that
sim* 4
4 sin y
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for 0<}í< ii. This is obvious in view of F(O) =  0 and
Fi(y)
(5-cos y ) ( l-c o s  y) 
(3+cos y)"
and completes the proof of (4) and (1). Equality occurs in (1) if and only if the faces 
of the tiling are congruent equilateral triangles of side length 2R*. In this case
!T is a regular tiling (3, p), and R* is equal to arccos ^  cosec—j .
P roof of T heorem  2 . Let us construct a tiling ST with triangular faces and 
with its vertices at the centres of the circles, as in the proof of Theorem 1. A face 
A of ^intersects only those circles of the packing that have their centres at the 
vertices of A. If these circles are c„, c\, c2, the density of {c0, c1, ...} with respect 
to A is given by (3). It remains to show that (4) applies to any three mutually touching 
circles of radii not less than R* >0.
The proof is quite analogous to that given in the spherical case. Keeping up 
the notations introduced above we have only to modify some formulae following
(4). Equations (5) and (6) are to be replaced by
(5') 2  ai =  *,i = 0
A = n — 2 2  fin 
/=o
Cjfld =  2/3,-(cosh Ri — l),
(6') cos ßi — cosh r sin af, tanh Rt = sinh r tan a; (i = 0 , 1, 2).
To prove (8) and (9) we define a function / ( a )  for 0<a<<3=arcsin c by 
(10') /(a) = /?(cosh K + <7-l),
where ß and R are connected with a by
(IT) cos ß = cosh r sin a, tanh R = sinh r tan a (0 <  ß «= 7c/2),
and q is given by (7). By using (1T) we obtain from (10')
(18')
sin4/J
sinh2 r cos ß /"(a) =  (1 — q) sin ß +cos a
( 1+2 cos2 ß
v sin ß cos ß
Since the right-hand side of (18') was proved to be positive, we again have (19), 
so that / (a )  is strictly convex for 0<a<5. Observing that, by (6'), max {a0, al5 a2}< 
<3, and applying Jensen’s inequality, we obtain from (5') and (10')
2 ( c , n A )  =  2 2ß i ( c o s hRi+ q - \ ) - 2 q  2 ß i  =
r =  0 f=0
=  2 2 oA ad - ( n - A ) q  Ä 6 f \ ^ - ( n - A ) q .
( 20')
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The required inequality (8) now follows from (20') and the relations
Equality holds only if A —A.
Because of min {a0, cc1, a2}S7t/3, we have by (6')
R* s  min R1, R2} s. R.
We establish (9) by showing that q = D(R) is a strictly increasing function for 
R >0. Since by (6')
(210 cosh R
it remains to prove that
(22') <7 = -----
is strictly decreasing for 0</?<7t/6. The right-hand side of (22') is identical with 
the function F(ß) defined by (22) which was proved to be strictly decreasing for 
0</?S7r/2.
(8) and (9) imply (4) with equality if and only if the circles have radius R*. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
From (21), (22) and (21'), (22') we infer that l^im)£)(/iO = 7t/l/T2 which is the
precise lower bound for the density of a compact packing of circles in the Eucli­
dean plane.
I would like to thank my son Andreas for drawing the figures.
2 sin ß
( 2 sin ß 0
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